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ABSTRACT 
This thesis is concerned primarily with the characterisation 
and classification of the chemical elements by the Russian 
scientist D.I. 11endeleev (1834-1907). In connection with certain 
specific questions the contributions of other scientists are 
presented at some length in order to provide a background against 
which Uendeleev's work may be viewed and appraised. 
Chapters I and II deal withJ1endeleev•s ,;'~~~of 
persisting entities in nature.~His scientific theories were all 
moulded by an ontology in which the two fundamental categories of 
matter and motion are "infusible" but necessarily concomitant, 
2 
both matter and motion being quantitatively conserved. He saw the 
chemical elements as the persisting invariant constituents of all 
simple substances and compounds, a convenient - but not necessary -
model for this view being provided by his version of the atomic-
molecular theory. Although l1endeleev thought it likely that the 
elements are complex, he came to recommend nevertheless that in the 
absence of any well-authenticated transmutation they should be 
treated pragmatically as qualitatively-distinct ultimate entities._~ 
Chapters III-VII contain an account of the emergence and 
development of the periodic system of the elements. This history 
is then summarised and appraised in chapter VIII. The eventual 
construction of periodic systems in the 186o•s is viewed as the 
culmination of various tendencie,fof the preceding half-century. 
A collection of Mendeleev'a perioaic tables is given; his use ot 
the system for predictive purposes, and his approach to the problems 
. raised by the rare-earth elements and inert gases, are considered 
in detail. Priority and independence of discovery of the periodic 
law are discussed; but in order to explain the particular impact 
of Hendeleev1s contribution upon the scientific community more 
importance is attached to the degree of conviction with which the 
various contributions were made and to the application and 
development of the periodic system. 
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PRELININAHY NOTES 
In connection with dates the abbreviations OS and NS are 
- -
sometimes used in this thesis, denoting "old-style" {Julian) and 
"new-style" {Gregorian) dates respectively. The Julian calendar, 
which was used in Russia until 1918, ran 12 days behind the 
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Gregorian calendar {used in Western Europe) during the 19th century, 
and 13 days behind in the 20th century. Where no indication of date-
style is given it may be assumed that dates are Gregorian ("new-style"). 
Reference to worlts which are listed in the numbered 
bibliography at the end of the thesis is made by appending the 
abbreviation~. togethe~ wi~h the appropriate bibliography 
number, e.g. Kedrov, 1970 (Bibl.44). 
In the text and footnotes of this thesis {but not in the 
bibliography) titles have often been translated into English for 
convenience. To indicate or emphasise the language in which a 
particular work was published the letter! (for Russian), Q (for 
German),! (for French) or! {for English) is appended to the 
reference. 
The following additional abbreviations are used -
MALU Hendeleev archive, Leningrad University 
Pr. Ch. Principles of Chemiat;r (R., Bibl.65; E., Bibl.66) 
Colla. Collected works (R., Bibl.68) 
Sc. Ar. Scientific Archive. I -Periodic Law (R., Bibl.zt) 
~ Periodic Law. Basic Articles {R., Bibl.?2) 
~ Periodic Law. Supplementary Haterial (R., Bibl.?4). 
The various editions of Principles of Chemistry {R., E.) 
are designated as illustrated in the following examples: the 3rd (1877) 
Russian edition is referred to as Pr. Ch., R-3 (1877); and the 3rd 
English edition as Pr. Ch., E-3 {1905; from n-z, 1902-3). 
Unless indicated otherwise, all translations from Russian in 
this thesis are by tho present author. 
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D.I. ME~ID~~~: general bio9raphical introducti~. 1 
Drnitrii Ivanovich Hendeleev waa born in Tobol'sk, Western Siberia, 
on 27th January (O.S.) 1834, the last of the many children2 of Maria 
Dmitrievna Nendeleeva (n6e Kornil'eva) and Ivan Pavlovich Hendeleev. 
Later in the year of nmitrii 1a birth Ivan Pavlovich became blind 
in both eyes as a result of cataracts, causing him to lose his post aa 
director of the gymnasium in Tobol'sk3• Although Ivan was awarded a 
pension by the state this was quite inadequate for supporting his large 
family, which now became dependent upon the mother for its welfare.4 To 
enable her to fulfil this new responsibility, Maria Dmitrievna accepted 
a proposal from her brother that she should take over the management of 
a small glass factory owned by him in the village of Aremzianka, about 
25 versts from Tobol 1sk5. The family moved to Aremzianka 1 where they 
lived until 1841. By 1841 the time had come for the two youngest children, 
Pavel (aged 9) and Dmitri! (7), to go to school; they entered the Tobol'sk 
gymnasium, and tho family moved back to Tobol 1 sk. }taria. Dmitrievna 
continued to run tho factor,y at Arcmziaruca however, travelling to work 
from Tobol'sk. 
At the gymnasium in Tobol'sk Dmitri! Ivanovich studied many subjects, 
including mathematics, physics, history, Latin, German, French and law. He 
was good at mathematics, physics and history, but obtained poor marks for 
Latin, a subject he disliked. Apart from his formal schooling, a second 
1 The moat detailed biographical sources for the early part of 
Mendoleev•a life are Gubkina, 1908 (Bibl.25) and Mladentsev and Tishchenko, 
1938 (Bibl.82). A ver,y good biography in Mnglish of the young Mendeleev is 
to be found in Almgren, 1968 (Bibl.5). Biographies which cover tho whole 
of Mendeleev•s life include those in Russian by Chugaev, 1924 (Bibl.l3), 
Pisarzhovskii, 1954 (Bibl.23) and Figurovskii, 1961 (Bibl.23); in German 
by Walden, 1908 (Bibl.l28); in French by Kolodkino, JL963 (Bibl.42); and 
in English by Tildon, 1909 (Bibl.ll4), Posin, 1948 (Bibl.94) and Leicester, 
1961 (Bibl.58). 
'1-tendeleev himself claimed that in his family there wore "17 children 
in all, and 14 live-christened (zhivokreshchennykh)" (written 1906: see 
.£o.lli•, _?_5_, 669). However, Hendeleev' a mother in one of her letters says 
"I bore I4 children" (see Gubkina, Bibl.25, p.36). 
3Ivan Pavlovich taught philosophy, fine arts and political economy 
(see Chugaev, Bibl.l3). 
4 Ivan's sight was partially restored by an operation in 1837, but he 
did not return to full-time work. 
5A verst measured 3,500 feet - or just over one kilometre. 
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important formative influence upon Dmitri! at this time seems to have been 
his contact with the Deccmbrists who were in exile in Tobol 1sk6.(' A number 
of thesof including M.A. Fonvizin, P.N. Svistunov, I.A. Annenkov, and one 
of the members of the Hurnv'ov frunil~- were frequent visitors to the 
Mendeleev household7• The Russian scholar and revolutionary N.A. Morozov 
has subsequently written (1907), "It is to the infiuence of the 
Deccmbrist?~ as told me by the widow of D.I. [l1endeleev], that we must 
chiefly attribute that affection of Mcndeleev towards the investigation of 
nature which later led him to the discovery of the 'natural system of the 
chemical elements•.n8 
In 1849 Hendelecv completed his schooling at the Tobol'sk gymnasium. 
The best pupils from the gymnasium were awarded state grants to attend 
university; but Mendeleev was not one of those recommended for such an 
award, because although he had shown exceptional ability in certain 
subjects, he was considered to have been somewhat lacking in application. 
His mother, however, was determined that ho should receive higher education; 
and no longer having uny special reason for remaining in Tobol1sk (Ivan 
Pavlovich had died in 1847; the glass factory had been destroyed by fire 
in 1848; and her other sons were now working) Maria Dmitrievna settled her 
affairs and set off for Moscow with Dmitrii and his sister Elizaveta, in 
order to get her son accepted for entry to Moscow University. But despite 
assistance from her influential brother, Maria failed in this attempt. 
Dmitrii was refused entry on the grounds that Moscow University did not 
take students from Siboria9• 
In tho spring of 1850 Maria and her two children loft ~1oscow for 
St. Petersburg. Tho University in Petersburg would not take Dmitrii, who 
6the Decembriata wore a group of noble young army officers who had 
made an unsuccessful attempt in December 1825 to overthrow the Taarist 
regime in favour of a parliamentary system. Those who wore not shot were 
exiled to Siberia. (See, for example, Seton-Watson, Bibl.l06, pp.l83-l98, 
750). Mendeleev much lnter recalled the Decembrist families of Tobol 1 sk 
in reminiscences stimulated by a visit he made to Tobol'sk in 1899 (see 
Colla., 12, 571). 
7Another exiled Decembriat, N.V. Baaargin, who did not live in 
Tobol'sk, married Dmitrii Ivanovich's eldest sister Ol'ga in 1847. 
8 
;Bibl.83, PP• 12-13. Hondeleev's widow, referred to here, was his 
second wife Anna Ivanovna. Ilia first wife, Feozva Nikitichna, died in 
1905, just over a year before Hendeleov himself. 
9Regulations at the time were such that Siberians were restricted 
to Kazan' University. 
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had then thought of joining the Medico-Surgical Academy, but gave up this 
idea after fainting while attending an autopsy as an observer. After much 
difficulty with bureaucracy Dmitrii eventually gained entry to the Main 
Pedagogical Institute (where his father had trained). 
Mendeleev began his course at the Main Pedagogical Institute in the 
autumn of 1850, as a student in the physico-mathematical faculty10• Very 
shortly afterwards, on 21st September (o.s.) 1850, hie mother died (in 
Petersburg). Many years later, in 1887, Mendeleev dedicated one of his 
booka11 to the memory of his mother, with the following words: 
In memory of a mother, 
Maria Dmitrievna Hendeleeva. 
This investigation is dedicated to the memolj· of a mother 
by her last-born child. She was able to raise him only by her 
toil, by conducting the business of a factory. She instructed 
by example, corrected with love, and in order to devote him to 
science she took him out of Siberia, thus expending her last 
resources and strength. Dying, f~e left this testament: 
refrain from Latin self-delusion , insist upon wor~d not 
words, and patiently seek divine or scicntif4c truth ; for 
aha understood how afton dialectics deceive , how much there 
is still to be learned, and how, with the help of science, 
without coercion, lovingly but firmly, prejudices, falsehood 
and errors are eliminated, and we achieve the safe-guarding of 
acquired truth, freedom for further development, the common 
good, and inner well-bi~ng. A mother's dying words are held 
sacred by De Mendeleev • 
10There were two faculties in the Institute, the other being the 
historico-philological faculty. 
11The investi ation of a ueous solutions accordin to their s ecifio 
gravity R. , St. Petersburg, l 7• Reprinted in Colla.,}; and Bibl.?3). 
12Hendeleev had a lifelong distaste for Latin, and for the sterile 
sophistical attitudes which he saw as "La.tinity" (La.tinstvofO'r 11Latin 
self-delusion" (latynskoe srunoobol1ahchenio), and with which he seems'to 
have associated "dialectics" (see n.,). The origin ot his dislike of , /
1 
,, 
"Latinity" was attributed by Mcndoleev to the influence not only of his }· / :'; ': 
mother, but also of his childhood n~l (niania)-(see Colls.,2j, 96; 1 '·' ' 
and Almgren, Bibl.5, pp.53~+). 't 
l311Divine" (bozheskaia) and "scientific" -~used by Nendelecv aa 
synonyms in qualifying "truth" (j)ravda) ' not aS' denoting different aspects 
of truth: "divine" as used by Mendeleev in this sense moans something akin 
to "absolute", without any religious connotation. Elsewhet·e Mendeleov 
contrasts "subjective-human truth" (sub"ektivno-liudskaia pravda) with 
"objective-divine truth" (ob"ektivno-bozheska!a ?ravda), the former being 
merely "appearance", the latter 11empirically con irmed fact" (see 
K poznaniiu Rossii,1 2nd edn., St. Petersburg, 1906, pp.50-51, n.l6; and 
also a remark of 1~87 given in Bibl.Z21 p.4o2, n.l). 
14 
Mendeleev appears to be using the term "dialectics" here (as 
elsewhere) not in any Hegelian or neo-Hegelian sense, but rather in the 
classical sense of "enquiry by discussion", the practice of dialectics in 
this sense being unfavourably compared by him with the scientific 
method of investigation by observation and experiment 15 • Bibl.73, p.379. 
---
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The Main Pedagogical Institute in Petersburg used the sruae buildings 
as the University16• Most of its teaching staff wer9 also professors at 
the University or members of tho Academy of Sciences, some being both. 
The student body numbered about a hundred. As a student in the physico-
mathematical faculty Mendoleev was taught by the following distinguished 
figures: 
Emil Lenz (physics; academician, and professor at the University), 
H.V. Ostrogradskii (mathematics; academician), 
A.N. Savich (astronomy; professor at the University), 
A.A. Voskresenskii (chemistry; professor at the University), 
s.s. Kutorga (mineralogy; professor at tho University), 
F.F. Brandt (zoology; academician), 
I.O. Shikhovskii (botany; professor at the University), 
F.I. Ruprecht (botany; academician), 
and N.A. Vyshnegradskii (pedagogics; professor at the. Institute).17 
Lenz was the discoverer of what has como to be known as "Lenz' s Law'' 
(direction of induced current). Vyshnogradskii was later prominent in 
obtaining public education for women in Russia, a cause which Mendoleev 
also was to support. 
Mendeloev's earliest publications, which appeared while he was still 
a student at the Institute, show primarily the influence o£ Kutorga's 
18 course, being concerned mainly with topics of a mineralogical nature • 
Prominent among Hendeleev's mineralogical interests at this time was the 
phenomenon of isomorphism19, his study of which played a significant part I 
' in leading him later to tho discovery of the periodic law20• 
16 Tho Main Pedagogical Institute was abolished in 1858. 
17 For an account in English of the work of these scientists, see 
Vucinich, Bibl.l221 passim. 
1~ondoloev's first publication was .Chemische Analyse des Orthits 
aua Finnland (transl. into German by Kutorga from Mendeleov's Russian 
manuscript), Verhandlungen der K. Russ. mineralog. Goa. zu st. Pet., 1854, 
234-9. A Russian version is given in Colla., 15, 17-19. 
19Mendeleev1s final (Kandidat's) dissertation for his course at the 
Main Pedagogical Institute was on isomorphism: see Colla., 1, ?-137. 
20 Soo Dobrotin, Bibl.l6z The early period of D.I. Mendeleov's 
~cientific activity as_a stage on tho path towards the discovery of the 
periodic law, (R.). 
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But probably the :,moat influei}.ti~~~on Mendelee~)of his teachers at 
~, -- 2li -.,. -- --~· .. -· 
the Institute was Voskrc~enskii }• Voskresenskii 1 who later in tho 19th 
22 
century came to be kno\-m as "the grandfather of Russian chemistry" 1 had 
studied chemistry under Hitacherlich, Rose and Nagnus in Berlin, and under 
Liebig in Giessen. Liebig is reported by Hendeleev to have on~e said (in 
1860, in }1unich) that he considered Voskresenskii to have been the moat 
talented of all of his studonts23• Mendeleev's recollection of 
Voskrcaonskii as a teacher refers to the latter' a inaistcmce upo.n the 
importance of experimental work, and also his fairness in presenting tho 
views of opposing schools in connection with theoretical queotions: 
••• in the laboratory with Vaakresonskii we frequently heard his 
favourite saying: 11it is nat the gads who fire pots and make bricks11 
( 11ne bogi gorshki obzhiga.iut i kirpichi dcla.iut"), and therefore in 
the laboratories which were run by Voskrcsonskii we were not afraid 
to put our hands to tho affairs of science, attempting to fashion and 
firo the bricks out of which is built the edifice of chemical knowledge. 
••• ·VoskreEe~okii always clearly saw that true knowledge cannot be 
confined to a one-sided viow 1 and he therefore made us beginners 
contrast tho ideas and views of Berzelius and Liebig with the teachings 
of Dumas, Laurent and Gerhardt which woro at that time already gaining 
prominence but which were still far from dominant. ••• Voskresenskii 
already c~~arly saw the superiority of tho ideas of tho French 
school... • 
From the very beginning of his undergraduate days at the Hain 
Pedagogical Institute Hendoleev had suffered from tuberculosis, which 
forced him to spend much time in the infirmary of the Institute. Despite 
the great problems which this presented, he nevertheless managed to 
complete tho course in 1855, receiving a gold medal for excellence. He 
was retained by the Institute in order to prepare for the Master's 
degree. Because of his ill health Mendeleev was unable to remain in 
Petersburg, nnd was assigned to the post of senior teacher in natural 
sciences at the gymnasium in Simferopol', in the Crimea. He was considered 
at this time, by the well-known Petersburg physician Zdekauer, to have only 
2l A biographical article on Voskresenakii has boon written by 
Figurovskii nnd Elagina, Bibl.22. An obituary by Mendoleev (1880) is 
given in Calls.~ 15, 335; and a slightJ~ longer biographical sketch by 
Mendeleev (lff92 in Colla., 151 622-5. 
22 This epithet was occasionally applied also to N.N. Zinin (1812-1880). 
23
soo Colla., 15 1 622-3. 
24 
1892: Mondoleev in Brockr~us-Efron, Bibl.ll, val. 6, p.243. 
Given in £?lls., 12, 624. 
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8 or 9 months to live. 
Mcndeleev arrived in Simferopol' in the late summer of 1855, but 
because of the Crimean War was soon transferred to tho gymnasium at Odessa. 
At about this time he consulted tho eminent Russian prysician N.I. Pirogov, 
who after examining and treating him told Mendeloov, "You will outlive us 
both ( sc. both Pirogov and Zdekauor] n25, a prediction which was indeed 
fulfilled. Throughout his life, however, Mendeleov was prone to illness~, 
and during the 1890's he had a serious recurrence of tuberculosi&. 
Whilo teaching in Odessa, Mondoloev at the some time prepared for his 
Master's examination and wrote his Master's dissertation Udel'n:ye ob"emy 
{Specific volumos) 27. By the spring of 1856 his health had improved 
greatly, and in May he returned to Petersburg. In this month he sat his 
Master's examination, and in September defended his dissertation, 
obtaining as a result tho degree of Master of Chemistry. 
In January 1857 Mondeleev was appointed privat-docent in the chemistry 
department of St. Petersburg University, and was also nominated secretary 
of the physico-mathematical faculty28• During the spring semester of the 
academic year 1856-7 he ~bitd lectures on theoretical and historical 
chemistry; in 1857-8 and during the first semester of 1858-9 he read 
lectures on organic chemist~· and supervised practical work29. In his 
lectures on organic chemistry Mendeleev used tho new "unitary" ideas of 
Laurent and Gerhardt. 
In tho spring of 1859 Mondoleov was sent abroad on a two-year study-
trip "for advancement (uaovershcnatvovaniia) in the aciences"3°, which he 
spent mainly in Heidelberg. At first he worked in Bunsen's laboratory, 
but soon set up a small laboratory of his ow.n in his private quarters. Here 
25see Figurovskii, Bibl. 23, p.34. 
2~or oxnmple, illness prevented him from presenting in person to the 
Russian Chemical Society hia first paper on the periodic law in 1869. 
27Givon in Colla., 1, 139-311. 
28 The chemistry department was a department of tho physico-mathematical 
faculty. 
29Theso and subsequent cotmections of Mendoleev with St. Petersburg 
University nro outlined in Makarcnia and Filimo~ova, Bibl. 61. 
30seo Mladentoev and Tishchonko, Bibl.82, p.157. 
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he investigated the capillarity and thermal expansion of liquids, and in 
1860 discovered tho existence of what he called the "absolute temperature 
of boiling'~ later call~d "critical temperature" by Andrews31• At 
Heidelberg Hendeleev wns n member of a social circle of young Russians 
which included also A.P. Borodin, a chemist who was later to become a 
famous musical composer as well as Professor of Chemistry at the St. 
Petersburg Medico-Surgical Academy32• Both Mendeleev and Borodin attended 
the Karlsruhe Congress in September 1860, at which Cannizzaro drew a clear 
distinction between the concepts of "atom" and "molecule" on the basis of 
Avogadro's hypothesis33. 
In February 1861 Mendeleev returned to Petersburg. Shortly afterwards 
he began writing a textbook on organic chemistry which he completed by 
June 186134, and for which in the following year he received the Demidov 
prize of the St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences35: many years later (1899) 
he wrote, "••• this book established my name in Russia, because it 
circulated rapidly and widely."36 In the autumn of 1861 Mendeleev again 
began to give lectures on organic chemistry in the University. 
In 1862 Hondeleev married Fcozva Nikitichna Leshcheva. Their first 
child, Masha, died soon after birth in 1863. In 1865 a son, Vladimir, 
was born, and in 1868 a daughter, Ol' ga37. The marriage was not a happy 
one, and did not last38. 
3~endeleev's discovery of critical temperature, ten years before its 
re-discovery by Andrews, was first reported in his article Sur la coh~sion 
mo1~culaire de quelques liguidea organique~, Comptes rendus, ~ (1860) 52; 
a subsequent account was given by him in tfber die Auadehnung dar 
Fluaai keiten beim Erwiirmon tiber ihren Sicdo unkt ("Absoluter Siede unkt"), 
Annalen Liebig , 119 1 1 1-11. Russian translations of these papers 
are included in Colla., 5. 
32An account of the life of Borodin is given in N.A. Figurovskii and 
Iu.I. Solov'cv, Aleksandr Porfir'evich Borodin {R.), Moscow-Leningrad, 1950. 
33
othor Russians who attended tho Karlsruhe Congress were Zinin, 
Shishltov, Natanson, Savich and Lesinskii. On the subject of the Karlsruhe 
Congress and its significance for chemistry, see later, Chs.III (section A) 
and VIII. 
34organichoskaia Khimiia, St. Pet., 1861. A second edition was 
published in 18631 this has been reprinted in Colla., 8, 35-602. 
35vnlue 11000 roubles. 
36 See Colla., 25, 696. 
37
vladimir died in 1898. Ol'ga long outlived her father; in 1947 
she published a book entitled Mendeleev and his family (R.), Bibl. 122. 
38see below. 
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During the 1860's Hondoleev was much involved in technological 
considerations. Behreon 1862 EUld 1867 ho produced the Tekhnicheskaia 
entsiklopediia po Vagneru, a translated, edited and enlarged version of 
J .R. \lagner' s 1_heorio und Lehrbuch dor Technologic. In 1863 he went to 
Baku as an adviser in connection with the development of the oil-fields. 
The interest in oil and the oil industry which this visit aroused in 
Hendeleev remained with him throuehout his lii'e39: he visited Bclru a 
number of times later, ho visited the oil-fields of Pennsylvania in 1876, 
and from tho theoretical side he made the suggestion {1877) that oil 
originates from the action of water upon metallic carbides in the interior 
of the earth 4o. 
In January 1864 Mendele9V was elected professor in the St. Petersburg 
Technological Institute, a post whicl1 he held untill872. Also in January 
1864 he was promoted to the status of docent in the University. In November 
of the same year he subtnitted to the University a thesis entitled 
Rassuzhdeniia o soodinenii s irta s vodoi (Considerations on the 
combination of alcohol with water) 1 for the degree of Doctor of Chemistry, 
successfully defending this thesis in February 1865. He was then (27th 
Fob., o.s.) elected extraordinary professor of physical chemistry in the 
Department of Technology of the University; and in December of the same 
year he was elected ordinary professor of technical chemistry in tho 
Department of Technology. In the autumn of 1867 Mendeleev became professor 
of general chemistry at tho University. At that time he was the only 
professor in tho chemistry department of the physico-mathematical faculty. 
With tho election of A.M. Butlerov to the department in 1868 as professor 
of organic chcmiatry42 , Mcndeloov became professor of inorganic chcmistr.y43. 
39For an account of 11Hendeleov and Petroleum (1863-1881)" see 
Almgren, Bibl. 5 •. 
4o Mondoleev'a hypothesis about the origin of oil was presented in 
J. Russ. Phyaico-Chom. Soc., 9 (187?) 36-7: given in Colla., 10, 14-15. 
41 Given in Colla., 4, l-152; and Bibl. Z3, pp.9-214. 
4
2autlerov was the Russian pioneer of structural organic chemistry. 
4~y 1869 a third soction had been established in tho chemistry 
department at Petersburg University, that of analytical and technical 
chemistry. Tho head ~f this aoction was N.A. Menahutkin, who in 1876 
came to be elected profoaaor of analytical chemistry at the University. 
17 
r·1endelecv rotainod his chair at Petersburg University until 1890, when he 
44 
resigned. 
Between 1868 and 1871 Hondeleov was preparing his textbook on general 
and inorganic chemistry, Osnovy Khimii (Principles of Chemistry); the 
first part was published in 1869, and a second part in 187145. In the 
course of writing this book Mendoloev discovered the periodic law of the 
chemical elements, drawing up his first periodic table on 17th February 
(o.s.; 1st Barch, N.S.) 1869. His first article on periodicity was read 
to the ne\'rly-fonned Russian Chemical Society 46 on 6th March (o.s.-) 1869 by 
N~A. Menshutkin, Mondeleov himself being absent through illness. 
In 1871 Nendeleev published his now famous predictions of the existence 
and detailed properties of trree U!Utnown elements which he called 
"aka-aluminium", "eka-boron" and "aka-silicon", later shown to correspond 
to the elements gallium, scandium and germanium respectively47. 
During tho 1870's Mendeleev spent much time in research on the 
elasticity of gasos. His work on rarefied gases, which he linked with the 
question of the nature of the luminiferous ether, led him in the mid-1870's 
to an interest in the upper layers of tho atmosphere, and thence to an 
interest in meteorology and aerostnl~• Later, in 1887, Mondcleov actually )( 
made a balloon trip, to observe tho sun during the course of a total eclipse. 
In 1875-76 Hendeleev gave three public lectures in which he criticised 
the ideas and claims of the spiritualists48• Spiritualism was rather 
44Tne circumstances of Mendoleov's resignation are outlined briefly 
below. 
45
soven further Russian editions of this work wore published during 
Mendeleov'a lifetime (Bibl.65), as well as three English editions (Bibl.66), 
one German edition (Grundlagcn der Chemic, St. Petersburg, 1891; Leipzig, 
1892: frorn R-5, 1889) and one French edition (Principcs de chimio, Paris, 
1895-99: from R-5, 1889). Fivo posthumous Russian editions have been 
published - in 1927-28, 1931, 1932, 1934 and 1947; the first volume of 
the two-volume 1932 edition has been published in Armenian translation, 
1935; and tho 1947 edition has bean published in Rumanian translation, 
1957-58. 
I 
46 Tho Russian Chemical Society had been founded in the autumn of 
1868, Mondeloov boing an activo founder-member. 
47 
"Eka" is tho Sanskrit for "one". These predictiont:; and others 
mado by Ncndoleev, aro considorod in detail in Ch.VI. 
48 Seo Colla., 24, l7l-24o. 
i 
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fashionnblo in Petersburg at tho timo, among its adherents being Butlerov, 
Mondolocv's chemical colleague at tho University. 
In 1882 Mcndoleov married for a s~cond time. His new wife was Anna 
Ivanovna Popova, whom he bad met in 1876 when she was a 17-yoar old nrt 
student. Uendaleev was now officially a bigamist, but a blind oya was 
turned to this49. This second marriage, unlike tho first, was very happy. 
Four children wore born- Liubov' (1881 1 o.s.; 1882, N.s.), Ivan (1883) and 
tho twins l1aria and Vasilii (1886, o.s.; 1887, N.s.).50. Anna introduced 
Mendoloov to the world of art, his interest in the subject becoming such 
that in 1893 he was elected to the St. Petersburg Academy of Arts.5l 
In significant contrast to Mondeleev's election later in his life to 
tho Academy of Arts was tho fact that he was never elected to full membership 
of the St. Petersburg Academy of Sciqnces. He had been made an associate 
member (or "corresponding member"; chlen-korrosponden1~) in 1876; but as a 
candidate for fW.l memb~rship (to become an "actual member", 
deistvitol'nxt qblen)in a ballot of 1880 he was blackballed. The 
explanation of this seemingly strange state of affairs lies in the 
I 
animosity which Mcndeleev ha~" aroused against himself in certain 
high-ranking officials of the Education Ninistry and Academy of Sciences, 
by his open criticism of an jncrcasing tendency shown by these officials to 
attempt to curtail scientific expansion in the University in favour of tho ;-_._,____ 2 
traditional classical curriculum5 • Notable in this respect wore tho 
49The tolerance of Mendeleev 1s bigamy by the authorities shows the 
esteea in which he was now held, this being illustrated further by the 
following story related by OzarovskaiaAin her recollections of Mendeleev 
(Bibl.88, pp.l35-4o). Shortly after }~ndeleev's second marriage a nobleman 
in a similar situation appealed to the Tsar for permission to remarry, citing 
tho case of Mendeleev as precedent. Tho Tsar refused, saying, 11Mendelet3V 
has two wives, yes, but I have only one Hondeleev. 11 
50Liubov 1 was born about 4 months before Mendeleov married Anna 
Ivanova, but her birth was not registered until aft~r the wedding (see 
Colla., 22, 676). Liubov1 was later to marry A.A. Blok, the famous Russian 
poet. Maria became Director of the D.I. Hondeleov Huseum-Archive at 
Leningrad University; her work in the t1useum-Archive includod the 
preparation for publication of tho material given in Bibl.?O (1951). 
51Recolloctions of 1'l1cndoleev in lifo" (R) by Anna Ivanovna were 
published in 1928 (Bibl.?6). 
52 This education policy, which came to be adopted in the 1870's, was 
directed against what were soon as thu politically dangerous "liberalising" 
effects of science education in tho University; it was undoubtedly seen by 
some also as a moans of ensuring tho continued dominance of tho Acndamy of 
Scioncoa in the field of science. 
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hostile rolo.tions botwoen Hendeleev o.nd Count D.A. Tolstoi, who wo.s 
}linistor of Public Education during the 1870's and early 188o•s, and who 
became President of the Academy of Sciences in 188253. 
In tho 1880's Mcndoleev resumed th~ experimental investigation of 
aqueous solutions which he had begun in tho early 1860's in connection 
with his research for his doctorate. He d~voloped what was called tho 
"hydrate theory" of aqueous solution, publishing his results in 1887 in the 
largo monograph entitled Isslodovanie vodnykh rastvorov po udel'nomu vesu 
(Tho invostiga.tion of o.quoous solutions according to their specific gravityl~lt 
From tho 1880's onwards Mondoloev received an assortment of medals, \ 
honorary degrees and honorary memberships of learned societies in 
recognition of his work, pnrticularly for the discovery of the periodic 
law. In England, for example, he wa.a awarded the Davy Hodal (jointly with 
Lothar Mayor) by tho Royal Society in 1882; in 1883 he was elected an 
honorary foreign.m~mber of the Chemical Society, in 1889 receiving the 
Faraday JHedal of th6'!Society; in 1892 he was elected a foreign member of 
tho Royal Society, and in 1905 was a. warded the Copley Medal of the 
Sociot~5. He received similar honours in many other countries. 
In 1890 Mondeleov resigned his cha.ir at Petersburg University. This 
was prompted by the rebuff which ho had received on attempting to present 
a petition to the Minister of Education (Count Delinnov) from the students, 
requesting tho relaxation of certain academic rules. But Mendeleev's 
resignation wa.s not a reaction solely to this incident: it represented 
tho culmination of his increasing frustration and disagreement with the 
Ministry of Education. Mendeleev did not withdraw his resignation, despite 
requents from the University that he do so. 
In May 1890 Mondoleav was recruited by the Naval Ministry to help in 
tho organisation of the Russian gunpowder industry. In 1891 he was elected 
Consultant to the Naval Ministry in connection with the affairs of their 
53A brief account in English of Mendeleov's relations with the 
St. Petersburg Academy of Scioncos is given in Leicester, Bibl.56. 
54soe o.bovo, n.ll. An account of Hondoleev•s thoory of solution is 
given in Storonkin and Dobrotin, Bibl. 111. 
55A brief chronological survey of Mendelcev's scientific contacts 
with Dritnin by the present author is shortly to be published by Leningrad 
University as Khronologichoskii ochcrk sviazei D.I. Nendoleeva a uchenymi 
Velikobritnnii, in Istoriia i metodolosiia khimil:,, vyp. 1, 1975. 
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Scientific and Technical Laboratory. In November 1892 h~ became Scientific 
Custodian of the St. Petersburg Depot of Standard Weights and Measures; and 
just over six months later wns appointed Director of tho Central Chamber of 
Weights and Measures, newly formed from a reorganisation of the old Depot56• 
He retained this post for tho rest of his lifo, contributing greatly to 
the field of metrology during this period. 
Around the turn of tho century Hcndeloev wrote much in connection 
with industrial, economic and politico-sociological topics. Among his 
scientific writings of tho early 20th century was an article on his 
"chemico.l conception" of the luminiferoua world-ether as tho lightest 
chemical elementS?. 
In an undelivered letter (addressed to Count Witte) dated August 
(o.s.) 1903 Mendeleev reviewed his services "to motherland and to science", 
listing three fields of contribution: his scientific work, his teaching 
activities, and his "third service" to Russian indust~8• Two years later 
in a diary entry Hendeleev wrote that in tho field of science "four subjects 
above all have made my name: the periodic law, research on the 
elnsticity of gases, tho understanding of solutions as being associations, 
and the 'Principles of Chemistry'. ••• These 'Principles of Chemi~try 1 
are my favourite child. In them is my imago, my attempt at pedagogy, and 
my sincere scientific ideas.n59 
In the o.utumn of 1906 Mondoleev drew up o. manuscript chronology of 
60 the main ovonts in his lifo - ~iograficheskie znmetki. About three 
months nftor completing this survey, on 20th January (o.s.; 2nd Feb., N.S.) 
190? 1 ho died of pneumonia. 
56Mondoloev obtained this post through tho influence of Count 
S. Witte, llinistor of Finance 1892-1903. 
57Mendeloev's "chemical conception" of the ether is discussed later, 
inCh. I (section C) and Ch. VI (Section C). 
5SThis latter is published in Bibl. 70 1 pp. 31-33. The reference here 
by liondoleov to his "third service" is tho source of the title of 
Almgren's thesis, Bibl. 5. 
59Published in Bibl. 70 1 pp.34-35. 
60Publishad in Bibl. zo, pp.l3-30; and in Colla., 25 667-685. 
Photograph of Mendeleev's brain. 




PERSISTING ENTITIES IN MENDELE1'V'S CONCEPTION OF THE MATERIAL WORLD 
A. Introduction 
All Mendoleov's scientific hypotheses about the structure of the 
world were attempts at explanation in terms of two fundamt~ntal eternal (or 
"persisting") categories, "mattor"·and 11motion111• Although in his later 
writings (from about tho mid~l88o•s) Mendeleev recognised also a third 
fundamental category, 11spirit112, when discussing his ontological beliefs3, 
he never elaborated upon the nature or significance of this cntegory4; and 
unlike the categories of matter and motion this third aspect of Mondeleev's 
1
•'Mntter" (matoriia) was sometimes expressed by Mendeleev as "substance" 
(veshchestva). Tho category "motion" (dvizhenie) was sometimes referred to 
as "energy" (energiia), all forms of energy being seen as forms of motion; 
sometimes this category was viewed o.l.ternativoly as "force" (sila). An 
account of "Tho problem of matter and motion for Hendolcev" (~is given 
by Kedrov in Bibl.3z, pp.215-222. 
2nuasinn dukh; sometimes expressed by Mendeleev as 11psycho" (psikhoz). 
-
3Tho term "ontology" is used in the present discuasion not in its more 
tradi tionnl meaning of "tho doctrine of being as such", but in the sense of 
"the doctrine of the fundamental eternal categories of nature"; this latter 
scnso closely rosomblos that proposed by Bunge, who describes ontology as 
"tho discipline dealing with basic categories such as object, space, time, 
and chango" (Hario Bunge: Sciuntific Rosoarch I, The Search for System, 
Studies in tho Foundations, Methodology and Philosophy of Science, vol.3/l, 
Springer-Verlag, Berlin-Heidelberg, 1967; p.25). 
4 Tho trinitarian ontology- in terms of matter (substance), force (or 
energy, motion) and spirit (psyche) - which lies at the base of Mendeleev's 
empiricist world-view of so-called "realism" is discussed by him particularly 
in tho following ~ourcos: 
i) Attorn t at a chemical conco tion of the world-ether (R.), in 
Veatnik i bibliotokn snmoobrazovaniin, 1903, No. 1, 2, 3, • reprinted 1905 
(roproducod in~. 470-517); ' 
ii) Zavetn~e mysli (Hidden ideas), 1903-51 St. Petersburg (see Colls.24); 
and 
iii) ~irovozzrenie (World-view), manuscript dated 27 Sept., 1905; 
unpublished until 1948, when it was included in Nauchnoe naslodstvo, 
vol.I, Hoscow, pp. 157-62 (sea also Colla., 24). 
' ; . ; 
" 
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later ontology played no part in moulding the form of his scientific 
thoorising5 .. 
Mondoloev's belief in matter as a fundamental eternal category was 
founded upon the empirical lnw of conservution of WGight. The law of · 
conservation of energy- (alternatively expressed by Ncndoleev as 11 the law 
of tho indestructibility of forccs116), coupled with the generalisation 
that nll forms of energy represent some kind of motion of matter?, led to 
his recognition of the fundoo1cntal category which could be expressed either 
as "force", or, from a different standpoint, as "energy" .. or, more precisely, 
as'motion". In a diary entry dating from September 1871 Mendeloev outlined 
a plan for a proposed public lecture: he included in this plan the note, 
"Tho conservation of weight and of motion as tho fundamental laws of 8 ' 
science." Shortly aftor\;rnrds he camnonted in tho same diary upon the 
ontological significance of "the law of conservation of motion": "We 
seek something eternal in tho midst of the transient - at present such an 
eternal thing is motion. That which is eternal has been idolised, has 
formed tho heart of philosophical doctrines. And we arc not strangers to 
this. Naw:l.days motion is etornal. 119 
. - r-
Tho essential restrictions imposed upon tho character of Mendeleev 1s 
scientific theories by this matter-plus-motion fracework were -
Sror exnmplu 1 oven in his Attempt at a chemical conception of the 
world-ether (R.) 1 which contains an explicit presentation of his 
trinitarian ontology, Mendoleev hypothesizes about the ether solely within 
a matter-plus-motion framework (soc later). However, he acoma to have been 
concerned with the question of tho role of tho category "spirit" in science 
when he wrote in 1902, "••• must we acknowledge that there is spirit in ' 
matter ond forces? Radioactive substances, spiritualism?" (notebook extract, 
MALO); and it is perhaps tho fact that the atomic theory ignores tho 
category "spirit'' which pra~:.1pted him to write in Pr.Ch., R-7 (1902-3), "I 
have no doubt t~t the atomic theory ••• has its philosophical defects 
proper to materio.lism" (op.cit., 157, ne30 bis; see also Pr.Ch.,E-,, I, 
216, n.30a). 
6 Or "the law of the dornity of forces" - referring nat to particular 
forces, but to tho conservation of forces in general by means of tho 
conversion of pnrticulnr farces into ather equivalent forcus. The use of 
such a term as o.n nltcrnutivo to "tho lo.w of conservation of energy" is 
found, for oxo.mple, in the introductiou to Pr.Ch., R-7 (given in English 
translation in Pr.Ch., E-3). 
7 This ia a generalisation from tho kinetic theory of heat, e.g., in 
Pr.Ch., R-l, Mcndoleov says, "••• nt the present time we cannot but represent 
a particular thermal state of matter as a definite state of motion of the 
particles of matter. We mny think that all phenomena observed by us are 
various forma of motion" (Colla., 1~, 486-7). 
8 Sc.Ar., 622. 
9 Ibid., 623. 
-
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i) tho assumption of noccssary concomitance of matter nnd motion, i.e., 
tho donial of absolute rest in nature; 
ii) tho infusibility of the categories of matter and motion into a 
single ultimate fundamental category; 
iii) tho eternity (persistence) of mutter, i.o., the conse~ation of 
tho quantity of matter; 
and 
iv) tho eternity (persistence) of motion, in the sense of the 
conservation of energy (all forms of which wore token to represent some 
kind of motion of muttor).10 
Because Hendcleev did not draw a sharp line of demarcation between the 
ontological categories as regards their relationship to macroscopic matter, 
tho above restrictions allow much more scope in the construction of 
scientific theories than might at first seem to be the case. Certainly, 
tho ontological category of matter was arrived at by Mendoloov by 
generalisa.tion from what is called "matter" in the macroscopic or "sensible1111 
world; and the assumption of ita persistence was founded upon the 
empirical law of conservation of weight, weight being traditionally taken 
as a measure of the quantity of macroscopic matter. But the lack of strict 
demarcation botween Mendoloev•s ontological categories of matter and 
motion as regards their relationship to macroscopic matter permits weight 
to be thought of not as a property solely of tho fundnmental category matter, 
but as n compound effect of matter and some kind of concomitant "inner 
motion". This enables the concept of "weight" (and of 11mo.ss11 in the purely 
pondero-inartio.l sense, as distinct from the acnae of "quantity of matter") 
to be partially divorced from tho concopt of "quantity of matter"; and by 
invoking the idea of tho convertibility of part of tho "motion-component" 
of weight into some other fornl of motion which does not contribute to 
.... . " "' ' . ~
.-~?i~htJ or vicu-veraa, tho possibility arises of constructing a theory 
which allows non-conservation of weight but which is still strictly bound 
by the restriction of conservation of tho qunntity of mntter12• In fact 
such n possibility was actually acknowledgod by Hendolecv himself,for 
w \ These four demands uro clearly expressed in tho sources listed in 
n.4, above. 
ll 
"Sensible" is hero used to moan "perceptible to the aenaoa". 
12- ' 
-"Because of this possibility, refutation of the law of conservation/ 
of weight would not necessarily refute Mendoleev's ontology- only a total 
loss of weight for a closed system in n conat~~tational fiet4 would} 1 refute it. ~ ~--'"'-·-"' ·,1 n \l{; j_,:l 
fl I v'l\. ~~ 
I. -
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Qxample in a discussion of Prout's hypothesis in 1871 where he suggests 
that a transmutation of chemical elements mny be accompanied by a breakdown 
in the law of conservntion of weight: 
Even if we agree thnt the mntter of the elements be all of tho same 
kind there are no grounds for thinking that n parts by weight of one 
element, or n of its atoms, will yield the same n ports by weight in a 
transformation into one atom of another body, i.o., thnt the atom of 
tho second element will be n times heavier than the atom of the first. 
I consider the lnw of conservation of weight to be a_particular case 
of the ll3,w of conservation of forces or of motions. \-Ieight surely 
depends upon a ILarticular kind of motion of matter, and there are no 
grounds for denying the possibility of the conversion of this motion 
into chemical energy, or some other form of energy, when the atoms of 
tho elements are formed. Two phenomena which are now observed - tho 
constancy of weight and the undecomposability of the elements - have 
at the present time a close, even historical, ~gnnectign; but if a 
known element were to be decomposed, or a new131ement formed, we cannot deny that weight may be created or diminished • 
In 1889 Mendoleev again mentions that weight may not express quantity 
of matter, this time presenting the idea in tho form of a "fantasy" 
(fantaziia) of one of his students: 
••• I do not think it useless to mention a fantasy of one of my 
students ••• The atoms, according to this new utopian, may be 
essentially of tho same kind, or different - we do not know which; we 
know them only in motion, and just as the motion of tho heavenly bodies 
is conserved, so also this motion is conserved and stable. The weights 
of the atoms differ only in consequence of tho modes and quantity of 
tho motion which characterises them. The heaviest atoms. may be simpler 
than the light ones - an atom of mercury m~ be simpler than an f~om 
of hydrogen, only tho manner in which it moves rooking it heavier • 
In the 7th (1902-3) and 8th (1906) editions of Principles of Chemistry 
(R.) Mondeleev refers to "tho conditional silent general assumption which 
takos weight or mass to be proportional to the quantity of substance••.15 
Wo sao that o.lthough Hendoleov was prepared to acknowledge the 
possibility of a futuro breakdown of the law of conservation of weight 
(mass), he did so without rejecting his ontological commitment to th~ idea 
of tho conservation of the quantity of matter; instead, he suggested the 
possibility of non-proportionality between weight (mass) and tho quantity 
13Annalen (Liebig), Supplcmentband VIII (1871), no.2, pp.206-7 (G~ 
A Hussian version is given in~., 448, and in~~ 157-8. 
14 Faraday Lecture: ~~ 224. 
15 4 Pr.Ch., R-7 1 69, n.l6 bis; R-8, 619 1 n.413 (PLBA, 326). Seo 
also E-3, II1 331 n.l6a. -
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16 of matter • HO\'iever, the empirical fact remained that the law of 
conservation of weight (mass) had not been contravened; and this resulted 
in Mendeleev's pragmatic acceptance, in nearly all his scientific work, of 
weight (mass) as being a measure of the quantity of matter17. This latter 
was paralleled by a similarly pragmatic approach by ~Iendeleev in connection 
with the question of the qualitative nature of matter. Although he 
acknowledged that the complexity of the chemical elements is quite possible -
even likely - he recommended nevertheless that until there is empirical 
proof of their transmutation we should treat the elements as qualitatively~ 
16Mendeleev, in such passages as those quoted above, can be considered 
n.a having anticipated the phenomenon of "mass defect" (or of "packing 
fraction") in the atomic nucleus, as has already been pointed out elsewhere, 
e.g., by H.R. Paneth, 1952 (Bibl.9~, p.68), liakarenia, 1965 (Bibl.60, 1?) 
and Sambursky; 1969 (Bibl.lOl, p.l04). But to go beyond this and claim 
anticipation by Mendeleev of the explanation of mass defect by mass-energy 
interconvertibility or equivalence - as Paneth (loc.cit.) and Sambursky 
(loc.cit.) have done - requires careful qualification. The original theory 
of mass-energy interconvertibility proposed by Einstein recognised a 
contribution to tho mass of a particle from the kinetic energy of the 
particle; also, for the case of a composite particle it recognised not 
only a contribution to the rest-mass of the particle from the potential 
enorgy of binding of its constituents, but also the possibility of a 
contribution from the kinetic energy of its constituents, i.e., from the 
"inner motion" of the composi.te particle. This early theory of Einstein's 
did not incorporate the idea of the interconvertibility of matter and 
energy; instead, the quantity of matter - defined in terms of the rest-
mass of non-composite particles - was assumed to be strictly conserved. 
Subsequent developments of relativity theory on the other hand, by Dirac 
and others from the 1920's onwards, recognised a mass-energt equivalence 
in the sense of the interconvertibility of matter and energy. Insofar as 
both Mendelecv and Einstein (in his original theory) allowed the 
possibility of a contribution to the mass of a composite particle from the 
"inner motion" of the particle, within a theoretical frrunework which 
adhered strictly to the conservation of matter and energy separately, 
Mendeleev may be seen as foreshadowing Einatain's original theory of mass-
energy interconvertibility. At tho same time, however, Mendeleev'a views 
differed from those of Einstein in two important respects: first, for 
Einstein all motion contributed to mass, whereas Ilcndeleev saw the 
possibility of a contribution to mass only from a certain particular tzye 
of ("inner") motion; and secondly, Mendeleev made no suggestion 
corresponding to Einstein's idea of a contribution to the rest-mass of a 
composite particle from tho potential energy of binding of ita 
constituents. As regards a comparison of Mendeleev's ideas with those of 
modern (peat-Dirac) relativity theory, there seems to be little 
justification for claiming that Hendeleev anticipated the explanation of 
mass defect which is given by this latter theory, because the idea of 
mass-energy equivalence in modern relativity theory is quite alien to 
Mendeleev's fundamental tenet of tho separate conservation or matter and 
of energy. 
17Apart from the significance of its boing pragmatically treated as a 
'
measure of the quantity of matter, the property of weight (mass) possessed 
great significance for }iendeleev also because or the number or physical 
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distinct ultimate forms of matter18• 
Mendeleev explicitly distinguished the following two different senses 
in which the term "element" is used in chemistry -
i) to denote those "concrete" or "sensible" substances which have in 
practice proved to be incapable of decomposition into two or more simpler 
substances19, e.g. dirunond, graphite, 11 flowersi 1 of sulphur; 
and 
ii) to denote those "abstract" or "transcendental" substances which are 
considered to persist unchanged throughout all chemical transformations, 
e.g., carbon, which is considered to be contained not only in diamond and 
graphite, but also in carbon dioxide, benzene, etc.20 
Hcndeleev usually reservc;d tho term "simple body" (prostoe telo)21 for 
sense il and "element" (element) for sense ii), but he was not completely 
consistent in this usage. Except when quoting l1endeleev we shall use the 
22 terms "simple substance" and "element" respectively. 
and chemical phenomena which seemed to him to show some sort of empirical 
dependence upon it. For example, in various editions of Principles of 
Chemistry he wrote, "Gravity, attraction at small distances [sc. adhesioriJ , 
and many other phenomena are found to be in direct dependence upon the mass 
of a substance" (PLBA, 296); and in his Attempt at a chemical conception 
of the world-othe~.) he pointed to the following significance of weight 
(mass) in chemistry - "A true and simple understanding • • • of chemical 
) phenomena was initiated with the study of the weight (mass) of the 
:\reacting substances, the weight of molecules, and the lawfulness existing 
between tho weights of the atoms [sc. the periodic law]. Without the 
: conception of masses acting on one another, chemistry would be merely 
\ descriptive ••• knowledge" (PLBA, 502, footnote). 
-18 The lengthy topic of He~:deleov's views on "primacy matter" the 
complexity of the elements, and also the views of his contemporaries on 
those questions, are dealt with in a separate chapter (Ch.II). 
19
rncapable, that is, of the decomposition reaction, A+B+C (+ ••• ). 
20 The terms "concrete" (konkrotn::t:i) and "abstract" (otvlechenn::t:i) are 
used in this context by Mendeleev himself (see, for example, PLBA, 239). 
The term "transcendental" is used here, following the exo.mple~F.A. Paneth 
(Bibl.89 and~), in its epistemological sensa of "beyond the sphere of 
consciousness". 
2~he Russian proatoa telo may be translated loosely also as "simple 
substance", although the latter would correspond more correctly to prostoe 
veshchestvo. 
22 Others who havo discussed the distinction between "element" and 
"simple substance" include, 
i) C.Hell, Neues Handw8rterbuch dar Chemie, Braunschweig,l8?8,vol.3,p.l; 
ii) G.Urbain~ Los Disciplines d'une Scienco, 1921, pp.75ff.; 
iii) F.A. Paneth, flibl.82, and Chemical Elements and Primordial 
Nat!,:~: Hendeloeff's view and the Present Position in Bibl. 9Q.; 
iv) J.van Spronsen, Bibl.llO, pp.58-6o. 
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Mendoleov fully appreciated that it is tho clements rather than tho 
simple substances which ~ere systematised on the basis of the periodic law23 ; 
and he also recognised that tho success of this periodic system of the 
elements provided a strong argument aEainst the positivistic refusal to 
·-·-·~-----·--·--·-· -···· .. . . "24" .. 
~cco:pt that clements porsist_.in some real sense in chemical compounds. It 
is probably no misrepresentation of Mendeleov's views to say that with the 
consolidation of tho idea of "clement" by the periodic law, ~!':91!!.~~~~- for 
him came to be characterised simply as "the study of tho elements''• In 
fact, shortly after his discovery of the periodic law Hendeloev wrote in 
one of his diaries, "••• everything is reduced to tho elements, tho entire 
t!.~rine of chemistry ia the doctrine of the properties of the elements ••• ~~~ -~-,~ .,_,..~~- <••• r '"'~ ~- ~ ' ' ' '' ' "' 
The fate of Hendeleev' s belief in tho chemical eleu'lents o.s the 
persisting invariant constituents of all simple substances and compounds 
was not tied to the fate of his belief in the atomic-molecular theory. The 
latter theory certainly provided a simple and convenient interpretation of 
tho persistence of elemonts26 , and as such had become closely associated 
with the doctrine of the elements; but this association was not a necessary 
connection, ns Mendeleov fully appreciated - "~here is a simp~~city_?..!.~ 
representation in atoms, but thera is no absolute necessity to have recourse~ 
-----~--~---- ~-· .. 
to them. Tho conception of •4• the chemical elements is alone necessary 
a~d~~t~~~~~~thy. u27 
Mendeleov considered atomic weight to bo a fundamental property of the 
clements, its significance not being restricted merely to that which it had 
within tho atomic-molecular theory. This view, which was supported by the 
fact that it was tho atomic weight of tho elements which appeared to be tho 
property which indicated thoir positions in tho periodic table, is seen for 
example in the Principles of Chemistry, where l1endeleev says of the atomic 
weight, "Its magnitude indicates the relative mass oi' the atoms, or, if we 
23
see below, section B. 
24 Such a view is expressed by Hondeleev particularly in an article of 
1898 (~, 24o; so~ bolow, section B). 
25 1871; given in Sc.Ar., 615. 
26This is the case whether or not the clements are considered to be 
complex: the complexity or otherwise of tho elements is reflected in the 
nnturo of tho atoms. 
27Pr. Ch., R-7 (1902-3), Ch.IV, n.}}. 
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avoid the conception of atom, its magnitude indiontcs tho relation between 
tho !le§Ses which compose the chemical_ .. f.. elements". 28 ·----
_. '----~---'--~--- .,, ___ ~/'--.....-.. ...,___ -~---"-..---- ___ ..... ___ •, ____ , __ 
Throughout his scientific career Nendeleev characterised the 
atomic-molecular theory as a "working hypothesis" (rabochaia gipoteza) 
similar in kind to the assumption in geometrical D.nalysis that a curve is 
composed of infinitesimal straight linea29• In 1906 he expressed thie 
sentiment as follows: 
In my opinion the atomism of our day must above all be regarded 
as a convenient method for tho investigation of ponderable matter (a 
working hypothesis). As a geometer in reasoning about curves 
represents them as formed of a succession of straight lines, because 
such a method enables him to analyse the subject under investigation, 
so the scientific man applies the atomic theory as a means of analysing 
the phenomena of nature. Naturally there are people now, as in ancient 
times, and as there always will be, who apply reality to imagination, 
and therefore there are to be found atomists of extreme views; but it 
is not in their spirit that we should acknowledge t~ great services 
rendered to all science by the atomic doctrine •••• 
It should be appreciated, however, that in such polemical passages as 
this Mendeleev does seem rather to overstate his position: as a ! 
practising chemist ho does not appear to have adhered to this extreme 1 
position of reGarding the ~ic-molecular theory as a mere computational ( 
device. : 
28 This is from R-8 (1906) 253 (see~~ 287). R-7 has the same 
passage; in earlier editions there occur very similar, but not identical, 
passages, e•8•t see~' 348 1 for the corresponding passage from R-3 (1877). 
29This geometric analogy is first found in Mendelecv 1s work in a 
summary of his lectures on theoretical chemistry, 1861 (MALU, II-A-17-9-Ba, 
p.8). Tho drawing of such an nnnlogy by Hendelcov between tho atomic 
theory and tho methods of tho calculus is representative of his general 
tendency not to restrict his discussion of any particular topic within the 
commonly-recognised confines of that subject. That Mendeloev's knowledge 
and interests were extremely wide-ranging can readily be seen from the 
contents of his collected works (Bibl.68): he was probably unique in 
19th-century Russia in tho breadth of his interests and activities. A 
comparison with tho 18th-century Russian polymath Lomonosov naturally 
springs to mind, although Hendeleev did not possess tho literary talents 
of Lomonosov. 
30Pr.Ch. 1 R-8 (1906) 483; given in PLBA, 599-600. 
-
B. Nendeleev1 s doctrine of tho chemical elements. 
The distinction between elements and simple substances was emphasised 
by Mendoloev from a relatively early stage in his scientific career. Tho 
earliest passage in which he points out this distinction seems to be the 
following, from the 1st edition of his Organic Chemistry (1861): "Because 
of modern nomenclature it is extremely easy to confuse bo~ with radical ••• 
The word chlorine is used both for tho designation of chlorine gas c12 and 
for the designation of the radical Cl11 • 31 Eight years later (1869) 1 in 
his first article on the periodic classification of the elements, tiendeleev 
wrote: 
••• no matter how the properties of a simple body may change in 
the free state, something remains constant, and when the qlemonts form 
compounds this something - a material thing - o...at.€1:.'1:!~§11~~---t4e 
c~acteristics of-the compounda which include tho given element. In 
this respect we'know at prosent'orily one nUinericUl"property peculiar 
to the element, nruaely tho atomic weight. The magnitude of the atomic 
weight ••• is a number which relates to ••• that material part which 
is common to the simple body and all its compounds'2 Tho atomic weight belongs not to charcoal or dirunond, but to carbon. 
Similarly, in 1871, in another paper by Mcndeleev on the periodic law, 
we find the following remarks: 
The concepts and terms simple body and element are commonly 
confused with each other· ... A simple body is a substance ... with a 
sot of physical characteristics and chemical reactions ••• By the 
term element we should understand those material components of the 
simple and compound bodies which give them th~ir particular collection 
of physical and chemical properties ••• Carbon i33an element, but charcoal, graphite and diamond are simple bodies. 
These last two passages clearly show thnt by about 1870 Mendeleev had 
explicitly characterised the chemical elements as the "constant" 
("unchanging", "invariant", "persistent" - postoiannye) material components 
of both simple substances and compounds, which produce in these simple and 
compound substances their collection of physical and chemical properties. · 
3J. Organic Chomiatry (R.), St. Petersburg, 1861, p.36, footnote. In 
tho 2nd edition (1863) (given in Colla.,~~ pp.37-602) tho correspond~g 
passo.go is worded slightly differently: "Tho word 'chlorine' is used both 
for tho designation of chlorine gas, c121 i.e., a body, and for the designation of the radical. Cl" (Colla., ~. 114) • 
.32J. Russ. Cham. Soc., l (1869) nos. 2 and 3, p.66; IlLBA, 17. 
- -
3-3Annalen (Liebig) 1 Suppl. VIII (1871), No.2, pp.l33-4 (G~ • A 
Russian version is given in Sc.Ar. 1 344, and in ~~ 102. 
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Mendoleov fully appreciated that it was the elements, rather than just the 
simple substances, whici1 were systematised on tho basis of the perioqic 
law: 11 ... tho periodic law ... expres3es the properties of the elements, 
and not of .the simple bodies. 1134 He was of course aware that one aspect 
of the periodicity of properties of the elements was the periodicity shown 
by certain properties of tho simple substances, e.g., melting-point; but 
tho more fundamental aspect in Hendeleev1s view was the periodicity in the 
forms and properties of the compounds of the elements.35 
Perhaps the clearest and most detailed expression by Mendeleev of his 
views on the concept of "element" in chemistry is that given by him in an 
article on tho periodic law published in 1898, which includes the following 
comments: 
••• for a given element there may exist many different simple 
bodies... Thus, carbon ••• appears in the form of charcoal, graphite 
and diamond, which (taken in the pure state) give, on burning, one 
and the s&me carbon dioxide gas, and in tho very same quantity... The 
"clements" themselves ••• are not liable to modification and mutual 
transformation, and represent, according to modern views, the 
unchanging essence of (chemically, physically and mechanically) 
changing substance, entering into both simple and compound bodies. 
Viewed in this way, the chemical elements turn out to be something 
abstract, because we neither see them nor know them. Such a realistic 
branch of knowledge as chemistry has arrived __ ~t. _this .aiiiioat:· ideaifetfc 
yi.o.w on.the basis of'th:e ·totality of observations so far made; and 
if we may uphold this view, it is only as the subject of a profoundly 
deeP-rooted conviction which has so fnr turned out to be in complete 
agreement with observation and experiment. In this sense the 
conception of the chemical elements has a profound and real basis in 
the whole science of nature, because no-one anywhere has ever 
transformed carbon, for example, into some other element, whereas tlw 
simple body charcoal has been transformed into graphi to and diamond ••• 
The main conception with which it is possible to set about explaining 
the periodic law consists precisely in the fundamental distinction 
between the ideas of elements and simple bodies. Carbon is an element, 
something invariant, \-rhich is contained both in chdrcoal and in 
carbonic acid gas and illuminating gas, in diamond and in all of the 
changeable organic compounds, in limestone and in wood; it is not a 
concreto body, but a ponderable (material) substance with a particular 
set of properties~ Just as in water vapour or in snow there does not 
exist tho concrete body liquid water, but rather the ponderable 
substance with the set of properties which belong to it alone, so also 
34Pr.Ch., R-8 (1906) 616 (PLBA, 321). Although Mendeleev'a earliest 
writings on tho periodic law do not appear to contain such a succinct 
statement of this fact, they nevertheless clearly reflect his nwaroneas of 
it. 
35 Hendeleov' a views on tr.e fundrunental significance for the structure 
of the periodic system of the maximum valency shown by the elements in 
their "saline" oxides (or "non-peroxide" oxides) are presented later, 
in Cbs. ni and V. 
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.~.;1.1 carbon compounds conto.~g tho materially-invariant carbon - not 
charcoal, but just carbon. 
J.W. vnn Spronsen,in his brief consideration of the distinction drawn 
by Hendcleev between "simple substance" and "element", misrepresents 
Mendeleev's position: ho appears not to appreciate that for Mcndeleev the 
elements are tho constituents not only of chemical compounds, but also of 
tho simple substancos.37 It is not difficult to full into this error if 
ono studies only those comments which Mendeleev makes on this subject in 
the introduction to tho various editions of his Principles of Chemistry. 
For example, in the lst edition of this work (1869) Mendeleev writes, 
"••• it is useful to make a clear distinction between the conception of a 
simple body as a separate homogeneous substance, and as a material -.but 
unobservable - part of a compound body"; and in tho 8th edition (1906) the 
corresponding sentence reads, "••• it is useful to ma~e a clear distinction 
between the conception of a simple body as a separate homogeneous substance, 
and as a material part or element of a compound substance."3B These 
remarks do not indicate that the elements (as distinct from tho simple 
substances) wore considered by Mendoleev to be the components not only of 
compounds but also of the simple substances. On the other hand, there is 
nothing here which expressly denies this latter interpretation of "element"; 
and a perusal of Nendeleov's many discussions of this subject in his other 
writings (such as, for example, tho passages quoted earlier in this section) 
loaves no doubt as to his view that the elements are indeed components 
- -----~ 
~o o~_the simple substances. Since Spronsen cites not merely the 
misleading !rinciplea of Chemist!l, but also the passage (quoted earlier) 
from Liebig's Annalen of 1871 where Ncndeleev explicitly characterises the 
clements as the "material components of tho simple and compound bodies", 
his misrepresentation of l1endeleev's position on this matter is rather 
surprising. 
Despite Mendeleev•s many comments to the effect that there is a real 
· material persistence of elements in their compounds, we also find, in his 
36 Brockhaus-Efron, Bibl.ll, vol. 23 1 half-vol. 45, pp.311-2 (~,237-9). 
37
spronson, Bibl.llO, PP• 58-60. 
38 Pr.Ch., R-l: Colla., lit 73-4. Pr.Ch., R-8: Colla., 24, 72. 
Similar passages arc to be found in the intervening six editions of 
Pr. Ch. 
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Principles of Chemistry, certain remarks which could be - and indeed have 
beon39 - interpreted as a concession to the positivistic point of view that 
tho law of conservation of the chemical elements is no more than an 
expression of the fact that the simple substances which react to form a 
given compound arc always recoverable, and in precisely their original 
quantities, from this compound: 
••• if we say ••• that oxygen is contained in red mercury oxide, 
then by this we do not wish to say that oxygen as a gaseous substance 
is contained in this complex body, but we only wish to express those 
transformations of which red mercury oxide is capable ••• In short, 
we may say that the composition of a coijBound is an expression of those 
transformations of which it is capable. 
Taken in isolation, this passage certainly seems to convey a 
positivistic interpretation by Mendeleev of the law of conservation of the 
chemical clements. On this matter F.A. Paneth has commented: 
••• the ••• law of the conservation of the chemical elements ••• is 
nowadays accepted by all chemists, even though formerly liberties were 
occasionally taken with its interpretation; e.g., St. Clair Deville 
and Ostwald put forward the view that it did not imply anything more 
than that chemical elements could be recovered from their compounds. 
Mendeleeff too mru{es some concession to this point of view when he says: 
"the composition of a compound is the expression of those 
trnnsforma.tions of which it is capable"••• 
Hendeleeff ••• seems to have believed too strictly in the 
overthrow of metaphysics by Lavoisier, and to have shared his allergy 
tc tho inheritance of the Greek philosophers ••• This is tho only 
probable explanation of his above-mentioned predilection for the 
erroneous vi~r of Ostwald that chemical formulae indicate only possible 
changes •••• 
However, the overwhelmingly non-positivistic (and even anti-positivistic) 
character of Mendeloev's views in general on the chemical elements 
contrasts so starldy with these prima facie positivistic sentiments from 
Principles of Chemistbl that tho thought arises that a positivistic 
interpretation of this passage, such as that given hero by F.A. Panoth, 
is perhaps mistaken. Not only docs Hendeleev talk frequently of the real 
material persistence of tho elements, but in 1898 hu even criticisod 
explicitly the positivistic refusal to accept the idea. of such persistence: 
in support of hia argument nguinst tho view that tho idea of persisting 
material elements is an nbstrnction with no foundation in, and no 
39Notubly by F.A. Pnneth, ~..22.· 
4o Pr.Ch., R-1 (1869): Colla., ll• 73• A corresponding passnge, with 
only very slight, and insignificant, differences in wording, is found in 
each of the subsequent editions of Pr.Ch. 
41 Bibl.9o, pp.64-s. 
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correspondence to, reality, Mendeleev cited the success of the periodic 
law, a success which would be difficult to comprehend without the 
assumption of n real persistence of the elements - "Such conceptions Qf 
extreme ••• positivism ••• nrerefuted by- among other things- tho purely 
ronl consequences arising from tho periodic law, which governs the imagined 
42 . 
elements ••• •" Rejection of a. positivistic interpretation of the above-
quoted passage from Principles of Chemis~ would seem to be further 
supported by the following two points -
i) Not only does a. positivistic interpretation of the passege contrast 
sharply with the na.ture of Hendeloev's renm.rks elsewhere, but it is in sharp 
contrast also with its immediate context~ Thus, following immediately after 
tho words "tho composition of a compound is o.n expression of those 
transforma.tions of which it is co.pable" is the sentence, "In this respect 
it is useful to make a. clear distinction between the conception of a simple 
body ns a separate homogeneous substance, and as a. material - but 
unobservable -~ of a compound body.u43 
ii) The passage in question is to be found in all eight editions of 
Principles of Chemistq which wore published during Z.1endeleev's lifetime. 
If it really were an expression of sentiments which ran counter to those 
generally found in Hondeleov 1s writings it is very unlikely that Mendoleev 
would have retained it throughout 8 editions, spanning more than 35 years, 
unless it reflected an actual inconsistency or confusion in his ideas. And 
even if wo were to accept the possibility of the existence of such 
inconsistency or confusion for tho period prior to tho late 1890's, 
Mendeleev1 s explicit rejection in 1898 of a positivistic interpretation of 
the concept "element" renders it inconceivnble that he should not then have 
4~rockhD.us-Efron, Bibl .. ll, vol.23 1 hal.f-vol. 45, p .. 312 (PLBA, 24o). 
Mendoleov•s criticism here of positivistic attitudes is not directed against 
any particular person. 
A similar anti-positivistic argument· to that expressed by M9ndeleev, 
based on the evidence of the success of tho periodic law, has been given by 
F.A. Po.neth (Bibl.821 P• 152): "If it is maintained that the elements are 
not presont in their compounds in actuality ••• but only potentially (as 
simple substances), then tho fa.ct that tho properties of thair compounds 
can form a. ba.ais for tho most profound systematics of the chemical elements 
(sc. the periodic system] becomes inexplicable". 
43 Pr.Ch., R-l: Colla., _u, 73-4. Similar passages occur in 
subsequent editions of Pr. Ch. (sao above). 
'5 
revised the pnssago for the ?th (1902-3) nnd 8th (1906) editions of 
Principl~s of Chomistry.44 
On the basis of tho nbove considerations I am inclined to reject a 
positiviatic interpretation of this pnsanzo which F.A. Paneth has seen as 
showing Mendoleev's "predilection for thd erroneous (positivistic] view of 
Ostwald". Instead, I feel tho.t in this passage Hondoleev is tnlking solely 
in toms of simple. substances not as a "concession" to tho view that the 
concept of "element" is restricted to that of "simple substance" only, but 
merely to point out tho conclusions which follow if such an assumption is in 
fact made. That he himself rocognised n broader significance for "element" 
is then made clear in the text immediately following tho passage in question~ 
The properties which Mendoleev attributed to the chemical elements 
(i.o., to the persisting maturial components or the simple substances and 
compounds) comprised tho quantitative properties of atomic weight and 
vDJ.ency (or "atomicity") 1 and a whole series of lttrgoly qualitntive 
properties representing gonernlisations of the particular physic3l and 
chemical properties or the simple substances and compounds into which tha 
elements enter, such ns tendency to form acids or bnses, degree of stability 
44Thia argument can of course be met by resorting to explanation in 
terms of an "inertial effect" which co.rriea redundant or obsolete passages 
through to later editions of u book. However, explanation by such an 
"inertial effect" in this case is weakened by the fact that for the ?th 
edition Hendoleov did rovisu other parts of the v~ry paragraph in which the 
passage in quGstion is found. 
45As nn extension of the above consideration or whether or not there 
wo.s o. corta.in hint of positivism in ~1cndcloev' s doctrine of the chemical 
clements, wo might consider the question of what positivistic or agnostic 
tendencies }Iendoloov may have shown in o. broader context. O:t some relevance 
to this question would seem to be Mondeloov's attitude towards the writings 
of the chemist c. Gerhardt (1816-1856) nnd of tho philosopher August Comto. 
On tho basis of tho rather scant ovidonco avo.ilablc, R.E. Dobrotin (Bibl.l6,. 
pp.l06-ll.5) has concluded thnt although !-1ondeleev was stra.n.gly influenced 
by Gerhardt' s "unitary" theory it was not the agnostic aspects of this 
theory (with respect to rnoloculnr structure) which influenced him, but 
rather Gerhardt'a concopt of "molecule"; and that Mondoleuv rejected the 
positivism of Comto. While Dobrotin's conclusions seem on tho whole to be 
justified, thoro is one passage in Princitles of ChemistS' - first occurring 
in R-6 (1895) 422, ttnd found also in R-7 1902-3) and R- (1906) - whore in 
a discussion of dimorphism Mondeleev appears to suggest, somewhat after tho 
fashion of Baudrimont, Laurunt and Gorh£lrdt 1 thD.t we cannot with any 
confidence infer molecular structure from chomicnl reactions, because 
chemical reaction involves movement of the o.toms away from their arrangement 
in tho unreacting molecule (aGo later, section C of this chapter). Finally, 
wo note tho.t in tho 7th and 8th editions of Pr.Ch. Hondoleev seems to pay 
lip.sorvico (but no mora) to a Kantinn typo of agnosticism when he writes, 
"Substances can bo studied only o.ccording to their properties or thoir 
relations to our organa of sonae and to other substances and bodies, but in 
itself (samo po saba) matter is beyond the grasp of our understanding; for 
thoro is something in its nature which is self-existent (srunob~tnoa) and 
foreign to our understanding and spirit" {Colla., 24, 90; sao also Pr.Ch., 
E-3, 1905, I, p.3, n.2). 
~;:..._____ __ 
of compounds, metallic or non-metallic churnctor in tho free state (a~ 
L~6 
simple substances), and so on. 
Atomic weight was considered by Mcndoleev not to be necessarily 
dependent upon the atomic-molecular theory for ita significance. In fact 
he once sug5~stod, in line with this view, thnt 11by replacing the term 
'ntomic weight' with tho term 'elemental weight' (elcmcntarny vcs) we 
could avoid the notion of atoms when talking about tho elemcnts".47 Because 
atomic weight seemed to provide the only unique quantitative characterisation 
of tho different chemical clements this property was seen as especially 
significnnt by Hendcleev, 48 its significance boing enhanced for him by the 
discovery of the periodic dependence upon atomic weight shown by the other 
properties of the elements. 
Although Nendoleev recognised valency (vo.lentnost' or ntomnost•) also 
as a fundamcntnl property of tho elements, he wa.s at the same time criticnl 
of a number of aspects of whnt he called the "doctrine of atomicity". 
These criticisms tended to be variations on two main themes: first, he 
criticised theories which adhered to the idea of a fixed (single-valued) 
, valency for each clement; nnd secondly, ho criticised the "structuralist" 
I 
I approach which incorporated the idea. of valency into a conception of 
I 4 
! molecules as intorna.lly-static structures. 9 However, not only did 
i 
Mcndoleev accept the idea of vulcncy ns a variable (many-valued) property 
of tho elements, but his work on the periodic lnw actually consolidated the 
, notion of valency - notably in connection with the significance of maximum 
vo.loncy with respect to oxygen in "saline" ("non-peroxide") oxides, nnd in 
connection with the numerical relation between valencies with respect to 
oxygen nnd hydrogen. 50 
46For a discussion by lfondcloev of the different types of property 
characte~istic of tho chemico.l elements see especially his paper in Liebi~s 
Annalen, 1871, pp.134-6 (PLBA, 102-4) and that in Brockhnus-~fron, Bibl.ll 
1898, pp.312-5 (~, 24l:BY: 
~~Liobi5 1 s Annalen, 187J,pl36: ~~ 104; Sc.Ar. 348-349. 
Soe, for example, ~~ 17 (1869). 
49Mendeleov's criticism of theories of fixed (single-valued) valency, 
SLJ.ch as tho 11ch:;lin theory" and tho "molecular compound theory" (the latter .' 7 
of which incorporated also nn element of '~.d.'!;;lism'-'., which was quito alien 1\ . to Hendoleov1 s "unitary" view of the molecule), wo.s at its height at ' 
around 1870, when tho idea of variable (many-valued) valency was already 
becoming widely accepted (seo especially his paper in Liebig's Annalen, 1871, 
PP• 211-229; ~' 161-176); his anti-structuralist tendencies soem to 
have reached thoir poak during tho 1880's (see, for example, his Royal 
Institution lecture of 1889, given as an appendix in all throe English 
editions of Pr.Ch.; for a Russian version, soc PLBA, 529-554). For an 
account of tho history of vo.loncy in genoral, sao-RUssell, Bibl.lOO. 
50 Those contributions by Hendoleov to the devolopmont of the notion 
ot valency nro considered later, in Chs. III and v. 
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c. Mendeleev's version of tho atomic-molecular theory. 
Mondoleev1s version of tho atomic-molecular theory possessed tho 
following two fundamental characteristics -
i) It wo.s a dynamical theory, not allowing static arrongemnts of atoms: 
molecules for Nendeloev, unlike the 11structurc.list11 organic chemists such as 
Butlorov, woro systems of atoms in a state of mobile equilibrium, not 
static arrangements of atoms held together by fixed, spatially-directed 
bonds.51 
ii) It considered all natural phenomena to bo manifestations of matter 
in motion .. either visible, macroscopic motion, or some kind of "inner" 
(atomic-molecular) motion. For example, in referring to electrical and 
chemical phenomena. Hendeleov wrote, "••• we should recognise both kinds of 
phenomena ••• as representing different forms of molecular (atomic) motion, 
whoso real nature is not yet undoratood. 1152 
In attempting explanation solely in terms of the various modes and 
quantities of motion of atoms and molecules Mendoleev's atomic-molecular 
theory was a reductionist programme for extending the domain of Newtonian 
mechanics into the "chemical" realm of atoms and molecules. This 
reductionist aspect of the theory was explicitly acknowledged by Mendeleev, 
and was clnimed by him to represent its "greatest significance": 
The forms and properties of substances nrc determined by the 
arrangements of the atoms in spa~e and by their stnte of motion; and 
the phenomena accomplished by substances are understood as the shifting 
of the mutualpositions of the atoms, and changes in the motion which 
we nssume them to have. T§~s all molecular phenomena. ••• are reduced 
to mechanical phenomenn ••• 
51seo especially Nendoleav' a Royal Institution lecture 1889, !!!_ 
attcm t to n l to Chemist one of tho Princi los of Newton's Natural 
Philosophy, given as an appendix in Pr.Ch., E-1, E-2 and E-3. Russian 
version: ~~ 529-554). 
52Pr.Ch., R-8 (1906) n.26; Colla., 24, 99. 
1 
53Pr.Ch., R-1 (1869): Colla., 13, 3'35-6. Although Hondoleev hero, 
and in certuin other po.asagos, lists tho 11nrrnngoment" (raspolozhonio) and 
"motion" (dvizhunio) of utoms separntely in discussing tho no.tura o! 
molocules,-it is clear from an overall survey of his writings thnt he 
thinks of "o.rrangcment" under the general category of motion, as an aspect 
of tho "mode of motion" as distinct from tho "quantity of motion". See, 
for oxnmple, his Royal Institution lecture of 1889 (op.cit.); and in 
Pr.Ch., R-6 (1895) 422, n.46 he tnlks of "••• tho distribution (motion) of 
the atoms in tho molecules" (nlso in R-7, R-8). 
••• the very idea of atoms alroaQy in its essence reduces tho 
whole of chemistry to mochSqics. And in this lies tho great~st 
significance of atomism ••• 
••• we sao in atomism n subl5me gonornlisation in harmony with 
the fundan1ental principle of philosophy, nnmely its direct assimilation 
of the structure of the universe ••• to the composition of matter out 
of atoms ••• According to this view a molecule of matter ••• contains 
its solitary bodies (atoms) maintained - like tho suns and planets -
by their proper forces in mobile but stable equilibrium ••• One of the 
merits of atomism is that it has br~~ght tho extremely small into 
harmony with tho extremely large ••• 
In addition to the merit of the roductionist aspect of his 
atomic-molecular theory, Mendeleev rocoenised also two further advantages 
of the theory -
i) The "simplicity" of tho theory: "The atomic doctrine ••• curries 
groat benefit, because many ideas are then expressed very clearly, briefly 
and simply". 56 
ii) Tho atomic-molecular theory provides a model for tho doctrine of the 
chemical elements, explaining tho persistence of tho elements throughout 
chemical change; Hendoleev acknowledged that as a result of tho 
atomic-molecular theory, "We have come to learn - and continue all tho time 
to learn - what is conserved in chemical evolutions, and how combinations of 
invnriants ~go chD.nges ••• u.57 (Mendoleev' s intorpret~on of tho 
doctrine of the clements in terms of tho atomic-molecular theory is 
considered in some detail lator in this section). 
It must be emphasised thnt Mondeloev's atomic-molecular "theory" was 
in fact little more than an outline for a theory - a progrnmme; there 
still remained tho task of establishing the particular nature of the 
different modes and quantities of atomic-molecular motion corresponding to 
the various chemical (and other) phenomena. 
Mondoleev stressed who.t wo might call tho "wholeness" or "integrality11 
541887: Bibl.7~, p.389, n.l. 
55Pr.Ch., R-8 (1906) n.l50; Colla., 24, 101. 
56Pr.Ch., R-1 (1869): Colla., 13, 340• 
57 Royal Institution locturo, 1889: Pr.Ch., E-3,I:r; 47.3; ~' 531. 
58 . 
Even in his Royal Institution lecture, whore ho gives one of his 
most detnilod applications of his version of the atomic-molecular theory, 
Hondoloev proso.nts no moro than o. qua.lito.tivo description of various 
phenomena. (such as valoncy, isomerism) in terms of his theory. (This 
point has boon mndo also by Koertge, Bibl.,48, Section Soven: The 
Periodic Tnblo Caso Study, III-C). 
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of tho syste~ of ntoos making up a molcculo, inheriting this from tho 
"unitary" conception of the molecule to be found in the work of Laurent and 
Gerhardt {as distinct from the "dualis-tic" theory of Borzelius, which viewed 
the composition of the "compound atoms", or molecules, in tenns of the 
electrostatic attraction of two component parts). In his Principles of 
. 
Chemistry Nendeleev wrote: "••• the basis of tho entire modern trend in our 
science... is the unitnry doctrine, which shows strict recognition of the 
joint influence of all elements in a compound body, and denies tna pre-
existence in them of contrary components... The molecule t~s been 
recognised to be a single whole ••• We should consider Laurent and Gerhardt 
as the chruJpions of thG unitary doctrino".59 
Over the course of the years Nondoleev1s confidence in tho hypothesis 
of atoms showed an appreciable increase.60 A prominent aspect of the 
history of his degree of confidence in this hypothesis ¥as his attitude 
towards the significD.nc~ for the hypothesis of tho phenomenon of "indefinite" 
compounds, i.e., compounds (among which Mendeleev included solutions) 
which do not obey Dalton's laws of constant composition and multiple 
proportion. During tho early part of his scientific career, and even up to 
the mid-188o 1s, Mendoleev claiced that the existence of indefinite compounds 
provided evidence against the atomic theory. Thus, in one of his lectures 
on theoretical chemistry in 1864 he commented, "At present only the laws 
of Dalton and Gay-Lussac support the atomic theory ••• Certain physical 
phenomena also spank in favour of the atomic hypothesis. However ••• in 
chemistry there exists a whole class of indefinite compounds which, on the 
contrary, induce us to reject this hypothesia11 • 61 And in 1869, in tho 1st 
edition of Principles of Chemistry, he wrote, "••• the compounds with 
indefinite ratios ••• speak agninst the atomic doctrine as much as definite 
chemical compounds speak in ita support... Until the atomic doctrine gives 
59Pr.Ch., R-8 (1906) n.l45. 
60 As indicated earlier however (section A), Mendoleev folt that the 
atomic theory should bo regarded primarily as a "working llypothesis"; he 
seems to havo attached only secondary importance to tho question of whether 
the ntomic theory o.ctu::Uly represents tho "real" structure of matter. 
Consequently ho did not demand "isolation" of atoms as a condition for his 
supporting tho theory. On this question of tho "isolation" of ntoms (or, 
strictly, of molecules) Mcndeleev wrote in 1876 (Mnterials for o. judgment 
on Spiritualifllil (R.): Colla., 24, 19?)- " ... chemists ... know that they 
will not get to extract and see these small particles [sc. molecules] in the 





tho possibility of clearly understanding triis series of phenomena, we 
cannot assort that chemistry has given confirmation to this hypothetical 
ideo.".62 Such a view was last expressed by Nendeleev in 1887, in the 
foreword of his large monograph on solutions; in this instance he referred 
not to indefinite compounds in gonernl, but to the particular case of 
solutions - "Solutions constitute a still unsolved great problem of natural 
science, because, while being chemical compounds, they nro not subject to 
the laws of atomism or multiple proportion •••"•63 
The assertion that the indefinite compounds provide a refutation of tho 
atomic thoory is, of course, false, as Hendeleev himself came to realise. 
Indefinite compounds do constitute counter-examples to tho laws of constant 
composition and multiple proportion, if (as is usual) we take the latter as 
macro-laws only, but they certainly do not provide evidence against the 
idea of atoms; we can even save tho Daltcnian laws of combination if we 
consider those Jaws as a.p_plying here only at the micro-level (a~omic-
,~,--_ ,,.r \_.,.- '-· 
molecular level). 
\_ 
Mendeleev's rejection of his earlier erroneous view regarding the 
significance for the atomic theory of the existence of indefinite compounds 
came with his development of tho theory that aqueous solutions are systems 
of dissociating hydrates - a theory which pla.ced aqueous solutions firmly 
under the dominion of tho atomic-molecular theory. The first detailed 
account of this theory of solutions was presented by Mendeleev in 1887, in 
his monograph on solutions. In this work, however, Mendeleov a.cknowlodges 
that, "The idea of solutions as producte. of dissocia.tion of definite 
chemical corrtpounds has been developing in my head for a long time1164i and 
in fa.ct his earliest statement of this idea seems to have been in 1877, in 
tho 3rd edition of Principles of ChemistEl - "A solution is a definite 
compound with water in a sta.to of dissociation11 • 65 In view of the date of 
this last remark it is rather surprising that in 1887 Hendeloev could still 
assort that solutions 11aro not subject to tho laws of atomism". 
A particularly clenr, and fairly concise, account of his "dissociating 
hydrate" theory of aqueous solution is givon by Mendcleov in the 8th (1906) 
edition of Principles of Chomistrr: 
6~r.Ch., R-1 (1869): Colla., 13, 337. 
63 Bibl.73, p.381 • 
64 Ibid., 385. 
6,5 
Pr.Ch., R-3 (1877) 149. A aurvoy of J.fendoleev' s work in the field 
of solutions has been given by Storonkin and Dobrotin, Bibl.lll, nnd by 
Nishchenko in Bibl.72, pp.lllQ-1136. 
' 
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Tho nature of solutions, in tho sense of tho kinetic hypothesis of 
matter (i.e., assuming an internal movement of molecules and atoms), 
may be presented as follows. In a homogeneous liquid, such ns water 
H o, tho molecules arc in a state of mobile but stable equilibrium. 
Wften n substance A dissolves in ~tar, its molecules form, with several 
molecules of water, systems A. n H o, which are so unstable that when 
surrounded by molecules of water tg;y decompose and newly re-form, so 
that ! passes from one group of water molecules to another, and the 
molecules of water which arc at one moment in harmonious motion ~th A 
in tho form of the system A .. n H 0, at the next moment mey have already 
become free. Tho addition of wa~r or of molecules of A may either 
only alter tho number of molecules which are free or entering into 
systems A. n H~, or it may introduce conditions for the possibility of 
the formation of new systems A. m ~~ where ~ is greater than or less 
than n. If tho relation of tho molecules in the solution should be the 
same ns in the system A. m H~, then tho addition of further molQculos 
of water or of h. -w·ould lend to tho formation of new molecules A. n H;§2.• 
Tho relative quantity, stability and composition of these systems or 
definite compounds will vary from one solution to another. I adopted 
this view of solutions (in 1887: Pickering subsequently developed a 
similar view) after n6@ost intimate study of the variation of their specific gravities ••• 
The fact that such a theory shows how solutions, although non-
stoichiometric, may novertholess be seen as obeying the Daltonian laws of 
combination at tho molecular level was pointed out by Mendeleev in the 
following passage: 
••• tho indefinite chemical compounds existing as solutions may ••• 
be brought under tho law of multiple proportion by the hypothesis that 
solutions arc unstable hydrates formed according to the law of multiple 
proportion, but occurring in a state of dissociation... By endeavouring 
to provo that in solutions we have nothing but tho liquid products of 
the dissociation of definite hydrates, it is my aim to bring also this 
category o67indofinito compounds under the genernl principle enunciated by Dalton. 
The degree of Mendoleev's confidence in the atomic theory aftor his 
rejection of the view that tho indefinite compounds provide evidence against 
this theory was clearly expressed by him in 1892: 
Not one authentically-established phenomenon points to the 
insufficiency of tho hypothesis of tho independent existence of 
ponderable atoms of the independent chemical clements. Any other 
hypothesis, denying tho existence of independent chemical atoms of the 
element~ may only gain some right o! citizenship in science when it 
gives a bettor understanding of substance, and of tho chcmigsl phenomena 
producod by it, than co.n be given by tho atomic hypothesis. 
Another factor which for Mondoloev had some bearing upon the 
acceptability of tho hypothesis of atoms \llS the question of whether or not 
tho earth's atmosphere has a limited extension into space. Tho argument 
that an atmosphere of finite extent indicates a finite divisibility for 
66 Pr.Ch., R-8 (1906) n.86; Bibl. ?31 pp.ll02-3. 
6? Pr. Ch., R-6 (1895) Ch.IV, n.3Q. 
68 
Brockhaus-Efron, Bibl.ll, vol.6, hnlf-vol.ll 1 1892, p.l57 (~,569). 
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matter had boon proposed in 1822 by W.H. Wollaston.69 Mendoloov 
(acknowledging Wollaston) accoptod this argument, and also Wollaston's 
further view tlk~t the discovery of a hcavenlJ body devoid of any atmosphere 
would provide confirmation of the limitodncso of th~ earth's atmosphere.7° 
He first presented Wollaston's argument in a lecture of 1857,71 and 
continued to present it in all editions of his Principles of Chemistty (i.e., 
right up to R-8, 1906). 
Before en. 1870 Mendcleev was inclined to believe in th~ infinite 
extension of the earth's atmosphere into spnco,72 a belief which did not 
help to alloy the scepticism which he tended to show at this time towards 
the atomic theory os a result of his views re~urding the significance of 
"indefinite compounds". In tho lst edition of Principles of Chemistry; (1869) 
he wrote, "The atomic doctrine may be acknowledged as a useful hypothesis, 
but it is not supported by a study of the diffusion of the atmosphere in 
tho universe ••• u73 After ca. 1870 Mendeleev came to favour.instead the 
view that tho earth's atmosp~re extends into space only up to a certain 
definite limit, largely on the basis of tho spectral evidence which 
indicated that tho atmospheres of different heavenly bodies hnve different 
compositions, and evidence concerning the motion of comets.7~ He recognised, 
however, that this evidence was by no moans conclusive. On the question of 
whether thoro exists any hoavenly body without an atmosphere, he confined 
his specific considerations of this possibility to the case of the moon,75 
69w.H. Wollaston, On the finite extent of the atmosphere, Phil.Tra.ns. 
Roy. Soc., 112 (1822) 89-98. Wollaston's argumont leads to tho conclusion of 
finite diviSibility of matter only if tho spontaneous expansion (diffusion) 
of m~tter is ~sswned, as hns bden pointed out by G. Wilson on p.85 of his 
paper On Wollaston's Ar ent from the Limitation of the Atmos hare as 
to the Finite Divisibility of Ho.tter, Trans. Hoy. Soc. Edinbuzogh, l 5 1 16 ~1), PP• 79-86. ---
~ . 
On the basis of an op§f(_;'_Y..c.tl..~ack~oi' atmosphere. for Jupiter, Wollaston , t 
hnd concludod thllt "tho earth's atmosphere is of finito extant, limitod by · 
the woight of ultimate atoms of definite magnitude no longer divisible by 
repulsion of thoir parts" (op.cit., 98). 
71This information is given by the compilers (Makarenio. et al.) in 
Bibl.z5, p.67, n.l3. I have not personally soon tho contents of the 
lecture in question. 
72 See espvcially Colla., 12, 431-2 1 from a lecture given by Mendeleev 
probably in 18671 but certainly before 1869. 
73Pr.Ch., R-1 (1869): Colla., 13, 350. 
74 Seo 9o1la., 6; and also Researches on Mariette's lnw, Natura, 
ll (1877) lt55-457 t 498-500. 
75 Wollaston (op.cit., 91) considered thnt bocnuse of tho moon's wonk 
gr~vito.tional fiold any ntmoaphore would be so thin that it would bo difficult 
to detect; thoruforo we should concentrate on searching for laCk of 
atmosphere on massive bodies such as Jupiter nnd the sun. By Mcndoloev•s time 
however the moon was tho only heavenly body accessible to such nn cbservntiono.l. 
search which had still rot boon shown conclusively 1D possess on atmosphere. 
writing in 1875: "It wo.a once thought that tho moon hn.d no atmosphere, but 
observntions by Herschel h~vc indicntod tho presence of nn atmosphere ••• 
So far thoro is no knowledge about the composition of tho lunor atmosphere, 
and therefore the question of the boundary of th~ eo.rth's atmosphere should 
be considered as not being solved with o.ny certainty". ?6 In the 8th (1906) 
edition of Principles of Chemistry, ho wrote, "••• the absence of an 
atmosphere on tho moon, if it were not subject to doubt, would provide a 
very good confirmation of tho atomic doctrino".77 
Although Mendeleov's chango of opinion regarding tho significance of 
"indefinite compounds", and regarding the question of tho extent of the 
earth's atmosphere, led to an appreciable ·strengthening of his support for 
the atomic theory over the course of the years, he did not become blind to 
the possibility of remaining defects of tho theory. Thus, in the ?th (1902-3) 
edition of Principles of Chemistry he drew attention to what he felt to be 
two defective aspects of tho atomic theory. First he criticised the theory 
on "philosophical" grounds: "I hnvo no doubt that the a.tomic theory 
••• ho.s its philosophical defects proper to mntcrialism11 .78 His second 
criticism was of o. "scientific" nature: "Tho radical defect of modern 
atomism ••• lies in tho vagueness of the conception of tho 'other' which fillo 
both interplanetary nnd interatomic spaco".79 
In 1902 Mendeloov himself presented a tentative solution to tho 
problem of incorporating the luminiferous world-ether into tho atomic theory~0 
76 Colla., 61 590-lo 
??Pr.Ch., R-8 (1906) n .. l51; Colla., 24, 104-5; m, 602. 
78Pr.Ch., R-7 (1902-3) 1571 n.30 bis; see also Pr.Ch., E-3 (1905; 
from R-7), I, 216, n.3Qa. A possible interpretation of this "philosophical" 
criticism of the o.tomic theory is given in footnote 5 of this chapter. 
79Ibid. 
-
BoPopytka khimichoskogo ponimaniin mirovogo efira, in Vestnik i 
bibliotekn snmoobrazonvaniia, st. Petersburg, 19031 llo. 1, 2, 3 1 4. A second 
edition, published as a soparn.to booklet (St. lletorsburg), appeared in 1905; 
unlike tho 1903 edition this had a foreword, dated let July 19051 but 
otherwise was unchanged from the earlier edition o.part from a few minor and 
insignificant differences. Tho second edition, without the foreword, is 
reprinted in~' 4?0-517; the foreword is reprinted in~' 542-3. An 
English tro.nslation of tho first edition, by G. Knmonsky as An nttemEt 
~ownrds a chemical conceytion of tho other, was published as a separate 
volume (LoncmMs, London in 1904, and subsequently included na o.n appendix 
in Pr. Ch., E-3 (1905). Apart from omitting tho very interesting footnotes 
ot the Russian version Knmonslc,y's translation also omits o.n approcinblo 
nmount of t~o text, often tending to bo more n summary than a rigorous 
translation. 
The periodic tnblos given in the two editions of Hendoloev's article 
on tho "chomico.l conception" of the ether which show his placing of tho 
ethor (o.s "x") in tho position "O-o" nro included in Ch. IV of this thesis, 
ns table 60 (P33) (1903) o.nd tabl~.6~(P35) (1905). 
"- """ 'P . 
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_, 
representing tho ether a.s tho lightest chemical element - "x" or "newtonium" -
with on atomic weight of the order of l0-6(tnking H=l), occupying the 
position 110-0" (i.e., 11zoro 11 group, "zero" series) in tho periodic table. 
This "chemicnl conception" of the ethor satisfied Hcndaleev1 s desire to 
"servo the cause of the unity of scienco11 , 81 and provided furthermore an 
explona.tion of the inertness of tho other (as a. member of the inert-gas 
fQIDily), and an explanation (albeit only qualitative) of the phenomena of 
radioactivity and the intensification of phosphorescence at very low 
tempera.tures; but it failed completely to provide any explanation of the 
fundamental luminiferous character of the other. It was emphasised by 
Mendelecv that "my attempt is no more than a feasible and initial answer 
to this burning question [sc. of the nature of the ether], its essential 
object being to bring this question to the fore". 82 
The explanation in tertls of his "chemical" other which Mendeleev 
SUGgested for the phenomena associated with radioactivity \las that those 
phonomcnn arise from disturbances accompanying tho entrance and departure 
of ether atoms into and from embryonic ethereal atmosphere which form in 
the vicinity of tho atoms of tho heaviest elements, Ra, Th and U: 
Because uranium nnd thorium, and also radium • • • have the 
highest atomic weights of all the known elements ••• , wo should look 
upon them (like the sun) a.s being endowed with the highest degree of 
that individualised attractive capacity (a m~betw~on straight-
forward gravity and chemical affinity) which determines the absorption 
of gnsas, solution, and so on. While conceiving tho substance of tte 
world-other us tho lightest of gases ~' devoid like helium an~ argon 
of the power to form stable nnd definite compounds, we must not thiru~ 
thnt this ga.s is devoid of the faculty of - so to speru~ - dissolving 
lin or accumulating about largo centres of attraction like tho sun among the heavenly bodi~s, and uranium nnd thorium in the world of 
/atoms. As a matter of fact, direct exporicent shows t~t helium and 
argon ure able to dissolve in liquids, and, moreover, this faculty is 
individualised, i.e., it depends upon the nature of the gas and of 
tho liquid, and upon the temperature. If ether is the gus 2£• then 
surElly it must accumuluto from all parts of the universe towards the 
medium or mnss of the sun, just as the gases of tho atmosphere 
accur.lUlate in a drop of water. And the lightest of gases .2£ will 
accumulate also about the hea.vio~t atoms, of uranium and thor1um 1 
and perhaps in doin~ so change its form of motion, like a gus dissolved 
in liquid. This will not be o. definite combination, depending upon a 
common ha.rmonious motion like tho motion of a planet and its satellites, 
but an embryo of such a combination, rcscubling the ca.so of n comet 
in the region of heavenly individual;s~tions; and it may bo expected 
t' - _,. _, - ~·- ----- "' __ ,~ ......... .__..-"' 
Certain aspects of Mondoleov's "chemical conception" of the other are 
discussed in detail in Ch.VI, in the section of his extrapolation of tho 
periodic system into the "pro-hydrogen" region. 
A brief note in English on Mondoloev's view of the other has been 
given by Knrgon in ,Bibl.31. 




more readily for tho heaviest atoms, of uranitw nnd thorium, than for 
those of th~ lighter (according to atomic weiGht) clements, just as a 
comet falling from space into tho planetary sy~t~m eoes around tho sun, 
and then once more escapes into space. If such a special accumulation 
of other ntoms about the moleculec of uranium and thorium compounds be 
admissible, then we may expect peculiar phenomena for those latter, 
determinod by tho o~ission of a portion of tho ether held by the mole-
cules ••• , and by the entry of new ether atoms into their sphere of 
attraction. It seems to bo t~~t tho optical andphoto-radiant phenomena 
characteristic of rudioactive substancus, not to mention their loss of 
electrical charges, indicate a material flow of something which has not 
been weighed; and it appears that they may be understood in the way 
suggested, because peculiar forma of the entrr~ce and egress of ether 
atoms ought to be accompaniod by83uch disturbances in the ethereal 
medium as produce roys of light. 
Towards the end of tho 19th century many scientists, particularly in 
Britain but also elsewhere, favoured a theory which saw the structure of 
matter in terms of vortex atoms. 84 In the later editions of his Principles 
of Chemistry Mendelcev commented upon this theory of vortices: 
In our .time there has been laid down the basis of a vortex 
hypothesis, but it has not been developo.d; although possibly it has 
an application in explaining chemical phenomena such an application is 
not clear, it has not removed the misunderstandings in relation to the 
space between the rings (similarly, it ~~ not completely clear what is 
found Qctweon,the atoms and the planets ), and it does not provide an 
answer 'to tho ,.,question 'oi tha niiture'·t)f 'tho moving substance of the 
rings. It therefore constitutes at present only the germ of a 
hypotheticnl conception of tho structure of suaatance, and consequently 
we see no point in talking about it in detail. 
Mendoloev's reac~i/P in tho enrly 20th century to the new ideas of 
"energetics" (Ost\taldyand what he c~led "electronic" ideas (i.e., those 
based upon the assumption that electrons aro the smallest particles of 
matter) - ideas which were antagonistic towards, or at least tended to 
undermine, chemical atomism - was to acknowledge that perhaps chemical atoms 
do not exist, and if they do exist perhaps thoy nrc indeed composite, but 
until tho alternative theories to chemical atomism are more successful than 
this latter hypothesis we should not reject tho notion of individual 
chemical atoms. Thus, as tho 8th (1906) edition of Principles of Chemistry 
Mcndoloev wrote: 
83PLBA, 513-4. 
84The theory of tho vortex atom cume into vogue in Britain after the 
publico.tion of JD.r.les Clerk Haxwell's ~~ in Encycl. Britto.nica, 9th edition, 
Edinburgh, vol.2 (1875). Its popularity bognn to decline sharply after 
the discovery of the electron in 1897. 
85 This is a reference to tho lack of a clear understanding of the 
naturo of tho luminifer~us __ wo~ld~Q~Jmr in tho ordinary atomic theory. 
8~r.Ch., R-8 (1906) n.l51; Colla., 24, 104; ~~ 601. 
l ,. 
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In recent years thoro has been clearly visible n rcnction against 
this ide~ [sc. of chemical atoms], from two sides. One side denies 
substance altogether, ••• they say ••• substance is only energy ••• On 
tho other sido against atomism nre the supporters of a single 11pri.mD.ry11 
or universal substcnco, who, with the help of observations of 
"bombardment" observed with the po.ssn&o of electricity in extremely 
rarefied gases, o.ccopt unusually small (compared w~th atoms) 
"electrons", or m~terial carriers of electric charge. They them either 
accept the existence of ordinary atoms over and above that of electrons, 
or tho former nre considered to be merely aggre~ates of thu latter ••• 
The still very unclear 11radig~ctive" phenomena, nnd the doctrine of 
11electrolytic dissociation", play a major role .ut tho base of such 
"electronic" ideas... But since the usuaL.simple_bodies .. rocmn in the .. 
imagin~tion -._not to mention the _experi~I1.~-~ - of even the "onergeticis~s~~ 
i:iiiertne lfolectronicists", while being completely unexplained in their 
essence, ••• then from a chemical point of view neither of these modern. 
opponents provides any advantage for tho undorstandin~ of the simple. 
bodios.-···-1UlcCif' .. wo-l'ook ·nt atomism as a scheme which aids the examination 
or-the" very groat complexity of chemical phenomena, then the great 
significance of the atomic doctrine cannot be denied. To search for 
still bettet, still firmer, truth, is certninly correct, but to dismiss 
atomism from acceptability in place of something vaSMS should not be 
dono, because behind it are its merits, its history. 
Mendeloevts version of the atomic-molecular theory, in representing 
substances as being composed of materially-invnriont atoms in various 
c~acteristic states of motion, provided a model both for the material 
inv~riance of the elements throughout chemical change (as tho material 
invaria.nce of tho ntoms) and also for chemical change itself (as change in 
the sta";e of motion of tho atoms). As Mendeleev wrote in 18921 "All atoms 
of n given element nrc completely identical to each other, although they are 
found in very diverse molecules ••• Tho diversity must be attributed only 
87Mendeleev did not accept tho hypothesis of electrolytic dissociation, 
believing instead that the phenomena which this hypothesis claimed to 
explain arose from tho dissociation nnd formation of compounds between the 
solute and solvent in n solution: "In general I consider tho hypothesis 
in question (sc. of electrolytic dissociation] to be not in accordance with 
reality ••• Above all, I think it well to point out that tho nature of 
solutions certainly seems to bo very complex, and thoro is reason to 
recognise in them a. portion of the aubstnnccs in n state of combinution, 
and a portion in a. state of decomposition, or dissociation, having nothin~ 
in comn1on with tho still obscure electricity. I consider that 'ft will bo0 
1iecossary·~ts recognise tho existence of dissociation and associo.tion for tho 
understanding of solutions; and I think thD.t although on tho ono hand the 
modern ideo. of electrolytic dissociation is retarding the progress of tho 
theory of solutions, on the other hand it is useful bocnuso it provides o. 
motivo for accumulating a store of oxporu1entnl material which n future 
theory of solutions must embrace" (Pr.Ch., R-8, 1906, n.71). 
88 
Pr.Ch., R-8 (1906) n.l5l: Colla., 24, 106; ~~ 6o3-4. 
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to tho state, circumstances, motion, and in general the relationship of tho 
atoms in tho molecules ••• u.89 
F.A. Paneth, in his discussion of the epistemological stntus of the 
chemical concept of "element", has written, "It is only in the fonnulation 
'A chemical element is the class of all atoms of equal nuclear charge' that 
the chemical element would be defined with complete generality as basic 
substance [ GrundstoffJ, and no lone;er as simple substance [ einfacher Stoff:J"90 
\le can correspondingly define Hendeleev' s persisting invariant "element", 
in terms of his own atomic-molecular ideas, as follows: 11 chemical 
element in the class of all atoms of equal atomic weight". Since for 
Hondeleev an atom never occurs in reality without some concomitant motion, 
"the class of all atoms" will, because of the variety of its concomitant 
motions, present a corresponding variety of "sensible" manifestations in 
its simple substances and compounds. 
Mendeleev's view of the relationship between the concepts of "element" 
and "simple substance" ( 11simple body") on the one hand, and the concepts 
of "atom" and 11colecule11 on the other, was outlined by him in the following 
passage of 1871: 
A simple body is a substance, metal or metalloid, with a set of 
physical characteristics and chemical reactions. To simple body 
corresponds the idea of molecule, containing one atort (such as Hg or 
Cd, and probably also many other simple bodies) or several atoms (s6, s2 , o2 , H2 , Cl2 , P4, etc.). It is capable of appearing in isomeric 
and polymeric Iorms, and differs from compound bodies only in the fact 
that its material parts are of tho same kind. 
By tho tare element we should understand those material components 
of the simple and compound bodies which give them their particular 
collection of phy~fcal and chemical properties. To element corresponds 
tho idea of atom. 
In 1898 Mendeleov said, "••~ to the idea of element corresponds tho 
atom, and to simple body the molecule. Simple bodies, like all the bodies 
of nature, are composed of moleculcs ••• 11 • 92 
F.A. Paneth has criticised this suggestion by Mendeleev of a 
correspondence between the concepts of "element" and 11atom11 1 and between 
89 Brockhaus-Efron, Bibl.ll, vol.6, half-vol.ll, 1892, p.l56 (PLBA 568). 
(See n.53 of this chapter, and also the~ q~oi;Q_d )tassage ___ to,_whiQh ~~S?:ro!ct:s). 
90 Bibl.89, p.l5l, n.l. 
9~iebig 1 s Annaltm 1 1871, 133; Sc. Ar., 341~, 345: PLBA, 102. 92 ---Brockhaus-Efron, Bibl.ll, vol. 23 1 half-vol. 45, p.312 (~, 240). 
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"simple body" and "molecule", claiming that "apart from the fact that there 
are simple bodies whose molecules are single atoms, molecules and atoms 
belong indubitably to one and tho same group of scientific concepts, while 
the essential difference between element and simple body (in the Mendoloeffian 
sense of tho words) lies in their belonging to quite different spheres in 
epistemology". Hendeleev's concepts of "element" and "simple body" indeed 
belong to "quito different spheres in epistemology"; and certainly, as 
Paneth points out elsewhere alao,94 the concepts of "atom" and "molecule" 
on the other hand belong to one and tho same (viz. tho "transcendental") 
epistemological sphere. But what Paneth appears not to appreciate - and this 
because he connates Mendeleev's ideas of "atom" and "monoatomic molecule" -
is that within the epistemologically "transcendental" world of Nendeleev's 
atomic-molecular theory there is an important ontological distinction to be 
drawn between tho concepts of 11atom11 and "molecule", which mirrors the 
epistemological distinction between 11oler:1ent11 and "simple body". As 
Mendeloev himself acknowledged (for example, in tho above-quoted passage of 
18?1), there are indeed simple substances whose molecules contain only one 
atom; but these monoatomic molecules wore seen by hir:l as single atoms ~ 
that particular state of motion characteristic of the particular simple 
substance, whereas his conception of "atom" was not tied to any particular/ 
state of motion, i.e., to any particular (monoatomic, homopolyatomic or 
hoteropolyatomic) molecule. In Hendeleev's atomic-molecular theory every 
simple or compound substance is characterised in terms o! its molecule, and 
in this respect the concept of "simple substance" ("simple body") may be 
said to correspond to the atomic-molecular concept of (monoatomic or 
homopolyatomic) "molecule"; the atomic-molecular idea of "atom" on the 
other hand, as a material entity persisting unchanged throughout all ( 
molecular processes, corresponds to that of the epistemologically 
. ' 
tranacondental poraisting "element". (It should perhaps be emphasised that 
although !-fendelcev says "to simple body corresponds the idea of molecule", 
he does ~ claim the converse, which is or courso not true: to the idea of 
molecule corresponds not merely that of simple body, but also that of 
compound). 
Whereas Mendeleev believed in the real transcendental persistence of 
chemical elements, he seems not to have believod in any real transcendental 
persistence of compounds - as compounds, rather than merely as the collection 
93sibl; go, pp. 57-8. 
94 ~· 1 66: "atom and molecule both belong to tho transcendental 
world". 
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of thair ele~onta - in core complex compounda.95 For example, ho emphasised 
that when wo talk of water being contained in hydrates we are merely using a 
shorthand to express the facts that water is a reactant in the formation of 
hydrateo, and that it is recoverable from hydrates: "If we say that water 
occurs in the composition of a certain hydrate, then by this we wish to 
point out only that there are chemical transformations in which it is possible 
to obtain that hydrate by means of water, and other transformations in which 
this water may be separated out from tho hydrate. A simple way of expressing 
all this is to say that water enters into tho composition of this hydrate".96 
Such a view is indeed what we would expect from Mendeleev in the light of 
his atomic-molecular theory. Unlike the case of the persistence of the 
clements, viewed in this theory as tho persistence of the atoms, tho 
persistence of a compound (as a compound, rather than merely as its 
elements) in a more complex compound would require, according to Mendeleov's 
atomic-molecular theory, conservation not only of tho constituent atoms of 
its molecule but also of that particular stato of motion of those atoms 
which is characteristic of its molecule. But it is hardly feasible that 
Hendcleev's "unitary" conception of the molecule could allow that the state 
of motion of the atoms in any molecule might remain unchanged when this 
molecule becomes an integral part of the system of atoms of a more complex 
molecule. In connection with this point, there is one passage among 
Mcndoloev's writings where ho is not even prepared to acknowledge that 
molecules necessarily retain thoir identity in a change from one polymorph 
to another: 
Dllnorphous bodies are distingu1shod from actual isomers and 
polymers because no differences are observed in their chemical reactions, 
••• and tho9'fore dimorphism is usually ascribed to a difference in the 
arrangement of the similar molecules which build up the crystals. 
Although such an hypothesis is fully possible in the spirit of tho 
atomic-molecular doctrine, yet, because wo cannot assume complete 
conservation of tho arrangement of the atoms within tho molecules when 
tho molecules themselves are in diffP.ront arrangements, and ~-~c~~~~ 
ovary attempt at chemical reaction thoro must occur a cortaih motion 
among the atoms, then in my opinion there is no solid basis for 
-·-------------------------------------------------------------------95Tho g~ncral questions of tho real transcendental persistence of 
"compounds of tho first order11 (e.g., so3 and H;:P> in "compounds of higher 
ordor" (e.g., l~so4), and of organic radicalc, nave beon considered by F.A. Paneth, BiUl. 89, PP• 156-7. 
· 
96Pr.Ch., R-7 (1902-3), R-8 (1906), Ch.I; Kamonsky's translation is 
given in E-3 (1905; from R-7), I, 109. 
97 Earlier in this very passage Hendeleev indicates that when ho talks 
of tho "arrangement" of the atoms in the molecule he is referring to their 
state of motion: he tulka of "the arrangement (motion) of the atoms in the 
molecules". (Soe n.53 of this chapter). 
separating dimorphism from the general conception of isornorism. 98 
As regards Mcndeleov's attitude towards the question of tho "pre-
existence': of compound radicals .(as opposed to tho "simple radicals" or 
elements) in molecules- i.e., of tho real transcendental existence of 
radicals as particular dynanicul systems of atoms, not merely as the 
collection of their atoms - there is insufficient evidence to support any 
definite concluaion. 99 \le noto merely that in terms of Mendalcev' a a~omic­
molecular theory such pre-existence is not as readily dismissiblo as is the 
persistence of molecules in more complex molecules: whereas according to 
Hondeloov's atomic-molecular theory perslstenco of a molecule within a more 
complex molecule demands unacceptably the absence of influence of the 
remainder of tho more complex molecule upon tho "persisting" molecule 
within it, pre-existence of radicals demands tho ruther more plausible 
~\ __ '- _ ~~i.:~--~of influence of the varying part of the molecule upon the 
'uncHanging part (the radical) for the series of molecules in question. 
98Pr.Ch., R-6 (1895) 422, n.46; also given in R-7 (1902-3) 439, 
n.46, and R-8 (1906) n.389. This pascage seems to contain the ar~m1ent 
- first presented by A.E. Baudrirnont in his Introduction h l'Etude de la 
~himio par la Theorie Atomiq~q, 1833 - that chemical reactions are not a 
reliable indication of molecular structure because reaction necessarily 
involves movement of tho atoms away ft'om their arrangement in the 
unreacting molecule. This is a view which I have not found expressed 
elsewhere by Hendeloev. (Soc n.45 of this chapter). 
99-rhe existence of "free radicals" is ignored here. To discuss such 
entities in connection with Mendelecv1a views would in fact be largely 
anachronistic. (The relatively long-lived free radical triphenylmethyl 
was discovered in 1900, by Gonberg; ahort-livod aliphatic free radicals 




MENDELEEV ON THE QUESTIONS OF PRD1ARY NATTZR AND THE COMPI.J!IXITY OF TilE 
CHEI'1ICAL ELINENTS 
A. Introduction 
Although there is certainly an overlap of the concepts of a single 
primary matter and complexity as applied to the chemical elements, th~se 
concepts do not overlap completely in this context. This fact is 
illustrated in the scheme given below, in which the nature of the elements 
is considered from the point of view of the nature of the corresponding 
chemical atoms: the concept of a single primary matter is denoted by tho 
· letter E, and that of complexity of the elements by the letter K1 -
Schematic representation of 
hypotheses about the nature 





character of the 
hyPotheses 
etc. for fu~;~er -[E g, J<] 
Within .each ro\'r in this scheme, circles of' the same- shading denote 
ultimate atoms composed of qualitatively tho same matter, different 
shading denoting qualitatively different mutter (i.e., unshaded circles 
represent ono kind of primary matter, ahaded circles another kind). 
Circles of the same size and same shading represent ultimate atoms of an 
idonticc.U. type. 
1 In this scheme the symbol "&" denotes conjunction, nnd "-," 
denotes "not". 
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In addition to tho above three typos of hypothesis, there ore other 
possible related hypotheses which represent some sort of hybrid of Hi• 
H2 and H3•. For example, there is the following hybrid of Hi and H2 -
El E2 E3 } otc. for 
0 cf6 ~ further E' a, 
which is conceptually of tho type, r; & [Kv ., K] 2; this particular 
type of hypothesis has an historical significance in connection with tho 
speculations of William Prout (see later). 
Among the various grounds upon which were founded the 19th-century 
and early 20th-century theories of primary matter and the complexity of 
the elements we can distinguish "philosophical" grounds, which comprise 
a priori demands !or unity and simplicity in nature, and "empirical" 
grounds, among which we include not only those empirical observations 
which were considered (at least by some scientists) as providing direct 
corroboration of a particular theory, but also certain empirical data 
which were considered to provide analogical support !or a given theory.3 
A desire for unity and simplicity had been evident in conjectures 
about tho n~turo of tho material world from classical times onwards. In 
19th-century science a particular influence in encouraging this tendency 
was provided to some extent by tho Gorman movement of Naturphilosophie 
(Goethe, Schelling) of the early part of the century, a movement which 
stressed the connectedness of nature. Moreover, the state of chemistry 
during the 19th century was such - with ita .50 or more "simple aubstaneos" 
- that it seemed to pose an especially serious threat to the demand for 
unity and simplicity in the material world. It was undoubtedly largely 
on the basis of an underlying desire for some sort of unity o! matter 
that the Proutian-type conjectures of the 19th century porsisted, with 
certain ad hoc modifications, in the face of a aeries of apparent 
empirical refutations. 
2
"v" denotes "or". 
3Although such "analogical" support for theories of primary matter 
and the complexity of tho elements is rere included under the general 
heading of "empirical" grounds because it involves dro.wing analogy from 
particular empirico.l data, it should be noted that the very basis of all 
such nnalogicnl. reasoning ia the "philosophical" belief in, or desire 
for, an overall unity or connectedness in nature. 
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The various kinds of ("direct" and "analogical") empirical ground 
upon which theories of prioary matter and the complexity of the elements 
were founded in the 19th century may be classified into the following 
scheme:-
a) Numerical relationships between the atomic weights of the elements: 
simple commensurability of atomic weights; and numerical relationships 
between the atomic weights of chemically-similar elements. 
b) Decomposition, synthesis and transmutation of the elements. 
c) Analogy of the elements with compound radicals (both inorganic 
and organic) and with organic compounds. 
d) The periodicity of the. properties of the elements. 
e) Spectroscopic data. 
f) Other, miscellaneous, empirical grounds. 
These classes are not entirely mutually exclusive. Nevertheless, 
this classification provides a convenient framework within which to discuss 
the 19th-century and early 20th-century views on primary matter and the 
complexity of the elements. 
Before discussL'lg the views of Hendeleev himself we shall attempt 
(section B) to give some idea of the intellectual climate of the scientific 
world in which he worked: broadly speaking, this cl~ate seems to have been 
favourable towards the ideas of the unity of matter and the composite 
nature of the elements, increasingly so as the years passed. Mendeleev's 
own views (presented in section C) will be seen to be in certain significant 
respects less favourably disposed than those of the majority of his 
contemporaries towards the ideas of primary matter and the complexity of 
the elements, although his attitude was by no ueans one of such complete 
rejection of these ideas as has sometimes been suggested. 
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B. ,!iews on primary matter and the complexity of the elements which 
were held by scientists other thnn Nendeloev in the period frorJ the earl;y: 
4 5 19th century to the early 20th centurl• 1 
A "philosophical" ground for belief in the complexity of the elements 
can be recognised in Dutlas 1 coiJr.lcnt of 1869, 111:/e are inclined to think 
Lavoisier's elements further reducible from considering ••• their number, 
which has risen in less than a century from thirty-one to sixty-five, and 
which grows rapidly. 116 Lord Rayleigh, in 1882, referred to "the a priori 
argument in favour of si.r.J.plicity117 in connection with Prout's hypothesis 
that the atomic weights of the eleoents are integral multiples of that of 
hydrogen. And Lothar Neyer, writing in 1884, said: 11 the existence of some 
sixty or even more fundamentally different kinds of primordial matter is 
intrinsically not very probable 11 • 8 There are many other examples which 
could be cited to illustrate the il'Jportance of the "philosophical" ground 
in stimulating and supporting theories of primary matter and the complexity 
of tho elements in the 19th century and early 20th century. But over and 
above such underlying "philosophical" grounds were tho various empirical 
grounds which served to remove the theories in question from the realms of 
mere speculation into the realm of ocienco. 
a) Views based upon numerical relationships between the atomic weights 
of the elements. 
A prominent aspect of 19th-century and 20th-century views on primary 
mo.ttor and the cocplexity of the elecents was''Prout 1 s hypothesis" and ita 
\1e shall consider the period up to ca.l905, just before Mendeleev's 
death. 
5tvruch important primary material relating to this topic has been 
reprinted in Bibl.47 (compilation and comments by D.l1. KniGht, 1970). A 
survey of 19th-century views on 11Tho ultimate constitution of matter and 
tho genesis of the clements", with ca.ny quotations from primary sources, is 
given by Ida Freund in !he study of chemical conposition. An account of 
its method and historical development, 1904, Catlbridge Univ. Fross 
(republished 1968, Dover Publications, llew York), Ch. XIX. Other secondary 
sources on tho oubjcct include thooc by Farber, 1964 ~ib~.l2) 1 W.V.Farrar, 
1965 (Bibl.20), and Knight, 1967 (Bibl.46). 
6 Faraday Lecture, 17th Juno 1869: Choc. Nowa, E.Q. (1869) 3. 
7British Association address: Chom. News, !!.§. (1892) 97• 
8 Dio moderncn Thoorion dor Checie, 5th edn. (1884), 134. Given in 
Bibl. 9o, p.s6. 
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modificationa.9 
A number of distinct but related hypotheses have boon designated 
"Prout's hypothesis" or ''Prout's law", or recognised as modifications of 
"Prout's hypothesis". A fundamental. distinction in this respect is between 
l'Jhat we might call "commensurability" hypotheses and 11protyle1110 hypotheses: 
tho forcer are those which postulate soce sort of suuple cor.~ensurability 
of the atomic weights of the elements; tho latter are those which clai~ 
that the chemical atoms are all built up from "sub-atoms" of primary 
matter, or 11protyle11 • 11 The history of "Prout's hypothesis" concerns not 
only a series of commensurability hypotheses but also a series of 
corresponding protyle hypotheses. Aruong the Proutian-type commensurability 
hypotheses variety arises in the choice of the particular weight-unit of 
which all atomic weights are considered to be integral multiples; the 
Proutian-type protyle hypotheses vary according to the particular 
building-unit (i.e., protyle atom) postul~ted. 
Tho various typos of Proutian commensurability and protyle hypotheses 
may be conveniently denoted by using the abbreviations PCH and PPH 
- -
respectively for "Proutian commensurability hypotheses" and "Proutian 
protyle hypothesis", and indicating in parentheses either (for a PCH) tho 
weight-unit of which all atomic weights are considered to be integral 
multiples, together with the atomic-weight standard, or (for a PPH) the 
postulated structural building-unit: 
Proutian co~ensurabilitz 
hypotheses 
PCH (1; H = 1) J 




"Prout•s hypothesis" is tho subject of Bibl.92• A brief survey of 
the history of "Prout's hypothesis" is given by O.T. Benfey, J.Chcc.Ed., 
~ (1952) ?8, and by Farrar, Bibl.20. W.H. Brock discusses (acong other 
things) tho history of "Prout's hypothesis" up to 1850 in Bibl.lO. 
10 From the Greek..Jl.P~....:k!.q- ("first matter"). Prout (1816) used the 
Greek expression; tho English word "protyle" was popularisod by W.Crookea 
in tho 18801s. 
11 Such a distinction has already boon pointed out by W.H. Brock in 
Bibl .. lo, and in his paper "Dalton versus Prout : the probler..1 of Prout' a 
:izypothcois" in John Dalton and tho progress of acionco, ed. D.S.L. Cardwell, 
Hanchestor Univ. Press, 1968. Brock distinguishes Prout's "integral 
cultiplo weights hypothesis" or "multiples hypotheoes" from his "protyle 
hypothesis" or "unitary hypothesis". 
12 b Beforo tho 1860's tho atomic weight of oxygen was commonly taken to 
e tho saco aa ita equivalent weight. 
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The specific historical cases which arc encountered had n=ll3, n=2, 
n=4, and various values of E. very ouch greater than 4. 
The Proutian comcensurability hypotheses possessed scientific 
significance only insofar as they postulated tho existence of a 
coomensurability of atomic weights which was empirically testable. Those 
with n=l 1 2 or 4 were all scientifically significant in this sensa, although 
to a lesser extent the smaller the postulated weight-unit (i.e., tho larger 
the value of n). On the other hand, the actual historical examples of 
cocmensurability hypotheses with n))4 were certainly outside the realms of 
science (at least, of the science of the time). \"lhereas the "scientific" 
cor.wensurability hypotheses with n=l, 2 or 4 were postulated - on the 
basis of an examination of experimental atomic-weight values - prior to 
any corresponding protyle hypothesis, the hypotheses with n))4 represented 
corollaries to prior-formulated protyle hypotheses. As examples of tho 
latter we have do Boisbaudran1 s suggestion (1895) that the atoms of tho 
elements may be built up of sub-atoms whose weight is as little as l~B 
that of the hydrogen atom,14 and zHngorle's conjecture (1882) that the 
hypothetical universal ether, with an atomic weight 1 
1 that of 
hydrogen, is tho protyle of all the chemical elemonta!2g0 z&ngerlo'a 
suggestion provoked tho response from Lothar Moyer and Karl Seubert that, 
"Speculations of this kind are far removed from any possibility of 
experimental proof, and can therefore never be expected to receive from it 
any support. 1116 
It was commonly accepted in the period under consideration that the 
confirmation of a given testable PCH would provide strong evidence in 
support of tho corresponding PPH, e.g., that confirmation of PCH (l; H=l) 
would strongly indicate the truth of PPH (lH), tho hypothesis that all 
chemical atoms are built up of hydrogen atoms.17 However, the eventuality 
13It was the hypothesis PCH (l; H=l) which was most usually referred 
to as "Prout's hypothesis" before the late 19th century; a.fter this, tho 
term came to bo used commonly also for PCH (l; 0=16). The hypothesis 
I'PH (lH) waa also aometitloa designated "Prout' a hypothesis". 
14 Comptea rendus, 120 (1895) 1097; a summary is given in Chcm. 
N;lws, 1!. (1895) 271. -
15" Uber die Natur dor Elemcnte 1 Pr.ogr. des konigl. Realgyc. MUnchen1 
1882. (See Venable, Bibl.l24). 
16 Berichte dor deutschen cham. Gea., l& (1885) 1097-1104. 
17 A not~blo exception to this generalisation appears to have boen 
provided by Thomas Thomson (soe below). Thomson's attitude in this 
respect is discussed by Brock in Bibl.lO. 
Another exception was provided by Berthelot (Lea Origines do 11Alchimie, 
Paris, 1885, 313) 1 who conaiderod that confirmation of a PCH would not 
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of refutation (be it "partial" or "complete" - see below) of such a 
commensurabili~y hypothesis was regarded by a nurnber of scientists as not 
necessit~ti~~~~dfutation of tho corresponding protyle hypothesis, the latter 
baing saved in this caso by the ad hoc postulation that tho weight of a 
chemical atom may be different from the sue of the weights of its 
constituent protyle atoms.18 
l1uch of tho history of Prout ian-typo conjectures froc the middle of 
the 19th century to tho beginning of the 20th century is concerned not with 
the situation where there is a seemingly clear-cut confirmation or 
refutation of a particular PCH, but rather with cases where although there 
is no complete confirmation, there nevertheless appears to be a significantly 
closer correspondence of the atomic weights to the values demanded by a 
particular testable PCH than would bo expected on the assumption of a random 
distribution of atomic-weight values over tho appropriate range of real 
numbers.19 Hany scientists of this period, on the basis of such "probability" 
considerations, refused to reject tho PCH in question while at the same 
time accepting tho accuracy of the experimental data20: some of these 
scientists wont no further than expressing their belief in the unlikelihood 
load him to believe in tho corresponding protyle hypothesis (where the 
'\ elements are thought of as aggregates of protylo atoms), but r~ther t~ 
believe that the elements represent quantitatively different homogeneous 
condensations from a single primary matter. In tho notation used in section 
A, Berthelot's suggestion is of the conceptual type [~ 8c ...,K]. 
18 Among those who suggested the possibility of a breakdown of tho law 
of conservation of weight for tho building of chemical atoms from protyle 
atoms were Narignac (1860: see later), lv'lendeleov (1871: ooe Ch.I, and 
later in tho present chapter), A.D. Risteen (The molecular theorY of matter, 
Boston, Mass., 1896, p.l60), and G. Rudorf (1900: soc later). Lothar 
Meyer (Die modernen Theorien der Chomie, 6th odn., Breslau1 18961 Book 1 1 
p.l24) made another suggestion: "It is conceivable that the atoms of all 
or of many or tho clements aro essentially composed of soaller elementary 
particles of one primordial matter, perhaps of hydrogen, but that thoir 
weights do not appear as rational multiples of each other because in addition 
to tho primordial particles, greater or smaller amounts of ••• luminiferous 
other, which may not bo devoid of all weight, may enter into the composition 
of a toea". 
19Thoso who actually calculated probabilities in this connection 
include Hallet (1880), Strutt (1901) 1 Rudolph (1901) and Marshall (1902) (soo later). Certain modern commentators, for exrumple W.F. Farrar (Bibl.20, 
P•310) and D.M. Knight(Bibl.4?, pp.l2 and 35~, have claimed that Augustus 
d(e Norgan, in a lottor to \~.H. Gladstone published in a paper by tho latter 
Phil. Mag., 4th aeries,~ no.33, May 18531 313-20) gave a calculation of 
the probability that tho atomic weights should approach as closely as they 
do to wholo numbers as a result of "chanre". This is incorrect; what 
'de Norgll%1 calculates in this letter is t~o probability th..'\t 60 random 
selections (with repetition allowed) :f'rom\100 given (di:f'feront) numbers 
will result in the selection of some ono Unspecified number at least 6 times, 
this calculation being related by Glndston~1 ,to the clustering of empirical atomic weights about certain values:-----~-- V • 
20A i . 
s m ght be expected, thoro wero also thoso who refused to reject a 
\ PCH which was contradicted by cxperic£mt, on tho grounds that tho experin1cntal 
'~data wore probably wrong, e.g., Odling (1863) shows this tendency (soo lo.ter). 









of an "accidental" approach of the atomic weights so closely to the values 
demanded by the PCH; 21 others suggested that under certain special 
22 
experimental conditions strict commensurability would perhaps hold. 
The history of "Prout' a hypothesis" begins with the publication of two 
anonymous papers in the Annals of philosophy ~d. Thomas Thomson) in 1815-1623 • 
Within a few months of the appearance of the second paper it was made known 
by Thomson that the author was Dr. William Prout. Prout's 1815 paper 
contained, in somewhat indirect form, the commensurability hypothesis PCH 
(1; H=1);24 in his 1816 paper Prout proposed, as a tentative corollary to 
this, the protyle hypothesis PPH (lH) - 11If the view we have ventured to 
I rl \ 
advance [sc. PCH (1; H=l)] be correct, we may nlmost consider the newT!\ VAn 
of the ancients to be realised in hydrogen; an opinion, by the by1 not 
altogether new11 • 25 
Prout's conjectures soon had many adherents, although mainly in England. 
The principal advocate of PCH (1; H=l) was Thomas Thomson.26 However, unlike 
most adherents of PCH (1; H=l) Thomson seemed reluctant to accept Prout's 
protyle hypothesis, PPH (lH), even though he did not believe the chemical 
elements to be ultimate.27 
Zlror example, Strutt, 1901 (see later). 
22ror example, de Chancourtois, 1862, and Butlerov, 1881-2 (see later). 
23on tho relation between the s ecific ravities of bodies in their 
saseous state and the weights of their atoms, Ann. Phil., _ 1 1 321-30 
and 472, Correction of a mistake in the essay on the relation between the 
s ecific ravities of bodies in their ascous state and the wei hts of their 
atoms, Ann. Phil., 1 1 1 111·13~ Reprinted in Bibl.95. 
24 
"I had often observed the new approach to round numbers of many of 
the weights of the atoms, before I was led to investigate the subject" 
(op.cit., 330; Bibl.95, p.36). 
25 Op.cit., 113; Bibl.Q5, p.4o. The final comment in this passage is 
probably an acknowledgment of tho views expressed by Humphr,y Davy on the 
possibly primary nnture of hydrogen: see, for example, Davy's Elements of 
Chemical Philosoptr, 1812, pp.274-5. 
26 Having presented the hypotheses PCH (l; H=l) and PPH (lH) in 1815-16, 
Pinrout himself played no part in popularising and defending these hypotheses 
their enrly years. He appears not to have commented upon such subjects 
again until the 1830's (see below). 
27 
Brock, Bibl.lO, p.310 quotes the following passage from Thomson's 
An Attempt to Establish the Firat Principles of Chemist~ by Experiment, 
London, 182.5, vol. 11 p.31: "All our simple bodies o.ro moat probobly ~ompounda. It is possible that the ultimate elements of bodies may be very 
ow • it is oven conceivoble that they may be reduced to two; but in what ~ all the variety of bodies with which we are acquainted, could be produced 
from one ainglo kind of elementary body or atom, I cannot, for my own part, 
onn llnY conception". 
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Shortly after the appearMCO ot Prout's 1815 papQr 1 J.L.G. Noinecke 
began to publish a series or articles on stoichiometry. In the second of 
these he wrote, "··· according to Dalton all stoichiometrical magnitudes are 
multiples by whole numbers of' the value of hydrogen"; 28 and in the following 
year he remarked, "It is noteworthy that the number of hydrogen is a divisor 
of the remaining stoichiometrical numbers11 • 29 Meinecke did not mention 
Prout in any of his publications, although he was considered to have been 
aware or Prout's contribution. Thomson, in 1818, wrote, "I ••• suspect 
Meinecke has been influencGd by Prout's paper, though he has taken no 
notice of it".30 
Prout's commensurability hypothesis apparently received a not 
unfavourable initial reception from Berzelius.31 However, the results of 
his own atomic-weight determinations soon turned Berzolius against the 
hypothesis; by the early 1820's he was clearly ita most prominent opponent, 
his antagonism in this respect being directed mainly against Thomaon.32 
Because of Barzelius' great standing on the Continent, European chemists in 
general tended to support him at this time in his opposition to PCH (1; H=l)~3 
The 18301 a saw a fading of tho support for PCH (l; H::l.) in England, 
hitherto the stronghold of this bypothesis.34 In 1829 Edward Turner, then 
28 Annalen der Phys. (Gilbert), ~ (1816) 162. There is very little 
evidence to support Neinecke's claim that Dalton hnd believed tho "combining 
weights" of all elements to bo integral multiples of thnt of hydrogen. It 
is possible that Dalton held such a view briefly, in 18o8, but even this is 
doubtful; certainly he held no such view in 1804 and 1810. (On this question 
see Bibl.95; and O.T. Benfoy, op.cit.). 
29J. fiir Chem. (Schweiggor), B (1817) 1,38. 
30 Ann. Phll., B, (1818) 10. 
3lAccording to Venable, Bibl.l24, p.22. 
32In 1821, in a letter to Ga.apard da la Rive, Berzelius made tho 
following derogatory roonrk about the principal advocates of the two kinds 
of atomic-weight relationship being proposed nt the time (viz. PCH and the 
"triad-relationship"): "Thomson has no common sensa in chemiotry. I do not 
know whether he or Dobereiner in Germany is tho worst chemist existing at 
this moment" (see Bibl.92, p.225). In 1827 Berzelius wrote of Thomson's 
An Attempt to Establish the First Principles of Chemistry (1825) that it 
"belongs to thoso few productions from which science will derive no advantage 
whatever. Much o£ tho experimental part, even of the fundamental experiments, ; 
appears to have been made at the writing-deSk; and tha greatest civility 
which his contemporaries can show its author, ia to forgot thAt it was over 
P~;blished" (Jahresboricht, 1827, p.77; a translation into English by 
Wohler is given in Phil.Mag., 2nd aeries, !• 1828, p.45l). 
33 Later however, around 1840, PCH (1; H=l) was to gain soma 
appreciable support in Franco (sao below). 
34 
tim Evon Thomson had become somewhat reticent on this aubjoct by this 
e, as m~ bo seen from his History of Chemistry (1831-2). 
,..........__-----~--------------------------------
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an adherent of the hypothesis, begQn a revision of T~omaon's atomic-weight 
determinntions.35 By 1832-3 his research had led him (ond many other 
English chemists) to reject Thomson's results, and with them PCH (1; H=l).36 
The results of experiments by Frederick Penny in 1839 added to the evidence 
against PCH (1; H=l)37. 
In the meont~1e Prout himself had oade certain comments during the 1830's 
in connection with the composition of the chemicnl atoms and the 
co~ensurability of atomic weights. In 1831, in a letter to Daubeny, he 
wrote: "••• as tho atom of hydrogen, the lowest body known, is frequently 
subdivided when in combination with oxygen, ate. there scams to be no reason 
why bodies still lower in the scale than hydrogen ••• may not exist, of 
which other bodies oay be multiples, without boing actually multiples of the 
intermediate hydrogon.u38 In this passage we find the idea of "fractional 
chemicEtl atoms" (arising, apparently, from a failure on Prout's part to 
recognise tho existence of polyatomic molecules of siopla substances) being 
used as an argument for the composite nature of tho elements. This 
suggestion by Prout of the possibility that sub-multiples of hydrogen are 
tho units from which all tho elements arc built comes ten years before 
Mnrignac's suggestion of i H as a unit, and more than 25 years before 
Dumas' suggestion of~ H (see later).39 
In 1834 Prout had tho following to s~y on tho question of the empirical 
testability of hypotheses which postulate a sioplo commensurability of atomic 
weights: "The matter is one that in tho present imperfect state of chemistry 
can hardly be determined by experiment; for what with tho difficulty, or 
35Turner was professor of chcoistry in thoCu~i;~-~-~lt~ 
36m Sept. 1831, nt tho first meeting of the British Association, it 
had been rcconwcnded that PCH (l; H=l) bo chocked in tho case of certain 
elements. At tho second m~eting, 1832, ~urnor presented some results on 
this question which wero published in Phil. Hag. 1 3rd series, 1 (1832)109-12. 
A full report of his worl<: in this field was comounicated by Turner to the 
Royal Socioty in 1833: Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc., 18331 pp. 523-39· A few 
chemists criticised Turner's results, e.g., Phillips, Phil. Trans., 1839, 
p.35; Phillips had found 01=36, compared with Turner's 01~35.31. · 
37Phi1. Trona., 1839, pp.13-33. Penny was a professor at Glasgow; he 
had, prior to 18.39, boon a supporter of PCH (l; li=l). 
38 Published ns an appendix in Daubeny's On tho atomic theory, 1831, 
pp. 129-30. 
39Unlike the case of Prout, thoro is no reason to believe that r 
~~ignac nnd Dumas poc:tulated units of iH and '¢H on the basis of the .1 .. ---
.ractiona.l-atoms" fallacy; in fact, all indications sugt;ost that thoy 
appreciated tho idea of polyatomic molecules of sllJplo substances. i 
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rather impossibility, of procuring bodies in a pGrfoctly isolated form, and 
tho unavoidable imperfections of all chemical processes, wo can scarcely 
hope to arrive within tho necessary lirlits of procision."4o 
vlhi1o tho end of tho 18301 s found PCH (l; H::1) out of favour with most 
English chemists, tho hypothesis began at this time to receive some 
appreciable support in France. This nroso out of Dumas' ro-dotormination 
in 1839-40 of tho atomic weight of carbon. Dumas, assisted by his pupil 
Stas, found the C:H ratio to be exactly intogra1,41 a result which prompted 
him to write, 11If1 as Dr. Prout thought, and ns now seems highly probable, 
all tho atomic-weights nrc integral multiples of that of hydrogen, there 
will be many matters to set right nmong tho accepted atomic weights. Luter 
experiments will decide this point; but it is evidently necessary now to 
submit it to serious verificntion".42 Dumas (assisted to some extent by 
Stns) went on to find an integral ratio also for O:H.43 
Tho results of ~as and Stns were confirmed by Erdmann and Mnrchnnd.44 
However, although these experiments revived interest in, and support for, 
tho ~ypothcsis PCH (1: H=l), there remained tho notable stucb1ing-block of 
the atomic weight of chlorine (=35·5). To overcome this problem (and 
similar problema posed by oertain other elements) Mo.rignac suggested that 
the atomic weights of tho clements aro all integral multiples not of tho 
atomic weight of hydrogen, but of i tho atomic weight of hydrogen- i.e., 
the hypothesis PCH Ci; H=l).45 This hypothesis, which was suggested again 
soon afterwnl~ds by Maumeno, 46 was rocoived unfavouro.bly by tho scientific 
community in general. It was reiterated in 1857 by Dumo.s, 47 who in tho 
following yoar found it necessary to go a stop further and suggest 
4o Tho Bridgewater Treatises on the Power, Wisdom and Goodness of God 
as mnnifcsted in the creation: VIII - Chcmistr Metcorolo and tho 
Function of Digestion, William Prout, London, l 3 ; pp.l37- • 
41 The currently-accepted vo.luo for the C:H rntio wna not integral. 
42Dumo.s and Staa 1 Comptes rendus, ,ll. (184o) 287. 
43comptes rendus 1 1!t, (1842) 537-47. 
44J. pro.kt. Chern.,~ (1841) 159; ~ (1842) 461. 
45 Ann. der Chemio, ~ (1841) 92; Schweizer Geso11-Verh., 1843, 62-6. 
46 Ann. chim. phys., 18 (1846) 41. 
47 Gompt. rend., ,!±2. (1857) 709-31. 
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PCH C-!; H:=1), 48 n :pro:poscU. which wo.s criticised by Sclmoider on tho grounds 
that it deprived Prout's hypothesis of nll interest and vnluo.49 
In 1860 Stns :published n series of expor~1ental results which :provided 
vor,y strong evidence ngainst PCH (1; 0=8, or H:=l),50 and which for many 
chemists heralded the dooise of this hypothesis. Stns himself claims to 
hAve begun his experiments with "an D.lz:lost a.bsolute confidence in tho· 
exactness of Prout's principle",5l but thut nfter the results he "roached the 
complete conviction ••• that Prout's 1nw1 with all the modifications duo to 
M. DuL1ns,52 is nothing but a.n illusion, a pure hypothesis expressly 
contro.dictod bY oxporicent."53 
Mo.rignac (l86o), inn review of Stas 1 results, defended what he called 
"Prout's law", by which he clearly connt PCH Ci; 0=8):54 "••• if they[sc. 
Stas' values] do not coincide absolutely with tho numbers of Prout,55 they 
are so close to them that it is impossible to consider this fact ns 
accidental. Thus for the nine determinations resulting from this ~ork of 
48Ibid. t !±§. (1858) 951-3; !!:1. (1858) 1026-1034. 
49Ann. der Phys. (Fogg), r07 (1859) 619. Schneider's criticism wo.s 
rnther too strong; PCH C-!; H=l is certainly less satisfactorily testable 
by experiment than aro PCH (1; H=l) and PCH {i; H=l) 1 but it is not, and 
wns not at the time, utterly incapable of experimental test. 
5°Bu11etin de l'Acad~mie Royale de Belgique (2], 10 (1860) 208-336. 
Portions in English translation arc given in Bii8.t5. l6to.s expressed his 
"o.tomic weights" according to tho standard 1 = 0 :81 ond not 0 = 16, 
being taken as the "atomic weight" of oxygen). He found tho difference 
between the 11ntocic weights" of ammonium nnd nitrogen to be 4.02 instead of 
4.00, and concluded tho.t "tho error exists rather in tho atomic weight of 
hydrogen thon in th.o.t of nitrogen" (Bibl.95, p.4Z) i.e., Stns thought the.t 
relntivo to 0=8, H should perhaps bo 1.005, and not exactly l. The hypotheses 
to w~ch his 11ntomic-woightl vo.lues wore directly relevant were thorofare 
PCH (-; 0:8) 1 and not PCH (-; H=l). But even nssun1ing H = 1.005 (0:8) 1 Stas'nresults oro still fotiRd to disagree not only with ~CH (1; 0:8) but 
nlso with PCB {1; H=l). 
5~ibl. 95, p.44. 
52 Dun1ns' modifications woro PCH Ci; H=l) and PCH <i; H=l). 
53Bibl. 92, p.4s. 
54 This is clear from n coluon of atomic-weight vo.lues given in his A 
paper (see Bibl.92,, p.51) which he lo.bols "Prout", and which includes 
~9~5.5, Pb = 103.5. Mnrignac is sceptical of Stas 1 conclusion that tho . 
~-0 = l )ro.tio is not exo.ctly 8:1 (sao Bib1. , p.52), nnd seems to consider!; '., 
tliat~CH (~; 0:8) is equivalent to PCH ; H=1). +--_ 
55 i . 
8 Thaso "numbers of Prout" being integral oultiploa of 0•5 (H=l, or 0: ). 
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Stns, the difference is us a mean 0.0.56, say Ji of tho equivalent of 
hydrogen, or ~ of tho hnlf-equivalont". 56 In the some pa.por Ho.rigna.c go.ve 
\lho.t seems to be tho curliest suggestion of tho possibility of n breakdown 
of tho lo.w of conservation of weight for the foroation of chemical atoms 
from protylo atoms, nn .n.d hoc hypothesis uhich onc.bles a simple PCH to be 
rejected without rejection a.lsocf the corresponding PPH: 
Could we not suppose tha.t tho cause (unknown but pr,obnbly 
different from tho physical nnd chemical agencies fa.milinr to us) which 
has detenninod certain groupings of the atoms of tho sole primordial 
matter so as to give rise to our chemical atoms, by icpressing on each 
of those groups a. special character nnd particular pr~porties, should 
not at tho some time ha.vo exorcised an influence on tho ~anner according 
to which these groups of primordial atoms would obey the law of 
univcrsa.l attra.ction, in such wise tha.t tho weisht of each group might 
not5be exactly the sum of th~ weights of tho primordial atoms composing it~l 'I 
One of the few scientists who allowed on ndhorcnco to PCH (1; H::l) in 
tho 1860's was the geologist and mineralogist do Chnncourtois. In 1862 (in 
tho paper in which he introduced his spiral classification of tho elements 
- his "vis tclluriquo".58) de Cha.ncourtois ventured the opinion that under 
certain special conditions which had yet to be realised or underatood, the 
hypothesis PCH (l; H::l) holds strictly: "I think thD.t ••• in all 
determinations of constants which we wish to compare, they must be reduced to ' 
tho some conditions. ··~ Prout's law ••• presents itself as furniahing a 
means for reducing experimental observations to a comparable stnte by a 
56Bibl. 95 1 PP• 56-~ 
.57Bibl. 92, p.,58. For n similar view by Mondelcov (1871) sec Ch.I 1 
ond lntor in tho present chapter. In 1900 George Rudorf (a pupil of 
Ramsey's) mo.do tho following related suggestion~ "We know that tho atoms 
attract one another in the molecule; and if tho atom be n complex system 
of protyles, then we must conclude thnt the protyles also attract one 
another in the atom. The cohesive fore() be'!;wcon tho __ px:Q.tyles is vary greo.t 
q9gpg.roa __ .wi_th the. actio-n _·of· gro:iity on .thea, and thorefor_~Jt-~~~y:;~ M,ct·-··-
probnbly doe_~_La_~fect the weight. of.n. system· of protyloa. With molnr mo.sscs 
tho attro.ctions nrc not perceptible, and wo havo thorcforo no right, in our 
ignorance of the natura of gravitation, to aaaumo that tho weight, as we 
meo.aure it, of n protylos is n tuJos thnt of one protylo ••• No doubt the 
gravitation J..o.w-will hold o.pproximo.toly, and hence the atomic woighta···must .. ~ 
np~~~ximo.to to integral values, and this wo find actually to .be. the. co.ao. 
Tho actual differences batwoon oxpcrioental nnd intogro.l vo.luos will in 
bema moo.suro depend on the structure of the o.ton. Frobnbly, therefore, in 
the --ense of. chlor.inQ.1. tho J?rotylos nro grouped togothcr in s(')_ma o,bnarmnL. 
mnnnor ••• " (Tho Periodic Classification ·o:ncr tho Fr6'bl"t3rii'"of Chcrniccl 
Evolution, London, 1900, p.l70). 
sa Compt. rend., ~ (1862); an English translation is givtn by 
P.J. Hartog, Nature, 12 (188g) 186-8. De Chnncourtois' "vis tollurique" is 
discussed in Ch.III or-this thesis. 
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series of trials, without this state being oven a completely defined cne, 
but, on the contro.ry, in order to define it 11 .59 
Tho tendency to reject PCH <i; H=l) after Sto.s' results wo.s 1 as 
might be expected, rather loss than for PCH (1; H=l). In addition to 
Mnrignnc various other chemists also reto.inod a certain degree of belief in 
PCH (~; H=l). Odling, for example, wrote in 186.3: "At the present time, 
out of the fifty-eight elementary atomic weights ••• not more than hnlf a 
dozen differ appreciably from multiples by wl1ole numbers of half the atomic 
weight of hydrogen. Some of th~so exceptional nUL1bors ought probably to be 
doubled, whereby they would accord with Prout's modified lo.w,6o while others 
can hardly be looked upon as satisfactorily dctermined".61 
G.D. Hinrichs, in his publications of 1866 nnd 1867, employed the idea 
of a single primary substance whose atoms arc of weight iH (1866) or iH 
(1867) 1 expressulg tho ntocic weight of tho elements as exnct integral 
multiples of these units.62 
It was during the 1860's that Mendeleev 1s comments on Prout's hypothesis 
began to appear: these will be discussed in section c. 
Attention was again drawn to Prout's hypothesis in its original form -
i.e., to PCH (1; H=l) -at tho end of tho 18701 s 1 by Dumus1 demonstration 
(1878) of an error in the work of Stas, and by Mallet's revision (188o) of 
tho atomic weight of aluminium, and tho remarks he appended to tho I 
I 
publict..tion of his results. Dumas showed that occluded oxygen in the silver .l 
.! 
used by Stns hnd almost certainly caused n significant error in Stas' 
determinAtion of tho atomic weight of silver.63 hnd since this atomic-
59Hartog's translation (op.cit.), 186. It is clear from elsewhere in 
the srune paper tbD.t by "Prout's law" de Cho.ncourtois horo monns PCH (1; H=l). 
~ l 
This is tho only instance I havo come across of the suggestion that\\ l 
a PCH may provide an indication of whothor or not tho correct multiple of 1\ _.......-'! 
tha equivalent weight of nn element is baing used for tho Qtomic weight. 1 
I 
~ . I 
Bibl. 129, vol.I, 1863, 455-6. ! 
62 l 
Seo Ch. III. 
6.3 Compt. rend., 86 (1878) 65. Marignno, in 1860 (sao Bibl.92 1 p.S6), 
hnd mentioned tho pos~bility of error from this source, but did not foal 
it to be significant. 
We hD.vo already cor.1o across two earlier contributions by Dumas in 
connection with Prout's hypothesis: his revision of atomic woighta (C, 0) 
around 1840, resulting in a revival of support for PCH (1; H=l) at this 
t(imo; and his proposal of PCH (~; R=l) and PCH (~; H=l) in 1857-8. 
Dumas lived from 1800 to 1884). I 
i 
weight vnluo w~ of central importance in Stns' work, the question ngnin 
nrosc ns to whether PCH (1; H=l) may in fact be true. Hallet's 
experi~cnts hnd indicated an ato~ic weight of 27.0 for aluminium, which led 
him to roon.rk, "this result ••• a.dds one to tho co.sos nlrondy on record of 
the numbers representing carefully determined atomic weights approaching 
closely to integers, and lends to a word on tho reconsideration of 'Prout's 
64 lnw'." Mnllot goes on to sn:y-
••• the most careful work which hns been done by Stas nnd others 
only proves by tho close agreement of the results that fortuitous 
errors have boon reduced within narrow limits. It does not provo that 
oll sources of constant error have been avoided, and indeed this never 
can bo absolutely proved, as we never can be sure that our knowledge 
of tho substances we nrc denling with is complete ••• 
••• we discard altogether Dumas' assumption cf multiples of .5 or 
.25, and consider simply tho indications afforded of Prout's ~~w in 
its original foro ••• It appears that out of tho 18 numbers, 10 ••• 
approximate to integers within a r~go of variation less than one-
tenth of n unit. What then is tho degree of probability that this is 
purely accidental, as those hold who cnrry to tho extreme the 
conclusions of Berzelius and Stas? Since thoro are five intervals of 
.1 each botween any integer nnd the .5 which divides it froo the next 
higher (or lower) integer, the result is given by tho expression 
5-lB ~+Ill X 4 + !lt*k X 42 + J]t_ X 43 + ... J1k X 4~ 
and the probability in question is found to be only equnl to 1:1097.8. 
••• this exnmp1o ••• seg~s sufficiently to illustrate the point 
that not only is Prout's law not as yet absolutely overturned, but 
that a heavy and apparently increasing weight of probability in ita 
favour, or in 6~vour of somo modification of it, exists and demands 
consideration. 
In 1881-2 A.M. Butlerov published certuin remarks on atomic woighta 
nnd Prout's hypothesis.68 He acknowledged that "after tho clnssic work of 
Staa we hnve to nccept as a fact that the atomic woights aro not expressed 
(in relation to hydrogen) by whole numbers, but at the aame timo they 
usually approximate to whole numbers to DUCh nn extent that thin lJlpl'oJination 
64 The revision of the atomic weight of aluminium, Phil. Trans. Roy. 
Soc., 171, 1-'art III (1880) 1003·35; p.l033. 
6,5 Mallet appends a tnble of 18 atomic weights, based on H=l (e.g., 
he gives 0=15.961). 
6~allet is referring here to PCH (l; H=l) • 
67 Op. cit., 1033-3.5· 
68 
J • Ruse. Phys.-chem. Soc. t ll (1881) 175; _!! (1882) 208-12. 
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cannot be considered accidental, and it is difficult to admit that Prout's 
hypothesis was devoid of any real b~sis11 • 69 Butlcrov felt that Prout's 
hypothesis may, "under certain conditions, be complately true 11 ,70 advocating 
tho idea of tho variability (according to conditions) of the a.tomio weight 
of o. given element, 71 and charo.cterising the atomic weight o.s "nothing 
other than the expression of that quantity by weight of matter which is tho 
bearer of a certain quantity of chemicn.l energy11 .72 
In 1882 F.W. Clarke wrote a paper entitled A recalculation of the 
atomic weights.73 Taking 0=16 as his stan~rd 1 Clarke found most atomic 
weights to be almost exact multiples of i, and concluded thnt the few 
apparent exceptions arose from undetected constant errors. He comments, 
"I began this re-calculation ••• with a strong prejudice against Prout's 
hypothesis, but tho facts as they came before me hnvo forced me to give it 
[sc. PCH (~; 0=16)] a very respectful considero.tion. 1174 
In the same year Lord Rayleigh had tho following to say on the subject 
of Prout's hypothesis in his presidential address to tho Mathematical and 
Physical Science Section of tho British Association: 
I should like to make a remark or two ••• on Prout's law, 
according to which tho atomic weights of tho elements, or a.t any rate 
of many of them, stand in simple relo.tion to toot of hydrogen. Some 
chemists have rcprobo.ted strongly the importation of a priori views 
into the consideration of the question, and maintain that tho only 
numbers worthy of recognition nrc tho immediate results of experiment. 
69 1882, p.210. In a footnote to this passage Butlerov refers to tho 
cocments of Marignuc (1860) and Hallet (1880) on the unlikelihood thD.t the 
Observed close approximation of the atomic weights to tho values demanded 
by Prout's hypothesis represents a "chance" result. 
70 8 18 2, p.2ll. 
7lin his 1882 paper Butlorov clearly seeos to advocate variability of ( 
atomic weights in tho sense that n given sacple of an element oay be able 
to change its atomic weight according to the physical conditions, not in 
tho sense of tho existence of different samples of a given element with ) 
different but constant atomic weights. It is for this reason that I cannot 
accept tho claim, not infrequently mndo (e.g., by A.I. Brodskii in Khimiin 
Izotopov, Moscow, 1952, PP• 9-ll), that in tho sources under consideration 
Butlerov shows an o.nticipation of "isotopes". ! 
7218821 p.2ll. It is difficult to see how Butlerov visualises tho 
mechanism by which n given sample of nn element can change its atomic weight; 
per~ps ho is not bore concerned with machonisms (although this would 
contrast rather sharply with his work on structural orgnnic chemistry). 
Possibly, ns w.v. Farrar has suggested (Bibl.20 1 p,318), Butlerov may hero 
be thinking of weight in a sonso similar to that proposed by Mondeloov in 
1871, as some sort of compound effect of matter and "inner motion". However, 
although Butlarov in his 1882 po.par docs explicitly express his sympathy 
with Mendolcov1s conjecture that weight may bo a compound effect of 
matter-plus-motion, he nevertheless seems to distinguish Mcndoloov's idea 
from his own idoo.s regarding tho variability of atomic weights (soc his 1882 
papor, p.209). 
73 Smithsonian Institute, 1882. 
74 Op.cit., p.28o. This comment provides o.n interesting contrast with ~~ Sto.s' remarks of 1860 quoted o.bovo. 
~---·· 
~~--
Others, more impressed by the argument that tho close approximations 
to simple numbers cannot be merely fortuitous, and more alive to the 
inevitable imperfections of our measureoonta, consider thnt tho 
experimental evidence against tho sicple numbers is of a very slender 
character, baluncod, if not outweighed, by the a priori argument in 
favour of simplicity. The subject is eminently one for further 
experiment; and ns it is now enGaging tho attention of chemists, wo 
may look forward to the settlement of the question by the present 
generation. The time has perhaps como when n redetermination of the 
densities of tho principal gases mny7~e desirable - an undertnki~g for which I hnvo made some preparations. 
The aeries of experiments by Rayleigh on tho densities of gases which 
followed the "preparations" to which ho here refers did not support 
PCH (1; H=l). They did however lead directly to the discovery of tho inert 
gases in tho 1890's.76 
In 1884 J.A.~ Newlanda referred to "Prout's law", acknowledging that 
"though it is not true that all tho atomic weights are multiples of the 
o.tomic weight of hydrogen, it is novortheless the caso that the number of 
elements whose atomic weights approach within experimental errors to exact 
multiples of hydrogen is far greater than it should bo on the theory of 
probabilitios".77 
A very important figure in tho history of Prout's hypothesis ond 
related fields during tho late 19th century was \lilliom Crookos. In his 
address to the British Association in 1886 Crookea said: 
But if tho evidence in favour of Prout's hypothesis in its 
original guise is deemed insufficient, may not Mr. Clarke's suggestion 
of half multiples place it upon an entirely new basis? Suppose that 
tho unit of tho scnle ••• is not hydrogen but some element of still 
lower weight? We ora hero at once reminded of helium, - an elomont 
purely hypothetical as for as our earth is co~serned, but supposed ••• 
to exist in the aun and other stollc.r bodies. 
Later in this some address, after introducing the idea of a single 
75cham. News, 46 (1882) 96-7. Reprinted in Bibl.47, pp. 373-4. 
-76The history of tho discovery of the inert gaso~ is outlined briefly 
in Ch. VII. 
77Bibl.84, PP•32-3. ltewlands undoubtedly hero hna Mallet 1a work (l88o) 
in mind. 
In tho paragraph preceding tho o~e quoted hero N~wlanda (~., p.32) 
touches upon tho question of tho structure of the elcmonta: "If we viow all 
matter as really composed of various modifications of ono elementary 
substance, consisting of physical atoms, we may regard the atomic weight of 
o~ch olemont as expressing tho rolntivo number of physical atoms contained 
in tho chemical utom. The same number of physical atoms differently 
arrnnged might form two or moro distinct clements which night then be 
regarded as isomeric. Perlmps cobalt and nickel nrc thus related". 





"protyle" out of which llll of tho chemical eleoents h.c:..vo been formed by 
"some process akin to cooling",79 Crookos remarked: 
I hnvo said that the original protylo contained within itself tho 
potentiality of oll possible ntomic weights. It may well bo questioned 
whether there is on absolute uniformity in the mass of every ultimate 
atom of the s:l.tle chctticnl clement. Probably our atomic weights merely 
represent a mean value around which tho actual atomic weights of the 
atoms vary within certain narrow limits. 
••• I conceive ••• that when we say tho atomic weight of, for 
instance, cnlciUIJ is 4o, we really express tho fact that while the 
majority of tho calcium atoms have an actual atomic weight of 4o, thoro 
arc not a few whic~are represented by 39 or 41, n less number by 38 
and 42, nnd so on. 
Insofar ns Crookes is hero suggesting the existence of different 
varieties of atom, with difforent (but constant) atomic weights, for n 
given clement, then (unlike Butlerov - see above) his remarks can justifiably 
be considered as nnticipa.ting the idea of "isotopes". However we should not 
rend too ·much into Crookes' clu.tra.cterisntion here of those "isotopes" ns 
possessing exactly integral atomic wcights, 81 because in tho following year 
he wrote-
When ••• we soy that, e.g., tho atomic weight of calcium is 4o, tho 
nctua.l fact ma.y well ba that whilst the majority of the calcium atoms 
really have tho atomic weight of 4o, some are represented by 39.9 or 
4o.l, a smaller number by 39.8 or 40.21 and so on. The properties 
·which we perceive in a.ny clement are thus the mea.n of a number of ~2oms 
differing noong themselves very slightly, but still not identical. 
By about 1890 n controversy had developed over whether atomic weights 
1 
should .be expressed according to the stnndnrd H=l crib 0=1. This 
arose out of tho uncertainty of tho vnluo of the O:H ratio, nnd the fact 
that most experimental determinations of atomic weights actually measured 
the weights relative to oxygen. Boca.uso of this latter fact each revision 
79Ibid. 1 p.l22. Crookea' 'lJrotyle" is a non-ator:lic prit!lordial mo.ttor 
out of which tho (non-composite) chemical atoms ~ve condensed. Crookos' 
uao of the term "protylo" is thoroforo rather different from tho sense in 
which it is used by cort~in other scientists of tho late 19th century nnd 
early 20th century (e.g., Rudorf- see n.57 above), and in which it is 
used in this thesis in the expression "ProutiM protyle bypothosia", whore 
"protyle" is t.he atomic primary mo.tter which, by different degrees of 
aggregation of its atoms, gives the v~~ious chemical atoms. 
Boibid. 
-81 Such as, for exacplo, seeing in this paaango nn attempt by Crookes i 
to ac.vo PCH (1; H=l) jn the sensa that all "isotopes" obey this hypothesis / 
strictly, oven though tho mixing of the "isotopes" of a given olemont 1 
masks this fa.ct in ordinary experiment~ determinations of tho atomic weight. ~ 
82
chcm. News, 2.2, (1887) -n. I 
l 
.l 
of tho O:H ratio mount that, for tho traditional atomic-weight system 
bnsod upon H~l, the atomic weight not only of oxygen but nlso of many other 
elements ~d to be changed. This uns~tisfactory state of affairs led 1 by the 
mid-1890's, to tho general adoption of~ 0=1 as the unit of the atomic 
weights. 83 
With tho adoption of tho atomic-weight standard 0=16 the values of 
tho atomic weights exhibited on appreciably greater tendency to approximate 
to whole numbers than they had on tho stand~d H~l. This difference was 
clearly brought out in certain calculations, made in the early 20th century, 
of tho probability of tho atomic weights• approaching as closely as they do 
to whole numbers merely by chance. Of particular interest in this respect 
84 is a paper on Tho ratios of tho atomic weights by A. Marshall (1902). 
Marshall refers to a cvlculation by M. Rudolph (1901) which had arrived at a 
probability of 135 : 1 against tho atomic weights (referred to ~1) of a 
particular set of 18 elements approaching integers as closely as tl!ey do by 
chnnce,85 and reports that when ho repeated Rudolph's calculation for the 
snme weights referred to 0~16 he found a probability of 4120 : 1 against. 
As Marshall himsolf concluded, "When those atomic weights are referred to 
0=16 their tendency to approach whole numbers is therefore about thirty 
times as great as when they arc referred to H~1".86 Another probabilistic 
assessment of PCH (1; 0=16) was made by R.J. Strutt (1901) 1 who arrived 
at tho following conclusion: 
It appears, then, that a c~culation of tho probabilities involved 
fully confirms the verdict of commonsense, that the atomic weights tend 
to approximate to whole numbers far more closely than can reasonably be 
accounted for by any accidental coincidence. The chance of as~ such 
coincidence being tho explanation is not more than 1 in 10001 so that 
••• we have stronger reasons for believing in the truth of some 
modification of Prout's law, than in that of many8~istorical events which are universally accepted as unquestionable. · 
83 1 
I This adoption of the atomic-weight standard 'ib 0=1 instead of H=l is discussed by Venable, Bibl. 1241 p.233• It is ciearly reflected in , Mcndeleev1s work of tho 1890•s, e.g., see~' 411-12 (1892), 244 (1898). 
In his article on the nature of the othor published in 1903 (1905) Mendeleev 
j suggested that an advantage of the rejection of H=1 as atomic-woight 
\ standard was that it tended to encourage the expectation of now chemical 
1 elements 1ightor than hydrogen (~, 489, footnoto). 
84 Cham. News, 12 (1902) 88-89; from Chemikor Zoitung, July 19, 1902. 
85 Rudolph, Cham •. Zeitung, §. (l901) 1134. 
86 Qp. cit., P• 88. 
87 
( Tho calculation of this figuro, which was m~de for a sot of 8 o1omonts atomic weights referred to 0=16) using n formula given by Lnplaco, is 
to bo found oar1ior in Strutt's papor (pp.312-13). 
88 
Phil. Mag., ! (1901) 311-14; PP• 313-14. 
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Neither Strutt nor Marshall att~mptcd to interpret his results in 
terms of o.ny 11protyle11 hypothesis. 
In addition to the empirical grounds provided for conjectures about 
pruaary matter and the complexity of the elements by the evidence supporting 
Proutinn-type hypotheses of a simple commensurability of atomic weights, 
numerical relationships of another sort between atomic weights also provided 
grounds upon which were baaed certain ideas of the complexity of the elements: 
these were tho relationships between the atomic weights of chemically-similar 
elements. This latter subject overlaps to a largo extent with that of 
analogy of the elements with organiC radicals and compounds (see later); but 
there is one type of numerical relationship between the atomic weights of 
chemically-similar clements which was token as evidence of the complexity of 
n chemical element nt a time when tho homologous series of organic chemistry 
had yet to be recognised.89 This is the so-called "triad-relationship", 
where the middle element (according to its atomic-weight value) of a group 
of throe chemically-similar elements has an atomic weight equal to the 
nrithraetic mean of tho other two elements of the "triad". Tho triad-
relationship was discovered in 1816-l? by J.W. Doberoinor, and led him to 
------......... ..... ~,---
suggest that strontium is some sort of mixture or combination of calcium and 90 " . " . 
~urium. In the e&rly l850's the triad-relationship was again taken as an 
~d~atlon that the middle element of a triad may be composed of the two 
extreme elements, e.g., by Dumas in 1851.91 But in the course of this decade 
tho "triad-argument" for complexity came to be entirely superseded by 
arguccnts based upon analogy between the atomic-weight relationships within 
groups of three or more chemically-similar elements (and sometimes oven 
dissimilar elements), and tho homologous and polymeric relationships of 
organic chemistry. 
b) Decomposition, synthesis and transmutation of tho elements as 
evidence of their complexity or of the existence of scmo underlying primary 
matter (or few types of primary matter). 
Moat chemists of the period under consideration acknowledged t~t the 
89 Organic homologous series wero recognised early in the 184o•s, first 
probably by J. Schiel in 1842. The term "homologous" originated with 
Gerhardt, in 1845. 
90Tho first publication presenting Dobereiner's discovery of the 
triad-relationship was by Wurzer, Ann. der Phys. (Gilbert), 22 (1817) 332. 
~e first paper on the subject by Dobereinor himself was in t~o same journal, 
~ (181?) 435. A second (nnd final) article by D~beroinor on triads was 
given in Ann. der Phys. (Pogg.), !2 (1829) 301. 
91Athonaoum, 1851, ?50 (given in Bibl.4Z, p. 352); Amer. J. Sci. [2], g (1851) 275. 
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strongest kind of evidence for the complexity of tho substances classed as 
chemical elements, or for the existence of a single primary substance (or 
small number of primory substances) underlying these elements, would be some 
sort of wcll-authonticated,decomposition, synthesis or transmutation of the 
_,- ~ .... -, ~ 
elements. As would be expected, however, thoro was cuch difference of 
opinion in connection with tho various claims of decomposition, synthesis 
and tranStlutation which were actually made: there were disagreements about 
tho authenticity and reliability of particular experimental results, and 
about the interpretation and theoretical significance of particular 
empirical data. In addition to these disagreements over what we may call 
"positive" evidence, there were also (mainly before tho late 1890's 92) 
differences of opinion regarding the significance for tho question of tho 
nature of tho chemical elements of the "negative" data, i.e., of the 
observed immutability of the elements under a wide variety of conditions, 
nnd the fnilure of attempts to produce de:amposition, syrLthesis or 
transmutation experimentally. On the one hand there were those who 
considered that such negative data provided strong evidence against 
hypotheses of primary matter and the complexity of the elements, e.g., 
~erzelius (1844),93 Desprotz (1859);94 and on the other there were those 
who, advocating some theory of primary matter or complexity, claimed that 
the elements had so fnr remained immutable only because the techniques 
required to synthesise or c~~ge them hnd yet to be discovered, e.g., 
Faraday (1818),95 Dumas (1859)96 and Gladstone (1883).97 
Some of the more notable claims of empirical evidence of decomposition, 
synthesis or transmutation of chemical elements for the period from en. 1840 
to en. 1905 aro considered below. 
92seforo tho discovery of the electron and of rudionctivity. 
93Arner. J. Sci. (Silliman), 48 (1845) 369-72 (translation of n letter 
from Borzolius, dnted 6 Dec., 184~. · 
94
compt. rend.,~ (1859) 462. (See Venable, Bibl. 124, PP• 49-50). 
val. 
95 . Sao, H. ·Bence Jones, The Life and totters of Fnrndny, 2nd edn., 
I (18?0). . 
96Ann. Chim. Pl~s. [.3) 1 52,_ (1859) 129. 
97Nature, E.§. (1883) ,500-3. 
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In the early l84o 1s Samuel Brown (of Edinburgh) - who believed in the 
possibility of transmutation of the elements by synthesis but not by 
decomposition98 - carried out certain experiments in which he claimed to 
hnve synthesised silicon from the carbon contained in pnrncyonogen, and to 
hnve converted iron into rhodium.99 In 1841 G. Wilson and J.c. Brown 
ltO repented Samuel Brown's experiments on parncynnogon, and in some cnsos 
(but not nll) did indoed obtain n product which they acknowledged as being 
silicon, in quantities which; although much smaller than had been claimed 
by s. Brown, were larger thnn Wilson considered likely to hnve been due to 
101 
"an impurity or accidental ingredient". However, nlthough Wilson wns 
102 prepured to conclude that s. Brown's experimento.l results were "authentic", 
he did not accept thnt they provided proof of tho transmutation of carbon 
into silicon: "They are too imperfect to establish the truth of thnt 
proposition in tho hands of any one; ••• there exists at present no evidence, 
in the wny of demonstration by expericont 1 to s~tisfy a chemist, that carbon 
or any other clement hns ever suffered trnnsmutntion".l03 Most other 
104 
chemists totally dismissed s. Brown's results. 
During the period 1873-87 J.N. Lockyer presented the view- bnsed upon 
n consideration of certain spectral datn obtained by himself and by others -
98Brown1 s belief in tho possibility of tr~smutntion of tho clements 
by synthesis but not by decomposition provides nn interesting contrast with 
a view expressed by Mendeleev in 1897 (PLBA, 448-9; see later). 
99'l'rnns. Roy. Soc. Edinburgh, 12, (1841) 165-76, and 229-46. 
(Parncyonogen is a polymer of cyanogen). 
100Ibid. t PP• .547-.559. 
101a. WUson, The Edinburgh New Philosophical Journo.l, ~~ no. 73 
(July 1844) l-21; p.l6. 
102Ibid _., 
l03Ibid. 
-104 Liebig, for example, wrote (Familiar Letters on Chooistry, 1843, 
London, 1st ad., p.55) 1 "Mr. Brown of Edinburgh thought he htl.d converted iron 
into rhodium, and carbon or pnracynnog~n into silicon ••• But his experiments 
have boon carefully repented by qualified parsons, and they havo completely 
P~ovad his ignorance; his rhodium ia iron, and his silicon an impure 




! One chemist who did not dismiss s. Brown's results was G.J. Knox (Cham. l 
G~zctte, Sept. 1843). However, Knox did not agroe with s. Brown's intor- ~ 
protation of thoso results, but auggostod instond that the silicon was 1 produced by decomposition of tho nitrogen in pnracynnogen; according to 1' 
Knox, nitrogen compri.ses silicon and hydrogen, and perhaps also oxygen. \{ I: 
r\ f 





that under extreme conditions such as exist in the sun thoro occurs n 
dissocint.ion of chernicnl elem..:nts.10.5 For example, l~e observed that the 
emission spectrum of iron given by the solnr protuberances lacked sometimes 
one part of the usual iron spectrum, and sometimes another part; and that 
the Frnunhofer spectrum of iron sometimes showed o~~.Eert of the spectrum ! ~ 
- ···- . ---------- f. 
shifted in relation to tho other part. From these data Lockyer concluded - · 
thit-rron 2-s-·arssocii.tcd .. int.o t~; -~; more components o.t the tecperature of 
the sun. 
Lockyer's views on tho dissociation of the chemical clements seem 
generally to hnvo been received unfnvournbly; he was oven dubbed an 
alnhemist by sorno of the chemists who heard his paper to tho Royal So9iety 
in December 1878.106 In the 1880's Lockyer's conclusions wore criticised 
by Mendeloev, on tho b~sis of contributions by Zollner and by Kloiber (see 
later). However, one scientist who reacted favourably to Lockyer's claims 
was Willirun Crookos, who roid (1886): ''Hr. Lockyer has ~hown, I think on 
good evidence, that, in tho heavenly bodies of the highest temperature, a 
large number of our reputed elements are dissociated, or, ns it would 
perhaps be better to say, have never been formod"~l07 
In 1897 it was shown (independently) by Wiechert,108 J.J. Thomson109 
and Ko.ufmann110 that cathode ro.ys111 consist of small material particles 
10-~See especially Lockyer's paper Discussion of the workin otheais 
that the so-called elements nrc compound bodies, No.ture, 12 1 79 197-201, 
22.5-230; ond his Chemistry of tho Sun, London, 1887. An o.ccount of' 
"Lockyer's hypothesis of the dissocio.tion of' tho clements" is gl.ven by 
McGucken in Bibl.64, pp.83-101. W.H. Brock ho.s published n paper on 
Lockyer nnd tho Cheoists : tho first dissociation hyYothesis, Ambix 1 16 1 
July 1969 (nos. land 2) 1 Bl-99. --
It should perhaps be stressed that we are hero considering Lockyer's 
clo.ims, on tho bnsis of spectral dntn, of n dissociation of tho elements, 
not merely of their co~plexity. Tho question of spectral evidanco for the 
complexity of the elements over and nbovo tho evidence which was takon to 
indicnto their dissociation is considered lo.tor. 
106 See Brock, Ambix, 19691 p.92. 
107British J~ssocio.tion Reports, ,22. (1886) 559. 
108 
Ann. Phys. 1 &!, (1897) 544. 
109Electricinn, 2~ (21 Mny, 1897) 104-8; Prcc. Roy. Inst., 12 (1897) 
419-32; Phil. Hug.(~,~ (1897) 293. 
110 Ann. Phys., 62 (1897) 588. 
-111 Cathode rays were discovered by Julius Plucker, 18.59. 
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with a negative electrical charge. Wiechert called these particles 
11electrons",112 and Thomson called them "corpuscles". Commenting on the 
behaviour of cathode rays in electric and magnetic fields, Thomson wrote: 
"The explanation which seems to me to account in the most simple and 
straightforward manner for the facts is founded on the view of the 
constitution of the chemical elements which has been favourably entertained 
by many chemists; this view is that the atoms of the different chemical 
elements are different aggregations of atoms of the same kin~•.113 Thomson 
cited as support for his view the "weighty arguments, founded on 
spectroscopic considerations, in favour of tho composite nature of the 
114 elements" which had been proposed by Lockyer. 
The various observations of the late 18901 s and early 20th century 
that the cathode-ray "corpuscles" appeared to be the sai!le for different 
gases and for different kinds of electrode in the discharge tube, and that 
these corpuscles could be produced by other means also, e.g., by heating 
metals to incandescence, by the action of ultraviolet radiation or X-rays 
upon metals, and spontaneously by radioactive substances, strengthened the 
idea of the electronic constitution of the chemical atom.115 
As a result of experiments on the radioactivity of thorium and ita 
"emanation", Rutherford and Soddy (1902) concluded that radioactivity is a 
manifestation of the spontaneous disintegration of chemical atoms, resulting 
in the production of one element from another.116 In 1903 Ramsay and Soddy 
demonstrated that helium is produced by a solution of radium bromide in 
water, and by radium 11emanation".ll7 A year later, Boltwood, McCoy and 
R.J. Strutt showed, independently, that radium is produced by spontaneous 
transmutation of uranium.118 In 1905 Boltwood clnimed1 on the basis of the 
·' i: 
112.rhe term "electron" had been proposed in 1891 by G.J. Stoney, for 1, 
the unit charge on the hydrogen ion (earlier he had used the term "electrine"). !: 
113Phil. Mag. [ .5], ~ (1897) 311. 
114 l?roc. Roy. Inst., l2 (1897) 432. 
115
see, for example, J.J. Thomson's article On the structure of the 
~~ Phil. Mag. [6), 1 (1904) 237• 
116 r J. Cham. Soc., ~ (1902) 837-601 Phil.Mng. L6], z (1903) .576-91. 
117
chem •. News, ~ (1903) lQ0-101. 
ll8 See Bib1 ....... 1;;;.3-.0, p. 784. 
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lead content of uranium ores, that lead is ~he final product of the 
radio-active disintegration of uranium.119 
c) Views based upon analogy of the elements with compound radicals 
and organic compounds. 
During the period under consideration a large number of chemists argued 
in favour of the complexity of the elements on the basis of various types of 
analogy of the latter with tho compound radicals (both inorganic and organic) 
and organic compounds. Over and above tho "genora111 analogy which was 
commonly recognised between the chemical elements and the compound radicals, 
that they both "persist" in some sense through chemical changes (albeit ~ 
changes in the case of elements, but only a certain class of changes !or 
the radicals), various "specific" analogies were also drawn, some of which 
involved analogy of the elements with not only compound radicals but also 
organic compounds. These "specific" analogies may be classified into two 
types -
i) thoso between the properties of certain elements on the one hand, 
and of particular inorganic radicals on the other, e.g., between the 
olkali-metol elements and tho ammonium radical, or between the halogens 
and tho cyanide radical; 
and 
ii) those between the relationships within a group of chemical elements 
on tho one hand, and within a series of organic radicals or compounds on 
the other. 
An early example of type i) was provided by Davy in 1812, when on the 
basis of tho existence of ammonium amalgam he suggested that tho metals, 
like ammonium, are complex substances containing hydrogen.120 A later 
chemist who usod tho analogy between certain elements and NH4 and CN as an 
argument for tho complexity of tho elements was Pettenkofer (1850);121 
Mcndeleev, also, thought that this analogy provided some indication of the 
complexity of the elements (see later). 
Specific analogies of type ii) began to be drawn in tho mid-19th 
century, and from this time onward were frequently used as ono of the bnsea 
upon which arguments for the complexity of tho elements were founded. From 
the early 1850's there was a rapid growth in the search for atomic-weight 
119 Amor. J. Sci., .,gQ. (1905) 239, 253. 
120 Elements of Chemical Philosophy, 1812, p. 275. 
121 Golohrto Anzoigen der Akadcmie der Wiasenschnfton zu MUnchon, 
.22. (1850) 261. 
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relationships within groups of (usually chGmicully-similar) elements.122 The 
various relationships which were discovered wore often compared to the 
homologous relationships within series of organic radicals and compounds and 
sometimes to the polymeric relctionships within series of organic compounds, 
such analogies being taken by tho majority of chemists (including Mendeleev 
- see later) to indicate complexity of tho elements. A notable development 
in this field occurred in tho early 18801s when Pelopidas (1883)123 and 
Carnelloy (1886)124 drew analogies between the periodicity of the elements 
on the one hand and certain periodic relationships among the organic r.adicals 
on the other. Carnelley concluded that "the elements as a whole are 
analogous to the hydrocarbon radicles" •125 and wont on to propose the 
following tentative hypothesis: "••• whereas the hydrocarbons are compounds 
of carbon and hydrogen, the chemical elements [sc. apart from hydrogen] 
would be compounds of carbon with ether (atomic-weight = -24 tho two sets 
of bodies being generated in an exactly analogous manner from their 
respective elements. There would hence be throe primitive elements, viz., 
126 carbon, hydrogen, and ether". 
d) The periodicity of properties of tho elements as evidence for 
~rimary matter and the complexity of the clements. 
Whereas Pelopidaa and Carnolley took analogy between the periodicity 
of properties of the clements and certain periodic relationships nmong the 
organic radicals as evidence for tho complexity of the elements, there were 
a great many scientists who without consideration of any such analogy took 
tho periodicity of the elements as strong evidence in itself for their 
complexity or for the existence of a smaller number of primary substances. 
Of those who were directly involved in the discovery of tho periodic 
law (sec Ch.III) only Mondoloov and Lothar Heyer seem to have considered 
the relevance of this law for the question of the nature of the elements. 
M~ndoleev'a views are considered later. Lothar Meyer's belief that the 
122
see Ch. III. 
123J.Russ. Phya.-Chem. Soc., Chern. Section, !2 (1883), no. 5, 364-6 (R). 
124
chem. News,~~ (1886) 157-91 169-72, 183-6, 197-200. (Given in 
Bibl. 4z, pp. 390-~~. 
125Chom. News, .22, (1886) 169, 197• 
126Ibid.,p.200. Carnelley's suggestion of a primitive element of 
negative atomic weight (tho ether, at. wt.= -2) was made solely in connection 
with his~eculations on tho nature of the elements in the light of the 
analogy which he drew between their periodicity and certain periodic 
relationships arjong the organic radicals. 
----·-·----------------------------------------------------------
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chemical elements arc not ultimate entities appears to have been strengthoned 
by the discovery of the periodicity of their propertius.127 
In 1887 w. Crookos rccc.rked thnt the :periodic 1e..w seems 11to presuppose 
tho existence of a genetic relation amc.ng the elements11 • 128 Henry Armstrong 
(1902) wrote: 
Althoush no direct evidence acceptable to chemists has been adduced 
which in any way justifies the belief that tho olcments nre decomposable, 
it is impossible to resist the conclusion that they are genetically 
related... The generalisation known as the Periodic Law is in itself 
a justification of this view; the manner in which interrelationship 
becomes manifest 111hen they ~e classified in accordrulce with its canons, 
being probably tho strongest of o.ll the arguments 'trhich can bo citod as 
tending to show that the clements are compounds - but comp£~§ds very 
different from those with •:ehich we arc accustomed to deal. 
Others holding similar views on this matter included Baumhauer (1870);30 
Savchenkov (1873),131,ostw~ 1 (1885),132 Venable (1896)133 and Beketov (190~4 
Berthelot, while rejecting th~ periodic law, claimed (1885) that, "At bottom, 
those who invoke ••• the periodic series, bind everything to tho conception 
of certain atoms smaller than those of the reputedly simple bodies11 • 13.5 
e) Views based upon spectroscopic data.136 
During tho period from tho late l860 1s to tho mid-1870's line-spectra 
wore commonly explained as being produced by molecules containing more than 
one chemical atom. But in 187.5 au important experimental result was 
127see, for e~plo, Die moderncn Theorien der Chomie, 5th edn., 1884, 
PP• 129, 134. 
128 Chem. News, 22. (188?) 8,3. 
l29Chem. News, 86 (1902) 86. 
-
l30H. Baumhnuer, Die Beziehungen zwischen den Atomgewichte und der 
liatur der chemischen Elemento, Brunswick, 1870. ' 
131 See PLSM, 4.51. 
-
132 . 88 W. Oat~d, Lehrbuch dar Allgcmeinen Chcmie, l 51 p.127. 
13~ ~Bibl. 124, PP• 9 and 10. 
134 0 znachenii periodicheskoi sistcml D.I. l1endeleava, Nauchnoe obozm1ie, 
No. 2 (Feb. 1902) 17-25. 
135
aivon in Venable, Bibl.l24, p.ll3 (translation from Berthelot's 
Lea Origines de l'~himie, 188,5,-p.313), 








published, viz., the vnlue of the specific-heat ratio of mercury vapour 
(=1.66),13? which strongly corroborated the indications of vnpou~density 
measurements that the mercury molecule is monoatomic; and since mercury 
vapour gives a line-spectrum many scientists consequently came to believe 
in some sort of structure for the chemical atom. This attitude is exemplified 
in a comment of 18?? by Robert Bosanquet138: 
If we ask, why must we suppose the two atoms [sc. in a diatomic 
molecule] joined by elastic forces end not rigidly? We are told that 
it is the vibrations of the atoms that do tho work we see in the 
spectroscope lines. But these lines occur in the v~pour of mercury, 
for which our explanation fails to suggest any collocation of atoms 
more than one in the molecule. V~ not, then, admit thut the lines are 
produce13§Y something within the atom which we connot at present account 
for ••• ? 
Many scientists at the time - especially in Britain - viewed this 
"something within the atom" as vibrations of a vortex atom.140 Others who 
considered line-spectra to indicate a structure for tho ch~mical atom but 
who did not invoke tho ideo. of vortices (usually chemists rather thnn 
physicists) tended not to make any suggestion about the particular nature 
of the atoms, although there were a few who did propose specific hypotheses. 
Ciamician, for example, on tho basis of spectral data which turned out later 
to be highly inaccurate, suggested in 1880 that tho elements of tho periodic 
table are compounded of the first element of the group with different 
amounts of oxygen141; and Gr\inwald, in 188?-81 also from very inaccurate 
spectral data, claimed that tho chemical elements are compounds of two 
142 primary elements which ho designated "a" and "b" • 
137Kundt and \iarburg, Ueber die s~ecifische Vlarme des Quecltsilber~:::.ses, 
Berichte der d. chem. Ges., 8 (1875) 9 5; and Ann. der Fhya., ~ (187 ) 
353-69. -
138Bosanquot was a lecturer in oathomatics o.t Oxford. 
139 Tho velocity of sound, and ratio of specific heats, in ai~, Phil. 
Mag. t 2, 1'i"B7?J 276. 
14o See Ch.I 1 n .. 84. 
141G.L. Ciamician, Spectroskopischo Untersuchungen, Sitzungborichte 
dcr Hatematiach-Naturwissonschnftlichon Clasao der ko.iserlichon Alrodomio 
der Wissensclmfton, \vion, 82 (l88o) 1 Abt. 21 PP• 425-7• Also in 1880 
Ciamician outlined his vie~ on tho nature of the elements, based upon his 
observations on "homologous spectra" 1 in two letters to lviendeleov (see later). 
142A K ., Ch • • Grun,.,.ald, Astronomischo Nc..chrichton, 112 (1887) 201-214; 
34~5o~ows, .2§. (1887) 186-8, 201-2, 223-4, 232; Phil. Hag. 1 l2 (1888) 
________ _j 
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It is not clear whether Lockyer at any time regarded line-spectra as 
indicating a complexity of the chemical atoms independently of the 
indications which he cited as evidence of dissociation of the atoms, although 
\I.N. Hartley certainly attributed such a view to him. Hartley understood 
Lockyer to have claimed that every element is composed of as many constituent 
parts as there are lines in its line-spectrum, and criticised this, saying, 
"with even very moderate dispersive power something like 1,200 lines can be 
recognised in the spectrum of iron, an element which has an atomic weight 
of 56, and it is simply inconceivable that a body of the chemical nature of 
iron can have a molecular structure so complex as to be composed of 1 1200 
simpler substances11143 Hartley continued, 11If ••• we are to draw inferences 
as to the compound nature of substances from coincident lines in their 
spectra, it is not single lines but harmonic series that \.,re must look to for 44 ·-- _,_ '--
coincidences".1 
In 1896 Zeeman discovered the magnetic splitting of spectral lines 
(the trzeeman effect") •145 The parallels observed in the Zeeman effect for 
different elements led Preston (1899) to the conclusion that "••• these 
observations lend some support to the idea, so long entertained merely as a 
speculation, that all the various kinds of matter, all the various so-called 
chemical elements, may be built up in some way of the same fundamental 
substance 11 • 146 
f) Viows baaed upon other, miacollaneous, empirical grounds. 
Some scientists of tho 19th century considered tho phenomenon of 
allotropy147 to indicate a unity of matter. Berthelot, for example, wrote 
in 1885: 
••• carbon ••• manifests itself in the free state in the most 
diverse forms and ••• gives rise to manymries of compo~ij8corresponding in a certain manner with each of these fundamental forma, as the 
compounds of an ordinary element correspond with that element ••• 
.,_/~.~'-'\. ••• carbon viewed in its different states and degrees of condensation is equivalent in itself to an entire claos of simple 
bodies. o, s, Sa, and To by the same reasoning could represent the 
different states of a common element. Further, ozone, a body of vory 
simple properties, and comparable therefore to a true element, has 
been really formed of oxygen, ita existence to a certain extent 
') 
r-41/#:• -) 
143 On homologous spectra, J. Chem. Soc., ~ (1883) 343-50· 
144Ibid 
-· 145 Published 1897: Phil. ~Iag., .!tl, (189?) 226-39. 
146 
Nature, .§Q (1899) 178. 
l4'Z The term "allotropy" was introduced in 184o, by Berzolius. 
148 Berthelot probably has in mind here tho graphitic compounds 
discovered by Sir B.C. Brodie in 1859-60. 
8o 
justifying tho procc~~~g conjecture [sc. of a single element common 
to o, s, So and Te]. 
A later view which also took tho phenomenon of nllotroP,y as grounds for 
belief in a single primary o~ttcr w~s that of Joachim Sperber (1896).150 
Such views ns thase scorn to have arisen out of a failure to distinguish 
clearly between tho concepts of rrsimple substance'' ond 11olement11 • 
Other empirical grounds which wore used in support of hypotheses of a 
single priLtary matter of tho complexity of tho ol~oents included the action 
of gravity (Graham, 1863151), specific-heat measuromants{(Kopp, 1863154), nnd 
fl. 153 the distribution of the clements in tho earth's crust)Ccrookes, 1886-?· ). 
Graham, for example, argued that, "It is conceivable t'lw.t the various kinds 
of matter now recognised as different elementary substances may possess one 
and the same ulticate or atomic molecules existing in different conditions 
of movement. The essential unity of matter is on hypothesis in harmony 
with the equal action of gravity upon all bodies 11 • 154 
149Givon in Venable, Bibl. 124, pp.ll3-4 (translation from Berthelot's 
Lea Origines do l 1Alchimio 1 1885, PP• 313-4). 
l50Dns Pnrnllelo rnrn dor Krnfte ala Grundla e des Periodisches S stems ( 
in der Chomie, Zurich, 1 9 ; rovi(;wed in Chern. News, J.i 1 9 11. 
151spoculativo ideas respecting tho constitution of matter (1863), an 
appendix to a paper On the molecular mobility of gases, Proc. Roy. Soc.,~ 
(1862-3) 620. 
152Chem. News, .§. (1863) 90-91. 
l53Chem. News, 2.!±. (1896) 122; 22. (188?) 9?. 
l.54op. cit. 
C. Hcndeleov's views on tfS:5guostions of primary rnnttor and tho 
complexity of the elemonts. 
81 
~ho picture that tends to emerge from a study of tho relevant primary 
I 
and secondary sourcGs available in English is that Mcndelcev was utterly 
opposed to the ideas of a single primary matter and th~ complexity of tho 
elements - that he unreservedly considered tho elements to be immutable, 
qualitatively-distinct, ultimate forms of mattcr.156 This is vory much a 
rnisreprtJsentation of :Hendelcev'a actual views. ~hat the English-language 
primary sources tend to present such a picture is m~rely an unfortunate 
consequence of the restricted omount of primary material available in,~nf~~~~! 7 
that t~ misrepresentation has been porpotu~tod by English-language ' -
commentators with a knowledge of Russian, liko Vucinich and Leicester, is 
loss understandable, but is perhaps eA~lain~d to some extent by an apparent 
failure on tho part of these historians to distinguish two aspects of 
Mendeleev's attitude towards tho ideas of primary matter and the complexity 
of th~ elements - on tho one hand his attitude towards tho question of the 
objective truth of these ideas (i.e. towards the qu~stion of their 
correspondence with reality), and on tho other hand his attitude towards the 
relevance of these ideas to chemistry; (nnd to sciance in general). 
l55seo Makarenia, Bibl. 60: D.I. Mendoleev on radioactivitz and tho 
,complexity of tho elements (R). -
156Rolcvant primcry sources available in English arc: 
i) Tho periodic law of tho chemical elements, Chem. Newsl 
~ (1879) 231-2, 243-4, 255-6, 26?-8, 2?9::S0, 291-2, 303-4; .!!! (1~80) 2-3, 
27-8, 39-4o, 49-50, 61-2, 71-2, 83-4, 9,_4, 106-8, 113-14, 125-6. Reprinted 
in Bibl. 4z, pp. 273-309. ~his papor was a translation of La loi p~riodigue 
das 616mont~ chirniques, Monitour Scicntifiquo, ~ (1879 1 July) 691-737 1 which 
npart from n short for~word was itself a translation of Die Periodischo 
Geaetzrnassi§kcit dor chomischcn Elemente, Annalen (Liobig)J Suppl.VIII (~?1) 1 
no. 2, PP• 133-229; this Gorman pnper ~~d beon translated ~by F.R. WredenJ 
from Mcndeleev's original Russian oanuscript. 
ii) Bibl. 66 (Pr. Ch., E-1, E-2 and E-3). 
iii) Farad-~ Lecture, 1889: The periodic Law of the chemical 
elements. J. Che~. Sec., 22 (1889) 634-656; and ns Appendix II in Pr. Ch., 
E-1, E-2 and E-3. 
iv) An nttcc t tow~rds a chemical concQ tion of the other, booklet, 
Longmans, London, 190 ; and as Appendix III in Pr. Ch., E-3· 
English-language secondary sources include: 
i) Leicester, Bibl. 55. 
ii) F.A. Paneth, Chemical Elements ond Primoilal Matter: 
Mendeleeff's view and tho present position, in Bibl. 90, PP• 53-72. 
iii) Alexander Vucinich, Bibl. 126. 
J 
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The fo.ctors \<Ihich for Mendelt:ev had sor.te significcmco for the questions 
of primo.ry matter c.nd the complexity of the clements wer~ the "philosophical" 
demund for unity and simplicity in nature, nnd the following "empirical" 
factors - the eventuality of a docompouition, synthesis or tr~smutation 
of the eleoents; the testable Proutinn-typa co~nonsuro.bility hypotheses; 
analogy of the elements with cor.tpound radicals and org~nic compounds; and 
the periodic lnw. Unlike tho majority of his contemporary chemists and 
physicists Nendcleev did not consider spectroscopic data to be significant 
for the queotion of tho nature of the elcments.l57 
Mandeleov felt thnt the only kind of evidence which could conclusively 
est~blish ("prove") the coL1plexity of the. chemico.l elt;:oents, or the existence 
of some more fundamental form (or few forms) of mnttcr, would be a 
well~uuthenticated empirical demonstration of o. decomposition, synthesis or 
transmutation of the elements. But he never accepted any of the 
demonstrations which wore claimed in this direction; and consequently 
throughout his cnroer he rognrded tho hypotheses of n single primary mutter 
and the cocplexity of the clements as lncking empirical proof. At tho some 
timo l1~ndoleov o.lso explicitly acknO\'ll~dgod that thcsa ideas had on the 
other hn.nd not been refuted - they "cnn neither be denied nor accepted for 
want of sufficient duta".l59 But despite tho insuffi~icncy of da.ta (in 
llondeleov's opinion) for deciding tho question of the objective truth of tho 
ideas of a single primary matter and tho complexity of th~ elements, he seems 
to huve been consistently inclined to bo1iove that not only is it possible 
that th~ elements are complex entities, but it is even probable: in 18641 for 
0xamplo, he had anid tlw.t "it is likuly that all our simple bodies nro not 
160 
simple", nnd in 1897 he wri to that ho was "not opposed to, but rather 
inclined to nccopt, tho idea of tho complexity of the elom~nts11 • 161 Towards 
the related, but not identical, idea of tht: existence of a oinglo primary 
matter llendolocv appears to hnvo boon less sympathotic, especially later in 
his career. 
157 . 
The details of Mondeloov's views on the significance or othorwiso for\ 
tho idoo.s of ~ri!1~ry mnttor and the complexity of th~ olomonts of tho various \ 
kinds of "ocpirical" ground listed in section A, including spectroscopic data, 
nrc pr~sonted later in the present section. _ .... _ ..... .-~ ( 158J-- ... . .... ··- . . 
- ·~ ....... :rn connection with tho consi·d~rations of the present soction ' 
Mondelovv'a scientific career can be takon to cover the period 1860-1906. 
159 Pr. Ch., R-l (1871): Cells., 14, 246. Fr. Ch., R-8 (1906) n. 636. 
160 Bibl. Z2t p.l6. 
16L ~~ 448. 
~-----·---------~------------------.--·-----. J 
......... ...,,..,.. 
Tho fuctora which oncouragcd Hondoloev's belief in the objective truth 
of tho idea of the complexity of tho olcocnts were of three kinds: tho 
nnalogios of th~ oleoents with compound radic~s and organic compounds; 
tho periodic law; o.nd the "philosophical" dco::md for a "unity of plnn"162 
in the universe. The influence of this last factor - the "philosophical" 
ground - is seen in an argument presented by Mendeleov in 1871: 
••• the assumption that tho atoms of the simple bodies are 
cooplox entities foro11d by the combinution of certain otill Dl:taller 
parts (ultimates) ••• tukos its bnsis from n comparison with tho form 
of tho universe. A oolucule is compared to a solar systcc, a radical 
or s.n entire anncxl)d ( prisocdinia.iushchainsia) molecule to a planet 
o.nd its satellites, tho sun to a polyator.lic [ sc. polyvalontJ elecent 
linking a whole aggregate of bodies, on ntoo to a separute h~uvcnly 
luminury, sutellitc, plo.not, sun. But the cocposition of these 
luminaries, judging from all t~~t wo know, is the same. The type 
of matter is tho sat1c for all, i.o. those individuals ig3 yet 
divisible by a multitude of o~ans. So also for atoms. 
This is un orguoent in support of the view that tho different kinds of 
chemical atom arc all composed of the snmo ultimate substances: it is not 
nn argument for tho existence of a single primary matter. Tho ide~ of a 
single pri~ary matter hns ita own "philosophical" ground, of course, 
corresponding ns it does directly to a deoend for unity; nnd this seems 
to have provided it with sooo aesthetic attraction for Mend0loov.164 But 
counteracting this was ~1endoloev's view, certainly later in his lifo, that 
tho periodic law tends to rofute tho idea. of a single primary oattor (as 
opposed to tho idea of tho cocplcxity of tho elcntonts, which ho considered 
to have been to somo extent supported by the periodic l~w).165 It is 
possible that during tho early 1860's Mendeleev had not yet rejected the 
Proutian-typo comoonsurability hypotheses, in which case theso would havo 
provided huJ with grounds for belief in the corresponding protylu hypotheses. 
By tho ond of tho 1860's, howovor, r1endolcev hud certainly rejected such 
co~Jonsurability hypotheses; and although in 1871 he presented an nd hoc 
suggestion as to how tho corresponding protylo hypothcaes might noverthelcsa 
be saved, this was intended not as b~ing likely, but ocrely as being 
posaibl~ in principlo.l66 
162The tom "unity of plan" (cdinstvo ;plana) is usod in this sense on 
various occasions by Hcndole~Jv himself, e.g. in his Furado.y Lecture, 
1889 (PLBA, 221). 
~. Ch. R-1, part II(l87l) 834 (main text and footnote);~, 381. 
164 Sao, for exnr.1plo, Pr. Ch., R-8 (1906) n. 636. 
(
/ 16~or tho details of tiondoleov' a o.ttitudo regardinG tho significonc~ 
of th~ periodic law for tho queationa of pr~1ory matter and tho complexity i 
,of the elorJcnts, ace later~ ~·. 





As rcgurds }icndcloev' s attitude towc..rds tho rclevunco of tho id~a.s of a 
sinslo primary oattor und the complexity of tho olcoents to chooiotry (nnd 
to science in gonorol), h0 appears to have believed during tho 186o•s and 
much of tho 1870's that it is the contrnl task of chemistry to demonstrate 
tho intorconvcrtibility of the elem'3nts, e.g. in 1871 ho wrote, 11tho aim ( r 
and task [sc. of chemistry] is to transform one (sc. element] into \ I 
167 . ' 
anothor11 • After ca. 1880, however, ha cnmo to recoraoend that in the 
continuing absence of any well~uuthenticatod decomposition, synthesis or 
trunsmut~tion of tho chemical clements science should trent tho elements 
pragmatically as qualitatively-distinct ultimate forms of matter. With 
this rocornmcnd~tion Mondoleov relegated the ideas of a single primary 
oattcr nnd tho complexity of the elements from the roalos of science to a 
non-scientific realm which he designated vm-iously as "philosophy", 
"motapeysics" or "fancy". After ca. 1880, therefore, although Hendoleev 
still a.ccoptod thc.t the olccents arc probably complex, such a belief had 
for him bacomo non-scie11tific. He himself explicitly acknowledged his 
divided attitude concerning tho question of tho complexity of the elements 
during this later period - on the one band as a scientist, on tho other 
as a "philosopher" - in the following passage writton in 1879: 
••• to co personally, as a participant in the discovery of tho 
periodic law of tho chemical olcmonta, it would be extremely 
interesting to assist in the fixing of data for a proof of tho 
tran~utation of elements, because I could then hope that tho 
causo of tho periodic law would be discovered and understood. 
Therefore, as a philosopher I pay groat attention to ovary att€mpt 
to show the complexity of tho chemical elements; but ns n scientist 
I sea tho futility of all attempts, and therefore ••• I tr.1 to 
harmonise the independence of6Bhe chemical clements with the other deductions of science. 
I 
Mondoloov's attitude from Ga. 1880~warda the ideas of a single primary 1 
matter and tho complexity of tho oloments appears to provide n primo 
historical example of a belief in the ndvontago for science of temporary 
pragmatism over what is felt to bo a premature concern with tho question of 
objoctive truth. 
The motivation which led to J.Ioudaloo·i1 s methodological rococmondation 
for science after ca. 188o thnt the chomice~ elements bv troatod as 
qualitatively-distinct ultimate foros of matter seams to have been a fear 
on his pnrt that his newly-ostnbli§h~H! empirically-corroborated periodic 
167 Diary ontry, given in Sc. Ar., 615. 
168 Gold from silver (R.), 1898 written 1897): ~. 448. 
lnw might become discroditod by associ&tion 'w'lith such spocuh.tivo ideas 
ns those of a single prionry matter and thv complexity of the aloments.169 
The argument by oe/llls of which l!cndcleav rationalised his recomcend.':l.tion 
I 
invoked tho dcDk~d for unity in nature while requiring also t~.t variety 
be oxplninod: tho source of variety w&s taken to bo tho chemical elements, 
assumed as quo.lito.tivoly-distinct ultuuato entities, and the demand for 
unity was seen to be satisfied by the periodic law, as a single 
correlating principle embracing all of thG ch0oical elements.170 Thus, 
while Mendolecv sacrificed ona aspect of unity in nature (viz. the unity 
of the ~utter of tho elements) for the sake of th~ need to explain vari~ty, 
tho deoa.nd for unity was nevertheless sa·~isfiod in terms of whnt we might 
co.ll o. "unity of systoc" of tho elements. 
Tho view which liondoleov hold after ca. 1880 concerning tho particular 
nature of tho relevance to science of the a priori coomitment to the idea 
of unity is illustrated in tho passo.gos given below: tl!oso o.ro all 
extracts from tho writings of Mendclcov except for tho second passage 
(o! 1886), which is an extract from a report of a comounico.tion by 
Mendoloov to a meeting of tho Russio.n Physico-Chooical Society. 
169F.A. Panoth hn.s suggested aioilarly (Bibl. 9Q, p • .54), "Nendclceff 
did not want his discovery to b~ discrcdit~d by hnvins it put on th0 sumo 
level na n philosophic conception handed down from antiquity. He ••• 
therefore tried to drnw the dividing line botw~en the periodic system and 
tho idea of primordial oattor as sharply as possible". 
170 Alexander Vucinich (Bibl. 126, p. 342) ho.s written: "Tho 
philosophical significcnce of this periodic law ••• rusts on ita 
rucognition of the diversity and tho unity of ch~oical elooGnts as 
compl~mentary scientific concepts. Tho diversity of tho olomonts, in 
Hendoloev'a viow,is lilrulifeatod by thair unique chemical qualities, thu 
qualities which mclto them genetically discrete. The unity of tho elements, 
on tho other hand, rests on the ostnbliahud fact that each ono occupies n 
definite plnco in a universal pattern based on o.sconding o.tomic weights 
nnd the poriodic recurrence of similar cl'lnrnctoristica." 
~ho picture of tho periodic law as a unifying system for 
quru.itativoly-diatinct elor:10nts cun bo seen c..a an illustration of tho 
Marxian law of tho unity of dinloctical contradictions, and has indeed 
boon so interpreted by a nwJber of Soviet historians ond philosophers of 
science. For OXOLlplo, Ka.rpovits and Hoko.rcnia hn.vo written, 11In his 
sciontific work Mondol&cv c~ploycd many clements of dialectics. He ••• 
criticised metaphysicol efforts to roduco tho diversity of tho universe to 
a single primnry oattor... He ••• dvtarcined tho place of each diacroto 
element in a gcnoro.l pattern representing tho unity of clements". ~f1endoloov, Dmitrii Ivanovich" in Filosofsknio. ontsiklopodiin, 
ad. F.G. Konstantinov, Vol. III, Moscow, 1964, P• 386; tho translation civ~n 
hero is froo Vucinich, Bibl. 126 1 p. 346). 
.,_,._.--·- - .. 
86 
(1881]••• tho conviction that pricnry matter is not so 
homogeneous ~a tho mind would wish in its original impulse 
of rapid generalisation is getting stronger froo year to year. 
Tho unity of laws, the uniforcity of tho moans by which naturo 
formed the sfmplo bodies, is roplncing tho demonstration of the 
unity of tho Ii1~?PfJJ.._ of the simplo bodies which is desir$d by 
so oo.ny people. 
(1886]••• along with tho unity of the law of the elements 
we sliould recognise a real difference between the substance of th~ 
simple bodios. If there is a. deoand for seeking nnd nssuming unity 
in subjects which arc being compared, then there must inevitably 
exist a demand for sockine ~~d assuoing causes of independence -
otherwise tho reason for the difference is inconceivnblo ••• 
) 
Therefore to exclude by n single intell~ctual act the existence of 
every independent individualisution is n oist~e; guided by experiment, 
1 we ought to o.dmit tho vc.rioty of tho olomonts, while recognising their I subordinntion to o. common law •• • It is iL1possibltJ to sao in motion 
1 
alone the basic cause for material df7£eronccs without th~ r~cognition 
of tho independence of tho elements. 
[ 1886-7 J ThQ unity of cutter is tu1 rucioo (Dksiom) of the 
present time. But whore is th~ root of thnt variety which we moot 
around ua in tho world? ••• Vnriaty bcco~as possible if we assume, 
besides o. general unity, such degrees of difforoncG as exist between 
tho sinplo bodies. By rvcognisinB tho simple bodies as tho final 
licit of divisibility of subst~nco, wo understand that, oven if tho 
sitlplo bodioa nrc few, wo may obtain from them a hugo vo.rioty. In 
this rospoct ch~mistry provides oany examples; thus, .only n fow 
clements ••• arc sufficient to giv~ tho numerous orgtmic compounds. 
\
It therefore socos to mo that thQ tendency to sock the unity of 
mntter, so frequently recurring in the history of science, is nothing 
but a residue of that epoch of thought wh~n it was necessary ••• 
to convi£73 people of unity, and it was not necessary to understand 
variety. . 
[ 1889 J When we look for tho origin of tho ideo. of o. unique 
prico.ry matter, it is onsy to soo that, in tho absunco of inductions 
from oxporiL1cnt 1 it originates from tho sciontifico-philosophical 
l?lpr.Ch., R-4, part I (1881) 53 1 footnote;~. 371. 
172J. Russ. l'hys-Chc~. Soc., g, no. 1, section 1 1 pp. 66-7 (1886); ~. 439. The lnst scntonco of this passage se~ma to represent another 
exrunplo of how Nondolocv tends to ovorstnto his position in n polemical 
situati<Jn (soo p.29 for an oXE.mplo of this in connection with Hond(;lloev•a 
nssosSLlcnt of tho a.to1-:tic theory). In thv spirit of Uondeloov• a own 
matter-plus-motion ontology it would seem to be quite possible to 
explain tho variety of tho clements in terms of variety of internal 
motion of n single typo of priDlnry r.1o.ttor. 
173z.ecturos on thoorotic.:ll chemist (~, 







tendency to sock a unity in tho diversity which occurs in tho world 
cround us ••• By responding to this snoo logitimato sci~ntific 
tendency, n~turul science has discovered throughout t£74univorso n unity of plnn1 a unity of forces, end n unity of substance, and tho 
convincing nrguocnts of modern science compel everyone to bcliovo in 
those kinds of unity. But whilo we ndmit unity in ~nny respects, wo 
oust also explnin the individuality nnd npparont diversity which is 
cvorywhoro rovoa.lod to us • •• So wo must SD.Y - "Givo us something tho.t 
is individuulisod, o.nd tho apparent diversity will bo onsily undor~,;ood". 
Otherwise, how could thnt which is unified rosult in n multitude? 
After n gront toil of rcsoarchos 1 natural science hns discovered the 
individualities of tho chemical clements, und therefore it is now 
capable not only of analysing, but also of synthesising; it can 
understand and grnsp not only that which is g~norni and unified, but 
also that which is individualised and multifarious. Tho gGnoral nnd 
unified - such as time nnd spnco, or force and motion - varies 
gradually, permitting interpolation, revealing nll intermediate phases. 
But tho multifarious and individualised - such ns ourselves, or the 
siL1pl~ bodius of chemistry ••• - is chnrnctcrisod in nuothor way: we 
sea in it, side by side with n connecting general principle, leaps, 
~s in continuity, ••• nn nbsoncc of intonnedinto links. Chemistry 
has fOUnd nn ruiswo'F to tho question of the causes of oul titudas; o.nd 
by rctnining tho conception of many elements, which nro subjected to the 
discipline of n general law, it off~rs nn escape from the Indian Nirvana 
- tho absorption in the universal - replacing it with tho individualised. 
How~ver, tho place for individuality is so limited by tho grnsping 1 
nll-poworful universal, that it constitutes no more I~ a point of 
support for tho understanding of multitude in unity. 
(1903(1902)] Being unnblo to conceive the formation of tho known 
elotiOnts from hydrogen, I cru1 nt.-ithcr rcgnrd them as being formed f7~ 
tho element x, oven though it is tho lightest of nll tho clements. 
-
l74rt is highly unlikely that Hendoloov hero tlcnns 11unity of substance" 
in tho sense of tho existence of n single primnry matter, since he is arguing 
in this pnssago against such nn ass~ption in science: in tho paragraph 
icmodintely preceding th~ pnssago quoted hero he even chnrnctoriaes tho idon , 
of n single prioo.ry t1attcr as "this relic of tho tormvnts of classical thop.ght!.;: 
He is probnbly using tho expression 11unity of substruice•f~to·-refer-to-t1ie ·fa.ct : 
that nll honvcnly bodies npponr (according to spectroscopic data) to be 
composed of tho SQmO substnnccs (cf. tho passage of 1871 quoted above, p.83). 
175In the spirit of Mondoleov'a own mutter-plus-motion ontology, but 
contrary to whnt he appears to be suggesting hero, "thAt which is unified" 
could "result in n multitudo" by rnca.ns of vnrioty of internal motion of n 
single typo of prionry ~nttor (seo nlso n. 172 1 nbovo). 
17~nrndoy Lecture, 1889: PLBA, 221-2. This passage is quoted by 
Nondoloov in PrinciEles of ChemiStry, R-7 (1902-3) nnd R-8 (1906). In R-8, 
n.636, Mondcloov npp~nds tho following remarks to tho quoted passage: "To 
whnt I s~id ~oro thnn 16 years ago I now wnnt to add, first, thnt in science 
na in lifo the goneral is ovarywhcro cntnnglod and linked with tho particular, 
that we cnnnot intolligantly think of mnn hicsolf in uniformity, without 
differences of sox, age, means, talents, etc.; nnd secondly, that tho 
tendency towards unity in everything ••• must s~mchow bo reconcil~d with the 
vnrioty of particularities, pnrta nnd even forms, which nrc presented 
everywhere and in ~vorything, bo;:cause living ronlisrJ dcmnnds this". 
"i 
177Elemont 11x11 ia tho eypothoticnl element which Nondolo~v plo.cos in 
the position 110-Q" in tho periodic to.blo, ti.Ild which he tontativ~ly 
idontifioa with tho luminiferous world-other (seo Ch. I, section C; o.nd ;I 
Ch. VI, section c). A ll 
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I cannot ndmit this idea, not only bucausc there is nothing which 
suggests tho possibility of tha transformation of one elc~cnt into 
another, ••• but chiefly because: I do not see that such an assumption 
would in nny way b~nefit or sioplify our undorstnnding of the bodies 
and phenomena of nature. .And when I arJ told that unity in the material 
of 'IJhich the elements hn.vo been built corresponds to Em a.spira.tion for 
,unity in nll things, then ••• I say that it is sioplor to assume tho 
germs of individuality in the material elements than in anything e!~Si 
and we cnn in no way accept goncrality without some individuclity. 
In the la.st of these passugcs }iondele'v gives two roa.sons for rejecting 
the: ideo. thMt tho hypothetic~ lishtcst clement "x" {tentatively identified 
with tho luminiferous world-ether) is the solo pruJnry substance: first, tha 
empirical iLDutnbility of the chemical clements; and sGcondly, that it is 
sir.1plcr to a~Jit the gores of individuality in the clements thnn to postulate 
the existence of a single pricnry substance. Earlier in tho SD~o article 
Mondeleov rejects tho idcn thnt the other might be tho solo primar.y matter, 
on the basis of what appGars to be the (fnllacious)4urgumont that whereas tho other must be extrcncly unrea.ctive in order to pormonto all bodies 
easily, any prinary matter must possess chemical reactivity in order that 
the chumicnl reactions of tho clements might be understood: 11besidos thoro 
being no chomical ovidonco, thoro can be no rcul conception of the ether 
ns primary substance because substnnccs must possess ••• ch~mica.l relations 
••• for the understanding of tho m~jority of phenomen~ ••• proceeding nt 
inmensurably small dist~cos co~onsurato with the size o£ ••• tho atoms~179 
Mendeloev hero see~s to hnvo become temporarily blind to the fact that a 
distinction nay bo drawn between "primary" and "socondo.ry11 qua.lities. 
Tho details of Mcndoloov's viowa on tho aignific~tnco or otherwise of 
various ''erJpiricnl" factors for tho questions of a single prink'U'Y ma.tter and 
tho compl~xity of th~ elements m~ be conveniently presented within the 
frncework given in section A. 
a) Simple cornr:tonsura.bility of ator.Jic weights: "Prout's hypothesis". 
The earliest passage in which ~1ondel~ev oxprossos an opinion on 
"Prout's hypothesis" seoms to bo tho following, dating from 1864: 
••• thvro is oven th~ likelihood that all our sicple bodies arc 
not simple, and moy, with the advance of scianco, be decomposed into 
ol&mcnts which aru still raoro prir.1nry. This vi ow ha.a frequently been 
expressed in sci~nco, n particular corroboration of it appearing to 
bo tho multiple-relationship of tho atomic weights of those simple 
bodies to tho atomic weight of hydrogen (e.g. tho atomic weight of 
oxygon is 16 times that of hydrogen, sulphur 32 times, iodino 127 times, 
nnd so on, so that in general the atonic weights of the sicplo bodies 
are wholo nurJbors). 
178 Attempt nt a chemical conception of tho world-othur (R), 1903; 
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Tl1is multiple-relationship is one of the main arguments upon 
which chemists who assmJo complexity of tho so-called sicple bodies 
rely. Solely on the basis of this arguucnt thoy construct theories 
such ns thEx which assuo~s tho origination of the simple bodies from 
~ condensation of hydrogen atoms, or of sooe other kind of ntom 
completely unknot~ to us. But this has not yet led to anything in 
practice, and has no signific~cc whatever until confirmed by 
indioputcble experioents. So f~r not a single simplo body hns boon 
decotlposod so as to obtain froo it hydrogen or o.ny other substr.nce 1 
and views which have not boon factually proved we should accept only 
when there exist precise rntionru nrgun1~nts (l:atsionnl'nye 
dokazatcl1 atvn) for them. But in rm.y ca.se thQ multiplo-rclat:i.onship 
of the atomic weights of tho sunple bodies to thnt of hydrogen will not 
sory&>ns n rntiot~al argunont for tho theory which h.n.s i..Jeen bc..sod upon 
it. 
Wh.:lt Mendeleev r:1ocns in tho lnst scntenco of this pasao.go is not at 
all clonr. He soor:.1s to have not yot rejected fCH (1; H=l) - "in gcnor::U. 
tho ntomic weights of tho sitlple bodies arc whole numbors11 ; 181 nnd it is 
difficult to believe that hG cnn be claioing t~~t confirnntion of }CH (1; H=l) 
would not provide any sort of evidence for PPH (lH) - not only boco.uso of 
his consistent explicit rcoo.rks to tho contrm-y frora 1871 onwards, but also 
bGcnuse of his apparent statement to tho contrary earlier in this very 
pnsangc of 1864 ("a particulur corroboration of it nppcaring to be tho 
multiph:-rela.tionship of the atomic wcights11). Thoro seems to bo no 
elucidation olaowhoro in Mcndeloov'a writings of what he raight ~enn by 
"rational argument" in tho present context. 
Hendcloov's noxt reference to "Prout's hypothesis" was the bare 
coLlmcnt of 1869 thnt tho;> periodic systoo "shows the inadoquo.cy of tho 
hypothesis of Prout 11 • 182 Thoro is no indication of whether Mondolocv is 
hero referring to ,Prout' at qo~¥~nsurnbi1i ty hypothesis, to tho protylo 
hypothosis, or t~"':t b~thi ·~~/does J>lcndeleov oxplnin why ho considers tho !r t 
periodic system to derJonstrato "tho ino.doquacy of tho hypoth~sis of Prout" •. '_ , 
:I J 
180 J ~ r 1 f r t, ' . / ~i t ··I . • / -J 1 • ' 1/ I fl l f~ , ]3ibl. ?5, PP• 16-17. .., ~; a :.-... •'"f•<t...rJ..; 1t ~ til, f:-... C·· r.t ~{ c~»w-~+· • '~'. i 
18~aknrcnio. (1965, Bibl. 60 1 p.41) quotes K.A. Ticirinzuv (1890) on 
tho quostion of Mendoloov's nttitudo towurds !:'rout's hypothesis in tho 
early 18601 s: "But tlounwhile it is rcm~mbored that d; tho beginning of tho 
•6o•s in lectures on th~orotical chomistry ho [sc. Mendoloev] wo.s completely 
aympo.thctic towards tho hypothesis of Prout, and was ns if rogrotful thnt 
tha more precise nlll:lbora of Stas corapolled its rejection". 
182-~eport of the 2nd Congress of Russinn Scientists and Physiciana 





In n paper published in 1870 ~rendelo~v drow n certain annlogy betwoen 
Hg nnd No.H, and between Ca and KH: 
Sodiuo is nonontomic (sc. conovo.lont]; it forms tho compounds 
ND.zO nnd NaHO. Its atonic weight is 23. Hagnesium is diatomic 
(sc. divulentJ and forms an oxide MgO; its atomic weight is 24. 
One aton of oxygen in oagncsiuo oxide is cocbined with 24 parts 
by wibght of oagnosiuo; ono atorJ of oxygen in sodiuo hydroxide is 
r ,,, coobinod with 23 parts by weight of sodioo nnd one part of hydrogen. 
I"" _ Mngnosiuo is eg,ui_ynlcnt to hydrogenated sodium, and oven oqunl to it 
in weight. Sir:tilarly, cnlciuo ( 40) is identicN. in weight to pota.ssiuo 
hydride KH (39 + 1), and coobinos, lll(e the latter, with one ntoc 
of ,oxygen. This is o.s i:fa3o show thD.t calcium is n cocpound of 
hydrogen with potnssiuo. 
Sii:.ti1ar rooa.rks t~.ro to be found in all eight editions of 
Principlos of Chemistry.184 Despite their superficial suggestion of a 
degree of sycpnthy with P.PH (lH), such passages ~re fo.irly cleurly intended 
by Mondoleov to have no core than a formal significance, boing "completely 
eypothotica111185 and not suggesting tlw.t Mg is nctunlly conposod of Nn and 
H, or Ca of K ru1d H. The 11NaH" and "KH'' to which Hondo1oev refers in these 
pc.ssagcs arc not oormt to be the froo hydride compounds of sodium nnd 
potassium, but coroly the two-atom constituent parts of NaOH and KOH.186 
Mendclecv1s attitude townrds ''Prout's bypotht:sis" 187 from 1871 
onwards is readily discernible froc his writings of this p~riod, and may 
bo sunmarisod as; 
i) rejection of PCH (1; H=l), and all other teatablo s~1plo 
comoonsur~bility hypotheses such as PCH Ci; H=l) and PCH (~; H=l), on 
tho basis a·f Sto.s' oxperimontnl results of 1860; ~-~v) w ; (tS (<f' ' 
ii) acknowledgment that if PCH (1; H=l) or somo other simple 
commensurability hypothesis had in fact turnod out to b~ true, than this 
would havo provided strong corroborative evidence for the corresponding 
protylo hypothesis; 
iii) recognition that refutntion of a suJple commensurability hypothesis 
docs not necasso.rily UJply refutation of tho corresponding protylo hypothesis, 
183 On tho quantit~ of oxygen in ~lino oxidos (R.) 1 J. Russ. Ch. Soc., l Cl8?o) no. 1, 1~21; p.2l, footnote. ~. sS, footnote. 
184 Sao, for oxo.mple, Pr.Ch., R-1 1 part II (1871) 122; R-8 (1906) Ch.XIV. 
185 1870: ~. 58, footnote. 
186 Before tho early 20th century Mondoloov tcndod to take tho 
forcu1no of tho free !~dride compounds of Nn and K to be of tho typo 
H2H (see Ch. V, section D .. l). 
18'Z Tho nctuo.l expressions 11Prout 1a hypothesis" (gipoteza Pruta or 
gipotczn ProutD.) o.nd "Prout's lnw" (znkon Pruto.) tond to hnvu bean ~sod by 
Uendoloov to donate only 1-'CH (1; H=l). 
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boc~uso tho building of chemical atoms from protylo ntom~ may be accompQnied 
by n breakdown in tho l~w of conservotion of weight. 
Aspucts i) and ii) arc given undioinishing expression by Mendoleov right 
up to 1906. Aspect iii), however, wns explicitly expressed by Mondoloev only 
during tho period 18?1-82, although thoro oro still tracos of this idon in 
188 certain passages which ho wrote in tho early 20th century; in his Faraday 
Lecture, 1889, l-1endoloev outlined n closely rcluted conjecture (albeit ns 
"a fanta.sy of ono of rJy atudenta").189 · Nendole~v•a aoeoing reluctance to 
express this o.d hoc "non-conserva.tion of weight" conjocture after 1882 is 
probably to ba explained in tonls of his gon~rul tendency fron ca.. 1880 to 
diaciss hypotheses a.bout a single prionry·onttor and tho complexity of the 
elements frou tho re~lms of science. 
One of thC~ fullest a.eeounts by Ncmdcleov of his views on "Prout' a 
hypothesis" wa.s given in a. po.asa.ge which .first nppeared in tho 1st edition 
of ~rineiplos of Chemistry (18?1), nnd which wa.s rata.ined, with cortnin 
modifications, in all of tho ? subsequent editions of this work to bo 
prepared by Mondaleov.190 In tho 1st edition tho passage runs a.s .follows: 
Prout ••• ~a ca.inta.inQd that the atomic woights of tho ~l~~&nte 
arc multiples of the ~tomic woight of hydrogen. The subsequent 
dotenlinations of Bcrzelius, Penny, Marclw.nd, Harignac 1 Dumas, and 
especially Stns, showed this conclusion to bo untenable ••• Mari~c 
and Dumas ••• then claim~d t~~t tho atomic w~ights of th~ olemonts a.ro 
expressed in rulation to hydrogen ~ithor by whole nurub~rs or by 
numbers containing tho simplo frnctiona.l magnitudes ; nnd t; but 
Stns' rosca.rchos, which were carrie~ out with tho greatest accuracy, 
refute this supposition also. Even bctwoon th~ atomic weights of 
hydrogen nnd oxygen - judging from tho invostig~tions of Dumas and 
Erdmann - thoro is ~§! tha.t simple relation which is required by 
Prout's ~pathosis. This hypothosis, for tho establishment or 
rofutntion of which so mD~Y rcso~choa have bvon mado, ia extremely 
ioportant, and fully dosorv~e tho attention which has boon given to 
it. Indeed, if it wore shown t~~t tho atomic wvights of all tho elements 
mny be expressed in wholo numbars in rolntion to hydrogen, or if they 
nt least proved to be comm~nsurnble with ono another, than it could bo 
nffi~1od with confidcnco thAt tho elements, with nll their material 
diversity, w~re formod of a single mnt~rinl condonood, or grouped, in 
va.rious oodos into tho stable and - under known conditions -
undocomposoble groups which w~ c~l tho ~toms of tha clements. At 
first it wo.s avon supposod tlw.t the elotKmta nre nothin8 but 
condensations of hydrogen; but when it wns shown tha.t tho a.toaic 
weights of tho olomcnts CLunnot bo oxprossod by whole numbers in 
lBBPLBA, 326 ( ) seo Ch. I, P• 25 • 
189PLBA, 224 (eoe Ch. I, p. 25). 
190 See, for oxat1ple, Pr. Ch., R-8 (1906) n.636 (~1 451-2). 
191 Actually, although tho data obtained by ~1ns (with Stns) on tho 
O:H ratio in 1842 seemed nt first net to support PCH (l;l~=l), aftvr 
certnin corrections which ~1~s do~ocd justified tho ratio did in fnct 






relation to that of hydrog~n, ±t w~s nevertheless still possible to 
nssutlo that thoro exists a certain tk~torinl from which hydrogen and 
nll othor simple bodies wor~ built ••• Assuming tho atomic weight 
of this material to bo unity,19~on tho weights of nll atocs must · be expressed by whole numbers ••• Lot us suppose the atocic weight 
of one element to be Bt nnd of another to ben, then since E andn 
must bo whole numbers it follows that the atomic weights of all elements 
must sh0\11 a. simple cultiplo-rolntionship, i.e. tho o.tor;tic weights of nll 
clements would be coutmonsurnblo. But it is sufficient to glance over 
the results obtained by Stns, and to bo assured of their accuracy, 
especially for silver, in order to destroy completely this attractive 
hypothesis. So, at tho prosent tirJo we must refuse to assent to tha 
suggestion of the co~exity ofthe known simple bodies. The hypothesis 
is not supported oithar by ;.my known tro.nsr.tutntion (tor one eleoont 
has never boon converted into another olou1ent) 1 or by tho 
coornonsurability of tho ntomic \treights of tho clements. The hypothesis 
c.:m noi thor be denied nor =.ccoptocl for 'ttrult of sufficient data.. 
Mnrignac, howover, cndonvoured to overcome Stns' conclusions as to the 
incotv.tcnsurnbility of the &to1:1ic weights by supposing that in his 
determinations, as in tho determinations of nll other observers, 
errors ht~3slippud in which were entirely independent of the observer ••• hD.rignnc upholds this supposition by tho fact that 
tho conclusions of Stas and other observers regarding the cost 
accurately invostiguted of tho atomic weights arc extremely close 
to w~t Prout's hypothesis demru1ds, i.e. the atomic weights are close 
to comconsurc-.bility ••• But No.rign:J.c 1 a supposition does. not }mdu:t:_e 
~~~-ici~, although it is oxtro~oly sharp-witted. Indeed, ff wo expr~ss 
tho atomic weights of tho elements detoroinod by Staa in relation to 
hydrogen, then tho approxicntion of tho o.tocic weights to whole numbers 
nlrendy disappears, because one part of hydrogen combines (s£§ijinio.etain) 
in reality not with 16 p.:u-ts of oxygen, but with 15.96 parts • •• r· 
Mo.rignnc 1s nrguw:mts cannot servo as n support for tho vindication 
of Prout's hypothusis. We oust not conclude free this, howovor, that 
tho sicple bodies arc coopletoly distinct in their nature, and hnvo 
., 
• I 
no cot~onsurability whntevor19§eco.usa thoro is no possibility of verifying such a conclusion. 
Immldintoly after tho corresponding po.ssago in tho 2nd edition (1873) 
of PrinciEles of Chcoistry Mendcloov nddod tho following cocmonts, which 
192 Thoro is no suggestion in this passage from Pr.Ch., R-1, of the 
idon that tho weight of adlemical~om might not equnl tho sua of tho weights 
of its component protyle atoos. Tho influence of this iden in Pr.Ch. 
is soon most strongly in R-2, R-3 and R-4 (1873-82) (soo below). 
193soo Marignac 1s p~per of 1860, Bibl. 22. 
194 Hondoloev prosur.m.bly do~s not roru.ly r.tonn 11combinos" horo; but 
tho point does not dopond upon this. 
195 Pr.Ch., R-1, part II (1871) 250-2; Cells., 14, 245-7. Thv last 
GOntonco Of this passage ( 11\~e 1':1USt not eu conclusion") dOCS not 0.Y.)p0D.r 
in tho 5th (1889) nnd later editions of Pr.Ch. (R~. ~ 
I . 
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were retained (with a few insignificant changes of wording) in the 3rd 
(1877) and 4th (1882) editions, but subsequently omitted: 
Indeed, the conception of the identity of the material which 
forms all simple bodies - that cherished thought of many investigators ~ 
is closely linked historically with the conception of conservation of 
weight. We may imagine that both phenomena - tho conservation of 
weight and the undecomposability of the simple bodies - are in a 
dependence of a kind such that with the transition of one simple body 
into another there is a change in weight. Such an assumption is no more 
daring than the assumption of tho transmutation of one element into 
another. Both have not been reproduced in reality, both nrc conceivable; 
but neither deserves consideration at tho present time, because there 
are other sufficiently important ideas which are worthy of elaboration 
not only because of t£9~r own interest, but also because they allow 
experimental testing. Prout's law has served as a cause for 
elaborating our knowledge of atomic weights, but has not itself been 
retained; and tho work of S!~~ should be considered the final word in 
tho history of Prout's law. 
Mondeloev's earliest (and most detailed) explicit publication of his 
view that the law of conservation of weight might break iown in the case 
of a transmutation of the elements had appeared in 1871. The core of the 
relevant passage has already been quoted inCh. I (p.25); its immediate 
context was as follows: 
Everyone knows tho fate of Prout's hypothesis. When 
investigations forced us to accept fractional numbers for the 
atomic weights, and when Stas showed that we cannot oven assume 
rational fractions, then, despite Marignnc 1s brilliant critique, 
there remained no doubt that Prout's hypothesis departed greatly from 
the facts. It seems to me that there are not evon theoretical grounds 
for the acceptance of Prout's commensurability hypothesis. Even if 
we agree that the matter of the elements is all of tho same kind ••• 
(etc. as on p.25] ••• we cannot deny that weight moy be created or 
diminished. By this means it is possible to some extent to explain 
the difference in tho chemical energy of the elements. In 
expressing this idea I wish only to show that there is a certain 
possibility of reconciling tho cherished thought of chemists 
regarding the complei~~y of tho elements with the denial of the 
hypothosio of Prout. 
Hendeloev1s reference hero to Marignac 1s "brilliant critique" of 
Stas' results is a very strong indication that his "non-conservation of 
weight" hypothesis was stimulated by the similar conjecture presented by 
Marignac in this ver,y critique of 1860 (see earlier, p.63). 
b) ~mposition, synthesis or transmutation of tho elements. 
Although Mondeleev did not consider a demonstration of tho 
decomposition, synthesis or transmutation of the chemical elements to be 
196 Mendolocv is undoubtedly including tho periodic law among those 
"other sufficiently important ideas". We are hero already seeing the 
beginning or Mendeleev1 s pragmatic dismissal of the ideas of a single 
primary matter and the complexity of tho elements from science. 
197 Pr.Ch., R-2, part II (1873) 238; ~~ 303. 
198 Lee. cit. (see p.25, n.l3) • 
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tho only kind of empirical factor which could indicate tho complexity of 
tho elements or tho existence of n single underlying pricary rn~tter,l99 
ha nevertheless appocrs to have felt thct it would be only on the basis of 
evidence of this kind that we could co~clusivoly establish such an 
hypothesis. But Mondelaov never accepted any of tho demonstrations which 
were claimed in this direction, not avon those involving thG "electronic" 
and radioactive phenomena observed in tho lnto 19th and early 20th century. 
He wroto in his Attempt at n chemical conception of tho world-other 
(E.,.; 1903, 1905) 1 "In the .50 years during which I hnve carefully followed 
tho chemical litornturo, many ••• transmutations of certnin.siL1ple bodies into 
others have boon described; but in o~ch cnso ••• there hns boon provGd 
either thu simple error of prejudice, or insufficient accuracy of research 
•• J~ 200 ru1d in Pr.Ch., R-8 (1906) wo find the roo:::.rk that "no such 
transmutation (of ono aicplo body into another) has ever been demonstrated 
sufficiently convincingly11 • 201 Consequently, throughout his career 
Mcndaloev reenrdod tho hypotheses of a single primary matter and the 
complexity of the olamonts as lacking definite empirical proof; and he 
never relinquished tho position which, as a chemist, ho hnd adopted by tho 
188o•s, of treating tho chomicul elements pragmatically as distinct ultuante 
forms of matter. In 1897 he wrote: "••• no-one has over come across a 
single ph~nomonon whore one simple substance has changed into another, from 
which is drawn tho conjectural conclusion which is assumed as the 
foundation of tho whole of our science: tho chGmicnl elements ora 
independent, and by means of thoo we must sat th~ licits of our 
knowledge of tho trcnsmutntion of substnncos11 • 202 
During the lata 188ot s - particularly in a l(;cturc course of 
1886-f03 and in his Fo.rad~ Lecture of 1889204 - Nendeleev criticised 
Lockyer's claim that spectral d~tn showed the dissociation of chemic~ 
eleoonts in the sun. Mcndclecv's criticisms were based upon contributions 
by Zolln0r (1871) 205 and by Kleiber (1885): 206 Zollnor h~d shown that the 
199 . I tu:l hare using thtJ ter:J "empirical" in the aenao in which it ia used 
in soction A of this chapter, not according to any usage of this torQ by 
Mendeloev. 
200PLBA 478-9. 
-· 20lrLBA, 525 • 
202aold from silver (R): ~' 44?. 
203see ~' 244 ff.; Colla., !2• 455 ff. 
204
see PLBA, 220. 
20'L -
N '~bar den Einfluss der Dichti koit und Tern eratur nuf dio s 
gluhendor G~se, .hnn. dor Physik, ll l 71 -lll; 
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J. Russ. Phys.Chcm. Soc., 1885, p.l47 • 
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spectruo of nn incandescent gas varies with tho toopcraturc nnd pressure 
of the gus, and with tho thicl01oss of tho loyor of the gas; Kloiber had 
utilised Zollner's results, and had considered in addition tho different 
Doppler shifts in tho spectra of diffcrently-noving lnyers of tho same typo 
of gas. In his Farnd~y Lecture Mondoloev concluded his remarks on Lockyer's 
suggestion that iron is decocposed at tho tocporaturc of tho sun with tho 
co~Jcnt, '~oroovor, we should not forgot that a proof of tho decomposition 
of iron into t\'IO or core unknown elements must increase the nuobor of known 
clements, not docroo.so it - still less decrease it to n single prim~ 
207 '"-
matter". / This··Commo~t provides o. good illustration of Mondoleov 1 a 
recognition of a distinction between tho ideas of n single primary matter 
208 
and tho complexity of tno clements. 
Lute in 1897 Mendoleov wroto on article entitled Zoloto iz sorobro. 
(Gold from silvorl209 in which ho outlined the rosoo.rchos of s.H. Emcons 
ocrlior in tho same year on tho conversion of silva~ int~ gold, nnd 
discussed corta.in questions arising from Emmons' work. Mondeloov related 
how ~Jons had claimed to have achieved n pnrtinl conversion of silver into 
gold, via. on intcroedia.to substance 11nrgentc.uruc"210, by tho nltorno.to 
action upon tho silver of heat and cold, or by prolonged s~ boating of 
tho silver with a. hon~er.211 ·It wns in this article that Mendoloov 
oxplicitJ.Y distinguished tho '1philosophica.l11 and "scientific" o.spccts of 
his own attitude towards the question of tho cocpltmity of the elements; 
c..nd, writing in his 11philosopl:tico.l" vein, ho had tho following to s~y 
about attocpts (such na t~t by Er.wons) nt producing gold free silvor -
207 !:,LBA, 220. 
208A littlo furthor on in his F~r~doy Locturo (~, 222), nftcr 
discussin~ tho rolovc.nco to science of tho doc~d for unity, Mondoloov again 
shows that ho docs not conflnto tho questions of n oingle primary matter nnd 
tho cocploxity of tho clot1onts: "Ho.ving touched upon the mctaphyoico.l 
bnsia of tho ideo. of a unique prir:lary ttattor cocposing nll bodius, I 
consider it nocossory to dwell nlso upon o.nother ido~, rolo.tod to tho 
nbovo conception, viz. tho idoo. of tho complexity of tho sicplo bodies of 
chomistry" (Nond\Jlocv thon goes on to discuss tho \~ark of Polopidns). 
209 Zh. zhurnnlov i Entsliclopodichookoo obozronic, St. Pet., 1898, 
no. 1, pp. l·ll; ~. 439-50· 
21011Argontnuruo" was also tho nru:1o which hD.d been o.doptod by tho 
American business ayndicato for which Emmons w~s working on this project 
of trm1ar.1uting silver into gold. 
211 
Soc ~. 439-444. 
Being ••• not opposed to, but rather inclined to accopt, the 
idea of thu complexity of tho elooenta, I c~ nevertheless in no way 
sido with tho alchemists and En~ona whun they seck to obtain gold 
from silver or from aomo other such oot~l. This appnrunt contradbtion 
I sh:Ul oxplr:dn shortly, but first I sh..".l.ll point out tb::lt tho proof 
of tho cocplcxity (viz. tho containing of oxygen) of ~£2t which 
bcforo l'uligot \'l.:lS considered to bo uot;;:JJ.ic uro.nium, did not 
servo to unsettle tho conception of .tho el~monts, but served only to 
o.dv::mco tho knowlodgo or urc.niur.l - just o.s o.ny isolatf.id tranamuto.tion 
of on~ cet~ into another would servo only to advance tho stock of213 
chcoico.1 knowledge, ~d could not disturb its hnrconious totality. 
It is necessary to ~~o this romnrk for those people (fortun3tely few) 
who oupposo that the scientific edifice of our tiL1o2f~ proc.:lrious, and could bo shclten by a syndicate socking only profit~ 
As regards tho obt.:lining of gold from silver: apart from other 
factors, and ussurajng tho ido.:l of tho complexity of tho elements, then 
until we coco across the rovorso transition - i.e. until we obtain 
silver from gold - the obtaining of gold from silver seems to mo to 
be extremely unlikely. Tho fnct is tho.t gold ho.s an atomic weight ••• 
of about 197 and u specific grav~ty in tho metallic state of about 
19.3, silver having nn atomic weight of about 108 c~d ~ spccifjc 
gravity of obout 10.5, i.o. for both relationships silver is lig~ter 
than gold by nearly a lk~f. And this, judging from ell thnt wo know, 
and assw:1ing thu complexity of th~:~ elct~onts, compels us to think 
that gold should bo ecru complex tho.n silver; in the coso of tho 
polymers of othylono and all othor gases, for oxooplo, tho complexity 
212poligot's dcconstraticn t~t w~t had been roeo.rded ns motnllic 
uranium was in fo.ct uro.nium oxide, ru1d his propnro.tion o.l uranium motnl, 
hnd buen in 1841: Coapt. rend., J1. (1841) 7351 ll (1841) 417. 
21~endelocv is hare plo.cing soma sort of limito.tion upon tho 
significance for tho elooants in general of o.n isolo.tod co.so of trunomutntion; 
but tho specific nature of this lit1ituticn is not cloor, bocnusa Mondeleov 
does not indico.to exactly to what kinds of isolntod tra.nsoutation ho io 
referring. If we tnk~ hie to be rof~rring ooraly to cnsos of tro.nsformo.tion 
of th.;) typo achiavod by Poligot, then what h~;~ aeys is unrottc.rk.."\blo and 
perfectly nccoptnble, bocuuso such tro.noformo.tions o.re completely explicable 
o.s spocicl.l C.:lsos in terms of tho current conception of tho immutability of 
tho elomonts, us instancos of tho decomposition of substnnccs hitherto 
erroneously clv.ssod as olomonta (such o.s the co.so of the rnre-enrth "olemont" 1 
"didymium"- soo Ch. VII). However, Hondoluev's noxt sentence ("It is 
nc:ccasnr:· •••" ate.) seocs to suggust thnt hi;) would olso include c.a an 
ex::unplo of an "isolated trnnsr.1uto.tion" thH convoroion of silver into gold. 
If this is indeed so 1 then I would consider Nondeloov' a rox:1o.rks hore to 
roprosont o. wonk and unacceptnblo 11convcntionnliat atro.tnt;oc" designed to 
undermine u1 ndvunco tho icpcrto.ncc for our conception of tho olom~nts in 
gcnornl of any oventunl isolated tro.nsmdntion of ono rocogniood clot'lont, 
with ito own wall-estnbliahod plnco in tho periodic tabla, into another 
clamant with n different woll-osto.blishod plncQ in tho p~ri~dic tabla. 
214 
This is u roforonco to tho o;ynuico.to 11Argcntnuruc" fnr which 
Eomens ~d worlt~d. 
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increases with molecular weight, as does the density.215 Even the 
melting-point of gold (about 1070°0) is higher than for silver (about 
970°0), just ns for higher polymers it is higher thnn for lower polymers. 
And if we consider that gold is more complex than silver, then we should 
expect - again, according to the sum of existing chemical knowl2f§e -
thut eold \till core easily change into sil vcr thrul the reverse, 
and that both transcutntions will occur if the loss complex cc.n 
changu into the more complex. This seems to me so probable tbnt, 
if what Emmons maintains should be confi2f7d, then I shall search for 
methods of changing gold into silver ••• 
In his later comments on the questions of primary matter and the 
complexity of the elements Mendeleev frequently cited Emmans ns nn example 
of n contccporary scientist who had carried out experiments to induce 
transmutation of ono element into another.218 He referred a number of times 
in his writings of the early 20th centure nlso to the work of F. Fittica 
(1900), for oxnmplo in the following passage: 
Phosphorus and hence also its preparations, usually contain 
arsenic. It may be separated from solutions of phosphoric acid by 
sulphurettcd hydrogen. This induced Fittica (1900) to assume thD.t 
he had succeeded u, partly converting phsophorus into arsenic. 
c. Winkler afterwards provod that this was only n repetition of the 
mistake which hD.s often given rise to the notion of tho elements 
being transmutable into each other. Such mist2f§s are likely often 
to recur in insufficiently careful rosoarches. 
Mondoloov's attitude towurds the "electronic" ideas of tho late 19th 
century and early 20th century was expressed in tho foreword of tho 7th 
(1902-3) edition of Principles of Chemistry as follows: 
Tho return to elcctrochemism which is so apparent in th22o 
supporters of the hypothesis of "electrolytic dissociation", 
and tho notion of the disintogro.tion of atoms into "electrons", in 
my view only complicates and in no way elucidAtes so real a matter 
(since the timo of Lavoisier) ns the chemical chD.ngea of substances, 
which hnvo led to tho recognition of the e~22entary woight-bonring 
and invariablo atoms of the simple bodies. 
This passage is not found in tho 8th (1906) edition of Pr.Ch. 
However, in this later edition there appeo.rs, elsewhere in tho book.a new 
passage (quoted earlier, p.46). in which Mondoleov considers tho throat 
211i. 
'Mondoleov is hero drawing an analogy between silver and gold on the 
ono hand, and organic polymers on tho other, from the structural point of 
view. 
216
contrast tho view of So.mucl Brown, 1841 (soo section B of this 
chapter, P•72). 
217 ~. 448-9. 
218 See, for oxnmple 1 Pr.Ch., R-7 (1902-3) foreword, n.6; 
.£.olls. 1 ~~ 43. 
219 . 
Pr.Ch. 1 E-3 (Kamonsky's translation !rom R-7) 1 II, 1901 n.l4. 
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ha i In to.lking of n "return to eloctrochornism" Mendeloov undoubtedly 
·s n mind tho earlier eloctrochcmicul views of Borzalius. For a further 
comment by Hondoloev on "electrolytic dissocio.tion11 sou Ch I n 87 221 • ' • • 
Pr.Ch. t R-7 (1902-3): Colla., ~~ 43. 
~~--- -....--·-----.... .... ~"'- -~·-~·-
/ ~ ( l/ttfl /to chomicnl ntooism from the ideas of the "electronicists" nnd 
~v.- "·~~ -~"energeticists", ru1d dismisses such idous as having no ndvCI.!ltnge over 
'".,( 'l'f'YI'/("' · 222 ~ chemical o.tomism for the understm1ding of the chomiccl clements. JU.so 
in tho 8th edition of Fr.Ch. Nundoloev notes tmt "according to muny 
present-day scientists (Crookos, J. Thomson, Lord Kelvin and othors, 
especially cmong tho English) tho atoms of tho simple bodies break up under 
cortnin conditions into primary ultimate pnrts (electrons, radiant matter, 
protyle, etc.)", commenting merely thllt 11'11iO o.ro hero evidently close to tho 
very boundary of modern knowledge; ••• thoro nro in this field many 
possibilities, but no certainties" (op.cit. 1 p.483; ~~ 600). 
Mondoleev uo.s nover convinced tho.t Io.dioactivity is o.ccompunied by o. 
chango of one clement into onothor.223 In 1904, commenting upon the 
discovery by R~1say o.nd Soddy (1903) of the production of helium from rcdium, 
he suggested tho.t the helium which was produced ho.d originally boon in 
occluded combination with the ro.dium: 
••• thoro have appeared certain new investigations on ro.dium ••• ; 
••• this concerns the giving off of helium (Roms~), and tho 
observation of tho spectrum of this clement in the light emitted 
by ro.dium (Huggins), but in my opinion wo cannot soe in this anything 
so significant as is assumed by certain peoplo 1 who aro acquainted with 
this oubject to only a small oxtont, b~co.uoe tho helium may be in 
absorbed (occluded) combino.tion with tho radium; thoro are no ~2~unds 
to thiru~ that thoro is a transformation of radium into helium. 
~Iondeleev later rcmcrkod upon another observation mo.de by Ramsay and 
Soddy in the some aeries of experiments, viz. th~ emergence of tho spectrum 
of helium in a collected sample of radium "emanation". Nendeloov considered 
this result inconclusive because of tho extremely small quantities of 
materials involved: 
Those gases which nro given off from propo.rntiona of radium and 
other simllnr rudioo.ctivo subatcncos carry tho general nCJlle "emanation" 
22
'lrcndoloov did not sugsoat o.ny explanation of tho "electronic" \ 
phenomena of tho dischArge tubo 1 but it ia probable that ho folt thu likely . 
oxplo.no.tion to bo in terms of tho "other" (just ns ho postulo.tod tho 1 
existence of o.n "othoreD.l" moch..."Ulism for tho alectrico.l offocts nasocintod \ 
with radioactivity - soo Ch. I, section C). 
22) 
In addition to prosonting n tentative qualitative explanation of 
ra.diouctivity in torma of his 11chcmico.l conception" of thu luminiferous 
world-othor (soo Ch. I, section C) 1 llondoleov also suge;oatcd- drawing n 
gonoro.l analogy with magnetism - that perhaps radioo.ctivity is n "property 
or atato" which c:.n bu inducod in vc..rioua (but not all) subato.ncus under ~~ropri6nto conditions (seo, for oxruaplo 1 Pr.Ch., R-8 1 1906, n.565; --!:..t 52 ) • 
224 
p 634 Elements (chomico.l)(R.), in Bibl. 111 vol. 4o, hn.lf-vol. Bo, 1904 1 
• ' footnote (~, 419-20 1 footnote). 
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••• Rnmsny and Soddy (1903-1904) showed thnt with tho po.ssn.ge of 
time om.:mntion sho\'ts tho spectrum of holitm (nnd D.lso of CO and 
C02). It seems tbnt experitlent • • • suggests th..1.t emo.nation ••• 
surfers chango in timo. To apeak cctogorically about ••• this 
••• seems to me most premature, b~causa tha phenomena ore 
unoxpoctod, and tho quantities with which tho experiments havo so 
far boon carried out - oven for the compounds of radium themselves, 
not to mention the emanations given off by the~2~ have been limited, by lack of material, to only n few milligrams. 
Ramsay (1903) observed the emorgonce of tho spectrum of helium 
in a collected sucple of emanation of radium, and saw in this 
observation tho transmutation of ono element into another. But it 
may be toot tho helium was ~~~ply in the radium, and was given off 
from it with tho emanation. Tho question is extremely important, 
but ita precise experimental investigation is not possible untiz27 radium is obtained in quantities allowing precise measurements. 
~t the samo tice Mcndoleev had tho following to say in connection with 
certain claims made by Boltwood: 
Boltwood (1905) has quantitatively determined tho radioactive 
cc.pacity of 22 minerals containing uranium, and hru3 found that it 
corr&sponds exactly to tho content of uranium. lie therefore 
maintained that radium is produced by uranium; ru1d beco.use nll 
uranium ores contain some lend, he also proposed that Pb is tho 
final product of tho gradually proceeding transformations of uranium. 
This is all connected with tho idoa of tho unity of matter; but no 
such transformation (of one sir:lplo body into onothar) bns cvor boon 
demonstrated sufficiently convincingly. I consider it my duty to 
stnto clearly in connection with this, that in my attentive study 
of tho nUttorous ccmoirs concerning radium I have so fo.r not coca 
ncross n single phenomenon which could provide n definite doconstration 
of tho transformation of radium into any other elvment; nor, spanking 
genorully, hnvo I coco ncroaa nny c~ses of tho transformation of one 
clement into another. Many experiments require checking; some of 
thcso experiments indicnte n aeries of phenomena which nra of course 
nt present inexplicable because of their hnving bean only poorly 
228 studied, and bec~uso of the grant rarity of tho starting ~terinls. 
c) Analogy of tho el~monta with coopound rndicals and with 
organic compounds. 
Mendeloov seems to have felt that although cortnin nnologics between 
the elements on the ono hnnd, and tho compound radicals (both inorg~ic and 
225 Pr.Ch., R-8 (1906) n.565; ~~ 52~ 
226 
Such nn explanation hardly explains tho observation by Ramsay 0~ tho gradual npponrnnco of the spectrum of helium for an isolntod sncplo 0 emanation which originally showed no helium apoctruc. 
2.27 Pr.Ch. 1 
228 Fr.Ch. 1 
R-8 (1906) n.565; PLBA, 528. 
-
R-8 (1906) n.565; FLBA, 525. 
-
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organic) nnd orgo.-.nic cocpounds on tho othor 1 were to some extent indico.tivo 
of the cocploxity of tho clements, this evidonco could not free n sciontific 
point of view bu regarded o.s strong. Ncnduloev 1s references to llrullogics 
of tho ~lot1onts with tho compound rndicals o.nd organic compounds were much 
moro fruquont during tho o~lior po.rt of his cureor - broadly speo.king 
before ca. l88o - than during tho later pnrt. 
In 1862 l1endoleov pointed to o.nnloBius butwcen tho olcccnts o.nd tho 
orgonic radicals in tho following passage: 
Like tho organic atomic radical, a group which docs not 
dccocposo in tho c~jority of reactions o.nd passes from one compound 
to another, so oro atoms ••• they puss from ono body to unothur 
without decomposition. j, confirc~tion of this viow co.n be seen 
in tho po.rallolisc in tho relo.tionship of the composition of simple 
nnd complux radic<.1ls. It \'Ills long ago observed thut complex orgonic 
rndiculs differ from oo.ch other by the so.me constunt value, o.g. it 
is o.lwo.ys c~ = 14 for the homologuos. The 6!\L'lO kind of difference 
is shown by tho simple bodies such as Cl, Br, I, K, Nn, Li 1 o229 Though wo huve~Jt~t tho ~ore .,.C~EJJ>J.e~ • .,_._ :" 
In 1870 Mendoloov ngnin implied n structural onnlogy between chcmico.l 
olemonts nnd organic rndiculs when he wrote: "••• just no certain members of 
homologous series nre not obtuinod, ••• for ox~Jplo, methylene •••t pcrhups 
the elements of lO\f atomic weight froo l to 7, i.e. botw~on H nnd Li, may be 
ir.1possible. "230 In 1871 he drew o. structural tm:llogy bot\'IOEm fo.t1ilius of 
chQmico.lly-similar olem~nts nnd series of organic polymors, on the grounds 
tho.t just ns, for oxaople, c16H32 nnd c2H4 both combine with 012 , but 
c16H32 much loss energetically tho.n c2H4, so also tho heuvior eleccnts of n 
series of chemico.lly-similnr oletlents, while giving tho sat1o types of reaction 
as the li5htor elucants, do so loss enQrgoticnlly.231 
In 1897 Mendeleev sue5osted a structural nno.logy between Ag nnd Au on 
the ono ~~d nnd org~ic pol~Jcro on tho other (soe o.bovo, n.2l5 nnd th~ 
quoted text to which it rofcrs). Ho~1ovor, oost of Hendeloov• s few 
considerations nftor tho early 1880's of nnnlogias between tho elements 
nnd tho cocpound rndic~s or org~ic compounds tonded to bo concorned with 
the pnralleliac observed by Polepidns (1883) botwoon tho periodicity of tho 
229 
C This p~ssng~ is on English trunslntion given in Journal of Inorganic 
hornistry, USSR (froo ph. Noorg. Khinii, val. II, No. 4,~57, PP• 712~718), fi~6 )f n quotation from tLcndoloov' a lectures on theoretical chooistry kh,im~i in n paper by S.A. Shchukarov entitled Sovrottcnnnia neorgo.nichosknio. 
li ht o. v svote idoi D.I. Nondoloova (,_H ... o_d.ar ... n;.;....;in;;;;;.:o;;.;:r;,s;g~nn=i.:::;.c_c::.;h:.::c:.::m::.::i~s:.::t:.:.r,_y....:;in~t:.:h~a • 




834; E_LB~;~l~ntry, 1871: Sc.Ar., 617. Also, Pr.Ch., R-1, part II (1871) 
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of the elements nnd certain periodic relationships among organic radicals: 232 
olthough ho ncknowlodgvd this pnrollolism o.s hnving sooe ( unkno\-m) 
significance for tho question of the c~uae of the periodic law,233 
Mondeleov did not uccopt it o.s providir~ an orgwJont for assuning the 
complexity of tho olomcnta in chcoistry.234 
Recognition by Mendeleev that a cocplaxity of the elements is to some 
extent suggested by the nnalogies existing between tho properties of certain 
oleocnta on the one hand end certain inorgc~ic rudicnls on tho other is to 
b~ found in tho first four editions of Princi~loa of Chocistry (1869-81), 
but not in lo.ter editions. In the first four editions of Pr.Ch., after 
discussing the strikingly sioilar properties shown by poto.ssiuc and 
runmonium in thoir o.lums Nondeleev rcmc.rks that !roc this fo.ct "the 
possibility arises of thinking that tho simple bodies themselves may in due 
course be decomposed", nlthough ho imoodintoly ndda, "Tho lattor supposition 
we cnn in no way o.ccept us complotoly certain, however11 • 235 His greater 
roluctnnco by ca. 188o to suggest thnt such analogies indicate o. complexity 
of the olomonts is clec~ly evident in the 4th edition of Pr.Ch.(l881), 
whore we find oleo the following passage: 
••• iA~, HCN, HCN0 1 etc. were known \rl.thout there being 
known any i~cncos either of tho formntion of tho compounds from 
carbonaceous or nitrogenous substances, or of their decomposition 
into nitrogen nnd carbon ro.ther than cyanogen, then we would count 
CYlUlogen nlso o.s a. simplo body. Tho weights CN=26, F=l9, Cl=35.5 o.ro 
o.ll large; perhaps they contain tho o.toms of other, lighter olem~nts, 
H, C, N, 0 1 or others. All this is to soma extent conceivable, possible. 
But not nll tho.t is possible is truo, and many oven probable things 
turn out to be fnr from the truth; and thoro is at present no bo.ais 
------------~--------------------------------~---------------~ 232vlhen discussing Palopidns1 work Mcndeloev somotim~a rofors in 
passing also to tho rolo.tod work of Co.rnolloy (1886) (seo, for example, 
~. 222). 
233ror example, in Pr.Ch., R-7 (1902-3) Ch.XV, n.ll, Mendaloov wroto: 
"With rogo.rd to this roQ~kablo paro.lloli'3m it must bo noted th:lt 1 !or the 
oleconts, wi~h tho transition to noighbour~g members with higher vnlency 
tho atomic weight incre~ses, whilst horo fee. for tho organic rndicalaf - --
there is a docronse in weight; but ovorythlng indicates thnt the_Eoriodic 
varinbility_~f simplo and compound bodies is subject to some ~18h~~l~~~ tho 
no.turo o.nd causa o! which thero is o.t present no means of understanding •••"• 
234 . See his Fo.radey Lecture: ~~ 222-4. 
235 Pr.Ch. t R-1 1 po.rt I (1869): Colla., ,U1 75. Also in R-2, R-3, R-4. 
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for m~intaining the existence in F, Cl, etc. of any other simple 
bodies, whereas th2~8 is complete certainty in the complexit)· of 
composition of CN ... 
d) The periodic law. 
As also wa.s the c.:J.se the the "philosophical" demand for unity in 
nature (see earlier), tho periodic law possessed n two-fold significance 
for Mendeleev in connection with tho ideas of a single primary matter and 
the complexity of the elements, influencing on the one hand his opinion 
concerning tho objective truth of these ideas, and on the other lVlnd his 
opinion (from en. 1880) concerninG their relevance to scien~e. 
In ~~~-.M~l1~~:J.eev explicitly nckno\'lledgod that ~E~......P.e~;!~d!_q_lp.\·L_ 
appears to provide corroborntion of the idea of tho complexity of the 
- ,.. ____ .. _.._, __ ....,.~--... ---· - .... ~"'"''"''--
elements, although he grwe no reasons for this conclusion: 
••• at present it is not yet possible to offer any hypothesis 
which sufficiently explains this law of periodicity ••• It is easy 
to assuce - but not yet possible to provo, perhaps oven quite qrong, 
and in any c~so still subject to great doubt - that tho atoms of the 
simple bodies nrc complc~37ntitios formed by the combination of still smaller parts (ultimates ), that those entities which wo call 
indivisible (atoms) ore indivisible only for normal chemical forces, 
just as molecules nre indivisible under ordinary conditions by 
physic~l forces; ho~1e~35' despite th\) prec.!lriousncss ond arbitrariness 
of such on assumption, tho mind which is ncquc..inted \'lith chemistry 
is involuntarily inclined towards it. That is why such a doctrine has 
reappeared in various forms over many years, and tho periodic 
dependence between properties and weight, proposed by me, evidently 
corroborates this prosentim2j9 (if we may call it such) which is so 
characteristic of chemists. 
This appears to be the only pnsso.ge d:.tting from tho ora. of llendeleev.1s 
discovery of tho periodic law (1869-71) whore he is def1nitely considering 
the question of tho significnnca of this law for tho ideas of primary 
matter and the comploxity of the elements. 
In Mondeleov1s writings after tho 1870's thoro soom to be only two 
pa.ssa.gos where he gives any indication of his attitude tow•lrda the 
236Pr.Ch. 1 R-4, part I (1881) 519; ~~ 371 .. 2. 
237m a. diary entry made nt about the arunc tiLle o.s this pn.ssnge was 
written, ~lendoloov wroto: 11Doyond tho limits of 0 ru1d H, o.ro ultimatos 
(ul'tima.ty)" (Sc.Ar., 611). 
23~ondoleov here appends n footnote about tho basis of tho 
assumption of 11ultimatos11 beyond tho chemical atoms - "Which assumption 
tokes its basis from n comparison with tho form of tho universe •••" (etc., 
as quoted earlier, p.83). 
239 Pr.Ch. 1 R-1, pnrt II (18?1) 834; .!:bflA1 380-381. 
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significnnce of the periodic law fer tho question of th~ objoctiva truth 
of the ido~s of n single prim~y m~tter ~d the complexity of tho elemcnts.240 
Both those pnssngos were written towQrds tho end of 1897 (in different 
articles). In one, lfendeleov tnlks (albeit explicitly as a "philosopher" 
rath.::r thrul as c. "scientist") about his hope thnt c. proof of the complexity 
of the chociccl elements - i.e. n decomposition, synthesis or transcutation 
of some sort - would load to an understanding of the cause of the periodic 
law, which nt least indicates that ho did not nt this time consider tho 
periodic law to provide evidence c.g~inst the objective truth of tho idea 
of tho comploJd ty of the olecents: 
If it \'lore to be shown [sc. thn.t the elements o.rc not 
immutable] ••• , then wo may g~in tho posoibility of understanding the 
lawfulness which l~s been noticed for the elements, nc~ely their 
periodicity ••• Thus, to me personally, ns a participant in th~ 
discovery of the periodic low of the chemical clements, it would 
be extremely interesting to assist in the fixing of data for a proof 
of the tro.nsoutc.tion of elements, because I could then hope that the 
cause of tho periodic lnw would ba discovered and understood. Therefore, 
no n philosopher I pay groat o.ttentio~4£ every attempt to show tho 
complexity of the chemical elements ••• 
In tho other passage of 1897 Mcndeloev claimed thnt the periodic 
recurrence of tho properties of tho elements with increasing atomic weight 
provides evidence ng-.1inst tho hypothesis of n single prir.1nry mtter: 
••• I am not ~ble to consider t~t tho periodic law servos as 
an indirect confirmation of tho ideo of tho unity of.mattor - i.e. 
that all the olom~nts nrc st~blo (under existing conditions) polymer~, 
or foroa of oquilibriuo with different degrees of condensation, of 
one nnd tho same primary matter - because then as the woight increases 
we would consequently 9~J'.l-t:l.c_L.an entirely un;forrn. c.~~2 of properties, 
and not n recurrence of tho initir..l ldnds of cbrulgo. 
.. ' ~ ' . . 
I ~ reluctant to nccept thnt those two passages are contradictory, 
for tho following rousons: first, thoy wore written at almost exactly the 
same time; secondly, it is cloar thllt by this timo Hcndelecv appreciated 
t~t although tho concepts of a single primary ~ttor and tho complexity of 
the elecents oro rolntod, thoy o.re not identical; 243 and thirdly, Ncndeloev's 
argument in tho second of tho passages quoted does not actually c~ntion tho 
idea of tho complexity of tho elements as distinct from that of a singlo 
~ .. ____ 24oi do not include in t.h!_s cutogory ccrt:.in remarks by Nendolocv whora 
ho sooms to suggest (fallaciously) that tho justification which tho periodic 
la.w provides, as a "unity of system", for pro.gm::ttically assuming tho ch~Jmicnl 
clements to bo qualitatively-distinct ultimata forma of ~ttor has soma 
s~gnificnnco also for tho question of tho objective truth of the ideas of a 
Slnglo prionry matter und tho complexity of tho clements (soo later; and also 
n.172, o.bovc). 
241 Gold from silver (R): PLBA, 447-8~ (A continuation of this passage is 
quoted on p.84). ' -
242_ ~ibl.ll, val. 23, hnlf-vol. 451 1898, 318 (PLBA, 258). 
243 See n. 2081o.bovo. 
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primary matter - in fact it would be much less convincing as an argum~nt 
against tho compl~xity of tho clements than it is against the oxiet~nc~ of a 
single primary mattor.244 It therefore so~ms justifiable to conclude that 
in 1897 Hondoloev (ns a. "philosopher") considcrod the periodic lnw to be 
perfectly consistent with - and por~~ps even indicotivo of - tho complexity 
of tho cloccnts, while at tho snme time he felt t~~t this law provided a 
cortc.in ru:1ount of t1vidonco against tho existence of a single primc.ry matter. 
As regards tho part played by tho periodic lnw in connection with 
~Iondcloov 1 s nssessment (from ca. 1880) of tho relevance to science of the 
ideas of n single primary matter nnd the cocploxity of the elom~nts, this 
was two-fold: on thb ono hand it seems to hcvo been a fear that the periodic 
law would be discreditou by association with such speculative ideas which 
originally lad Hcndelcov to dismiss those ideas from tho roolms of science; 
and on tho othur hand it was tho periodic law, as a single correlating 
principle ocbrncing ull of tho clements, which provided nn empirical baois 
for his mcthodolo~ical_~rgum~nt for sci~nce thnt the chemical elements bo 
., . --~ ' " ~ - - ., 
treated pragoaticolly as ultionte, thus rutionalising his dismissal from 
,,,- ' -,. ~ ' ' 
science of the ideas of a single primary matter and tho complexity of the 
olecents. 
SorJI;) of Hcndclce''' s cor.unenta during tho 1880• s criticising those who 
took tho periodic law as ovid~nco for u single primary matter or tho 
co1<tploxity of the elements o.ru presented in two pc.ssnges bolow. Tho first-
quoted passage (of 1886) was not written by Mondeleev himself: it is an 
extract from the report of a communication by Mendoloev to a meeting of the 
Russian PhysicowChomicnl Society. Tho second pasoago is from ~Iendeleev'a 
Faraday Lecture (1889). Both passages reflect a tendency by Mondeloev at 
this tin1e to sugecst (fnllnciously) thnt tho justific~tion which th~ 
periodic la\1 :provides (as a "unity of syotorn11) for pragmatically rejecting 
the ideas of a single primary mutter and the complexity of the elements from 
science, has soca significance olao for t~o question of the objective truth 
or these idoas.245 
(~] D.I. Mendoleov speaks out against the application by 
244Tho cocpound organic radicals, composed of two typoo of 
constituent (C nnd H), had olroady boon shown by Pelopidns (1883) and 
Curnollcy (1886) to exhibit a certain periodicity, as Mendeloov knew. 
245 See n. 24o, abovo. 
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~rr. Rnntsov, 246 as also by cony others,247 of tho periodic law for the 
induction of tho unity of tho mutter vhich forms tho elements. 
Hendeleov nt ~48sent, o.s also nt tho time of his t;Cto.blishment of the 
periodic law, is inclinGd1 ruthar, to sao in this law an induction 
to tho recognition of the distinct independence (individuality, 249 variety) of tho olements, along \tith tho rule of D, general law ••• 
[1889] ... th~:~ modern adherents [sc. of tho "Pythngorean ideo." 
of the unity of matter] ho.ve become so convinced of its confirmation 
by tho periodic law thnt tho illustrious Berthelot, in his interesting 
book "Las origines do l'Alchii:lie" ... , has simply mixed up the 
fundOJ'Jentnl ideo. of tho periodic lmJ with the ideas of Prout, tho 
alchemists, nnd Damocritus concernu1g a singlo primary substance. 
The periodic lc.w, being based upon the solid tmd .WPQ.!~.HQ.r::l~ground 
of experimental investigation, hila arisen completely independently of 
~Jzy ideo. about tho nntura of tho elements; it does not o.t nll originate 
free the conception of tho unity of tho matter of the clements, it bns 
no historical connaction with this rolic of tho tortlvnts of classical 
thought. It is therefore ns littlo indicative Of~ha unity--ot-xnattor- { 
rurd-tlii complexity of tho elements o.s tu"c tho law of Avogo.dro-Ger~g0 , 1 tho lnw of specific heats, or avon tho conclusions of spectroscopy. 
a) Spectroscopic data 
Mondoloov's e~licot expression of c~ opinion on tho origin of 
lino-spoctrn appears to ~~vo boon in tho 3rd (1877) edition of Principles 
of Chor.1istry: 
If every s~~t of Na, of Li, of K, gives one and tho same spectrum, 
then this must be ascribed to tho prosonco in tho flomo of tho free 
motels, produced by decomposition of tho salts ••• In my opinion 
tho modern stnto of the question of sp~ctra may be expressed in the 
following way: spectro.l phonomen~ oro determined by molecules, ond 
not by atoms, i.o. th~ molecules of mutnllic sodium, and not the o.toms 
of sodium, produce thnt family of vibrntions which is expressed in the 
spectrum of sodiurJ.25~ero thoro is no fruo sodium cotnl, thoro is no eodium spectrum. 
246 A manuscript article on tho periodic law by Rantsov is to be found 
in Hendoloov' s personal librm-y (I-l60/12a) in tho Hcndoleev HusGutl-Archive, 
Leningrad University. 
247t1ondeloev hvre apponds tho footnote: "For oxc.mplo, Cio.oicio.n. 
Berthelot in his book on olchecy (Los origines do l 1Alchicie) also 
erroneously attcchod to the poriodic law ~h~ tondoncy to indicate the 
possibility of thu transtlutr.tion of thu simple bodies". 
248 Tho historical accuracy of this rct1nrk is, I f"'cl, questionable (sec ec..rlior). 
249 ~~ 438. A continuation of this passage is quotod on p.86. 
250PLBA 1 220-221. A continu~tion of this pns~go is quoted on 
pp. 86-7. 
/ 251Pr.Ch. t R-3 (1877) 763. Nondoloov apponra to hc.vo considorod tho , 
"conclusions of spectroscopy" not to huvo indicnted the existence of a singlo) 
( ~rimcry L1o.ttcr or tho complexity of tho oleconts (sao below); o.nd nppo.rontly ,' 
\ir.lilarly for "tho law of Avogo.dro-Gor~-u-dt" o.nd "tho law of specific heats"~/ 
( 
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This conception of line-spectra as originating froo roolecul~s of 
simple substances rnthor t~ froo atoos of eleovnts was retained by 
Mcndolcov throughout his lifo 1252 which helps to explain why he never 
acknowledged that spectral dutn provide evidence of the cooplexity of tho 
oleoonts.253 However, it is difficult to soc how l!ondcleov could ~vo 
reconciled this latter position with his oolcculur theory of spectra in tho 
cuso of tho mercury spectrum. He hnd uccopted tho oonoatomicity of mercury 
vapour ns curly as 186o,254 and he certainly knew of thv exist~nce of the 
mercury spectrum; porhups ho sioply never seriously considered tho 
significance of tho existence of this spectrum. A sioilar problem or~scs 
for. tho c&so of tho inort gases, tho monontooicity of which Mendelcev come 
to nccopt in 1900.255 
Towards the end of 1880 Hendoloev received two letters from 
Cinraician in which tho latter presented tho view, bused upon his observation 
of "homologous spectra", thnt tho different elooents of a given nnturDJ. 
group ere composed of the snue kind.of onttor.256 Mcndeleov replied to 
25~or exru:lple, in Pr.Ch., R-7 (1902-3) 412 1 he wrote "If every s=U.t 
of Nn, of Li, of K, gives one and tho some spectrum, than this must be 
ascribed to tho presence in tho flcmo of tho free mvtr~s, produced by 
decomposition of tho snlts. Therefore spectral phenomena oro determined by 
entire molecules, and not by tho atoms they contnin, i.e. the molecules of 
metallic sodium, and not tho ntoms of sodiua, produce thAt fnoily of 
vibrations which is expressed in th~ spectrum of sodium suits. Where there 
oro no free molecules of sodiun motnl, thoro is no sodiunt spoctruc1 although 
th~Jro oo:y bo sodium ntoos11 • In Pr.Ch. 1 R-8 (1906) Ch. XIII 1 the 
corresponding pnssnge ends nt tha words ''dcterminud by en tiro molecules". 
253Hc ~id, however, ncknowtedgo thnt spectral dntn mcy have some 
beo.ring upon cortc.in (unspecified) thooroticnl problCJms in chemistry: "It 
mny bo hoped tho.t in tioo spectroscopic rosoc..rchos \lill clarify cortnin 
aspects of tho theoretical (philosophical) de~nnds of chonistry 1 but all 
thnt has boon dono so fur in this rospoet cnn only b~ rQg~rdod aa attempts 
which havo not yet giv~n any cottploti:lly dcfinitu conclusions11 (Fr.Ch., 
R-5, 1889, 416; also in R-6, R-7, H-8). 
25lf See Colla. 1 ]2, 170. 
255seo Ch. VII. 
256 Tho "homology" of spectra roforred to tho occurrence of o.nnlogous 
spectra (i.e. analogous aerioo of linea) for the different olomonts of n 
sivcn chemical fomily, with the ontiro spectrum progressively shifted in 
going froo one moobor of tho f41LtUy to tho next. 
In his first letter to hondoloov, Cirunieion said: "tho cnuso of tho 
homologous spectra of tho clements of tho nnturol groups should bo sought 
in tho fact that such clemCJnts Gonsist qunlitntively of tho sarno kind of 
ma.tt~r" (HALU: sec hD.knronia, Bibl. 60, pp.35-6). In his second letter 
CinmJ.ci.:m wrote: "• •• it sc~;Jt1s to tto thnt in gon'-lrnl it can bu ncknowludgod 
ns n true hypothesis, th:\t the c~.uso of th~ homoloeY of tho spectra oust be 
sought in their Csc. tho olcoents•J sioilarity of substance. This conviction 
hns b~un strengthened in oo bocuuso of tho correspondence of thu homology of 
th7 spectra of tho olooonts D.nd thu rogulnritios of their ntor:1ic weights" (H •. J.u: soc Bibl.6o, p.36). 
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Cinmicicn criticising this viow.257 
In his Fcraday Lecture (1889) ~~ondcloev criticis~d Lockyer's clniL1s 
that sp~ctrnl data indicate a dissociation of certain olomcnts under tho 
extreme conditions existing in tho sun (see onrlier) 1 and also criticised 
the suggostion \Jhich !k~d buon made by various scientists (o.g. by Crook~s, 
1886) that spectral "helium" is perhups the solo primo.ry mntter of tho 
universe: 
As soon us spectral ~~lysis appears as a now and powerful 
weapon of chemistry, tho idea of primary mntt~r is immedintoly 
.attached to it. From nll sides we see nttompts to find tho so-much 
longod-for primary matter in tho icaginury substance helium. No 
attention is p~id to thc253ct that tho helium line is soon only in the solar protuberances, so that tho question of tho general 
occurronco of holiun in nnture is as problematic as that of primnry 
matter; or to tho fact that the holiuo line is not soon ooong the 
Frc..unhofor lines of tho solo.r spectrum ••• ; or, finally, to tho fc.ct 
that experiment clearly shows that tho intonsity of th~ light of the 
spectral lin~s of tho sinple bodies vnries with differences of 
temperature ~d pressure. hnd therefore wo r.1cy think that the 
holiuo lino balongs to some long since known element placed under 
such conditions of t~mporuturo, P2§~suro and gravity us have not yet 
beon ro~1lised in our experiments. 
x~ndoleov's continuing refusal to accept that spoctral data provide n 
koy to th~ solution of the question of tho nnturo of th~ clements ~a clearly 
expressed in the curly 20th century - with uppar~ntly oven grouter conviction 
thun previously - in n passage found in tho 7th (1902-3) and 8th (1906) 
\;)ditions of principles of Chcr.1istry: "• .. tho rJoro I bnvo thought about 
the nuture of tho chor.1ico.l elem~;:nts, tho more firmly havo I turn~;Jd O.\lay 
fror.1 tho classical notion of pruJo.ry mo.ttor, and from tho hopo of attaining 
the desir£:d end by a study of oloctriccJ. and optic".l phonomcmo.". 260 
257Mondelcev's reply wns to Ci~icio.n's first letter, proopting tho 
second letter from Ciaoician. Mendclecv's latter socms not to haVG survived. 
Later, }iendoloov wns to write (Fr.Ch., R-7, R-8; o.g. R-8, n.368): 
"••• o. gort1 o! the undorstnnding o! the link botwoon ntomic weights, chemical 
analogies, and tho positions of tho spvctrol linos of tho sin1plo bodies is 
apparent; but in my opinion we do not yet soc tho precise lnws which govern 
the dopendonco of tho said subjects, but wo soc only o. reflection of the 
poriodic law. 11 By "reflection of tho periodic lo.w" liondoloov is hero 
referring to tho periodic rocurronco of sit1ilnr spoctro. for nnologous olomonts. 
258Holiut1 was discovered on tho c .. u-th in 1895 {by Rn.t1sey) • 
259 ~' 219-220. Hondoloov'o comments on Lockyer's clo.ims follow 
on from tho passage quotou hero. 
260'C ( ) 
•r•Cl!•t R-7 1902-3 : Colla.,~' 42. Tho corresponding passage 
from R-8U906) hr.s "tho desired understanding of tho nature of tho clements" 
inste~d of 11thu desired end": polls., ,g!, 51. 
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f) Other, miscellaneous, empirical factors. 
There are two points which seem worthy of mention here. First, whereas 
certain chemists in the 19th century considered the,phenomenon of allotropy 
to suggest the unity of matter, Mendeleev 1 s clear distinction between "simple 
body" ("simple substance") and "element" ruled out such a belief on his 
part. And secondly, we have seen that in 1863 Graham expressed the view 
that "The essential unity of matter is an hypothesis in harmony with the 
equal action of gravity upon all bodies"; what appears to be a similar. 
view is presented by }lendeleev in the 7th (1902-3) and 8th (1906) editions 
of Principles of Chemistry - "With the consolidation of the periodic law 
the almost-forgotten idea of primary matter out of which all the simple 
bodies are supposed to have been made has become more and more frequently 
reviveda This seems to me to be perfectly natural if mass be considered as 
directly dependent upon the quantity of substancen.261 
26ipLBA, 326. ThG underlining is mine, not Mendeleev's. 
CHAPTER III 
TEE DviERGENCE OF TEE PERIODIC LAW OF THE CHEMICAL EIJl.iENTS (E:UUJY 
19th c:ENTURY TO 18'71) 
A. Introduction 
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In this ch.:tpter is presented a l!.U'gcly.._fcctub.l sketch of those 
developments which occurred during the sixty or so yenrs up to 1871 in the 
investig~tion of atomic-weight rel~tionships nnd the cl~ssification of the 
chemical elements, from which eventually emerged in the 1860's the discovery 
of tho periodicity of properties of the elements. We recognise the ~ctual 
"era. of discovery" of the periodic lc.w aa being 1862-71 1 beginning with the 
contribution of de Chrulcourtois in connection with his "vis tellurique", 
ond terminating with the public~tion of Mendeleev's long article in Liebig's 
Anna.len on The periodic lnwfulness of the chemical elements (Nov. 1871; 0.).1 
Of major significcnca for the emergence of the periodic lnw wcs the I 
development and clarification of concepts of n characteristic weight of the 
1 
elements - of tho concepts of "equiv.llent weight" Cllld.. "~tordc weight". The j 
vnlues of such characteristic weights provided the~~is for numerous 
attempts nt clnssifying the checical elements during the half-century which 
preceded the discovery of the periodic lew. Also of significance for the 
emergence of the periodic law was the development and use of concepts which 
cmne to be clnrified in that of "valency": tho development of the concept 
of volency wa.s int~~tely linked with t~t of the concepts of atomic weight 
and equivnlent 1 leading to nn awareness of tho relationship, ~ 
ator.lic weight . I 
vc.lency = . ~ t ; and the recognition of chemicc~ families V equ~v~ en ----
involved to a.n apprecia.ble extent classific~tion according to valency. 
Tho construction of the periodic system represented the culoina.ting 
synthesis of the hitherto only pa.rtic~ly correlated npproc.chos of 
classification according to characteristic weight and according to chemical 
1 Thoro alre~dy exiat v~rious accounts in English of tho history of the 
developments which lod to tho omorgonce of tho periodic law, of pnrticul~ 
note being thoso by Venable (Bibl. 124) nnd Spronaen {Bibl. 110). Only in 
connection with tho contributions of Uendeleev does tho content of the 
present chnptor go beyond .tho~o existing accounts to rmy E~.pprecio.ble extont. 
A convenient r.~d ua~ful collection of facsimile reprints of cortnin 
relevant primary material is given in Bibl. 4?. 
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family, ns n correlation of atomic weight and v~lency for all of the 
2 
elements. 
The first attempt at drawing up a list of atomic weights appc~a to ~ve 
been Dalton's Table of the rel~tive wei~hta of the ultimate particles of 
~nseous and other bodies, probably ~~ting from 18o3 (the year in which he 
h.'ld developed his atomic thcory).3 In calculating his "relative wcights11 
(based upon H=l) Dnlton adopted an empirically unfounded simplicity criterion 
for docidfng the formulae of compounds.4 Other tables were published by 
D~ton in his Now System of Chumic~l Philosophy in 18o8 and 1810.5 
Also in 18101 T. Thomson published a list of equivalents in his 
6 System of Chemist;r. This contained only very few equivalents of elem~nta, 
dealing mainly with aciua ~nd bases. A decided ioprovement upon Thomson's 
list was Wollaston's table of equivalents of 1814.7 Wollaston preferred to 
2c.A. Russell (Bibl. 1001 p.l39) has concluded that, unlike the case of 
the clnssificu.tory systc:ns based upon atomic woight, "it does not seem toot 
tho systems baaed upon valency wcro of groat influence upon tho dovolopmont 
of the Periodic Law. Tho p~t pl~od by valency in this was recob~ised after 
it had boon established from a study of atomic weight relationships." In 
to.lking of "systems bnsed upon valency" Russell aooms to be considering only 
those classifications of tho 1860's which ware based explicitly upon valency ( 
("atomicity") 1 such aR that bz.jjjlli:lmson.~in .. ~86.4_(J..._~Qh~~~~' .!Zt 2l:l.·)_. __ J \ 
Howc-:tvor, to separnte such o.ttempta - on what are largely no core ·l:h.."l.n __ .. lj 
terminological grounds - from tho various attempts at clnasifico.tion nccording • 
to chccicnl frunily which \'lore made during the 18501 a ond avon earlier, is 
rather misleading for an understanding of tho trends from which tho periodic 
law emerged. Tho tendency to classify elements into chemicnl families was 
certainly "of great influence upon tho development of tho l'eriodic Law"; and I 
such a tendency involvod to Qn appreciable extant classification on tho basis 
of what by the 18601 a hc.d como to bo callod 11ntomicity11 , nnd which wa.s soon 
called "valency". 
3This tnblo wa.s published in Mom. Lit. PhU. Soc. Hc.nchcater (2], 
1 (l8o5) 287, ns part of a lecture entitled Tho absorption of s~ses by water 
and other liqijids which Dolton had roAd in 1803. Howovor, Roscoe {Chom. 
llewa, .2Q1 187 , 266-7) considered thnt tho atomic-weight values publish~d with 
the lecture may h~vc b~on obt~inod after tho loc~ure had been given. 
4 Roughly specking, Dalton nssumad compounds to have the eimploat 
pl)ssiblo foruuJ.no, o.g. HO for water. For different compounds of tho snme 
two olor::1cnts he assumed succc.ssively thu fcmulne AB, AB2, A2B, etc. 
5Fart I, London, l8o8; part II 1 Manchester and London, 1810. 
64th edition, Edinburgh, 18101 vo1. v. 
7A Synoptic Seale of Chemical Equivnlents, Fhil. Trans. Roy. Soc.,~ (1814) 1. 
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work with cquivcl.ent woights rather th...'Ul with tho ooro 11thoorotical" 
atomic weights, considering the former to be of gre~ter practic~ value. 
Wollaston's view was favourably received by mo.ny chooiats, such n reaction 
being encouro.ged by Gcclin's preference for equivo.lents in tho first throe 
editions of his H~dbuch.8 
In 1814 Berzelius published his first atomic-weight valu~s; these wore 
revised by hio in 1818, and olso in 1826.9 In drawing up his t~ble of 1826 
Borzolius utilised two new discoveries which gre~tly nided him in ost~blishing 
which particular oultiple of thu equivalent should be tnken as tho atomic 
weight of on clement, viz. Dulong =md Petit's ln.w of constant "atomic hent" 
(1819) 1 and l1itschorlich1s law of isomorphism (1819-20). In 1828 two lists 
of atomic weights wore published by Duo~s,10 tha' second of which showed 
fairly close agreement with Berzelius' 1826 list. 
In l8ll Avogadro hnd published his now fD.r.lOUS hypothesis 1 11le nombre 
des mol~cules integruntes dans los gaz quolconquos 1 est toujoura le 
m~r.le a volume egcJ." ("tho nur.lber of molecules in ony go.s is o.lwcya the ac.me 
for equo.l volumes11 ) 111 which provided tho bnsia upon which n satisfactory 
molecular theory could hc~o been built. In 1814 this ~o hypothesis was 
proposed by iUJp~re.12 Howover1 tho hypothesis WQS largely ignored until 
Cnnnizznro oophnsisod its import~ce nt tho K~lsruho Congress of 186o. 
Consequently, until tho l86o•a ideas regarding molecules gonernlly r~mnined 
in a stnto of confusion. The resulting uncertninty concerning molecular 
weights often oado it difficult to decide which multiple of tho equivalent 
weight of un element represents its ntomic weight. 
Notable cmcng tho few chor.1ists apcrt from C~izz~o who appreciated 
tho significance of Avogadro's hypothesis boforo 1860 were L~urcnt nnd 
Gorhnrdt 1 pcrticulcr1y tho for~dr (who attributed the hypothesis to Amp~ro).13 
8Hnndbuch der thoorctischcn Chcnio, 2 vola., Frnnkfurt am ~~in, 1817-9; 
2nd edn. 1821"2; 3rd edn. 1827-9. 
10Trnit6 de Chimio 1 Paris, 1828 1 vo1. 
11 Journru. do Phys. 1 .§2. (1811) ,58-76. 
12Ann. Chir.l. I .2Q. (1814) 43. 
I, PP• XXXII und L. 
13rrot'11.S26 untill832 Avogadro' a hypothesis hnd boun accc:ptod by Dtuil.:l.s, 
who then disc<~dod it because of nnom~ous results from v~pour-donsity 
moasurcconta; these results are retrospectively ~xpl~ined by dissooi~tion of 
tho g~ses invustigated. An appreciation of Avogndro'a hypothesis was shown 

















In 1842 Laurent emphasised that 11atom11 and "equivo.lcnt" are not ident;icp.l., 4 /' ·-·-· .. -·-· ---- ..... . 
and that the equivalent of an eletlent can vary.1 In tho following year 
Gerhardt published two papers on the 11equiv.:llents" of the elements15; tho 
values of these so-co.lled llequivalcnts" actu£l.lly corresponded, with a few 
exceptions, to the values of Berzelius 1 atomic weights. Early in 1846 
Laurent clearly distinguished 11atom11 1 "molecule" and 11equivalent"16, after 
which time Gerhardt also recognised such distinctions.17 
In 18.58 Cannizzaro published a paper entitled Sunto di un corso di 
filosofia chimica fatto nella Realo Universita di ~e:ova.18 This beg.:ln 
with the remarks: 
I believe that the progress of science made in these last years 
has confirmed the hypothesis of Avogadro, of Amp~re 1 and of Dume1.s on 
tho similar constitution of substances in the gaseous state; that is, 
that equal volumes of these substances, whether simple or compound, 
contain an equ.:ll number of molecules, not however an equal number of 
atoms, since the molecules of the different substances, o~~~~--~ 
:~,r.' the sru:te___stJbs~anQ~ __ .in_j, ~9-"diffcr~nt._§.tti~_~s 1 may contnin a ~;i,fferent ~f atoms, whether of tho sace or of diverse nature. ~ 
Cannizzaro went on to say that tho hypothesis of Avogadro and Ampere 
"contains nothing contradictory to known facts, provided thnt we distinguish, 
e.s they did, molecules from atoms". 20 On the question of the application of 
the hypothesis to the determination of molecular weights he wrote: 
On the basis of tho hypothesis cited o.bove 1 the weights of the 
molecules are proportional to the densities of the substances in 
tho gaseous state. If we wish tho densities of vapours to express 
the weights of the molecules, it is expedient to refer thee all to 
the density of a simple gas taken as unity, ro.ther than to tho weight 
14Revue Scient., ~ (1842) ?6-99. 
l5Ann. Chim., 1 (1843) 129-143; _§. (1843) 238-24,5. 
16Ibid. 1 !§. (1846) 266-298. 
l?For example, in Introduction a l'Etude do ln Chimie o.r le s st~me 
Unitairo, 1848 (dedicated to Laurent • Gerhardt was greatly influenced by 
Lnurent 1 as hna been shown by Clara do Hilt: J. Chec. Ed. 1 ~ (19.51) 204; 
Chymia1 4 (19.53) 107. 
-18 Il Nuovo Cimento, 2 (18,58) 321-366. This pnpor was reprinted as a 
separate pamphlet in 1859 (Pian) and in 188o (Rome). A German translation 
appeared in Ostwald's Klassiker, no. }0, 1891; an English translation ia 
given in Bibl. 12 (as Sketch of a course of checicnl hiloso iven in tho 
Royal University of Genoa , and extracts in English translation nro included 
in Bibl. 57 (under th~ title Abridgement of a course ·~· etc.). 
Partington (Bibl. 92 1 P• 491) translates the title as ~pitooo of a~ourse •••t 
ate. 
19Bibl. 2Zt PP• 4o?-8. 
20Ibid 1·"8 
-·• P•'1V • 
• 
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of a mixture of two g~ses such as air ••• Whoever wishes to refer 
the densities to hydrogen = l and the weights of the molecules to 
tho weight of hnlf a molecule of hydrogen, can sey that the weights of 
the molecules arc nll represented by the weight of ~volumes. 
I myself, however, for simplicity of exposition, prefer to 
refer the densities to that of hydrogen = 2, and so tho we~fhts of tho 
molecules are all represented by tho weight of one volumo. 
Later in tho Sunto Cannizzaro stated his "law of a.toms11 : 22 "Tho 
different quantities of the same clement contained in different molecules 
arc all whole multiples of one and tho sruJe quantity, which, always being 
entire, has the right to be called an a.tom11 • 23 Expressing the same idea 
in what ho called less "hypothetical" laz,guago, Cannizzaro wrote: 
The various quantities of the s~o clement contained in equal 
volumes either of tho free elocent or of its compounds are all whole 
multiples of one and tho same quantity; that is, each element has a 
spacial numerical value by n1eans of which and with tht;) help of 
integral coefficients the composition by weight of equal volumes 24 
of tho different substances in which it is cont~inod cay be expressed. 
Cannizzaro's main contributions in his Sunto to atomic-molecular theory 
may be summarised as follows: 
i) the clear recognition of the distinction between "atom" and 
"molecule"; 
ii) the use of Avogadro's hypothesis to determine molecular weightJ 
andiii) tho deto~aination of a.tocic weights from molecular weights 
using the 11lo.w of atoms" (now sometimes known as "Cannizzaro's Principle1125). 
Cannizzaro's Sunto did not gain imcodiato widespread recognition; and 
by 1860 tho general situation in tho field of atomic weights, molecular 
weights and molecular foroulae was so confused that Kokul6 proposod that 
an international con5rosa be hold to attempt a clarification of such 
subjects. In conjunction with Woltzicn and \lurtz, Kekul& contactod tha cost 
prominent European ch~oists of tho timo 1 seeking their support !or th~, scheme. 
Tho rosponao was favourable; and announco~~nts of the Congres~ to bo held 
in Karlaruho in Soptombor1 1860, wore duly sent out in July, 1860. Tho 
announcements included an outline of tho proposed programoa: "••• throu5h 
a thorough discussion oany misundcrstandin5a might be roooved; especially 
an agroetlont in rogard to tho following mnin points might b~ made e~aier: 
21Ibid. 1 pp. 410-ll. 
-22 
..+.£!.c!., p .. 415. 
23 ~., PP• 412 1 414. 
24 ~., p.415. 










11ore precise definitions of the; concepts of o.to~;1 1 molecule, oquive.lcnt, 
atonicity, alkalinity, etc., discussion on the true equivo.lents of bodies 
and their formulo.s; initiation of a plnn for a rationnl non~nclo.ture •••"•26 
Tho Congress wus held on September 3rd1 4th nnd 5th, 1860. The~ official 
report wa.s written by \furtz. \turtz states tha.t o.bout 14o chemists attended, 
of \'thoo he lists 12727; among those listed aro Gladstone, Odling1 Dur.lo.s, 
Strecker, Foster, Ho.rigno.c 1 Sto.s, Lothar Meyer, Hcndelcev 1 Kopp 1 Roscoe and 
Bunson.28 Juaothcr report of tho Congress which appeared wo.s a letter from 
Mondcleov (dated 7th Sept., 18601 Heidelberg) to his former toucher 
Voskroscnsldi 1 which we.s published in tho Snnkt-Petcrburgskie Vedor:1osti 
(St. Petersburg Gazette), no. 238 (Nov., 1860).26 Extro.cts fret'! this report 
by Hendclecv ore given bclo1rn30 
Kckul6 ho.d initio.lly propcsed.oany questions for solution: the 
question of tho difference between molecule, atom and equivalent; 
the question of atomic-weight values, i.e. of whether to nccept the 
atomic weights of Gerhardt, or those of Berzclius, which have 
subsequently been nltored by Liebig and Poggcndorf, and which cost 
people nccopt at present; further, the question of formulae, and, 
finnlly 1 even the question of those forces which, in the present state 
of science, we need to take as the cause of chemical phonooenn. But 
at the first session, on September 3rd (now style), tho O(;;leting 
considorod it iopossiblc in thu short time to clarify such a lo.rge 
nucber of questions, and thorofcro it w~s decided to sottlo for tho 
first two only. 
••• After lengthy d~fcuasions, tho meeting decidod to elect a 
coooittoe, numbering 30 1 to dotoroino in what foro tho questions 
should b~ put to tho Congress for voting. Thu cotnbittoe - tho Russians 
in which woro Zinin1 Shishkov and oyself - oot iooodiatcly nftor tho 
ond of tho first session. Tho coooittco soon cane to tho conclusion 
that the whole essence of tho disngrocoents is concGntrntod in the 
distinction between tho idena of oolecule and ntoo. As soon as this 
distinction ia recognised, than toot doubling of fortlulne which 
26
aivcn in Bibl. 15 ( trunalntcd frotl tho Geronn version of tho 
announccr.1ent). 
27 Sec Blbl. 15. 
28Duoa.s did not arrive until tho afternoon of tho 2nd da.y of tho Congress 
(4th Sopt.). Anong those who did not attend wore Newlcnda ~d do Chnncourtis 
(see la.tor, section C); nor were there RnY i~oricuns present. 
29Roprinted in Calls. 1 l,2, 165-174. 
30
certain oxtrc.cts frora hondoleov' a report nrc include<l in English 
translation (by H. Lcicostor) in Bibl. 12, trunslntod froo extracts given by 
B.N. Honshutkin in Bihl. 79. Unfortunately, however, in ]3~bl.l5 those 
extracts nrc intors:porsed with trruJ.slations of Henshutkin' o aUI:lr.lD.TY of parts 
of Mcndeloov's report, prosontod as though they wore direct quotations from 
hen:ioloov. 
31-rcndeleev hera nppenda a footnote: "Thoro wore in all about 150 people 
o.t tho oocting. FrorJ Russia thvro \ororo: Zinin1 Shiahkov, Borodin, Na.tanson, 
So.vich, Losinskii and cysc:lf". 
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constitutes tho subject of diso.grocr.1onts in tho practice of science 
is inoediutcly allowed. It was therefore un~inously docided to 
propose tho first question for voting in tho Congress thus: docs 
th<.. tlnjority wish to o.ssuoo n distinction bot\IC\m ntoms and molecules? 
In tho discussion on equivalents we hnd to o.bandon complct~ly 
th~ possibility of attaining w~ definite conception. Some understood 
by oquivo.lcnts tho quantities of bodies which substitute each other 
without chango of fundam&ntol properties; others consid~red equivalents 
to be tho proportions by weight of chemically combining bodies; finnlly, 
a third group considered the consistent construction of a conception of 
equivc.:U.onts to be; quit~ impossible, iD lend without fuil to contradictiors. 
Disngroeoents nlso complic~tod th~ question of molecules. Sene 
a&aittod only chomico.l cho.ructoristics, i.e. reo.ctions, for the 
determination of tho molecule of ench body·; othurs considered tho.t 
only physical ch~o.ctoristics o.re needed; nn4 finally, a third group 
maintained tho idc~tity of both starting-points, ie. they admitted 
both paths and considered thc.t they will lvad to thll sat1c results. 
During these discussions, tho nest dotorcined and, without doubt, the 
most original and integral opinion was expressed by the brilliant 
Professor Cannizzaro ••• 
••• Cannizzaro recognised only ono method (so. of arriving at tho 
moloculo.r weight] as b~ing completely reliable. It had been pointed 
out by Acp~re and Avog3~ro, on tho basis of the \'tork of Gny .. Lussac, 
Dumas and Hitscherlich ; it was later adopted by Gerhardt o.nd Lauren'i. 
This method consists in determining th~ volume of bodies in tho 
gaseous or vaporous state, i.e. in determining tho specific gravity of 
bodies in such a state ••• Tho principle of volumes ••• cay be 
expressed thus: in vapours and guses tho distance between the centres 
of tho molecules is tho same for oll bodies ru1d depends only on pressure 
and tecporaturo ••• Everything wo know nt present indicates ~grocmont 
b~twecn the weight of moleculos ns dotonnined by volumes of vapour, and 
by tho quantity of bodies which eAters into ronction ••• 
We ho.vo so far soen complete ngreemo11t botwoen the opinions of 
Cnnnizzuro c.nd of Gorhnrdt c.nd his followers. All tho.t ho.s boon said 
up till now servos only as a cloo.r expression of the doctrine of 
Gerhardt; I oysolf have expressed a similar opinion o.t tho beginning 
of my articlo3~known to you) in tho "Bulletin of tho Ac:ldemy" for January 1858. But Cannizzaro, by adhering firmly to tho indicated 
principle, goes further, and points to n notnblo error ondo by Gerhardt. 
32The history hero is sooewhut nwry. ~s ond Mitocherlich cort~inly 
did not lay tho found~tion for the work of Avogndro (1811) and Acptre (1814); 
their work c~e lntor. (Duena ~a only elevon yonrs old in 1811; Mitschorlich 
wa.s 17). 
3~ondeloev is hero referring to his·nrtic1e Ubor don Zusnmmenhnng 
~inigor PhYsiknlischon Eigonschofton dar K8rpor oit ihrcn chemischon 
Rollktioncn, Bull. de la Cl. phys.-mnth. do l'Acad. des Sc., St. Pot., 
11 (1858)49-68. 
On tho subject of Mcndeleov's work during tho 1850's in tho field 
of atomic-molecular theory soc Bibl. 16 (Dobrotin), Bibl. 10 (Shchuknrov 
o.nd Dobrotin), Bibl. 1Z (Fnorst'oin) and Bibl. 18 (Faerstcin • 
.J 
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Gerhordt, who nearly everywhGro used to take molecules, in tho c~se of 
metnllic compounds took cquivnlentc. On his theory, the fonJulno of 
tho ootollic salts wore tho formulnG of ~cids in which hydrogen had bacn 
roplnced by n motol; consequently all metals wuro conobusic radicals, 
just like hydrogen. Such an asswnption does not hnva nny kind of 
support; it is simply a concession to the pnst ••• 
And oo, horo is tho now conception - tho polyntomicity 
[sc. polyvolonco] of rnotnnic rndic~ls. As fnr ns I nrn nwnra it was 
first expressed, with tho grentost consistency, by C~izzaro in his 
letter to Lucn (Nuevo Cimento, VII, fnsc. di Maggio, i~o 1858) ••• 
Cannizzaro's nnimntod speech was, quite rightly, granted with 
gonernl npplnuso ••• 
On tho next doy [sc. 4th Sept.] the co~ittee again met, in order 
to decide finally in whnt form it would be moat convenient to present 
tho questions to thu Congress for voting. It was decided to prosunt 
tho questions in tl~e follm-ring foro: does thlii Congress wish, and 
consider it helpful, to distinguish between the conception of oolaculo 
ns tho quantity of outter entering into reaction and corresponding to 
the physical properties, and tho conception of ~ ns the sm~lost 
quantity of a body entering into moloculos? ••• 
At tho second mooting of tho Congress, 4th September, ••• 
Kekul6 spoke for a long time, disentangling tho fund~~entnl conceptions 
of ntoms, molecules ond equivalents ••• hftorhim 1 Cannizzaro spoke ••• 
Fin~ly 1 tho Secretary ro~d the questions which hnd been proposed for 
voting, in English, French and German. Thoy wore • 
!lit is proposed to acknowledge a distinction between tho 
concoptions of molecule and ntoo1 considuring a molecule na tho 
quantity of a body which onters into reaction and which dotcrcines 
physiccl proportios, n11d considering an atom as tho sonllost quantity 
of a body which is conto.incd in tho molecules". 
Further - "it is proposed to conaidor tho concoption of 
equivalent as copiricnl, not depending upon tho notions of atom and 
molecule". 
Tho President requested those who accept thoso pt'opositiona to 
rnisc their hnnds. Tho grant onjority was seen to accept them. Then 
it wns requested t~t those who oppose tho propositions should rniae 
their hnnds; a singlo hr~d was raisod1 but then immediately withdrawn. 
Tho result was uncxpoctodly unnnicous and significant. By accepting 
tho distinction between atom ond molecule, cho~iats of nll countries 
aclmowledgod the bnsis of tho unitary systoc; i~wo~~?~ ~o~~) l 
in~onsi~t_on_cy -~g __ nccopt_. _ i ttl. basis __ nnd not . ..Accopt lts consequences. - / 
Towc.rds tho end of this r:tgeting Dulllo.s joined us, hAving just 
arrived from Paris ••• 
On tho noxt dny [sc. 5th Sept.] tho Cons,rosa cet for tho lnst 
t~a ••• Durnns proposed that tho new atomic weights bo used for 
org~ic bodies, and tho old enos rctainvd for minora! bodies. 
Cannizzaro and certain other chcoists objected to Dumas' 
suggestion ••• 
To this account I c.dd tho romarlc th.:lt in nll of tho discussions 
thoro wns not n single hostile word between tho opposing parties. All 
this, it soocs to mo, is a full guar~toe of tho rapid auccuss of tho 
now principles in the futuro. i~lroady, out of o. hundred o.nd fifty 34 chemists not onu ~~s brought himself to vote ngainat these principles. 
34 Colla. 1 12,1 165-174. 
J.l7 
Despite Hondolcov 1s appreciation of, nnd enthusio.sa for,tho viows 
expressed by Cannizz~ro at tho Ko.rlsruho Congress, o.nd his optimi&a with 
regard to the rapid general acccpto.nc' of those views, by no moons all of 
tho chumists who attended tho Congress woro sicilarly convinced; confusion 
o.nd misconception still rcmuined in the minds of mo.ny.35 Tho.t Mandeleev 
so quickly and readily accepted Cannizzaro's views was undoubtedly a 
consoquonoo of tho !net t~~t he had himself already been working along 
similar lines during the period 1856-9, influenced in this rospoct mainly by 
tho writings of Gorho.rdt: Ncndcleov' a work of 1856-9 shows cloc.r signs of 
his recognition of the distinction between atom, molecule and equivalent, 
of his o.ccoptcncc of Avogadro's hypothesis, and of his o.pprocio.tion of the 
significance of this hypothesis for molocular-wuight detcrminntiona.36 
A factor which probably contributed greatly to the eventual general 
understanding and acceptance during tho courso of tho 1860's of Cannizzaro's 
views was the distribution by Pavosi,37 at the close of the Knrlsruho Congros~ 
of copies of Cannizzaro's Sunto. Ono of thoso who received a copy w~a 
Lot~r Mayor, who later described its impression upon him as follows: 
"It was as though tho scales fell froo my oyesa doubt vanished, and was 
replaced by a fooling o:f' peaceful certainty") Neyer dovolopod tho ideas 
of Ccnnizzaro in his textbook Die modornon Thooricn dar Chemie 1 begun in 1862 
nnd published in 1864. 
Cannizzaro's clarifico.tion of tho concept of atomic weight laid tho 
basis for the establishment during tho 186o•s of the new syst~m of atomic 
weights upon which tho periodic lo.w was founded. 
35soo Clura do Milt, Chymia, 1 (1948) 153; and J.W. van Spronoon, 
Cham. Wookblad, ..2§. (1962) 484. -
36studios of this subject by Dobrotin, Shchuknrcv and Faarstoin aro 
roforrod to above, n.33. 
In gonorcl thoro seems to be littlo justification for claiming priority 
for ~icndolaev ov~r Cannizzaro with rospoct to approcintion of Avogadro's 
hypo~hcsis: not only doos C~izzaro appo~ to hnvo begun his work in this 
direction aliehtly earlier thzm N~ndol~ov, but also Cannizzaro 1 a worl~ of 
tho 1850's tends to show a clearer and more complete undorato.nding of tho 
questions involved than does Mendoloov's. Howavor, it docs soeo that 
Mondeleov published tho forr.1ulu relating v~pour density to molecular weight 
two y~urs boforo Cannizzaro (in 1856, compared with 1858 - sao ospocinlly 
Faorstoin, Bibl. lz, P• 290). 
37Pavcsi and Cannizzaro wore tho only Italiano at tho Karlsruhe Congress. 
38
sao do Milt, Bibl. 151 and Ostwald's Klo.asikor, no. 30 1 1891, p.59. 
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D. Attempts at classifying tho chemical elemants, and at determining 
nurnoricnl relationships botwoen th~ir atornte weights, which were made 
during the hD.lf-centurr pro coding 1862. 1;), / 
A prominent aspect of tho history cf;ntornic-wcight rol~tionships during 
/· 
tho half-century preceding 1862 w~s provided by thu Proutinn-type 
cocmonsurability hypotheses (sec Ch. II). These hypotheses had no direct 
bearing upon tho emergence of tho periodic law; but insofar as they 
stimulated accurate atcoic-weight determinations th~y hnd nn indirect ~~~ tJ.<.f 
influonco in this direction. Among tha various a.ttornpta during the first 
sixty y~nra of tha 19th century at classifying the chemical elern~nts into 
groups, one of tho eurli~st was that of Amp~r~, 1816 1 which h~d 48 clements 
arranged into 3 clnssca on the basis of volatility, fusibility, and colour 
in solution.39 Amp~ro 1 s systcu, like Frout•a hypothesis in tho r~alo of 
a.tornic-weight relationships, had little connoction with those subacc.u~nt 
classificutory systems - basad upon chamic~ analogy ond atomic-weight 
rolntionahipa - which l~d eventually to the discovery of tho pariodic law. 
Tho earliest contribution which can bo recognised ns a direct - olboit 
distant - precursor of tho periodic classification would seem to be the 
11 tria.d-rolntionship" diacovorod by J.W. Dobcroiner.4o In 1816-1? 
DOboroinel' observed tho.t tho equivt',lent of strontium oxide ia thu aritbr.ll3tic 
moan of those of calcium oxide a.nd barium ~xido (loading him to suggost t~t 
strontium may be some sort of mixture or compound of calcium and barium). 
Twolvo yoara lnt~r (1829) ha published his socond (and fina.l) article on 
such "triads". In this 1829 .:-.rticlo DobGroin~r pointed out that an 
unpublished prophecy which ho had nmdo41 - viz. that brocino should ~vo an 
atomic woight equDJ. to tho arithmetic ttocn of thoao of chlorine and iodine -
~d boon confirmed (to a. closo approximation) by tho v~luo of tho ~tomic 
'+2 woight of bromino obtninod by Dorzoliua. He ro-stntod tho triad-rulctiondip 
~+~ ~ " 
2 ::: Sr0 1 e..nd gave a number uf now trio.da 1 o.g. Li-No.-K, 
S-so-To. He felt thut F could not bolonG tc tho group Cl-Br-I bocnuao 
Cl ~ F ~ Br, a.nd that F must therefore belong to ~ socond ha.logon group, 
39Ann. Chir.l. Phys., 1 (1816) 295-308; 2 (1816) 116-125. Phil. Mag. 1 !tZ, (1816) 438-446 (givon in Dibl. ~. pp. 220-~. Sea also Dibl. 121 
PP• 184-5, a.nd Dibl. 4z, pp. 230-2. 
4o Sao Ch. II, n.90 (p.70) for sourco-roforoncoa. 
41In 1826 or 1827 (aee Bibl. ll0 1p.66). 
42 J .J. Bcrzolius, Ann. Fhya. Chol'l. 1 14 (1828) ,566. Bromine s.a n !roo 
olcmont (Dimple aubstnnco) was first iaolntod in 1825, by L~wig o.nd B~a.rd (indopondently). 
43 Such equations ns this era prasontod bora for convoniance; thoy woro 
not giv~n by Doboroinor himself. 
8 
44In his 1829 paper Doboreinor claics to h~vo rocognisod this triad in 
l 17 (aee Bibl. 124, p.3Q). 
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the two other ~embers of which would be discovered in duo course if the law 
of triads be valid.45 Doboroinor refused to accept as triads those groupe 
of three elements which showed the "arithmetic-moan" relationship but which / : 
C+O 1 are not chemically annlogous, e.g. c-N-0 (whore N = 2 ) ; such relationship~. 
he attributed to chance - as distinct from the triad-relationships of 
analogous elements, which ho considered not to ba accidental. 
With the exception of certain contributions by Leopold Gmelin, very 
little attention was paid to tho law of triads until the 1850's. 
In 1827 Gaelin had pro~sod two triads, Ca-Br-Ba and Li-Na-K, the 
first of which (if not both ) bad been observed by Doberoiner in 1817. 
Gmelin also found the following relationship -
Mg + Ba 12 + 68.6 ( ) !.l 4 = 4 = 20.15 = Ca = 20.5 • Like Dvbereinor, 




In 1843 Gmelin extended Doberoiner's work of 1829 on triads, ~1d also 
48 tried to find a relationship between all of tho elements. One of his 
attempts in this latter direction led him to a V-shaped classificatory scheme/ 
4 ' 
which incorporated 55 different elements. 9 Tho significance of tho 
particular arrangement of the different families in this system with respect 
to relationships between tho families was not discussed. 
In a lecture in 1850 on relationships botween tho equivalent weights 
of the elements M. von Pottenkofor criticised tho doctrine of triada,SO 
attributing to chance the facts that the equivalents of Sr and Br nrc the 
arithmetic means of those of Ca and Ba, and Cl and I, respectivoly.Sl 
Pettonkofor's own contributions wore nevertheless lnrgo~v extensions of 
those of Doberoiner and Gmelin: he pointed out tbo.t for a frunily of 
analogous elements arranged in order of increasing equivalent weight of ita 
45Thia seems to have been the earliest prediction of unknown elements 
on the basis of an observed lnwlike relationship omong known elements. 
46 See above, n.44. 
47Handbuch dar theorotischen Chemic, 3rd odn., vol. I, 1827, pp.34 ff. 
48 ~ Hnndbuch der Chemic, 4th odn., vol. I, 18431 PP• 52, 456. 49 Given in Bibl. 110, P•7l• 50Pettonkofor did not mention Doboroiner, referring only to Gmelin 
in this context. 
5lsoe Ch. II, n.l2l (p.?5) for source-roforenco. 
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members, the difference between the equivalents of consecutive members is 
frequently equal to 8 or some multiple of 8, ond sometimes equal to 5 or 
a multiple of 5 1 e.g.52 
Li = 7 
Na = 7 + 16 = 23 
K = 23 + 16 = 39 
0 ::; 8 c = 6 
s = 8 + 8 = 16 B = 6 + 5 = ll 
Se = 16 + 24 = 4o Si = ll + 10 = 2l 
Te = 41 + 24 = 64 
In contrast to his dismissal of tho law of triads, Pettonkofer did not 
consider this frequent occurrence of the difference 8, or multiple of 8, to 
be accidental. However, that this difference of 8 equals the equivalent 
weight of oxygen ho did take to be a coincidence. 
In his lecture of 1850 Pettcnkofer also drew a parallel between tho 
relationship of tho equivalents within a natural group of elements and the 
weight-relationship within an homologous series of organic radicals.53 He 
seems to have been tho first to recognise such a parallel. In 1858 
Pettenkofar again commented upon the topics which he had considered in 18501 
referring to related investigations which had been made since 1850 by 
Dumas (:Pettenkofer, Liebig's Annalen, 18581 1051 pp. 187-202). 
At the 1851 meeting of the British Association (at Ipswich), Dumo.s 
. 54 drew attention to the triads, without, apparently, mentioning those who 
had contributed earlier to the field; be seems in fact to have been not yet 
aware of the work of Pettonkofer. Dumas suggested that tho intermediate 
member of a triad may be somehow composed of the two extreme members; and 
pointed to the possibility of predicting the existence of an unknown middle 
element of a triad if the two extreme elements happened to be known. Dumas' 
talk attracted great attention• and was a major factor in arousing the 
widespread interest which developed during the l850 1s concerning 
relationships among the atomic weights (or equivalent weights), and the 
possible complexity of the elements.55 Later in the l85Q 1s Dumas himself 
contributed greatly to tho work on atomic-weight relationships and the 
classification of tho elements (see below). 
5~ring the 1850's boron was commonly assigned- as bore by Pettonkofer--
to tho sa.mo "naturo.l fa.mily" as C and Si; eu.rlier, Gmelin (1843) bl:ld also 
classified c, B and Si in the same group. 
53Tbis parallel with tho organic homologous series, and also the fnct 
that NH4 and CN behave vary much like elements, lad Pettenkofer to believe 
in the complexity of the elements (see p.?!)) .. 
54
observations on Atomic Volumes nnd Atomic Weights, with considerations 
on tho robnbilit that ccrtnin bodies now considered na olomontn m bo 
~composed. See Ch. II, n.9l p.70 for sourco-refercncos. 
55 On tho subject of the reaction to Dumas' British Association nddress of 
1851, and concerning its seminal importance in tho history of the emergence 
of the periodic lnw, see Ch. VIII. 
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In 1852 Po Kremers pointed out certain relationships between the 
"ator:lic weights" of various elements, considering bo·th analogous and 
dissimilar elements,56 e.g. he remarked upon the regular difference of 
8 weight-units in the series, 0(= 8) 1 S(= 16), Ti(= 24.12) 1 P(= 32), 
Se(= 39.62). Noticing that division of "atomic-weight" values by 4 gave an 
odd number for metals and an even number for non-metals, Kremers was led to 
postulate the existence of a fundamental element of "atomic weight" 4. In 
1856, on the basis of a belief in the composite nature of the middle element 
of a triad, Kremers suggested that the deviations of the middle term of 
certain triads from the arithmetic mean of the extremes are temperature 
dependent, and at a particular temperature such deviations should disappear.57 
Also in 1856 Kremers c~mbined certain triads into what he called "conjugated 
triads", e.g. he gave the conjugated triad, 
Li =? 
Mg = 24 
Ca = 4o 
Na = 23 
Zn=40 
Sr = 87.5 
K = 39 
Cd = 112 
Ba = 13?1 
where, Li : Na : K = Li : Mg : Ca. He extended this idea to three 
dimensions, giving "cubic triads" containing 27 elements. He believed that 
there would be three such cubic triads - one positive, one negative and ; :1 
~ "' ~ \.._,,''\._. ~,....,........_ 
o~t~rrn,ediate. ,: I 
In 1853 J.H. Gladstone published a list of the elements (numbering 56 
in all) arranged in the order of increasing "atomic weight 11.58 Because the 
"atomic weights" which were used- taken from Liebig's Jahresbericht, 1851-
corresponded in many cased to tne incorrect multiple of the equivalent, a 
periodic recurrence of similar elements was not apparent in this ordering. 
For example, the first 16 elements in Gladstone's list were: 
56 Ann. Phys. (Pogg.) 1 .§2. (1852) 37 1 246. 
57Ibid., 22 (1856) 58. Kremers still proposed a temperature-dependence 
of atomic weights in his Pbysikalisch-chemische Untersuchungen, Vol. I, 
Unzorlegbare K5rper und Verbindungen erster Ordnung, Wiesbaden1 1869/70. 
Also in this latter publication Kremers presented a classificatory system 
of the elements (given in Bibl. 1101 p.l40) which shows certain rudiments 
of periodicity. By this time, however, greatly superior systems had 
already been drawn up by Mendeleev and others. . 
58
on the Relations between the Atomic Wei hts of analo ous Elements, 
Phil. Mag. ( J, z 1 53 313-20. Given in Bibl. Zt PP• 35 • 
1 Hydrogen 























Gladstone did observe certain irregularities in his list: "If we 
glance at this list we notice some peculiarities, but no very striking ones. 
We might aSk, for instance, Why should there be so many elements congregated 
about No. 28 (sc. 'atomic-weight' value 28]; and again, about 52? Wby should 
there be only one atomic weight between 8o and 991 and then a group of four?1po 
He included in his paper a letter which he had received from Augustus de Morgan( 
in which the latter presented a calculation with some bearing upon how to 
determine the likelihood that such a clustering of atomic-weight values be 
the result of chance.61 
Gladstone adopted the V-shaped classification of the elements which was 
given in Watts' English translation (1849) of the 1843 edition of Gmelin's 
Handbuch.62 He recognised three kinds of numerical relationship between the 
atomic weights of analogous elements: "Tho atomic weights of analogous 
elements may be the same; or may be in multiple proportion; or may differ 
by certain increments11 • 63 The first kind of' relationship- exemplified 
for Gladstone in the series Cr 26.7, Mn 27.6, Fe 28 1 Co 29.5, Ni 29.6 -
was compared by him to allotropy; the second kind of relationship - "the 
64 platinum group has double the atomic weight Of the palladium group" - he 
compared to polymerism; the third kind of relationship, which he saw in the 
triads, was compared by hie to that within the homologous series of organic 
chemistry. Gladstone acknowledged the earlier work of Gmelin and Dumas on 
the subject of triads: "See Goolin's Handbook of Chemistry, part I. Dumas 
·also brought forward soma speculations on these groups at the Ipswich Meeting 
of the British Association". 65 As regards tho drawing of an analogy between 
families of chemical elements (triads) and organic homologous series, it 
seems that not only did Gladstone arrive at the idea independently (i.e. 
without any knowledge of Pottenkofer's work), but he may also have been tho 
59 Phil. Mag. 1 18531 p.313. 
60 ~. p.;l4. 
61Ibid1 pp.314-5. See Ch.II, n.19 (p.57). 
62 Watts had slightly modified Gmelin's classification. 
63 Phil. Mag., 18531 p.317. 
64Ibid. 6;-
Ibid., p.,318, footnote. Gladstone had attended the Ipswich meeting 
of the British Association, 1851, 
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first to have drawn the attention of DuDas to this idea, at tho Briti~h 
Association meeting of 1851. Of particular interest in connection with this 
latter point is a letter written by Gladstone to Mendeleev many years later 
(dated 4th Jan., 1890), which contains the following passage: 
In your Faraday lecture you cention M. Dumas as expounding 
the analogy between the atomic weights of some series of metals 
(L, Na, K, etc.) and those of homologous organic radicles. Could 
you oblige me with the reference to his writings on the subject? 
I believe he first heard the idea from me at Ip~~ch in July 1851, and 
I am trying to find out how the idea developed. 
The work of J.P. Cooke, 1854-5,67 reseobled that of Pettenkofor, 
although Cooke seems not to have been aware of Pettenkofer's results. He 
considered Ducas to be the leader in the study of atomic-weight relationships, 
and compared his own work to that of Gladstone. Cooke classified all the 
elecents into 6 "series" which he compared to homologous series in organic 
chemistry. Like Gmelin, Pettenkofor and Gladstone he regarded c, B and Si 
as homologues. He represented the "atomic weights" of the elements within 
a given series by a formula for an arithmetic progression, e.g. for the. 
series 0(8), N(l4), As(75) 1 Sb(l29), Bi(208), he gave tho formula 8 + n6, 
where n = o, 1 1 4, 111 20 and 23 respectively. Insofar as he pointed out 
that triads ;e!~~ the natural groups of elements (his "series") he 
contributed to the overthrow of the doctrine of triads in the sensa of the 
latter as isolated natural groups of elements rather than as parts of larger 
natural groups. Within his aeries Cook recognised· •~b-serios11 : in this 
we sea the germ of the later recognition of different·~-gr~ups of elements 
within larger family groups. He considered that one of the moat remarkable 
aspects of his classification was the "affiliation of tho series", i.e. the 
existence of similarities between elements of different series. 
In 1857 two papers were published on the subject of triads by 
68 E. Lonssen • In the first of these papers Lensson attempted to extend the 
doctrine of triads to include all tho known eleconts, presenting in all 
20 triads. Some of these triads show little analogy botw~cn oocbers, 
e.g. 0-N-c. The order in which Lonssen listed his various triads was not 
arbitrary: tho non-metal triads were listed adjncont to oach other, as 
were the triads of similar kinds of metals; further, certain groups of 
6~u, album 2, document 528. The writings of Dumas to which Hendeleev 
had referred in his Faraday Lecture wero those of tho period 1857-9 (see belw~ 
67 The Numerical Relation between tho Atomic Wei hts with some Thou hts 
on the Classification of the Chemical Elements, Amor. J. Sci. Silliman 2], ~ (1854) 387-407 (eivon in Bibl.4?); Mem. Amar. Acad. Arts Sci., now series, 
2. (1855) 235· 
68 Annalon, 103 (1857) 121; .!Q!t. (1857) 177• 
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3 adjacently-listed triads formed what Lenssen called "enneades" 1 where the 
middle members of the 3 triads give a new triad. Lenssen's idea of 11enneades" 
is very similar to tlmt of Kremers' "conjugated triads". Lonssen used his 
doctrine of triads and enneades as tho basis for determining certain unknown 











On the basis of the enneade 1 triad 4 ; triad 5 = triad 6, Lenssen 
obtained the "atomic weight" of Er as 28 ~ 47 = 37.5. He then obtained the 
"atomic weight" of Tb from triad 6: Yt ~ = Er, therefore 
~ = 2Er - 'lb = 75 - 32.2 = 42.8. These values for erbium and terbium are 
quite wrong, even as equivalents and taking into account the terminological 
inversion. 
At the end of his first paper of 1857 Lenssen noted that in every triad 
two elements more closely resemble each other than the third element, and 






Ba Sr Li ~~g znl Ca 
etc. 
In his second paper Lenssen discussed tho colour of salts, and of 
flame spectra, in the context of his doctrine of triads. 
In 1857 Odling arranged the chemical elements into 13 "natural fa.milied~' 
A few of these families were triads (e.g. Li1 Na, K1 Ca., Sr1 Ba), but most 
contained more than three elements. Odling noticed that some of tho larger 
groups contained triads plus an extra analogous element whose atomic weight 
is approximately half the value of that of tho first member of the triad, or 
double that of tho last member. He recognised throe general types of 
atomic-weight relationship within groups of analogous elements 
(acknowledging Gladstone's similar conclusion of 1853): "The most prominent 
relations which obtain among tho eleconts ore tho relation of parity or 
69 ' Lensson' a "erbium" was what wo now call "terbium" 1 and his "torbium" 
wao an impure fore of what wo now call "orbiuc". (On tho history of 
erbiuc and terbiuc1 see Ch. VII). 
70en the Natural Groupings of the Elements, Phil. Mag. [4] t li, 
{1857) 423-39, 480-97. 
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equality, and the relation of series of gradation; but an aliquot or 
multiple relation is also occasionally manifested11 .71 The first four 
families in Odling's classification were- F, 01, Br, I; o, s, Se, Te; 
N, P, As, Sb, Bi; and B, Si, Ti 1 Sn. Acknowledging that perhaps carbon 
also should be included in the fourth of these groups, Odling noted: 
The elements fluorine, oxygen, nitrogen an~2arbon, which 
would thus stand at the head of the four groups, present a curious 
numerical aequence:-
C = 12 forma Hi~ 5 vola. = 2 
N = 14 " ~N 4 vola. = 2 
0 = 16 " Ito 3 vola. = 2 7'% F = 18 " HF 2 vola. = 2. ~ 
Towards the end of 1857 Dumas, acknowledgingCooke's similar work of 
1854-5, listed a number of series of analogous elements, representing the 
atomic-weight values of the elements within a given seri~s by means of 
expressions of such types as a+ nd 1 ma + nd, and a+ md + nd', where a, d, 
d' are constants, and n, m are integera.74 For example, he gave the 
series -
N(l4) P(3l) Aa(75 
a a + d a+d+d1 
Sb(ll9) Bi(207) ) a a 141 d a 17, 
a+d+2d1 a+d+4d' ) d1 a 44 
Like Cooke, Dumas compared such series to homologous series in 
organic chemistry. 
In 1858 Dumas observed a parallelism between different series of 
elements, e.g. for the two series F-Cl-Br-I and N-P-As-Bb the weight~firence 
I-F= Sb-N (= 108) 1 Br-F = As-N (= 61), and the weight-differences between 
the corresponding members of the two families (i.e. F-N, Cl-P, Br-As and 
I-Bb) are the same, or nearly so (= 4,5 or 5).75 He went on to talk about 
the "double __ parallelism" observed if we arrange the elements into a table 
-----~-' -· ._,_ " ----
such that a given family is placed between two other families, to each of 
which it shows a parallelism: here, a given element in the central family 
(apart, presumably, from the lightest and the heaviest elementaof the family, 
71Ibid., p.424. 
72carbon (at.wt.l2) would stand at the head of the fourth group 
because Odling took .the atomic weight of boron to be 14.51 corresponding to 
the formulae Bo2 and BC14 for ita oxide and chloride, 
73op.Cit. 1 p.439· The expressions "5 vola, = 211 1 etc,, indicate the 
number o! "gaseous ator:1ic volur:1es" of the reacting elements which give two 
"gaseous Jf:Olumes" of the rfB.llting compounds. Odling1 s inclusion of the 
formula H C for methane in this passage represents one of the earliest 
recognitions of the tetravalence of carbon; the tetravalence of carbon was 
recognised at about the sace ti~e also by Kekul6 and by Couper (see Russell, 
Bibl. 1001 PP• 61-Bo). 
74 Compt. rend. ,!!:2, (1857) '709; given in German translation in Annalen, 
102, (1858) 74. 
75
compt. rend., ~ (1858) 951-31 !!1. (1858) 1026-34. I. 
' I 
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although Dumas does not mention this) would be surrounded by 4 other 
elements which are related to it by analogies of different kinds and 
different degrees.76 Dumas did not actually present a classificatory 
system of such a kind, illustrating this "double parallelism"; nor did 
he mention the particular order in which he envisaged the various families 
to be arranged in such a system. 
Also in 1858 Dumas again compared the natural families of elements 
to homologous series of organic radicals, taking this analogy as grounds 
for belief in the composite nature of the elements. In 1859 he summarised 
in one article his various contributions to the study of the relationships 
among atomic weights, particularly emphasising his views as to the probable 
composite nature of the elements.?? He also added some supplementary new 
material, e.g. he suggested new formulae for expressing the atomic-weight 
values of the elements within certain families. 
J. ~ercer, in a paper to the British Association in 1858, pointed out 
many numerical relationships between atomic weights.78 He also discussed 
the correspondences between elements and organic radicals, e.g. he made 
the following comparisons involving the alkali-metal elements -
Li ; 7, is like H; 
Na = b2ti3 = 23, is like c2H3 (methyl); 
K = b4Li5 = 39, is like c4H5 (ethyl);79 
where b = l. Mercer gave no further explanation of tho nature or significance 
of the component J?. in the formulae b2ti3 and b4ti5• Like Dumas, Mercer drew 
parallels between the fluorine, oxygen, nitrogen and magnesium groups; ho 
represented these relationships schematically in a "table of the Atomic 
Parallels". so 
In 1859 N.N. Sokolov expressed the homology within various groups of 
analogous elements by means of the single general formula, a + nd, where 
~and~ are constants for a given group-~ being the atomic weight of the 
?6 . 
Ibid. 1 9.53. In discussing "double parallelism" Dumas refers to "metals'ii'tiii'~taux) rather than to "elements" or "simple bodies". However, 
he seems to bo using the term "metals" not in a strict sense, but loosely 
to denote elements in general. 
?? Ann.Chim.Phys. (3], .22. (i8.59) 129-210. 
7Baeport Brit. Assoc. Adv. Sci. (Transactions), 1858, PP• 57,59. 
79These formulae for cothyl and ethyl are based upon C = 6. 
8o This table is reproduced by Spronsen in Bibl.llQ1 p.92. I 
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first member of the group, ,ah,d ~ being an atomic-weight difference 
characteristic of the group - and n is an integer (cf. the earlier work of 
8J: -Cooke and of Ducas). Sokolov critically analysed the views of Dumas on 
the nature of the elements. 
In 1859 A.F.L. Strecker, who had long had an interest in relationships 
between atomic weights, summarisod the results relnting to this subject, 82 
concluding, "It is hardly probable that all the above-mentioned relations 
between the atomic weights (or equivalents) of chemically analogous elements 
are merely accidental. We must, however, leave to the future the discovery 
of the lawfulness which appears in these figures".83 
M. Carey Lea published a two-part paper in 1860 (pre-Karlsruhe) on 
relationships between the "equivalents" of the elements, 84 using the values 
for the latter given in Kopp and Will's Jahresbericht for 1857 (publ. 
August 1858). He acknowledged the earlier work of Cooke in this field. In 
this paper Carey Lea noted that many of the previously-accepted relationships 
no longer held for the more accurate 1857 "equivalents", but claimed that 
there nevertheless still existed various simple and significant relationships. 
He remarked on the frequency with which the number 44 or 45 occurs in sum 
and difference relationships, and pointed out that even more occurrences 
of these nuobers becoce apparent if we extend the concept of "equivo.lent" to 
include negative values. For example, in the group N1 P1 As, Sb, the 
differences Sb-As and As-P are 45 and 44 respectively, but P-N is only 17; 
however, if we use -14 instead of +14 as the "equivalent" of N, then the 
difference P-N becomes 31-'-14) = 45. If' 44 or 45 is subtracted several 
times from this figure of -141 the results frequently represent the 
"equivalents", or integral multiples of the "equivalents", of the elements 
of the nitrogen group (and also, in fact, of elements which bear little 
resemblance toN, P 1 As and Sb 1 such asSn and Pb). On the basis of the 
aeries obtained by such successive subtraction of 44 or 45 rroo -14, and 
the corresponding positive series P::3l, As=75t Sb=120.31 -=164, Bi=208 1 
81 0 sovremennom napravlenii khimii, Gornyi Zhurnal, 1859, no. 1 1 
PP• 103-23; no. 2, PP• 321-35; no. 31 PP• 564-89. (See~' 449-50). 
8~heorien und orimente zur BestuJOun der Atom ewichte der 
Elernente 1 l .59. 
83Ibid., p.l46. 
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Carey Lea predicted the existence of an element of "equivalent" 164.85 A 
second prediction by Caroy Lea was that of, an analogue of Ag and .Au with 
an "equivalent" of about 152.5, 86 on_ the ,.'basis of the series -
/ Au = 197 
- = -
Ag = 108 
Cu = 63.4 
Many other relationships involving the numbers 44 and 45 were pointed 
out by Carey Lea, e.g. the fact that for the group B(ll), C(l2) and Si(21) 
the sum of the "equivalents" = 44. He noted also that many pairs of 
"equivalents" are in the same ratio as O:N (4:7) or C:N (3:7). He 
suggested that V be included in the nitrogen group, acknowledging the 
simUar view of Schafarik. 87 
In 1862 Carey Lea published a paper in which he defended himself 
against criticisms which had been made concerning his introduction'or 
negative "equivalents". He stated that his use of such numbers was merely 
a mathematical technique for demonstrating otherwise hidden relationships, 
88 
and of course did not signify masses "less than nothing". 
85An element with such an atomic-weight value was in fact subseq~ently 
discovered, viz. Ho = 164.9; but this is a rare-earth element, not an 
analogue of Sb and Bi. 
86 The rare-earth element Eu (discovered 1900) has an atomic weight of 
152. 
87 A. Schafarik, Sitzungsberieht of the Acad. of Sciences, Vienna, 
Jl (1858) 3· 
88 Amer. J. Sci. (2], ~ (1862) 387. 
c. The era of discovery of the periodic law: 1862-1871. 
1. A.E.B. de Chancourtois: 1862 and 1863 
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De Chancourtois was a mineralogist and geologist, not a chemist. 
He seems to have been a systematist by nature.89 His work on the 
systematisation of the chemical elements was prompted by a desire to 
find a classificatory system of the elements which could serve as a basis 
for his lithological studies; this search led hie to a }-dimensional 
classification in which the elements (and also certain compound radicals) 
are arranged according to their characteristic weights along a helical 
curve inscribed on the surface of a cylinder:90 
Geological studies in the field of research opened up by 
M. Elie de Bgfumont in his note on volcanic metalliferous intrusions 
(~manations) have led me, for the completion of a lithological 
memoir on which I ao now engaged, to a natural classification of the 
simple bodies and radicles by a table in the form of a helix, founded 
on the use of numbers whic§ei call characteristic numbers or 
numerical characteristics. , 
De Chancourtois had not attended the Karlsruhe Congress, nor does he 
seem to refer to Cannizzaro by name. Nevertheless, in the case of most 
elements his "characteristic numbers" correspond closely to the atomic 
weights of Cannizzaro.93 De Chancourtois himself had the following to say 
about his "characteristic numbers": 
89see Spronsen, Bibl.llO, p.97. 
90The results of de Chancourtois' work in this field were contained in 
two memoirs submitted to the French Academy of Sciences in April 1862 and 
March 1863. Extracts from these memoirs, and additional notes relating to 
the subject, were published in Comptes Rendus1 1862 (~, PP• 757, 84o, 967; ~' p.6o), 1863 <!2, pp. 253, 479), and 1866 l§l, p.24J. Because of 
technical difficulties, the Comptes Rendus did not publish the charts which 
had accompanied de Chancourtois' reports. De Chaneourtois therefore 
published independently a pamphlet containing most of what had already been 
published in the Comptea Rendus, together with tho graphical representations 
of his syatem: Vis Telluri uo: Classoment natural des cor s aim lea ou 
radicaux, obtenu au moyen d'un syst me de classification h licoldnl at 
num~rique, Paris, 1863. 
9~lie de Beaumont, Bull. Soc. Geol. France [2], 4 (184?) 1249. 
9~trnct from de Chancourtois' first memoir (1862), translated by 
P.J. Hartog in a paper entitl~d A first foreshadowing of the periodic law, 
Nature, ~ (Dec. 1889) 186-8; p.186. 








My (characteristic] n~bdrs, which aro immediately deduced 
from the ceasure of the equivalents or other physical or chemical 
capacities of the different bodies, nre, in the main, tho proportional 
numbers given by the treatises on chemistry, these being reduced to 
half in the case of hydrogen, nitrogen, fluorine, chlorine, bromine, 
iodine, phosphorus, arsenic, lithium, potassiurJ 1 sodium, and silver; 
in other words, I either divide the equivalents of these bodies by 
two in the system in which oxygen is token~"-~:r::_multiply _by two _ 
the equivalents9~f the other bodies in the system in which hydrogen is taken as unity. 
De Chancourtois used only whole numbers for his "characteristic 
numbers", in accordance with Prout's commensurability hypothesis, 
PCH(l; H=l).95 Apart from Prout, his only predecessor in the study of 
atomic-weight relationships to whom de Chancourtois refers by name is 
Dumas.96 
In his classificatory system, which de Chancourtois called tho 
vis telluriquo ("telluric screw"), o. spiral (helix) is inscribed upon the 
surface of a vertical cylinder, making a 45° anglo with tho base of the 
cylinder. Taking as the unit of length fb of a 360° turn of the helix, the 
"charo.cteristic points" of the elements and radico.ls are then n1arked off 
along tho helix at distances corresponding to their "characteristic numbers" 
based upon H = 1. Nearly all the elements known o.t the time were included 
by de Chancourtois in his system.97 
As de Chancourtois himself pointed out, his vis tellurigue can easily 
be represented in 2-dimensional form "by supposing the surface of the 
cylinder developed" on a plane surface. A simplified version of the upper 
part of de Chancourtois' s;ystem, "developed" onto a plana in this wo.y, is 
given below (Fig. III-1).98 
De Chancourtois summarised the merits of his helicoidal system in the 
following words: 
••• by its aid I om ena.bled to enounce the fundamental theorem of 
my system: The relations between tha properties of different bodies 
are manifested by simple goometical relntions between the positions 
of their characteristic points. 
9~ op.cit., p.l86. 
95sae earlier, pp.6;-4. 
96 See Hartog, op. cit., p.l86. 
97According to Spronsen, Bibl.llO, p.55, de Chancourtois' system 
listed 57 of the 63 clements known at the time; but see n.lOl below. 
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Fig.III-1 ( de Chancourtois, 1862). 
••• as a complement to the first theorem we may add the 
following: ~ach helix drawn throueh two characteristic points 
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and passing through several other points or only near them, brings 
out relations of a certain kind between their properties; likenesses 
and differences being manifested by a certain numerical order in 
their succession,9for example, immediate seguence or alternation at various periods. J oc ~._j .. v 
To illustrate his "fundamental theorem" de Chancourtois gave the 
following examples: 
For instance, oxygen, sulphur, selenium, troourium, bismuth, 
fall approximately on the same generating line, while magnesium, 
calcium, iron, strontium, uranium and barium, fall on the opposite 
generating line. On either side of the first of these lines we find 
hydrogen and zinc on the one hand, bromine and iodine, copper and lead 
on the other; parallel to !BI second line we find lithium, sodium, 
potassium, manganese, etc. 
Certain elements in de Chancourtois' system were classified not only 
according to their usual "characteristic numbers", but also according to 
so-called "secondary characteristics", e.g. in addition to C=l2 de Chancourtois 
included also the "secondary characteristic" 0=44, largely on the basis of a 
consideration of the specific-heat value of diamond from the point of view of 
the law of Dulong and Petit. 
De Chancourtois drew attention to what he considered to be an important 
parallel between the nature of the chemical elements and the nature of numbers. 
In his first communication to the Paris Academy he wrote: 
••• I have been led to conceive the possibility of reproducing 
the series of natural numbers in the series formed by the numerical 
characteristics of the real or supposed simple bodies supplemented by 
the characteristics of the compound radicles formed from Gazolytic 
[sc. non-metallicJ elements, such as cyanogen, the ammoniums, etc., 
and doubtless also by the compound radicles formed from metallic 
elements, of which the alloys offer us an example. In this natural 
series, the bodies which are really simple, or at least irreducible 
by the ordinary means at our disposal, would be represented by the 
prime numbers. It will be at once seen that there are in my table 
at least twelve bodies, which, like sodium (23), have characteristics 
which are prime numbers ••• I believe ••• that there is a perfect 
agreement between bodies, the elements of the material order, and 
numbers\ the elements of the abstract order of t£0~gs (6l~ments de 
la vari~t& mat~rielle, de la vari't' abstraite). 
99 See Hartog, op.cit., p.l86. 
100 Hartog and Spronsen both claim that the inclusion of Bi here is 
probably a misprint, because it is not on the same generator as o, s, Se and 
Te. However, it is "approximately" on the same generator, viz. on an 
adjacent one. 
101 See Hartog, op.cit., p.l86. According to Spronson, Ba ~d Fb are 
absent from de Chaneourtois• vis telluriguo; however, this passage suggests 
that thoy are included. I have been unable to see de Chancourtois' pamphlet 
of 1863 in order to check this point. 
102 See Hartog, op.cit., p.l87• 
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In his second communication to the Academy de Chancourtois expressed 
the "general conclusion", "The properties of bodies are the properties 
of numbers. 11103 
Very little attention was paid to de Chancourtois' work when it was 
first published, although it was mentioned by Kopp and \·fill in their 
Jahresbericht of 1862 and 1863104, and referred to by C.J. Sainte-Claire 
Deville in 1862105• Later it was mentioned by Wurtz C1879),106 Berthelot 
(1885)107 and Hendeleev (Faraday Lecture, June 1889);108 but it was not 
until Hartog in England (Dec. 1889)109 and de Boisbandraa and de Lapparent 
in France (1891)110 claimed a certain priority for de Chancourtois in 
connection with the discovery of the periodic law that his work gained 
widespread appreciation.111 
2. J.A.R. Newlands: 1863-1866 
Newlands did not attend the Karlsruhe Congress; he was in Italy 
at the time, fighting under Garibaldi112 • He returned to England in 
November, 186o113. He worked in London, as an industrial chemist. 
l03Ibida t p.l88. 
-104Jahresbericht, ,!2 (1862) 6; 1§. (1863) 14. 
105comptes rend., ~ (1862) ?82. 
lo6Bib1. 132. 
lO?Les Origines de l'Alchimie, p.3Q2. 
108
see Bibl. 47, p.326; ~' 213. 
109op.cit. 
110
comptes rend., .,1g (1891) 7?; Chem. News, .,2l (1891) 51. 
111The reasons for the initial lack of appreciation of de Chancourtois1 
work are discussed later, in Ch. VIII, where ~ attempt at an objective 
appraisal of his contribution is also given. (In general, questions which 
go beyond the mere factual account of the contributions of various 
scientists towards the emergence of the periodic system • such aa 
questions of the merits and defects of those contributions, of the 
degree of impact upon the scientific somrJunity, and of prio~ity • are 
considered inCh. VIII rather than in the present chapter.~ 
112Newlands1 mother was of Italian descent. 
ll3See W.H. Taylor, Bibl. 112. 
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In 1862 Newlands published a paper which included a system for 
classifying organic substances.114 In 1863, still in ignorance of 
Cannizzaro's work, and unaware of de Chancourtois' contribution, Newlands 
published his first attempt at classifying the chemical elementa.115 
. ·' 
This classification, which arranged the elements into eleven families,------------( \/ 
06' l '\ 
was somewhat reminiscent of Odling's contribution of 185~ ; but unlike ! ' 
Odling in 18.57, and certain other contributors of the 18,501 s (particularly 
Cooke, Dumas and Mercer), Newlanda in 1863 had still not reached the stage 
of investigating relationships between the different groups of elements. 
On the other hand, Newlands in 1863 showed a greater tendency than had 
most of his predecessors for the specific prediction of unknown elements 
on the basis of his system: thus, he predicted the existence of a new alkali 
metal of atomic weight 163, and mentioned the possibility of the existence 
of an element which could serve as the middle member of a triad of which 
Rh (52.2) and Ir (99) are the extrcmes.117 
The second stage in the development of Newlands 1 attempts at 
classifying the elements came in July 1864, when he used the new atomic 
weights (determined according to tho views of Cannizzaro) given by 
118 Williamson. Acknowledging its incompleteness, and mentioning that 
he had prepared other tables "of a ttore complete character", Newlands 
presented a system of 37 elements arranged in 10 horizontal families119 
(see Fig. III-2, below). This arrangement corresponds more or less to the 
order of increasing atomic weight, although Te and I are in the inverse 
order, and the sequence is broken also by tho groups IX and X, and by Bi 
in the last column. Newlands left many blank spaces, including those 
appropriate for Al, Sc, Y, In and Ge. For the space corresponding to ~ 
Ge he predicted an element of atomic weight 73, from the triad-relationship, _ 
Si(28) + Sn(ll8) ) 
2 = 73 (the modern value for Ge 1 referred to H=l, is 72.0 • 
Near the end of his article of July 1864 Newlands wrote: "So frequently 
114 J. Chem, Soc. 1 12, (1862) }6. 
115on Relations among the Equivalents, Chern. News, 1 (1863) 70-72; 
P•71. (Given in Bibl.ll0 1 p.l04; Bibl.4Z1 p.260). 
11~ewlands does not mention Odling in his 1863 paper; of his 
predecesaors he mentions only Dumas by name (op.cit., p.70). 
117Those predictions have not been confirmed. 
118 A.W. Williamson, On the classification of the elements in relation 
to their atomicit!!:!,1 J .Chem. Soc. (2], .!1 (l864) 2ll·222. 
119 







~ Li 7 +17 = Mg 24 Zn 65 Cd 112 
III B 11 Au196 
. 
III c 12 +16 = Si 28 Sn 118 
IV N 14 +17 = p 31 As 75 Sb 122 +88 = Bi210 
IV 0 16 +16 = s 32 Se 79.5 Te 129 +70 = Os199 
~I F 19 +16. 5= Cl35· 5 Br 80 I 127 
~II 1-!i 7 +16 = Na 23 +16 = K 39 ~b 85 Cs 133 +70 = Tl203 
VIII '-'i 7 +17 = Mg 24 +16 = Ca l~O Sr 87.5 Ba 137 +70 = Pb207 
IX Mo 96 tv 137 w 184 
}( Pd1 06. 5 Pt 197 
Fig. III - 2 (Newlands, July 1864). 
no. no, no. no. no. 
Group a N 6 p 13 As 26 Sb 40 Bi 54 
\ 
' 
b 0 7 s 14 Se 27 Te 42 . Os 50 
c Fl 8 Cl 15 Br 28 I 41 - -
• 
' 
d Na 9 K 16 Rb 29 Cs 43 Tl 52 
e Mg 10 Ca 17 Sr 30 Ba 44 Pb 53 
Fig. III - 3 (Newlands, Aug. 1864). 
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No. No. No. No No. No. No. No. 
H 1 F 8 Cl 15 Co&Ni22 Br 29 Pd 36 I 42 Pt&Ir50 
Li 2 Na 9 K 16 Cu 23 Rb 30 Ag 37 Cs 44 ~l 53 
G 3 Mg 10 Ca 17 Zn 25 Sr 31 Cd*38 Ba&V45 Pb 54 
Eo 4 Al 11 cr(1~ y 24 Ce&La33 u ,40 Ta 46 Th 56 
" 
c 5 Si 12 Ti \ 18 In 26 Zr 32 Sn 3~ w 47 ~g 52 
\ 
~ - ~ 
N 6 p 13 Mn 20 As 27 Di&Mo34 Sb 41 Nb 48 Bi 55 
0 7 s 14 Fe 21 Se 28 Ro&Ru35 Te 43 Au lt-9 Os 51 
(*Original has misprint "Ed" here). 
Fig.III-4 (Newlands, 1865). 
_ No. No. No. No No. No. No. No. 
H 1 F 8 Cl 15 Co&Ni22 Br 29 Pd 36 I 42 ft&Ir50 
I 
11-2 Na 9 K 16 Cu 23 Rb 30 Ag 37 Cs 44 Os 51 
G 3 Mg 10 Ca 17 Zn 25 Sr 31 Cd 38 Ba&V45 Hg 52 
Eo 4 Al 11 Cr 19 y 24 Ce&La33 u 40 Ta 46 Tl 53 
c 5 Si :12 Ti 18 In 26 Zr 32 Sn 39 w 47 Pb 54 
N 6 p 13 Mn 20 As 27 Di&Mo34 Sb 41 Nb 48 Bi 55 
0 7 s 14 Fe 21 Se 28 Ro&Ru35 Te 43 Au 49 Th 56 
Fig.III-5 (Newlands, 1866). 
I 
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are relations to be met with among the equivalents of allied elements, 
that we may almost predict that the next equivalent determined, that of 
indium, for instance, will be found to bear a simple relation to those of 
the group to which it will be assigned".120 
Within a month Newlands had published another (partial) table, in 
which he included neither atomic-weight values nor atomic-weight 
differences, but characterised the elements instead by means of their 
"ordinal numbers" when arranged according to increasing atomic weight121 
(see Fig. III-3). He pointed to the following relationship: "calling 
hydrogen 1, lithium 2, glucinium 3, boron 4, and ao on ( a separate number 
being attached to each element having a distinct equivalent of its own, and \ 
where two elements happen to have the same equivalent, both being designated 
by the same number) ••• the eighth element starting from a given one is a 
kind of repetition of the first, like the eighth nota of an octave in 
music 11 • 122 
A year later, in August 1865, Newlands published a table of 62 
elements arranged in 8 vertical columns, and forming 7 horizontal 
families123 (see Fig. III-4). This table unlike his earlier systems, 
contained no blank spaces for any elements which had yet to be disc~vered. 
In the announcement accompanying this table of 1865 Newlands wrote: 
If the elements are arranged in the order of their equivalents, 
with a few slight transpositions, as in the accompanying table, 
120Ibid., p.6o. Although Newlands had adopted Cannizzaro's 
atomic-weight values, he tended to refer to these values as "equivalents". 
Later in 1864 Newlands published two papers on the atomic weight and 
family~OQbG~ship of indium, entitled Eguivalent of indium (Chern. News, 
1Q1 Aug. 20 1 p.95) and ~he eguivalent of indium (~. 1 Nov. 121 
p.24o). In the first of these papers he suggested that the atomic weight I 
of indium "may prove to be identical, or nearly so, with those of zinc or 
cadmium", on the grounds of the chemicnl analogy to zinc claimed for 
indium by Roscoe. In the second paper he took the atomic-weight value 
In = 74.14; he suggested that indium rney be an analogue of Si and Sn, or 
of Al and u, or of Zn, concluding that, "We must, however, wait for further 
details of the properties of this newly discovered clement, and especially 
of its atomicity, before it can be safely assigned to any particular 
group". 
121
on relations among the equivalents, Chem. News, 1Q (1864, Aug. 20) 
94. 
122Ibid. 
-123on the law of octaves, Chem. News, 12 (18651 Aug. 18) 83. By 
this time Odling had published hie !irst "periodic" system (in Oct. 1864 -
see below). 
it will be observed t~t elements belonging to the same group 
usually appear on the same horizontal line. 
(Table] 
l38 
It will also be seen that the numbers [ sc. "ordinal numbers"] 
of analogous elecenta generally differ either by 7 or by some 
multiple of seven; in other words, members of the same group 
stand to each other in the same relation as tho extremities of 
one or more octaves in music. Thus, in the nitrogen group, between 
nitrogen and phosphorus there are 7 elements; between phosphorus 
and arsenic, 14; between arsenic and antimony, 11~; and lastly, 
between antimony and bismuth, 14 also. 
~peculiar rel24ionship I propose to provisionally term 
the ''Law of Octaves". 
A week after this enunciation of his "law of octaves" Newlands 
published another short article, in which he claimed that "all tho 
numerical relationships among the equivalents, pointed out by H. Dumas and 
others, including the well-known triads, are merely arithmetical results 
nowing from the existence of tho 'Law of Octavea'".125 
On March lst 1 1866, Newlands presented his ideas on the "law of 
octaves" at a meeting of the Chemical Society, asserting his claim to the 
discovery of tho law.126 This paper was not published in the Society's 
Journa1,127 but its contents and reception were reported a week after the 
meeting in the Chemical News.128 The table which accompanied the report in 
tho Chemical News, and which bad been shown at tho meeting o! the Chemical 
Society, resembled the one of 1865, but the cases of discontinuity in the 
series of ordinal numbers had been greatly reduced (see Fig. III-5). Like 
his 1865 table, Newlands1 table of 1866 lacked blank spaces for possible 
unknown elements. At the Chemical Society meeting Gladstone had objected 
125 On the cause of numerical relations amen the e uivalents, 
Chem. News, E 1 5, Aug. 25 9 • 
12h_~ 1Ncwlands1 priority in this respect had not been challenged; 
however, he was by now undoubtedly aware of Odling's related work on 
the classification of the elements. 
127 Newlonds' paper was returned to him ns "not adapted for 
publication in the Society's Journal" (see Taylor, Bibl.ll2). When in 
1873 Newlands asked Odling (then President of the Society5 why his 1866 
paper had been turned down, Odling is reported to have replied that it was 
because the Society 11had made it a rule not to publish papers of a purely 
theoretical nature, since 'it was likely to lead to corrg2Bqpdence of a 
controversial character" (Cham. News, .,gz, 1873, p.318) ·~1 
128 Chom. News, ,ll (1866, March 9) 11). 
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to this latter feature of Newlands' system, pointing out that four new 
elements had been discovered during recent years (.££!., 1860; .RE,, ,!!, 1861; 
~~ 1863). Gladstone had also remarked that the elements in the last 
column of Newlands' table seemed to resemble each other more than they 
did the other elements of the horizontal families in which they had been 
placed. Any reply given by Newlands at the meeting to the "no blank space" 
objection is not on record; to Gladstone's second objection Newlands replied 
that the metals in the final column resemble both each other and the 
corresponding elements in the horizontal series. Also at the meeting, 
George Carey Foster "humorously inquired of Mr. Newlands whether he had 
ever examined the elements according to the order of their initial letters"~9 
. 
Foster believed that a ~ystec auch as Newlands' could result from coincidence, 
and criticised what he considered to be the unsatisfactory separation of 
Fe from Co and Ni, and of Mn from Cr. Newlands replied to Foster thtlt he 
had tried other arrangements, but that the classification based upon 
ordering the elements according to Cannizzaro's atomic weights had given 
the best results. 
On 16th March 1866 a paper by Newlands was published in the Chemical 
News, containing tho following reply to Gladstone's "no blank space" 
critic ism of his table: "for 1 although tho difference in the [ordinal J 
numbers of analogous clements might in that case [sc. the case of tho 
discovery of new clements] be altered from 7, or a multiple of 7, to 8, 9, 
101 201 or any conceivable figure, tho existence of a simple relation among 
tho numbers of analogous elements would be none tho less evident".130 This 
reasoning assumes that any newly-discovered elements would belong to one 
or more now chemical families.131 In the same papor Newlands expressed his 
11law of octavos" as: "Tho numbers of analogous elements, whon not consecutive, 
differ by 71 or by some multiple of 7"•132 
129Ibid. 
-1300n the "Law of Octaves" 1 Cham. News, ,U (1866, March 16) 130. 
131Unlikely though such nn assumption may have been, it wns in fnot 
partly substantiated by the discovery of the inert gases. 
l32op.cit. Newlands went on to comment on the difference in wording of 
this form of expression of his "lnw of octavos" from that which he had given 
in 1865: "The clause 'when not coil8ecutive' was introduced for the purpose 
of embracing certain analogous elements whose atomic weights are consecutive, 
e,g. tho series containing chromium No. 19, manganese No. 20, iron No. 21, 
nickel and cobalt No. 22, copper No. 23, and zinc No. 24". It was apparently 
in this modified form that Newlnnds expressed his "law of octaves" at the 
meeting of the Chemical Society on lst March 1866. 
14o 
Newlands' "law of octaves" and his classificatory system based upon 
it did not achieve general recognition by the scientific community of the 
time. He later re-published his various papers of the 1860's and 1870's 
on atomic-weight relationships and the classification of the elements as a 
single collection in a book of 1884 (Bibl. 84) in which he claimed priority 
of discovery of the periodic law (as his "law or octaves"). 
3. W. Odling: 1864 and 1865 
Odling had long supported the unitary ideas of Laurent and 
Gerhardt. In 1860 he had attended the Karlsruhe Congress, where he had 
read a paper emphasising that nn element cannot have more than one atomic 
weight. He did not, however, immediately accept the views expressed at 
the Congress by Cannizzaro; thus, in 1863 he wrote -
••• in the great majority of instances, the molecules we have 
deduced from chemical considerations, are identical with the molecules 
deduced from tho physical law of gaseous vol~as enunciated by Ampere, 
namely, that all gases contain the some number of molecules within the 
same volume ••• soma checists attach so great an icportance to the 
law of voluces, that they would be guided exclusively by it, and would 
accord to all bodies whatsoever, such atonic weights as would be in 
accordance with it. In the present state of knowledge, however, it 
seecs to us preferable to deduce the checico.l atoc or molecule of a 
body chiefly free chemical considerations ••• 
It is evident that the atomic weights proposed by Cannizzaro, 
from considerations of specific heat, frequently correspond with 
those which he and others have been led to free considerations of 
atomic voluoe ••• Cannizzaro's proposal ••• would involve the 
diS3aa5ooiation (sic] of silver !rom leo.d, and that of the meto.la of 
tl:.e alkalis from those of the alkaline earths. The chloridea of 
silver and potassium, for instance, would be represented as 
protochlorides by the formulae AgCl and KCl respectively, whilst 
those of lead2and bari~ would be represented as dichlorides by the formulae PbCl and BaCl respectively. Now the highly basic characters 
of the alkaline earth-metals, the strongly alkaline reactions of their 
dissolved hydrates, the perfect neutrality and great permanency of their 
salts, seem to demonstrate their analogy to undisputed ~tR~'!i,y~E!nt_ ~~ ~ 
metals, such as potassium, rather than to undisputed di~equ!valent ' 
metals, such as tin ••• 
It seems to us that the objections to Cannizzaro's general 
proposition, are, in t£~3present state of knowledge, too great to admit of its adoption. 
By October 1864, however, Odling had come to accept Cannizzaro's 
views,134 publishing at this time a paper containing a classificator.y 
system of the elements (see below, Fig. III-6) baaed upon Cannizzaro's 
133 Bibl.l29, vol. I, 1863, pp.466-7l: from an article by Odling on 
Jtomic weights, pp.452-73• 
134 Odling did uso the old, pre-Cannizzaro, atomic-veight values in a 
publication of 1865, although solely on grounds of expediency, not because 
he considered them superior to Cannizzaro's values (sao below). 
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atomic weights.135 As in the case of Newlands, Odling's conversion 
to Cannizzaro's atomic-weight system seems to have been influenced by 
Williamson.136 Odling's classificatory work of 1864 appears to have 
been carried out quite independently of Newlands' related work. 
In his paper of October 1864 Odling pointed to various atomic-weight 
relationships. He noted particularly the common occurrence of atomic-weight 
differences of 84.5 to 971 of i(84.5 to 97) and of 16 between analogous 
elements. Referring to those pairs of analogous elements with atomic-weight 
differences in the range 84.5 to 97, such as I-011 Au-Ag, Cs-K, Bi-Sb, he 
commented, "In about one-half of the above instances, the two elements 
associated with one another are known to be the first and third terms 
respectively of certain triplet families; and the discovery of intermediate 
elements in the case of some or all of the other pairs, is not by any means 
improbable."137 In the case of pairs such as I-Br, Sn-Mg, with atomic-weight 
differences of about i(84.5 to 97) 1 he considered that "there seems no 
reason to anticipate the existence of an intermediate term".138 It seems 
likely that the spaces marked " in Odling' a main classificatory system in 
this paper (Fig. III-6) were intended to represent possible unknown elements, 
although he does not state this explicitly. Later in the paper ho lists as 
an analogue of Au 196.5 and Ag 108 an element X63, which does indeed 
correspond to one of the spaces marked " in his main system (he places 
Cu 63.5 elsewhere in the system) • 
.. 
One of the moat important of Odling's contributions in his 1864 paper 
was his recognition of sub-groups within groups of analogous elements. He 
related the existence of sub-groups to the particular values of the 
atomic-weight differences within a group, poin·ting out that the elements 
within a given sub-group tend to have atomic-weight differences of about 48. 
He presented a table showing the separation of the groups into sub-groups,o.g. 
" " 
Ag 108 Au 196.5 
L7 Na 23 
" " 
Tl 203 
K 39 Rb 85 Cs 133 
" 
135on the ro ortional numbers of the elements, Quarterly Journal 
of Science, l l 2- • Odling's classificatory system is on p.643 of 
this paper. -
136 See Spronsen, Bibl.ll01 p.l13. 
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lno 1(14 Un 104. I'd 100•5 Pt 197 lr 197 o .. 199 
Au 100•5 Ag 108 
CJ 112 
• 
IIg 20t) ..... 
T\ 203 
.. l'b 207 ..... 
u 120 
" 
~D 118 ••• , • ••" , , , ,, • ~ 
Sb 122 Di 210 ::: 
To 129 ........ .. 
I 127 l" I 
i li C• 133 i," 
. ! 
na 137 ..•••• ·~" •..• ···~·· .• 
Ta 138 ITh 231• ~ 
• i 
{
'w' 1s1 ...... .! 
1St 
; Fig.III-6 ( Odling, 1864)·. 
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-Me- 96 * 184 
-
Au 196.5 
.p.fr 106. 5 -P-t 197 
L 7 Na 23 - Ag 108 -
~ 
iT 9 -Mg- 24 -m 65 -6-d- 11 2 -He- 200 
B 11 itt 27.5 - - Tl 203 
c 12 Si 28 - Sn 118 ..p.& 207 
N 14 p 31 As 75 Sb 122 Bi 210 
0 16 s 32 Se.79.5 Te 129 -
F 19 Cl 35.5 Br 80 I 127 -
K 39 Rb 85 Cs 133 -
~40 * 87.5 ~ 137 -
Ti 48 Zr 89.5 - Th 231 
~ 52.5 - .Jj- 138 . -
-Mn- 55 etc. 






Mo 96 w 181t 
H 1 - Au 196.5 
Pd 106. 5 Pt 197 










Na 23 - Ag 108 -
Mg 21t . Zn 65 Cd 112 Hg 200 
~ 
Al 27.5 - - Tl 203 
Si 28 
-
Sn 118 Pb 207 
p 31 .As 75 Sb 122 Bi 210 
s 
. 
32 Se 79.5 Te 129 
•' 
Cl 35.5 Br 80 I 127 
.. ------ ~-------· ---------· ---..,- -- .. 
K 39 Rb 85 · Cs 133 
Ca 40 Sr 87.5 Ba 137 
Ti 48 Zr 89.5 -
. 
Cr 52. 5 - .v 138 
Mn 55 etc -
Fig.III-8 (Odling, 1865: Course of Practica~ Chemistry). 
' . 
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Odling concluded this paper with the remark: "Doubtless some of the 
arithmetical relations exemplified in the foregoing tables and remarks are 
simply accidental; but taken altogether, they are too numerous and decided 
not to depend upon some hitherto unrecognised general la~'.l39 
In 1865 a classificatory system of the elements by Odling was 
published in \·latta' Dictionary of Chemiatry14o (see Fig. III-7). Pointing 
out that in this table he was "allowing chromium and manganese to_t;J~ 
~on metals, and palladium and platinum for their respective 
congeners", Odling described the table as being "slightly modified" from the 
one he had published in 1864. He summarised briefly his main observations 
and conclusions of 1864. 
A similar table (Fig. III-8) was published shortly afterwards in an 
appendix to the 2nd edition (1865) of Odling' a A course of Practical Chemistry 
arranged for the use of medical students.141 This table was entitled 
"Atomic Weights and Symbols". No accompanying explo.nation or comment was 
given; but in the preface to the book (dated June, 1865) Odling wrote -
"To maintain its adaptability to the wants of the medical student, the old 
ecale of atomic weights has been exclusively employed throughout the body 
of the work. In a short Appendix, however, some tables have been set up, in 
which the new atomic weights are used, with a view to illustrate the 
superior simplicity and mutual association of the modern unitar,y over the 
older dualistic formulaen.142 
The table given by Odling in the 2nd edition of A course of Practical 
Chemistry is not to be found in the 4th (1869) edition of this work;143 nor 
is such a table to be found in his Outlines of Chemistry, 1870, where 
Odling classifies the elements into various groups solely on the grounds of 
their usual valency. 
139 4 ~·· p.6 8. 
14o Bibl.l29, vol.III, 1865, p.975: in a section by Odling entitled 
Metals, atomic weights and classification of, pp.975-Ei:. 
141 Bibl.86 1 p.226. 
142 ~., pp.v-vi. 
143
spronsen (Bibl.llO, p.ll5) presents a table very like those given 
in Figs. III-7 and III-8l which he claims is from A course of Practical 
Chemistrz, 3rd edn., 186ti 1 p.226; but thoro are certain indications 
that this is a mistaken reference, and should in fact be to the 2nd edn., 
1865. I have been unable to see a copy of the 3rd edn. in order to chock 
Spronsen's reference. 
Odling's classificatory work of the 1860's received very little 
attention. In 1871 an attempt was made by Gerstl (the London correspondent 
of Berichte) to contend priority on Odling's behalf in connection with the 
construction of the periodic system144, but the small response which this 
attracted was transient and dismissive145. By the end of the 19th century 
Odling1s classificatory work of the 1860's seems to have been almost 
forgotten, unlike the cases of de Chancourtois and Newlands whose con-
tributions of the 1860's had by this time gained fairly general aknowldgment. 
4. G.D. Hinrichs: 1864-1869 
Hinrichs studied in Denmark until 1861, when he left the University 
of Copenhagen for the u.s.A. He had not attended the Karlsruhe Congress. 
In 1862 he joined the University of Iowa. By 1866 he was apparently 
familiar with the work of Cooke, Dumas and Carey Lea on atomit-weight 
relationships and the classification of the elements.146 He seems to have 
followed the Com~tes Rendus with great interest, and had published a number 
of papers in it1 7, but whether he knew of de Chanoourtois' work is not 
known; he does not mention de Chancourtois. 
In 1864 Hinrichs published two papers on aatronomy148, the setond of 
which opened with the words, "As soon as I heard of the great discovery of 
Kirchhoff and Bunsen so. spectroscopic analysis, 1859-60 1 I felt sure 
that the dark linea of the elements would prove ·to be distributed aecording 
to simple laws, and that these laws might lead us to a knowledge of ~ 
relative dimensions of the atoms."149 In 1866 he published a paper in which 
he said, "Believing the scientific public now more apt [ sc. because of the 
recent spectral data, especially those obtained by J. Plucker] to give a 
hearing to our theory, wo intend to publish a aeries of articles, giving the 
properties of the chemical elements as functions of their atomic weights".l50 
In this paper Hinrichs classified the elements into groups, giving a formula 
144Berichte, ~ (1871) 1321 484. 
145 ' in An exnmple of such a reaction was that of Mendeleev, his paper 
Zur Fraga ubor das System der Elemente, Berichte, 4 (1871) 348-52 (see 
Ch. VIII). -
146 According to Spronaen, Bibl.ll01 p.ll6. 
147
seo Zapffe, Bibl. 135. 
148 Amor. J. Sci. Arts [2], ~ (1864) 36; ~ (1864) 420-1. 
149Ibid. 1 p.420. 
150Ibid. 1 ~ (1866) 350-68. 
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for the atomic weights of tho elements of each group, e.g. for tho group 
0(16), S(32) Se(Bo) and Te(l28) he gave the formula A=n42, where n;l 1 2, 5 
and 8 respectively. Hinrichs took the correlations between his characteristic \ 
formulae for the different groups to reflect fundamental correlations between :' 
.. 
1 
the ~XJ:f,~,:J.~~~~Lf,1~~owed that the product nxd (where _2. is the interval V:. . ·/ 
of the jdark spectral lines) is al.rJost constant for a given group. At the i 
base of Hinrichs' considerations in this paper was a belief in the existence { 
of a single primary substance whose atoms had a weight tH• I 
I 
In 1867 was published a lithographed reproduction of a manuscript book 
by Hinrichs entitled Progromm der Atomechanik oder die Chemie eine Mechanik 
der Panatome,l5l which, according to Hinrichs, had been written as early as 
1855.152 This book contained a circular, or radial, classificatory system 
of the elements, a simplified version of which is given below (Fig.III-9);53 
In his Atomechanik Hinrichs assumed a primary substance, or "pantogen11 , of 
atomic weight iH, expressing the atomic weights of the chemical elements as 
multiples of tho 11panatom" (e.g. 01=71). He called these doubled atomic 
weights 11atograms" or "Hinrichs' atomic numbers". In his classification two 
orders of elements were distinguished, 11Trigono!de" (non-metals) and 
11Tetragonoide" (metals): in the former the atoms were considered to contain 
triangular arrangements of panatoma, and in the latter to contain square 
arrangements. Hinrichs' circular arrangement is not entirely according to 
increasing atomic weight (apart from the Te-I question), e.g. strict 
1~itbography by Augustus Hagebocck, Davenport, Iowa1 publ. from 
Iowa City, 1867. 
152seo Zapffe, Bibl.l35. There were certain entries in the 
Atomechanik which wer~ coded, and which according to Hinrichs (although 
he did not explain tho code) included the c:Ulte "February 1855"· However, 
the atomic-weight values used in tho Atomechnnik aro evidently basod upon 
tho clarified concept of atomic weight given by Cannizzaro, 1858-60. 
l53zapffe 1 Bibl.l35, p.468, has written: "The earliest known 
progenitor ot the circular chart as an approach to classification of 
the elements was in on M.D. thesis presented to tho College of Physicinna 
and Surgions of tho University of tho Stato of New York, by o.w. Gibbs, 
1845 - A nu n D ~tlo o Nnturnl S stem of Chemical 
Classification Princeton, NJ - John T. Robinson, 1 5 "• I have not 
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Fig. III-10 (Hinrichs, July .1869). 
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atomic-weight ordering would require the nitrogen group and the oxygen 
group to change places. The Atomechanik is concluded with the statement: 
"The properties of the chemical elements are functions of their atomic 
weights". 
At the 17th meeting of the American Association for the Advancement 
of Science, in Chicago, August 1868, Hinrichs presented two papera,154 
in the first of which he gave a classification of the elements according 
to valency and metallic or non-metallic character. At the 18th meeting 
the following autumn Hinrichs read two more papers.l55 The second of these 
contained a tabluar classification of the elements (Fig.III-11)156; · 
beryllium and boron aro absent from thie table. In July of the same year 
Hinrichs had already published a classificatory system in which beryllium 
and boron had been included (Fig.III-10)157, although in this system he was 
undecided about whether beryllium should be placed in the magnesium group 
or the aluminium group. Hinrichs' table of 1869 contain certain places 
which have been marked "-"; it is quite probable that these are intended to 
represent unknown elements, although Hinrichs did not claim this explicitly. 
Hinrichs' attempts at classifying the elements had little impact 
upon the scientific community. 
5· J. Lothar Meyer: 1864-1870 (and 1872) 
Lothar Meyer had attended tho Karlsruhe Congress, 1860. In 1862 
he began to write a textbook Die modernon Theorien der Chemic, utilising 
ond developing tho ideas of Cannizzaro; this book was published in 1864 
(Bibl.8o). This first edition of Meyer's Die modernen Theorien contains 
his first attempt at classifying the chemical elements. Acknowledging 
the earlier work of Gmolin, Pettonkofer and Dumas in the field, and 
pointing to tho analogy between families of chemical elements and organic 
homologous series, Meyer classified the elements into two separate tables: 
l54Proc. Amer. Assoc. Adv. Sci., lZ (1868) 209-223; 223-238. 




157The Pharmacist (Chicago College of Pharmacy),~ (July 1869) ·~ 
10-12; p.12. This table WM headed "Hinrichs' classification of the 1 
elements", and beneath the table was the conunont: "Tho eleincmts may l 
be considered as species of matter, the groups as senor~. The elements ! 
Cr, Mn, Fa, Ni, Co-Ur are but varieties, constituting the sub-group of I' 
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a main table of 28 elements arranged in 6 families (Fig. III-12a) ; and a 
two-part supplementary table, of 6 elements in 2 families, and 16 elements in 
5 families (Fig.III-l2b).158 Notable omissions from this classification 
were the elements boron and aluminium. In the main table an empty apace was 
marked between Si and Sn; Meyer did not comment upon the significance of 
this space. There is no indication either in the 1864 classification itself 
or in the accompanying text of any attempt or desire on Meyer's part to unite 
the separate tables into a single system. 
The second classificatory system of the elements drawn up by Lothar 
Meyer appears to have been a manuscript table dating from 1868, which was 
prepared for inclusion in the 2nd edition of Die modernen Theorien. 
However, this 2nd edition was not published until 18721 by which time an 
improved table was included by lteyer (Fig. III-16: a planar representation 
of a cylindrical spiral classification). Meyer's 1868 manuscript table was 
published for the first time in 1895, by Karl Seubert.159 This table 
(Fig.III-13) represents an attempt by Meyer to combine his main and 
supplementary tables of 1864 into a single system. It does not include 
boron; aluminium is included twice, in both cases out of sequence of 
increasing atomic weight. It retains the gap marked between Si and Sn 
in 1864. 
Meyer read the German abstract of Mendeleev1s first article on the 
p~riodicity of properties of the elements, given in Zeitschrift fUr Chemie, 
June-July 1869 (see later). In December 1869 he completed his own first 
article on this subject, which was published in March 1870.16o This article 
contained a tabular classificatory system of the elements (Fig.III-14) which 
Meyer conceded as being "essentially identical to that given by Mendeleev" 
("Die nachstehende Tabella ist im Wesentlichen identisch mit der von 
Mendelejeff gegebenen11).161 Meyer concluded from his table that "the 
properties of the elements are largely periodic functions (periodische 
Functionen) of the atomic weight".162 Accompanying this same article was 
158 Bibl.Bo, 1864, pp.l38 and 139. Reprinted in Bibl.6?, PP• 4 and S. 
159Bibl.67, pp. 6 and z. Seubert had been a pupil of Meyer's, and 
subsequently became an assistant and colleague. 
160 Die Natur der chemischen Elements ala Function ihrer Atomgewichte, 
Annalen (Liebig), Suppl.VII (1870) 354=64. Reprinted in Bibl.6z, pp.9-17. 
l6L 
-xhis is a reference to the table by Mende1eev which had been 
included in the Zeitschrift fUr Chemie abstract; this table was identical 
to table 8 (P1) given in Ch.IV of this thesis. 
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Meyer's "atomic-volume" curve (Fig.III-1,5) 1 which graphically illustrates 
the periodic variation with increasing atomic weight of the "atomic 
( atomic weight volume" density of freeelement ) of the elements. In the course of 
constructing his "periodic" table of 1870 (Fig.III-14) Meyer had been led 
to alter the atomic weight of indium from its commorlf-accepted value of 
ca. 75 (i.e. twice its equivalent) to the value 113.4(i.e. three times its 
equivalent), placing this element in the same row (family) of the table as 
B and Al. He suggested also that the atomic weight of uranium should 
perhaps be changed from 120 to 18o1 and proposed the need for a change in 
the accepted value for Ce163; neither U nor Ce is included in his table, but 
U (18o) is included in the atomic-volume curve. Having made such suggestions, 
however, Moyer concluded his paper of 1870 with a note of caution: "It would 
be rash to change the accepted atomic weights on the basis of so uncertain 
164 
a starting-point [eo. as the periodic system]"• Although Meyer had 
marked a number of empty spaces in his table of 1870 1 he did not discuss the 
significance of such gaps. 
The periodic system of the elements provided tho classificatory basis 
for tho 2nd (1872) and subsequent editions of Meyer's Die modernen Theorien. 
It was not until after 188o, following a priority dispute with Mendeleev, 
that Meyer's contribution to the emergence of the periodic system came to be 
widely recognised. 
6. D.I. Mendaleev: 1868-18?1 
During the period 1868-71 Mondeleev, by that time a professor of 
chemistry at St. ~etersburg University, wrote the first edition of his 
textbook on general chemistry, Osnovz Khimii (Principles of Chemistry). 
While working on this book Mendoleev came to seek some strict scientific 
basis upon which he could organise the presentation of his treatcont of 
tho chemical elements. His reflections on this problem led him, in early 
18691 first to jot down rough outlines of comparisons among the elements 
and among groups of elements, and then to attempt construction of a 
single classificatory system which included all of the elements. B,y 
17th February (o.s.; 1st March, N.S.) he had drawn up a fair-copy manuscript 
table of the elements which he entitled Opyt sistemy elementov, osnovannoi 
na ikh atomnom vese i khimicheskom skhodstve (Attempt at a gystem of the 
---------------· ----~--· -
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elements, based upon atomic weight and chemical rescmblance).165 On 
( ' ) 166 ( 1st March o.s.; 13th March, N.s. printed versions of this table some 
in Russian, some in French) were sent by Mendeleev to various Russian and 
foreign chemists;16? and later in the same month a German version of the 
table was published in the Journal fUr praktische Chemie.168 
~lhile clearly defective in certain respects as a solution to the 
problem of classifying all of tho elements into a single "natural" system,169 
Mendeleev's Attempt at a system would seem to come close enough to being 
an all-embracing system of elements in which is shown a fairly regular 
recurrence ("periodicity") of similar properties with increasing atomic weight, 
to justify ita later recognition as being an early form of periodic table 
(viz. the first type of periodic table to be published by Mendeleev).l?O 
In March 1869 Mendeleev wrote an article entitled Sootnoshenie svoistv 
s atomnym vesom elementov (Correlation of the properties of the elements 
with their atomic weishts),171 in which he presented his discovery of the 
periodicity of properties of the elements, and discussed his Attempt at a 
system. This was read as a paper to a meeting of the Russian Chemical Society 
165Table 3(M3) 1 Ch.IV. The particular arrangement of elements given 
in this table - and in the corresponding published tables, table 8 (Pl) and 
table 9 (P2) in Ch.IV - will in future discussions be referred to as 
Mendeleev's Attempt at a system. 
A detailed account of the path by which Hendeleev discovered the 
periodic law (including an attempt at a psychological analysis), interpreted 
in terms of Mnrxian-Engelian-Leninist dialectics ("logic"), has been given 
by Kedrov, e.g. in Bibl.44. Kedrov sees Feb. l?th (o.s.) 1869 as "the day 
of the discovery of the periodic law". 
166Table 8(Fl) in Ch.IV. 
167The Russian version of this table was included in the second 
instalment (vypusk) of Pr.Ch., R-1 1 part I, published in March (o.s.) 1869. 
168J. fur prakt. Chern. [1], lQ§, (1869) 251. 
l6Q. 
'Mendeleev himself (see later) acknowledged his Attempt at a system 
as being defective in two main respects: tho halogens and the alkali metals, 
two families of sharply distinct properties, are juxtaposed in the table; and 
indium, thorium and the rare-earth elements are placed unsatisfactorily, in 
two tails of the table which break the atomic-weight sequence. 
17
°For a consideration of tho problem of judging whether or not a 
particular classificatory system can be acknowledged as being a "periodic 
system", see Ch. VIII. 
171 Henceforth in this thesis referred to as Correlation of properties. 
., 
16o 
on 6th March (o.s.; 18th March, N.s.),172 and published in the Journal of 
the Society in Hay.l73 
!1cndcleev began this article by critically assessing various earlier 
attempts at classifying the chemical elements. He criticised division of 
the elements into metals and non-metals as being not rigidly applicable, and 
as being in certain respects chemically unnatural. Classificatory systems 
based upon "the relationship of the elements to hydrogen and oxygen"- by 
which expression Mendeleev seems to have meant both ability to combine with 
hydrogen or oxygen, and also stability of any resulting compounds - he 
rejected on the grounds that they "force us to keep apart members which 
undoubtedly show great resemblance", e.g. fluorine and iodine.174 On the 
question of arranging the elements into an electrochemical series, or some 
other such series of "relative affinity" 1 Mendeleev remarked, ''With such 
diverse relationships as exist among the simple bodies, it is impossible to 
think of presenting their system in the form of a single continuous 
(nepretyvnogo) series."l75 Classification of the elements on the basis of 
valency ("atomicity") was rejected as being artificial in those cases which 
,~ni~ed a fixed (single-valued) valency for each element, and as involving 
too much tu1certainty in the case of nny attempt which recognised variable 
(many-valued) valency. It is interesting that Mendeleev here explicitl: 
rejected the idea of a system based upon maxicum valency (citing the case 
of hydrogen peroxide as a particular difficulty when considering the valency \\ 
of hydrogen) ,176 when only six months later he had come to consider maximum 
valency in "saline", or "non-peroxide", oxides to provide one of the main 
chemical foundations ot his periodic system (sao later). In concluding his 
assessment of earlier attempts at classification of the elements Mendeleev 
referred to the various attempts which had been made to discover lawfulness 
in the relationships within natural family groups of elements (such as the 
172The paper was rend by N.A. Menshutkin (see p.l?). 
173 J.Ruas.Chem.Soc., 1 (1869) nos. land 21 pp.60-77• Reprinted in ~. 10-31. 
174 J.Rusa.Chem.Soc., 1869 1 pp.6o-1. 
175tbid. 1 p.61. By "a single continuous series" Mondeleev is here 
referring to a one-dimensional system, such as the electrochemical series. 
His own periodic system, although based upon an ordering of the elements 
into a single series according to increasing atomic weight, incorporates 
also a second dimension, viz. that of chemical analogy. 
176Ibid. 1 p.62. 
.. , 
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halogens, alkali metals,· etc.). Nentioning by name in this connection 
Kremers, Lenssen, Dumas, Pettenkofer and Sokolov1 and acknowledging that 
others had also contributed in this field, Mendeleev expressed the view 
that apart from Lenasen none of those earlier workers had satisfied the 
"natural demand" for a single classificatory system for all elements.l?? 
On the other hand 1 Mendeleev felt that Lenssen's attempt was defective on 
the grounds both of unnatural grouping, and of lack of provision for 
possible new elements. Mondeleev singled out Kremers as having discovered 
certain relationships not only within families of elements, but also between 
some of these family groups. 
By the time his article Correlation of properties was published 
Mendeleev had appended to it n footnote, dated 5th April (o.s.) 1869, in 
which he refers to Odling's system of 1865 given in the latter's A course 
178 of Practical Chemistry arranged for the use of medical students: 
••• in the April meeting [sc. of the Russian Chemical Societ~79 F .N.. Snvchenkov told me thnt Odling had included a table like mine 
on p.224 of his "C~~se of Practical Chemistry" (translated by 
Snvchenkov, 186?). However, Odling said nothing about the 
sig£Aficance of his table and, as far as I know, has nowhere recalled 
it. Until now it was completely unknown to me, as, probably, also 
to the majority of scientists. If Odling had attached any theoretical 
significance to his table he probably would have written on this 
subject, one which in my opinion touches upon the fundamental questions 
of chemistry. In his book this table1e~ headed simply: "Atomic \'I eights and Symbols of the Elements". 
No reference was made by Mendele~v in his Correlation of properties 
to tho earlier classificatory work of de Chancourtois, Newlands and 
177 6 
.!!l!s!• t P• 5. 
l78This is the system presented in Fig.III-8, earlier in this chapter. 
l7~endeleev is here referring to his Attempt at a aystem - see 
tables 8(Pl) and 9 (P2), Ch.IV. 
18o Savchenkov's translation into Russian of Odling's book was 
published as Kurs praktichcskoi khimii 1 St. Petersburg. 
181 M1mdeleev here appears to have been unawnre of Odling' a paper of 
October 1864 and his contribution to Watts' Dictionary in 1865 1 in both of 
which Odling hnd given a table very liY.e that in his A course of Practical 
Chemistry (1865) and had concluded that tho arithmetic weight-relationships 
shown in the table "are too numerous and decided not to depend upon some 
hitherto unrecognised general law" (Odling, Bibl. 85, 1865, p.648; 
Bibl.l29, vol. III, 18651 P•976). 
182 J.Russ.Chem.Soc., 1869, p.?6 1 footnote. 
----------
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Lothnr Meyer. He seems to have not yet known of de Chancourtois' and 
Newlands' contributions183 (twenty years later ho was to recognise in their 
work of the 1860's "an approach to the periodic law, and even its germ11184). 
Whether Mendeleev already knew of Lothar Meyer's classification of 1864 is 
not clear, but in any case he later claimed that this classificntion was no 
moro than "a simple collocation of groups of analogous elements11 • 185 
Mendeleev's account in Correlation of properties of his own attempts to 
classify the chemical elements into a single system was introduced with a 
passage in which he indicates the natura of his motivation in this direction, 
and the reason for his using atomic weight as a basis for classification: 
lrlhile compiling a. chemical canual entitled "Principles of Chemistry" 
I felt obliged to dwell upon the question of a system for the simple 
bodies, so as to be guided in my arrangement of them not by ~c9ident 
or instinct, but by some precise and definite principle ••• Any 
system based upon precisely observed numbers is of course already 
preferable to systems which have no numerical basis, since tho scope 
for arbitrariness in n_numericnlly-based system is small ••• No matter 
how the properties of a simple bCidy may change in the free state, 
something remains constant, and when tho elements fore compounds this 
something ••• establishes !S8 characteristics of the compounds which 
include the given element. In this respect we know at present onlyme 
numerical property peculiar to th~ clement, namely tho atomic weight. 
The magnitude of the atomic weight ••• is a number which relates to ••• 
thzlt material part which is common to tho simple body and all its 
compounds ••• The way in which Gerhardt and Cannizzaro determined 
tho atomic weights of the elements is based upon such unshakeable and 
indubitable methods that for the majority of bodies, in particular for 
those simple bodies whoso specific heats in the free state have already 
been determined, there will arise no doubts about the atomic weights 
of the element - unlike the situation of __ a. few _years ago. when atomic 
weights were so ~-·Con-fused 'with equivalents, and detercined 
on the basis of various, often conflicting, principles. 
This thereforo1~~ the reason for my attempting t.o base a. system upon atomic weight. 
181Mendaleev himself later claimed not to have known of the work of 
de Chnncourtoio and Nowlando at tho tico ot hio discovor,y of tho periodic 
law, o.g. eee Pr.Ch., R-8 (1906) n.4o5. Although such Qutobiogr~phical 
remarks are not always reliable, there is no evidence to suggest that this 
claim by Mendeleev is not true; in fact the poor response to the contribu-
tions of de Cho.ncourtois and Newlo.nds at the time of their presentation makes 
it rather unlikely that Nendeleev should have heard of this work by 1869. 
184 Faraday Lecture, 1889: ~~ 213. See also Pr.Ch., R-8 (1906) n.4o5. 
1851871: ~~ 390. (See Ch.VIII for detailed reference, and for 
an assessment of the justi!ic~tion of this claim). 
186 See pp.30ff (Ch.I - on Mendeleev's doctrine of the chemical 
elements). 
187 J.Russ.Chem.Soo., 1869, pp.65-7. 
-------------------------------------------·· -·-------- -----~ 
Mendeleev then goes on to discuss the results o! his attempts to 
classify the elements according to atomic weight. "All collations made 
by me in this direction", he says, "lead me to the conclusion that !h! 
magnitude of the atomic weight determines the nature of an element, just 
as the weight of the molecule determines the properties and many of the 
reactions of compound bodies11 • 188 This rather weak statement of the 
existence merely of an unspecified lawlike correlation between atomic weight 
and chemical properties is made more specific by Mendeleev later in the 
same article: "The elements, arranged according to the magnitude of their 
atomic weights, present a clear periodicity (;periodichnost') of properties11: 89 
In a manuscript draft of this conclusion Hendeleev had expressed himself 
even more fully: 
The elements, arranged according to the magnitude of their 
atomic weights, present a periodic function, so that if we should 
manage to express the chemical properties of each element by a 
number, and if we take axes and place the atomic weights along the 
abscissa and the properties along the ordinate, then we should obtain 
a wave-like (volnoobraznaia) curve, the bonds in which show a 
similarity of outline in the different parts of the curve (izgiby 
kotoroi predstavlio.iut skhodstvo ochertnnii v raznykh chnstiakh krivoif?O 
Two features of the dependence of the properties of the elements upon 
atomic weight are indicated in those remarks by Mendeleev: a common pattern 
of dependence for different properties; and the fact that this common 
pattern of dependence is "periodic"• The existence of a common pattern of 
variation with atomic weight (or, at least, of close parallels in the pattern 
of variation) for different properties is reflected in the very existence 
of chemical facilies of analogous clements, and is therefore assumed (albeit 
usually tacitly) in any recognition of families of analogous elements: the 
existence of a family of analogous elements reflects tho concurrence in 
various elements (or, at various atomic-weight values) of a certain 
characteristic set of values or qualities for a corresponding set of 
different properties - in tho case of the alkali metals, for example, the 
concurrence of the properties of monovnlence, strong basicity, and in the 
free state metallic character, low melting-point, softness, etc. The 
recognition of such chemical families was fundamental to Mendeleev's 
classification of the elements; it is clearly icplicit in his abovo-quotod 
188 ~.,p.6g. 
lBgibid., p.76. 
190 Sc.Ar., 28. 
10C (Soe n.~, below). 
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references to "~ clear periodicity of properties" and '~ periodic function" 
(in the singular rather than the plural). From the last of the above-quoted 
passages (i.e. the manuscript draft) we see that Mendeleev characterises the 
"periodicity" of the common variation of different properties of the elements 
with increasing atomic weight as a "wave-like".variation, "the bends in which 
show a similarity of outline in tho different pllrts of the curve". The term 
"wave-like" indicates not only regular recurrence after certain intervals, 
but also regular and gradual change within the periods, which ia indeed the 
nature of tho "periodicity" of the elements as illustrated in the periodic 
system. Lnter, in the 3rd (1877) and subsequent editions of his 
Principles of Chemistry, Mendeleev was to describe this particular nature 
of the "periodicity" of the elements more clearly: "With increase of mass 
[sc. of atomic weight] the properties at first change gradually and regularly, 
and then return to the original, and again a new period of change of properti€:8 
begins, like the previous one".l9l 
Having expressed what he refers to as the "law'' (zakon) or "principle" 
( nachal.o) that "the magnitude of the atomic weight detennines the nature of 
an element", Mendeleov in his article Correlation of properties turned to the 
problem of constructing classificatory systems on the basis of this 
"principle",192 t l93 presenting a version of his Attempt at a system194 with 
the following remarks: 
l9lpr.Ch., R-3 (1877) 882 (PLSM 1354); R-8 (1906) 258 (~, 29?). 
l92Although in his Correlation of properties Mendeleev already talks of 
the "periodicity" of properties of the elements, his firBt published use o! 
such terms as "periodic lawfulness" 1 "periodic law'', "lnw of periodicity", 
"principle of periodicity", and "periodic system", "periodic tnble" 1 did not 
appear until 1871 (see later). He does, however, refer to the "law of 
periodicity" in a manuscript draft of tho conclusions of his Correlation of 
rroporties (see Sc.Ar., 29). 
193That a distinction may be drawn between the periodic law and the 
periodic system has bean pointed out by D.N. Trifonov in the following passag~ 
'~endeleev•s doctrine of periodicity includes two basic conceptions: 
l) that of the law of periodicity and 2) that of the periodic system. The 
law is the reflection of the fundamental fact of tho periodic chango of tho 
properties of tho elements when tho latter are arranged in a natural aeries 
in accordance with the magnitude of the numerical value of a certain 
parameter (atomic weight or nuclear chnrgo) ••• Tho conception of tho 
'periodic system' does not have such a clear definition. The syatec may be 
characterised as a natural ~lnssification of tho chemical elements, based 
upon tho law, and appearing as a concratiaed reflection of the latter". 
(~vtorefornt of Bibl. 121, p.3). 
194Tnble 9(P2), Ch.IV; this differs from table 8(Pl) only in having the 
entry Bi = 210 instead of Bi = 210?. 
From now on in this thesis references to Mendeleev'a periodic tables 
will give the appropriate table-numbers as presented in Ch.IV without 
appending tht3 clulpter-referonce "Ch.IV". 
·---·-·-· ·-~--------J 
--------------~------
I now present one of the many systems of the elecents which are 
based upon atomic weight. It serves only as a trial, an attempt at 
an expression of tho sort of result which may be achieved in this 
connection. I myself see that this attempt is not final {*),but 
it seems to me that it already expresses the applicability of cy 
proposed principle to the totality of elements whose atomic weights are 
known with certainty. And on this occasion my main desire has been to 
find a general system of the elements. Here is this attempt: 
[Table 9 {P2) ] 
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We should then have tho advantage that such sharply distinct 
elements as Cl and Na would constitute the extrece rows, between which 
would be arronged the elements of milder chemical character. But in 
this cnse the middle of tho table would be almost empty, and extremely 
doubtful, whereas at present [sc. in tabla 9(P2)J the distribution in 
the middle is without doubt and includes many m~mbers, all tho lessor-
known elements (~o~~-~~r) standing at the edges, above and below. 










there is no proper correspondence of differences: 
Li = 7)12 Na = 23 )12 5 K = 39}4l F = 19) Cl = 35.5) • Br = 8o) 
Rb = 85} 42 J = 127, ' 
and therefore we would have a distinct variation of differences between 
tho various rows, which is not found for the main members of the proposed 
table [ sc. for the central region of table 9(P2)]. Or else we are 
obliged to assume very ronny missing members in drawing up the system. 
Neither is of much use. ~~sides, it seems to mo the most natural to 
construct a cubic system1 (the proposed system is a planar one), but 
the attempts at its construction also have not led to a suitable result. 
The following two attempts show what diversity of collocation is 
possible with the assumption of tho basic principle expressed in this 
195There are three apparently unintentional errors in this "more 
rational" table: i) Ca. is omitted from the second row; ii) Ba. and Sr are 
the wrong wny around; and iii) the 3rd ond 4th rows are the wrong wny around. 
In the reprint of Correlation of properties given in PLBA Kedrov has 
"corrected" errors i) and iii) (soe ~~ 22 and 688):--
196 An account of Mondeleev's consideration of various types of 
periodic system is given in Ch.V. 
___ J 
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nrticlo [sc. assuming the periodicity of properties of the elements 
with increasing atomic weight]. 
[Table 10 (P3f97 
In addition to this, tho series Cr, Hn, Fe, Ni, Co should provide 
a transition (atomic weights 52 to 59) from the lower part of the 3rd 
column (which contains K, Ca, V) to the upper part of the 4th column 
(i.e. to Cu), as also ~io 1 Rh, Ru, Pl provide a transition from the 
5th col~~8 the 6th (to Ag), and Au, Pt, Os, Ir, Hg? from the 8th 
to the 9th. A spiral [sc. 3-dimensional spirnlJ system is obtained. 
In this system resemblance is observed primarily in the alternate 
members of the rows, 19§• in the 2nd row Be 1 Ca, Sr, Ba, fb 1 and similarly Hg, Zn, Cd. The atomic-weight differences here nre 
almost the same for each vertical and horizontal row. If we separate 
out from this system tho most similar members, we obtain a system of 
the following kind: 
Above will be: 
Li K Rb Cs 
Be Ca. Sr Ba 
In the middle will be: 
0 
F 
Na Cu Ag 
Ng Zn Cd 
And below will be: 200 
S Sa Te 
Cl Br J 
A large number of such distributions is possible. They do not 
alter the essence of the system. Everything that is expressed in these 
systems appears also in that which I propose as an attempt at such a 
system [sc. table 9 (P2)J. CQ.p;.ill.:,pp.,q·71] 
197spronsen (Bibl.ll0 1 pp. 1351 220) refers to this table as Mendeleev's 
"spiral" or "screw-shaped" system (see Ch.V). 
l98Thus, in his very first nrticle on the periodic law Mendeleev 
recognised the iron, palladium and platinum groups o.s "transition" groups 
(see also later in the same nrticlo - op.oit.,p.73). He referred to the 
"transitional" character of these elements also in his second and third 
articles on the periodic law (see l'LBA, 34; 53, 57). On the question of 
Mendeleev's placing of Cr, Mn and llo in the periodic system see later in 
the present chapter, and section C ot Ch. VI. 
199we see here a recognition by Mendeleev of sub-groups of 
elements. 
200 Tungsten, W, seems to have been unintentionally omitted from tho 
space following Te in this table (Kedrov, FLBA, 689 1 hns made tho so.rne 
observation; o.nd in the reprint of CorrelatiOn of properties in ~ has 
included W in this space). 
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Mendeleev's appreciation even at this time of various inadequacies of 
his ~ttempt at a system was expressed again later in the some article: 
"There arises a complete doubt regarding the positions of certain elements. 
r-.' 
This concerns those elements which have been studied little, ond whose 
atomic weights have hardly been established with certainty, e.g. yttrium, 
thorium and indium ••• The proposed system of the elements certainly 
cannot be considered as final ••• u.201 
In concluding his Correlation of properties hendeleev presented the 
following summary of results: 
u 
1. The elements, arranged according to the magnitude2a£ their 
atomic weights, present a clear periodicity of properties. 
2. Chemically similar elements have atomic weights whose 
values are either close (such as Pt, Ir, Os) or else successively \ 
and uniformly increasing (such as K1 Rb 1 Cs). The uniformity of 
the incre~83 for different groups was concealed from previous ; 
observers because in their collations they did not make use 
of the deduc·cions of Gerhardt, Regnault, Cannizzaro and others who 
have established the true (istinnuiu) values of the atomic weights 
of the elements. 
3. The arrangement of the elements or their groups according -~04 to atomic weight corresponds to their so-called atomicity [ac. valenc~ , 
a.ndidt~tsinome.~~-~z;~ !o~-~~e..~_c_~_ ~! ~h~m,i~~, char~~~f(t: - as is clearly 
ev en r..ue aeries, ,_ ·"""--" · ·· · •, "'-~ 
Li, Be, B, C, N, 01 F1 
and is repeated in the other series. 
4. The simple bodies which are most widely distributed in nature 
have a~all atomic weights, and all elements with small atomic weights 
are characterised by a distinctiveness (rezkost'iu) of properties. 
They are therefore the typical (tipicheSkie) elements. Uydrogen, as 20 the lightest element, can justifiably be considered the moat typical. 5 
201 Op.cit., p.z~. 
202 It should perhaps be pointed out tho.t·Mendeleev was fully awa~e 
of the notable exception to this generalisation which is provided by the 
property of the specific heat of the simple substances: according to the law 
of Dulong and Petit, sp.ht. of solid simple substance x atomic weight of the 
element (the "atomic heat") = a constant. 
20~Iendeleev'a footnote of 5th April (O.S.) 1869 on Odling's work, quoted 
above, was appended hero. 
204 Mendeleev is here referring to the "usual" valency of the elements, 
e.g. monovalonco for the halogen elements (see later in the present chapter). 
205This conclusion summarises a discussion presented by ~ondoleev on 
PP•74-5 of Correlation of prope.rties, where he draws an analogy between the 
fact that "in the lowest members of the rows [sc. of his Attempt at a system} 
compared with the higher members, a. greater distinctiveness and clarity of 
properties nnd reactions is noticeable", o.nd the fact that "in the higher 
members of homologous series there is a. smoothing-out of certain peculiar 
features of the aeries". The term "typical" to designate the lightest 
elements clearly incorporates for Mendeleev the sense of "showing the most 
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5. The magnitude of the atomic weight determines the character 
of nn element, just as the ma~~5ude of the molecule determines the 
properties of a coapound body. In studying compounds we should 
therefore pay heed not only to the properties nnd quantities of the 
elements, no20~n1y to their interactions, but also to the weights of their atoms. Thus, for example, the compounds of S and To, and of 
Cl and I, etc., although similar show nlso extremely clear differences. 
6. We must expect the discovery of many yet unknown elemenzB! 
e.g. elements analogous to Al and Si, with atomic weights 65-75. 
7. The value of the atomic weight of an element may sometimes 
be corrected in the light of our knowledge of its analogi2a9 Thus, must not the atomic weight of Te be 123-126, and not 128? 
B. Certain analogies of tho elements come to light through the 
magnitude of their atomic weights. Thus, uranium is shown to be 
an analogue of boro~1t;nd aluminium, as is justified by a comparison of their compounds. · 
distinctive properties": the 11typical11 elements represent n "type" or 
"pattern" which is mirrored in the heavier elements with a certain loss of 
distinctiveness, this smoothing-out of distinctive properties increasing 
with increasing atomic weight. What Mendeleev means by the statement that 
hydrogen is the "most typical" element is not renlly clear, although he 
presumably means that the essential qunlity of "elementness" (whatever that 
may be) is shown more distinctly in hydrogen than in any other element. 
}j t 
i' 
206In a manuscript draft of this conclusion Hendeleev is more explicit: 
"••• just as the magnitude of the molecular weight determines the physical 
properties of the bodies, and their quantitative ratios in chemical reactions" 
(Sc.Ar., 28-9). In the 3rd (1877) and subsequent editions of Pr.Ch. 
N9ndeleev wrote: "The weight or mass of molecules ••• determines many 
properties of the molecules independently of their composition. Thus, CO and 
N are two gnses of tho same molecular weight, and many of their properties (~ensity, condensation-point, specific heat, etc.) are identical or nearly 
so. Tho differences depending on the nature of the substnnce play another 
role, giving rise to mD.$!JBd_eE?_..,~(Jtn~tJ}e~r~e!..! The properties of .the 
atoms are primarily~ermined also oy-tbelr~aas or weight, standing in 
periodic dependence upon it" (Pr.Ch., R-8, 1906, 2.58; ~~ 296). 
207Mendeleev here appears to be pointing to the noed to recognise not 
only the gonernl family characteristics of an element but also its innividual 
characteristics, the latter depending upon tho particular atomic-weight 
vo.lue of the element. 
208 Such expectations arose for Mendeleev from the presence of gaps in 
the periodic system (ace Ch.VI). 
209 See Ch.VI. 




Mendeleev's last words in this article, following immediately nfter 
conclusion 8 of the above-quoted summary of results, were: 
The aim of my article will have been completely achieved if 
I succeed in turning tho attention of investigators to tho relationships 
between the atomic weights of dissimilar elements - a subject which 
cs for as I know has so far received almost no attention. Believing 
that in problems of this sort lies the solution of some of tho most 
important questions of our science, I myself intend, as far as time 
allows!Uo turn to a comparative study of lithium, beryllium and 
boron. 
Mendoleev's Attempt at a system ond his article Correlation of properties 
did not attract much attention in the scientific community of tho time, either 
in Russia or elsewhere. Tho majority of Russian chemists wore working in the 
field of organic chemistry, and to them Mendeleev's first contribution on 
the subject of the periodicity of the elements would have seemed a 
theoretical speculation of no more than minimal and passing interest, fir 
removed from the world of chemistry as they know it. Outside Russia, 
acquaintance with Mendeleev's Russian-language work would have been negligibl~ 
the initial knowledge of his first work on periodicity being obtained from 
those printed copies of Attempt at a system which Mendeleev himself had 
sent to var~ous chemists abroad (March 1869) 1 from the version of this table 
published in the Journal fiir pro.ktische Chomie (Ho.rch 1869), and (probably 
mainly) from an o.bstract of Corrolo.tion of properties published in German 
in Zeitschrift fur Chemic (June~July 1869).212 This German abstract 1 
began with the sentence, "If we arrangu the elements in vertical rows in 
order 'of increo.sing atomic weight so that tho ~orizontal rows contain 
analogous elements, also arranged o.ccording to increasing atomic weight, then 
tho following result is obtained". Mendeleov's Attempt at a system was then 
proscnted, 213rollowed by the 8 conclusions outlined by Mendeleev at the end 
of his Correlation of properties. Howover, in the German abstract those 
conclusions suffer from such mistranslation, omission and crude error that 
much of their significance as presented in tho Russian originnl has been lost. 
For oxnmplo, in conclusion 1 of tho German abstrnct Mondeleov1s original 
"The elements ... present a clear periodicity (periodichnost') of properties" 
211 ~., P•77• For a brief manuscript relating to the comparative A 
study of Li and Be by Mendeleev, apparently dating from March or April 
1869, see Sc.Ar., 18. · 
212.--
-uober die Beziehungen dar Ei onschaften zu den Atom ewichtcn dar 
Elements, Zeitschrift fur Chemie, 12 1 9 5- • 
-213Table 8 (Pl) is given in this abstract, even though it was actually 
table 9 (P2) ~hich appeared in Mer.deloev's Correlation of properties. The 
difference between the tables is, however, negligible (see above, n.l85). 
.J 
-;;.· . .:::::-:;:_-::::.-::-::;..;_-_:;_____ ------- _. -_ . -
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is trnnslnted as "The clements ••• show a stepwise (stufenweise)chnnge in 
properties". Also, the statement of periodicity at the end of the original 
conclusion 3 - "o.nd is repeated in the other series" - has been completely 
omitted from the German version. And in conclusion 8 of the German abstract 
we find the strange comment, "Thus Bo (?) is shown to be on analogue of 
Be and IU.", rather thnn Mendeleev' s original, 11Thuf\ uranium is shown to be 
o.n analogue of boron and aluminium". In view of this misrepresentation 
of Mendeleev's results, coupled with the obvious defects of his Attempt at a 
system, it is hardly surprising that Mendeleev's first contribution on the 
subject of the periodicity of the elements should have aroused little 
initial reaction abroad. 214 
After preparing the article Correlation of properties Mendeleev began 
(probably in May 1869) to study tho dependence upon atomic weight of the 
atomic volumes of the elements (both as free elements, and also in 
--· . <'------------------
combination in certain types of compound). He organised his results into a 
paper entitled Ob atomnom ob11eme prostykh tel (On the atomic volumes of the 
simple bodies), 215 which he read to a meeting of the Chcmicnl Section of the 
2nd Congress of Russian Scientists and Physicians in Moscow, 23rd August 
(o.s.; 4th Sept., N.S.) 1869. In this paper Mendeleev concluded that atomic 
volume shows a periodic dependence upon atomic weight, in accordance with 
the periodicity expressed in his classificatory system of the elements. A 
216 
short abstract was published at the time of the Congress; but the full 
paper, containing tables 14 (P5) and 15 (P6), was not published until the 
spring of 1870,217 by which time Lothar Meyerts article Die Natur der 
chemischen Elemente nls Function ihrer Atomsewichte - which also included a 
214Kedrov (Sc.Ar., 68) has said of the misrepresentation of Mendeleev's 
results in tho Zeitschrift abstract: "These distortions could not hAve been 
accidental; they testify to n clear ill-intention on the part of the t·uthor 
of tho nbstrnct, who distorted the fundamental content of the great discovery 
made by a Russian scientist, and attempted to present this discovery in the 
form of a simple reduction of the elements into a tnble. As a result of this, 
beginning from tho middle of 1869 foreign scientists were incorrectly informed 
about tho very essence of the great discovery m:l.de by Mendo1eev". 
215Honceforth in this thesis roferrod to as Atomic volumes. 
216 l ___ __ See~~ 605-6; or Sc.Ar., 75• 
:_-- 21?~ 2-go s11ozda russkikh estestvoiapytatelei i vro.chei v 
~oskvo, lE?O, ch. 1, otd. 2, str.62-71. Reprinted in ~~ 32-49. This 
full" version of the paper omitted the roforcnco to "Prout's hypothesis" 
which had boen included in the abstract published earlier (see Ch.II, p.89). 
1?1 
consideration of the periodicity of atomic volume - had already been 
published(in March 1870). The following note on Meyer's paper was appended 
by Mendeleev to the proof-copy of his own article on Atomic volumes: 
That which has been presented here was communicated by me to a 
congress in August 1869. In Liebig's Annalen for 1870 there hns 
appeared (after I had sent Qy own article for printing) an article 
by Lothar Neyer on the srune subject. Meyer's conclusions are based 
upon an assumption of that system of elements which was proposed by 
me, and are in agreement with my own conclusions in connection with 
atomic volumes. He, too, pnya particular attention to the descending 
and ascending aeries of elements, and to the successiveness of the 
change in volumes. But the deductions have gained in clarity from 
the graphical presentation included with his article (sc. Meyer's 
atomic-volume curveJ. In making this note I have no desire to raise 
tho question of scientific priority (in my opinion these questions have 
-..... no scientific interest) 1 but wish only to point to the .!L4~ appended 
-------to Neyer' a ar~~cle as being an ~hing_means of expressing those218 complex rolat1onships-vhich I have pointed to in the foregoing lines. 
After the Hoscow Congress of August (o.s.) 1869 Mendeleev turned his 
attention from the study of "physical" functions of atomic weight (viz. the 
dependence of atomic volume upon atomic weight) to that of "chemical" 
functions - specifically, to the study of the dependence upon atomic weight 
of the cocposi tion of the highest sru. t-forming, or "saline", oxides of the 
olements.219 On 2nd October (O.s.; 14th Oct., N.S.) 1869 the results of his 
investigations in this direction were communicated by Mendeleev to a meeting 
of the Russian Chemical Society in a paper entitled 0 kolichestve kisloroda 
v solianykh okislakh i ob atomnosti elementov (On tho guantity of oxygen 
220 in saline oxides and on the atomicity of the elements). In this paper 
Mendeleev concluded: "The natural distribution of elements by groups on the 
basis of atomic-weight value corresponds to thnt quantity of oxygen which 
these elements can hold in their highest salina oxides ••• The chemical 
221 properties of the elements are a periodic function of atomic weight". The 
paper itself, containing the table 13 (P4) 1 was not published until January 
1870,222 but a report of it by v. von Richter appeared (in German) in Berichta 
218 ~· (Trudy, 1870), p.71. 
21%endeleev's classification of oxides into "sD.l.ine" oxides and 
"peroxides" ie discussed in Ch.V. 
220 Henceforth in this thesis referred to ns On tho guantity of oxygen. 
221PLBA 1 57, 58. 
222 
IJ .Ruas.Chom.Soc., 2 (1870) 14-21. Reprinted in ~~ .50-8. 
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in late October 1869.223 Richter began his report by rece~ling the abstract 
of Mendeleev's Correlation of properties which had been given in Zeitsohrift 
fur Chemie, and then continued -
Starting from tho view that atomic weight truly constitutes nn 
o·ssentinl constant for the elements, Nr. Hendeleev considers that 
atomic-weight value gives a true basis for the classification of the 
elements. The incompleteness of our knowledge of the known elements 
forces us to consider as only provisional the many various groupings 
which have so far been assumed [sc. by MendeleevJ 22~ut Mr. Mendeleev is sure that the principle rests on a real basis. 
Richter then presented a partial version of table l3 (P4), followed 
by o. brief summary of the results arrived at in On the quantity of oxygen. 
His final comment was, "I think thnt this interesting formulation 
(Formuliorungen) will not be slow in arousing your a.ttention11 • 22.5 
With this report by Richter there wore now throe instances of publication 
in German journnls of Mendeleev's results on the subject of the periodicity 
of properties of the chemical elements (the other two being the version of 
Attempt at o. system given in the Journal fur praktische Chemie, and the 
abstract of Correlation of properties in Zeitschrift fur Chemie). Such was 
tho state of the Germcn literature when Lothar Meyer wrote his first paper 
on periodicity, in December 1869. 
In tho autumn of 1870 Mendeleev began to proporo on article with the 
title of K sistema elementov (Towards a system of the elements)~ In early 
November, having already drafted at least 3 manuscript variants of this 
proposed article,226 Mendeleev decided to divide it into two separate parts 
for publication: one part to deal in some detail with the question of 
changing the accepted atomic-weight values of certain elements, and the 
other to deal with tho prediction of now elements and their properties on the 
basis of the periodic system. The first part was completed on 17th November 
( 0 .s. ; 29th Nov. , N .s.) , and read by Hendeleev to a meeting of the 
St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences on 24th November (o.s.; 6th Dec., N.s.). 
It was published, in German translation, in the Bulletin of the Academy in 
March 1871, as Uber die Stellung des Ceriums im System der Elemento (On tho 
place of cerium in the system of the olementa).227 The second part wns 




-· 226 See Sc.Ar., 121-37. 
227 Bull.de 11Acad. des Sc,, St.Fet., 16 (1871) 45-51. A Russian version 
ia given in PLBA, .59-67. This paper will be" referred to henceforth in this 
thesis as On~ place of cerium. Ita contents will be discussed mainly in 




completed by Mendeleev on 29th November (o.s.; 11th Dec., N.S.), and 
published, in Russian, in February 1871 in the Journal of the Russian 
Chemical Society, as Estestvennaia sistema elementov i primenenie ee k 
ukazaniiu svoistv neotk!ytykh elementov (A natural system of the elements 
and its use for indicating the properties of undiscovered elements).228 
With On the place of cerium was published table 33 (Pl0);229 with 
A natural system of the elements, table 3Q(P7). In these (very similar) 
tables the major defects of Mendeleev's Attempt at a system had been remedied 
to the extent that Mendeleev felt justified in calling his new arrangement 
a "natural system" of the elements. In his article A natural system of the 
elements he had the following to any on this matter: 
The distribution of the elements according to the magnitude of 
their atomic weights in that form which was suggested by me last year 
[sc. in Attempt at a system] ... had two important defects: first, the 
fact that some of the elements - viz. uranium, indium, and the cerite 
elements[sc. cerium and its analoguesJ- did not find their proper 
place in this system, and it may therefore have been thought that the 
principle of the periodic dependence of properties upon the magnitude 
of the atomic weight - which lies at the base of my suggested system -
does not possess that degree of generality which ahould be possessed 
by the principles of a no.tural system; and secondly, in that form of 
arran~cment of the elements which was proposed by me, and which seemed 
to me then to be tho most convenient for tho expression of all of the 
relo.tionships, the chemically moat distinct groups of elements - the 
alkali metals and tho halogens - were juxtaposed ••• These two dAfects 
of that system of the elements which was originally proposed by me 
may already at the present time be eliminated much more completely 
than has previously been possible; and as o. result we are now able ••• 
to lay down the basis for a completely natural system of the 
elements ••• 
When ••• the most important obstacle to the ~BBlication of the 
principle of periodicity (nachala periodichnoati) to the totality of 
the elements had been eliminated (by the determino.tion of the places 
of Ur, Th, Ce, In), I considered it profitable to attempt anew to 
refine the system of elements which had been proposed by me, and the 
o.ccompnnying to.ble (sc. table 30 (P?)J expresses tho results ot this 
228 J .Russ.Chem.Soc. 1 ,l (1871) 25-56. Reprinted in~' 69-lOl. This 
paper will be referred to henceforth in this thesis as A naturnl system of 
the elements. Ita contents are considered primarily in Ch. VI. 
229 Table 33 (PlO) as given in Ch.IV is a Russian version of the table 
which was originally published in Gorman. 
230This appcnrs to have been the first published use by }tendeleev of 
the term "principle of periodicity" or any similar term (such as "law of 
periodicity", "periodic law'', "periodic lnwf'ulnoss") (see n.l83, above). 
The term "periodic lawfulness" (periodische Geaetzmassigkeit) appelU'ed in 
his On the place of cerium which although written earlier wna published 
later. In the 2nd part of Pr.Ch., R-1, published in March 18?1, Mondeleev 
refers to the "law or periodicity" (zakon periodichnosti) (see below). From 
thia time on, such terms were commonly used by Mendeleev. 
---
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attempt in that form in which the matter is now presentcd.231 I dare 
to call the system now proposed a natu't'al system of the elements, 
because the comparisons made by me concerning a multitude of more or 
less precisely observed properties - not only of the elements, but 
also of their various compounds - havo shown me that in not a single 
case do we encounter an essentinl obstacle to the application of this 
syste~ to tho study of the properties of the elements and their 
compounds; on the contrary, many of the properties of the elements and 
their compounds are clarified by this s~~2em, and sometimes also given 
an unexpected simplicity and coherence. 
In March 1871 the following statement of, and comment upon, the "law 
of periodicity" of the chemical elements was published in part II of the 
lst edition of Mendeleev's Principles of Chemistry: 
••• a regular and gradual change in the magnitude of the atomic 
weight entails a regular and gradual change in both the qualit~;~ve 
and the quantitative capacity of the elements for combination, 
and at the same time there is a periodic repetition of both qualitative 
and quantitative properties accompanying the gradual increase in atomic 
weight. This is the deduction from all comparisons which have been made 
in this respect, and discloses - in my opinion - a new point of view to 
the elements, although despite all the apparent simplicity of the affair 
we have as yet no possibility of maintaining any ~~ijd of hypothesis 
which adequately explains the law of periodicity. 
Later in the same work Mendeleev states the periodic law as follows: 
"••• the physical and chemical properties of the elements, which are displayed 
in the properties of the simple and compound bodies which are formed by them, 
stand in periodic dependence upon (are a periodic function of - to use a 
mathematical term235) their atomic weights11 • 236 Also in part II of the 
231As what we might call a "vertical short-form table" 
the present chapter). 
232J .Russ.Chem.Soc., 1871, pp.25-31; ~~ 69-75• 
(see later in 
233By "the qualitative and the quantitative capacity of the elements 
for combination" Mendeleev presumably means the t:pes of reactions of the 
elements, and their valencies. 
234Pr.Ch., R-1, part II (1871) 833-4; ~~ 38o-1. 
235The "mathematical term" to which Mendeleev is here referring is 
clearly "function", not "periodic", because the latter term is used also 
outside the parentheses. 
236 Pr.Ch., R-1, part II (1871) 941 An identical formulation o! the 
periodic law was given in R-2, part II (1873) 920. In R-3 (1877) - the first 
edition of Pr.Ch. to have a special chapter devoted to tho periodic law - we 
find the following mode o! expression (on p.847) 1 which was retained in all 
of tho subsequent editions prepared by Mendeleev: "••• if all the elements 
are arranged according to tho magnitude of their atomic weights, then~ 
~eriodic repetition of properties is obtained. This is expressed by the law 
of periodicit~: the properties of the simple bodies, as well as the forms and 
froperties of the compounds of the elements are in eriodic de endence u on 
or, expressing ourselves algebraically, form a periodic function of !h! 
.magnitude of the atomic weights of the elements". 
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1st edition of Principles of Chomist;y was included a folding sheet entitled 
D. Mendcleev's natural system of the elements (R.~ which presented tables 
31 (P8) and 32 (P9); this sheet had been drawn up in February, 1871. 
In about Harch of 1871 Mendeleev began to prepare a new article on the 
periodic law, for publication in a German journal. He soon decided to write 
two such articles, one dealing. solely with the question of priority of 
discovery of the periodic law, and tho other dealing with the nature and 
applications of tho law. Tho article on priority was published in April 
in Berichte, as Zur Fraga uber das System der Elemento (On the question of the 
system of tho elementG.237 It contains Mendeleev's first published use of 
the label "periodic" in referring to his classificatory system of the 
eloments.238 The second article was completed by Hendeleov in August 1871; 
he passed it on to F.R. Wreden fro translation into German, Wreden's 
translation being published in November in Liebig's Annalen as Die pcriodische 
Gesotzmassigkeit der chemischen Elemente (Tho periodic lawfulness of the 
chemical elements).239 On an off-print of this article Mendeleev later wrote, 
"This :is the best-known of rrry articles" ;24o and it was indeed probo.bly through 
this article rather than any other that non-Russian (especially German) 
chemists became acquainted at first hand with Mendeleev 1s detailed vlews on 
tho nature and applications of the periodic law and periodic aystem.241 
In December 1871 Mendeleev discontinued his aeries of laboratory 
researches - upon which he had been engaged since 1868 - in fields of 
237Berichte1 4 (1871) 348-52. Given in Russian translation in PLBA, 
386-91. The content of this article is considered in Ch.VIII. -----
23~!It would be more correct to call my system 'periodic' C so. than 
merely 'natural'], because it arises from the periodic law" (Berichte, P•3.50; 
~. 388. 
239Annalen (Liebig), Suppl. VIII (1871) 133-229; containing tables 
35(Pll) and 36(Pl2). \._The contents of this article are considered in certain 
other chapters, as appropriate.) 
24osoe ~~ 696. 
241 French and English translations of this article were published in 
the Moniteur Scientifigue (1879) and the Chemical News (1879-80) respectively 
(see Ch.II, n.1§6), as n result of tho interest aroused in Mondeleev's 
periodic law by the discovery of gallium (1875) and scandium (1879) 1 which 
had confirmed his predictions of 1870-1 regarding "aka-aluminium" and 






inorg~nic ~d physical chemistry closely connected with the emergence and 
development of his periodic system. He turned now to an experimental 
investigation of the "elnsticity of gases", n subject which was to occupy 
him until J881. 
In discussing the different types of arrangement to be found in 
Mendeleev•s periodic tables it will be convenient to uso various specific 
descriptive terms. The following distinctions are drnwn:-
i) "Long-form"/"short-form" 
The description "long-form" periodic to.ble wUl be used for those 
tables in which the elements are arranged in "periods" 1 with the elements 
of each "large period" (or "long period") being presented in n single line, 
e.g. tnble 8 (Pl), tnble 35 (Pll) 1 table 44 (Pl9). In "short-form" tables 
on the other hand the elements are arranged in "series", where the elements 
which would constitute a single long period in n long-form table are 
presented instead in two consecutive parallel series, e.g. table 10 (P3) 1 
table 36 (Pl2) 1 table 60 (P33).242 Thus, whereas in a long-form table the 
elements K~Br are arranged in a single line (as a long period) 1 in a 
short-form table these elements are arranged instead in the two consecutive 
parallel series, 
. K ) Ni 1 Cu 
(Cu)Zn~Br. 
ii) 11Vertical11/ 11horizontal" 
Following the convention of Soviet historians of science such as Kedrov1 
tho terms "vertical" and "horizontal" will be used in this thesis to 
designate periodic tables according to the orientation of the groups 
(such as the alknli metals, halogens, eto.) 1 not nccording to the orientation 
of the periods or sories243, e.g. table 8(Pl) would be classed as a 
horizontal long-form table, table 44(Pl9) ae a vertical long-form table, 
table 10 (P3) ns a horizontal short-form table, and table 36 (Pl2) as a 
vertical short-form table. 
242 The term "series" is used in this sense by Mendoleev himself 
(Russinn 1 riad). 
243 The opposite designation, whore the table is classed as "vertical" 
or "horizontnl" according to the orientation of the periods or sories 1 is 
used by some, e.g. by Quam nnd Quam, Bibl. 96. Others appear to use the 
terms "vertical" and "horizontal" to describe periodic tables without 
consistently tying these torms to tho orientation of the groups, series 
o~ periods, but rather according to some general impression of overall 
shape of the tnble 1 e.g. Venable, Bibl.124. 
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iii) "Linear"/"zig-zag" (for short-form tables) 
In short-form tables the elements within a group (composed of two 
sub-groups) may be arranged either "linearly", such as, 
Li Na K CuRb Ag Ca (e.g. in table 10) 1 
or in either a "full" or n "partial" "zig-zag" form, such as, 
Li K Rb Cs ("full zig-:zng", e.g. in table 36), 
Na Cu Ag 
or, 
Li Na Cu Ag ("partial zig-zag", e.g. in table 16). 
K Rb Cs 
iv) 1'Uprisht"/"inverted" (for horizontal tables) 
In some of his early manuscript horizontal tables- e.g. table 2 (M2) 1 
table 16 (MlO) - Mendeleev arranged tho elements not in what might bo called 
"upright" form, with the atomic weight increasing in passing~ the columna, 
but rather in an "inverted" form in which the atomic weight increases in 
going !!E. the columns. 
Using this system of terms, we shall now consider certain detailed 
aspects of the path by which Mendeleev passed from his original "attempt at 
a system" - table 3 (M3), 17th February (o.s.) 1869 - to his "natural 
system", table 26 (Ml9), 29th November (o.s.) 1870.244 
a) Mendeleev1s "doubling-up" of the long columns of the long-fo%'1! 
table 3 (M3) to give a short-form table 
Tho first short-form table known to have been drawn up b1 Mondoleev245 
was the manuscript horizontal table 5 (M5), compiled towards the end of 
February (o.s.) 1869. The process of transition from Mendeleev1a original 
long-form table, table 3 (M3), to this first short-form table has been 
schematically represented by Kedrov in a diagram which he calla 11a general 
scheme of the doubling-up of the long rows of 'An attempt at a system of the 
-----------------------------------------------------------·------244Table 26 (Ml9) is the manuscript version of table 30 (P7), published 
in the article A natural system of the elements. 
Those aspects of tho path by which Mendeleev passed from his "attempt 
at a system" to his "naturnl. system" which form part of the topics of Chs. V 1 
VI and VII are considered mainly in those later chapters; only thosa aspects 
which do not fit naturally into Chs. V, VI and VII nre considered in detail 
in the present chapter. 
In the following discussion n groat debt is owed to Kedrov's survey 
article The develo ment b D.I. Mendolcev of n natural ("shot't" s atom of 
the elements R. in so.Ar. pp. 771- 5 1 and indeed to Kedrov•s comments throughout sc.Ar. 
24CL 
'Excluding any embryonic short-form tables which he m~J.1 have 
constructed on Feb. 17th (o.s.) 18691 such na tho lower part or table l (Ml). On the possibility or Mendeleov's construction of an embryonic vertical 
short-form table on tho morning of Feb. 17th (o.s.) 1869 1 aoo n.25,, below. 
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elements'" (see Fig. III-17, below). Kedrov provides the following 
explanatory note with this scheme: 
The light print ••• designates elements which did not 
undergo transfer and remained in their previous places; they 
constitute the entire centrol part of the previous long table ••• 
The heavy print designates elements which underwent transfer from the 
lower or upper parts of the table (i.e. from its edges) into its centre; 
the arrows indicate the direction of this transfer. The eight elements 
which were tempo2~7ily excluded from co~sideration have been isolated ••• 
by broken lines. 
Various points may be noted in connection with the transition from 
table 3 (M3) to table 5 (M5):-
i) The 8 elements, H, Er, Yt, In, Ce, La, Di and Th were included 
in table 3 (M3)t but are omitted from table 5 (H5). Apart from H, these 
are elements whose atomic weights and chemical characteristics were at the 
time not !mown with any certainty. 248 
ii) The transfer of the elements Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs, Ca, Sr and Ba from 
the lower part of table 3 (M3) to the upper part of table 5 (M5) meant that 
the halogens and alkali metals were no longer juxtaposed, thus alreaqy 
removing one of tho defects of his Attempt at a system which Mendoleev 
acknowledged in Correlation of properties. 
iii) The transfer of Li and Na to the top of the table removed the 
grounds for postulating the existence of the unknown elements ? = 8 and 
? = 22 which Hendeleev had included between Hand Cu in table 3 (M3). 
iv) Table 5 (M5) contained two empty}iaces between V and Cr1 and two 
between W and Mo, which are not to bo found in table 3 (H3). Of these four 
new places, only one is actually that of an unknown element (Tc); the other 
three are the rightful places of Cr, Mn and Mo 1 these elements being 
incorrectly listed in table 5 (M5) with tho iron and palladium elements.249 
246 Sc.Ar. 1 776. 
247Ibid., 777 
248 Di turned out to be not a single element, but a mixture of two 
elements, Nd and Pr (von Welsbach, 1885); Mendeleev1s "Er" of 1869 contained, 
in addition to the modern element Er, also the elements Yb 1 Lu 1 Ho, Tm and 
Dy. 
In, Ce and Th came to be confidently placed by Mendeleev in his 
"natural system", table 26 (Ml9); Yt was tentatively placed; and Er, La and 
Di were unplaced, although they had been tentatively placed in a nucber of 
different ways in various earlier tables of 1870. (See Chs. VI and VII). 
249 Tho criterion used here and elsewhere in this thesis for assessing 
tho correctness of tho placing of clements in Mendoloev's periodio tables 
is that of correspondence, with respect to sequence of arrangement and 
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v.) In going from table 3 (M3) to table 5 (M,5) the atomic-weight 
value of To has been changed from 128? to 125, not on empirical grounds 
but solely to accord with the placing of Te between Sb = 122 and I = 127. 
vi) The doubling-up of the long columns of table 3 (H3) to give 
table 5 (M5) produced tho advantage of indicating the analogies between 
the different sub-groups within a group, e.g. the analogies between the 
sub-group containing Ca, Sr and Ba, and that containing Zn and Cd. 2.50 The 
existence also of significant differences between the properties of the 
different sub-groups of a given group is represented in table 5 (M5) by the 
use of a zig-zag arrangement, e.g. C~SrCdBa. 
Although Mendeleev presented the horizontal long-form table 9 (P2), 
which was based upon table 3 (M3) 1 as the central system in his article 
Correlation of properties, this article also reflects Mendeleev•s attempts 
at doubling-up the long columns of table 3 (H3) to give a horizontal short-frm 
table. Table 10 (P3) 1 given in a footnote in this article, is a horizontal 
short-form table which is clearly based upon the earlier table 5 (M5) 1 even 
though table 10 (P3) has a linear form while table 5 (M5) has a zig-zag 
form. 251 Later in Correlation of properties ~lendeleev discussed at some 
length tha relative merits of a linear short-form table such as table 10 (P3) 
and a long-form table such as table 9 (P2) 1 preferring on balance the latter 
form of presentation: he felt that tho advantage of the linear short-form 
table in expressing the analogies between the sub-groups within a group was 
outweighed by the disadvantage of this table in disturbing the juxtaposition 
of the most closely analogous elements (i.e. of the elements of the same 
sub-group) which is to be found in tho long-form table.252 Why Mendeleev 
did not here suggest the zig-zag short-form arrangement as a possible 
compromise· solution is somewhat strange, since he had already drawn up such 
a presentation in table 5 (M5). 
250Kedrov (sc.Ar., 784) refers to the existence of resemblances between 
tho sub-groups of a group as providing "a real basis for the doubling-up of 
the rows in tho short table". 
2~hat table 10 (P3) is based upon tho earlier table 5 (M5) is clear 
from the tact that table 10 (P3) 1 like table 5 (M5) 1 contains gaps 
corresponding to the places where Cr, Mn and Mo should be. 
252
op.Cit., PP• 71-2; ~~ 24-7. 
-------------------------
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b) Tho transition by Mendeleev from a horizontal short-form table to a 
vertical short-form table 
Very soon after compiling the horizontal short-form table 5 (M5) 1 
Mendeleev (late Feb., o.s., 1869) drew up table 6 (M6), which is the earliest 
known example of a vertical short-form table constructed by him.253 The 
following points may be noted in connection with the transition from 
table 5 (M5) to table 6 (M6):-
i) Of the 8 elements H, Er, Yt, In, Ce 1 La, Di and Th omitted from 
table 5 (M5) 1 only His included in table 6 (M6), in the middle of the 
otherwise empty row above the Li-F row (i.e. approxtmately above C). The 
remaining 7 of these elements are listed at the bottom of the sheet on which 
table 6 (M6) is drawn up, but outside the table itself. 
ii) Unlike table 5 (M.5), which had Cr1 Mn and Mo erroneously placed with 
the iron and palladium elements (leaving gaps corresponding to their correct 
places), table 6 (M6) has these elements placed correctly. But not only Cr, 
Mn and Mo have been moved from the "group VIII" region254 of table 5 (M5) to 
the main bo~ of the table in tablo 6 (M6); in the latter table Mendeleev 
has put rhodium ( "Ro") and platinum into the column containing the halogens 
and manganese (into the places corresponding to technetium and rhenium 
respectivel~. 
253Although most of the references to short-form arrangements of the 
elements in Mendeleev's article Correlation of properties concern horizontal 
arrangements, there is one passage, fairly early in the article (op.cit., 
p.67; ~~ 18) 1 where Mendeleev presents a partial vertical short-form 
arrangement, and appears to suggest that such an arrangement of the elements 
represented the first stage ("first trial", pervaia proba) in his construction 
of the periodic system. Perhaps this was indeed so, in which case this 
embryonic vertical short-form arrangement would presumably have been drawn 
up by Hendeleev on the morning of February 17th (o.s.) 1869 (judging from 
Kedrov 1s account of the history of Mondeleev's discovery of the periodic law, 
given in Bibl. 44), before he drew up the partial horizontal arrangement 
presented inCh. IV as table 1 (Ml). Thoro is, however, no supporting 
evidence for such a suggestion, which on the contrary seems rather unlikely 
since all of the known manuscript tables drawn up by Mendeleev on 
Feb. 17th (o.s.) 1869 are of the horizontal type. It seems more likely that 
this passage from Correlation of proporties where Mendeleev talks of his 
"first trial" at drawing up a systoLl of the elements on the basis of atomic 
weight is not historically accurate as regards the structural details 
(orientation, compactness) of his actual "first trial"• 
254This is a convenient anachronistic use of the torm "group VIII", a 
term introduced by Mendeleav towards the end of 1870 (ace later in the 
present chapter). 
'~'-------,---------------
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iii) Mendeleev had difficulty placing Hg, Au and Bi in table 6 (M6). He 
at first placed Hg = 200 at the foot of the column containing F1 01, Mn, etc., 
bu~ then wrote "the position of this is wrong", and •rossed it out; he ends 
up placing Hg, together with Au = 1971 slightly off the table to the left 
of Tl = 204 (which is at the foot of the column containing Li, Na, K1 etc.). 
Au ia given an alternative place at the base of the column containing B, Al 1 
etc. Also at the foot of the B - Al column, just above Au 197, is the entry 
Bi = 200, with the note "an analogue of boron??". A second place suggested 
for Bi is at the foot of the N - P column, where we find the entry M!• 
The placing of Au at the foot of the B - Al column is presumably conditional 
upon placing Bi in the N - P column. 
iv) Unlike table 5 (M5) 1 which had a zig-zag arrangement of elements 
within the groups, table 6 (M6) has a linear arrangement. In table 6 (M6) 
Mendeleev seems to attempt to indicate the different sub-groups instead by 
marking the alternate rows 'it'' or '\\' according to the particular sub-group 
to which the members of the row belong: thus, the rose Li- F, K- Mn, 
Rb - Ro, etc., are marked '//'• and the rows Na- Cl, Cu- Br, Ag- I, etc., 
are marked ",\'• It appears, however, that Mendeleev encountered a problem 
in connection with the marking of the row containing Ta and w. These two 
elements are closely analogous to Nb and Me respectively, showing much less 
analogy to Sb and Te; but the sequence of rows in table 6 (M6) suggests 
that Ta and W belong to the same sub-groups as Sb and Te, not Nb and Mo.255 
Both types of mark, ·~1 " and '\\', are found in the Ta - W row in table 6 (M6): 
the mark ·~1 " is that required by the close resemblance of the elements of this 
row to those of the Rb - Ro row1 whereas ",{' is demanded by the symmetry of 
table 6 (M6). As has been suggested by Kedrov, 256 the interest shown by 
Mendeleev in the atomic-weight values which would be required for the (unknown 
elements corresponding to the gaps between Ba (= 137) and Ta (= 182) in 
table 6 (M6) was probably provoked by the thought (arising out of the 
problem of marking the Ta - W row in this table) that perhaps there is an 
extra row, as yet completely empty, between the Cs - Ba row and the Ra - W 
row. With such an extra row, the symmetry of the table would be more 
favourable to marking the Ta - W row ·~1 u257 1 in accordance with the 
255The zig-zag arrangement of table 5 (M5) also had Ta and W in the 
wrong sub-groups, but there are no signs that Mendeleev had been disturbed 
by this fact in this earlier table. 
256 Sc.Ar., 61. 
257 The symmetry would still not be completely favourable in such a case 
because of the problem of Pb, mentioned below. 
I 
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requirements of chemical analogy. However, a consideration based merely 
upon the atomic-weight differences in the region between Ba and Ta turns 
out to be somewhat inconclusive for a judgment on the question of the 
possible existence of an extra row between the Cs - Ba and Ta-W rows.258 
The major factor in discouraging Mendeleev's introduction of such an extra 
row into table 6 (H6) was probably his misplacing in the table of Pb with the 
alkaline-earth elements.259 With Pb listed as an analogue of Ca, Sr and Ba, 
the mark '~/" which Mendeleev had given to the Pb - Bi row would seem quite 
natural; and with the Pb - Bi row marked thus, the introduction of a new row 
between the Cs - Ba and Ta - W rows would require the introduction also of a 
new row between the Ta - W and Pb - Bi rows, an extension completely 
26o unjustified on grounds of atomic-weight difference. Mendeleev seems in 
table 6 (M6) to have reluctantly accepted Ta and W as members of the 
sub-groups containing Sb and Te respectively: beneath W in this table he 
wrote, "must represent an analogue of s, Se, Te11 1 and of the 5 marks (four 
"It"• one "\\") which he had placed in the Ta - W row, he crossed out 2 of the 
'~/' marks. 
Some time during the period March-June 1869 Mendeleev drew up another 
vertical short-form table, table ll {M8). Apart from the fact that this new 
table was linear and vertical, whereas table 5 (M5) was zig-zag and 
horizontal, table 11 (M8) was very similar to table 5 (M5) 1 showing a lesser 
similarity to the previous vertical table, table 6 (M6). Among the 
characteristics of table 11 (M8) may be noted the following:-
!) H is placed in table 11 (M8) in roughly the same position as in 
table 6 (M6), viz. in the middle of the otherwise empty row above the 
Li - F row. 
258Assuming the Cs-Ba and Ta-W rows to be adjacent in the vertic~ 
short-form table, the average atomic-weight difference between consecutive 
(unknown) elements in the region between Ba and Ta would be about 4.5 
atomic-weight units, which although somewhat higher than the average 
difference for consecutive elements in the other rows is not so high as to 
be definitely unacceptable. 
259Mendeleev had listed Pb as an analogue of Ca, Sr and Ba also in 
table 3 (M3). 
260 The other possibility open in principle, that of placing Ta and W in 
the same row as Cs and Ba, is quite unacceptable not only on the grounds of 
the atomic-weight difference between Ba and Ta (although see table 15 in 
Ch. IV, discussed inCh. VI), but also on the grounds that with Pb taken as 
an analogue of Ca, Sr and Ba this would still require an additional row 
between the Ta-W row and the Pb-Bi row. 
Later, when Pb was correctly classified as an analogue of Sn, 
Mendeleev could introduce a new row between the Cs - Ba row and the Ta - W 
row, and indeed did so (in 1870 - see later in the present chapter). 
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ii) Cr, Mn and Mo are placed in table 11 (M8) with the iron and 
palladium elements, as in table 5 (N5) but unlike table 6 (M6); as in table 
5 (M5), the proper places of Cr, Mn and Mo are vacant. Also vacant in 
table 11 (M8) are the places corresponding to To and Re - again, like table 5 
(M5) but unlike table 6 (M6). 
iii) As in table 5 (M5), but unlike table 6 (M6), the elements Hg and 
Au are placed in table 11 (M8) in association with the platinum metals (in 
what later came to be called "group VIII"). However, the arrangement of 
elements within this enlarged platinum family is rather different in the 
two tables 5 (M5) and 11 (M8) 1 over and above the difference arising merely 
from the different orientations of these tables, viz. 
table 5 (Mz): Au table 11 (M8): Ft Ir Os 
Ft Hg Au 
Os Ir 
Hg 
iv) Unlike either table 5(M5) or table 6 (M6), in table 11 (M8) an 
attempt is made to include the elements In and Ce, based upon the assumption 
of the (incorrect) atomic-weight values In• 75.6 and Ce = 92. Indium is 
listed between Zn and Sr;261 and cerium is placed with the palladium family, 
thus • Mo Rh Ru Pl • 
Ce 
After May 1869, when the horizontal short-form table 10 (P3) was 
published, the short-form tables published by Mondeloev (such as his "natural 
system") were all of the vertical type. However, we do find the occasional 
horizontal short-form table in manuscript aft9r this date, e.g. tables 16(M10) 
and 17 (Mll), dating from 1870. 
c) The emergence of a co-ordinate system for the short-form periodic 
table through Mcndeleev's introduction of numeration of tho groups and series 
Mendeleev soems not to have begun to introduce actual numeration of the 
rows and columna of his periodic system until the summer - early autumn of 
262 1870. However, a precursory stage to his numbering of the groups (i.e. of 
261_ ~hero is no proper place in the table to correspond to such a 
placing of In between Zn and Sr; in table 11 (M8) In is merely included 
between rows. In Correlation of properties (op.cit., p.72; ~ 26) 
Hendeleev suggested that perhaps In = 75.6? be inserted (in a short-form 
arrangement) between Zn and Cd, presumably instead of Sr. Perhaps it is this 
idea that Mendeleev is expressing in table 11 (M8). 
262.._ JMendeleev1s first use of such numeration was in manuscript periodic 
systems. His earliest published table with numeration was table 30 (P7) 1 
published Feb. 1871. Earlier numeration of either groups of series by other 
contributors may be seen in Figs. III-2 (Newlands1 1864; numeration of groups), III-13 (Meyer, 1868; groups) II!-11 (Hinrichs, lti69; aeries) and III-14 




the columns in the vertical type of table, of the horizontal rows in the 
horizontal type of table) may be seen in his characterisation of the various 
groups by tho form of "saline" oxide in which the elements of the group show 
their highest valency.263 In his first article on periodicity - Correlation 
of properties - Mendeleev had remarked, "The arrangement of the elements or 
their groups according to atomic weight corresponds to their so~called 
264 
atomicity11 1 but hero he is referring to the usual valency of the elements, 
as manifested in their hydrogen or chlorine compounds.265 Similarly, in his 
article Atomic volumes Mendeleev said: "••• the system (so. the vertical 
short-form table 14 (P.5)] ••• corresponds to the atomicity of the elements as 
it is usually recognised; thus, the elements of the first column are 
monoatomic, and of the second, third and fourth are di- 1 tri- and tetra-atomiq 
the elements of the fifth column are triatomic, of the sixth column, diatomic, 
and of the seventh column, monoatomic".266 In this same article, however, he 
also saJ,d: "••• while being based upon the magnitude of atomic weight, such 
a system graphically expresses chemical similarity, it defines the degree of 
combination with oxygen". 267 This is the first time that Mendeleev had 
26~edrov (Sc.Ar., 797) has written: "••• D.I. (Hendeleev] did not 
introduce ••• C numeration of the groups and series) • • • until a real physical 
or chemical significance was found for those numbers which had to serve as 
the numbers of the groups or the numbers of the series. The necessity for 
numeration of the series in the short table followed from the alternation of 
full analogues and incomplete analogues in the short table of tho elements; 
numeration of the groups was a direct consequence of the establishment of 
the maximum valency of the elements of a given group with respect to oxygen". 
While the opinion expressed hero by Kcdrov concerning the basis for the 
numeration of tho groups is largely echoed in this thesis 1 his comment on the 
basis of numeration of the series seems rather to exaggerate the signifioanca 
of the alternation of the sub-groups. Numeration of tho series certainly led 
to Mendolcev' s "even"/'' odd" distinction between the alternating sub-groups of 
a group (see below), and in this and other respects is convenient; but the 
mere fact of the alternation of the sub-groups can hardly be conaider~d as 
leading directly to tho need for numeration of the aeries. 
Certain weaknesses in Mondeleev•s distinction between "saline" 
oxides and "peroxides" are discussed in Ch. v. 
2640p.cit., p.?6; ~~ 31· 
265 See Correlation of properties, PP• 68-9; ~~ 20-1. 




distinguished between the significance of the periodic system in connection 
with tho usual valency of the elements, and with their valency with ~aspect 
to oxygen. Later in the articlehetalked about tho analogies between Cr and 
s, and between Mn and 01 1 in their highest oxidation states, i.e. between 
268 so2c12 and cre2c12, and between ID1no4 and KC104• Shortly afterwards 
(Oct. 1869), in his paper On the quantity of oxygen, Mendeleev introduced 
moro explicitly the idea of characterising the groups in his periodic 
' 
system by moans of the forma of saline oxide in which they show their 
highest valency. At this stage he talked about only the first 7 groups in 
his (short-form) periodic system: 
••• we are confronted with only 7 limiting forms of saline oxide. 
These forma ••• may be expressed as, 
R20; ~02 ; R2o3; R2o4; ~05 ; R2a6; R2o7• 
To this series correspond exactly those 7 series of simple bodies 
(so. tho "groupa"J into which it is oost naturo.l to d~stribute tho 
majority of tho elements which have been grouped according to 
similarity of properties and according t269he periodicity which has been determined in their atomic weighto. 
A little later in the same article Mendeleev wrote, referring to 
table 13 (P4), "The naturalneso of this grouping is amplified by the fact 
that it is shown to comply with that order in which the elements are 
diotributed according to the form of their limiting saline oxideo".27° This 
correopondenco which Mendeleev had now recognioed between the order of the 
groupo in the periodic cyotem and the maximum valency of the elemento in 
their oaline oxide'o wao presumably what he had in mind when in 1870 he wrote 
that his "natural syotem of the elements" provided "a new explanation of the 
oo-called atomicity of tho elemento11 • 271 
It wao not until the late autumn of 1870 that Mendoleev came to extend 
the correlation of position in the periodic oyotem with compooition of the 
higheot saline oxide to the group containing the elements of the iron, 
Palladium and platinum familieo. But by this time he had already begun to 
introduce numeration of the rowa and columns of his periodic table. 
268 Op.cit., p.63; ~~ 34. 
269 •, Op.cit., PP• 15-16; ~~ 52. 
27°op.cit., pp. 16-17; ~. 53. Again, later in this article Mende1eev 
presented the conclusion q~oted earlier in the present chapter on P•l71. 
271an the place of cerium (G.) 1 p.49; ~~ 67. 
-------------------------~.,..-~,____.; 
The earliest periodic table of Hendeleev's known to contain numeration 
of rows or columns is the inverted horizontal short-form table 16 (Hl0) 1 
dating from the summer - early autumn of 1870. In this table the first five 
columns after the Li - F column are labelled by means of Arabic numerals -
1 1 2, 31 4 and 5. In the horizontal short-form table 17 (Mll) 1 compiled 
very soon after table 16 (HlO), numeration of the columns was extended to 
the 6th column after the (un-labelled) Li - F column, i.e. the column 
containing Cs and Ba was labelled 11611 • Also in table 17 (Mll), Th (= 231) 
and U (= 24o) were for the first time listed as the heaviest elements, 
creating a new column (corresponding to a new horizontal row in a vertical 
table) at the "heavy" end of the periodic system. 
Shortly afterwards, still in the summer - early autumn of 1870, 
Mendeleev first introduced numeration of the groups, in the horizontal 
long-form table 18 (Ml2). He used a mixture of Roman and Arabic numerals 
for this purpose (viz. I, II, III, 4, 5, 6, ?). There was no numeration of 
the columns in this table.272 
In the vertical short-form table 19 (Ml3), dating from the same period, 
Mendeleev introduced an extra (completely empty) row between the Cs - Ba and 
Ta - \-1 rows. All of the rows of his "natural system" had now been introduced. 
Table 19 (Ml3) had no numeration of rows or columns. 
In the autumn of 1870, in a manuscript rough draft of his proposed 
article Towards a system of the elements (R.),273 Mendeleev for the first 
time r~ferred to the places of the elements within the periodic system by 
means of two co-ordinates, taken from the numeration of rows and columns in 
the vertical short-form table 20 (Hl4) which accompanied this manuscript 
draft. In table 20 (t114) the groups were numbered using the Roman numerals 
I-VII (the elements of the iron, palladium and platinum families were not 
included in the table), and the rows numbered using the Arabic numerals o, 
1, 2, ••• 8, from the Li- F row to theTa- W row.274 The places in 
272
since table 18(Ml2) is long-form, the columns in this table correspond 
\,,to periods, not to serieS:~ 
·. ...27~ot- p;;blishe·d-~~~r this title (see earlier). 
274This is Mendeleev's first use of the numeral "0" to designate the 
Li- F row. He very soon discarded this designation (see below). 
Table 20 CM14) does not contain H; and although it has a row 
containing only Th = 22! at the bottom of the table, and also a horizontal 
line between this row and the Ta - W row, corresponding to the Hg - Tl row, 
there is no numeration of rows beyond the Ta - W row. 
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table 20~4) were referred to in the text of this manuscript rough draft of 
Jowards n system of the elements with the Roman numeral (the number of the 
group) given first, e.g. the places of Sr, Ba, Rb and Cs were referred to as 
(II-4), (II-6), (I-4) and (I-6) respectively.275 This mode of designation 
of tho places in the short-form periodic table was retained by Mendeleev 
throughout his life, although the particular system of numeration of the 
groups was changed by him in 1871 (see below). 
By early November 1870 Mendeleev had written his third (and final) 
manuscript draft of Towards a system of the eloments~76 In this manuscript 
he retained tho designation "011 for the Li - F series. In the vertical 
short-form table 23 (Hl6) drawn up very soon afterwards (early November) he 
had already discarded this "O" designation of the Li - F series 1 and did not 
use it again.277 In table 23 (Hl6) the Li - F series is not labelled in any 
way at all. Numeration in this table extends for the first time to series 10 
(i.e. to the Th- U series, the Na- Mg series being series l); also for the 
first time the elements of the iron, palladium and platinum families are 
labelled "group VIII". The list of characteristic highest saline oxides 
included in table 23 (Ml6) gives the type 11R04" for group VIII. 
278 That 
Mendeleev now came to recognise the existence of oxides of the form R04 for 
this group - and consequently to designate it "group VIII" - almost certainly 
arose out of his work at this time in preparing the chapter in Principles of 
Chemistry (part II, Ch.XIX) which deals with the palladium and platinum 
metals.279 In this chapter Mendeleev wrote: 
275see Sc.Ar., 123. 
276 See Sc.Ar., 132-7. 
277The designation "O" for the Li - F series was therefore never used 
by Mendelecv in a published work. Much later, in the early 20th century, 
Hendeleev again introduced the designation 110" into the numeration of the 
series, this time to denote tho "pre-hydrogen" series in which he placed tho 
hypothetical element ~ (tentatively identified with the ether). 
278Table 23 (Ml6) seems to be the earliest full periodic table to include 
the forms of the highest saline oxides characteristic of the groups, and 
also the first to give the characteristic hydrides. However, certain of 
Mendeleev's earlier partial tables alroa~ include these features, e.g. that 
given in so.Ar., 132 (from the 3rd draft of Towards a system of the elements, 
early Nov. 18?0). 
279This recognition did not come from any original experimental research 
on these oxides by Mcndeleev himself, but rather from his study of the 
earlier contributions of Tennant, Vauquelin, Berzelius, Wohler, Fritzsche, 
Struve and Deville (see Pr.Ch., R-1, part II, 18711 p.8)3; ~~ 38o). 
~~"-·------
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·~· ruthenium and o&Jium ••• are able to give ••• oxides of the 
form Ruo4 and Oso4 ••• 
In connection with this form of oxidation R04 it should above all be noted that it is the highest of the known forms. If we arrange the 
elements into groups - as is done at the beginning of this volume 
[sc. in table 31 (P8)J - we see that according to the sequence of the 
distribution of the elements the highest form of oxidation, and 
furthermore the very co~~8sition Ro4, should be manifested in the elements of group VIII. 
In table 23 (Nl6) Mendeleev had therefore arrived at the system of 
numeration which.he uses in his "natural system" of elements, table 26 (Ml9)/ 
30(P7). 281 Although in tables 24 (Hl7) 1 25 (l-118) and 26 (Ml9) Mendeleev 
does not designate the Li - F series by a number, he does now label it 
"typical series" ("typical row") or "typical elements".282 
Mendeleev's numbering of the series in his short-form periodic table 
led him to introduce the terms "even" (chat&~) and "odd" (or "uneven", 
Eechetnyi) to denote series labelled by an even or odd number respectively. 
The elements of a given group belonging to the even series represent one 
sub-group of this group, and the elements belonging to the odd series, the 
other sub-group.283 Because the elements coming before Na in Mendeleev's 
"natural sy3tOL111 table 30 (P7) (the so-called "typical" elements) were given 
no series-number, they were not at the time designated as "even" or "odd". 
For the same reason, the co-ordinate system for labelling the places in 
MP.ndclcev's short-form table did not in table 30 (P7) encompass tho places 
of the elem~nta coming before Na. 
280Pr.Ch., R-1, part II (1871) 832-3; ~' 379-80. 
281Table 30 (P?) was the first published table of Mendeleev's to contain 
any numeration of groups and series. 
282 Table 24 (Ml7) is a rough draft of the table published as table 33~0); 
table 25 (Ml8) is the manuscript fair-copy of table 24 (~117). On the 
significance of Hondeleev's usc of tho term "typical" to denote the lightest 
elements, see n.205 of the present chapter. Mendoleev showed a certain 
inconstancy as regards the particular elements he called "typical": at first 
he referred only to tho eleLlE:mts H, Li ••• F as "typical" ~.g. in tables 301 33 1 
35); soon he tended to include also Na(e.~ intables 45, 47) 1 and sometimes 
both Na and Mg (see, for example, ~' 118 - from his 1871 Annalen paper); 
much later in his life he even occasionally included all elements up to 
argon (tables 57, 63). 
283an Mendeleev's distinction between "even" and "odd" aeries according 
to ability to form organometallic compounds and volatile hydrides, see Ch.V. 
Mendcleev later distinguished the "even" and "odd" series also according to ~, 
tho magnetic properties of the simple substances ("even" series - paramagnetic; 
"odd" series- diamagnetic), acknowledging in this respoct tho work of 
Errera (Bolgiuml 1878) and Carnelley (England, 1879) (e.g. soa ~~ 299: 





By the second half of 1871 Mendeloov had modified his scheme of 
numeration of the series in the short-form table, introducing in table 36 (Pla 
the numeration 1 - 121 where series 1 contains only H, series 2 contains 
Li - F, and series 3 - 12 are those series which had been labelled 1- 10 in 
his original "natural systec", table 30 (P7).284 This change introduced the 
"typical" elements into tho scheme of classification of the series as "even" 
or 11odd11285; it did not, however, alter the classification in this respect of 
the other series, since it resulted merely in their series-numbers being 
increased in value by 2. Mendeleev's modified system of numeration of the 
series also now enabled every place in the short-form periodic table to be 
conveniently denoted by ceans of two co-ordinates. This new system of 
numeration presented in table 36 (Pl2) was retained by Mendeleev throughout 
his life (it was, however, extended by him in the early 20th century, in 
connection with the placing of tho inert gases in the periodic table and with 
his "chemical conception" of the ether, to include also a "zero" .group and 
"zero" series).286 
d) The changes in the classification by Mendeleev during the course of 
the transition from his original "attempt at a system" to his "natural system" 
of certain elements whose accepted atomic-weight values remained more or. less 
constant during this period: H, Au, Hg, Tl, Pb, Bi, and the elements of the 
iron, palladium and platinum families.287 
The three charts given below illustrate tho changes in classification 
by Mendeleev, during the course of his transition from table 3 (M3) to table 
26 (Ml9), of H (Fig. III - 18), Au, Hg, Tl, Pr. and Bi (Fig. III - 19), and 
the elements of the iron, palladium and platinum families (Fig. III - 20).288 
284Tablo 36 (Pl2) accompanied Mendeleev 1s Annalen paper of 1871. 
285scrics 1 (containing only H) being "odd", series 2 (Li -F) being 
"oven". Mondeleev still retained the label "typical" for the lightest elements 
(sec n.28G above). 
286Where the position of an element in the short-form periodic system 
is denoted in this thesis by moans of two co-ordinates, it may be assumed 
that tho co-ordinate system used is Mendeleov's later (cocplete) system 
unless soce indication is given to tho contrary. 
287subsequently Mendeloev was to suggest, on the basis of a consideration 
of position in the periodic tabla, that the accepted sequence of atomic-weight 
values for Os, Ir1 Pt and Au is wrong, and that perhaps the order of values 
for Co and Ni is wrong (see Ch. VI). 
288A chart by Kedrov illustrating these (and other) changes in 
classification by Mendeleov is given in Sc.Ar~, 44-5. 
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All of the reproduced sections of periodic table are given in the same 
(vertical) orientation for convenience in making coopatisons, although in a 
number of the original tables the orientation was in fact horizontal. In 
the sections of table presented in Fig. III - 20 Mendeleev uses the symbol 
"Pl" throughout for palladium289; in tables 3 (H3) and 5 (M5) he uses 11Ro" 
for rhodium, and "Rh" for ruthenium; in table 6 (H6) he still uses "Ro" for 
rhodium, but now has 11Ru11 for ruthenium; in the later tables he uses "Rh" 
for rhodium, and 11Ru11 for ruthenium. 290 
In his Correlation of properties (1869) Mendeleev had made the following 
remark concerning the problem of placing ~ in his "attempt at a system": 
"Hydrogen, with its small atomic weight, has not found a definite position 
[sc. in table 9 (P2)]; it seems to me the most natural to place it in the 
row of copper, silver and mercury, although perhaps its place is in some 
unknown row below the copper row11 • 291 Nearly two and a hnlf years later, 
in connection with his discussion of table 36 (Pl2) in his article in Liebig's 
Annalen on The periodic lawfulness of the chemical elements (G.), Mendeleev 
expressed a more definite opinion on the placing of H, one which he was to 
retain throughout the remainder of his life: 
The isolated, independent position of hydrogen, with the 
lowest atomic weight, becomes clear. Because its saline oxide is 
H 01 nnd its salts are HX, it must be included in group I; and its 
cfosest analogue will be Na, because this element, like hydrogen, 
belongs to an odd series in group I. Its further analogues will be 
Cu, A~92nd Au. All five give the corresponding compounds RO and R202. 
The place given to H in table 36 (Pl2) ro.d later tables is that which 
was already given in Mendelcev's original "natural system", table 26 (Ml9)/ 
30 (P7). The uncertainty which had been expressed by Mendeleev in 
289Although table 26 (Hl9) has "Pl", the published version of thi.s table, 
table 30 (P7) 1 has "Pd". Mendeloov chnnged from "Pl" to "Pd" in late 
1870-early 1871. 
29°on the question of the syobols used by Mendeleev in 1869 for 
ruthenium and rhodium, see Kedrov, So.Ar., 39 1 431 44. 
291
op.cit•• P•75; ~~ 29. 
292op.cit. (1871), p.l54; ~~ 118. Some additional analogies 
between H and the group Na, Cu, Ag, Au wore given in the subsequent pages 
of the article. 
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Correlation o! properties concerning the position of H is however clearly 
seen (from Fig. III - 18) to have persisted throughout the period from the 
time of his cocpilation of table 3 (M3) to the time when he eventually drew 
up table 26 (Ml9); even in table 25 (Ml8) he had listed H not in group I, 
but in group VIII instead.293 
As regards the placing by Mendeleev of Au, Hg, Tl, Pb and Bi, all these 
elements had been placed correctly by June (o.s.) 1869, in table 12 (~19). 
With these elements correctly placed ~1endeleev was now free to introduce an 
extra (completely e~pty) row between the Cs - Ba and Ta - W rows of the 
short-form table.294 However, such a new row was not introduced by 
:Hendeleev until the summer - early auturn.."'l of 1870, in table 19 (Hl3). 
On the question of the position in the periodic table of the elements of 
the iron, palladium and platinum families, Mendeleev had the following to say 
in Correlation of properties: "A cultitude of questions arise in connection 
with the placing of all of the elements into a single integral syste~, but 
the moat interesting question seems to me to be the distribution of those 
elements which resemble iron, cerium, palladium and platinum, because here we 
have elements which resemble each other in their n~turea and which also have 
atomic weights which ore close ••• 11 • 295 It was not until November 1870, in 
table 23 (Nl6), that Hendeleev placed all of the elements Fe, Co, Ni, Ru, Rh, 
Pd, Os, Ir and Pt in their correct order in the periodic table. 
293H is not so listed in the published version of table 25 (Ml8), i.e. 
in table 33 (PlO). The latter table has H in group I. 
294see n.26o of the present chapter. 
295op.cit., P•73-4; ~~ 28. 
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CHAPTER IV 
COLLECTION OF THE VARIOUS PERIODIC SYSTn1S CO~!PILED BY HENDELEEV (1869=1906) 
The following collection of Hendeleev'a periodic tables is arranged in 
a single numbered series in chronological order. Three kinds of table are 
distinguished: manuscript tables; published tables; and what may be called 
"lecture" tables, comprising tables presented by Mendeleev in lectures, and 
in one case, table 4o, a table prepared in accordance with instructions given 
by Mendeleev which was placed on the wall of the large auditorium of the 
chemistry laboratory building of St. Petersburg University in 1876.1 The 
dates taken for manuscript tables are dates of compilation2; for published 
tables, dates of publication; and for lecture tables, dates of presentation. 
Each table is designated according to ita overall chronological ordinal 
number, and also (in parentheses) according to ita type (by the letter M, F 
or L, denoting "manuscript", "published" or "lecture") and its chronological 
order as a particular type of table: thus, for example, table 38 (Pl4) is a 
published table which is the 38th table in tho overall chronological series, 
and tho 14th in the chronological aeries of published tables. Each of the 
manuscript tables is given in two versions: (a) a photographic reproduction 
of the original, and (b) a clarified, usually simplified, and where necessary 
translated reconstruction. Two versions - (a) and (b) - are also given for 
two of the lecture tables, tables 21 (Ll) and 28 (L3); in the case of L3 the 
reconstructed version is a reproduction of a modern published printed 
representation.3 
It will be noticed that in most of tho tables - certainly of those up to 
table 58 (19~) - Mendeleev includes one or more question-marks. In his 
article on The periodic lawfulness of the chemical elements (G.) in Liebig's 
Annalen, 1871 1 he made the following remark, which although written 
lwhore it is still to be found, in wl~t is now the large auditorium of 
the Chemical Research Institute (Nauchno-issledovatel1skii khimichcskii 
institut) of Leningrad University. 
2A fow of these manuscripts were actually dated by Mendeleov. Most of 
them were not, however, and these have been dated by Kodrov on the basis of 
various kinds of evidence, e.g. the particular symbols used for certain 
elements; the atomic-weight values given; remarks made by Mendeleov on tho 
same sheet of paper as that on which a particular table was drawn up; 
relationships to other, dated, manuscripts, etc. 
3pLSM, 219. 
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specifically in connection with tablo 35 (P11) nevertheless servos as a 
general guide for tho interpretation of question-marks in his periodic tables: 
"The mark ? placed in front of tho symbol of an clement signifies that because 
of insufficiency of research on that element4 ita place in the system is 
still not accurately known; and the mark ? placed after atomic-weight values 
indicates doubt concerning the atomic-weight value at present detennined".5 
In addition to the two uses mentioned in this passage of 1871, a third purpose 
served by question-marks in some of lfendeleev'a periodic tables is aeon to be 
the indication of possible undiscovered elements - as, for example, in tables 
5 (M5) and 8 (P1). In tables 51 (1889) and 53 (1889) - 56 (1898) we find 
what is undoubtedly a further function of the question-mark in its association 
with the entry "Di", viz. to query the status of didymium as a single element. 
Although an attempt at completeness has been made in the present 
collection of Mendeleev'a periodic tables, it is hardly likely that all 
manuscript tables ever drawn up by him will have been included (the 
manuscript tables given hare all date from the period 1869-71). It is less 
unlikely that all lecture tables are included; and as regards published table~ 
it is probable that all such tables are in fact presented here.6 
Below is a list of the various tables included in the collection, with 
their dates and source references. All of the manuscript and lecture tables 
4As may be seen from table 35 (P\1), this refers to insufficiency of 
research on the chemical and physical properties of the element, particularly 
as regards tho determination of vilency. 
5op.cit., p.l50; ~' 115. 
6rn general only full tables have been included, although a few oorly 
partial manuscript tables are also given. Of the published tables, where 
two or moro identical tables appeared in different sources only one is given, 
listed according to the date of first appearance. Not included hero. on the 
grounds that they are not so much periodic tables as lists of elements, are 
those arrangements of tho elements, publ~shod in the 5th (1889) to 8th (l9o6) 
editions of Pr.Ch., whore Mendeleev lists all of tho elements in a single 
column in the order of their atomic weights (increasing !roo the top of the 
column downwards), and expresses tho periodicity of properties by marking off 
alongside the elements tho values or their valencies (with respect to H on o~e 
side of the column, and with respect to 0 on the other aide) at distances from ' 
the elements refiocting tho magnitude of these vnluea. (An example of such an 
arrangement is presented in Ch.V, Fig. V -2). Also not included, for the 
same reason, are other single-column or single-line lists of elements where 
the aeries or periods ore marked off in some other way along the sequence, 
e.g. by bracketing together tho elements of a given series, na in the list 
of elements given by Mendeleev in Bibl. 11, vol. 23, half-vol. 45, 1898, 




(the originals of which are to be found at Leningrad University?) have 
previously been reproduced in Soviet publications8, and it is to these 
publications that reference is given. For those of Mendeleev's published 
tables which have likewise been reproduced in Soviet publications (and nearly 
all of them have been so reproduced) reference is given both to tha original 
sources and to the Soviet sources. 
7Except for table 40 (see P• 196) 1 nl.l are to be found in the Mendeleev archive. 
8Hainly by Kedrov, especially in Sc.Ar. In Sc.Ar. Kedrov has given also 
his own clarified and simplified reconstr~ctions of Mendeleev1s manuscript 
tables. The clarified and simplified reconstructions given in tho present 
collection are not merely copies of those given by Kedrov; they have in many 
cases been further simplified compared with Kedrov 1s reconstructions, and 
where necessary translated. 
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List of tables. 
Table 1 (Ml) 17th Feb. (o.s.), 1869: Bibl.44, p.l3l; Bibl. 43, fig. 2 
(following p.48). 
Table 2 (M2), 17th Feb. (o.s.), 1869: Sc.Ar., folding sheet between 
PP• 16 and 17; ~~ photocopy 11 folding sheet between 
PP• 8 and 9• 
Table 3 (M3) 1 17th Feb. (o.s.), 1869: Sc.Ar., folding sheet between 
PP• 18 and 19; ~~ phot. 21 folding sheet between PP• 8 and 9. 
Table 4 (M4), the 20's of Feb. (o.s.), 1869: Sc. Ar., 20; ~~ phot. 4, 
p.25. 
Table 5 (M5) 1 the 20's of Feb. (o.s.), 1869: Sc.Ar., 22; ~~ phot. 5, 
p.25. 
Table 6 (M6), the 20's of Feb. (o.s.), 1869: Sc.Ar., 24; ~. phot. 31 
p.l9. 
Table 7 (M?), the 20's of Feb. (o.s.), 1869: Sc.Ar., 26; ~' phot. 14, 
p.455. 
Table 8 (Pl), lst March (o.s.), 1869: An attempt at a system of the elements, 
based upon atomic weight and chemical resemblance (R., F.), 
single printed sheets sent out by Mcndeleev to various chemists 
on lst March (o.s.) 1869 (So.Ar., 321 !•I ~~ 9, li•; 
Sc.Ar., 301 !•); the Russian version was included in Pr.Ch., 
R-1, part I (March 1869) p.iv (~, 340); a German version \nla 
included in J • fiir prakt. Chern. [ l] 1 lQ2. (March 1869) 251 
(Sc.Ar., 31), and also in Zoitschrift tUr Cham., g (June-July, 
1869) 4o5 (Sc.Ar., 34). 
Table 9 (P2) 1 May 1869: table almost identical to table 8 (Pl) 1 included 
in article Correlation of properties (R.),p.70 (~, 23). 
Jnble 10 (P3) 1 May 1869: Correlation of properties (R.) 1 p.70 (~, 22). 
Table 11 (M8), spring 1869: sc.Ar., 72; ~~ phot. 6, p.35. 
Table 12 (M9) 1 June 1869: Sc.Ar., 86; ~~ phot. 8, p.45. 
Table 12 (P4) 1 January 1870: On the quantity of oxysen (R.), p.l6 (~, 52). 
Table 14 (P5) 1 early spring, 1870: Atomic volumes (R.), p.62 (FLBA, 32). 
Table 15 (P6) 1 early spring, 1870: Atomic volumes (R.) 1 p.65 (p!JV,, 38). 
Table :o(Ml0) 1 summer-early autumn, 1870: sc.Ar., 104; ~~ phot. 91 p.61. 
Table 1'1 (Ml1) , summer-early autumn, 1870: Sc.Ar. 1 folding sheet between 
PP• 106 ond 107; ~~ phot. 10, folding sheet between PP• 62 
and 63. 
':able 18 (Ml2), summer-early autumn, 1870: Sc.Ar. 1 108; ~' 213. 
Table 19 (Ml3), s-.muner-enrly autumn, 1870: sc.Ar. 1 110; ~~ 215. 
Table 20 (M14) 1 autumn 18'70: Sc.Ar., 126; ~~ phot. ll, p.63. 
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Table 21 (Ll), late autumn 1870 (probably early Nov., o.s.): Sc.Ar., 236; 
PLSM, 211. 
-
Table 22 (Ml5), late autumn 1870 (probably early Nov., o.s.): Sc.Ar., 137. 
Table 23 (Ml6), late autumn 1870 (probably early Nov., o.s.): Sc.Ar., 138; 
f!:§!i, 221. 
Table 24 (Ml7), 17th Nov. (o.s.), 1870: Sc.Ar., 158; ~~ phot. 12, p.68. 
Table 25 (Ml8), 24th Nov. (o.s.), 1870: Sc.Ar., 166. 
Table 26 (Ml9), 29th Nov. (o.s.), 1870: Sc.hr., 184. 
~ble 27 (L2), late 1870-early 1871: this table is to be found in the notes 
made by M. Volkov at Mondeleev'a lectures on inorganic chemistr,y, 
187o-1, and is reproduced in printed form (with the correction 
of two obvious errors in Volkov's manuscript) in Bibl. 72, 
p.75. The date of compilation of this table by Mendeleev 
appears, from a comparison with his other tables, to have been 
1869. The version of tho table given in the present 
collection is reproduced from Bibl. 75. 
Table 28 (Lj), early 1871: version (a), a photocopy of the original, is 
given in Sc.Ar., 275, and in~, 218; version (b), a printed 
reconstruction, is given in~, 219. 
Table 29 (M20), February(?), 1871: Sc.Ar., 220. 
Table 30 (PZ), February 1871: from the article A natural system of the 
elements (R.), p.31 (~, 76). 
Table 3l (P8), late February, 1871: the larger and more detailed of two 
tables given on a folding sheet (headed D. Mendeleev•s natural 
system of tho elements, R.) found near the beginning of 
}r.Ch., R-1, part II (~, folding sheet between pp. 34o and 
341 - the larger and more detailed of the two tables facing 
p.34o). 
Table 32 (P9), late February, 1871: the table accompanying table 31 (P8) on 
the sheet D. Mondeleov's natural system of the el~ments (R.). 
Table 33 (PlO), 18th March (o.s.), 1871: On tho place of cerium (G.), 
PP• 50-1 (Pta~, 66-7). The table given in tho present 
collection is tho Russian version from ~· 
Table 34 (~21), early summer, 1871: Sc.Ar., 528; ~. phot. 13, p.179. 
Table 25 (Pll), 6th November 1871: Tabella I from The periodic lawfUlness 
of tho chemical elements (G.), Liebig's Annalen, p.l49 
(~, U4). 
Table 36 (Pl2l 6th November 1871: Tabella II, The periodic lawfulness of tho 
chemical elements (a.), Liebig's Annalen, p.l51 (~, 116). 
Tabla 37 (Pl3), August 1872: table headed An attempt at a aystem of the 
elements, based upon atomic weight and chemical resemblance (R.), 
Pr.Ch., R-2, part I (1872) p.iv (PLBA, 341). 
-
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Table 38 (Pl4), 1873: on a folding sheet at the front of ~r.Ch., R-2, 
part II (1873) (I-LBA, folding sheet between pp.34o and 341; 
facing p.341). 
Table 39 (Pl5), 187.5: A note in connection with tho discovery of gallium (F.), 
Comptes rendus, ~ (187.5) 969-72; p.969 (~, 199). The 
Russian version from ~ is given in the present collection. 
Table 4o (L4) 1 1876: see earlier in the present chapter, P•l96. A 
photographic reproduction is given in Bibl.751 p.l44. A 
typescript copy is given in the present collection. 
Table 41 (Pl6), June 1877: table headed The periodic system of the chemical 
elements, based upon atomic weight and chemical resemblance (R.)1 
Pr.Ch., R-3 (1877) part I, p.xii (~LBA, 342). 
Table 42 (Pl?), June 1877: Pr.Ch., R-3 (1877) part II, p.848 (~, 343). 
Table 43 (Pl8), June 1877: table headed Periodic system of the elements (R.), 
Pr.Ch. 1 R-3 (1877) part n, p.l432 (~, 346) • 
Table 44 (P~), July 1879: Moniteur Scientifique [ 3]1 .2 (1879) 691-3; 
p.692 (~, 395). The Russian version from~~ rather 
than the original French version, is given in tho present 
collection. · 
Table 45 (P20), 188o: On the history of the periodic law (G.), Berich~e, ,ll 
(1880) l796-l8o4; p.l8o4 (fLBA, 4o6). 
-Table 46 (P~, September 1881: table headed Periodic grstem of the chemical 
elements - f~rangement of the elements by groups and series 
(R.) 1 Pr.Ch., R~+, part I (1881) p.xi (~, 347). 
Table 47 (f22) 1 September 1881: table headed ~eriodic system of tho chemical 
elements, based upon atomic weight, expressing their 
resemblances and corresponding to their capacity for 
combination with oxygen, hydrogen and other elements 
-Arrangement of the elements by periods (R.) 1 Pr.Ch., 
R-4, part I (1881) p.xvi; an identical table is given in Pr.Ch., 
part II ( 1882) ll,58 ( PLBA, 348) • 
-Table 48 (F2~) 1 January 1882: Pr.Ch. 1 R-4, part II {1882) 679 (~, ~9). 
Table 49 (L5)t late 1886: presented in Mendeleev's Lectures on theoretical 
chemistpy,delivered in higher courses for women (R.), 1886-71 
lecture 4 (!:!m:!,1 2.57; Colla. 1 ,!.2.1 468). 
Table 50 (L6), late 1886: presented in Lectures on theoretical chemistry, 
deliver~d in higher courses for women (R.), 1886-?, lecture 5 
(~, 270; Colla. t 12,1 482) • 
Tab~e 51 (P24), May 1889: table headed Arrangement of the elements by grouEa 
and series (R.), Pr.Ch., R-.5 (1889) p.vii (~, 352). 
' 
Table 22 (P25), May 1889: table headed Distribution of the elements by 
~eriods (R.), Pr.Ch., R-5 (1889) p.xviii (~, 353). 
Table 53 (P26), May 1889: Pr.Ch., R-5 (1889) 461 (~, 354). 
Table 54 (P2?), February 1895: table headed Arrangement of the elements bz 
groups and series (R.), Pr.Ch., R-6 (1895) p.x (PL&\, 355). 
Table 55 (P28), February 1895: table headed Periodic szstem and atomic weights 
of the elements (R.), Pr.Ch., R-6 (1895) p.xi (~, 356-7). 
Table 56 (P29), 1898: Bibl.ll, vel. 23, half-vel. 45, 1898, p.317 
(~, 255). 
Table 57 (P3Q) 1 November 1902: table headed Periods of the chemical elements, 
taking tho atomic weight of oxygen= 16 (R.), Pr.Ch., R-7 
(1902-3) p.ix (~, 362-3). 
Table 58 (P31), 1902: table headed Periodic gystem of the elements bz groups 
and series (R.), Pr.Ch., R-7 (1902-3) p.x (~, 364). 
Table 59 (P32), 190~: ~r.Ch., R-7 (1902-3) 460 (~, 365). 
Jable 60 (P33), 1903: Attempt at a chemical conception of the world-ether (R.) 
(sea n.Bo to Ch.I of this thesis for full reference). The 
version of this table given in the present collection is 
reproduced from Pr.Ch., E-3 (1905; from R-7), vel. II, 
appendix III, p.519. 
Table 61 (Pj4), 1904: Bibl.ll, vol. 40, half-vel. Bo, 1904, p.635 (~, 
422-3). 
Tabla 62 (Pj5), 1905: 2nd edn. of Attempt at a chemical conception of the 
world-ether (R.), p.25 (~, 497). 
Table 63 (P36), 1906: table headed Periods of the chemical elements and the 
weights of their atoms, taking the atomic weight of oxygen = 16 
(R.), Pr.Ch., R-8 (1906) p.VII (PLBA, 366-7). 
Jable 64 (P37), 1906: table headed Periodic system of the elements by groups 
nnd series (R.), Pr.Ch., R-8, (1906) p.viii (~, ;68). 
Table 65 (P38), 1906: Pr.Ch., R-8 (1906) 255 (~, 369). 
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Table 1 ( 1)(a) 
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Sr = 81 
Br=go 
Se = 1 'I 
As= 1! 
C: ll St. =2.~ Z r = gq 
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Table 2 (M2) (b). 
2 7 
... able 3 ( 3)(a) 
H= I 
Lt :1 
? = i. 
8-e =~·4-
B=ll 






Ti :s-o Zr =qo ?•IVO 
V = 5"1 N~ :1t,. Tc:a •lt2 
Cr =~2 Mo :q' W= II' 
Mr\ -~r Rh =104:4- PI: =-l'll·ft 
Fe. • "' Ro = IOI.,•t,. Ir :rlqg 
Nt •Co,5"ct Pl: 10'·' Os = lqq 
r = 2.2 w = '3·4 Ag =loa Hs=2oo 
M9 =2.4- z"' -=,r-2 Cd = • 12. X 
At=l7·4 ?= '~ Ur= "" Au=ICfl? 
St -=2.1 ? =tO Sn:: 119 
p = 31 As =1~ .S~ = 12.2 · B' =2to? 
• 
S :32. ~e=l1·4 Te.=l1t? 
Cl =35"·~ Br =tO 'J= 12.r ·· 
k -=3'1 Rb:rV5"·4- Cs=l33 Tl:l.o4 
Ca = 40 .Sr :<J1·6 Sa= 131 Pb:201-
.? = 4". c~ :.'11 
?Er =s-'? LA =qlt 
?Yt -=-'o? Di: qs-
?In-= 15·£? {Th :119? 
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Table 5 ( 5)(a) 
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6ec1··4 U. 7 40 · . Sr=ll·6 &-~IS"l t'b•201 
Mg:14 Zn :'S-2 Ce~hrll2. '? 
? ? 
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Ur:ll'6 
c 11 11 . 1t ~so Zr:rcro 
St .. 1t ? Sn•lli 




















































Lt=r Be=q s~u ,c = 12. N: llf- 0=1& F=tq 
Na=2.3 M9:2 ... Als2T" Si:28 p =31 S=32. Cl=-3&-
K=3CJ 11Ca=40 ? =4-£ 11Ti.=5'"o ,,V=5"1 ?Cr=S2. ·Mn:=5~ _Ee Ni.Co IJ• . 
C"='3 · z~='s- As=7S . Se=1q Br=80 
(JL) 
Ro•IO/o.it )4R..P1. Rb=9S 11Sr :.91 11Zr:qo ,, Nb~'l£t- 11 Mo=CJ6 
~9 ~rot Cd•Ul. U•llb,, Sn •llf S'b=l22 Tc•l~5 ~== 12.~ 
Cs•li3 ·,,8Q=I3l 7 = 15'1 
? :.J~S .. 11 ?~1'10 ?=I~S\\ ?=liO 7tTQ=&I2. 11W•It6 Pt:•lq'l fr-sOs 
7 '' 7 m..«.-.,..ac• ~,.., 
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Table 7 {M7) {b). 
.. 
}I =1 
OIIblT CJICTEMLl aJIEMEHTOB, 
OCUODAIUlOH UA JIX ATOllllOM DECE 
l1 XIIMll'lECI\Oll CXOJ(CTUE 
Be=9,4 Mg=24 










Nl;::: Co= 59 PJ = 106,6 
. Cu=63,4 Ag=108 
Zn~6S,2 Cd=112 
?=68 Ur=i16· 
?-=70 . Sn · 1'18 
As=75 Sb:i::122 
So= 79,4. To= 128? 
Br=SO J=127 
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Ta .:._ 182 
W=186 
.Mn=55 Rh=10-1,4PL=107,4 
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~F Ca Zn 





35,5 58 80 
Cu=63,4 Ag=108 llg=2UU 
Zn=65,2 Cd= 112 
?=68 Ur_:_ 116 Au= 197? 
.? = 70 Sn= 118 \, 
As:.._ 75· . Sb = 122 Bi = 210 
Sc = 79,4 To= 128? 
Dr=80 · · J =.127 . . . . ... ---- · i''}r! 
' 1 l4, ..,. l 
Rh=85,4 Cs=133\. 'f1=2()1~:::.~' · 
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Table10 (P3) 
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Table 12 ( 9)( a) 
I 
~~e 11'1 
Grours auo~ to the MD9ni.tucle of ~ a~s 
Fe Nt Co Cu Zn I I As Se Sr 
Av = 1-·1 '1·2. q., I I 13 . I~ 2.1-




-f8 I Sn - Rh Ru Pt Ag . Cd I -sb Te -:r 
-r::l' 
-• I q., 10·3 11·9 I 16·1. atz·l 2.0·1 2.6 
P= 104- 12.? 
Pt Ir Os Au Hg Tl Pb Bt · 




Ll-7 De-9.4 n-u c-12 N-H o-ts r-ts 
:Na- 29 Mg-24 Al-28.4 'Sl-28 P-81 s-82 Cl .. a6.5 
x-a9 ca-•o 
Zn-66 At-76. Se-79 Dr-80 
f\b-e~ Sr-87 ?Zr-90 
Ag-108 Cd -112 .:..:. Sa-118 Sb- U2 Te- 128 1-127 
. ea-us na-187 . 
. 
: UpancAQnnan 3ACC& euctewa &Jiclrenton )'AODJictnopnot ue tOJILKo 
eC:TCCTIICHllOii IIX rpyanapouJie, UO TOJlbi(O OTJIJii'IUJO HX no X,Rt.lli'ICCKOWy 
• B aepoow eooGtnennu R e'lnTan ypan (Ur- t IR) aauauc~t~>auuc BTO aceno 
CBCTOiollol; ItO I H&CTORil\08 8pe:IIR, UO MlfOrDM COofSpaHCettnmc, t'lllrAIU 8TO HC18plllo1M, 
JtliC 0 roM ISy~CT COOG0\01101 KOrAl 111'14Thll! 8 3TOSI OTIIOWOIIUI! UCCJIC!lOBIIIHR Gy~ 
O~RU~JLI,0 :. . · · 
Table13 (P4) 
·.U-=7. Be==9,4 B==ll c-12 N==t4 o·.-t6 F-19 
Na~23 .. M~==24 · Al==-27,oi_Si==28 Jl:.=3\ S-32 Cl"":'35,;j 
K==39 Ca=40 
.eu == 63,4 Zn == 65,2 . 
· Rb ..... 85,4 Sr=-87,6 . 
AQ'..,;t~S Cd-=t12 
es- t33 Ba = 137 
So .... US Sb- t22Te-l28? J -12; 
Table14 (P5) 
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S=32. S~=1et Te=l2f? 
Cr:6':1 t-1o='l6 
P =11 As=lS Sb:l22 
V = Sl Nb:C\lf. 
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Table 17 (M11)(a) 
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H=t Fe ,, 0$ 
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Nl Rh PI: 
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F Nt •sq Rh Os 
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tletnents Li:=; 6·c:='l·t,. 8=u· C=l2. N=l~t- 0=1(, F=t'l 
S~32 CL=3S·~ 1~~1erics Na=2"3 M9=ltt A.l=Zl·3 Si =2. i P=31 s-; . 
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· (CuJ ZA•65.2 - - Asa'15 Se•78 Br=BO ....... 
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f\) Rb•IS Sr•l7 - Zr•90 N••94 Mo•96 · ;I RJa:I04 1 Ru=I04 1 PI:I06 - Ag:lOII ...._ 
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fpyuaa II rpynna Ill I rpynnn IV I fpysma v I rpynua VI I rpynna VII I D fpynna Vlll. J 
. epexo.:~. K rprnne 
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Be=9,4 C==t2 N=14 0=16 F==19 I 1 
I 
llg-=24 3 Si==28 P=31 5==32 Cl ::s35,5l 
Ca=4U Ti-=50? . V=SJ Cr=52 Mn=55 
Zn=65 -==72 As==75 Se==78 Br=BO 
. I Sr==87 I Zr=90 Nh-94 llo=96 -:-==tOO 
Cd=-1t2 Sn=U8 Te=128? 
I 
Sh-=122 . J=127 ! 
I Baa:f37 · Cee:: 138? - - -
- - ·- - ·- I 
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Ta==1B2 \V-=184 - l 
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fpynna I fpyuua II fpyuoa Ill fpynoa IV fpJDDII V fpyuna VI fpyuua VII l'pynna VIII (ucpexoA K cpynue I) 
TllllB'letKBii- PRJt { H==t B=U C::l2 N::sU . 0=16 Li=7 Be=9,4 - F==19 
~ 
Psn t Na=23 llg=24 A1==27,3 Sl=28 P=~t 5:::32 Clo::::35,5 
-. K.:::39 
. 
Ca==40 -·-· -==U Ti==50? V=5i- Cr==52 Mn=-~ Fe==56; eo--s~; Ni=59; Cu=63 • 2 
. 
·-:..=6$ -...:..;...12 
I 3 -(Co __ ·63). Zn==65 ·As...:..7s - So-78'" ··Br::cSO 1-3 .. 
Pt 
. " : .. Rb.=SS· Sr==87_.· (Y,?='92?) Zr=90 · Nb"""94. Mo-96 .;._==98· Ru=-104; Rh=t04; Pl=106; ,Ag=tOS a" 
..... 
. 
~ .. ... Cd=U2· ln==U3 ·• Sn~US Sb-122 Te=t28? J-=t2i • s. (Ag-=108) .. 
~ . ' 
~ 
• 6 . Cs=t33· Ba · t37 (Di= f43?) Ce==t38 ....,; - - (La? Dl? Er?) 
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R.z.o RO R1o3 Rot. R.,os- Ro'~ 
2.1 
Li I"H·? 8e=Y·3 8=3t CsLtC,. j N 0 
Na~22·1 M~=IO·t Rl=l!·& St. =22.·' P=f1·' S=41·0 
1(:3, Ca=f1-·' @ . Ti:=lq·5' v Cr=3' 
Cu::2£" Zn=ilf5' @ @ As:£"H Se 
Rb Sr=2Lt·5' 'I~?(@> Zr=22·4 Nb=S"q-6 Mo=41 
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' Ti- 48? Zr =- 00 Co c:a UO? ?LA- lSOf Th- 231 
v- 61 Nbaa 04 Ta a:- 18:1 
cr- 52 llo- 96 w- 184 up uo 
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l''o ... 60 Rl1 ... 104 Ot..,. lOut 
TyJiiscbe Elomonto 
-
co- 60 nil- ~o• It - 107 
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II ... l Ll = 7 Na- 23 cu ... 63 .Ag ==r 108 .Auca 1119t 
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Be.,. 9,4 M'g- 24 zn- 65 Cd..,. 112 Jig ... 1100 
n 
-u Al -n,a In a: 113 TJ.,. 20-& 
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-=12 81 -118 Sn -us l'b- 207 
N -14 1' 
-n .u- '16 Sb -u2 Bl- 208 
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- 1& 8 -n so- '18 Te- 126? .-
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-u Cl -86,6 'nr- so J -127 
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-a•o llO n•o•· ltD' ll'01 1\0' ll'O' ao• 
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1 •• lH 
2 •• Ll7 Be9 Btl 
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8. Cs 133 na 137 La?t38 Ce t39 Dl?t42? - -
9. 
-1- -j·Ernsl?tso --"ITats2lwts4-l?t90 -losi93.Ir~'95,PL197,~u197 10. 
-
- ~ 1.. 11. (l97Au)' 200Hgl 204Tll 207Pbl 208Bl1 .....; I . J2 •. - ·· - - Tb234 ?237 U240 -. . 















{ 'l'Dim'leeDe anesreaTY } 
H Lt Be B c·N 0 F 
;. -. 
:-....... :· 
qmu.ze pJJAI,r ·- 'Na 
. Mg At Sl. p s CJ 
rK· • ' Ca ? Ti v Cr Mn Fe ·eo Nl C11 Zn Ga ?' As Se Br .. 
I Jth Sr y Zr Nb Mo ? Ru Rh Pd Ag .. Cd In Sn Sb Te J 
Cs Ba La Ce 
-
-
Er ? Ta w ? Os · Ir ~ Au .. llg TJ Ph Bi 
-
Th ? u H e<1enn.~e pR;tJ.r 










f 1132} fiEPifOAHliECKAJt CIICTEMA 3.Jlfo~MEIITO B 
. . 
U •••• f.lt Re; D; C; N; 0; f. Tana'IOCKHG aneKentw. 
I II III IV V \'I VII vnr · I Jl Ill IV V Vl VJI 
..... 
Na Mg AI St p s CJ. 
1\ Ca. 1T v Cr Alil Fo Co Nl ·Cu ·· Zrr Ga -·As Se Br 
Hb· Sr Yt ·zr Nb Mo nu 1\h Pd .Ag Cd In Sn Sb ·To J 
(!a Ba L~ Ce ? 
-
Er. Dl? Ta ,w 
-
























I II 111 tv .y Vl Vll 
' . 
J 
1'mnrtecJnre . t ~; JmeateiiTLI Be;. B: C; N; .0; F . , 
Na 
. 
lfemwe ne_~teJI'N He'lenrue aneue!ITLI 
. J II III IV v VI vn f-3 . g. 
I .... .I It 111 (I) IV V ·VI VIJ - - - - -
~ 
-::a-
I - VII" I _Mg AI Si p s Cl "t1 - - - - - - -
-\0 
-
- K C.a • • • Ti v Cr Mn· Fe Co Nl Cu Zn Ga • • • As 5e Br · 
•. 
Rb Sr Yt. Zr Nb Mo ... Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd In Sn Sh Te J 
c. Ba La Ce . . . . . .. . . . . ... . .. . .. . .. 
. 
. 




Th ... Ur . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ••• . .. 













Groppea I Reihen: 1 I 2 ( 6 -I 8 ---, 10 --- -r 12-
L Li = 'l ; K (39) Rb (S5) I Cs (133) - -
IL Be"""' 9.2 j Ca (40) Sr (Si) Ba (137) - --
llL B- 111.~ 't Se 1) Yt (89 7) ? Dl (139 ?) Er (1'15 7) -
.... 
IV. · 0 ... 12 :;. Tl US) ·I Zr {90) Ce (1-U) ? La (180 ?) Tb (!31) 
V. N-== ttl ~ V (51) _ 1 Nb (94) (? 1) Ta (182) - -VL 0 = 16 } :, Cr (52.5) Mo (96) ? W (184) Ur (240) 
VII. F = 191 ;;- lin (55) - - - -
g Fe (5G) Ra (103) - 0s (19t ?) -
• Cl 
Vlll. ;- Co C5S.G) Rb (tut} - Jr (195 ?) -
Ni (58.6) I'd (106)" - Pl (191) -
L n-= 1 Na- 23- Co (63.5) A,; (lOS) - Au (197) I -
11. lfg {24) Zu (G5) Cd (ll!) 1) fig (200) -
nt. AI (27.3) Ga (C9) Ju (113) ·- - Tl (:?U.J) -
IV. Si (2S) 1 ? i' Sn (118) - Pb (:?0-1) i -
v. p c31> As (75) 
1 
sb u2o) 4 ) - m (:ttl.q> _ I -
VL - 8 {3::!) So ('19) Te (125 r) I - - -
VII.- Cl (35.5) Br (SO) Jod (121) - - . -
l Reihell - I 3 ·• I a 7 9 II _I 
St. Petersb11rg, 4./lG. April 1880. 
1) W"~e beltaant, beaupra.-lst ltr. Cit'" e d~" Ort nir d .. """ il•a nntemu:ble ~andium. 
•) llWeete Ort wllnle an;~M-lt<·rwrl,... Uidym (Di =1-tti) t'itmehmen, w•'lln ,...ind O"y'lt' d<'r J."onllt'l Ui 0 •• ~inr Sut•rro"~d" lli, 0 s rni•J'rHht'ft. 
2) A• .ti-u Ort ..trill 11r. Carnellt'y (l•ltil""-lf".:u. IIJr.!), I'll· Sl'!, Clt·L) ola" olllr.·b llrn. Dalall .-ttlot ... ·l.t.- l\: .. rwc•datn, S.:- • u.:. 
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(XV} IIEPUOJUiqECKAJI CHCTEMA XliMHqECKIIX 3JIEMEHTOB 
. -
PACUOJIOJKEifllE 3JIEMEHTOB no rPl'lliiAl\1 ll PflAAAl. 
rpynn~: .J. I II. . ' i};~--· r IV. _,-. ~ VI. I VI~.- I VIII. -
a _. 1 • ' t 
PH;~ 1. . JJ Rll4· Rll3 RU2 · RH I BonopQJtm.Ic eoe;t.uB'. 
-
2 •. Li . Be . B . c • N . 0 . F 
-
3. • Na •. Mg . AI . Sl • ·.p . . s . C:J 
-
4. K . Ca .. Se . Ti- • v . Cr . Mn . I Fe. Co. Ni. Cu. 
-
5. . (Cu) • Zn • · Ga . ? . As . Se . Br 
- . H. Rb . Sr . y . Zr . Nb .• Mo . 
-
. I Ru. Rh. Pd. Ag. 
.. (A g) Cd In Su Sb Te J 
'· 
. . . • . . . 
8. Cs . Bn . J...a • Ce . Di • - . -. e I- -·-
9. . 





. Yb . - • 'fa . \V . 1- . I Os. Jr. Pt • Au. 







. Th . 
-
. u •. 1-










(XVII llEPIIO,l\UtiECI\Afl CIICTEMA XlUHllJECI\UX 3JIF.MEJlTOD, 
OCHODAIIIIAfi IIA UX ATO~IUo:\l DECE, DhlPAlJ\AIOU\Afl llX 
CXO,IJ.CTDO lt COOTDETCTDVJOI[tAfl UX CIJOCOGIIOCTU 
K COEAlllfEIIUIO C ltuCJIOPO,ltOll, DO,ltOPO,I\0~1 ll AP· ::>JIEMEUTAMU 
--
• 
Pacnonomcimc SJIOMCUTOD no nepuo~ll&.l • 
. 
RIO J Llc:a7 K 39 Rb 85 Cs 133 
- - - -
no II Dec::9 Ca 40 Sr 87 Da 137 
- - - -
Rt03 III D c::U Sc 44 y 89 La 138 Yb 173 
- -
.nos IV (lltC) c -12 Ti 48 Zr 90 Ce 142 
- -
Tb 231 
Rt05 v (H~N) N -t4 v 51 Nb 94 Di 146 Ta 182 
- -
R03 · VI (H20) 0 -16 Cr 52 Mo 96 
--
w 184 u 240 
Rt01 vn (II F) F -=S9 Mn55 
- - -- - -
- -
. 
































R03 VI (IIIR) s 32 Se 79 Te S25? 
-- - - - -
Rl07 VII (liR) Cl 35,5 Dr 80 J t27 




nepnon: 1·i 2·ii 3-6 . 4-i 5-1 6-~ 











. . . . 
< ... · ..... 
---~ . . .. . ... -~ .· .. 
~ 1-g. 




l K Ca &· Ti v Cr Mn Fe Co Nl ;:s 
~ 
-
• Rb Sr y Zr Nb ·Mo ? Ru 1\h Pd 
Cs Ba La Ce Di 
Yb ? Ta w ? Os Ir Pt 






{ 'I'III1JI1IeCKie MeKeaTW J 
Be B C · N 0 F Na 
Mg AI Si p s CI 
Zn Ga ? As Se Br 
Cd In Sn Sb Te J 

























I . 7 
I 8 
• 9 

























Be, . au • 
• Mg,~ • Aln 
ea ••• Sc,~ • 
• Zn15 • Ga11 
Sr87 • Yn .-
• Cdli2 • Iniu 
Ba1:17 • Lam· 
• - • -
-
. YbJ;:S .• 










.ell . Nu . 
• Sl28 . Pst 
Ti4s • u" .. 
• Ge., ·ASn 
Zreo • Nb14 • 
•. Snm • Sbn• 
Cetts • Dius • 
. 
•. 
• - • -
-
. TaJ82 • 
• Pb!fltl • Di101 
.-






011 • Fll . 
. s~ • Clss~ 
Cru· MniS • 
• Se;, • Br80 
.Mo,a • - . 















u2 ••• - . 




















PACllOJIO)I(EHIIE 3JIEllEUTOll no nEPUO,l(AM 
R20 I· Ll=· 7 K=39Rb=85 Cs=l33 ·-
RO II Be= 9 Ca=40 Sr=87 Ba=137 -
R20 3 III B ·=·11.So=44 Y=89 La=138 Yh= 173- , ~· 
RO~ IV(H'C) C =12T1=48 Zr=90 Ce=142 - - Th=231 
. R'o~ · vca'N> ·N~14 v=st Nh=9i Di=146Ta=ts2-
R03 v·I (1120) 0 = 16 Cr _:_52 Mo = 96 - - W = 18i U = 24Qo 
RtQ7 VU (IIF) F=.~9Mn=55- -- · - - ·- - -
no• . . . Fe=56 Ru=103- - 0s=192?-
. VIII. ,.:,. :.;,:.' ca·-5a~Rh=104 .- - lr=193 - , 
... :.:;.\,:~~Ni~59 Pd=1~6 - - Pt= 195 - .. - -'· 
'R'O I 11=1 Na=23Cu=63 Ag....:..iOB ~ -Au=196-
RO II Mg=.24Zn=65 Cd=112- -lJg_:.200- ......, 
R'03 III Al=27 Ga=69 In=113 - - Tl=201 -· -
R02 IV (H'R) Si=28 Ge=72 Sn=118- - Ph=20G- . -
R2Qll V (lJSR) P=31 As=75 Sb=129- - Bi=209 -
. R03 VI (H2R) ·5=32 Se=79 Te=125- - ~ -
·RtQ7 VII(HR)CI=35 Br=80 1=.127 -r - -















• • 4. 
























PACDOn01KEHHE SnEMEHT0B no rPVI;lfiAM II PIIAAM 
II. I III. IV. I v. I VI. V~I. ' VIII. 
RH' RH3 . RH1 Rll . Bo;.J.opo;tnLie coe;tnu. 
Be . B • c . N • 0 • F . 
• Mg • Al • Si . p • s • Cl 
Ca . Sc . Ti • v . Cr . Mil . Fe. Co. Ni. Cu. 
• Zn • ·. Ga • Ge • As . Se . Br 
Sr • y . Zr . Nb ·• Mo . - . Ru. Rh. Pd. Ag. : 
Cd In Sn Sb Te J . • • . . . . 




- • - • - . - • -
- • Yb • - .. _. Ta . w . - . Os. Jr. Pt. Au. 
• Hg . Tl . Pb . Bi . - . -
Th u . 
- • - • • - • • - • 
RIQI R'O' R10' RIQS RIQS . R!Q' Bucmue oKUCJILl. 
RO RQI RQ3 no• 
. 





(\'1111 ATOMUl .. m DECA 3JIEMlmTOU 
PACUN;):(F.:JJ F.III·IJt; 3JJEl\tEIITOU 110 IJF.PHOJ(AM 
:! l\t~CIIIIIU 
' 
f; on • 111 u e n e p 11 o .t w: 
~ cone• 'l'IIIIH 11CC1111ft Rntl 
,. o()pa:J· l•ll \lant~l\ 




ft20 u- 1 K 39 Rb 85 Cs 133 .... 
• 
II no. Be-=.p Ca 41J Sr 87 Da 137 
. Ill fl2():l n ==tl Sc 44 y 89 t.a 138 Yb t73 i 
1\' RO:t c :=- 12 Ti 48 Z.r 90 Co 140 Th232 
v nzo:. N -·~· v 51 Nb Oi Ta ·182 1 VI RO' 0 -16 Cr 52 • l\lo 9G w 184 Ut240 
VII Rt07 F COl t9 Mn55 
l Fe· 56 Ru 103 -- Os 191 .. \'Ill Co 5S'/a Rh 104 Jr 193 . · .. Pd 106 Nt 59 Pt 190· 
. I fi!Q u-tNa-23 Cu 63 . t\g 108 Au 195 
It RO Mg-24 Zn 65· Cd 112 llg200 
HI f\20:1 
~ Al-27 Ga 70 In U2 Tl 204 
IV RQ! Sl .,.. 28 Ge 72 Sn US Pb206 
\" RtO$ p -3.1 As 75 Sb 120 Di 208 
VI Jh)!l s -32 So 79 To 125 
''11 RI07 . CJ-351/ 1 Ur 80 J 127 
·- -- -- -- --2-ii t.(8JI!>di t .. •U 2-n 3-u 4·ii S-A 
uepHo;~. 











{ TDIJB'IeCKH8 1'-lteS~eHTLI } 
.-. 
~-<.... H 
· ·· ·, · · . . . .. Li Be B C 
i!,':,'~ :· :):, i' ·: ·' , ·. . .. , ;;/;'_ ' Na Mg •• o N. ·o F 
· :·. · •imwe pQ._ ~· ·. _ ... - Mg AI Si P . S Cl 
- .. 
K C.a Se 11 - V · · Cr Mn Fe. Co. ~~ Cu · Zn Ga Ge As Se Hr 
Rb Sr Y Zr Nh Mo Ru. Rb Pd Ag Cd In So · Sb Te J 
Cs Ha LR Ce Di? 
Yb T11 W J Os lr Pt. Au Hg 'fl Ph Bi 
. 'fh u JJ 8'1eTBLI8 pn;tLI 


















XJ PACfiOJIOil\EHHJ-; ~}IEMEHTOU flO fPYfliiAM 11 PJJJ{A~I 
-
rPvnnbl: · J. Jl. Ill.• IV. v. VI. vu. VII!. 
Piix f. . H 
• 2. Li . De ! B . c . N . 0 . F . 
• • 3. . Na . Mg . A1 . Si . p . s . Cl 
• 4 • K . Ca . Se . Tt . v . Cr . Mn . Fe. Co. Ni. Cu: 
• 5. . (Cu) . Zn . Ga . Ce . As . Se . Br 
• 6. Rb . Sr . y . Zr . Nb . Mo . - . Ru. Rh. Pd. Ag. 
• 7. . (A g) . Ctl . In . Sn . Sb . To . .] 
• 8. Cs . Ba . La . Co . m? . - . - . ----
• 9. - - - - - -
. 
. . . 
-
. . . . 
• 10. - . - . Yb -. . 1"a . \\" . - . Os. lr. Pt. Au. 
• II. . (Au) . II~ . Tl . Ph . Ui . - . -
• 1%. - . - . - . Tb . - . u . - • 
•. 
R!O R~O! nzos RZOi R!QS R!QS RZQ1 BI>Icmne oxuCJILI. 
• RO ROt ROS RO• 
- - -
• RH' • RH' • RH~ .RH Bo;J.opo;xBhle coe;t • 
- ·-- -
. 
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lXI) UEPHO~Ht!ECHAR CHCTEMA H ATOMHblE BECA SJIEMEHTOB. 
(C YK438BB8Y' CTp8BIU~, 88 KOTOplllt OIIR OllltC81IL1) 
• 
LL7 · KS9 
-
Rb86 Cs 133 
Of'P· 188, CTP· 171. "C'fp. 600 •. CTPo 400, 
u De9 ·Ca40 · Sr88 na 137 
-
-
i rip. UT, CTp. 409. etp. 42!1. CTp. 425, Ill Btl Sc44 y 89 La t38 Yb 173 :a 
.. 
:l CTp, 473, • erp. 498, mp. ua. CTp. Ull, CTp. US • 
.. 
·! ij. tl ioi 1JV i c 12 T148 Zr91 Cet40 7178 j,( Th232 - A A i a. • • C,p. &33. -~ erp. &n. :1: • • "' erp. 238, • CTJI. 4011, 0 eorp. 5U. 1:1 ... N ~ - .. v N 14 V5i · Nb94. ?01142 Ta 183 
.a 
-a: CTP· no •. erp. ua. erp, IIIII, CTp, '118, CTp. 6SO. ~ 
. VI .. 016 Cr52 Mo96 · w t8-\ U239 N 
·-CTP· 109, CTP· au. CTP. S33. CTJlo 833, CTP· 1311, 
VII · F 10 · Mn:55· ? 99. 
-
np. au. · np. 842, 
Fe 56 Ru't02 Ot192 
-
~ '~p. 1161, cip. Ul, c.'Tp.· IIIII, 
Ylll C9fl9. Rh.t03 -. tr 193 
CTp, UT. rTp. 801. CTp, 6117, 
Nl59,5 I-'d 106 PLt9tJ 
CTp, 671. C1p, 6111, \.'Tp. IIIII 
I Hl Na 23 Cu64 AgtOS Au t91 
- -C'tp.82. cTp, ne. CTp, 'lit, CTp, 723, erp. 1U, 
11 Mg24 Zn65 . Cd ll2 ~ 
OTp. 400, C1p. us. CTp, 483• OTp. U4. 
Ill Al27 Ga.70 In .114 Tl204 
- erp. n.r.. ·· OTP. 671, CTp. f4, CTp, 404, 
.. 
. lV i Sl28 · e Ge72 j SnU9 i = Pb207 A 
-
A 
- • OTp, Ut. A CTP· alt. :t np, ue. Cl I ·(etp. 621!1. :t !C J.• ... -v P3t As75 Sb120 131209 
-
-
0'1'(1, ua. CTp, &U. : CTp. 66!, 'CTP· ·&8fl, 
· VI S32 So79 Tet25 
-C'l'p. n1. CTp, lit, ctp. 821. 
V11 Cl35,!) Dr80 Jt27 
-CTJ), 294, C1P· ·au. OTp, au. 
UliJIUI 'lepTUIII CIIIIUBU fe •1 I.JICMC!IITOI, JIOTOJ)Ut teCioMI paenpoetpa&eiiU I ftJ)IIpoJlt, OIUIOIO 110JlllfPHII)'1U 'ft1 






I • . . • Li K Rb Gs 
II. . . • Be Ca Sr Da · .-UI. . . .B · Se ·y La Yb 
IV. . . • c· Ti Zr Co Th 
v. • • .N .V Nb Di? Ta 
VI. . . .o · Cr·· Mo w u 
VII. . • F ·.Mr~·· .-
I Fe .. ···; .. ~u Os -·VIII 'Co·· ·. Rh ,. lr NJ :· Pd Pt 
I . • • HNa ·cu Ag Au· 
II. • • • Mg Zn Cd Hg 
III • • • • Al Ga In Tl 
IV. • . • Si Ge · Sn J;>b 
- . v. . . .P .·.~ Sb Dl 
-VI. • . s Se Te ..... 
· VII. . . • Cl ·nr 
.l 
'rable56(P29) 
{IX). nF.I'IIOf\1..1 XIUlll 'lECI\IIX ~).]JEMEUTOU, CtiiiTAJI ATOlllll..lil BF.C 1\IIC.:IOPOJ(A 0:....: 160 
BWCUJne rnu-coneoOpa3H. 
OKUCo11• Ut.l • 
3.neNeUThl 'h:TIILIX p11.10B 
R!O I K=oJ,.,~ 
-HO II Ca=40,1 
'><> • Jlb = 55,4 Cs = 132.9 -






R!O-& Ill Se--·U,t 
RO:t IV Ti=4S,t R!()-0 . v V=St,4 
RO:t VI Cr=52,t 
; Rt07 \"II Mn=SS,O 
r83oollp. Duerun., 
rvrn- { Fe=55,9-IIO:tOJtOAHWC COJteolip. VUI Co=59 
coeA- OKue:Iw nw Tanll"'CCKBO 8Jielolf'HTW Ni ==59 ••• 
RtO I H == 1,00." Li= 7,03 Na=23,05 Cu-=63,6 
RO .. II Be= 9,1 llr=2{.3 Zn=65,4 Rt()-1 
. IJl. .. · B=U,O . A ==27,0 Ga=-70,0 
RHC R02 ,· IV ·c=t2,o 51==28.4 Ge=72,3 
RHS Rt~ ·v N == 14,04 . P = 31,0 As=75,0 
RHI RQ3. VI 0=16,00 5~32,06 Se=79 
~H RtO"J vn · F"""' 19,0 ... CI a::35,45 Br=79,95 
0 0 o• He=4,0 No=t9,9 At=38** K==St.S 
-. 
* ]lJUI rC.'IUS, aproHa H 81lL"'OrU'ICCKIIX D:ll ra30B, c:y;u~ Du llX DnOTBOCTU 
(CTp. 179-t83), Bee 8TOJ18 60."lec, 'IC:II ~'lR ra.-"lOliJtOB, II loiCBt.'C, 'leM .:.,mr lllC..'lO'IHLIX" 
Wet'aJIJIOB, a COC;uiiiCDIIfi .HCII3BeC't.HO. 
. •• ll.ncnaocT~. aprona yKaa.wsa~T ua sec ayoua 39,9, uo, cy.a;11 no ToNy, 
'ITO cRaaauo B npc~CCTBY.a>D.teii Biluoc~ro, ;tO.'"IiKno _.lcy'KaTh, 'ITO aroKuwii sec Ar 
6o:tee, 'IC:II Cl, no w:eacc, ~~ex K, T. e. os:o.;xo 38. 
••• ,I\.:u1 Ni uu:o-'urcn aTOYIILIU ace 58, 7. uo taK t~'G aToT wCTa:tJI, cy-'11 nu 
CBOUCTB8ll, l(O:I)f.'"CH CJIC!{OBllTt. 3a Co= 59, TO y aero ltO:lii>UO H" .. lllTL 8TOliHOrO Deca 
ue w:euLmcro, a 6o:tLmcro1 qcll ;t.'l t Co, a ncnoYy Jt-'lR CCJ 11 ~i upu ;;taJILnciiwc)( 
BCC.."le.lOBll.HilU WOiKBO it\;l3Tt. HCiiOTOporo (HeOO.'IbiU~ro) Q:lliCHCUIUI BC:IU.,UUU atoll· 
uoro Bcca. 
. •• •• lloH<Ho auara. OTKpLITHJt Ycta.'l.:Ia, cxo;tuoro c lin (3m~Kapraucn), c 
ATOllBUJol BCCOJol Olt0-"10 99. . 
. ••••• CyNI no taofiCTD!tJI uno ucpao:tn•JccKoii cnerellc, rc."'LiiYP .no.n-.m-ca IUICT& 
8TOY.HWU BCC lleBt.mUii, "leX IIO,l, a OUWT ,l3CT ,l{OHLIUO 0Up8T.H:OC! ;:t-'111 TC..'1.'1ypa i'T 
126,4 (Dlreiluep) .:10 127,9 (llcTI{Hep). a cpe;tUCM 127,7, a .1.:ISJ uo.;ta HCllHoro KcHt>c::, 
~- ._,.-~·~·~---·---_..._-.----~-~----.____.....~--~<-,-~-~-·----~~---A~- ____ .....__ ---------~---·- --... ~---- -~--·-·-- -~·---
Sr=87,6 Ba=t37,·f - RJ =224 ••••••• 
\" =S9,0 La=J39 Yb= 173 

































]l. M en8e.tccs 
1SG9-I902 
a uxcaso no Cracy 126,00, a no Jla,lcuoypry t20,9S. OGa 'IJitJJa G.atJaKu " IZi, a 
UOToYy U:Oil\110 no.;xaraTb, uo :Jn6o aroxuwu JICC llo;ta npu Ali11J>Uciiwe:~~ ucc:.ac;zo-
.uu OliiliKCTCR 6o:Ieo 127 {:ITO BO:Jli:Oil\110, T- K. 110.1 cywu;111 CaCI:!, a 3TO MOil>-eT 
BBOAIITb x.aop), JL"IU A3JU TCJJ.'lypa U0.1Y'I11TCR 'lDCJIU Mt.'IICC t27. · 
• ••••• llelR.l{y Ce = 140 If Ta = t83 IIC~TaCT ~e.loro oo:u.moro nepllona, 
BO pn;t peAKUX a.:texeuroB (n3y .. ciiuo nx so uo. .. uo), uaopnMCJ• Pr = UQ,5, 
Nd=t-43,6, Gd=156, Er-=166, Yb=173 n J{p., np<',lCTas:wer, no cospc»l'UULIM 
C:BC,llCliWIY, JleC 8TOJla, fiali pa3 JIUCRO.lDJIJOIJtHll 3TOT npoliCiiC)'TOH, a JIOTOM)" 8 )'liil-
;JaJIBU)I XCC'lC nep1IOAJI'ICCK3R CIICTClla 3:1CliCHTOB Upt:.tt'TaB:IJICT CBOCtO po;la pa3-. 
pUB, 'rpe6yJOW:Uii UOBLIX D3WCK81li1U. . 
*•••••• llo DCc.'Je,llOBliU&IR:II r-ili'll ntopn (1902} paiJui' (CTp. 675) (OAliU 113 pn-












0 0 p I s If W I 0 ll I C A lol ' 
·o'l 1 no· 1 R''Oh 1 no~ 1 R~o' 
I Oc- Hpw· 
•'' lit. 
s Jr 
I l 193 
' . 
tiWI lOAOPOAHWI OllA.IIH 
H' I RW I RH'l I RH I 
279 
( t/Jotrw6ocnpou s~iJew~e mn6JttLI{'•' · «0 'HO/Jbl ti .AIIIIH, U.Jtl , 7, f ' /1 ., 190 I, , •111 \ J 










( THUII'l8tKB8 8Jtel481lTI• : 
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MENDELEEV'S CONSIDERATION OF VARIOUS METHODS OF REPRESENTATION OF THE 
PERIODICITY OF THE ELEMENTS j OF THhl QUESTION OF THE CAUSE OF THIS PERIODICITY; 
AND OF CERTAIN TYI-'ES OF CHEHICAL AND PHYSICAL RELATIONSHIP 1:/ITHIN THE 
PERIODIC SYSTEH 
A. Introduction 
Hany aspects of the periodicity of the elements continued to be discussed 
and developed by Mendeleev long after what we have recognised as the "era of 
discovery" of the periodic law (i.e. long after the publication in November 
1871 of his article in Liebig's Annalen on 11The periodic lawfulness of the 
chemical elements", Q.); there were also certain aspects of this periodicity 
which Mendeleev did not (indeed, in some cases could not) even begin to 
discuss until some time after the ern of discovery. 
Mendeleev's use of the periodic system for changing or determining 
atomic-weight values, and for predicting the existence and properties of 
unknown elements, and his considerations on the placing of the rare-enrth 
elements in the periodic system, formed an important part of his work on the 
periodic law both before and after late 1871; from the mid-1890's the 
problem of the relationship of the inert gases to the periodic system also 
occupied him. These topics will be considered in Chs. VI and VII. Other 
subjects with which Mendeleev began to be concerned during the period 
1869-71, and which ho continued to discuss and develop beyond merely this 
era of disc?very, included: the various methods of (tabular, gra.phicnl nnd 
mathematical) representation of the periodicity of the elements; the question 
of the cause of this periodicity; the existence and nature of oxides, hydrides 
and organometallic compounds in relation to the structure of the periodic 
system; and horizontal, vertical and diagonal relationships within the 
short-form periodic tabla. These topics are considered in the present 
chapter. 
A link between Mendeleev's consideration of tho vnrious methods of 
representing the periodicity of the elements (discussed in section B of the 
present chapter) and his views concerning the question of the cause of this 
periodicity (section C) was provided by the problem of tho mathemnticnl 
(functional) representation of the periodicity of the el~ments. His concept 
of "a.tomanalogy" in connection with the horizontal and vertical relationships 
within tho periodic system {section D) provided Mendeleev with the basis for 1 
his attempts nt interpolation and extrapolation of the periodic syatem (Ch.VI). ~ 
·-- --------------- -··---. --· .... ··------·· ---··-·· -
_______ _j 
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Bu Mendeleev's consideration of various methods of representation of the 
periodicity of the elements 
By far the most important aspect of Mendeleev' a 9~nt_;:ib~_~i.9n-~~o ._t~~e 
c~~~~=-~~~~~-~t~- ~----~!1~--~~as~::s __ o_~_th!:JJ~"~i~i.C?._law was his 
construction of 2-dimensional arrangements of the elements by rows and 
columns - hie "periodic tables". Throughout the time of his concern with the 
periodic law, i.e. from 1869 to 1906, Mendeleev published both long-form and 
short-form periodic tables. He presented horizontal long-form tables and 
vertical long-form tables; but apart from the horizontal table 10 (P3), 
published in May 1869, all of the (many) short-form tables published by him 
were of the vertical type. This preference by Mendeleev for the vertical 
orientation in the case of the short-form table was not discussed by him; it 
was probably based upon no more than aesthetic grounds. All of the short-form 
tables published by Mendeleev after 1870 (after table 15) presented a zig-zag 
arrangement of elements within the groups, indicating the sub-groups. 
Having originally (March 1869) preferred the long-form arrangement of his 
"attempt at a system" (e.g. tables 8 and 9) to the short-form alternatives 
which he had considered at the time (such as table 10), Mendeleev seems by 
the end of 1869 to have come to prefer a short-form arrangement of the 
elements {as in tables 13-15). This preference for tho short-form arrangement 
is clearly soon in tho articles in which he first presented his "natural 
system" in late 1870-early 1871, especially in the article A natural system 
of the elements (R.), containing table 30 (soe Ch.III). In his Annalen 
article published in November 1871, howover, Mendeleev presented both a 
long-formtnble and a short-form table (tables )5 and )6 respectively), and 
this heralded the beginning of a second - and finol - reversal of his 
preference in relation to the form of arrangement of the periodic table. By 
1879 he had clearly developed a general preference for the long-form 
arrangement which he was not to lose: in this year ho wrote, in reference to 
the vertical long-form arrangement in table 44, "The following mode of 
arrangen·ent of the table of the elements gives, in my opinion, the possibility 
of best evaluating the periodic dependence11 • 1 In 188o he said of table 45-
a horizontal long-form table - that it represents that form ot arrangement 
of the elements "which I now consider to be tho beat and moat complete 
expression of the harmony of the elements or tho periodic law, and at the 
1M~niteur Scientifique [3], i (1879) 692 (~, 394). 
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same time the most convenient in the typographical respoct";2 and in a 
similar vein he wrote in 1898, referring to the horizontal long-form 
arrangement of table 56, "That form of arrangement given here is the original 
one, and seems to me to be the simplest and most graphic 11 .3 In his preference, 
from the 1870's on, for the long-form arrangement of the elements Mendeleev 
seems not to have distinguished between the horizontal and vertical forms of 
this arrangement. 
Mendeleev's preference at any given time for tho long-form or the 
short-form periodic table represented an overall judgment based upon a 
balancing of the particular advantages which he recognised in each type of 
arrangement. The main advantage which he felt the short-form table to 
possess over the long-form was the correspondence of the former to the 
"double periodicity"4 of the highest valency of the elements in their "saline" 
oxides, bringing together the sub-groups of a group on the basis of the 
similarity of form of their compounds.5 He undoubtedly also appreciated 
(although he does not appear to have acknowledged this explicitly) the 
convenience of the co-ordinate system of the short-form table for referring 
to the places of the elements in the periodic system. The main advantages 
of tho long-form arrangement on th~ other hand were seen by MendeleAv in its 
correspondence to tho periodicity of physical properties (e.g. atomic 
volume),6 and its better indication of the closest analogies of the elements 
(i.e. within the sub-groups).7 
In addition to expressing the periodicity of the elements in the form 
of periodic tables arranged in rows and columns according to the groups and 
series, or groups and periods, from 1889 Mendeleev also presented certain 
single-column or single-line lists of elements arranged according to 
increasing atomic weight with tho series or periods somehow indicated along 
the sequence (see Ch. IV, n.6). An example of such a representation of 
~erichte, .U (188) 1803 (~, lto5). In the original Russian 
manuscript version of this article Mendeleev said of tho table which came to 
be published as table 45 that it "now seems to mo to be the most convenient 
of all for representing the essence of the periodic system" (sea PL~\t ?16). 
-
3Bibl. 11, vol. 23, half-val. 45, 1898, p.317 (PLBA, 254). By the 
"original" form of arrangement Mendeleev is referring to 'tho form of 
arrangement of his original "attempt at a system'' (e.g. table 8), i.e. 
horizontal long-form. 
4 This term "double periodicity" was not used by Mendeleev himself. It 
coma into use later, e.g. see Zmaczynski, J.Chom.Ed.,l!, part 5, 1937, p.233. 
5see, for example, ~~ 33 (1870) and~~ 81 (18?1). 
for example, ~~ 44 (18?0) and~~ 25?-8 (1898). 
for example, ~. 26 (1869). 
------------------
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periodicity from the 5th edition of Principles of Chemistry (1889), where 
this periodicity is indicated by marking off alongside the elements the 
values of their valencies with respect to hydrogen nnd with respect to oxygen, 
is given below (Fig.V-2).8 
Alrea~ in his first article on the periodic law (Correlation of 
properties, 1869) Mendoleev spoke not only of planar arrangements of the 
elements by rows and columns, but also of "cubic" and "spiral" periodic 
systems (see Ch.In, pp.l65·6 ) • Just what he r:10nnt here by a "cubic" system 
is not nt all clenr from the text: did ho, for example, mean strictly cubical 
(as had been the case for Kremers' 27-member cubic triads of 1856), oz· perhaps 
only cuboidal (as was vnn den Broek'a so-called 11cubiform" system of 19119), 
or, possibly, nothing more than simply 3-dimensional? I have found no 
reference elsewhere by Mendoleev to a "cubic" classificatory system of the 
elements. However, there is one factor which perhaps has a bearing upon 
this matter, and which leads me to suggest tentatively that in referring in 
i .Correlation of properties to a "cubic" syotem Mendeleov may have had in mind 
) a cubiform spiral arrnngoment (see Fig.V-1): this factor is that in the 
' manuscript dating from early 1871 which is presented in Ch.IV as table 29(M20), 
the diagrams in the loft-hand section appear to represent an attempt by 
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8 Pr.ch., R-.5 (1889), folding sheet between pp.464 nnd 465. 
. 
9A. van don Brook, Phys. z., ~ (1911) 490 (see Spronsen, Bibl.llO, 
pp.l87-8). 
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Mendeleev•s reference in Correlation of properties to a "spiral" 
system is clearly to an arrangement of tho elements in the form of a 
.3-dimensional (or "screw-shaped") spiral, t,:J99 ... , developed from the planar 
table 10 (P3) 110 rather than to a 2-dimensional spiral, @ • However, 
Mendeleev appears to have considered that a planar spiral system of the 
elements represents no significantly different arrangement from that of a 
screw-shaped spiral, as is seen particularly in his comments of late 
1870-1871 concerning a 2-dimensional spiral system which had been published 
in 1870 by Baumhauer.11 Thus, included among the extensive manuscript 
modifications which Mendeleev made in the early spring of 1871 to an 
off-print of his Correlation of propert~es were the following two sentences, 
introduced immediately after the statement in Correlation of properties 
that, "A spiral system is obtained": "This was stated in 1869, and was 
reproduced exactly in 1870 by Heinrich Baumhauer in the brochure 1Dia 
Beziehungen zwischen den AtomgewichteA, Braunachweig-Vieweg 1870. The 
basic principle and me'thoda are exactly the same as mine" •12 In his article 
On the guestion of the system of the elements ca.), published shortly 
afterwards (spring 1871), Mendaleev not only claimed priority over Baumhauer 
regarding the spiral system - "Mr. Baumhauer even uses the spiral arrangement 
of the elements which was mentioned by me" - but also remarked that such a 
spiral arrangement is "of little use and rather artificial".l3 This latter 
comment is probably a reflection of Mendeleev1a failure in early 1871 to 
draw up a satisfactory spiral arrangement of the elements: as may be seen 
from tabla 29 (M20), he had attempted to construct both 2-dimensional and 
3-dimensional spiral systems at this time (the-~diniensional- attempts-~ 
~ppearing-to-be-cubiform). Nevertheless, later in the same year Mendeleev 
was to remark in connection witn the classification of the elements 
according to the periodic law that "tho entire distribution of "the elements 1 
is in essence unbroken, and corresponds to some extent to a spiral function":4; 
10
spronsen (Bibl.llO, pp.l35,220) refers to table 10 (P3) itself as 
Mendeleev1s "spiral" or "screw-shaped" system, although strictly this table 
is only tho planar starting-point for construction of the spiral type ot 
system mentioned by Mendeloov in 1869. 
ll H.Bnumhauer1 Die Beziehungon zwischen den Atomgewichte und der Nntur 
der chemiechen Elcmenta, Braunschwoig, 1870. Extracts in English translation . 
are given in Venable, Bibl.l24, pp.l20ff. Baumhauer1a spiral system (which isi 
given by Spronaen in Bibl.ll01 p.l41) can be seen as a development along tho l 
lines of tho earlier circular systems of o.w.aibbs (L845) and Hinrichs (1867) · (see Ch.III). 
12 See Sc.Ar., 321. 
13
op.cit., p.352 (~, 391). 
chemical elements (a.), Liebig's 
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Mendeleev mentioned spiral classificatory systems of the elements a 
number of times later in his life, but he never published any attempt of his 
own at drawing up such a system. In a lecture-course of 1889-90 he referred 
to both planar and screw-shaped spiral arrangements: "••• it [sc. the 
periodic lo.w J mey bo represented in the form of a spiral 1 where each turn 
will express a definite poriod. It may also be expressed in the form of a 
screw-shaped line, where each turn of the screw will represent a period".l5 
In a review given in the 5th (1889) - 8th (1906) editions of his Principles of 
Chemistry of the various methods of representing the periodicity of the 
elements Mendeleev included the category of planar spirals but not that of 
3-dimensional (screw-shaped) spirals; rather surprisingly he here listed 
de Chancourtois among those who had drawn up planar spirals (the others 
named by him in this connection - Baumhauer, Huth and Erdmann - indeed had 
constructed planar rather than 3-dimensional spirals).16 
As regards representing the periodicity of the elements by a "periodic 
curve" - such as Lothar Meyer' a atomic-volume curve of 1870 - where the 
atomic weights of the elements are marked off along the abscissa of a 
rectangular co-ordinate system, and the value of some property expressed on 
the ordinate, Mendoleev had mentioned the possibility of drawing up a "wave-
like" periodic curve in a manuscript of March 1869, nine months before Meyer 
constructed his atomic-volume curve.17 This manuscript suggestion by 
Mendeleev was not published; and no attempt by Mendeleev actually to d~aw up 
such a curve is known. In March 1870 Mende1eev referred favourably to Meyer's 
_..-_,)lttf"mia,.v6lum~s "an eye-catching means of expressing • • • complex 
relationships •••"•18 Although continuing to acknowledge tho visual impact 
of such a curve, Mendeleev later (from ca.l889) came to criticise this type 
of representation of the periodicity of the elements for its lack of 
discreteness: "This mothod1 although graphic, has the theoretical 
disadvantage that it in no way indicates the exiatence of a definite number 
of elements in each period11 , 19 
Other graphical rcpreaentaticna of the periodicity of the elements 
mentioned by Mendeleev included those based upon "atomicity" (valency) which 
15 Bibl.75, p,157. 
16 See, for example, Pr.Ch., R-8 (1906) 615 (~, 319). 
17
see Ch.III, P•l63. 
18 Soe Ch.III, P•1?1. 
19Pr.Ch., R-8 (1906) 615 (~, 319). 
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had been proposed by Reynolds, Haughton and Crookes,20 and that proposed 
by Rantsev which utilised the points of intersection of various surfaces.21 
~
MendeJ.eev also considered the question of the mathematical (functional) 
expression of the periodicity of the elements. 
In a manuscript vertical short-form periodic table dating from late 
1870, table 23 (Ml6), Hendeleev wrote at the foot of the column containing 
the group IV sub-group c, Ti, Zr, Ce, Di and Th the expression, 
12 + 36x + l.?x2• This is evidently an expression for the atomic weights 
of the elements of this sub-group, with,!. being equal to half the value of 
the number given in table 23 (M16) to designate the particular series in which 
a given member of the sub-group is found (the series number of the row Na - Cl 
being 1, and so on).22 As an attempt to correlate algebraically tho atomic 
weights of chemically analogous elements this contribution by Mendeleev 
represents a continuation of the tradition of the 1850's, although the fact 
that the value of .! in this expression reflects the series-number of the 
elements in the short-form periodic table renders the expression less 
arbitrary than those which had boon given by Cooke, Dumas, Sokolov, etc., 
during the 1850's; however, the significance of the form of the expression 
given by Mendeleev, and of the particular values of the constants 36 and 1.7, 
is unclear. Also in table 23 (Ml6) wo find tho formulae 0103 , so2 and .!:Q. 
included in tho places containing Rb (I-4), Zn (II-3) and~ (III-2, 
corresponding to the undiscovered Sc) respectively. Of these three formulae 
only so2 corresponds to a compound known to Mendeleev (viz. sulphur dioxide); 
- 6 PO is still not known to exist, and 0103 (Cl20 ) has been discovered only 
since Mendeleev's de~th. The significance of these formulae seems therefore 
to lie not in tho representation of real compounds, but elsewhere; of 
relevance in this connection is undoubtedly the fact that the "molecular" 
weight of each "oxide" is approximo.tely equal to the atomic weight of its 
host element in table 23 (M16): 
20 On the systems of Reynolds, Haughton and Crookes, see Spronsen, 
Bibl.llO, pp.l79, 224, 225. Mendeleev criticised these syatems on the 
grounds of the particular values of valency which they assumed. 
2~endeleev refers to Rantsev's p~oposal in, for example, Pr.Ch., R-8 
(1906) 616 (~, 320). Rantsev appears not to have published his system. 
22 See Kedrov, Sc.Ar., 824-5. 
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Host element 
Rb = 85 
Zn = 65 
44 
"Oxide" 
0103 = 83.5 
so2 = 64 
PO = 47 
29.5 
The question of the significance of Mendeleev's inclusion of the above 
three oxide-formulae in table 23 (Ml6) has been considered by Kedrov, who 
writes: 
••• with the transition from gp. I to II to III in the cells 
[so. places in the periodic table] in which the insertions are made, 
a transition from gp. VII to VI to V is accomplished in the eleoents 
which are inserted into these cells; ••• the sum of the group-number 
of the cell in which the insertion is made and the group-number of 
the element which is inserted, is 8 ••• 
We shall indicate the element of the cell in which the insertion 
is made by the letter R (without an index) and its co-ordinates 
by x, y. We note that x + y = 5 ••• 
Further, we shall indicate by R1 the elemont whose "oxide" is 
inserted into the cell of element R, and its co-ordinates correspondingly 
by x', y'. We note that y' = l ••• It is evident that both straight 
lines ( x + y = 51 and y' = l) croas at the "point" x = 4, y = 1 1 i.e. 
in the cell (the "place") of silicon. 
We note, in addition, thD.t X + x' = 8. We may therefore say that 
the element R1 is complementary to the element R. It appears that 
D. I. C Mendeleev J was attempting to find the dependence between the 
value of the atomic weight P of element R - expressed by means of the 
co-ordinates of its "place" (x, y) - and the value of the atomic weight 
P' of element R' , expressed by means of the co-ordinates of its place ( x', y'). This dependence may be expressed, such that the atomic 
weight of element R is equal to the weight of the oxide R10n where 
n = 4 - x, as: 
P = P' + (4 - x)l6 (l) 
(here 16 is the atomic weight of oxygen) ••• 
Since x + y = 5, expression (l) may be rewritten as: 
p = P1 + (y - 1)16 (2) 
The atomic weight P of element R ia here presented aa a function, 
a) of its "place" (abscissa x or ordinate y) in the system, and 
b) of the atomic weight (P') of the element R' complementary to it. 
But we have found no such equation given by D.I. himself, although 
it appears to be ;ust ~his equation which underlies tho notes (sc. 
insertions of .Q!Q._, .2Q_, E.Q J by D.I. which we ba~S been examining, 
and only it alone may explain their significance. 
It is certainly possible that, as Kedrov suggests here, the insertion 
of the formulae Cl03, so2 and EQ. into the places occupied by Rb, Zn and ~ 
in table 23 (Ml6) signifies on attempt by Mendeleev "to find tho dependence 
between the value of the atomic weight P of element R ••• and the value of 
23 sc.Ar., 823-4. 
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the atomic weight P' of element R1 " in tenns of the co-ordinates of R and 
R1• On the other hand, Mendeleev 1s motivations and aspirations may have 
been rather less generalising and coherent. 
In 1871, in his article on The periodic lawfulness of the chemical 
elements (G.), Mendaleov spoke of the lack of knowledge of the precise 
functional dependence of the physico-chemical properties of the elements 
upon atomic weight, and pointed out that superimposed upon the fundamental 
periodic form of this dependence is a fino structure of "individual" 
perturbations, which he related to the deviations from strict regularity 
in the atomic-weight differences in the periodic table: 
••• the atomic-weight differences for the corresponding 
members of the different groups and series are far from being 
equal, even within the limits of experimental error. Thus ••• 
Na - Li = 16, whereas the difference Mg - Be = 14.6; the difference 
K - Na • 16, but Ti - Si = 20, V - P = 20 ••~ 
We must therefore recognise in the atomic-weight values of 
the elements a similarity or closeness of differences for corresponding 
members, and individual deviations which make these differences not 
completely equal. In precisely the same way it is necessary to 
distinguish for the elements their general properties, which are 
in periodic dependence upon atomic weight (for example, the faculty 
for giving certai11 forms of oxidation ••• ) , and their indivi~ijal 1 \ ! 
properties, which depend upon the above-mentioned deviations. ~ . ,r 
Because at present this very dependence (function) is unknown 
to us, only one of ita properties - periodicity - being known, then 
at present there is no possibility of determining the magnitude of 
the~e deviations, and therefore there is no possibility of correcting 
the magnitude of the atomic weigtta precisely; we may only indicate 
24 In tho Russian manuscript version of this article Mendeleev had 
originally continued this paragraph with the following remarks, which he 
subsequently crossed out {see sc.Ar., 452): 
"This may bo expressed by the following formula. ! denotes a 
property of the elements, .!! donates atomic weight, and.sp .. denotes the 
periodic dependence of properties upon atomic weight: X = ~ P is tho 
expression of the periodic dependence. For certain properties, which 
can change only periodically, this expression will denote precisely the 
periodic lawfulness; if we separate a small portion~ from l!t then tho 
precise expression will be, X= ~(p- p). Tho capacity for combination 
with H, o, etc. is such a periodic property, because combinations are 
accomplished only in multiple proportions, by leapa. For other properties, 
which cnn undergo continuous change, tho expression will correctly be: 
X1 = ~ (P - p) •" 




narrow limits,2~it~~n which the atomic weight of a given element 
must be found. ' 
In his Faraday Lecture, 1889, Mendeleev discussed certain attempts 
which had been made at obtaining a functional representation of the periodic 
law. He rejected the continuous trigonometrical functions proposed by 
Rydberg and Flavitskii, on the grounds that "the periods of the elements 
present ••• points, numbers, sudden changes of mass, nnd not a continuous 
development11 • 27 He continued: 
Only in the "theory of numbers" are the problema similar to 
those we are faced with hore(sc. in tho case of the periodic law]. 
Two of the attempts at algebraically expressing the atomic weights 
of tho elements seem worthy of attention, although neither can be 
considered complete, or as promising to solve finally the problem of 
the periodic law. The attempt of E.J. Mills (1886) does not even 
aspire to this end; this author considers that all atomic weights 
of the elements are expressed by the exponential fm1ction, 
15(n- 0.9375t), 
whore n and t vary as whole numbers •u• The other attempt, made 
by B.N. Chicherin (!888), places the problem of the periodic law 
~~~r.st_rnnk, but has so far been applied only to the alkali 
metals. Chicherin has pointed out ••• that the atomic volumes 
of all the alkali metals ••• can be represented by the formula, 
A(2- 0.00535 An), 
where A is the atomic ~gight, and where n = 8 for Li and Na, 4 for K, 
3 for Rq and 2 for ca. 
In his article of 1898 on Tho periodic lawfulness of the chemical 
elements (R.) Mendeleev reiterated certain of the views he had expressed 
curlier concerning the question of the functional representation of the 
25It is clear from the paragraph immediately following this one in 
Mendeleev1s article, where the question of the atomic weight of Te is 
discussed ("tellurium, judging from tho periodic law, must have an atomic 
weight greater than Sb • 122 and less than I ·= 127"), that the "limits" to 
wnich Mendeleev here refers, within which the atomic weight of a given 
element must be found, are the atomic-weight values of tho immediate 
neighbours of the element in the periodic system. Mendeleev was not prepared 
to tolerate exceptions to the principle of atomic-weight ordering in the 
periodic system (See Ch.VI, on Mendeleev1s use of the periodic system for 
modifying and determining atomic-weight values). 












periodic law, and remarked upon the significance which he felt a precise 
functional representation of the periodic law would have for the explanation 
of the cause of this law, and for the elucidation of the nature of the 
chemical elements: 
••• the moat important of all [sc. of the general questions 
raised by the periodic law] is, I thtrut, that of the prociso correlation 
between the numbers expressing the atomic weights of the elements, 
their place in tho system, and the special (individual) properties 
of the elements; because with all the parallelism of the properties 
of the elements, there is no uniformity in tho relationships of 
atomic-weight values, either arithmetical or geometrical. Thus, 
for example, taking 0 = 16 ••• the differences Si - C = 16.39, 
S - 0 = 16.07 and Cl - F = 16.39, which are not identical; it is 
impossible to think that B = 32.39, as might be supposed if equality 
of differences be assumed ••• In the geometrical ratios ••• 
ungenernliaed inequalities of the very same kind are shown, the 
cause of whic~ it seems to me, may in due course (when we know 
more precisely than we do at present the atomic-weight numbers, 
and the possible error in their determination) be confronted, and 
then connected by a law with the individual peculiarities of the 
elements. Already many investigators - especially Rydberg, Bazarov, 
Haughton, Chicherin, FJ.avitskii, Mills, and others - have tried, 
from various sides, to find a precise expression of the periodic 
law, but this subject has so far not been amenable to precise and 
general deductions, although it promises very much not only for the 
increase in degree of precision of our knowledge of atomic weights, 
· but also for our understanding of the cause of the periodic law, and 
so of the very nature of the elements. In this connection I consider 
it necessary to turn attention to that frequently overlooked fact 
that an ordinary "continuous" function, e.g. a sine function, may 
not serve as an expression of the periodic law, because the elements 
are characterised above all by "breaks", as is evident for example 
from the fact that between K = 39 and Ca = 4o it is impossible, 
without violating Dalton's law (of whole multiple proFortions in 
the number of atoms, e.g. KCl and CaCl2), to conceive of an 
unlimited number of intermediates Cor even one intermediate - JRS], 
since there is no intermediate whole number between l nnd 2. Therefore 
it seems to me that for the periodic law we may seek either a 
geometrical expression in the points of intersection of two 
"continuous" curves or an analytic expression in tho "theory of 
numbers" ••• The absence so far of a strict analytic expression 
for the periodic law, i~ in my opinion, determined by the fact that 
this law concerns a field which is still very new to mathematical 
treatment. As regards the absence of any explanation of the essence 
of the periodic law, the reason for this should be29ooked for above all in the absence of n precise expression for it. 
Mendeleev discussed various attempts which had been made at obtaining 
a functional representation of the periodic law also in the 5th (1889) -
8th (1906) editions of Principles of Chemistry, emphasising throughout 






that a successful function in this respect cannot be continuous. In the 
8th edition he still acknowledged that attempts in this direction "have not 
yet led to the desired results" • .30' 3l 
30Pr.Ch., R-8 (1906) 616 (~, 321). 
31Attempts at a mathematical representation of the periodicity of tho 
~ elements which have been made since Mendeleev1s death include those by 
Hsueh and Chiang, Bibl.27 (1937) 1 and Trifonov, Bibl.l20 {1971). Trifonov's 
work includes also an historical survey of the various attempts which have 
been made in this direction since the time of the discovery of the periodic 
law. 
i 
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c. Mendeleev on the question of the cause of the periodicity of the 
elements 
[l§Z!J e .. despite all the apparent simplicity of the affair, 
we have as yet no possibility of maintaining any ~~nd o£ hypothesis 
which adequately explains the law of periodicity. 
(' 1889] Two centuries have elapsed since the birth of the 
conception of gravity, and while we do not yet understand its 
causa it must nevertheless be considered as fundamental to natural 
philosophy ••• The periodic doctrine of the elements is only 
twenty years old; it is hardly surprising that knowing nothing of 
the causa of either gravity or mass, or of the nature of the elements, 
we do not understand the cause of the periodic law. It is only by 
accumulating well-tried laws ••• that we may hope little by little 
to lift the veil which conceals from us the causes S3 the secrets 
of nature, i.e. to uncover their mutual connection. 
( 1898 J We do not know the explanation of tho cause of the 
periodic law. But we must not forset that it is less than 30 years 
since its discovery, and that the law of gravitation, which was 
discovered more than 200 years ago and which has paramount significance 
in science, is still not explained lll its essence. It is used, and 
used legitimately; so also the periodic law may and should be used, 
although its cause also is not clear. We can hope that in time the 
cause will be found; but in the meantime it is better to work hard in 
elaborating tho subject, because from34his the sum of our knowledge 
of the elements indirectly increases. 
C 1906] It is the general feeling toot it is too early to explain 
••• the periodic law ••• But just as the law of gravity can be used 
without knowing the caus~ of gravity, so also the laws discovered by 
chemistry can be used for c~~mical purposes without having an 
explanation of their cause. 
The above extracts from Mendeleev's writings show his recurring 
acknowledgment, throughout the time of his concern with the periodicity of 
the elements, of the absence of an explanation of tho cause of the periodic 
law. Also shown is his insistencathat ae~ite the inability of scientists 
yet to explain its cause, the periodic law still had immense, and fundamental, 
value in chemistry, just as the unexplained Newtonian law of gravitation had 
in physics. 
While acknowledging the absence of any adequate explanation of the 
cause ot the periodic law, Mendeleev did make certain remarks which give 
some indication of his views concerning the possible direction such an 
32Pr.Ch., R-1, part II (1871) 834 (~, 38Q-l). 
33raraday Lecture: ~' 225. 
34The periodic lawfulness of the chemical elements (R.), Bibl.ll, 
vo1.23, half-vol. 45, 1898, p.318, footnote (~1 25S:9). 
35Pr.Ch., R-8 (1906) 617 (~, 321). I 
I I. 
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explanation might take and the types of appraoch which might prove fruitful 
in the search for such an explanation. 
The idea that the periodicity of the properties of the elements might 
be merely "the result of chance", representing no more than a random 
variation of physico-chemical properties with increasing acmic weight, 
was explicitly rejected by Mendeleev: "••• although I have had my doubts 
about some obscure points [sc. in connection with the periodic law], I have 
never once doubted the universality of this law, because it could not possibly 
be taken to be the result of chrulce",.36 This appears to be no more than an 
intuitive comment by Mendeleev: he shows no sign of having considered the 
objective validity of his claim.37 
36Pr.Ch,, R-7 (1902-3) 467, n.l5 bis (Colla.,~~ 453); R-8 (1906) 619, 
n.4ll (PLBA, 326). Mendeleev's rejection of the "randomness" hypothesis 
for explnining chemical periodicity does not appear to have been made in 
response to anyone's actual support for such an hypothesis. 
I have come across no-one who supported the 11rMdomness" hypothesis 
for explaining the periodic law. The New York ''Evening Post" of June 161 190!\ 
in a review of the 3rd English edition of Mendeleev's Principles of Chemistry 
says rather disparagingly that the periodic law "never was anything more 
than a rule of waviness", but there is no indicntion that by "waviness" was 
meant anything as extreme us "random fluctuation", 
37An attempt at an objective evaluation of Mendeleev1s clo.im that the 
periodic law "could not possibly be taken to be the result of chance" has 
been made by the present author, and will be published elsewhere. The results ' 
of this attempt support Mendeleev's intuitive assessment. Two different 
methods were used: n procedure analogous to tho testing for randomness 
of what oro known in statistics as "time-series" (a "time-series" being 
a chronologically-ordered set of observations of n numerical feature of 
an individual or a population), and n procedure which uses the idea of 
"chemical family", The fact that different properties of the elements show 
close parallels in the pattern of their fluctuation ~'periodicity") with 
respect to atomic weight, i.e. that chemical families actually exist, was 
accepted as an empirically-given starting-point: what was tested was 
the null hypothesis that this particular COI!mlOn pattern Of fiuctuntiou 
("periodicity") represents o.. randont fluctuation, In testing the periodicity 
of the elements for randomness not only do we have no general mathematical 
expression (function) for this periodicity, but also we have to work with 
an empirically-given set of atomic weights for which there is no known 
overall generating formula; this latter fact is of particular significance 
in connection with the test which employs the concept of chemical family, 
resulting in the necessity for a somewhat lengthy and laborious series of 
determinations from tho individual empirical atomic-weight values. The 
test ba~ed upon tho theory of time-series wo..a the so-cnlled'turning-point 
teat", which involves comparing the number of turning-points (i.e. moxima 
and minima) of tho series wtth the calculated number for o. random aeries of 
the same number of terms. To make use of tho concept of chemical family in 
testing the periodicity of tho elements for randomness we must compare for 
different families such characteristics na the number of members, the values 
of the intervals between consecutive members, and the sequence of such values: 
the mere existence of chemical families is no in~icntion of non-randocneso 









Mendeleov saw the periodic law as providing a bridge linking those two 
phenomena of nature which as a working scientist he took pragmatically to 
represent the fundamental quantitative and qualitative aspects of matter, 
viz. mass (expressed as weight) and the chemical individuality manifested 
- 8 -
in the chemical elements.3 This particular "bridging" view of the 
periodic la~9 is seen, fo; example, in a passage first given in the ?th 
(1902-3) edition of Principles of Chemistry, where Mendeleev presents an 
outline of what he claims to have been the general heuristic guideline 
which led him to his discovery of the periodicity of the elements: 40 
Applying my energies to the study of substance, I see in 
it two such [sc. general and distinctive] signs or properties: 
~~ which occupies space, and evinces itself in gravity Im.c:L-
with greatest clarity or reality - in weight; and the individuality 
expressed in chemical transformations, which is most clearly 
38At the purely speculative level Mendeleev did not commit himself 
to the view that the empirical property mass (oe weight) necessarily 
expresses the quantity of matter (see Ch.I), nor did he reject the 
possibility that the chemical elements may be composed of one or more 
simpler (primary) substances (see Ch.II). 
39Mendeleev'a view of the periodic law as a bridge at the level of 
empirical generalisation calls to mind certain general comments which he 
makes in the preface to the later editions of his Principles of Chemistry, 
where he likens science to a "suspension bridge" (visiachii most) of 
interlocking empirical laws over the "abyss" (bezdna, or propast 1 ) of the 
unknown, and expresses the hope that his book will encourage in the reader 
a curiosity "which will incline thought to confirm by experiment, and which 
will load to the search for new threads for the construction of bridges 
across the abyss of the unknown" (see, for example, Colla., ~~ 36-7, from 
Pr.Ch., R-7, 1902-3). 
Mendeleev's "suspension bridge" view of science has been used by 
R.B. Dobrotin as a basis for his own ideas regarding the use of empirical 
generalisations as "models" in chemistry, e.g. see Nekotorye metodolosicheskie 
voprosy modelirovaniia v oblasti khimii, Dobrotin and V.A. Shtoff, in 
Filosofskie kategorii v eatestvennonauchnom poznanii, Minsk, 1972; and 
Empiricheskie sootnosheniia sovremonnoi khimii, Dobrotin, Moscow, 1974. 
~rom the evidence dating from the actual time of Mendoloev'a discovery 
of the periodic law, the heuristic path presented in this passage from the 
7th edition of Principles of Chemistry is almost certainly a rational 
reconstruction rather than a realistic account. Tho account which Mendeleev 
gives in his first article on periodicity - Correlation of properties, 1869 -1 I 
is much more convincing, viz. tha.t in his seJlrch for o. 11naturo.l" classificatory; 
system embracing all chemical elements (tho motivation for this being ~ 
primarily pedo.gogical) the attempts were baaed upon atomic weight because · 
this was tho only known suitable property of the elements (atomic weight is 
a property of tho elements rather than of tho free simple substances; it is , 
a numerical property, and tho value for each element appeo.red to be unique , 
and invariant){seo Ch.III). But rational reconstruction or not, the pnssago 
quoted hero from Principles of Chemistry nevertheless illustrates Mendeleev's' 
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formulated in the notion of chemical elements. When I think of substance, 
outside any idea of material atoms, I cannot avoid the two questions 
of how much substance and what kind of substance - to which correspond 
the conceptions of mass and chemism. The history ••• of chemistry 
loads ••• to tho demand for recognition not only of the permanence 
of the mass of a substance, but also of the permanence of the 
chemical elements. Therefore the thought involuntarily arises that 
there must necessarily be some link between mass and the chemical 
features of the elements; and as tho mass of a substance is ultimately 
expressed ••• in its atoms, we should search for a fUnctional 
correspondence between the individual properties of the elements and 
their atomic weights ••• So I began to sort out ••• elements with d 
s~Uar properties, and elements with~e~a;_~~d~_,atomic weights, which 
qu~ckly led me to the conclusion that the proper4ies of the elements 
stand in periodic dependence upon atomic weight. 
The link between mass (weight) and chemical individuality which was 
provided, at tho level of empirical generalisation, by the periodic law, led 
Mendeleev to recognise the existence also of an unknown inner genetic link 
(a "common higher principle") between the nature of the chemical elements 
and the property of mass (weight): 
The properties of the atoms being n function of their weight, a 
multitude of conceptions which have been more or less consolidated 
in chemistry must be developed and cultivated in the sense of this 
result. Although at first sight it seems that the chemical elements 
are self-existent in their character and completely independent of each 
other, instead of this conception of the nature of the elements we must 
now set up the conception of the dependence of their properties on mass, 
i.e. see the subordination of the individuality of the elements to a 
common higher principle which evinces its~2f in gravity and in the 
majority of physico-mechanical phenomena. 
A schematic representation of Mendeleev's view of the relationship 
between mass (weight) and chemical individuality (the chemical elements) 
might therefore be -
Unknown inner genetic 
link ("common higher principle") 
Chemical individuality 
(chemical elements) 
4~r.Ch., R-7 (1902-3) 4671 n.l5 bis (Colla.,~' 452-3); R-8 (1906) 619, 
n.4ll (PLBA, 325-6). 
-42Fr.Ch., R-6 (1895) 448-9. The same passage occurs in R-7 and R-8; 
a related earliar version is given in R-3 (1877) 852 and in R-4 and R-5· 
In connection with the reference at the end of the passage to "the majority 
of physico-mechanical phenomena", see Ch.I, n.17e 
This view of the relationship between mass (weight) and the chemical 
elements led Nendeleev to see the question of the cause of the periodic 
law as being intimately connected not only with the question of the nature 
of the chemical elements, but also with the question of the nature of mass 
(weight). As early as 1871 he had the following to say on this subject:43 
This p~riodicity [so. of the properties of the elements] at 
present is for us a most mysterious phenomenon ••• It seems to me 
that an explanation is possible only in the sense of a ~amical 
presentation which is able to (and must) explain above all the 
very conception of weight. Only with a clear notion of weight 
is there a possibility, on the basis of atomic weight, of constructing 
an hypothesis about the nature of the elements; but this subject, 
as yet untouched upon, should not yet occupy us in such an exact 
science as chemistry, because the time has not yet arrived (although, 
in my opinion, it is not far away) when the cause of woig~4 and 
attractions becomes as clear to us as the cause of light. 
Hero we find some indication (albeit in extremely general terms) of the 
type of explanation which Mendeleev expected to be found for the cause of the 
periodic law (and for the nature of the chemical elementa, and tho nature 
of mass and weight), viz. an explana.tion by means of a "dynamical" theory. 45 
There is no suggestion hare or elsewhere in Mendeleev's writings that he 
was prepared to discard his matter-plus-motion ontological framework in which 
catter and motion provide the fundamental, distinct but necessarily 
concomitant, indestructible components of the substances of the world. 
But, as we have already seen (Ch.I, section A), tho strict conservation 
assumed by Mendeleev for each of these fundamental components, matter and 
motion, did not preclude for him the possibility of non-conservation of 
weight: Mendeleov was prepared to acknowledge that weight might be a 
compound effect of matter-plus-motion, non-conservation of weight then being 
4~or a later passage see, for example, the extract from Mendeleev•s 
Faraday Lecture (1889) quoted at tho beginning of this section (p.3QO). 
44Pr.Ch., R-1 1 part II (1871) 834-5 (~, 381-2). 
45A few months enrlier Mendeleev hD.d already written, "When the 
periodic dependence of properties on atomic weight, and the atomological 
relationships of the elements, can be subordinated to precise lawo, we will 
approach more closely to the very essence of the differences between the 
v~rious elements, nnd chemistry will tnen be in a position to discnrd tho 
stntica1 ideas of the present time and take on that dynrunical direction 
which has already proved so fruitful in the study of the mnjority of 
physical phenomena" (A n~turnl system of tho elements, R., 1871, p.56• ~~ 101). (Mendeleev•s concept of "atomology" or "atomono.logy" is ' 
discussed in section D of the present chapter). 
l 
J, 
viewed in terms of the conversion of a par-~ of the "motion-component" of 
weight into some other form of motion which does not contribute to weight, 
or vice versa. Mendeleev thus allowed the possibility of non-proportionality 
of weight (or mass, in the purely pondero-inertinl sense) nnd quantity of 
matter. The potential flexibility embodied in Mendeleev's restriction of 
possible explanatory theories of the periodic law to those which are 
"dynamic" rather than "static" was therefore extremely greo.t. 
Mcndoleev1 s consideration of the question of the likely path by 
which an explanation of the cause of the periodic law might eventually 
be attained involved his discussion of the following general types of 
approach, reflecting (as would indeed be expected) the nature of his views 
outlined above on the relationship between mass and the chemical elements:-
i) Efforts directed towards determining the nature of mass (weight). 
ii) Efforts directed towards determining the nature of the chemical 
elements. 
iii) Consolidation and refinement of the periodic law itself - this 
constituting for Mendeleev an aspect not only of ii), but also of i). 
Dealing first with Mendeleev1 s opinion of approach iii) as a means to 
attaining an explanation of the co.use of the periodic law, we note thnt he 
made numerous general remarks to the effect tlnt it is only by the 
accumulation and consolidation of empirico.l laws that we can hope to gain 
an insight into the inner causes of the phenomena of nature.46 In the 
particular case of the periodic law, refinement of this law in the sense or 
expressing it as a mathematical function was Geen by Mendeleev to be of 
major significance for attaining an understanding of ita cause: "As regards 
the absence of any explanation of the essence of tho periodic law, the reaao~ 
for this should be looked for above ~1 in the absence of a precise 
expression for it."47 
In connection with approach ii), we have alroaqy seen (Ch.II) that 
in tho light of tho long history of "futile" attempts to demonstrate the 
complexity of the chemical elements Mendeleev tended (particularly after 
ca. 1880) to recommend that in the absence of any well-authenticated 
decomposition, synthesis or transmutation or the chemical elements, 
chemistry should treat the elements pragmatically aa qualitatively-distinct 
46 See, for example, the passo.ge of 1889 quoted at the beginning of 
this section, P• ,300. 
47Bibl.ll, vol.23, hol£-vol. 45, 1898, p.323 (PLBA, 273). This 
remark ia part of the longor passage quoted earlier~the present 
chapter, :p.298. 
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ultimate forms of matter. At the same time Mendeleev nevertheless felt that 
in fact the elements probably are composite entities; and he acknowledged 
that should a transmutation of the elements ever be demonstrated, then 
this would be likely to have great significru1ce for the problem of the cause 
of the periodic law48 - "If it were to be shown [sc. that the elements are 
not immutable] ••• , then we may gain the possibility of understanding the 
lawfulness which has been noticed for the elements, namely their periodicityfi2 
Approach i) to the problem of explaining the cause of the periodic law 
was considered by Mendeleev to be much more promising than approach ii), an 
opinion which he appeared to hold more strongly as time went by • .50 And 
whereas at first he gave no suggestion of possible approaches to solving the 
problem of the nature of mass or weight (apart, perhaps, from consolidation 
and refinement of the empirical periodic law), in the early 20th century 
he came to express the view that the path to a true understanding of mass 
lay via an understanding of the "ether". Thus whereas in 1889 Mendeleev 
had written, 11The primary conception of ••• l!ltlBS ••• belongs among those 
categories which the discipline of science has so far not allowed us to 
touch upon, because as yet we have no means of dissecting or Mnlysing 
this conception", 5l in 1902 he wrote, "I think that before we understand 
lllllas a. clear and real conception of the ether must be worked outn.52 Also 
in 1902 Mendeleev wrote: 
••• the more I have thought about the nature of the chemical 
elements, the more firmly have I turned away from the classical 
notion of primary matter, and from the hope of attaining the desired 
end (sc. an understanding of tho nature of the elementsJ by a study 
of electrical and optical phenomena, and have come more nnd more 
urgently and clearly to realise that first and foremost are needed 
more con;sete conceptions of "mass" and "ether" than wo have at 
present. 
4Bror an apparent difference between Mendeleev's attitude in the light 
of the periodic law towards the likelihoodon the one hand that the elements 
are composite entities, and on the other that they are composed of a single 
primary matter, see Ch.II, PP• 102-'+. 
49
aold from silver (R.): PLBA, 447. (A continuation of this passage 
is quoted on P• 103) • -
50Approach i) had been advocated by Mendeleev as early as 1871, as is 
seen from the passage quoted earlior in this sedion, P• 304. But it was 
advocated by him moro strongly later (soo below). 
5~araday Lecture: PLBA, 215. 
-
52Attempt at a chemical conception of the world-ether (R.): PLBA, 502, 
footnote. The attempt by Mendeleev to provide a "chemicol conception" of the 
ether did not, however, lead to any suggestion as to the nature of mass (seo 
Ch.I1 pp.4,3-4). 
53pr.Ch., R-7 (1902-3): Colla., ~~ 42-3. A similar passage occurs in 
R-8 (1906): Colla.,~. 51. 
----------··- ·-·· ~-- --. ·-··--- --· --- .. 
We have already seen (Chs.I and n) that in connection with the problem 
of understanding the nature of the chemical elements Mendeleev saw no 
advantage over tho idea of invariant ultimate chemical atoms in either the 
theory of the vortex atom or the subsequent ideas of an "electronic" 
structure of the atom. As regards the particular contribution of J.J. Thomson 
in 1904, which presented the germ of an explanation of the periodic law in 
terms of a structure of the chemical atom involving concentric rings of 
electrons "moving about in a sphere of uniform positive electrification",.54 
it seems that Mendeleev was unaware of this development. He mentioned 
Thomson only in a completely general reference to the notion of electrona.5.5 
Noretta Koertgo (1968) baa drawn the conclusion that "Mendeleev givos 
neither a satisfactory, unified account of what direction a possible 
explanation of the periodic law might take, nor heuristic arguments in 
favour of such an approach, nor detailed suggestions as to how to carry it 
out", pointing out at the same time the significance in Mendeleev'& eyes of 
"mnss" and Newtonian mechrulics (or an extension thereof) for rmy approach to 
the solution of the problem of the cause of the periodic lnw • .56 While 
largely agreeing with Koertge's analysis of Mendeleev'a position, I foal 
that it presents Mendeleev's approach to the problem of tho cause of the 
periodic law as being slightly more negative and general than it actually was: 
no mention is made of his con~ents on tho importance of obtaining a precise 
mathematical expression of the periodic law for understanding the cause of 
the law, or of his view towards the end of his life that the path to 
understanding the cause of the periodic law - and the nature of mass and 
the chemhcal elements .. lies through an understanding of the nature of the 
ethor.~heso omissions, as oleo Koertge 1s presentation of Mondeleev as 
being tfrmly against the possib~lity of composite chemical elements, are 
however 'quite understandable in view of tho fact (acknowledged by Koertge) 
that her analysis was based only upon such fairly limited material as is 
available '
1
in English translation:; 
54J.J~Thomson, Phil. Mag., C6J, 2 (1904) 237. 
55Pr.ch\,, R-8 (1906) 483 (~, 6oo): aee Ch.II, p.ga • 
.56 \ Bib1.4&~p.274-94. 
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D. Mendeleev's discussion of certain types of chemicnl and ppyaical 
relationship within the periodic grstem. 
1. The nature of oxides and hydrides in relation to the structure of 
the periodic system. 
In his article On the quantity of oxygen <E- 1 publ.l870) Mendeleev 
had pointed out that the arrangement of groups in the short-form periodic 
table "is shown to comply with that order in which the elements are 
distributed according to the form of their limiting saline oxides", 
distinguishing "saline oxides" (aoliai)Ye okisly), or "oxides ••• which 
are capable of giving salta", from those oxides which "do not possess 
saline character and which constitute that class of oxides which are 
correctly called peroxides (perekiairuni)" • 57 He expanded upon this 
distinction between "saline oxides" and "peroxides" in a short paper 
entitled Zametka o perekisiakh (A note on peroxides) written in October 
1871.58 Ho wrote here: 
The conception of peroxides is lacking in definiteness if we 
include in their number not only ~02, N~o2, Ba02, but also Mno2, Pb02 ••• 
In order to remove this indefiniteness in the conception of 
peroxides, I p~opose to call peroxides o~y tho~~~hic~e__­
able to give-hYdrogen perox!ao~ If water is considered as the type 
of nciCia'rui<loilsaa·~~~gen peroxide is the type of peroxides 
••• If water is considered to correspond to ordinary oxygen, 
peroxides should be linked with ozone. Oxides should therefore 
be separated into two series: 
l) Saline oxides, able 
to give salta (acids, 
alkalis, etc.), like H20 { 
2) Peroxides do ~~t give salta~o hydrogen peroxide, 
e.g. N~o2, Ba.02, K02• 
Continuing in tho same paper, Mendeleev ngain pointed to the 
correspondence between the arrangement of tho groups in the short-form 
periodic table and tho vnluo of the highest valency shown by tho elements 
in their saline oxidess 
57PLBA, 51, 53. For further remarks made by Mendeleev in the same 
paper concerning tho characterisation of the groups of the periodic table 
by means of tho forma of their highest "saline" oxides, see Ch.III, 
p.l86. 
58J.Ruas.Chem.Soc., 2 (l87l) 284-6 (~, 177-81). 
59op.cit., pp.284-5 (~, 177-8). 
-----------~--~-------- , ____ --'-
It is necessary to have in view the separation of the oxides 
into peroxides and saline oxides when applying the law of periodicity 
to the determination of the composition of the highest oxides. Only 
salino oxides arc encountered in all of the groups, and only for them 
is it correct that the elements, arranged in the order of increasing 
atomic weight, give recurring series of highest oxides of composition 
R20, R2o2, R2o3, R2o4, R~o5 , R206' ~o7 , ~08 ; the true peroxides do not enter into these ser1es - they are met with only in the first 6o 
groups, tho saline oxides of which have a distinctly basic character. 
Mendeleev's distinction between "saline oxides" and "peroxides" wo.s 
maintained by him throughout his life, as was his recognition of 
correspondence between group-number in the periodic table and the value of the 
highest valency shown by the elements of the group in their saline oxides. 
For example, in his Faraday Lecture (1889) he wrote: 
Those higher oxides which give salts - the formation of which 
oxides is foreseen by the periodic system, for example for the small 
period beginning with sodium, Na2o, MgO, A12o3, Sio2, P2o5, so3, 0120? -must be clearly distinguished from the still nigher degrees or-oxidation 
which correspond to hydrogen peroxide and possess the character of truo 
peroxides ••• such as N~o2 , Ba02 ••• In tho properties of all such peroxide compounds there are a number of clearly evident common 
characteristics which distinguish them from the actual higher 
salt-forming oxides, especially their ease of decomposition with the 
help of certain contact agents, their incapacity for forming salts of 
the usual kind, and their tendence to combine with other peroxides 
(corresponding to the6Iendency of hydrogen peroxide to combine with barium peroxide ••• ). 
Mendeleev's characterisation o! tho groups of tho periodic table in 
terms of the forms of what he called the "highest saline oxides" of the 
elements was criticised by Wyrouboff in 1896 as involving an "arbitrary 
selection or oxides";62 earlier, in 1885, Ostwald had written, "tho 
oxidation steps held up by Mendel6off aa characteristic or typical are 
' 60 Ot.oit., 285 (PLBA, 178). More than 30 years later, in the 7th (1902-; 
and 8thl906) editions of Pr.Ch., Mendeleev had the following to say on the 
question of the systematisation of the peroxides: "Thoro is no doubt that 
similar elements very often give also s~ilar peroxides, and the study of 
the peroxides - as the investigations of Piccini, Melikov1 Pisarzhevakii and 
others have shown - consolidates tho periodic system or the elements. But 
~ho subject still has incomplete factual material, and few direct relations 
to the fundamental properties of the elements, and therefore a general 
system of the peroxides is, in my opinion, a matter for the future" (e.g. 
Pr.Ch., R--8, 1906, n.4o3; ~~ 313) • 
6~~. 232-3. 
62 Sea Chem. News, .z!i (1896) 31. 
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neither tho only ones, nor tho lowest, nor yet the highest, indeed they 
are often unknown and incapo.ble of existence". 63 These criticisms wore 
largely unjustified, and reflected a lack of appreciation on the part of 
Ostwald and Wyrouboff of the particular significance attached by Ivlendeleev 
to these oxide-forms, viz. that they represented the highest "saline", or 
"non-peroxide", oxides characteristic of the group. Nevertheless, such 
criticisms wore not completely without foundation. Ostwald's remark that 
Hendeleev's characteristic oxide-forms "are often unknown" was certainly 
true for the cases of o, F and most of the elements of group VIII: the 
absence of the compounds oo3 (i.e. o4) and F2o7 was explained by Mendeleev 
himself as being an example of the pecularities often shown by the so-called 
"typical" elements;64 the occurrence of the fonn Mo4 for only two of the 
group-VIII elements (viz. Ru and Os) was noted by Mondoleev, who in 1871 




defect in Mendeleev's particular characterisation of the groups in terms 
of their "highest snline oxides" concerns tho oxide CuO. Copper was included 
by Mondeleev as an analogue of Na in group I66 (tho form of "highest saline 
oxide" of this group being listed as R2o), and yot it gives tho oxide CuO 
which, as acknowledged by Mondeleev himself, "forms salta, and does not give 
hydrogen peroxide, and therefore cannot be included omong the true peroxidesR' 
This and related but lesser anomalies arising in connection with the oxides 
of tho other coinage metals wore token by }1endoleev to show that "tho 
division of oxides into saline oxides and peroxides should not be taken as 
absolutely sharp",68 and wore seen by him as o. reflection of the fact that 
the coinage metals show on analogy not only to Na but also to tho elements 
6~ohrbuch dar Allgemeinen Chemie, 1885, pp.126-7. The English 
translation given here is from Venable, Bibl.124, pp.ll5-7. 
64 A natural system of the elements lR.), 1870, p.42 (~, 87). 
6.5 Tho oriodic lawfulness of the chemical elements (G.), 1871, p.l47 
(~, 113 • This prediction has not been fulfilled! the highest known 
oxidation state for Fe is VI, in tho ferrate ion Foo4- • 
66 In Hendeleev'a short-form tables published from 1871 onwards, Cu 
wus included both in group I and in group VIII, na oleo wore Ag and Au 
(see below, n.69). 
67 A note on peroxides (R.) 1 1871~ p.286 (~, 181). 
68Ibid., p.285 (PLBA, 180). 
'. 
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of group VIII such aa Ni and Pd. 69 
The mode of incorporation of the inert gases into the periodic table in 
1900 seemed to provide strong support for Mendeloev's identification of 
group..number with the value of maximum saline vnlency: here was a case of 
a family of elements which apparently lacked the capacity for forming 
snl.ine compounds (i.e. whose maximum saline valency wo.s apparently = 0) t o.nd 
which fitted naturally into the periodic table as a new group preceding 
group I (i.e. as a new group whose group-number • 0).7° 
Mendeleev's identification of group-number in the periodic table with 
the value of the highest valency shown by the clements of the group in their 
"saline oxides" represented a significant contribution to the development of 
the notion of valency. With the emergence of the theory of the electronic 
structure of the chemical atom, the tendency of the elements to show a 
maximum positive valency (what Mendeleev referred to as maximum valency in 
"saline oxides") corresponding in value to group-number in the periodic 
table came to be explained in terms of the particular electronic 
configurations of the atoms, by the tendency to attain the stable 
"closed-shell" electronic configura~ions of the inert-gas atoms by means 
of the loss or sharing of electrons in chemical combination (Kessel, Lewis, 
191671). 
In addition to relating the 8 forma of highest saline oxide to the 8 
groups of his periodic table, Mendeleev also considered the relationship 
between degree of acidity or basicity of the saline oxides and position of 
the clements in the periodic system. Typical of his comments on this 
subject are the following, from the 3rd (1877) edition of Principles of 
Chemistry: 
69see, for example, The periodic lawfulness of tho chemical elements (G.)' 
1871, pp.l54-5 (~, 11a:;;9). This double analogy shown by the coinage metal , 
- on the one hand to Na, on the other band to Ni, Pd and Pt - was refiectod ' 
in all Hendoleov's published short-form tables from table 30 (P?) (1871) 
onwards in the inclusion of these clements in both group I and group VIII: 
one set of entries was usually enclosed in parentheses, this tending to be 
the group..I entry in the tables of tho 19th century, and group-VIII entry 
in the 20th-century tables. In Mendeleov's long-form tables the coinage 
metals were listed only once, as analogues of Na in group I - see, for 
example, tables 32 (1871), 52 (1889) and 63 (1906). 
70
see Ch.VII, section c, where Mendeleev's views conc~rning the inert 
ganes are considered in detail. 
'llw. Kessel, Ann.Physik, (4], .!i2, (1916) 229. G.N. Lewis, J.Iuner. 
Chom.Soc., ..2§. (1916) 762. 
-----------------·-----···---·-·· 
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The oxides of the even series generally possess more strongly 
basic properties than the oxides of the same type of composition in 
the odd series; the latter are endowed mainly with acidic properties. 
Furthermore, acidic character is shown primarily by the lightest 
elements, and basic properties by the heaviest. Thus, among the 
lightest (the typical) elements predominate those which give acids, 
especially in the later groups; and the heaviest elements - even in 
the later groups (e.g. Th, U) - have a basic character. The basic 
and acidic characters of the highest oxides are determined, therefore, 
by: a) the form of the oxide Csc. by the group, since the form of the 
highest oxide is characteristic of the group], b) the even or odd 
series in which the element is found, and c) the magnitude of its 
atom. For the lower oxides the character is determined by the form 
of the oxide and by the properties of the highest oxide. Thus, the 
oxide of arsenic (gr.V, series 5) As2o~ is dist~~ctly acidic, but in As2o3 the acidic properties are lass d~veloped. 
Just as Mendeleev distinguished two kinds of oxide (viz. salina oxides 
and peroxides), he distinguished also two kinds of hydride - the usual 
volatile gydrides, formed by the heavier elements of the Li - F series and of 
the odd series in the short-form periodic table, and the non-volatile hydrides, 
formed by certain elements of the even series (excluding the Li- F series), 
e.g. K, Ba, Pd.?3 Mendeleev's distinction between volatile and non-volatile 
72Pr.Ch., R-3 (1877) 849 (PLSM, 351). 
-
73From 1871 the Li - F series was designated "series 2" by Mendeloev, 
i.e. it was an "oven" series (see Ch.III, P•l90)• However, in many respects 
- the formation of volatile hydrides being one, the formation of volatile 
organo-compounda (see later) baing another - this series resembles the "odd" 
series. On this matter Mendeleev wrote (Annalen, 1871, pp.l53-4; ~,117): 
"It appears that the justification of the division into even and odd series 1 
is violated by the second series - Li, Be, B, c, N, o, F, because the membersi 
of this even series possess acidic properties, (andJ form both hydrides and I 
organometallic compounds •••• i.e. they resemble the elements of the odd \! 
series. But in relation to this series it should be noted: 1) that, unlike 
other even series, it is not followed by the VIIIth group, 2) that the ! 
atomic weights of its members differ from the atomic weights of the \ 
corresponding members of the next aeries by about 16, whereas between all · 
later series this difference is 20 - 28. The elemento of all other even 
series differ in atomic weight from the elements of the nearest even series 
by about 46, but these elements of the 2nd series differ from the elements 
ot the 4th by only 32 - 36 ••• This elucidates the seaming deviation, and 
even supports our main position - the dependence of the chango of properties 
upon change of atomic weight. Here we have a change in magnitude of atomic 
weight different from in the other series, and therefore the relationship 
of properties is also different." 
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hydrides seems to have been first made in late 1870: in his article 
A natural system of the elements (R.), written in Nov.-Dec. 1870, he 
referred to the tendency of certain of tho elements of group VIII (which 
occupy even series in the short-form pAriodic table), such as Cu74 and 
Pd, to give "unstable compounds with hydrogen ••• which do not resemble 
the usual hydrides - they are involatile, easily deocmposed, and not one 
of them has yet been obtained in the form of a substance of completely 
definite composition".75 In 1877, in tho 3rd edition of Principles of 
Chemistrz, Mendeleev wrote: "Hydrides, as volatile or gaseous substances 
of distinctive reactions, such as HCl, H2o, H~ and H4c, are formed only by 
elements of the odd series and the higher groups which give oxides of 
composition R2o7, R03, R2o5 and E02• If the elements of the even series 
give hydrides, then these - such as K2II - are easily decomposed, are 
involatile, and possess a completely different character (metallic) from 
the usual hydrides". 76 In the corresponding passage from the 8th (1906) 
edition of Principles of Chemistry we find the remarks: 
Hydrides, as volatile or gaseous substances of distinctive 
reactions, such e.a HCl, ~0, Hf. and HI+C [408] 1 are formed only by 
elements of the odd series and the higlier groups which give oxides 
of composition R2o7, B03, R2o5 and R02 • 
• • • • • • 
[4o8J The hydrides ~hich are generalised by the periodic law are 
••• volatile or gaseous. Hydrides such as NaH, BaH2, etc. are distinguished by other characteristics. They show ••• a systematic 
harmony, but they evidently should not be confused with the usual 
hydrides, any mora than peroxides with saline oxides, Moreover, 
such hydrides, like the peroxides, hnve only re7~tly begun to be 
studied, and have been investigated but little. 
As regards the trends in the properties of the volatile hydrides in 
passing along a row in the vertiJal short-form periodic table, Mendeleev 
wrote in 1871: 
74
cu was included by Mendeloev also in group I of the short.form 
periodic tablo,in which case it occupies an odd series, viz. series 5 (ace 
n.69, abovQ. 
75op.cit., pp.42-3 (~, 87-8). 
76Pr.Ch., R•3 (1877) 849 (~, 351). 
77Pr.Ch., R-8 (1906) 2561 617 (~, 2921 322). In tho corresponding 
passage from R-7 (1902-3) Mendeleev gave the formula for sodium hydride as 
N~H (cf. K2H in the passage from R-3 1 18771 quoted above) rather than NaH. Bei'ore cn.l~OO the formula-type M2H was fairly generally adopted for the hydrides of Na and K, on the basis of tho work of Troost and Hautefeuille 
(1870's). The correct formula-type MH was indicated by the investigations 
of Koissan (ca. 1900). 
----------------------------- -- ----- ---- -- ----
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The stability or decomposability of these hydrides under various 
influences, their acidic properties - or the tendency for their 
hydrogen to be substituted by metals - and other such properties, 
change gradually and regularly according to the relative position of 
the elements in the rows. Thus HCl is a distinct acid, of great 
stability; H2S is already a weak acid, decomposed by heat; in ~ 
there are already no acidic properties, and the decomposability has 78 increased - and these characteristics are even more distinct in H4si. 
The relationship between the forms of composition of the volatile 
hydrides and the highest saline oxides of the elements was first discussed 
by Mendeleev in 18691 in his paper On the quantity of oxygen (E•t publ. 
1870): 
If we apply the above systom[sc. table 13 (P4)J of the 
elements to the comparison of their hydrogen compounds, then we 
find for these latter a sequence opposite to that which exists for 
the oxygen compounds. The halogens combine with one equivalent of 
hydrogen; oxygen, sulphur and analogues, with 2 equivalents of 
hydrogen; nitrogen, phosphorus, etc., with 3; carbon, silicon, with 
4; for the first 3 groups hydrogen compounds are not at present 
known. By analogy we may judge that boron and aluminium are able 
to form, '~ their highest stage of combination with hydrogen, BH5 and AlH5• 
By early 1871 Mendeleev had come to discard the hypothesis that the 
elements o£ group III form hydrides RH5• He now began to draw attention to 
the empirical result - which we shall call his "rule-of-4"80 - that the 
maximum number of hydrogen or oxygen atoms which can combine with a single 
atom of some other element to form a volatile hydride or saline oxide is 
4, and thn.t the maximum number of oxygen atoms combined with one atom of 
another element in an acidic hydrated saline oxide (what Mendeleev referred 
to as an "acidic hydrate") is also 4. Thus, in part II of the 1st edition 
of Principles of Chemist;r (publ. March 1871) he wrote: 
Returning to the form R04 1 we 'pay heed to the fact that RH4 is the highest of the known forms of hydrogen compound, and that tlio 
highest forma of acidic hydrates - siH4o4, P~tzo4 , s~o4, ClH04 - all 
contain four atoms of oxygen; and therefore ifl this number [sc. 1n 
the number 4J there is, evidently, a limit for the simplest forms of 
compounds of hydrogen and oxygen. To a few atoms of an element or 
elements there may be attached more than o4, H4, but to a single atom in a molecule this is never the case. Thus, the simplest forma 
of the compounds of hydrogen and oxygen are exhausted by - RH4, RH.zt R~, RH, R01 R02 , Ro3, Ro4• The limiting cases RH4 and R04, we note, 
78 Annalen, 1871, p.l41 (~, 108). 
79 9p.cit., p.l9 (~, 55). 
Bo The term "rule-of-4" is used ·here for the aalte o:f terminological 
harmony with the so-called "rule-of-811 (see below). 
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are found only for bodies, such as c, Si, Oa and Ru, which also 
give, with chlorine, RC14• This numerical collation does not 
agree with the usual form of mllation, because equivalence exists 
between ~-c12-o, and not between H-cl-0 1 but it is worthy of 
attention'because of ita simplicity. The collation or confrontation 
of RHL;. with ro4 is demanded not only by the fact that in these limit1ng forms exist tho least stable bodies (we compare SiH4, PH~, s~, ClH, or RuOL&.t Mo03, zr02 , SrO), which readily give off part t1r even all of the 0 or H combined with them, but also by the fact that of 
all the elements those which give tho forma RH4 and ROH- are tho most physically-alike, the least active in the free state, liaving extremely 
small atomic volumes (C = 4.5, Si = 11, Ru = 91 Oa = 9.5), and again 
because the equivalence of 0 and~ corresponds to one form, ~o, of 
combination of H ~th o, and the c8rrespondence of H and 0 to the 
other form, H2o2• 
This "rule-of-4" was again stated by Mendeleev later in 1871S
2
in his 
article on The periodic lawfulness of the chemical elements (G.). Here 
we also find an explicit recognition of the relation which is now sometimes 
known as the "rul.e-of-8", 83 that the sum of the maximum valencies of an 
element with respect to 0 in saline oxides and H in volatile hydrides is 
equal to 8 (this "rule-of-811 had already been implicit in the above-quoted 
comments of 1869 from Mendeleev's On the quantity of oxyson): 
The sum of the equivalents of hydrogen and oxygen which are 
conjoined separately to one atom of an·element does not exceed 8; and 
therefore the elements giving R04 do not form hydrogen compounds. Those 
which can give R~o7 , form RH; thdse which give RO~, form ~; those which give ~o~, form ; and 1:hose which give oo,, form RH~. Ti!Ose elements 
which Yith oxygen ive a highest form ~o~, nave not as yet given 
hydrogen csflpounds, because the complementary hydride form RH5 does not exist. 
Mendeleev was the first to point to tho "rule-of-811 relation. His 
contribution in this respect is rarely recognised, however, priority in 
drawing attention to this relation usually being attributed to Abegg (1904)~5 
In the 3rd (1877) and later editions of Principles of Chemistry Mondeleov 
linked the "rule-of-4" (as applied to "acidic hydrates") with the "rule-of-8", 
in terms of the further generalisation that "the quantity of hydrogen in a 
hydrate equals the content of hydrogen in the hydride": 
••• the acidic pydrates and their salta, with a single atom of an 
element, contain in all tho highest forms not more than four atoms of 
oxygen, just like the higheat saline form ROlL ... The hydrate of the 
oxide R02 in the highest form is no2~2 a RH~Ou = R(HO)k ••• The oxide R2o5 corresponds to the hydrate ~05 0 a 2 o4 = 2RO(OH~3)... The 
eyclrate of the oxide R03 is oo311a'O = o4 = 2(0H) 2 ••• Tbo hydrate 
8~r.Ch., R-1, part II (1871) 835 (~, 382). 
~p.cit., p.l42. 
83 
The term "rule-of-eight" is used, for example! by T. Moeller in his 
Inor anic Chemist an advanced textbook, New York ~John Wiley) and London 
Chapman and Hall , 1952 th printing 1957) 1 Ch. 6. 
84 
" .9p.cit., p.225 (~,172). The laat atatement in this paasago, that 
4RIL does not exist", seems to have been made aa a deduction from tho "rule-of-
" ~ather than merely as an isolated statement of non-observation. 
85 R.Abegg1 z. anorg.Chcm., ~ (1904) 330. 
---------" 
corresponding to R2o7 is, evidently, RHo4 = R03 (0H) ••• Here, besides the content o4, it must further be noted that ~ho guantity of hYdrogen in a hydrate equals tho content of hydrogen in the hydride. Thus, 
silicon gives SiH4 and SiH4o4, phosphorus PH.z and P~o4 , sulphur S~ and s~o4, chlorine ClH and ClHO~. This circumstance at least brings iiito a h.armonioua system the fact tliat the elements which can combine with a 
greater amount of oxygen are able to retain less hydrogen, even if it 
does not explain this fact ••• The sum of the equivalents of hydrogen 
and oxygen which are found in combination with an atom of nitrogen in the 
highest forms, equals eight. So ssso for the other elements which 
combine with oxygen and hydrogen. 
Mendeleev was one of the first to usa the hydroxyl (OH) notation for 
the "acidic hydrates" which is employed by him in this pasaage.87 His 
earliest use of this notation seems to have been in the article On the place 
of ceriutl (G.), published in 1871.88 · 
Mendoleev•s two London lectures of 1889 -viz. his Royal Institution 
lecturo (Hay 31st) and his Faraday lecture (June 4th) - are both of interest 
in connection with his ttrule-of-411 and "rule-of-811 • In his Faraday lecture 
Mendeleev states these rules as follows: 1~ot more than 4 atoms of hydrogen 
or oxygen are joined to a single atom of an element ••• The periodic law has 
shown ••• that the capacity for combination of the non-metals with oxygen 
is directly determined by their capacity to combine with hydrogen, and the 
sum of the equivalents of both is for all elements = 811 • 89 In his Royal 
Institution lecture Mendeleev implies some special universal significance 
for the numbers 4 and 8: 
Because more than four atoms of hydrogen do not combine with 
one atom of an element; because the hydrogen compounds (e.g. HCl, 
~s, ~P, H~Si) of the elements form higher acids always with 4 atoms 
of oxygen; oecauae tho highest known form of the oxides (OsO~ and 
Ru04) contains also 4 oxygene; because the eight groups of tlie periodic 
system, corresponding to the highest saline oxides, ~0, RO, R 0 , 
JS05 , R03, ~o7 and R04, imply the relationships mentioned; an& ~ecause, o? the closest analogues among the elements (as, for example, Mg 1 Zn, Cd 
and Hg; or Cr, l1o W and U; or Si, Ge, Sn and Pb; or F, Cl, Dr and I; 
etc.), more than 4 is unknown- then it seems to me that these relations 
are of profound interest and significance for chemical mechanics. And 
because tho idoa of unity in the plan of nature, acting in the composition 
of heavenly systems and chemical molecules, seems a very attractive idea 
to my imagination, especially because then the atomic doctrine immediately 
acquires ita true significance, I shall recall tho following facta 
relating to the solar system: there are 8 major planets; of those, the 4 
inner ones are not only separated by the asteroids from the 4 outer ones, 
but also differ from thom in many respects (e.g. having small diameters 
and high density); Saturn, with ita ring, has 8 satellites, and Jupiter 
and Uranus have 4 each. From this it is evident that in the solar system 
we meet those same numbers, 4 and 8, w~ch appear in connection with the 
composition of the chemical molecules. 
86 Pr.Ch., R-3 ( 1877) 844-5 (PLSM, 346) • 
-
87T . his has boon pointed out by A. Wurtz, Bibl.1}31 p.l74. 
88 Op.Cit., p.48 (~164): 11Ce~o3 = Ce0(0H)211 • 
89 ~. 231-2. 
90PLBA 1 544, footnote. 
2. The relationship between the position of an element in the periodic 
eYstem and its faculty for forming organometallic compounds.9l 
Mendeleev was well acqu~inted with the preparation and properties of 
various organometallic compounds at least eight years before his discovery 
of the periodic law, having discussed this subject in his textbook on 
Organic Chemistry (R.), 1861.92 The earliest known record of his interest 
in the relationship between the position of an element in the periodic system 
and its faculty for forming organometallic compounds is that provided by 
table 24 (Ml?) (a), dated 17th November (O.S.) 1870.93 This manuscript was 
written mainly in ink, but in the right-hand margin and also ~ext to certain 
places within the table tho values of the boiling-points nnd specific 
gravities of various ethyl compounds are given in pencil; and at the foot 
of the table is written, also in pencil -
Metallo-org 
only unev 
Of the even? 
Tho expanded version of this comment would presumably be something like, 
"Metallo-org (imic compounds have been obtained] only [for metals of the) 
unev(en series. WhD.t about the metals] of the even [seriesJ?11 .94 That 
metals of the uneven (odd) series form organa-compounds whereas metals of 
the even series do not was pointed out by Mendeleev shortly afterwards in 
his article A natural system of the elements (Ji.; dated 29th Nov., o.s., 1870~ 
••• the metals of the even series are characterised ••• by the 
fact that for them not a single organometallic (matalloorganicheakogo) 
compound is known •••• whereas organometallic compounds nre known for 
almost all of the elements which are placed in the odd aeries. In the 
first series Cac. "series 1" according to Mendeleev1s earlier (incompletE) 
system of numeration of the series (see Ch.III, pp~89-90: Na, Mg ••• 
ClJ such compounds are known for magnesium, for aluminium, and for 
aUicon, phosphorus, sulphur and chlorine, whereas for the elements 
of the 2nd series Csc. K, Ca, Ti1 etc.J not a single organometallic 
compound has yet been obtained. The attempts of Cahours and Buckton 
to prepare titanoetbyl compounds were, as is well-known, completely 
910n this subject see Kedrov's account of The location of 
elemento-org~ic compounds in the short table (R.), Sc.Ar., 839-45. 
9~he first organometallic compound to be discovered was tellurium 
diethyl 1 TeEt2 , obtained by Wohler in 1840. In 1849 Frankland prepared 
zinc methyl and zinc ethyl, ZnMe and ZnEt • During the l850'a and early 
1860•a a number of other organom~to.llic co~pounds were discovered, as also 
were compounds of semi-metals with alkyl radicals, e.g. BEt3• 
93A commentary by Kedrov on the composition and content or thia 
manuscript, table 24 (Ml7) (a.), is given in sc.Ar., 172. 
94A similar expansion of Mendeleev1a abbreviated note is suggested by 
Ked:ov, Sc.Ar., 159 and 840. 
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unsuccessful; although the chlorides of silicon and titanium resemble 
each other so closely. in their formulae, in their reaction with water, 
and also in a multitude of other properties, tl.ey are shnrply 
distinguished in their reactions with zinc ethyl, viz. silicon chloride 
readily gives silicon ethyl, whereas titanium chloride does not enter 
into such double decomposition. This difference extends as fnr as the 
very last members, viz. in the 9th series mercury, lead and bismuth 
have given organometallic compounds. For thallium, at least an ether 
compound, corresponding to ita lower degree of oxidation, is known; 
and we may consider that neither uranium, tantalum nor tungsten, nor 
also cerium, zirconium and molybdenum, will give organometallic 
compounds, just as titanium does not form them. On the other ho.nd, 
indium and thallium, belonging to the odd series, will certainly give 
organometallic compounds InEt , TlEt , the study of which should be 
of interest for 95solving the3uncert~inty regarding tho formula of 
aluminium ethyl. 
Similar remarks are to be found in Mendeloev1 s 1871 article on The 
periodic lawfulness of the chemical elements (a.).96 But since Mend~ev 
in this paper had extended the numeration of the series to include the 
"typical" elements H and Li - F he was now confronted with the nno!'llaly of 
the formation of orgono-compounds by the elements of an "even" series 
(viz. "series 2" 1 Li- F, giving BEt3, CEt4, NEt3, OEtz, Etli'). His 
explanation of this anomaly (and of other anomalous properties of the 
"typical'' elements Li - F) was in terms of the atomic-weight differences 
between the series of the short-form periodic table (see n.73 of the present 
chapter). 
In the 3rd (1877) edition of Principles of Chemist;y Mendeleev had 
the following to say about tho relationship between the position of an element 
in the periodic system and its faculty for forming organometallic compounds: 
If an clement gives a hydride RX 1 then it wil~ form an 
organometallic compound of tho same cgmposition, where X= CnH2n+l' 
i.e. X is the residue of a saturated hydrocarbon. The elements of 
tho odd series which are not able to give hydrogen compounds and 
which give oxides of tho form RX, RX2, RX3 also give organometallic 
compounds, of the form characteristic of the highest oxides. Thus, 
zinc forms an oxide ZnO, salts ZnX2, and zinc ethyl Zn(C21Ic;~ 2• The elements of the even series seem not to give organomet~Iio 
compounds at all - at least, all efforts to obtain t§~ have so far 
been in vain, e.g. for titanium, zirconiuo and iron. 
95op.cit., p.34 (PL~\ 1 78-9). The compounds InEt and TlEt predicted by Mendoleev in tho lnar-Bentence of ~his passage did fndeed tu;rl out to 
exist. Tho "uncertainty" to which he refers here in connection with 
aluminium ethyl was whether the formula is AlEt or Al Ett;• (Cryoscopic 
studies of aluminium ethyl in ethylene dibromidd by Lofiise and Roux in 1888 
indicated the dimeric form, Al2Et6; the presence of the dimeric form has been subsequently shown also by vnp~ur-denaity measurements. The indium and 
thallium ethyls on tho other hand are monomeric, InEt3 and TlEt3
). 
96 Op.cit., pp.l52·3 (PLBA 1 1151117). 




In the corresponding passage of the 7th (1902-3) edition of Principles 
of Chemistr;'( the last sentence hna become, "The elements of the even series 
(large periods) form organometallic compounds with difficulty"; 98 and in 
the 8th (1906) edition the corresponding sentence is omitted from the 
pnssnge.99 By the early 20th century, therefore, Mendeleev's distinction 
between the elements of the even (excluding Li - F) and odd series as regards 
tendency to form organometallic compounds appears to have become somewhat 
less strict than previously. The specific reasons for this wore not given 
by Mendeleev. 
3. Horizontal, vertical and diagonnl relationships in the slmrt-form 
periodic tablo.100 
From the outset of his work on tho periodicity of properties of the 
elements Mendeleev wns necessarily concerned with tho vertical nnd 
horizontal relationships in tho periodic table, since it is these very 
relationships - within tho groups, periods nnd series - which are 
directly expressed in the periodic law. Similarly, insofar as he tended to 
present the periodic table in the zig-zag short-form arrangement (which he 
commonly did from early 1871 onwards) Mendeleev was also very much concerned 
with what might be considered to be n certain typo of "diagonal" relationship, 
viz. tho relationship between the elements of the different sub-groups of n 
given group, which in the zig-zag short-form to.ble is "diagonnl" because of 
the zig-zag arrangement of the elements within the groups. Those 
relationships to which the term "diagono.l" is more usually applied, between 
elements which occupy not only different series or periods but also different 
groups (not merely different sub-groups of the same group), wore of much 
lesser concern to Mendoleev. 
As regards Mendeleev's consideration of tho vertical and horizontnl 
r.elationships within the periodic table, on the question of the vertical 
and horizontal analogies of the elements he wrote in November 1870, in 
reference to the vertical short-form arrangement of the elements which was 
published lU'J table 33 (Pl0) 1 "'l'ho mnin thing that I wish clearly to display 
consists in tho fact that resemblance exists along both the vertical and the 
horizontal rows. Thus, according to the properties of ita compounds, Nb shows 
98Pr.Ch., E-3 (1905; from R-7, 1902-3) II, 25. 
99see Pr.Ch., R-8 (1906) 256 (PLEA, 292). 
-100 See Kodrov, Sc.Ar., 817-22: The revealins of the main and secondary 
~nds in the short table (R.). 
,, 
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resemblance both to V and Ta, and to Zr and Mo11 • 101 In a passage written 
shortly afterwnrds, in the article A natural system of the elements (R.), 
Mendeleev introduced the term 11atomanalogy11 in connection with the horizontal 
and vertical analogies of tho elements in the zig-zag short-form periodic 
table: 
••• for each element its resemblance to other elements is 
expressed in its place in the horizontal and vertical rows. I 
propose to call this double resemblance of the elements their 
atomo.nalogy (atomanalogieiu). Thus, zirconium is an atomanalogue 
of Ti, Ce, Th, because it is found in the same vertical row, and 
shows much similarity to them; and also of Sr, (Yt?), Nb, Mo, 
because it has an atomic weight close to theirs in value, and its 
compounds have similar properties to theirs. Elements which are 
found together1~~ nature (prirodPye sputnik!) are usually atomanalogues. 
Later in the same article Mendeleev uses the shorter terms "atomology" 
and "atomologue" for "atomanal.ogy" and "atomana.logue". In his article on 
The periodic lawfulness of the chemical elements (G.), published in 
November 187l, Hendeleev came to restrict his use of the term "atomanalogy" 
(or "atomology") to the designntion of the resemblance of an element to ita 
nearest vertical (same sub-group) and horizontal (same series) neighbours 
only: 
The position of an element R in the system is defined by tho 
series and by the group to which it belongs - or by tho elements X 
and Y standing next to it in the same series and the elements R' 
(with smaller atomic weight) i63 RH (with larger atomic weight) standing 
next to it in the same group. Knowing the properties of X, Y, R' , 
R 11 1 the properties of R are defined. We thus have tho following 
series in the system: 
series (n- 2) X1 R1 Y1 
series n X R Y (R"- R is approximately a R- R' a about 45). 
series (n + 2) x''R"Y'' 
••• The relationship of R to X and Y on the one hand1 and to R' 
and R" on the ether, I call the atorno.nalogy of an element. Thus 
the atomanologues of So are As and Br on the one hand, and S and Te 
on the other. Its atomic weight is tho moan, ZS + 8o + 32 ~ 125 a 78; 
4 
so also the properties of SeH2 are the mean of the properties of AsJS - BrH and SH2 - TeH2 1 anCl so on. Only in tho extreme rows 
101 On the place of cerium (G.), publ. 1871, p.4Sl (~, 65). 
102 Op.cit., p.43 (~, 88). 
l03It is clenr from what follows in this passo.go that by 
Mondclo~v hore actually-·meM5 "some sub-group". "oti.lo aroup" 
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and groups is it impossible to apply these atomological relationships 
completely, but here also we can observe clear correlations, which I 
shall e~press provis~onal:y by prop?rtion?.(arit~etical 1 not 
geometr1cal1 proport1ons),1thus, X .X= R .R = Y .Y, or XI ·R' X·R ··". R" t Oif • = • = A • , e c. 
First in the article A natural system of the elements (E•t 1871) 1 and 
then in The periodic lawfulness of the chemical elements (Q., 1871), 
Mendeleev made extensive use of the 11atomanalogical" relationship as a 
basis for interpolation and extrapolation of the periodic system (see Ch.VI). 
After 1871 he continued to point to this relationship and its applicability 
to prediction, and to base predictions upon it, but he now no longer 
employed the terms 11atomanalogy" (or 11atomology11 ), "atomanalogical" 
("atomological") and "atomanalogue11 ( 11atomologue11).105 
An interest in "diagonal" relationships in the short-form periodic 
table, beyond merely those relationships between the clements of the 
different sub-groups of the same group in a zig-zag arrangement, was shown by 
Mendeleev in two manuscripts dating from 1870, viz. table 16 (MlO) (a) and 
table 24 (Ml7) (a). In these two manuscript short-form tables Mendeloov bad 
drawn lines linking the elements in diagonal directions, and had marked in 
the atomic-weight differences between adjacent elements along these diagonals; 
in table 24 (Ml7) (a) he gave also tho overall atomic-weight differences for 
some of the longest diagonal series. The diagonal connections considered by 
Mendeleev in tables 16 (MlO) (a) and 24 (Ml7) (a) are shown, in isolation . 
from the additional content of those tables, in Figs. V-3 and V-4 respective~ 
(see below). Although table 16 (MlO)(a) is in fact a horizontal table, 
Fig. V-3 is given in vertical form for convenience of comparison with 
Fig. V-4. Because table 16 (Fig. V-3) has a partially zig-zag arrangement 
whereas tabl~ 24 (Fig. V-4) has a full zig-zag arrangement, the particular 
diagonal series marked in tnese two tables differ in the connections of the 
Li - F row to the Na - Cl row. 
Mendeleev did not publish any study of diagonal atomic-weight 
relationships corresponding to that indicated in the manuscript tables 
16 (MlO)(a) and 24 (Ml7)(a). His published remarks on diagonal relationships 
other than merely the zig-zag relationship within the groups in the zig-zag 
104 Op.cit., pp.l64-5 (PLBA, 126-7). 
-1058 r ee, or example, Pr.Ch., R-3 (1877) 850 (~, 352-3J R-8 (1906) 







short-form table concern certain diagonal analogies between elements of 
the Li - F row ond elements of the Na - Cl rO\V'• Thus in his article The 
-periodic lawfulness of tho chemical elements (Q., 1871), in tho various 
editions of his Principles of Chemistry, and elsewhere, Mendeleev pointed 
to the existence of analogies between the elements in the following 
diaeono.lly-related puirs: Li and Hg; Be ond JU.; B and Si; B and F; and 
106 C and s. The first three of these pairs, but not the last two, correspond 
to diagonal connections which had been considered in Mendeleev's manuscript 
studies of 1870. The analogies between Li and Mg, between Be and Al, and 
between B and Si - particularly evident in the physical and chemical 
properties of the oxides and certain other compounds of these elements -
were widely recognised.107 The analogies which Mendeleev pointed out for 
the pairs B - P and C - S were less generally recognised: they consisted 
for B - P in the fact thnt B gives BCl3, B2o3 and BH3o3, and P gives 
PCl3, P2o3 and PH3o3, and for C - S in the fact that C gives co2, C2H2 
o.nd c~o2 , and s gives so2, s2~ end s~o2• 
106 See especially The periodic lawfulness of the chemical elements 
(G.) 1 1871, pp.l66-7 (PL~\,128). 
-107 The analogy of Be to Al led a number of chemists to consider Be to 
be trivalent like Al rather than divalent like Mg. Tho controversy about 
the v~oncy of Be, and consequently about whether ita atomic weight is 
ca. 9 or ca. 14, persisted into the 1880's (see Ch.VI). 
CHAPTER VI 
MENDELEEV'S USE OF THE PERIODIC SYSTEM FOR THE DETERHINATION OF 
ATOMIC-WEIGHT VALUES AND FOR THE PREDICTION OF THE EXISTENCE AND 
PROPERTIES OF UNKNOWN EL»iENTS 
A. Introduction 
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For Mendoleev tho particular placing of an element in the periodic 
system had to fulfil simultaneously three types of requirement: the 
requirement of atomic-weight ordering; the requirements of family-resemblance; 
and tho requirement of single-occupancy of places (with the exception of 
group VIII in the short-form table). The principle of atomic-weight ordering 
was allowed no exception by Mendeleev1; as regards the requirements of , 
family-resemblance, chemical properties wore taken as more significant than 
physical properties, the highest valency shown in "saline" ("non-peroxide") 
oxides being of fUndamental significance. Any apparent discrepancy in the 
demands of atomic-weight ordering, family-resemblance and single-occupancy 
for the placing of a particular element was taken to indicate an error in the 
I 
assumed atomic-weight value or family-resem~l~nc~·- or perhaps both- of one 
or more of the elements invoi~;d."-For -;;;~ple, m~st of the irregularities of 
atomic-weight ordering apparent in the final column of Mendeleev's original 
"attempt at a system", table 8 (Pl), were shortly afterwards rectified by 
his moving of various elements in accordance with a re-assessment of 
,~,, "" __ ...._ ... ....,._,...,._~_,_ ............ _ ... 
family-resemblances without any alteration of atomic-weight values: thus, he • 
~~
came to tnke Hg (200) a.a being an analogue primarily of Zn and Cd rather 
, th:m of Cu and i\g; Au (197) a.s more an ruw.logue of Cu ancl Ag than of Al; v 
; Tl (204) as more an analoglie of Al than of Na and K; ond Pb (207) as more 
an analogue of Sn than of Ba; and those elements were accordingly 
re-positioned in his periodic table (see Ch.III, especially Fig. III-19, 
P•l93). But more common than such re-positioning without atomic-weight 
modification, especially after mid-1869, wus Mendeleev1s p~sitioning or 
re-positioning of elements in his periodic table ~ concomitant modification 
1 Thora are two mnnuscripttnbles which were drawn up by Mendeleov where 
it might seem that he was contemplating allowing an exception to the 
Principle of atomic-weight ordering, viz. t~ble 6 (M6), whore he suggests the 
atomic weight Nb = 97 (cf. Mo = 96), and table 24 (Hl7), wh~re wo appear to 
find the suggested atomic-weight value of 191 for an unknown element coming 
3 places beforo Ta = 182. However, those suggestions seem rather to 
~opresent cnses whoro Mendeloov had considered only a partial aspect of tho 
atomic-weight trends in the periodic tablo, viz. only vertically, along the 
group N' P, V, i~s, Nb, Sb 1 in table 6, and only diagonally in table 24. Thoro ~ro no grounds whatever for thinking that he was prepared to persist in such 
suggestions when he snw thut they viol~tod the principle of atomic-weight 
ordering along the horizontal series of those tables; nnd indeed, those 
suggestions a.ro to be found nowhere else in his work. 
__________ ...__,__ ______ , __________________ , 
(or at least recognition of the need for modification) of tho 
currently-adopted atomic-weight values. 
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In Mendeleev's use of the periodic system as grounds for modifying 
accepted atomic-weight values we can recognise two general types of such 
modifico.tion:-
i) Those cases where the recommended or adopted modification involved 
a change in the particular multiple employed for deriving the atomic weight 
from the empirically-determined equivalent, i.e. n change in tho assumed 
valency, nnd hence in assumed family-resemblance: included in this category 
were Be, U, In, Th nnd certain rare-earth elements. 2 
ii) Those cases where what was involved was not a change in assumed 
valency, but merely the adoption or recommendation of a relatively slight 
adjustment in the atomic-weight value, corresponding to a slight adjustment 
in the value of the equivalent (implying a corresponding degree of error in 
the empirically-determined value of tho latter): included in this category 
were u3; Ti; Te and I; Os, Ir, Pt and Au; Co and Ni; and Ar and K. 4 
Nearly all of these atomic-weight modifications were adopted or suggested 
by Mendoleev in response to apparent discrepancies in the demands of 
atomic-weight ordering, family-resemblance and single-occupancy (and in 
accordance with tho demand that empty places in the pe~iodic table be filled). 
Titanium, however, already hnd its own place in the periodic table, 
corresponding to the requiroments both of atomic-weight ordering nnd 
family-resemblance, before Mendelecv changed its ntomic weight. The adoption 
by Mendeloev of an atomic-weight value of 48 instead of 50 for titanium was 
based upon n desire for grouter regularity in the atomic-weight differences in 
the row containing Ti in the short-foro periodic table (i.e. the row K - Mn). 
The demand for regular atom3c-weight differences wno not one which Mendeleev 
usually made; normally ho demanded no more regularity thnn conforoity with 
the principle of atomic-weight ordering, as indicated for example in his 
comments of 1871 on "individual deviations" from strict regularity of 
atomic-weight differences in tho sequence of clements arranged in the order 
of increasing ntomic weight (see Ch. V, pp.296 • ?)• His use of o. 
2 These cases, except for that of Be, are discussed by Kedrov in Sc.Ar., 
799-817. Kedrov discusses the caso of Be in Bibl.38, pp. 81-4. 
3Mendeleev's type ii) modification for U was historically prior to his 
typo i) modification for this element; it was rejected by him some months 
before he suggested the type i) modification (see later, section B). 
4 
Tho atomic-weight values of certain rare-earth clements were also 
subjected to minor typo ii) modifications after having been subjected to 
mo.jor typo i) adjustments. 
---~-----------------------------------------
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regular-spacing argument in tho cnso of Ti seems to have been encouraged by 
the idea that the atomic-weight value of 50 obtained for this element might 
be too high because of "aka-silicon" impurity. Although this idea of the 
contrunination of Ti by "aka-silicon" (= germanium) hns turned out to be 
wrong, tho atomic-weight value Ti = 48 was subsequently confirmed: however, 
as has already been noted by Koertge5, this particular confirmation should 
be seen as no more than a fortuitous success of the periodic system. Similar 1 
~
to the case of Ti was the type ii) atomic-weight modification which Mendeleev 
made in 1871 for cerium, from Ce = 138 to Co = 14o. 
Most of the atomic-woight changes associated with Mendeloov's adopting 
a different valency for an element turned out to bo correct, whereas most of 
the changes demanded by his strict adherence to tho principle of atomic-weight 
ordering were not vindicated, i.e.,of the various atomic-weight modifications 
adopted or suggested by Mendeleev, those of type i) turned out to be 
predominantly correct, while those of type ii) turned out to be predominantly 
false. As regards the placing of these elements, however, tho picture is 
different: the placing of some of the elements subjected to type i) 
atomic-weight modifications encountered difficulties associated with the 
breakdown in the pattern of periodicity in the region of the periodic table 
between Ba and Ta (i.e. in the region occupied by tho lanthamide elements); 
whereas the elements for which type ii) atomic-weight modifications were 
suggested were (apart from U) placed correctly by Mendeleev.6 
In addition to using the periodic table for the modification of atomic 
weights, Mendeleev from the very outset of his work on the periodicity of the 
elements usod the table also as a basis for the prediction of tho existence 
and properties of unknown elements, and in a few cases also for tho prediction 
of certain unknown chemical and physical properties of known elements.? 
Mondeleev'a predictions of existence wore based upon tho occurrence of 
apparent gaps in the periodic table and the demand that these be filled; the 
prediction of physical and chemical properties wns bnsed upon the method of 
simple interpolation and (sometimes) extrnpolntion inherent in his concept of 
5Bibl.48, Section Seven: The Periodic Table Cnae Study. 
6 Concerning the criterion employed in this thesis for assessing tho 
correctness of Mendeleev1s placing of the elements, see Ch.III, n.249. 
7Mendeleev predicted the existence of triethyl compounds for the known 
elements In and Tl (soe Ch.V, P•318), and predicted certain additional 
properties for gallium (= "ekn-nluminium") nfter he had learned of its 
discovery in 1875. lie also predicted properties for known elements in certain 
cases where he had reservations about identifying the pnrticulnr known element 
in question with the element whose properties he was predicting - as, for 
example, in tho case of "dvi-boron"/yttrium (see section C of the present 
chapter). 
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"atomanalogy" (see Ch.V). Hendeleev's predictions of the existence and 
properties of unknown elements ranged from the unverbalised indications of 
mere~ existence which were implicit in his inclusion of dashes or 
question-marks in certain unoccupied places in the periodic table, to such 
predictions as those given for "aka-aluminium", 11eka-boron11 and 11eka-silicon" 
which involved an explicit and moat detailed consideration of physical and 
chemical propertiea.8 The remarkable degree to which Mendeleev'a predictions 
for aka-aluminium, eka-boron and aka-silicon were confirmed in the 
subsequent discovery of gallium, scandium and germanium, and the great 
significance which this had for the widespread recognition and acceptance of 
the periodic law, has tended to obscure both the fact that these predictions 
were not confirmed in ever,i respect, and also the fact that Mendeleev 
predicted in addition tho existence and certain properties of many other 
unknown elements (by no means always successfully).9 The few instances where 
Mendeleov's predictions for aka-aluminium(= gallium), aka-boron(= scandium) 
and aka-silicon (= germanium) turned out not to be correct aroao from his 
over-use of the method of simple interpolation from the properties of closest 
neighbours ( 11atomanalogues" or 11atomologucs") in the same series or same 
sub-group of the periodic table. Errors and inaccuracies in connection with 
his predictions of tho existence and properties of other unknown elements 
arose sometimes out of a breakdown in validity of simple interpolation 
(drastically so for the region between Ba and Ta), and sometimes from an 
erroneo~s application of extrapolation at the edges of the table (Mendeleev 
himself was fully aware of the uncertainties of this method). Mendeleev's ~ 
prediction of 11eka-cadmium11 and its properties represcntej tho moat detailed 
set of the erroneous predictions arising out of his extension of tho pattern 
of periodicity shown by the lighter and heavier elements into that intermediate 
~endeleev denoted unknown elements, corresponding to gaps in his 
periodic tabl.e, by prefixing the Sanskrit words of counting to the names of the 
nearest lighter known elements in the same sub-group of the table: an adjacent 
higher unknown analogue of a known element X would thus be referred to as 
"eka.-X", "eka." being the Sanskrit word for "one11 ; an ndjacent higher unknown 
analogue of "okn-X" would be referred to as "dvi-X" ("dvi" = ntwo"), and so on 
for yet higher unknown analogues, using the prefixes 11tri' ("throe") "cha.tur" 
("four"), "po.ncha" ("five11 ), "abash" ("six"), etc. Although in expl!ining this 
system of nomenclature Mendeleev listed the Snnakrit numbers up to six in n 
manuscript passage (see Sc.Ar., 434), and up to four in his published work (see 
Annalen, 1871, p.l96; PLBA, 1,50), he used only the first three prefixes - "ekn'\ 
"dvi" and "tri" - in his actual discussions of pa.rticula.r unknown elements. 
9 Broadly speaking, the criterion used in this thesis for judgement of the 
correctness of Mendeleev's predictions is correspondence with present-day 
knowledge and beliefs concerning tne existence and properties of elements/and ~_!~:_}!~-~C\Ure of the periodic _ sy~tec.) rf , 1fl { . / ~ { · : ! . l 
'J)J-. --•. ~1-ttk...\ ·;(? \)i' :. . '' ' ' < . ; 
j ' < '· ··~4'., 
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region between Ba and Ta where, because of the lanthanide elements, it in 
fact breaks down. His most detailed series of false predictions made on 
the basis of extrapolation of the periodic table was that concerning the 
proposed lightest element ,!_ (or 11newtoniura", tentatively identified by 
Mendeleev with tho luminiferous world-ether). 
~- -~ .. -~~------~-~-------~----------·---------
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B.. Hendeleev' s use of the periodic ayster.1 to determine the atomic-weight 
values of known elements 
1. TyPe i) modifications: cases of drastic adjustment of the assumed 
atomic-weight value, involving a change in tho accepted valency. 
a) Beryllium 
Although the magnesia-type formula had been proposed for beryllium oxide 
as early as 1842 by the Russian chemist Avdeev,10 until the mid-188o's many 
chemists still favoured the alumina-type formula which hnd been proposed for 
this compound by Berzelius in the 1820's• The formula BeO demanded nn atomic 
weight of en. 9 for Be, whereas the formula Be2o3 demanded an atomic weight of 
ca. 14. Support for the alumina-type formula was at first based solely upon 
certain analogies between Al and Be, particularly the isomorphism of their 
oxides nnd the similar (amphoteric) chemical character of these oxides. But 
in 1878 this view received further apparent support from tho specific-heat 
value (= o.4o79) determined for metallic Be by Nilson and Pettersson11: to 
satisfy the law of Dulong and Petit the atomic weight of Be could not be 
taken as 9, whereas the value 14 gave a reasonably satisfactory atomic-heat 
value of en. 5.6. Tho late 1870's and early 1880's saw the height of the 
controversy over the formula of beryllin, the principal spokesman for tho 
supporters of the formula BeO being the Czech chemist Brauner. Brauner 
opposed the formula Be2o3 on ·the grounds thnt a trivalent Be = 14 hns no 
place in the periodic system, whereas divalent Be = 9 has a place in group II 
which -~orresponds to the majority of physical and chemical properties of the 
elemont.12 By tho mid-188o's support for the divalonce of beryllium had 
been provided by Cnrnelley's determination of the meltin~-point of beryllium 
chloride13 , and by Burdnkov•s measurements of tho density of aqueous solutions 
10 See, for example, Ann.Chim., 2 (1843) 155. Mendeleev erroneously 
dated this contribution of Avdeev's to 1819 (see, for exnople, Pr.Ch., R-8, 
1906, p.608; PLEA, 426). 
1~.F. Nilson nnd o. Pettersson, Berichto, 1! (1878) 381-6. 
1~. Brauner, Berichto, l! (1878) 872; l! (1881) 53. 
13T. Carnelloy, Phil. Mag. [51, .!§. (1884) 1 - 22. Tho vlllue of the 
melting-goint determined experimentally by Cnrnelley for bor,yllium chloride 
(en. 870 C) agreed well with the value he hnd predicted, on the basis of the 
trends waich he hnd observed in the melting-points of tho hclides of the 
elemonta, for BeCl~, and did not agree at all with his prediction for BeC13• However, Carnelley~a experimental value for the melting-point of beryllium 
chloride hna turned out to be quito wrong (na also hnve many of his other 
molting-point determinations); and in fact tho correct value (en. 4o5°C) 
agrees better with his prediction for Bec13 thnn with his prediction for Bec12• 
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of the chloride.14 In 1884 Nilson and Petterson finally came to accept 
that beryllium is divalent, being persuaded by the results of vapour density 
measurements which they had carried out on tho chloride. Tho evidence in 
favour of divalent beryllium became overwhelming when Humpidge in 1885 
showed that at elevated temperatures the specific heat of metallic beryllium 
approaches a value which provides reasonable agreement with the law of 
Dulong and Petit for the atomic weight Be = 9.15 
From the very beginning of his work on the periodic law Mendeleev had 
taken the atomic weight of Be to be ca. 91 classifying it as a divalent 
element occupying the place between Li and B in the periodic table. In 
his article of 1871 on The periodic lawfulness of the chemical elements (G.) 
he pointed out that not only does such a placing correspond well to the 
properties of beryllium, but also there is no possible place in the periodic 
table for a trivalent element of atomic weight ca. 14 with the properties 
of beryllium: 
Since the time of Avdeev's investigations different views hnvo 
been held concerning the placing of beryllium in a system ••• The 
periodic law gives the following in confirmation of the formula 
BeO. If the oxide of beryllium is given the formula of alumina, 
Be2o3, then the atomic weight of Be will be ~.9.4 = 14.11 and it will then not find a place in the system, since it would have to be 
placed near nitrogen, where it would have to have distinctly acidic 
properties and give higher oxides of composition Be2o~ and BeO~, which is not the case. But taking the oxide of beryllium to have tha 
formula BeO, with Be = 9.4, it finds a place between Li = 7 and 
B = 11, which accords with the formula of its oxide and with all its 
properties. To demonstrate the latter, the following proportions 
will suffice: 
l) Be:Li = B:Be ••• 
2) Be:Mg = Li:Na = B:Al ••• 
3) Be:Al = Li:Hg = B:Si ••• 
Thus, all doubtful points regarding tho position of Be in the 
system are elucidated. If Li, Na, K, Rb 1 Cs form one group, then 16 Be, Mg, Ca 1 Sr, Bn form another, completely parallel in all respects. 
14 Burd3kov's investigations (1884-5) were carried out at the suggestion 
of Mendeloev, and wero based upon an empirical result by Mendeleev that for 
dilute solutions of the corresponding salts (e.g. the chlorides) of different 
metals, containing the same number of gram-molecules of salt dissolved in a 
given weight of water, a gradual increase in specific gravity is observed 
with increasing molecular weight of the dissolved salt at a given temperature. 
Burdakov'a results suggested a molecular weight for beryllium chloride between 
that of KCl (74.5) and that of MgC12 (95), which ia in accordance with the formula BoCl2_ (80) rather than Boc13 (120) (see Mondeleev'a Faraday Locturo, 1889: ~' 228, footnote). 
15Proc .Roy. Soc. , ~ ( 1885) 188; .z2 ( 1886) 1. 
16 Op.cit~, PP• 165-7 (~, 127-8). 
______ _, -·····-----------·-----
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The eventual triumph in the 18801s of Avdeev1s suggestion of the 
magnesia-type formula for beryllia over Berzeliue• suggestion of the 
alumina-type formula was seen by Mendeleev in his Faraday Lecture of 1889 
ll.6 "having no less a significance for the history of the periodic lo.w than 
the discovery of scandium, which in the hands of NUson so clearly confirmed 
the prediction of eka-boron11 • 17 
b) Uranium 
In his first published periodic table, table 8 (Pl) (March 1869), 
Mendeleev classified urD.n.ium ( 11Ur11 ) with an atomic weight of 116 between 
Cd = 112 and Sn = 1181 aa an analogue of B and Al. Mendeleev here appears 
to have taken the vo.lue 116 rather than the usual (Cannizzaro's) value of 120 
for the atomic weight of uranium because there is no place in the periodic 
table for U = 120, whereas with an atomic weight between 112 (Cd) and 118 (Sn) 
uranium could be placed as a trivalent element in the ao.me group as D and 
Al.18 Mendeleev's first doubts about the atomic-weight value of 116 for 
uranium appear to have developed a little later in the spring of 18691 in 
connection with his study of the atomic volumes of the elements. By the 
early summer of the some year he ho.d removed uranium from the place between 
Cd and sn19, on the grounds that U = 116 corresponds to an atomic volume 
which does not at all agree with the value expected for an element in this 
position in the periodic table. He now temporarily reverted to using 
20 Cannizzaro's atomic-weight valuo of U • 120 , but only for want of a 
satisfactory altornativo: because U = 120 finds no place in the periodic 
system Menddlaev felt that this value must certainly bo wrong. With tho 
revision of the atomic weight of uranium in mind he soon set one of his 
assistants, Bauer, the task of experimentally determining the specific hont 
of motal.lic uranium. This work wo.a begun in the autumn of 1869 end was 
17PLBA, 228. The prediction of "eka-boron" 1 and its confirmation in the 
discovery of scandium, is discussed in section C of the present chapter. 
18 u~20u See table 2 (M2) (a), a rough manuscript draft of table 8 (Pl) 1 where 
or had beon listed outside the table at tho bottom of the page and then 
crossed outl and 1'Ur = 116?11 included in the table itself; and sao also 
conclusion ti of Correlation of properties, quoted in Ch.III (p.l68) of this 
thesis. The place between Cd and Sn into which Mendeleov put 11Ur = 116" was 
in fact tho rightful place of In, this latter element being placed 
unsatisfactorily as "?In = 75.6" in table 8 (Pl) (see later). 
Mondeleov'a changing of the atomic weight or uranium from 120 to 116 
is an example of what we have clll.led a "typo ii)" o.tomic-weight modification. 
It seems more ~tural to consider it here, in conjunction with tho subsoquent 
"type i)" modification suggested by Mondeleev for u, than lo.tor with 
Mendeloev's other "type ii)" modifications. 
19
comparo table 11 (M8) with table 12 (M9); and table 10 (P3) with 
table 13 (P4). 
20 See Sc.Ar., 82-3 (fotokopiia. 9). 
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continued until tho middle of 18701 but failed to give a positive result 
because of technical difficulties.21 Novortheless1 even without tho support 
of specific-heat data on the metal, early in 1870 Mendeloev came to suggest 
that the true atomic weight of uranium is double Cannizzaro's value, i.e. is 
24o rather than 120, basing this proposal primarily upon the high value of 
the density of metallic uranium: 
22 Usually uranium U = 120 is included in the iron group, bocnuso 
this ••• metal forms a euboxid~3uo nnd an oxide u2~~~ just as do the elements of the iron group ••• But along with ~his similarity to 
the elements of the iron group, uranium has also many distinctive 
properties which compel us to be cautious in assuming its resemblance 
to iron • •. If we retain those formulae for uranium compounds which 
Peligot gave them (ac. those formulae corresponding to the atomic 
weight U = 120] 1 then uranium presents - according both to ita physical 
properties and to tho acidic character of its oxides - a rather more 
significant resemblance to such heavy metals as the platinum metals, 
and perhaps there is nn error in the determination of ita atomic weight. 
Perhaps the atomic weight of uranium should be doubled, because, among 
other things, such heavy (density 18.4) metals ns uranium are encountered 
only among the elements of high atomic weight, examples being Pt, Oa 
and Ir, with atomic weights of ca. 1971 density ca. 22. Resembling 
those are palladium, rhodium and ruthenium, with density ca. ll and 
atomic weight ca. 105 ••• Uranium seems to stand in the same sort of 
relationship to the elements of the iron series as do platinum and 
palladium; its atomic weight (120) and its density nre about twice those 
of iron and its analogues. But whereas the atomic weight of uranium at 
present approximates to those of palladium, rhodium and ruthenium, its 
density is nearly twice theirs. Lead (density 11.3) 1 mercury (13.6), 
gold (19.3) and certain other elements having considerable densities 
have at the some time also largo atomic weights, viz. en. 200. If tho 
atomic weight of uranium is doubled to U = 24o, then the oxide of uranium, 
UO , presents an analogy with SO 1 CrO 1 the euboxide UO is an analogue 
of3so2, Te02 , sno2, and the folldwing ~ecome2~lenr: 1) tfie absence of UC16' just ns there is no cre16, TeCl~, eto. ; 2) the volatility of UC14, resembling the volatility of Sncl4, etc.; 3) the tendency to give the lowest degree of25ombinntion with clilorine, because TeCl4 also loses part of ita chlorine ; 4) tho incapacity of uranium oxide to give alums, 
2l The difficulty was thAt of fusing powdered uranium metal to obtain 
cast-uranium; Mendoleev was not convinced of the purity of the powdered samples 
of the cetal which be and Bauer bacl obtained (sao, for example, Annalen, 
p.l83; PLBA, 14o). 
2~endeleev does not mean here that U = 120 was included in the iron 
group in the periodic table, which indeed it was not, but merely that it 
tended to be considered an· analogue of iron. 
23 The portion of the passage which has here been omitted consists of a 
short list of other similarities between uranium (taken as U = 120) and the 
elements of the iron group. 
24 
The point which is being made hero seems to be merely that since other 
elements which form oxides Ro3 do not form chlorides Rc16, there is no reason to expect that uranium should form such a chloride. (Actually, uranium does give 
the compound UC16, but this was not rocogniaod until after Mondeleov'a deatH. 
25 
This is a reference to the formation of UCl~ (t~ing U = 24o) 1 soon aa 
analogous to the formation of TeCl , as is made cl~nr by a related mo~e 
explicit remark by Mendeleev in hi6 .Annalen paper of 18711 p.l82 (~1 139) • 
~----------------------------------------
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such as analogous oxides form26; 5) the weak acidic properties of 
uranium oxide, UO~, like CrO~, TeO~; 6) the basic properties of this 
same oxide ••• Bnt in order'to confi.m or refute such a suggestion 
about the atomic weight of uranium it would be necessary: l) to 
determine the vapour density of the volatile uranium chloride, which 
may be UCl (U = 120) or UCl~ (U = 24o); 2) to study the lowest degree 
of combina~ion of uranium; 3J to determine the specific heat of the 
cetal itself and its compounds; 4) to study tho crystalline forms of 
tho compounds of uranium suboxide, and so on. While this remains 
unknown we cannot confirm the anlllogy of uranium oxide to Fe2?-;• Cr2o~, Al20~, etc., or to SO~, cr03, Fe03, etc. The absence ~ uran~uw or the tendency to fUrther oxidation, and the known specific 27 heat of the suboxide of uranium, tend to support the latter suggestion. 
The earliest known periodic table in which Mendeleev included U = 240 
(us n higher analogue of Cr, Mo and W) seems to have been the short-form 
manuscript table 17 (Mll), dating from tho summer-early autumn of 1870. It was 
at about this time that he began to include in his short-form periodic tnble 
also the seven elements In, Th, Yt, Co, La, Di and Er, altering their atomic 
weights from the generally-accepted values in doing so (see below). The 
placing of U and these latter 7 elements in the table was, as may be expected, 
a task which involved Mendeloev in much consideration of the mutual 
relationships among these elements; in u number of cases the placing of one 
element indica·ted the way for the placing of another. 
The classification proposed by Mendeleev in 1870 of uranium as a higher 
analogue of Cr, Mo and W with an atomic weight of 24o wao retained by him 
throughout his life.28 
The first published periodic table in which Mendeleev classified uranium 
us U = 24o was table ,30 (P7), given in his article A natural system of the 
elements (~I publ. Feb. 1871). In the text of this article, and in tho 
articles On the place of cerium (Q.; publ. March 1871) and The periodic 
lawfulness of tho chemical elentents (Q..; publ. Nov. 1871), Mendeloev discussed 
at some length the question of the placing of U (and of In, Th1 Yt, Co, La, 
Di and Er) in the periodic table, nnd, us in the March 1870 instuJ.mcmt of his 
Principles of Chemistr~ (see above), suggested v~rious experimental means by 
26By'hnnlogous oxides" Mendeloev seems to be referrine hore to such 
oxides as Fe2o-;, cr2o3 , Al20~, viz. those oxides soon as analogous to uranium oxide ~f U = 120. ~ 
27 Pr.Ch., R-1, 3rd instalment (March 1870), pp.381-3 (part II, 18?1); ~. 295-8. 
28 In the 1890's and early 20th century Mendaleov took the atomic woight 
of U to be not exactly 24o (H=l) us ho had earlier, but slightly less, tho 
lowest value being U = 238.5 (0=16) given in tables 62, 63 and 64. 
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which the atomic-weight value U = 24o could be tested.29 Strong empirical 
support for this value U = 240, resulting in its general adoption, was 
provided during tho subsequent decade, particularly by Roscoe's comparative 
studies of U with Cr, Ho and W (1874)30 and by Zimmerman's determination of 
the vapour densities of uranium chloride and bromide (1880-2).31 
In the later editions of Principles of Chemistry Mendeloev referred to 
the significance which he saw for the periodic law in the confirmation of the 
atomic-weight value U = 24o: in the 8th (1906) edition, for exnmplo, he wrote-
•. o uranium • • • has plo.yed a prominent role in the confirmation 
of the periodic law, because with tho recognition of this law n 
change in its atomic weight (from U = 120 to U = 240) was called 
for, and was proved valid (by Roscoe, Rnmmolsberg, Zimmerman and 
others), and for me this has served (together with the atomic weights 
of c32and Be) ns convincing evidence of the generality of tho periodic lnw. 
c) Indium, thoriunt and cerium33 
From the time of his discovery of the periodic lnw (Feb., o.s.~ 1869) 
up to the summer-enrly nuturnn of 1870 Mendeleev assumed tho following ntomic 
weights for In, Th and Co -
In : en. 751 
Th : 115 - 118, 
Ce : 92, 
tnking all three elements to be divalent in their usual oxidas.34 These three 
elements were included in his manuscript "attempt at a system" tabla 3 (M3) 
and its published counterparts tables 8 (Pl) and 9 (P2) 1 but only in a most 
unsatisfactory manner in two "tails" at the bottom of the table. Mendeleav 
had originally attempted, in table 2 (M2), to place In ("?5.6?", 1172?11) in 
the main (central) part of the table, trying two different places next to Zn, 
but had then crossed out these entries. Apart from table ll (M8) (spring 1869~ 
which contains In (75.6) and Co (92) 1 no other periodic table drawn up by 
Mendeleev included In, Th or Ce until the summer-early autumn of 18?01 when 
29 See especially The periodic lawfulness of tho chemical elements (Q.; 1871), pp.l78-84 <~. 136-41). 
30 
H.E .. Roscoe, J.Chem.Soc., ~ (1874) 933; Berichto, 1 (18?4) 1131. 
31 J .L.C. Zimmerman, Annalen (Liebig), ~ (1880) 204.; ~ (1882) 1. 
32 £!.Ch., R-8 (1906) ?33 (~, 523). Rnmmelsborg1s studios of tho 
properties of uranium, referred to hare, woro published in Berichte, 2 (18?2) 
1003. 
33Further aspects of Mondeleev's viowa on cerium are considered in 
section B of Ch.VII. 
34 Tho correct formulae for those usual oxides are In2o , Th02 and Ce203' i.e. with In nnd Ce trivalent and thorium tetravalent. 
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the atomic-weight values of those elements were changed by him as follows -
In : to 113, 
Th : first to 174, then very soon to ca. 230, 
Ce : to 13835. 
The atomic-weight vulues which Mendeleev had taken for In and Ce 
in Fob.-Mnrch 1869, viz. ca. 75 and 92 respectively, wore those assumed by 
the overwhelming majority of chemists at the time. The atomic weicrht 
Th = 115 - 118 on tho other hand, although still commonly accepted, had 
already been rejected by many chemists (probably not a majority, but at 
le~st a sizeable minority) in favour of the value of ca. 230 1 corresponding 
to tetravalent Th1 on the basis of the analogies demonstrated between Th and 
Zr by Delafontuine and by Chydenius in 1863. (Newlands and Odling, for 
example, had adopted a value of ca. 230 for the atomic weight of thorium 
as early as 1864). :Hendeleev himself had in 1868 noted that "tho rare mineral 
thorito (sc. a thorium silicate] resembles zircon [sc. a zirconium 
silicute] 11 ;36 furthermore, although in his "attempt at a system", 1869, he 
md entered thorium as "Th = 118?", he had written at the top of tho sheet 
on which ho drew up the rough-draft manuscript form of this "attempt", 
table 2 (M2), tho names of Chydenius and Delafontaine, the oxide-formula 
Th02, nnd tho corresponding atomic-weight value for Th of 230. 
In his first article on the periodic law, Correlation of properties 
(written March 1869), Hendeleev acknowledged the uncertainty of the 
atomic-weight values he had assumed for In and Th (and also for certain other 
elements, of which ho mentioned only yttrium by name).37 Ho did not again 
touch upon the subject of the atomic weight of thorium, ita position in the 
periodic table, or its chemical analogies with other elements, until after 
his adoption of the atomic-weight value of en. 230 for this element in the 
summer-early autumn of 1870. For indium, however, and also for cerium, such 
mutters were considered by him later in 1869 and in tho first half of 1870. 
In his remarks on cerium during this period Mendoloev tended to associate this 
element, together with La and Di, with the elements of tho iron, palladium 
and platinum families (for details, see section B of Ch. VII); as regards the 
35 These new vnlues correspond in the cases of In, Co and Th = ca. 230 
to tho correct formulae of the usual oxides of those elements, and in the 
cnao of Th = 174 to tho incorrect formula Th2o3• 36 
Fr.Ch., R-1, 1st instalment (1868), p.73 (pnrt I, 1869); ~~ 282. 




ntomic weight of cerium, he gave no indication of doubting the value 
Ce = 92 before the summer-early autumn of 1870. Hia commenta before mid-18?0 
on the placing of indium in the periodic table contain two propoaala, related 
to tho eraaed entl"ioe "In = 7.5.6?" and "In = 72?" in the central region of 
table 2 (M2), viz. placing indium in the group B~ Mg1 Zn, Cd between Zn and 
Cd1 or, alternatively, placing it in the B - Al group in the placo 
corresponding to the as yet undiacovered gallium. In his Correlation of 
properties Mendeleev wrote, "In this column [sc. the column containing Nb 
in n horizontal. short-form table such as table 10 (P3)] 1 in the group of 
magnesium, zinc and cadmium, it seems that wo should place indium (In =3~5.6?), if indeed it belongs to this row (it is less volatile than Zn and Cd)". 
Shortly afterwards he included In = 75.6 between Zn an~ Cd in the manuscript 
table 11 (M8). But whereas the place suggested for In between Zn and Cd in 
Correlation of properties appenrs to be that which actually corresponds to 
sr, in table 11 (M8) both In and Sr are included between Zn and Cd1 with 
Sr in its proper place nnd In merely inserted between rows, between Zn and 
Sr. Later in 1869, in his pnper on Atomic volumes, Mendeleev made the 
following suggestion: 
••• we may say that those two elements which nre still missing 
from the system and which should3~ow n resemblance to Al and Si, nnd have ntomic weights of about 701 will ••• occuP7 in all respects n 
mean, or constitute a transition, between zinc and arsenic. Perhaps 
In occupies just this place in the Al row, if there is a mistake in 
its determined atomic weight aris468 perhaps from incomplete purification 
from heavier metnls (perbapa Cd). 
In the 3rd instalment (March 1870) of the lst edition of Principles of 
Chemistry Mendeleev discussed In in conjunction with Zn and Cd; but in 
addition to recognising similarities to Zn and Cd shown by In he pointed 
out also certain differences, e.g. the lower volatility of In than of Zn and 
Cd, and the fact that indium oxide does not disaolvo in ammonia wherens the 
oxides of Zn and Cd do. 41 
38 Op.cit., p.72 (PLBA, 26). 
39 Theae ore the elements Ga. and Go, unknown at tho timo, and referred 
to by Mendeleev from 1ato 1870 until the time of their discovery ns 
"aka-aluminium" nnd "ekn-silicon" respectively. 
40 Op.cit., p.6? (~1 42). 
4lpr.Ch., R-1 1 part II: Colla., ~~ 187• 
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Mendeleev's incorporation of In, Th and Co into the periodic table with 
modified atomic-weight values in the summer-early autumn of 1870 is first 
seen in table 16 (MlO), which has all three of these elements listed in the 
B - Al group (which wo.a soon to be labelled "group III11 ) as "In = 113.411 , 
"Ce = 138" and "?lTh = 17411 • 42 Very shortly afterwards, in table 17 (Mll), 
Mendeleev came to adopt the atomic-weight value Th = 231, now placing this 
element as an analogue of Ti and Zr (i.e. in what wo.s soon to be called 
"group IV"); in the same table he included Ce = 138 in both "group III" lll'ld 
"group IV". In table 19 (Ml3), still in the summer-early autumn of 1870, 
Ce was placed in "group IV" only; the placings of In, Th and Co given in this 
table were retained by Mendeleev throughout his 1ife.43 
"In = 113.4" was placed in table 16 (MlO) in the spa.ce which had become 
vacant o.a a result of Mendeleev'a removal of "Ur = 11611 from the periodic 
table; in drawing up table 16 (MlO) Mendeleev had originally put 11Th? = 118?" 
in this apace, but had then crossed out this entry lll'l.d replaced it with 
"In = 113.411 • Such a placing of indium next to cadmium, but in a different 
group, corresponded to the degree of analogy shown between these elements 
while at the same time explaining their differences: this has already boon 
pointed out by Kedrov, who has also suggested, not implausibly, that 
Mendeleev1s placing of indium in group III may have been influenced by the 
fact that in the previous year ho had come to place thallium in this group, 
thallium being an element which had been discovered not only at the same 
time as indium but also by the sruno (spectral) means. 44 What Kedrov does not 
mention, however, is the distinct possibility that Mendoleev was influenced 
in his placing of indium in group III as In = 113.4 by Lothnr Meyer's 
suggestion of the very same placing and atomic weight for this element some 
months earlier (see Fi6• III-14t given on p.l55). Mendeleev himself never 
acknowledged ony such influence, but the fact remains that although he had 
expressed doubts about the atomic-weight value In = ca. 75 as early os March 
1869 there is no evidence of his suggesting the value 113.4 until the 
42 Also in table 16 (MlO), in "group III", is tho entry 11Ce La Di 92"1 
"Co 138" had been subsequently added to the table, but the original entry 
for Co had not been crossed out. 
43 
Of these finnl. placings by Mendeleev of In, Th and Co in tho periodic 
table, only that of In is consistently adhered to in modern periodic tables; 
Th is sometimes placed today as it was by Mendeleev, but Ce never so. 
44 Kedrov, Sc.Ar., 803. 
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summer-early autumn of 1870; and in the meantime he had seen Meyer's 
publication of March 1870 in which indium is placed in tho B - Al group 
as In = 113.4 (Mendeleev had referred to Meyer's 1870 article within weeks 
of its publication- see earlier, Ch.III, p.l55). 
Hendeleev' s placing of thorium as Th = 231 in tabla 17 (Mll) wna almost 
certainly encouraged by the fact that nn extra row at the end of the table, 
into which Th = 231 could be fitted, wna necessitated by the inclusion of 
U = 240. His eventual placing of Co = 138 in "group IV'' rather thrul 
"group III", corresponding to tho highest oxide Co02, was probably to some 
extent encouraged by this placing of Th = 231 in "group IV". 45 
In the early autumn of 1870 Mondele~v wrote in outline a short 
manuscript note on indium in which he pointed to certain analogies of this 
element to aluminium (e.g. precipitation by Baco3) in support of the atomic 
weight In= 113.4, 46 nnd where he expressed the need for investigating the 
specific heat of metallic indium and the tendency of tho element to 
alum-formation, noting that if the atomic weight is In = 75.6 the specific 
heat should be 0.083 whereas for In = 113 the specific head should be 
0.055. Soon afterwards he set out to measure the specific hoat of metallic 
indium ~1self1 using a small mercury colorimeter of his own construction. 
Preliminary results gave a value of 0.055, supporting the atomic weight 
In = 113.4. The value of 0.057 obtained by Bunsen, published in September 
1870, confirmed Mendeleev's na yet unpublished result.47 
In two manuscript drafts of the proposed article Towards a system of the 
elements, written in the autumn of 1870, Mendeloev again presented the points 
he hnd outlined in his slightly earlier manuscript note ~n the atomic weight 
of indium, and also referred to Bunsen's experimental determination of tho 
specific heat of metallic indium.48 He discussed in addition the question 
45Kedrov (Sc.Ar., 8o8) suggests, conversely, that Mendeleev'a placing of 
Th in "group IV" was encouraged by his placing of Ce in this group. However, 
since in table 17 (Mll) the placing of Th in "group IV" acoma to have been 
more definite than the placing of Co in this group (as "?Co = 138", as 
opposed to "Co= 138" in "group III"), I cannot o.gree with Kedrov's 
suggestion. 
46 Tho empirical data to which Mondeleev refers in this manuscript note 
had boon obtained by R.E. Meyer, c. Winkler and others, two or more years 
earlier (see sc.Ar., 106). 
47 Bunsen, Annalen (Pogg), No. 9, Sept. 1870. In his article On the 
_histor~ of the periodic lnw (G.), Berichto, ,ll (1880) 1796-18o4, Mendeloov 
wrote op.cit., p.l800; PLBA, 4ol): "I made my determination of the specific 
heat of indium before I ~ed of Bunsen's determination, but the results 
were published after ••• because I wanted to make determinations also of the 
specific heats of cerium and uranium"• 
48 See Sc.ILr., 128-31, and 132·7• 
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of the atomic weight and placing in tho periodic table of cerium: he cited 
as support for tho placing of cerium as Ce = 138 in group IV tho 
specific-gravity sequence Ti-Zr-Ce, and tho fact that for Ce = 138 the 
highest oxide of this element is Ceo2, which is the very form demanded for 
an element of group IV; in the second of tho two manuscripts he suggested 
three experimental paths by which his proposed atomic-weight value and 
placing of cerium coulg be tested - i) the determination of the specific 
heat of cerium metnl,V'ii) the comparative study of the compounds ~~3!_t,,1 .'J. ?r, 
In2o3 and A12o3, and4 
iii) the comparative study of the com~ounds Ceo2, cr./It · · 
Ti02 1 Sno2 and zre2 • 9 Also in the second of these manuscripts he expressed 1 
the view that "The judgments based upon the study of the compounds of cerium , 
will perhaps extend to che other corites [sc. La, Di] and to the gadolinites 
[sc. Y, Er]".50 
Early in November 1870 Hcndeloev himself experimentally determined the 
specific heat of cerium as ca. 0.05, which agreed with the chnnee he had 
proposed for the atomic-weight value of this element.51 
The atomic weights and placing in the periodic table of In, Th and 
Co (and also of u, La, Di, Y and Er) were discussed in some detail in 
Mendeleev•s articles On the place of corium (G.; written Nov. 18701 publ. 
March 1871) and A naturnl system of tho elements (R.; written Nov.-Doc. 1870, 
publ. Fob. 1871). In On the place of cerium the atomic weights In = 113, 
Ce = 138 and Th = 231 are given; in A natural system of tho elements we find 
In = 113, Ce = 138? and Th = 232. In February 1871, in table 31 (P8), 
Mendoleov adopted the atomic-weight vnluo Ce = 14o,52 primarily for tho sdke 
of better regularity af atomic-weight differences in the periodic tuble rather 
than for empirical reasons; later in tho some year, in his article ~ 
periodic lawfulness of tho chemical elements (G.) 1 he wrote-
••• because Bn = 137 we should expect that tho atomic weight 
of corium will in the futuro be determined to be higher than it is 
at present, since at tho moment it is very close to the atomic weight 
of barium ••• Slight admixture with Di nnd La, and also tho difficulty 
of analysis which hna been pointed out by Marignac, and tho difficulty 
in obtninin5 tho suboxidc of cerium free from cerium oxide, may 
justify the slight increase in the atomic weight of cerium which cun 
49 Sc.Ar., 137. 
50 Ibid 
-· 51 See On the place of cerium (G.), publ. March 1871 (~, 59-67). 
52- ' ~his is un example of what we have called n "typo ii)" atomic-weight 
modification. 
-- l 
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bo expected on the basis of tho periodic law; nnd therefore in tho 
tubloa adopted by me [sc. tables 35 (Pll) nnd5'6 (Pl2)J I have token the atomic weight of Ce provisionally as 14o. 
The atomic-weight value of cu. l4o ruther than on. 138 for Co wna 
subsequently confirmed empirically, e.s. in Brauner's experiments of the 
early 188o•s. 
Althou6h from late 1870 onwards Mendeleev consistently placed cerium in 
the periodic table as a higher analogue of Zr in group IV, with an atomic-
weight value in tho region of 14o, he nevertheless expressed u slight 
lingering doubt about this atomic weight and placing in his 1871 article on 
The periodic lawfulness of the chemical elements, as indeed is reflected in 
table 36 (Pl2) which accompanied this article, where the entry for cerium is 
preceded by a question-mark, "?Ce = l4o". This doubt arose for Mendeleev from 
the uncertainty which still remained concerning the atomic weights and placing 
in the periodic table of such elements as La, Di and Y which have equivalent 
weights close to those of Ce in its oxide and auboxide 1 and also from the 
observation that Ceo2 (assuming Ce = oa.l4o) is much more readily reducible 
than is Th02 , contrary to the usual tendenqr for tho highest members ot a 
group to be the most readily reduoible.54 Two years later (1873), in an 
article criticising Rammelaberg's support for the atomic weight Ce = 92,55 
Mondeleev explioitl7 withdrew this expression ot doubt which he hnd made in 
1871 concerning the placing of Ce in the periodic table.56 In this article of 
1873 Mendeleev convincingly showed that the analyses of cerium compounds which 
Rammelsberg had presented as evidence in support of Ce = 92 in fact fitted 
more closely the formulae based upon an atomic weight for cerium in the region 
of l4o. 
In his Nota in connection with the discovery of gqllium (F.), 1875, 
Mendeleov listed tho changes he had proposed on the basis of the periodic law 
for the atomic weights of In, Th and Ce, and referred to tho empirical 
evidence in support of these changes.57 (At the same time he listed oleo the 
atomic-weight changes which he had proposed for uranium, yttrium, erbium, 
lanthanum and didymium). 
53
op.cit., p.l87, footnote (PLBA, 143). 
-54 
( See The periodic lawfUlness of the chemical elements (G.), 1871, p.l89 ~. 144-.:,5) • 
55Rammelsberg, Berichto, 6 (1873) 84. 
-56 
J On the a lioabilit of the oriodic law to tho cerite motals (R.) 
.Rusa.Chem.soo. and Phys.Soo., 2 l 73 no. 3, aootion 1, pp.ll9-l}O; 
p.l20, footnote (~, 185-6). 
57 Comptes Rendus, ~ (1875) 9'70 (~, 200). 
d) Yttrium, erbium, lanthanum and didymium 
Tho changes proposed by Hendoleev in the atomic-weight values of 
yttrium, erbium, lanthanum and didymium, and his associated suggestions 
concerning the placing of these elements in tho periodic tablo, were 
subsequent to, and influenced by, the atomic-weight modification and eventual 
placing in the table which he suggested for the better-characterised cerium 
in the summer-early autumn of 1870. The atomic-weight values adopted by 
him for yttrium, erbium, lanthanum and didymium in late 1870/enrly 1871, 
compared with those values which he had assumed for these elements in 
March 1869, are indicated below: 
Element At.wt. assumed b~ Mendeleev ~t.wt. adoEted b~ Mendeleev 
in March 1862 in late 18zoLearl~ 18Zl 
Yttrium 60 co.. 90 
Erbium 56(~112.6 by 1870) } Lanthanum 94 135 - 18o Didymium 95 
The details of the atomic-weight changes proposed by Mendeleev for 
those elements, and of his placing of them in the periodic to.ble, are 
considered in Ch.VII. 
2. !Ype ii) modifications: cases of relatively slight adjustment of 
with the assumed valenc remainin 
The atomic weight of titanium had been determined as 48.27 by Rose in 
1829.59 In 1847 Pierre obtained the value Ti = 50.06o; this was the moat 
commonly assumed value for titanium at the time of Mendeleev1a discovery of 
the periodic law, and was the value assumed for this element in Mendeleev's 
earliest periodic tables. In late 1870-early 18711 however, Mendeleev came 
to adopt the value Ti = 48, retaining this value in all of his subsequent 
work.61 
58 Some type ii) atomic-weight modifications have already been mentioned 
in the course of the above discussion of type i) modifications, e.g. that 
of U = 120 to U = 116 during Mendeleev's construction of his original 
"attempt at a system". 
59 Ann.Phys., 12, (1829) 145• 
60 Ann.Chim.Phya. [3], £Q. (1847) 257. 
61 
The value Ti = 48 had been adopted by Lothar Meyer as early as 1864 
(see Fig.III-12), and by Odling in 1865 (see Figs. III-7 and III-8; in 
Odling' a 1864 tablo on the other hand, Fig. ni-6, we find "Ti 50"). 
----~----~-----------------
The first signs of Mendoleev 1s doubt about tho value Ti =50 dato from 
November (o.s.) 1870: tables 24 (lil7), 25 (Ml8) and 26 0U9) hnvo tho entry 
"Ti = 50?11 , 62 and in his article A natural system of the elements (R.) 
Mendeleev says, "The transition from Ca = 4o to Ti = 50 is very rapid, but 
from Ti = 50 to V = 51 very slight, and if titanium were actually to possess 
an atomic weight of about 48 then tho relationship of ita atomic weight to the 
weights of its neighbouring elements would be more rogular11 ; 63 in this same 
article he suggests that those experimental determinations of the atomic 
weight of titanium which had given a value of ca.,SO rather than co..48 had 
perhaps used titanium containing small amounts of a heavier impurity such as 
"eka-ailicon11 (germanium).64 In his article on Tho periodic lawfulness of the 
chemical elements (G.), 1871, Mendeleev cited the atomic-weight determinatiom 
of Rose as support for adopting the value Ti = 48, and again suggested that 
the higher values which had been found had perhaps arisen from contamination 
of the titanium with the heavier 11eka-sUicon".65 Tables 35 (Pll) and 
36 (Pl2) which accompany this article contain the entries "Ti = 48?" and 
"Ti = 4811 respectively. 
Extensive researches by Thorpe in the early 1880's confirmed the atomic 
weight Ti = 4866, as wus pointed out by Hondeleev in his Faraday Lecture of 
1889.67 However, Mendeleev's suggestion that higher values had arisen from 
"eka-silicon11 (germanium) contamination of titanium was not vindicated; 
germanium (discovered 1886) did not tum out to be a natural contan1innnt of 
titani.l!ll. 
b) Tellurium and iodine 
The pair of elements Te and I is one of 4 pairs of elementa in the 
modern periodic table where a decrease of atomic weight occurs with an 
increase in atomic number, tho modern atomic-weight values of those elements 
being To= 127.6 and I= 126.9.68 At the time of Mendeleev1s discovery of 
tho periodic law the atomic weights of tellurium and iodine were usually 
takon.aa To= 128 and I= 127, i.e. at tlmt time also the generally-accepted 
62.rhe corresponding published tables 33 (PlO) and 30 (P7) similarly 
contain 'Ti = 50?11• 
63 Op.cit., p.52 (~1 98). 
64Ibid. (~, 97-8)., 
65 Op.cit., p.203 (~1 155). 
66 ~ ( 88B4erichte, 12, (1883) 30141 Cham. News,.!!.§. (1883) 251; Proc.Roy.Soc., ~ l ) 43; Cham. News, .2!, (lts8,5) 26o; J .Chom.Soc., !£l. (1885) 108. 
67PLBA1 229. 
68 
Tho othor 3 such pairs are Co-Ni (see below), Ar-K (see below) 




atomic-weight values of Te and I were such that if these elements were to be 
given the places in the periodic table which were demanded by their chemical 
analogies, then they would present a deviation from tho order of increasing 
atomic weight. Since the principle of atomic-weight ordering was fundamental 
to Mendeleev's periodic system (as distinct from the modern periodic system, 
where the ordering of the elements is according to "atomic number", or 
nuclear charge), the values Te = 128 and I= 127 could not both be accepted 
by Mendoloev without the very foundation of his system being undermined. 
Consequently, from the time of his discovery of the periodic law right up to 
the end of his life Mendeleev questioned the reliability of the experimental 
data which had led to the atomic weight of To being taken as greater than that 
of I. Before the mid-1890's Hendeleev's doubt.s in this connection seem to 
have been directed only towards the atomic weight Te = 128, tho value I = 127 
apparently being accepted by him at this time. After 1895, however, he came 
to express doubts also about the vnlue I = 127. This broadening of 
Mendeleev's field of doubt in connection with tho atomic-weight values of the 
pair of elements Te and I is to be attributed to tho experimental results 
obtained in 1895 by Brauner, theae ~sulte indicating an atomic weight for 
tellurium greater than 127, and not equal to 125 as had boon indicated by 
earlier results obtained by the Czech chemiat. 
In his Correlation of properties <li•i written March 1869) Mendeleev 
had concluded, on the basis of his classification of the elements in 
table 9 (P2) 1 that, "The value of the atomic weight of an element may 
sometimes ba corrected in tho light of our knowledge of its analogies. Thus, 
must not tho atomic weight of Te be 12.3-1261 and not 128?".69 Nevertheless, 
up to February 1871 the value Te = 128 was retained (although usually 
followed by a question-mark) in all of the periodic tables published by him 
which included the atomic-weight values of the elements.7° In table 31 (P8), 
published in late February 1871, Mendeleev included tellurium as 
"Tea 125 (?128?)"; apart from table 33 (PlO), which lists tellurium as 
"Te z:: 128?11 , 71 Mendeleev'a subsequent periodic tables published before tho 
late 1890's consistently gave the atomic-weight value of Te as 125.72 
69 Op.cit., PP•76-7 (pLSJ,, 31). 
in 7~endeleev did, however, include tellurium with nn atomic weight of 125 
thoa number of his manuscript tables during the period March 1869-lato 18701 
earliest known instance of this being in table 5 (M5) (March 1869). 
71 b Although table 33 (PlO) was not published until March 1871, it hD.d 
een drawn up as table 25) in onrly December 1870. 
11 
7~ellurium was entered in these tables sometimes as "Te=l25", sometimes 
as Te:l25?", and in one caa& (table ,38) ns 11Te:l25(128?)"• 
""-------............._. _________________________ _ 
The question of the atomic weight of tellurium was discussed by Mendeleev 
in his 1871 article on The periodic lawfulress of tho chemical elements (G.) 
as follows: 
••• tellurium, judging from tho periodic law, must have an 
atomic weight greater than Sb = 122 and less than I = 127, i.e. 
tellurium must be approximately Te = 125, because it occupies in 
nll respects a mean atomological position between Sb and I. Judging 
from tho fact that Ag-Cu = 45 1 Cd-Zn = 47 1 Sb-Aa = 471 I-Br = 47, 
Cs-Rb = 48, Ba-sr = .50, we must think thnt Te-So will oleo be close 
to 47, since To stands between Sb and I just as So stands between 
As and Br. And since the atomic weight of Se = 78, and it has been 
better studied and is more easily purified than Te so that ita 
determination may be trusted more than the determination of the 
atomic weight of tellurium, tho latter should therefore be close 
to 78+47 = 125 ••• [But in accordance with the exporimontnl results 
obtained by Berzolius and by Hauer] the atomic weight Te = 128 is 
usually assumed ••• It is ir.lpossible to think that tho individual 
differences of tellurium should have determined for it so considerable 
a deviation (128-125) from the value of the atomic weight which it 
ought to have according to the law of periodicity; a new experimental 
determination of its atomic weight is needed, giving an idea of the 
degree of applicability ~5 the law of periodicity to the correction 
of atomic-weight values. 
To an off-print of this 1871 article on Tho periodic lawfulness of the 
chemiccl elements Mendeleev appended a manuscript note indicating that he 
felt that perhaps tho "tellurium" which hnd given an atomic-weight value of 
ca. 128 was in fact a mixture of 9~ tellurium (Te = 125) and ~ 
"eko.-tellurium" (= 173);74 in "Tabella II" (i.o. table 36) of this off-print 
the atomic-weight vnlue "173" was pencilled into the place corresponding to 
"eka-tellurium".75 
Prompted by Mendeleev'a comments in The periodic lawfulness of th~ 
chemical elements (1871) on the question of the atomic weight of tellurium, 
Brauner in tho early 1880's began an experimental doterminntion of tho atomic 
weight of this elemont.76 In August 1883, at the Odessa Congress of Russian 
Scientists and Physicians, he reported that he had found Te = 125. Mendeleov 
was not present at this congress, but the participants sont him a 
73
op.cit., pp.209-10 (PLBA, 160-l). This passage immediately follows 
the passage already quoted in Ch.V, pp.296 - ?, on the "individual deviations" 
in the atomic weights of the elements. 
74 This manuscript note runs as follows: 11/% of tho 1st annlogue of Te 
or Ekntoll= 173" (see PLSM, 468). 
-75 See Sc.Ar., 369. 
76 An account of Brauner's contribution to the investigation of tho 
atomic weight of tellurium is given by Kedrov in Bibl.38, pp.91-7. 
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congratulatory telegram informing him of Brauner's confirmation of his 
prediction that the atomic weight of tellurium should be ca. 12577. In 
September 1883 Brauner again reported on his work on tellurium, at a meeting 
of the Chemical Section of the Russian Physico-Chemical Society in 
St. Petersburg at which Mendeleev was chairman.78 Three years later (1886), 
on the grounds of Brauner's determination of Te = 1251 Mendeleev listed the 
Czech chemist among four chemists whom he mw as "consolidators of the 
periodic law11 .79 
In 1889 Brauner obtained new results in connection with the 
determination of the atomic weight of tellurium, which again indicated a 
value Te = 125. In the same year Mendeleev wrote, in his Faraday Lecture, 
"Professor B. Brauner • • • has shown by a aeries of analyses that the true 
atomic weight of tellurium is in fact less than that of iodine, and is close 
~ 8 . to 12511 • In l 95, however, Brauner obtained further experimental results 
which indicated an atomic weight for tellurium greater than that of iodine, 
i.e. greater than 127.81 Brauner felt that these results had arisen from the 
presence of some heavier impurity in admixture with the tellurium; Mendeloev, 
on the other hand, although not rejecting this possibility,82 at the same 
time now came to think that perhaps it was an error in the determil:led 
atomic-weight value of iodine which led to the anomalous ordering of the 
atomic weights or Te and I. In 1898 Mendeleev wrote: 
As regards the atomic weights of Te and I, according to the 
periodic law we should think that the atomic weight of iodine is greater 
than that of tellurium. But because the determinations of Brauner, who 
has always defended and supported tho periodic law, give Te = 127.51 
and the determinations of Stas give I = 126.85, i.e. tho opposite order 
to that demanded by the periodic law, then before changing our minds 
again over the difficult question of the purity of To or seeking in it 
heavier impurities (as Brauner thinks), it seems to me that we should 
re-determine, after every possible purification of iodine, the value 
of its equivalent, because in spite of the precautions taken by so 
77 See Kedrov, Bibl. j8, p.92. 
78 J.Russ.Phys-Chem.Soc., 12 (1883), section 1 1 p.433. 
79 This was a manuscript comment (see PLSM, 6?6-?). The other 3 
"consolidators (ukrepiteli) of the periodic law" whom Mendeloov listed in 
this manuscript were de Boisbaudran, Nilson and Winkler, tho discoverers of 
Ga, So and Ge respectively. 
8o ~. 229. 
81 Soo Kedrov, Bible 38, PP• 94-5. 
-82 In a footnote newly appended to his Faraday Locturo in the 2nd 
edition (1895) of his Two London lectures (R.) Mendeleov suggested that if 
Brauner's idea of a heavier impurity in tellurium be correct, then perhaps 
this impurity is 11dvi-tellurium11 , with an atomic weight of ca.212 (aeo 
PLBA, 229). (Contrast Mendeleev's manuscript suggestion of 1871, noted 
earlier, that tellurium perhaps contains 11eka-tellurium", of atomic weight 
1?3, as impurity). 
~------------------------------------------------
l • 
powerful a researcher as Stas it is still possible to think that in his 
iodine there may have remained some chlorine ora3romine impurity which 
would decrease the atomic weight of the iodine. 
Elsewhere in the same article, in a footnote, Mendeleev commented, 
'~oat probably, as also is maintained by Brauner, there is in tellurium an 
as yet undetermined admixture of an element with greater atomic weight; but 
it is impossible also not to express the wish that the atomic weight of 
iodine be newly checked, that perhaps this will lead to the necessity to 
increase its atomic weight".84 In his subsequent comments on the question 
of the atomic weights of tho pair of elements To and I, Mendeleev continued 
to recognise the possibility of an error in the commonly~accopted values for 
both elements, not just in the value for a particular one of them as he had 
done prior to 1895.85 In his periodic tables published at this time he gave 
the atomic weights of these elements as Te = 127 1 I = 127, e.g. in tables 
57 (P30) and 63 (P36). 
c) Osmium, iridium, platinum and gold 
By the end of 1870 1 on the basis of a consideration of tho chemical 
analogies of Os 1 Ir, Pt and Au with other elements, Mendoleev had placed 
those four elements in their correct order in tho periodic table (see 
Fig. III-20, p.l94). His first periodic tables to include these elements in 
their correct order gave the currently-accepted empirical atomic-weight values 
Os = 199, Ir = 198 or 1971 Pt = 197, Au = 197, but since these values did 
not correspond to the order of the elements in the table Mondeleev appended 
question-marks to tho values for Os, Ir and Pt (see the manuscript tables 
23, 24, 25 1 26 and tho corresponding published tables 30 and 33) • In 
table 31 (P8), drawn up and published in February 1871, Mendeleov adopted the 
values Os = 193, Ir = 195, Pt = 197, Au = 1971 not on empirical grounds but 
solely to bring the atomic weights of the platinum elements into line with 
the demands of atomic-weight ordering. Later in 1871, in the tables 35 (Pll) 
und 36 (Pl2) included in The.~eriodic lawfulness of tho chemical elements (G.), 
he went further and removed tho equality of values in tho case of Pt and Au, 
giving the series Oa = 195, Ir = 197 1 Pt = 198, Au = 199. In tho text of 
this article he wrote, "According to Berzelius and Fremy, Os = 199-200, 
Ir = 197, Pt = 198, whereas the f'ollowint; aeries would ba cxpectodl taking 
8) 
Bibl.ll, vol.23, half-val. 45, 1898, p.322 (~, 269). 
84 ~·· p.316 <~. 252). 
85 See, for example, Pr.Ch., R-8 (1906) 624 (PLUA 1 335); and the footnotes 
to tables 57 (PJO) nnd 63 (P36). ----
/ 
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Pt = 198, Ir = approximately 1971 Os = approximately 196 - 1951 and 
Au= ca.l99".86 Over the next few years Mendelaov's prediction on the basis 
of the periodic system regarding the order of increase of the atomic weights 
of Os 1 Ir, Pt and Au was confirmed by the results of various investigators. 
This success of tho periodic system was pointed out by Mendeleev in his 
Faraday Lecture of 1889: 
••• the expectations of the periodic law have been brilliantly 
confirmed in respect of the aeries og1 Ir, Pt, Au, in which an increase in atomic weight was to be expected, but where at the time of the 
appearance of the periodic law the numbers given by Berzelius 1 Rose 
nnd others were the following: Os = 200; Ir = 197; Pt = 198; Au = 196. 
Justification of the expectations of the periodic law has been provided 
first by the new determinations (by Seubert, Dittmar and M1Arthur) 
of the atomic weight of platinum, which proved to be close to 196 
(taking·O = 16, as proposed by Marignnc, Brauner and others); secondly 
by the fact that Seubert showed that the atomic weight of osmium is 
in fact lower than that of platinum, and close to Oa = 191; and thirdly 
by the fact that for gold, as a result of the resoa~ches of KrUas, 
Thorpe and Laurie, there is now no doubt that ita atomic weight is 88 
greater than that of platinum, being approximately 197 (if 0 = 16). 
d) Cobalt and nickel 
The pair of elements Co and Ni, like the pair To and I, showa a decrease 
of atomic weight with increase in atomic number, the modern atomic-weight 
values being Co = 58.9, Ni = 58.7 (0 = 16). Mendeleev had finally placed 
these elements in the correct order in his periodic table, with Co preceding 
Ni, by the end of 1870 (sao Fig. III-20);89 but there was not yet any 
problem of atomic-weight inversion because tho currently-acco~ted atomic-weight 
values, which Mendeleev adopted, wore tho same for both elements, viz. 
Co = Ni = 59 (H = 1). It was not until the 1880's thot atomic-weight 
determinations came to indicate n smaller value for Ni than for Co, e.g. 
Zimmerman in 1886 found Co = 58.74, Ni = 58.56 (H = 1).9° 
Mendeleev continued to take the atomic weights of Co nnd Ni as being tho 
same untU 1881. From 1881 to 1895 he tended to assign a slightly lower 
atomic weight to Co than to Ni 1 in accordance with the demands of ntomic-woight 
86 Op.cit., p.2ll (PLBA, 161). 
87 Mendeleev hero appends a footnote referring to his prediction in The 
periodic lawfulness of the chemical elements (G.; 1871) concerning the o~r 
of increase of atomic weights in tho aeries Os~ Ir, Pt, Au. 
8~LBA, 229-30. 
89 Odling had placed Fe, Co and Ni in the correct order in his table of 
1864 (see Fig. III-6). 
90 Zimmerman, Annalen, 232 (1886) 324. 
ordering in the periodic table, e.g. sec tables 47 (1881), 52 (1889) and 55 
(1895). There was no real empirical justification for this (in fact tho 
evidence pointed increasingly to the opposite atomic-weight order), although 
after 1886 a spurious justification was presented by Mendeleev through suitab~ 
selection of empirical data, by taking Zimmerman's value of 58.5 for Co and 
Winkler's earlier value of 59 for Ni (as indicated above, Zimmerman's value 
for Ni was greater than for Co).9l After 1895 Mendeleev no longer assigned 
a lower atomic-weight value to Co than to Ni. 
The atomic-weight inversion for Co and Ni which was indicated by the ' 
experimental results of tho 1880's presented rather less of a problem for the 
periodic system than had the case of To and I - not only because for Co and 
Ni the atomic-weight difference was smaller, and hence the apparent inversion 
more ~eadily attributable to experimental etror in the atomic-weight 
determinations, but also because the order demanded in the periodic table 
on the grounds of chemical analogy was less clear-cut in the case of Co and 
Ni than in tho case of To and I, it being not impossible that a more detailed 
stuqy of chemical properties might support the ordering Fe, Ni, Co, Cu rather 
than Fe, Co, Ni, Cu. Thus Mendeleev in 1898, in an article entitled !h2, 
periodic lawfulness of the chemical elements (R.) in which he listed tho 
atomic weights as Co= 58.93 and Ni = 58.69 (0 = 16) 1 commented: 
The periodic law gives grounds for maintaining that tho atomic 
weight of cobalt is loss than that of nickel, but the majority of 
existing dotenninations, while indicating that tho atomic weights of 
Co and Ni are very close, have so far nevertheless forced us to assign 
to cobalt a slightly greater atomic weight than to nickel. We may 
suppose, however, that the methods of separation and the means of 
determining composition have so far been insufficiently precise, and 
that mo9~ precise determinations will give a smaller weight for Co than 
for Ni. 
There are many grounds for supposing that of the similar elements 
Co and Ni, tho former is closer to iron, and tho latter to copper, i.e. 
that tho aeries according to increasing atomic weight is Fe, Co, Ni, Cu 
a•• But tho majority of existing data nevertheless support a greater 
atomic weight for Co than for Ni, and therefore it is desirable that 
new determinations, aa precise as possible, should decide this question 
finally be means of comparative and parallel experiments for Ni and co. 
If it be shown by such determinations that Co is hea~r than Ni, i.e. 
that tho serie&must be written Fe, Ni, Co, cu, then furthor 
91 
Bibl See, for example, Mondoleev's article on Tho wei5ht of ntoms (R.) in 
_,...._1,_1, vel. 7, half-vol. 14, 1892, 658-66o; p.66o (PLBA, 412). 
9~ibl.ll, vel. 23, hnlf-vol. 45, 1898, p.316 (PLBA, 251). 
-
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investigations of the analogies of Co and Ni with Rh and Pd, and with 
Ir and Pt, would be desirable, in connection with which the complex Q3 double salts and compounds like Ni(Co) 4 would be particularly important. 
It seems to have been in tho spirit of the second of these passages 
(i.e. acknowledging that perhaps Ni might be placed before Co in the periodic 
table), rather than as an acceptance of tho possibility of an atomic-weight 
inversion in the periodic table, that Mendeleev wroto in the 7th (1902-3) 
and 8th (1906) editions of Principles of Chemistry, "But oven if it be shown 
without doubt that tho atomic weight of Ni is greater than that of Co, the 
essence of the periodic law would in no way be disturbed, especially as tho 
matter concerns group VIti where the highest saline oxides are variable in 
composition and do not possess sharply distinotive properties11 • 94 
The atomic-weight values given to Co and Ni in Mendeleev's periodic 
tables of the early 20th century wore those which he had used before 1881, 
viz. Co = 591 Ni =59. In tables 57 (P30) and 63 (P36), from tho 7th and 
8th editions of Principles of Chemistry respectively, the following footnote 
was appended to the entry "Co = 59 1 Ni = 59": 
An atomic weight of 58.7 is found for Ni, but because this metal, 
judging from ita properties, should follow Co = 59, we must expect for 
it an atomic weight greater than that of Co, not smaller; and therefore 
with further investigations we can expect a certain (slight) change in 
atomic-weight value for Co and Ni. 
e) Argon and potassium 
Mendoleev adopted tho placing of argon between Cl and K in the periodic 
table early in the 20th century (see Ch.VII, section C). He included argon in 
his periodic tables as Ar = 381 although vapour-density measurements indicated 
an atomic weight of 39.9. Ho assumed the lower value solely for the sake of 
regular atomic-weight ordering in the sequence Cl (35.5), Ar, K (39.1). On 
this matter he wrote in the 7th (1902-3) and 8th (1906) editions of Principles 
of ChE:>mistry: "The density of argon indicates an atomic weight of 39.9, but 
••• we must think that the atomic weight of Ar is greater than that of Cl, but 
lowerthan that ofK, i.e. about 38".95 Mendoleev'a view that tho atomic 
weight of argon would in fact prove to bo lower thon thnt of potassium has not 
been vindicated. Like Te - I and Co - Ni, the pair of elements Ar - K shows a 
decrease of atomic weight with increase in atomic number. 
93 Ibid.,pp.321-2 (PLBA, 268-9). 
-94 For example, Pr.Ch., R-8 (1906) 624 (~, 335). 
95 Thia remark is givon in a footnote to tnb1ea 57 (P~ and 63 (P)6). 
"'~ ~--------------------------------
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c. Mendeleev's use of the periodic system for the Pl~diction of the 
existence and properties of unknown elements.96 
1. Mendeleev's prediction of the existence and properties of the three 
elements "aka-boron" (scandium), "aka-aluminium" (gallium) and "aka-silicon" 
(germanium).97 
In the article Correlation of properties (!.; 1869) Mendeleev concluded, 
on the basis of gaps in his "attempt at a system", that "We must expect the 
discovery of many yet unknown elements, e.g. elements analogous to Al and Si, 
with atomic weights 65-75"•98 The "attempt at a system" itself (tho 
manuscript table 3, and the published tables 8 and 9) contains a prediction of 
these unknow analogues of Al and Si in the form of the entries "? = 6811 and 
11? = 70" in the rows containing Al and Si respectively, between Zn = 65.2 and 
As = 75 in the fourth column. The predicted elements 11? = 6811 and 11? = 70" 
correspond according to their atomic weights and position in the "attempt at 
a system" to the then unknown elements gallium (= $.2) and germanium (= 72.0) 
respectively. Also in Mendeleev's "attempt at a system" of 1869 is the entry 
"? a 45"• Although corresponding according to atomic weight to the unknown 
scandium(= 44.6) 1 this predicted element"?= 45" does not show a close 
correepondenco to scandium in its placing in the "attempt at a system": 
admittedly "? = 45" follows immediately after Ca in this table, as should 
Sc, but the particular (unsatisfactory) arrangement of elements in the "attempt 
at a system" is such that "? = 45" is followed by Er = .56, and its only 
listed analogue (in tho same horizontal row) is Ce = 92. Thus whereas 
Mendeleev can reasonably be considered to have alrea~ predicted the existence 
and atomic-weight values of Ga and Go in his first published periodic table 
(i.e. in table 8) 1 it is doubtful whether there is sufficient justification for 
recognising also a similar prediction of Sc in this table. 99 
The earliest publication by Mendeleev of what can be definitely recognised 
as a prediction of the existence of scandium is seen in table 10 (P3), in the 
96 Also considered in this section are certain predictions made by 
Mendeleev concerning known elements - notably certain additional predictions of 
properties for gallium (= "ekn-aluminium") which wore mado a:ttor he had 
learned of the discovery of this element, and predictions of the properties of 
an element which he called "dvi-boron" but which was in fact the known element 
Yttrium. 
97Mondeleev1s predictions concerning 11eka-boron11 , "oka-aluminium" and 
"oka-sUicon" are considered here in a separate sub-section from his . 
predictions concerning othor unknown elements because of thoir greater detail 
and because of their special significance for the consolidation of the periodic law. 
98 Op.cit., p.76 (~, 31). 
99 Spronsen holds a similar view (see Bibl.llO, p.220)t Kedrov, on the 
other hand, does recognise the entry "? c= 45" in tables 8 (Pl) and 9 (l?2) aa 




form of a dash included between Ca and Ti representing an unknown analogue 
of B and Al. Table 10 (P3) wns published in Correlation of properties 
together with table 9 (P2); but whereas the entry 11? = 45" in the long-form 
table 9 (P2) cannot conclusively be identified with scandium, the short-form 
table 10 (P3) has an unoccupied place which corresponds clearly to that of 
scandium in the modern periodic table. It was not until early 1871 that 
Mendeleev published a prediction not merely of tho existence but also of the 
atomic-weight value of an unknown element which can reasonably be identified 
with scandium, suggesting the value 44 (see, for example, table 3Q). Howeve~ 
a study of tho manuscript periodic tables drawn up by Mendeleev shows that 
he had already committed to paper an atomic-weight value (of 45) for an 
unknown element corresponding to scnndium as early as March 1869, in the 
short-form table 6 (M6). 
In the summer of 1869 Mendeleev drew up a manuscript partial periodic 
table, table 12 (M9), listing the atomic volumes of certain elements. He 
marked two gaps between Zn (atomic volume given as 9.1) and As (at.vol. 13) 
corresponding to tho places of Ga and Ge, but did not include values for 
these missing elements.100 Two months later, in his paper on Atomic volumes 
which he read to tho Moscow Congress of Russian Scientists and Physicians, 
he suggested that "those two elements which are still missing from the system 
and which show a resemblance to Al and Si, and have atomic weights of about 
?O, will have atomic volumes of about 10 or 15, i.e. will have specific 
gravities of about 6n;101 he thought at this stage that the lighter 
(according to atomic weight) of thoso two elements, i.o. the analogue of 
aluminium, might perhaps be indium.102 In tho manuscript tablo 19 (Ml3), 
dating from tho summer-early autumn of 18701 Mondeleov listed the atomic 
volumes of the unknown elements corresponding to sc,Gn and Go as 151 11 • .5 
and 13 respectively. 
During tho second half of 18?0 Mendoloev is known to hllve drawn up a 
number of manuscript periodic tables containing atomic-weight values for 
unknown elements corresponding to Sc, Ga. and Go. In table 16 (MlO) tho 
values Biven were 44, 68 and ?4 respectively; in table 1? (Mll) they were 
4.5, 68 and ?2; subsequent manuscript tables of 1870- notably tables 20 (Ml4) 1 
100Tnble 12 (M9) does not include tho row which would contain Sc. 
101 Op.cit., p.67 (PLBA 1 42). 
l02Ibid. ( 
_ see earlier in the present chnpter, P•337 ) • 
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23 (Ml6), 2L~ (Hl?), 25 (Ml8), 26 (Hl9) - consistently gave 44, 68 and 72 1 
\tJhich are tho values to be found also in Mendeleev1 s published tables of 1871 
and later for these unknown elements. 
Table 26 (Ml9) was tho manuscript version of table 30 (P7) 1 the table 
published early in 1871 in the article A Ik~tural system of the elements (R.). 
This article A natural system of tho elements was the earliest published 
source of Mendeleev's detailed predictions of the properties of the unknown 
elements corresponding to Sc, Ga and Ge, for which unknown elements he now 
introduced tho labels 11eka-boron11 , "aka-aluminium" and "aka-silicon" 
respactively.103 In this article }1endeleev showed an especially great . 
interest in "aka-silicon" - 11it seems to :no that the most interesting of the 
undoubtedly rnissing metals will be • o. aka-silicon" •104 It is not clear why 
"aka-silicon" should have appeared more interesting to Mendeloev than 
"oka-boron" or 11oka-aluminium", but it was perh.llps partly because he linked 
this element with what he saw as the problem of the irregularly hig!1 
atomic-weight value Ti = 50 (see section B, sub-section 2 1 of the present 
chapter). Mondeleev seems to have considered the discovery of "aka-silicon" 
to hn.vo boon mora imminent than that of "aka-boron" or 11eka-aluminium11 • In 
fact during the early part of 1871 he felt that perhaps tho now element 
"ilmenium" which the Moscow chemist Hermann claimed to have discovered in the 
mineral ilmenite (FeTeo3) was actually 11eka-ailicon11 ;
105 by mid-1871, 
however, he hnd rejected the authenticity of 11 ilmenium" as an element, as had 
most chomists.106 Towards the end of 1871 Mendelaev set out to search for 
"aka-silicon" himself. He obtained samples of various titanium minerals 
(including ilmenite) in which he hoped to find the missing element, but very 
~oon gave up the arduous search, shifting his attention in December 1871 to 
the completely different field of the study of the elasticity of gases. 
In November 1871 Mendeleev's article on The periodic lawfulness of the 
chemical elements (G.) was published, containing a section headed "On the 
application of tho periodic law to the determination of the properties of 
103Also in this article Mendeleev made n number of loss dotailed 
predictions concerning other unknown elements (see lator). 
l040p.cit., pp. 49-50 (~, 95). 
105 
See, for example, A natural system of the elements (E.; 1871) 1 p.53, footnote (~, 98); and aiBo table 31 (~8). 
106o Th 
4 ( ~ee ebyeriodic lawfulness of the chemical elements (G.; 18?1), p.2o ~' 15 • -
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elements as yet undiscovered11 • 107 Here Mendeleev again gave detailed 
predictions of the properties of "eka-boron", "aka-aluminium" and 
"eka-silioon11 • 108 Two years later (1873) his predicted properties for 
I 109 11eka-silicon11 were published in the 2nd edition of Principles of Chemistry, 
as they were also in all subsequent editions of this work (i.e. including 
those editions published after the discovery of germanium in 1886).110 
In August 1875 tho presence of a hitherto unknown element in zinc blende 
from Pierrefitte in the Pyrenees was recognised by Lecoq de Boisbaudran, who 
gave this new element the name "gallium"• De Boisbaudran initially 
identified gallium as a new element by means of its characteristic spectrum, 
not having sufficient material to separate it from the accompanying zinc. He 
determined certain of its chemical properties, a relatively large quantity of 
zinc being present in the reactions studied. De Boisbaudran's report of his 
discovery was published in the Comptes Rendus in September 1875;111 a report 
appeared in Russian in tho following month.112 Having learned of 
de Boiabaudran1s discovery (presumably from the Russian report) Mendeleev 
immediately sent a note to the Comptes Rendua pointing out that the few 
properties so far determined for gallium suggested that this new element was 
in fact none other than the "aka-aluminium" which he himself had predicted in 
1870-71. In this note, which was published in November 1875,113 Mendeleev 
again presented various predictions regarding the properties of 
"aka-aluminium", moat of which he had already given earlier, but with a few 
additional ones.114 Later in 1875, and in 1876, de Boisbaudran further · 
investigated the properties of gallium;115 in 1876 he managed to isolate free 
metallic gallium for the first time (in very small quantities). 
l07op.cit., PP• l96-2o6 (PLBA, 150-7). 
108 At the same time he mentioned also various other unknown elements 
whose existence he foresaw on the basis of gaps in the periodic table (see 
later). 
109Pr.Ch., R-2, part II (1873) ?56 (PLSM, 312-3). 
110
see, for example, Pr.Ch. 1 R-8 (1906) 257 (~, 294-5). 
Ul Caract~res chimiguoa et speotroscopiguea d1un nouveau m~tal, le 
Galliumt d6oouvert dana une blendo de la mine de Pierrefitte, vn116o 
ft'Argel a (ryr6n&es). Note de M. Locoq de Boiabaudran, pr&aent6e par 
M. Wurtz. Compaa Rundua, .§!. (1875) 493·5· 
112 
4o J.Russ.Phys.Soc. and Chem.Soc., 1 (1875) no. 81 chem. part, aootion 21 P• 5. This was a report of de Boisbaudrnn1s Comptes Rendus publication, 
sent to Petersburg by de Clairmont. 
ll3R ' I 
( 8 ) emar ues a ro os de ln decouverte du Gallium, Comptes Rcndua 1 81 l 75 9-72 Russian translation: PLBA, 19 202 • -
U4 -Also in this note Mendeleev drew attention to the applicability of the 
p(oriodic law to the correction of the atomic-weight values of known elements 
see ~~5lier in tho present chapter, P• 341). 
(1876) 6~~3:tea Rendus 1 .§1 (18?5) llOQ-1105; ~ (18?6 168, 10;6-1039; ~ ' 
_j 
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In 1879 Nilson discovered a new element in the rare-earth mineral 
116 gadolinite; he named this element "scandium". The identity of 
scandium with Hendeleev'a 11eka-boron11 was soon pointed out by Cleve.117 
Seven years later (1886) Winkler discovered a new element, which he 
named "germanium" 1 in the silver ore argyrodite.118 Winkler at first 
thought that germanium was an analogue of Sb, occupying the empty place 
between Sb and Bi in Mendeleev's periodic table (i.e. the place V-9, which 
would require an atomic weight for germanium of ca. 165);119 but before the 
end of 1886 a fuller study of ita properties had shown it to be Mendeleev's 
"aka-silicon", with an atomic weight of ca. 72. 
The following three tables a), b) and c) present a comparison of tho 
properties predicted by Mendeleev for the elements "aka-aluminium", 
"eka-boron" and "aka-silicon" with those actually found for gallium, 
scandium and germanium.120 Mendeleev1a predictions are taken from four 
sources: his articles A nntural system of the elements (R.) and The periodic 
lawfulness of the elements (G.) published in 18711 the 2nd edition (1873) 
of Principles of Chemistry (R.), and his Note in connection with the 
discovery of gallium (F.) of 187~ 121 Because Mendeleev's predictions 
of 1875 for "aka-aluminium" were made after he had become acquainted with 
de Boiabaudran's initial note on gallium, the new predictions which he 
gave at this time have been distinguished in table a) from his earlier 
predictions regarding this element: only very few of Mendeleev's new 
predictions of 1875 for "aka-aluminium" could possibly be regarded as 
having been "unfair" in the sense of his having had prior knowledge of their 
correctness, since not many properties had yet been ascertained for gallium, 
116 Comptea Rendua 1 ..§.§. (1879) 645-8; Berichte, g (1879) 554·7• 
117
comptea Rendua, .§.2 (1879) 419-22; Cham. News, .!tQ. (1879) 159-60. 
118 Berichte, .!2, (1886) 210-11. 
119 
.!lli·' p.211. 
120 Various similar, but leas comprehensive, tables have been given 
elsewhere, e.g. J.W. Mellor, A comprehensive troatiso on inor~nnic nnd 
theoretical chemistry, vol. I (1922) p.261 (ae), vol. V (1924 pp.373 (Gn) 
an( d 48o (sc)i Weeks and Leicester, Bibl. 1301pp. 647 (Gn) 1 652 {Sc) and 661 Ge); and Spronaen, Bibl. 1101 p.139. 
121-
"-Tho symbols used by Mendeleov for 11eka.-boron" and "eka-silicon" were 
''Eb" and "Es" reapectivel~; for "ekn-nluminium" he used ''El" in A natural 
fxstem of the elements (1871) and in his Note in connection with the discovery fia~~~ium (187.5) t and ''En" in The periodic la.wfulnoaa of the chemical elements 
3.56 
but one such new "prediction" which certainly seems to have been unfair 
in this respect was thD.t of the tendency for "aka-aluminium" oxide to 
be precipitated from aqueous solutions of "aka-aluminium" salta by 
Baco3, a property which, as Mendeleev knaw, had already been reported 
for gallium by de Boisbaudran.122 
12~endeleev explicitly acknowledged de Boisbaudran'a observation 
of such precipitation of gallium by BaC~3 ! in his Note in connection with 
tho discovery of gallium (F.), p.971 (~, 202). 
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a) A comparison of the properties predicted by Mondeleev for 
"eka-aluminiurn" 1 and those actually found for gallium. 
Eko.-aluminium1 El or Ea Gallium, Ga 
General character: Properties should Many properties represent a 
represent a meon of those of Zn ond tronsition from those of Zn to 
aka-allison on the one hand, and 
those of Al and In on the other. 
More acidic than aka-boron. 
Atomic weight: ca. 68 (II=l). 
Free element: A metal, which 
should be fairly easily obtained 
by reduction using C or No.. Its 
properties should in all respects 
represent a transition from those 
of metallic Al to those of metallic 
In, e.g. it will be more volatile 
than metallic Al, less so than 
metallic In. 
Sp.gro.v., en. 6.0 (atomic vol., 
co.. 11.5). 
[ !§Z2.: Metal easily obtained 
by reduction. Sp.grav., 5.9. Will 
melt at quite a low temperature. 
Almost involatile. Not oxidised 
on contact with air. When heated 
those of Ge on the one hand, nnd 
from those of Al to those of In o~ 
the other. 
More acidic than scandium. 
69.2 (H=l). 
A metal; can be prepared by 
heating the oxide in hydrogen, or 
from aqueous solution by 
electrolysis. 
Sp.grav., 5.9 (atomic vol., 
u.s>. 
Melting-pt., 29.78°0 (this is 
lower than that of both In, 157°0, 
and Al, 66o°C). -
Boiling-pt. is high, probably 
above 21000°CJ it probably falls 
between thllt of Al and that of In, 
but recorded figures are so 
discordant that this cannot be 
claimed with certainty. 
The metal is not oxidisod in 
to red-heat, should decompose water. air at ordinar.1 temperatures. 
~he pure aad fUsed metal will be Action on steam unknown. 
only slowly subject to the action Gallium metal dissolves slowly 
of acids and bases. J in acids and alkalis. 
+ I 
v'/ 
Oxides and hydroxides: Formula 
of oxide, Ea2o3• ~he hydrous 
Tho stable oxide is ~o3, ~ 
gallic oxide. This is soluble in 
HCl, Hf04, and aqueous alkali 
hydroxide and ammonia; but if it 
oxide will dissolve in KOH solution. 
Manuscript table 34 (M21), early 
summer 1871, gives specific vol. of has been previously strongly 
oxide as "33?". 
[l.§.Z2.: Sp.grav. of oxide, 
ca. 5.5. Basic properties more 
heated it dissolves in these 
media only extremely slowly. 
~w , Barium carbonate precipitates 
~-~ ~J.' ~IV( 
-----------------~---------~---·--·-··· ....... . 
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(Properties of cka-aluminium(gallium 1 continued) 
distinct than for Al2o3, less than 
for ZnO; we should therefore expect 
it to be precipitated by Baco3• 
Soluble in strong acids. Should 
form an amorphous hydrate which is 
insoluble in water, but which 
dissolves in acids and alkalis.] 
Halides: Should give a volatile 
anhydrous chloride, which is more 
~than aluminium chloride. 
[ 1875: ElCl3 will be more 
volatile than ZnC12.J 
Other compounds: The salts of 
aka-aluminium will be more stable 
than aluminium salts. 
Eka-aluminium will certainly 
fonn alums. 
Its sulphide, E~s3 , wUl be 
insoluble in water, and will 
probably be precipitated by 
ammonium sulphide. 
It should give volatile 
organo-metallic compounds. 
[ l§Zi.: Eka-aluminium will form 
neutral and basic salta El2(0H,X)6' 
but not acid salts. 
The alum ElK(so4)2.12H20 will 
be more soluble th.."Ul1he ccrrespondinG 
aluminium salt, and have less 
tendency to crystallise. 
The sulphide El2s3 or 
oxysulphide El2(s,o)3 should be 
precipitated by HaS and will be 
insoluble in ammonium sulphido.J 
the hydroxide from aqueous solutions 
of gallium salts. The hydroxide 
dissolves in aqueous acids and 
alkalis. . f-. .J 1 1 .J ~,r J 1 tk~ 11 
Anhydrous gallic chloride fumes 
in moist air; it is hydrolysed by 
water with a hissing sound, though y1 
less violently than is aluminium 
chloride. Boiling-pt., 200°C 
(ZnC12 boils at ?30°0). 
Gallic salts are even more 
-
strongly hydrolysed in solution 
than are those of aluminium. 
Gallium foms alums. 
Ga2s3 is not precipitated by HaS 
or (NH4) 2s in the absence from the 
solution of other metals. It is, 
however, almost quantitatively 
carried down with a number of other 
metallic sulphides (e.g. ZnS) when 
they are precipitated from alkaline 
or acetic acid solutions by HaS• It 
is similarly precipitated with ZnS 
and other metallic sulphides by 
(NH4)2s. 
Gallium forms a basic sulphate in 
addition to tho neutral sulphate. 
It does not form acid salts. 
Gallium gives volatile 
organo-metallic compounds. 
(ProEertiea of eka-aluminium(gnllium, continued) 
Points relating to discovety: 
Eka-aluminium is likely to be 
discovered spectroscopically 
(on the grounds of its oxpocted 
degree of volatility), like In 
and Tl. 
Gallium was discovered 
spectroscopically. 
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b) A comparison of the properties predicted by Mendeleev for 
"eka-boron", and those actually found for scnndium. 
Eka-boron, Eb 
General character: Should be more 
basic in character than are B and 
Al. 
~tomic weight: 44 (H=l). 
(Mendeleev also suggested 45, but 
clearly preferred 44). 
Free element: A metal; sp.Grav. 
ca. 3.0 (probably a little higher), 
-i.e. atomic vol. ca. 15. Will be 
involatile, and not easily fusible. 
Will not decompose water at 
ordinary temperatures; at elevated 
temperatures it should do so, but 
only partially and with difficulty 
(giving Eb2o3). 
Will certainly dissolve in acids, 
H2 being given off. 
Oxides and hydroxides: Oxide, 
Eb2o3, will have sp.grav. of 
en. 3·5 (sp.vol. ca. 39). Infusible, 
involutile powder. Loss basic than 
MgO and yttria, more basic than 
alumina.. Will be only very woo.kly 
water-soluble; will probably give 
water on alkaline reaction to 
litmus. Soluble in acids, with 
which it should form stable salts. 
Will probably not form stable 
compounds (undecomposed by water) 
with alkalis. It will certainly 
not dissolve in ammonia, but it is 
possible (though not likely) that 
it will dissolve weakly in KOH 
solution. Unlikely to extract N~ 
from NH4c1. 
Scandium, Sc. 
Is more basic in character than 
are B and Al. 
44.6 (H::l). 
A metal; sp.grav. 3.1 1 
melting-pt. 1,4oo0 c.--
Little is known about the 
properties of metallic scandium 
because of the difficulty of 
preparation of the pure metal. 
Oxide, sc2o3; pyknometric 
measurements give sp.grnv. ;.86, 
X-ray measurements give 3.1. 
sc2o3 is more basic than Al2o3, 
less basic than MgO and yttria. 
Ignited scandia dissolves with 
difficulty in cold dilute acids, but 
readily in warm acids (especially 
when the latter are concentrated). 
It is not soluble in alkalis 1 and 
only negligibly so in water. It 
does not decompose NH4c1. 
~----------------------------------------------------------------- -·-··-------- ~.o.~------
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(Properties of eka-boron(soandium, continued) 
Halides: Eka-boron chloride will Scandium chloride, Scc13, is a 
be a solid, salt-like anhydrous white deliquescent solid; much less 
substance. Its degree of volatility volatile than aluminium chloride. 
will depend upon whether it has the 
molecular formula EbCl3 (more 
volatile) or Eb2c16 (less volatile~ 
but its volatility is probably less 
than that of aluminium chloride. 
It will be hygroscopic. Will be 
decomposed by water, giving HCl, 
more readily than is MgC12; but it 
will not have the character of a 
chloroanhydride. Sp.vol. is 
probably ca. ?8, i.e. sp.grav. 
(!or the formula EbCl3) ca. 2.0. 
Other compounds: Salts will be 
colourless, and will give 
gelatinous precipitates with KOH, 
K2co3, N~HP04• Only a few snlts 
will crystallise well, and these 
will be double salts. The sulphate 
will be less soluble thnn Al2(s04) 3• 
Eka-boron will show little 
tendency to form alums. It will 
form a double sulphate with K2so4, 
but this will not be isomorphous 
with the alums. 
The carbonate will be insoluble 
in water, precipitating as n basic 
sa.J.t. 
Eka-boron will not form 
organometallic compounds. 
Points relating to discovoEY: 
Because of the probable 
involatility o! the metal, 
eka-boron is unlikely to be 
discovered,by moans of spectral 
analysis. (A natural system of the 
elements, R., 18?1). 
Is hydrolysed in aqueous solution. 
Sp.grav. of anhydrous scc13 is 
2.39. 
Scandium salts are colourless. 
The carbonnte and phosphate are 
insoluble in both wnter and alkalis. 
The carbonate readily loses co2• 
Scandium sulphate is readily 
soluble, more so than Al2(S04)3; 
it crystallises with difficulty. 
It is not very soluble in sulphuric 
acid. It forms double sulphates 
which are not isomorphous with 
alums. 
Scandium does not seem to give 
organometallic compounds. 
Scandium was not discovered by 
moans of spectral analysis. 
___, ________________________________ , ____ - "' -- ---------- . 
(Properties of aka-boron/scandium, continued) 
Although the salts of aka-boron 
will have low volatility, they may 
still be volatile enough for tho 
element to be discovered 
spectroscopically. (Annalen, 1871). 
c) A comparison of the properties predicted by Mendeleev for 
"aka-silicon", and those actually found for germanium. 
Eka-silicon, Ea Gemanium, Ge 
General character: Properties Many properties of Go represent 
should represent a mean of those a transition from those of Ga to 
of aka-aluminium and As on tho one those of Aa on tha one hand, and 
hand, and of Si and Sn on the other. from those of Si to those of Sn 
Will be more acidic in ita 
properties than Ti. 
Will show little tendency to 
give a lower oxidation state (i.e. 
lower than 4). 
Atomic weight: ca. 72 (H=l). 
Free element: Dark grey metal. 
Fusible (A natural system of the 
elements, R., 1871); fusible with 
difficulty (Annalen, 1871) i 
refractory (Pr.Ch., R-2 1 1873). 
Sp.vol. en 13 (1871), ca,lO (1873); 
ap.grav. ca 5.5. Volatile under 
strong heat. Oxidised by 
calcination, giving~EsO~. Will 
perhaps decompose steam, but with 
difficulty. Acids will act on it 
only very weakly, but alknlia more 
readily. 
Should be easily prepared by 
reduction of KZEsF6 by Na, or of 
Eso2 by c. 
Oxides and hydroxides: Oxide, 
Eao2, will be a refractory 
powder; ap.grav. ca. 4.7 (ap.vol. 
ca. 22), In ita appearanca - even 
perhaps in crystalline form - and 
in ita properties and reactions it 
will resemble Tio2• Ita general 
character will be that of a weak 
b~t distinct acid, more acidic 
than Tio2• As a baao it will be 
on the other. 
Ge is more acidic than Ti. 
Go (II) compounds nro unstable, 
tending to be oxidiaed to Go (IV). 
72.0 (H=l). 
Greyish-white metal; ap.grav. 
5.35 (20°C). Melting-pt. 958°C; 
. 0 boiling-pt. is high, ca. 2,000 c. 
Ge burna with incandescence when 
heated in oxygen, giving Geo2; in air, 
-at red-hoat tho metal becomes covered 
with a thin layer of oxide. 
Ge dooa not decompose water. It 
is not attacked by hydrochloric acid, 
but is by aqua regia. KOH solutions 
have no action, but fused KOH 
oxidises it. 
Is prepared by reduction of 
K2GeF6 by Na, or of Geo2 by c. 
The oxide Geo2 is refractory, and 
has a sp.grav. of 4.70. 
The acidic character of Goo2 
considerably outweighs ita baaic 
character. 
If Go02 is prepared by hydrolysis 
(e,g. of GeC14) it is produced as a 
gelatinous hydrate. 
Acids do not precipitate the 
hydrate from dilute alkaline solutions; 
(Properties of eka-silicon/germanium 1 continued) 
weaker than Ti02 and sno2, but 
stronger than Sio2• Should 
give a gelatinous hydrate which 
is soluble in acids, although 
such solutions will readily 
decompose to give a metahydrate 
which is insoluble in acids. All 
hydrated forms will be soluble in 
olko.lis. 
Halides: Volatile anhydrous 
chloride, EaC14; boiling-pt. ca. 
90°C (A natural system of the 
0 
elements, R., 1871), ca. 100 C 
(probably somewhat less) (Annalen, 
1871) 1 ca. 100°C (Pr.Ch. 1 R-2 1 
1873). Sp.grav. ca 1.9 at 0°C; 
sp.vol. ca. 113. Will be an acid 
chloroonhydrido 1 decomposed by 
water. 
EaF4 probably not gaseous. 
Other comP2unds: Will form aol.ts 
of low stability. 
Will form K2EsF6, 
isomorphous with the corresponding 
compounds of Si, T1 Zr, Sn. 
Will give volatile 
organometallic compounds. ESEt4 
will have n boiling-pt. of ca. 
160°0 1 nnd a sp.grav. of ca. 0.96. 
EsH4 expected to be formed, 
but probably easily decomposable. 
Tho sulphide 1 Ess2 will be 
insoluble in water, but will 
probably give solutions with 
(NH4)2s. 
but from concentrated solutions 
acids precipitate Geo2 or a 
metahydrate. 
Gec14 boils at 83°0, and has a 
sp.grav. of 1.88 (18°c). It is 
slowly hydrolysed by water, giving 
a gel of hydrated aee2• 
GeF4.3H20 is a white solid, which 
hydrolyses upon attempt at 
dehydration by heating. 
Ge(so4>2 is hydrolysed by water. 
Thermal decomposition sots in at 
0 
en. 200 c. 
Forms K2GeF6 and (NH4)2aer6, 
isomorphous with the corresponding 
nuorosilico.tes. 
GeEt4 boils at 16o
0c, and has a 
sp.grav. alightly lower than thAt of 
wnter, 0.991. Ge also forms other 
Dl.kyls. 
Forms GeH4, which is decomposed 
on hoo.ting. 
Ges2 shows only slight solubility 
in wnter, but is readily soluble in 
(NH4>2s solution. 
(Properties of eka-silicon/germunium, continued) 
Points relating to discovery: 
Will probably be discovered in 
association with Ti, Zr or Nb; most 
likely source is with Ti minerals. 
(1871). 
Es should be looked for in 
association with As and Ti (1875: 
Rernorquco a propos de la d~couverte 
du gallium). 
Ge was found in the silver ore, 
argyrodite - Ges2.4hg2s. 
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Comparison of the properties predicted by Mendeleev for tho unknown 
elements "aka-aluminium", "eka-boron" and "aka-silicon" with those actually 
found for gallium, scandium and germanium shows a remarkable degree of 
agreement for the majority of properties; indeed, the correspondence of 
predicted and observed properties is such that Mendeleev, in 1889 and later, 
felt justified in claiming that his predictions for "aka-aluminium", 
"aka-boron" and "aka-silicon" had been "completely confirmed".123 However, 
there are in fact a few instances where predictions made by Mendeleov for 
these elements have turned out not to be correct:-
i) Mendeleev predicted in 1871 that the properties of metallic 
"aka-aluminium" should "in all respects" represent a transition from those 
of metallic aluminium to those of metallic indium;124 yet the melting-point 
of gallium metal (3Q°C) is actually appreciably lower than that of either 
Al (660°C) or In (155°C). Admittedly in 1875 Mendeleev predicted that 
"aka-aluminium" should melt at a "fairly low temporature11 , 125 but there is 
no indication that by this he meant a temperature lower than the melting-
point of indium. 
ii) Mendeleev claimed that the salts of "aka-aluminium" will be "more 
stable (postoiannee)" than aluminium salts;126 yet gallic salts are even more 
strongly hydrolysed in solution than are those of aluminium. (Of courso, 
resistance to hydrolysis is only one aspect of "stability"). 
iii) Mendeleev predicted that Ea2s3 would be precipitated from aqueous 
solutions of Ea salts by H2S or (NH4)2s;
127 but this is tho case for Ga2s3 
only under special conditions, if zinc or certain other metals are also 
present in the solution. 
iv) Mendeleev predicted that 11eka-boron" sulphate would be less soluble 
than A12(so4) 3•
128 Scandium sulphate is actually more soluble than 
1U.2(S04) 3• 
v) In his Annalen paper of 1871, and in the 2nd edition of Principles 
of Chemistry (1,873) , Mendeleev predicted that metallic "aka-silicon" would be 
123raraday Lecture, 1889: PL~\, 225. Tho periodic lawfulness of the 
chemical elements (R.), 1898, p.320 (~, 263). · 
12.lt 
A natural system of the chemical elements (R.), p.47 (~, 92). 
12'L 
'Note in connection with the discovery of gallium (F.), p.971 (PLBA,201~ 
-126 A natural system of the chemical elements (R.), 1871, p.47 (~192). 
127 ~e eriodic lawfulness of the chemical elements (G.), 1871, p.200 (~, 153 ; Note in connection with the discovery of gallium (F.), 1875, 
P•970 (~, 201). 
128 
( The periodic lawfulness of the chemical elements (G.), 1871, p.198 ~. 151). 
a refractory substance.129 In fact Go oclts at about 950°0 1 not an 
especially high temperature for tho melting-point of a metal. 
Of these incorrect predictions it seems that those referred to in ii), 
iii) and iv) were not appreciated as being incorrect during Mondeleev's time 
- at least, certainly not by Mendelcov himself. The prediction mentioned in 
iii) was in fact probably considered to be perfectly correct, because of its 
agreement with the o·bserved precipitation of G~s3 with ZnS when zinc is 
present in solution with the gallium. As regards tho prediction, referred to 
in v), that metallic 11eka-silicon11 should be refractory, Mendeloav certainly 
knew by 1889 that the melting-point of Go is ca. 900°c130; but he does not 
appear to have discussed this value in relation to his prediction. On tho 
question of the exceptionally low melting-point observed for gallium, 
mentioned above in i), Mendeloev (1879) gave the following post hoc 
rationalisation of this low value: 
••• we should pay heed to the fact that the melting-point of 
gallium is so low that it melts at the temperature of the hand. It 
might appear that this property is unexpected; but this is not so. 
It sufficas to look at the following series -
Mg A1 Si P S Cl 
Zn Ga • • • As Se Br 
Cd In Sn Sb Te J. 
It is evident thnt in the group Mg 1 Zn, Cd1 the most refractory 
metal has the lowest atomic weight; but in the groups beginning with 
S and Cl, the most difficultly fusible simple bodies are, on the 
contrary, the heaviest. In a transitionary group, such as A1 1 Ga, In, 
w~ must expect an intermediate phenomenon; tho two extreme elements, 
the heaviest (In) and the lightest (Al), should be less fusible than 
the middle one, which is as it is in reality. I turn attention to 
the fact that properties such as the melting-point of bodies 
depend chiefly upon molecular weight, and not atomic weight. If we 
were to have a variety of solid sulphur not in the form of s6 (or, perhaps, of st~ll heavier molecules Sn)' but in the form s2, which it assumes at Boo c, then its temperature of molting and of boiling 
would undoubtedly be very much lower. In just the same way, ozo~e, 
03 , conden~31and solidifies much more readily than does ordinary oxygen, o2• 
129 ~., p.201 (PLBA, 153); Pr.Ch., R-2 1 part II (1873) ?56 (PLSM,313). In A natural system ofth:O elements (R.; 1871), p.50 (PLBA, 95) Men'do'i'aev had 
said that "aka-silicon ... will in any case be a fusib'i9iiietal". 
130 See, for example, Pr.Ch., R-5 (1889) 537-8 (~LSM, 386). 




This particular argument on the basis of the trends in the periodic 
system in suppOrt of a lower melting-point for gallium than for either 
indium or aluminium had not been given by Mondeleev before tho molting-point 
of gallium was determined; and in fact it is not f.i't..J;U.~_in_tho ____ spi;:it ___ 9,_f_~ho 
---. 
m~thod of s~p.lo_Jn.t.erpalatiolL.fr.om_J::hQ_p~gper_tie_s of "atomunalogues" 
(closest vertical and horizontal neighbours in the periodic system) which 
he had originally used for predicting the properties of tho unknown 
11eka"-olements. 
Of tho many successful predictions made by Mendeleev regarding the 
properties of 11eko.-aluminium11 , 11elw.-boron11 und 11oka-sllicon11 , that of tho 
specific gravity of metallic 11eka-nlumir..ium" is perhnps of spocinl interest, 
becnuse of tho particular story of its confirmation. De Boisbnudran in 
1876 had obtained a value of 4.7 for the specific gravity of metallic 
gallium,132 which did not at all agree with Mondaleov's prediction of a 
specific gra.vity of co.. 6.0 for metallic "aka-aluminium". Because 
agreement between tho other properties so far found for gallium and those 
predicted by l1endaleev for "aka-aluminium" ha.d in general turned out to be 
very good, do Boisbaudran soon set o.bout re-determining the specific gravity 
of gallium. He discovered that the gallium used in his original 
determination had been contaminated with an appreciable amount of metallic 
sodium (sp.gr. 0.98; sodium had been used as reducing agent in the isolation 
of free gallium metnl), and he now obtained a value of ca. 5.95 (nt 25°0) 
for the specific gravity of purified gullium1 agreeing well with Mendeloev's 
prediction for "eka.-aluminium".l33 Concerning thia matter Mendeleev wrote 
in 1898: 
If it had not boon for tho indications of the periodic law it 
would have been thought for a. long time tha.t gallium hna a. specific 
gravity of 4.7, a.s was at first determined, because nothing would \ 
have pointed to tho incorrectness of thia determination, nothing 1 
would hnva prompted a. verification for the difficultly obtained and 1 
sepo.rated gallium. Here, as in mnny other instances, a. la.w of nature \ 
pointed to the incorrectness which ~ommonly exists in 11fncts" - which, t 
in essence, nre d.£l.!Q.4ns "fabricated" ("sdelnneye11 ) na the laws of I. nature themselves. ~ 
132 Comptes Rendus, .§g (1876) 1036-1039. 
133Ibid. t ~ (1876) 611·3· 
134 The periodic lawfulness of tho chemical elements (R.), 1898t p.319, 
footnote (~, 262). 
---..._.._ _________________ ·-··---·~-.-~,· 
2. Other predictions made by Hondeleev concerning tho existence and 
properties of unknown elements 
The predictions considered in this section will be discussed in vo.rious 
sub-sections distinguished according to the particular region of tho periodic 
system to which a given predicted element wo.s claimed to belong. This form 
of presentation is more convenient, and probably more nntural, than one 
ordered solely chronologically, since the same or related predictions nre 
often found to recur at different stages of Mendeleev's career. 
n) "Pro-r.ydrogen" elements; the guestion of the lower limit of the 
periodic systen 
In his Attenpt nt n chemical concopt.ion of tho world-ather (R.), 
published in 1903 and 1905,135 Mendoleev claimed that even ns early ns 1869 
he had entertained the possibility of the existence of chemical elements 
lighter thnn hydrogen, and that o.lreacly in tho 1870's it had occurred to him 
thnt the luminiferous world-ether might be such an element: 
In 1869, when ••• I showed tho periodic dependence between the 
properties of o.l1 elements and their ••• atomic weights, ••• the 
system of elements began with group I and with series 1, where 
hydrogen, the lightest of the elements, was placed (o.nd is still 
plo.ced) ••• Never did it enter my head that hydrogen must o.ctuo.lly 
be the first in the series of elements, although there wo.o not o.t the 
time, o.nd there still is not, f3~ingle other known elementary or comp~und body lighter than it. 
••• in 1869, when tho periodic system was set up, ••• it crossed 
my mind that we could expect some elements preceding hydrogen, with 
atomic weights smaller tho.n 1, but I did not dare to put forward such 
o. suggestion because it was purely conjectural, and especially because 
I was afro.id of damaging the impression made by the newly-proposed 
[Periodic] system by C£3~ing it with this suggestion of eleme~ts 
lighter than hydrogen. 
Already in tho 70's the question had firmly entered my head: 
what is the nature of such an ether [sc. the luminiferous world-ethel:J 
in the chemical sense? This question is intimately connected with 
the periodic system of the elements, and was aroused f~ame by the 
latter; but only now have I decided to talk about it. 
135
see n.8o in Ch.I (p.43). Mendeleev's Attempt nt n chemical conception 
of the world-ether will commonly be referred to simply os Ether in subsequent 
footnotes in this thosis. 
136PLBA1 485. 
137PLBA, 493. 
138PLBA, 474, footnote. 
·-------------------------------.,...--~--- ___ , _______ ._ __ ; 
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Although there is no earlier published evidence to support these 
claims, there does exist an apparently corroborative manuscript note: 
written near the entry. "H=l" at the top left-hand corner of tho periodic 
table 31 (P8) in one of Hendeleev's personal copies of part II of the lst 
edition of Principles of Chemistry (.E..; 1871) is the query, in Mendeleev's 
own hruldwriting, "Is other the lightest of nll? 11 .l39 
On the question of predictions based upon extrapolation of tho periodic 
system, 1-'iendoleev in A nntural system of the elements (.E,.; publ. 1871) pointed 
to the much greater uncertainty associated with such predictions than with 
those mo.de by interpolation within the system (examples of the latter being 
his predictions of the existence and properties of "eko.-boron11 , 11eka-aluminium" 
o.nd 11eka-silicon11): 
We hnvo the full right to judge about elements inside the system, 
within the limits containing many elements which are already known; 
but we cannot say the some about the elements which should be situated 
in the extreme parts of the system. Perhaps certain equilibria, i.e. 
certain o.tomologues, simply cannot exist, just as certain members of 
homologous series are not obtained, but under all of the conditions 
demanded for their formation change into1~sre stable polymers o.nd 
other forms, o.a, for example, methylene. 
Although Mendeleev went on in this article to cite specific examples 
of possible extro.polo.tions of the periodic system, extrapolation into the 
141 
"pre-hydrogen" region was not one of the possibilities which he mentioned. 
There was at the time no indication afforded by tho structure of tho periodic 
system that pre-hydrogen elements might exist. 
A concrete basis, in terms of the structure of the periodic system, for 
o.n extrapolation of the system into the pre-hydrogen region emerged at 
around the turn of tho 19th century, with the incorporation of the recently-
discovered inert go.aes into the system as a "zero" group (group 0) preceding 
142 group I. Since hydrogen in series 1 is placed in group I, the possibility 
of a vacancy in group 0 in series 1, immediately preceding hydrogen, now 
became apparent - as was indicated by Mendeleev (by means of n dash) in his 
139
see Sc.Ar., fotokopiia 29 (following p.218) and p.225. 
l4oo •t < 8 ~.c1 •t P•53 PLBA, 9 -9). 
141 
The specific examples of possible extrapolations of the periodic tnblo 
which wore mentioned by Mondeleev in this article oro considered later in the 
present chapter, in sub-section C-2-(b). 
142-~he placing of the inert gases in the periodic tnble is considered 
in Ch.VII, section c. 
3'71 
tables 58 and 64 from the 7th (1902-3) and 8th (1906) editions respectively 
of Principles of Chemistry. In his Attempt at n chemical conception of the 
world-ether (19031 1905) Mendeleev went even further, postul~ting tho 
existence also of a. 11zero11 series ("series 0") preceding series 1. This new 
pre-hydrogen series was introduced by Mendeleev in nn attempt to incorporate 
the luminiferous world-ether into the periodic system: the extrapolated place 
in group 0 immediately preceding H in series l was considered unlikely to 
correspond to nn element of such low atomic weight ns that required by tho 
ubiquitous ether. Mendeleev postulated the existence of nn element "x" (or 
"newtonium"143) occupying tho place 110-0" in the zero group nnd zero aeries 
o! his extrapolated periodic system, tentatively identifying this lightest 
element with the ether; in the position 110-l" immediately preceding H he 
placed an element "y" 1 suggesting that this might be the 11coronium11 which 
Young and Harkness had claimed to have discovered (independently) in 1869.144 
In tho (short-form) periodic tables which he drew up contnining 11x11 nnd "Y" -
i.e. in tables 60 1 61 and 62 - Mendeleev aepnr~ted "y" and Ne into a different 
sub-group from '~"• He, Ar, Kr and Xe, solely, it seems, to preserve the 
symmetry of the arrnngement of the elements occupying the early rows of tho 
table. 
The atomic weights of tho elements 11x11 and "y" were estimnted by 
Mendeleev in his Attempt at a chemical conception of tho world-ether as: 
x ~ 10-61 y ;f 0.4 (H=l). From a consideration of the atomic-weight ra.tios, 
Group VII Cl:F = 1.86 







P:N a 2.21 
Si:C = 2.37 




he concluded that "the ratio in the given series distinctly a.nd progressively 
143 
1 Ether: ~. 4991 footnote ("I should liko provisionally to ca.ll it 
nowtonium', in honour of the immortal Newton"). 
144 
The discovery of "coronium" had been claimed by Young and Harkness 
on the ba.sis of spectroscopic observa.tions on the so1nr corona during the 
sola.r eclipse of 1869. In 1898 Naaini, Andreoli nnd Snlva.dori claimed to 
have observed a spectrum indicnting the present of traces of 11coronium" in 
certain volcanic gases (see Mendeleev's Ether:~. 496). 
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increases in passing from the higher to the lower hTOUps, changing most 
between the first and zero groups. It must therefore be supposed that the 
ratio Ho:y will be considerably grouter than the ratio Li:H, thG latter 
being = 6.97; consequently the ratio Ho:y will bo at least = 101 and 
probably oven greater. ' Hence ••• the atomic weight of y will be not grouter 
4.0 145 than IO• i.e. not grantor tho.n 0.4, and probably less". As regards the 
problec of assessing the atomic weight of "x", he at first commented: 
Although it was possible to determine approximately tho atomic 
weight of the element y on the basis of that of heliuc, tho same 
typo of method cannot bo used for element x bec~use it stands at 
the frontier,at the limit, near the zero-point of the atomic weights 
••• However, noting tho ratios of atomic weights Xe:Kr = 1.56:1, 
Kr:Ar = 2.15:1 nnd Ar:He = 9.50:1, a parabola of tho second order 
gives us He:x = 23.6:1, i.e. taking He = 4.0, the atomic weight of 146 
x = 0.17, which should be considered o.a the maximum possible value. 
Having initially obtained this "maximum possible" atomic-weight value of 
0.17 for "x", Mendeloev immediately added, "It is much more likely toot tho 
atomic weight of xis very much smaller [sc. than 0.17]".147 He then went 
on to estimate tho atomic weight of this lightest clement on tho basis of tho 
kinetic theory of gnses, assuming "x" to be the world-ether tmd recognising 
that the molecular velocity of such nn all-pervading gus must be high enough 
for it to escape the gravitational attraction of the most massive bodies in 
tho univorso: 
The velocity of the molecular motion of a gas ••• is calculated 
by o.n expression containing a constant ••• divided by the square root 
of tho density of the gus (referred to tho.t of hydrogen), and multiplied 
by tho square root of (1 + o<. t), which expresses the expansion of the 
gas with temperature ••• If our g~s £~S an atomic weight x, and 
density (referred to hydrogen) of2, then tho velocity of motion 
of its molecules will be, 
- (I) 
••• As regards tho temperature of heavenly space, ··~ no one hus 
eatimo.tod this to be loss t!:Sn -150° , 0 qr greater than -4o ; normally the limits nro taken as •0oo o.nd -60 ••• We shall14§erofore toke the 
mean tompero.turo, t = -Bo ; then, with ~ = 0.00367, formula I givoa, 
v = 2,191, or, x = 4,800,000 - (II). 
rx v2 
145 Ethor: ~~ 496. 
l 46Ether: P LBA, 501. 
l47Ibid 
-· l48 
The go.s "x" ia assumed to be monoo.tomic like the inert gaaoa. 
149 
t Mondoleov here ap1)ends tho following footnote (PLBi\.,504): "According 
(
0 the researches of Mendeleev and Kaio.ndor, hydrogen nt:LOw and high pressums 
up to 8 atmospheres) maintains a coefficient of expansion of about 0.00367, 
buthgases with greater molecular woight give greater values. For lighter go.ms 
sue as x, we co.n take no other value but that found for hydrogen." 
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ooo Tho velocity must now bo determined ••• For our purposes, 
i.e. for determining tho minimum velocity required for a Gas molecule 
to be able to escape into space from tho gravitational field of a 
heavenly body, we need consider only stars of much greater mnss 
thnn the sun. The double star ~ Virginia ••• has a common mass 
about 33 times that of the sun. There is no reason for thinking 
that this is the m;;,.ximum, and it will therefore be safer to assume 
that there may be stars whose mass is .50 times that of the sun; but 
masses much larger than this I do not consider likely ••• For the 
purposes of our calculation the average density of the large stars 
may be assumed to be about the same as that of the sun, and therefore 
••• the radius of a star whose mass is n times that of the sum will 
be .}v'il times tho radius of the sun •• -; Tho velocity required by 
bodies to escape from the surface of a 0times more massive 
than the sun ... will be about 2 x 5 x 1~ or 2t24o,ooo metres 
per second. 26 x 10 
••• Therefore, it seems to me that the velocity of the molecules 
of our gas must, in order to permeate space, be greater than 2124o,OOO 
metres f5Q second, and probably less than 3001000 1000 metres per 
second. 
Hence, the atomic weight of x, the lightest elo~entary gas, 
pormeatin3 apnea and performing the role of the world-ether, must 
{from formula II) be between 0.00000096 and 0.000000000053, if 
H=l. I think it is impossible in the present state of knowledge 
to admit the latter value, because this would in some measure correspond 
to a revival of the emission theory of light; I consider that for the 
understanding of the majority of phenomena it is quite adequate to 
assume that tho molecules and atoms of the lightest element x, 
capable of movina freely everYwhere in tho universe, have n weight 
approximately one millionth that of the hydrogen atom15~d move with a moan velocity of about 2,250 kilometres per second • 
. Iu table 62, accompanying the 2nd edition (1905) of his Attempt at a 
chemical conception of the world-ether {R.), ~1endeleev appears to acknowledge 
the possibility of the existence in series 0 not only of tho element "x'' 
{in group 0) but also of unknown elements in groups I - VII of this series: 
dashes have been inserted in the places I - 0 1 II - 0 1 ••• VII - 0 in 
table 62, in just tho same way as missins elements are indicated elsewhere 
in tho table.152 The possibility of the existence of elements other than 
merely "x" in series 0 is presumably what Mendeleev had in mind when he wrote 
in a footnote in his Attempt at a chemical conception of the world-ether: 
1,50 300,000,000 metres per second is the spoed of light. 
151-
"-Ether: ~~ ,5()1-11. 
152 In the corresponding table trom the 1st edition of Ether (1903), 
table 6o, there are Do dnshoa in tho.plncea I- 01 II- o, -~·VII- O; nor 
aro there any such dnshes in table 61 {1904). 
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It seems to me conceivable that the world-ether is not a 
completely uniform gas, but a mixture of a few gases close to the 
minimum (~edel'nomu), i.e. composed, like our earth's atmosphere, of 
a mixture of a few gases. But if we were to assume this we would 
complicate even more the consideration of the subject, and therefore 
for the sake of simplicity I shall talk only of a uniform limiting 
(~rede}5gom) gas which is able to show the properties belonging to the 
ether. 
1.mong the various factors which led Hendeleev to tho publication in the 
early 20th century of his particular conjectures concerning the existence and 
properties of elements with atomic weights smaller than that of hydrogen, we 
can distinguish three types: first, -those factors which encouraged him in 
his "chemical conception" of the ether; secondly, factors which provided him 
with grounds for an extrapolation of the periodic system into tho pre-hydrogen 
region but which had no direct bearing upon tho question of the nature of the 
ether; and thirdly, certain factors which merely helped to encourage him 
actually to publish what he himself acknowledged as being no more than 
extremely tentative ideas. The factors of the first kind, which directly 
encouraged Mondeleev towards a "chemical conception" of the luminiferous 
world-ether, were as follows:-
i) M(:ndeleev was guided in his attempt to provide a "chemical 
conception" of the ether by a belief in tho unity of the sciences. He felt 
that a true conception of the ether must provide an indication of the chemical 
~ignifico.nce of this substance, of ita relationship to other substances, and 
therefore of the nature of its subjection to the periodic law; and since tho 
ether must obviously bo much lighter than hydrogen, an extrapolation of tho 
periodic system into tho pro-hydrogen region is required to satisfy this 
demand. Tho influence in this respect of Mendeleov's belief in the unity 
of the sciences is clearly seen from the following passages written by him 
in 1902: 
In endeavouring to attach to the conception of "ether" a chemical, 
and therefore real, possibility, in harmony with the purely real 
periodic law, I consider t~54I am doing my best to serve the cause 
of the unity of science ••• 
l5":L ~Ether (2nd odn., 1905): PLBA, 484, footnote. Ether (lat odn., 1903) 
haa "conciseness" (kratkosti) ra't'her t:ran "simplicity" (u;eroshcheniia) 
nnd "which ia able to play the role of tho ether" rather than "which i~ able 
to show the properties belonging to the other". 
154 
Pr.Ch., R-7 (1902-3): Colla.,~' 43, n.6. 
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ooo all the present-day fundamental conceptions of science -
and consequently the conception of the ether - must necessarily be 
considered under the combined influence of mechanical, peysical and 
chemical knowledge; and oo• the thoughtful investigator, seeking 
true reality, ••• is forced to ask himself the question: 1~~t is the chemical significance of this substance [sc. the ether]? 
A real conception of the ether cannot be attained if we ignore 
the question of its chemism, and do not recognise it as an elementary 
substance; and these days no elemenl~ substance is conceivable which 
is not subject to the periodic law. 
ii) Spectroscopic observations which had been made on such phenomena 
as the solar corona and the aurora borealis, and also the observed tendency 
of helium to pass through various solid barriers, suggested to Mendeleev 
·that tho inert gases represent "a kind of transition" to the substance of the 
ether: 
Because the spectral lines of helium are observed for the sun and 
for certain stars, and those of krypton and the others Csc. the other 
inert gases] have been seen in the solar corona, the zodiacal light 
and the aurora borealis, we may suppose that these gases enter into 
the composition of interplanetary ~~ce, and are connected with the 
substance which forms the 11ether11 • 
••• helium, argon and the other (inert] gases ••• evidently 
present a kind of transition to the substance which fills heavenly 
space, as is s1~n from investigations of the solar corona, aurora 
borealis, etc. 
••• helium at 200° and especially at higher temperatures is able 
to pass through porcelain, glass, platinum and fused quartz, which, 
in my opinion, is as though helium and the argon gases in general 
constii~9e a transition to the all-pervading universal (luminiferous) 
ether. 
iii) Before the discovery of the inert gases in the 1890's there were 
no solid grounds for assuming the existence of chemical elements which lacked 
the faculty for chemical combination, as the ether would have to. But with 
the discovery of tho inert gaeee a real basis was provided for assuming the 
ether to be a completely inert chemical element. Mendeleev expressed this 
point in his Attempt at a chemical conception of the world-ether: 
A few years ago it would have been completely arbitnr,y ••• to 
deny the existence in the substance or atoms of ether of any faculty 
for forming compounds with other chemical elements, because until 
155Ether: ~~ 477. 
156 Ether: ~. 500. 
157 Pr.Ch., R~7 (1902-3); R-8 (19o6), n.167 (PLBA, 522). 
158 Pr.Ch., R-8 (1906) n$565, P•735 (~, 527). 
159 ' Pr.Ch., R-8 (1906) n.l65. 
~----------------------------------------------­~' ' 
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fairly recently all known elements ••• entered, directly or indirectly, 
into mutual combinations ••• But then, in 1894, Lord Rayleigh and 
Professor Ramsay discovered argon •••• and found it to be tho most 
inactive of all known substances. This was soon followed by the 
discovery of helium ••., and subsequently • •• neon, krypton and 
xenon. None of these five gases has yet given any definite compounds 
••• We therefore now have every right to say that the ether is unable 
to form any stable compoU£gs with other chemical atoms, although it 
permeates all substances. 
iv) The nature and properties of radioactive substances suggested to 
Mendeleev that radioactivity is probably connected with the ability of a 
substance to absorb and ami t ether from and into the surrounding apace 1 a 
feeling which encouraged him in his interpretation of the ether as the 
lightest chemical element, "x":161 
It seems to me that radioactivity is probably connected with the 
power of a substance to absorb from, and emit into, the surrounding 
space some peculiar unknown substance, allied perhaps to that which 
forma the world-ether and permeates all bodies. Two circumstances 
seem especially to indicate that this is so: in the first place helium, 
argon and the other [inert] gases are found in a peculiar (occluded or 
combined?) state in uranium and throium minerals, and these gases 
evidently present a kind of transition to the substance which fills 
heavenly space •••i and in the second place the Curies and others, by 
heating native uranium compounds, have obtained a gas which at fi.J:~2 
possesses radioactive properties but then loses these properties. 
v) Another phenomenon which helped lead Mendeleev to his idea of the 
ether as element "x'' was that of the increased phosphorescence of certain 
substances at very low temperatures: 
I shall briefiy mention another phenomenon which has led me to that 
conception of the ether which I have presented. Dewar, in about 1894, 
••• noticed that the phosphorescence ••• of many substances, especially 
of paraffin, becomes much more intense at the temperature of liquid 
air ••• It appears to me now that this is due to the fact that 
paraffin and substances like it have a great capacity for condensing 
the atoms of ether at very low temperatures, or, more simply, that 
the solubility (absorption) of the ether increases ••• These substances 
therefore phosphoresce more strongly, because vibrations of light are 
then set up in the phosphorescent substances not only b,y their own 
atoms - which have the property, as a result of illumination at their 
surface, of passing into a state of peculiar tension which causes the 
ether to vibrate when the act of illumination ceases - but also by 
the atoms of the ether which condense in those bodies Rfg3set up a state of rapid interchange with the surrounding medium. 
160PLBA 481-2 
-· . 16~endeleev's qualitative explanation of radioactivity in terms of 
the absorption and emission of "x" is presented in Ch.I1 pp.44-5. 
162_ . 
-pr.Ch., R-8 (1906) n.565, p.735 (~, 526-7). 
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'Ether& ~ • .51.5-6. 
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Factors which provided Mendeleev with grounds for extrapolation of the 
periodic system into the pre-hydrogen region while having no direct bearing 
upon the question of the nature of the ether were:-
i) }londeleev was stimulated in his extrapolation of the periodic s,ystem 
into the pre-hydrogen region by a desire to complete the system, to establish 
the lower limit of the system: 
Of course this [sc. conception of the ether as the lightest chemical 
element] is an hypothesis, but one which is stimulated not by purely 
"working" requirements, but directly by a definite yearning to complete 
the real periodic system of the known chemical olg~ents at the limit 
or boundary of the lowest dimension of atoms ••• 
ii) Mendeleev recognised the placing of tho inert gases in group o, 
preceding group I, as ~traducing into the periodic system a definite basis 
for extrapolation into tho pre-hydrogen region. He saw this placing of the 
inert gases not only as indicating the likelihood of the existence of a 
lighter inert gas ( 11y11 ) immediately preceding hydrogen in series 1, but also 
as providing grounds for introducing in addition a "zero" series, the 
reasoning in the latter case appearing to be that the demonstration of the 
existence of a group (viz. the inert-gas group) prccodu\8 the hydrogen group 
in tho periodic system provides grounds for expecting the corresponding 
existence of a series preceding the hydrogen series: 
At the present time, when there remains not tho slightest doubt 
that group I, which contains hydrogen, is preceded by a zero group 
containing clements of lesser atomic weights than the elements of 
group I, it seems to 111!6~possible to deny the existence of elements lighter than hydrogen. 
As a consequence of this [sc. satisfactory placing of the inert 
gases in a zero group preceding group I] ••• we can ••• expect elements 
of a zer~~gries with atomic weights much smaller than that of 
hydrogen. 
iii) The solar "coronium" claimed to have been discovered by Young and 
Harkness appeared to be lighter than hydrogen: "Because an element poeaesaing 
an independent spectrum has boon observed in the solar corona at an altitude 
above the region of luminous hydrogen, this element, which has therefore boon 
named 'coronium', ••• should be characterised by a density, and therefore 
also an atomic weight, lower than tha.t of hydrogen".167 Mendeleev felt that 
16'+ Ether: ~~ 499-500. 
165..:, 
lither: ~~ 493. 
166 
Pr.Ch., R-8 (1906) 613 (PLBA1 316). 
-167 Elements (chemical) (R.), Bibl.ll, vol. 4o, hnlf-vol. 8o1 1904, p.635 (~, 421). 
~------------------------------­' . 
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the inclusion of "coronium" (identified with element "y") in group 0 of the 
periodic table was supported by the fact that helium also had originally been 
characterised solely on the evidence of the solar spectrUm, and by the fact 
that the spectrum of coronium "is simple, just as the spectrum of helium is 
simple11 • 168 
Finally, there were certain factors which served merely to encourage 
Hendeleev actually to publish his conjectures on the "chemical conception" 
of the ether:-
i) By 1902, when Mendeleev wrote his Attempt at a chemical conception of 
the world-ether, the periodic law was well-established, and was no longer 
likely to be unjustly discarded by the scientific community merely because of 
false or unfulfilled predictions concerning its possible extenaion.169 
ii) By the early 20th century Mendeleev had come to believe that the 
solution to the mysteries of modern science lay in the determination of the 
true nature of mass and the ether, and not in such ideas as postulated a 
single pr~ matter, complexity o~ the elements, and the decomposition of 
chemical atoms.170 No-one, however, had attempted to provide an alternative 
explanation in terms of tho ether for phenomena (such as those associated 
with radioactivity) which many bad begun to explain in terms of the 
dissociation of atoms. Publication of such an alternative approach was 
therefore considered by Mendeleev to be urgently required, if only to 
stimulate other, improved, contributions to the field. In his Attempt at 
a chemical conception of the world-ether Mendeleov wrote: 
••• in recent years there has frequently been much talk about 
the division of atoms into more minute electrons, and it seems to 
me that such an idea should be considered not eo much metaphysical 
as metachemical, proceeding from the absence of any definite notions 
regarding tho chemism of the ether, and it is my desire to replace 
such vague ideas by the more real notion of the chemical nature of the 
ether. For until someone demonstrates either the transmutation of 
ordinary matter into ether, or vice versa, or else the transmutation 
of one element into another, any idea of the dissociation of atoms 
must, in my opinion, be considered contrary to the teachings of modern 
science; and those phenomena in which a division of atoms is claimed 
may be understood as an emission of the generally-acknowledged 
all-permeating ether. In short, it seems to me that the time has come 
16A 
"'Etherz ~. 496. 
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See Mendeleev' a comments in Ether, ~' 48,5-6, 493. 
170 See Mendoleev1s comments ot tho early 20th century quoted in 






to speak, oven if only speculatively, about tho chemical natura of 
tho other, especially as no-one to my knowledge has yet spoken at all 
definitely on this subject ••• ; perhaps my imperfect thoughts will 
lead someone to a surer1~ith than that which could possibly be shown to my enfeebled vision. 
iii) By 1902 Mendoloov was an old man who realised he had little time 
left to live, and he did not want his thoughts on the nature of the ether to 
be utterly wusted: 
••• I would readf~ still remain silent, but I now have no 
years ahead of me ••• 
••• because of my old age I think that I cannot delay.l73 
I do not want tf?ije thoughts, which have been suggested by 
facts, to be wasted. 
b) Elements between H and Ca. 
Tho earliest predictions by Mendeleev of urutnown elements with atomic 
weights falling between H=l and Ca=4o appear to have been those given in two 
manuscripts of March 1869, tables 3 (M3) and 7 (H7). In the horizoutal 
long-form periodic table 3 (M3) two unknown elements of atomic weights 8 
and 22 are included as lower analogues of Cu, giving the aeries: H = 1 1 
? = 8, ? = 22, Cu = 63.4, Ag = 108, Hg = 200. These two elements "? = 811 
and "? = 22" cannot be regarded as representing Li and Na, beca.use the latter 
elements are included elsewhere in table 3 (M3), as Li = 7 and Na = 23. 
Table 7 (M7) was not a periodic table, but a table of elements arranged in 
two columns according to whether they show oven or odd valency, tho elements 
within each column being ordered according to atomic-weight value: the first 
entry in the even-valent column, nlf = 2", is quite possibly intended to 
represent an unknown oven-valent element of atomic weight 2, rather than 
merely the hydrogen molecule; and appended to the table are two queries, 
suggesting, on tho basis of the atomic-weight differences in the even-valent 
column, that even-valent elements "x = 20" and "x = 36" might perhaps exist.17.5 
Those early manuscript predictions never appeared in published form: table 
7 (117) was not published at all; and although table 3 (M3) was tho manuscript 
upon which tho published forms of Mendeleov's "attempt at a system", 
171 8 ~. 4 6-7· 
17~ther: ~~ 474, footnote. 
173Ether: ~~ 486. 
174 Ether: ~' 516. 
175Tho entries "If =: 211 , "x = 20" and "x = 3611 in table 7 (M7) have 
been considered by Kedrov to represent an anticipation by Mondeleev of tho 














tableo 8 (Pl) and 9 (P2), wore based, the entries 11? = 811 and"?= 22" were 
removed from tho table by Mendeleev at the proof stage of tho first 
published version, table 8 (Pl), leaving two unmarked empty places between 
Hand Cu. 
In his discussion of his "attempt at a system", table 9 (P2), in 
Correlation of properties (!; 1869), Mendeleev made the following general 
remarks about the occurrence and significance of gaps in the table: 
The first column is for elements with small atomic weights, like 
Li and H, and there are thus 6 columns • •. into which all the elements 
are distributed in a few horizontal rows, the members of which show 
chemical resemblance. Only the one row of Li and Na has representatives 
in all columns: tho other rows have representatives in only certain of 
the columna, so that free places are1~eated for elements which may perhaps be discovered ,in due course. 
To the concluding comment of this passage Mendeleev appended the footnot~ 
''We could perhaps place Li above Be, and Mg below Na11• A little later in 
the same article, however, he claimed.: 
••• there seems to be no doubt, looking at tho accompanying table 
Csc. table 9 (P2)J, that ••• in the calcium row the members analogous 
to Na and Li are missing; Mg to some extent corresponds to the analogue 
of Na, but.M~QL_Q~aced in_tllLr<>\L~!. Ca, Sr and Ba, as is 
shown not only by the properties of certain compounds of these elements, 
but also by the physical properties of??he metals themselves, and, to 
a certain extent, of their compounds. 
This prediction of the existence of two missing lower analogues of Ca, 
as also the prediction of the elements 11? = 8" and 11? = 22" in table 3 (M3) 
and the corresponding tacit suggestion of two missing elements between H and 
Cu in tables 8 (Pl) and 9 (P2.), turned out to be false, having arisen from 
the defective arrangement of certain elements in Mendeleev'a original 
"attempt at a system". The arrangement of elements in the {short-form )table 
10 (P3), which was published at tho snme time as table 9 (P2.) in Correlation 
of properties, already neither suggested tha existence of unknown lower 
analogues of Ca nor contained empty places corresponding to those found. 
between Hand Cu in table 9 (P2). 
176 Op.cit., PP• 72•3 (PLBA, 27). 
177 Ibid. t P• 74 (~1 28). 
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In his £orrelation of properties Mendeleev expressed the view that it 
would be "especially desirable to add to the number of elements standing 
closest to hydrogen [so. in table 9 CP2.)]. These elements, which would 
ropreaont a transition from hydrogen to boron and carbon, would surely 
constitute the most important of the scientific gains which we might expect 
from acquaintance with newly discovered simplo bodies.n178 
Nearly two years later, in his article A natural system of the elements 
(B•i publ. 1871) 1 Mendeleev followed his presentation of detailed predictions 
for those five elements whose existence he considered "extremqly probable"l?9 
-viz. the elements "eka-boron" 1 11elta-aluminium11 1 "aka-silicon", 11dvi-boron" 
and an element occupying position III-6 in table 30 (P?) - with a discussion 
of the possibility of the existence of various other unknown elements "whose 
18o 
very existence is to some extent still subject to doubt". He wrote here, I{{ 
"perhaps tho elements of low atomic weight from 1 to 71 i.e. between H and Li~~ 
mtrJ be impossible; as also mtrJ be elements of group VIII with atomic weights 1(/ 
of about 20, i.e. those placed between F and Na1 corresponding to the element~!' 
of the iron group placed between Mn and eu.u181 
Mendeleev returned to a consideration of the possibility of the existence 
of elements between H and Li and in group VIII between F and Na during the 
second half of tho 1890's, in connection with tho problem of placing He and 
Ar in tho periodic table.182 Thus, in 1898, he wrote: 
We may think ••• that elements will be discovered in the first 
series, where at present only hydrogen is known, and also in group VIII 
between F and Na; but here we have not only the edge of the system, but 
also the typical elements, and therefore we may expect eccentricity 
and peculiarity. Peibapa ••• helium and argon ••• belong to the 
indicated places ••• 0~ 
In the early 20th century, having now come to adopt the placing of He 
and Ar in group o, Mendeleev suggested that the most likely element to exist 
with an atomic weight between H a 1 and He = 4 would be n new halogen: 
It is perhaps possible that there are also elements with atomic 
weights greater than H = 1.008 but leas than He a 4, from tho groups 
II - VII; ••• it seems to me that at present the moat likely of all 
to expect is a halogen, but not elements for all the groups, because in 
178 
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the first rows we cannot expect representatives of all the chemicnl 
functions or groups, just as we do not find them in the lnst rows, 
and there are only 4 lmown halogens, 'Lut 5 alkali metals (and members 
of many other groups) ••• 1~~rhaps there is a halogen in natura with an 
atomic weight of about 3· 
Mendeleev's belief at this time in the possibility of the existence of 
elements belonging to groups II - VII in the hydrogen series (i.e. series 1) 
is to bo seen in his inclusion of dashes in the appropriate 6 places in 
tables 58 (P31), 62 (P35) and 64 (P37), dating from 1903-6. 
c) Elements between Ca and Ba 
The most detailed and the best known of Hendeleev1 s predictions 
concerning unknown elements in the region of the periodic table between Ca 
and Ba - indeed, the most detailed and the best known of all his predictions -
were his strikingly successful predictions of the existence and properties of 
"aka-boron", "aka-aluminium" and "aka-silicon" (see earlier, PP• 351-68). 
At the same time as he first presented his detailed predictions for those 
three unknown elements, in A natural system of the elements (!,.; pub1. 1871) 1 
Mendeleev discussed also the properties of an element which he referred to 
185 
as "dvi-boron11 , occupying tho place between Sr and Zr in the periodic table. 
Just as in the case of the elements "aka-boron", "aka-aluminium" ond 
"eka.-sllicon", Mendoleev was confident of tho existence of "dvi-boron"; in 
fact ha acknowledged that this element is "very probably" the known element 
186 yttrium, as indeed it turned out to bo, although he was not yet prepared 
unreservedly to identify "dvi-boron" with yttrium bocauso tho values which 
had so far been determined for the equivalent of yttrium corresponded to an 
atomic weight for trivalent yttrium slightly higher than the accepted atomic 
weight of 90 for zirconium. By the mid-1870's, by which time Cleve had 
obtained an equivalent of 29.8 for yttrium (giving an atomic weight 
3 x 29.8 = 89), Mondeleov no longer doubted the placing of yttrium ao 
"dvi-boron" between Sr and Zr. 
In A natural system of the elements (1871) Mondeleev had the following 
to say about "dvi-boron": 
184 
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of the series in the short-form periodic table, em~loyed for exnmple in 
tabla 30 (P7) in A naturnl system of the element~ <E•i 1871), the placo 
between Sr and Zr is designated I!I-4. According to the lnter, complete, 
system of numeration of the series adopted by Mendeleev bofore tho end of 
1871, this oamo placo came to bo desib~atod III-6. 
186 





The atomic weight of this element should be approximately 89, 
i.e. mid-way between the atomic weights of Sr and Zr; the atomic 
volume of the metal should be about 27 1 and the specific gravity of 
the metal consequently about 3.3 ••• The volume of the oxide ••• 
should be about 451 the specific gravity of the oxide therefore being 
about 5.0 ••• We must think that the oxide of the metal III-4 (if 
this is not yttrium, then it may be called dvi-boron) of the form 
R?o3 should be an extremely energetic base, because the oxide of ZJ.rconium is already a very distinct base • • • Comparing the known 
properties of yttrium with these properties which undoubtedly 
characterise this metal [sc. the metal III-4, dvi-boron], wo may 
think that yttrium does in fact belong in this place. According to 
Bunsen's determinations the equivalent of yttrium with respect to 
hydrogen is 3().8, and therefore, taking R2o? as the formula of yttrium oxide, yttrium should be given an atomic waight of 92 1 which 
is extremely close to the1s1omic weight of the element which should stand in the place III-4. 
In table 30 (P7) which accompanied this article the entry in the place 
III-4 is 11 (?Yt = 88?)". 
Later in 1871, in his article The periodic lawfulness of the chemical 
elements (G.), Mendeleev wrote: 
••• just as there exists much resemblance between Ca and Sr, 
and between Ti and Zr, so also will there be many resemblances between 
aka-boron and dvi-boron (yttrium?). This indicates that the separation 
of aka-boron from yttrium - if the latter actu~M8is dvi-boron, and if aka-boron accompanies it - will be difficult. 
The oxide of dvi-boron - wbfg~ may be yttria - ••• should have 
a specific gravity of about 4.8. 
The tables 35 (Pll) and 36 (Pl2) accompanying this article have 
"1Yt = 88?" and "?Yt = 8811 respectively in the place between Sr and Zr 
(i.e. in the place which was now designated III-6). 
The possibility of the existence of an element belonging between Sr and 
Zr in the periodic tablo had alrea~ been recognised by Mendeleev as early 
as 1869. Thus the manuscript tables 5 (M5) and 6 (M6), dating from March 1869, 
each have a vacant space marked between Sr and Zr, as does tho published table 
10 (P3) which appeared in the late spring of the same year. Other tables 
dating from the period prior to the summer of 1870 also have a vacancy 
indicated between Sr and Zr. In the summer-early autumn of 1870 Mendeleev 
187 ~· The properties which have actually been found for yttrium 
in( elude) tho following: atomic weight, 88.2 (H=l); sp.grnv. of metal, 4.34 
pykn. ' 4.47 (X-ray); atomic vol. (from sp.gr. 4.34), 20.3; formula of 
oxide, Y203; oxido is distinctly basic; ap. grav. of oxide, 5.01 (X-ray), giving sp.vol. 44.9. 
188 Op.cit., p.198 (~1 151). 
l 89Ibid 
-·• P•l991 footnote (~, 152). 
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drew up tho manuscript table 16 (MlO) , in which he plnced "Ce La Di 92" 
between Sr and Zr. Shortly afterwards, in table 17 (Mll), he included 
both "Co Lo. DiU" and 11Yt 93" in this place. Most of his subsequent 
manuscript tables of 1870 tentatively include yttrium between Sr and Zr; 
an exception is table 19 (Ml3), which lists an estimated atomic voluce of 
27 for the (unidentified) element assumed to occupy this place. 
Somewhat similar to the case of dvi-boron, in the sense of not actually 
representing the prediction of an unknown element, was Mendeleev1 s indication 
in his tables of the period from mid-1869 to mid-1870 of tho existence of 
an element occupying the place between Cd and Sn. Before mid-1869 Mendeleev 
had included uranium in this place; aftor mid-1870 ho came, correctly, to 
place indium here. In his tables 12, 13, 14 and 151 however, dating from the 
intervening period, the space between Cd and Sn was not occupied, but was 
nevertheless retained by him ns undoubtedly corresponding to the place of an 
element whose identity he had yet to appreciate. 
A recognition by Mendeleev of the possibility of the existence of an 
element occupying the place in the periodic table which tu~ned out to belong 
to tachnetium190 can be traced back as far as his enrliest known manuscript 
short-form table, table 5 (H5), drawn up in March 1869. In a subsequent 
manuscript periodic table also dating from Mnrch 1869, table 6 (M6), there is 
an indication of an attempt by Mendeloev to estimate an atomic-weight value 
for such an element: before eventually putting rhodium, as 11Ro = 104.4" 1 in 
the place corresponding to technetium in table 6 (M6) 1 Mendeleev had 
originally written "? = 103" in this place. The first published attempt by 
Mendeloev to estimate tho atomic weight of a missing ole~ent corresponding to 
technetium appeared in May 1869, in table 10 (P3); but tho value given in 
this table, viz. 1901 is clearly 11 misprint.191 Mendeleev1s next published 
estimate of the atomic weight of this element did not appear until early 1871, 
in A natural system of the elements (R.), whore he wrote: "••• we may expect 
an element more analogous to manganese than ia ruthenium, ••• 1 having 11 lessor 
atomic weight than ruthenium, viz. about 1001 and belonging to group VII, 
tending to gi va a sill t KR04, like Ja.InO 4u.
192 In tabla 30 (F?) , accompanying 
190 Technetium Wls discovered in the l11to 9~30 1 a. Tho only ~sotopa to 
havo been obtnined in macroscopic amounts ia Tc(~~ 2.12 x 10? years). 
191 
In PLBA, p.221 Kedrov has "corrootod11 this misprint "19011 in table 
10 (P3) to "106"; however, there seems to be little if any justification for 
his choice of the particular value 106 rather than, say 1 100 (soa ~~ 689). 
192-
-up.cit., p.54 (~1 99). 
>,:c- ---------------------------·~"'_·_.--.-..... .. ,~,·1>~ ... ~-•"- '-• i: / 
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this article, the place corresponding to technetium contains the entry 
"- == 10011 • During the second lull! of 1870 Mondeleev had drawn up a number 
of manuscript periodic tables containing atomic-weight values for the element 
in question, the chronological sequence of the values given in these 
manuscripts being: 98_.99-+98-+100.193 
In his article The periodic lawfulness of the chemical element~ (G.), 
published in November 1871, :Hendeleev introduced the name "eka-mangunose" 
for tho missing element corresponding to technetium: he refers to 
"eka-r.1anganese :Ein = 100".194 In this article Mendeleev suggests that if' 
the highest oxide of rutheni~ should in fact turn out to ~~vo the composition 
Ru2o7 rather than Ru01 , then perhaps the place of 
11eka-mangnnese11 belongs to 
Ru, acknowledging tha; this would of course leave a gap in group VIII.195 
This suggestion represents what seems to have been the last manifestation of 
a tendency which Nendeleev had sho\m occasionally since 11arch 1869 to 
consider placing ruthenium or rhodium in the space belonging to technetium 
in the periodic table.l96 
In 1881, in a report to a meeting of the chemical section of the Russian 
Physico-Chemical Society, Hendeleev predicted that "aka-manganese" would have 
an atomic weight of about 100, thnt its compounds would be coloured, and that 
it would form oxides RO, R2o3, R02 , R03 and ~o7 ; he now suggested that it 
might turn out to be a rare-earth element.19 
Although all of Nendeleev's periodic tables published after 1871 contain 
a space for a missing element corresponding to technetium ("oka-manganese") 1 
only four of these tables give an estimated atomic-weight value for this 
element: tables 38 (1873) and 41 (1877) give the value 1001 and tables 57 
(1902) and 63 (1906) give 99. Appended to each of the last two tables is the 
193
soe the manuscript tables 161 17, 20, 231 241 25 and 26. Table 26 (Ml9) was the manuscript version of table 30 (P?). 
194
op.cit., p.205 (PLa\1 157). 
-195Ibid., footnote. In tho anmo footnote Hendoleov suggests similarly 
that ~he place of a furthur expected nna.logue of manganese, "tri-rnaneaneoo 
lb = 190" (oce la.tor), might perhaps belong to os, adding, "A comparntivo 
otudy of OoOit and Mn 0 'trould bo very desirable." 
196 2 7 This tendency had been slwwn in table 6 (M6) (see abovo); in 
table 21 (Ll), preacntod in the late autumn of 18?0; and in table 27 (L2) 1 presented late 1870-early 1871 but compiled probably in 1869. 
197 J.Ruas. Phya.-chem.Soc., 12 (1881) no. 3, section 1, pp.519-20 (~, 205) • Mendeleev seems to suggest that 11eka-mango.noso" might turn out 
to be a "cerite" or 11ga.do1inite" (i.e. rare-earth) element nlso in Pr.Ch., 
R-4, part II (1882) 756. (Sec Ch.VII, PP• 426 and 427). 
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footnote, 11\-/o may expect the discovery of a metal similar to Mn 
(eka-manganeso) with an atomic weight of ca..99". 
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In two of Mondeleev's earliest manuscript periodic tables, tables 5 
(March 1869) and 11 (spring 1869), not only is a cissing element indicated 
for the place belonging to technetium, but also three further missing elements 
are indicated for the places actually belonging to Cr, Mn and Mo, these last 
three elements being erroneously placed instead in that region of the table 
which lator came to be called "group VIII11 • By r.lid-1870 Mendeleev appoars 
to have completely rejected this tendency to misplace Cr, Mn and Mo and leave 
their true places free for missing elements. During the intervening period 
he sometimes included Cr, Mn and Mo in tlleir rightful places, as in table 15 
(P6), and sometimes left these places unoccupied, as in tables 10 (P3), 13 
(P4) and 14 (P5); but since the "group-VIII" region is missing from those 
lnst three tables it is not clear whether Mendeleev had here for some reason 
merely omitted Cr, Mn and Ho from their correct places while nevertheless 
recognising these places as being rightfully theirs, or whether he had 
considered instead that they should be placed in the (missing) "group-VIII" 
region. 
A furthor prediction of the possible existence of missing elements 
belonging to the region of the periodic table between On and B~ was made by 
Mendelecv in the following passage from A natural system of the elements (!.; 
1871): 
Perhaps also there exist elements analogous to Na in group I, 
having atomic weights close to those of Cu and Ag, although these 
latter metals also tend, like Na, to form compounds RHO, RCl, etc., 
and therefore perhaps constitute a tran!~8ion from the elements of 
group VIII to the elements of group II. 
This sugg~stion of tho possible existence of two missing analogues of Na 
in group I was not made elsewhere by Mendoleov. It is not oven reflected in 
table 30 (P7), tho periodic table accompanying tho article A natural system of 
the clements: in table 30 (P7) 1 as in all of tho subsequent short-form 
periodic tables published by Mendeloov, Cu and Ag (and also Au) nro included 
both in group I as analogues of Na and in group VIII (see Ch. V, n•69). 
d) Elements between Ba and Ta. 
We can recogniso four stages of devolopmont in Mondeleav•s opinion 
concerning the total nwnbor of elements likely to exist with atomic woighta 
falling between thoso of Ba (c~.l37) nnd T~ (ca.l82). Tho brief initial otago 
was thAt shown in hia original horizontal long-form poriodic cl~ssification 
198 Op.cit., p.54 (~, 99). 
of tho elements which was drawn up in March 1869 - his "attempt at a system", 
tables 3 (M3), 8 (Pl) and 9 (P2). The only element indicated between Ba and 
Ta in this "attempt at a system" was an unknow element marked as 11? = l8o11 : 
this olemcmt 11? = l8o" may be seen as corresponding to the element hafnium 
(Hf = 177.1, taking H = l; discovered in 1923) 1 not just according to tho 
value of its atomic woight but also because in the "attempt at a system" it 
occupies the place immediately preceding Ta and represents a higher analogue 
or Ti and Zr. The second stage in the development of Hendeloev' o opinion 
regarding the number of elements existing between Ba and Ta in the periodic 
table emerged with his transition, already evident in manuscripts of March 
1869, from the original long-form "attempt at a system" to a short-form 
arrangement of the elements, and lasted until the summer-early autumn of 1870. 
During this period Mendeleev appears to have felt that there are 9 elements 
possessing atomic weights between those of Ba and Ta, Ba and Ta being placed 
at this time in consecutive series in the short-form classification; towards 
tho ver,y end of the period he attempted to place Co {with an atomic-weight 
value of 138) and Th (with an atomic-weight value of 174) in this region of 
the table, but prior to this he had not suggested that any of the assumed 9 
elements between Ba and Ta might already be known. Tho third stage which can 
be distinguished in Mendeleev's view of the likely number of elements between 
Ba and Ta lasted from the summer-early autumn of 1870 right up to the end of 
the 19th century. Mendeleev now classified Ta not in the series in the 
short-form table immediately following that containing Ba, but in the next 
series again, so that a completely unoccupied series separated the Cs-Ba 
series from the Ta-W series, giving altogether 19 places for elements between 
Ba and Ta. In his tables of this period Mondeleev consiotontly attempted to 
pl~ce a few of' tho known lanthamido elements in some of tho places between 
Ba and Ta (this is discussed in detail in Ch.VII, section B). ~ho fourth and 
final stage in Mendeleev'a opinion concerning the number of elements between 
Ba and Ta in the periodic table lasted from 1900 to the end of his lifo, and 
wao merely that modification of stage 3 which resulted from tho incorporation 
into the periodic table of tho "zero" group of inert gnseo: with thio 
extension of the number of groups there wore now 20 places for elements 
botweou Ba and Ta in Mendeleev1 s periodic tabla, not 19 as in stage 3. 
The available evidence relating to tho second stage of development of 
Mendeleov's opinion regarding the number of elements with atomic weights 
between those of Ba and Ta appears to be confined solely to seven of the 
tables drawn up by him during tho period from March 1869 to tho summer-early 
autumn 1870, viz. tableo 5 (M5), 6 (M6), 10 (P3), ll {M8), 15 (P6), 16 (MlO) 
and 17 (Mll). All of those tables except tabla 15 (P6) have 9 places for the 
elements between Ba and Ta, as indicated below in Fig. VI-1 ( "tihore the 
~-----·-----------
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. Cs=l33 8o=l31 ? ? ? il . • . . 
To bleS'(M5) 
? ? ? ? T(l: 1~2 [~ . . 
Cs=r33 So:l31 ?= 151 
Table b(M6) 
? =I bS" ?=110 ?:t1S . ?: ISO T":IS2 CetcJ 
cs Ba 
- - - - -
TobteiO(P3) 133 160 
- - - ·- Ta [~ 
Cs=t33 Sa= 13"J - - - - -
Tobie II (M«) 
- - - -
14=1~1 [lli] 
Cs:-131 Ba :131 Ce 138 
Ta~le 16(M ro) 
?1Th:l14 Ta=l92. ~] 
Cs = 133 Ba Ct a: 13S ?Ce=t39 ? 14-3 ?14-~ 
Table lf(Mit) . 
TalS2. [ili.] 
Fig,VI-1. 
appropriate reproduced regions of the tables have been stnndardiaod to the 
vertical form of arrangement for convenience of comparison). Table 15 (P6) 1 
on the other hand, contains only 2 places for elements between Ba and Ta. 
This uniquo feature of table 15 (P6) is nowhere commented upon by Mendoloov. 
It is extremely unlikely that table 15 (P6) actually reflects a belief by 
Mendeleev that there might exist only two elements with atomic weights 
between 137 and 182, since this would entail anomalously large atomic-weight 
differences for adjacent elements in this region of tho table (it seems to 
have been a consideration of atomic-weight increments in the periodic table 
which had already prompted Mendeleev1s introduction of 9 places between 
Ba and Ta in March 1869,199 and which in the summer-early autumn of 1870 
led him to increase this to 19 places200). That Mondeleev might have been 
entertaining tho idea that mora than one element occupies one or both of the 
places between Ba and Ta in table 15 (P6), thus perhaps anticipating to soma 
extent the present-day mode of classification of the lanthanide elements, is 
equally unlikely, since except for the special case of group VIII he was 
always strongly committed to the assumption of single-occupancy of places 
in tho periodic table. If the arrangement of elements in tho final row of 
table 15 (P6) is not simply a pr~ing error, then it seems tho most likely 
that in this table Mendeleev had telescoped the region between Ba and Ta 
either for reasons merely of compactness of presentation rather than for any 
I 
theoretical reasons, or else possibly on tho basis of symmetr,y consid~rations 
concerning the relative placing of the iron, palladium and platinum families, 
but if so without thought for tho implications of this s,ymmetry-based 
judgment for the region between Ba and Ta. 
The predictions presented by Mendeleev in tables 5 (M5), 6 (M6), 10 (P3), 
11 (M8), 16 (M10) and 17 (Mll) concerning tho region of the periodic system 
between Ba and Ta (see Fig. VI-1) were, quite understandably, based upon 
his assuming for this region the pattern of periodicity which had been shown 
by the elements lighter than Ba, and which was already becoming apparent to 
some extent also for tho known elements hoavior than Ta. However, tho pattern 
of periodicity shown by tho elements preceding Ba and immediately following 
Ta in fact breaks down in the region between Ba and Ta, whore it turns out 
that there nro actuolly 16 elements, of which 14 (viz. tho lanthanide elements 
Co • Lu) require what is effectively an extension of tho periodic table into 
n third dimension for them to be satisfactorily classified. We must therefore 
199Mondeloev•s concern with atomic-weight differences in March 1869 is 




regard Mendeleev's "second-stage" predictions for the region between Ba 
201 and Ta (Fig. VI-1) to be false - at least, predominontly so. Both of 
tho two subsequent stages which we have recognised in Mendeleev's opinion 
regarding the number of elements between Ba and Ta wore similarly based 
upon nn erroneous extension into this region of the table of the pattern of 
periodicity established for tho lighter and {to a lessor extent) heavier 
elements.202 
Mendeleev's introduction into the periodic table in the summer-early 
autumn of 1870 of what in the short-form arrangement consisted of new, 
completely unoccupied, series between the Cs - Ba series an~ Ta - W series 
seems to have been prompted by a consideration of the atomic-weight 
differences in a table which now classified Hg, Tl, Pb and Bi in their 
correct groups.203 In a manuscript note accompanying the long-form table 
18 (Ml2), dating from tho summer-early autumn of 1870, Mendeleev wrote, "A 
break in continuity is most noticeable in going from Ba = 137 to Ta = 182, 
since the atomic-weight interval Ca - Ti = 10, [sr - Zr = 9] but 
Ba- Ta = 4511 • 204 For a horizontal long-form table like table 18 {Ml2) 
20lwo could perhaps claim that despite the false basis of Mendeleev's 
prediction of elements between Ba and Ta in the 6 tables represented in 
Fig. VI-1 1 the elements "? = 175" and "? = 18011 given in table 6 (M6) may to 
some extent nevertheless be considered to correspond respectively to 
lutetium and hafnium. Thus Lu = 173.5 (H = 1) has an atomic weight close to 
175, it is indeed tho second element before Ta in the periodic table (in terms 
of atomic number), and it is considered to belong to group III; Hf = 177.1 
(H = 1) has an atomic weight fairly close to 18o, it immediately precedes Ta 
in the periodic table, and it belongs to group IV. 
20~Iowover, the possibility of a "brook in tho form" of the periodic 
system in tho region between Ba and Ta was in fact acknowledged by Mondoloov, 
notably in 1870-1 and in the early 20th century (sao later in the present 
chapter, and also Ch.VII, section B). 
203It soems to have been his erroneous placing of tho elements Hg, Tl, 
Pb and Bi - especially that of Pb - which had discouraged Mendeleev from ;/] 
introducing a new, unoccupied, series between the Cs - Ba series and Ta ~W' 
series in the short-form table 6 (M6), March 1869 (see Ch.III, p~.8 )~with 
the correct placing of Hg, T1, Pb and Bi this extra aeries could o a 
introduced into the periodic table. In fnct Hg, Tl, Pb and Bi hA come to 
bo correctly placed as early as the summer of 1869, in tabla 12 (M9), but 
Mendoleev seems not to have considered the question of the atomic-weight 
difference between Ba and Ta in tho light of this now arrangement ot Pb, 
etc., until the summer-early autumn of 1870. 
204 See Sc.Ar., 103. 
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tho most obvious and satisfactory solution to tho problem of the 
anomalously large unoccupied atomic-weight region between Ba = 137 and 
Ta = 182 would scam to huve been the introduction of a complete new column 
of places for elements between the Zr - Ba column and Ta - Bi column. This 
was not actunlly done in table 18 (Ml2); but very shortly afterwards Mendeleev 
introduced a corresponding extension in the short-form manuscript table 19 
(Ml3), the earliest known table to reflect what wo have recognised as the 
thii'd stage in Hendeloev's opinion regarding the number of elements between 
Ba and Ta. Table 19 (Hl3) and the table 20 (Hl4) which was drawn up soon 
after do not yet show whether Mcndeleev intended to include places for a now 
family of 3 elements in the Cs - Ba series analogous to the iron, pnlll\dium 
and platinum families- i.e., from tables 19 (Ml3) nnd 20 (Ml4) it is not 
clear whether Mendeleev now considered the number of elements between Ba and 
Ta to be 16 or 19. By the late autumn of 1870, however, Mendeleev had begun 
~o draw up manuscript tables containing a clear indication that he was indeed 
introducing three now places between those of the palladium and platinum 
families in what by now he had como to call "group VIII", giving altogether 
19 places between Ba and Ta in the periodic table (see, for example, table 23). 
The predictions given by ~iendeleev for the region between Ba and Ta in 
table 19 (Ml3) and six subsequent tables dating from the period up to the 
end of 1870 are indicated below in Fig. VI - 2 (standardised to the vertical 
short-form arrangement). Tho atomic weights 163 and 191 given in table 24 
(Ml?) for the clements which we could refer to (using Mendeloev's system of 
nomenclature) as 11oka-ca.dmium" and "oka·barium" respectively seem to havo 
boon estimated by Mendeleev solely on tho basis of a con~ideration of diagonal 
atomic-weight trends in the table205; there are no grounds for thinking that 
tho value 191 for the atomic weight of "aka-barium" was entertained as a 
Forious possibility by Mendeleev when he saw that it violated tho principle 
of atomic"weight ordering (see n.l to the present chapter).· Tho last two 
periodic tables represented in Fig. VI- 2, viz. tableo 25 (Ml8) and 26 (Ml9), 
wore the manuscript final drafts of the published tables 33 (PlO) and 30 (P7) 
respectively. Table 33 (PlO) appeared in tho article On the plnce of corium 
(G.; March 1871) 1 and tnble 30 (P?) in A natural system of tho elements 
(R.; Feb. 1871), these two articles, together with the tableo 31 (P8) and 
205 See table 24 (Ml7) (n), and Fig. V- 4. Tho terms "aka-cadmium" 
and "eka-barium" were not actually used by Mondeleev himself in connectiotl 
with tabla 24 (Ml7); he did much later (during tho period from 1889 onwards) 
talk of "elm-cadmium", but seems never to hn.ve used tho term 11ekn-barium". 
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32 (P9) in Part II of th~ 1st edition of Principles of Ch~mistrz (R.; Feb. 
1871), providing tho earliest published indication of tho third stage in 
Mendeleev'a opinion regarding the number of elements occupying the region of 
the periodic table between Ba and Ta. 
In On tho placo of cerium Mendoloev presented his reasons for placing 
Ce in the position IV- 6 in table 33 (Pl0),206 and on tho subject of elements 
coming between Ce and Ta in tho table ho wrote, "••• at present not a single 
element is known for certain from the two series beginning with V - 6 and 
ending with IV- 811 • 207 The place III- 6 in table 33 (PlO), as in table 25 
(Ml8), contains the entry 11 (Di = 143?) 11 • Among tho predictions which he made 
in his article A natural s~stem of the elA.monts concerning elements whose 
existence he considered "extremely probable", Mondoleev included not only 
those for 11eka-boron", 11eka-aluminium11 , 11eka-sUicon" and "dvi-boron", but 
also certain predictions for an element occupying tho position III - 6 in 
table 30 (P7), between Ba and Ce: 
In the same way [sc. as for "dvi-boron", in the place III - 4] we 
can deduce tho properties of the element standing in the place III - 6, 
which must have an atomic weight of about 13?. This element should form 
nn energetic oxide of composition R2o~. In tho free state it should have a volume of approximately 30, ana consequently a specific gravity 
close to 4.5; its oxide should have a volume of ca. 52, and consequently 
a specific gravity of ca. 6.2. These properties are close to those of 
lanthanum and didymium ••• But whether one of those two metals does in 
fact belong in tho place indicated, and if so which one, can be shown 
only by further, mo288dotailed 1 investigations of didymium and lanthanum in their compounds. 
Later in the snme article,Mendeleov discussed the question of tho 
occupancy of the region of table 30 (P?) between Ce (placed in IV - 6 as 
"Ce = 138?") and Ta (V- 8, "Ta = 18211): 
I draw attention •o• to the striking fact that tho system of tho 
elements at present lacks exactly 17 elements (i.e. an entire two-aeries 
period) having atomic weights between 138 and 182. This phenomenon is 
hArdly fortuitous (aluchaino), because both in tho region of smaller 
atomic weight and in the region of greater atomic weight extremely many 
elements are ltnown to us. It may be, however, that certain cerite metals 
will be placed in this apnea, because by ascribing the composition n2o3 
206C! b ( oeo au -aoction B-1- c) of tho preoent chapter. 
207
op.cit., P·51 (~, 66). 
208 
Op.cit., PP• 48-9 (PLBA, 93-4). Tho placing of La and Di in the 
periodic table by Mendeleov la discussed in Ch.VII1 oeotion B. 
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or R02 to their usual oxides we obtain atomic weights for them from 140 to 18o, if tho dete~0~ations of their equivalents known at present be sufficiently precise. 
Tho probable moaning of tho comment in this passage thAt "this 
phenomenon is hardly fortuitous" is indicated to some extent in a simUar 
remark published fairly soon afterwards b,y Mendeleev in his article ~ 
ieriodic lawfulness of tho chemical elements (G.; Nov. 1871) 1 and to a 
greater extent in the more explicit original Russian manuscript draft of this 
lntter remark (see below, P•396). What Mendeleev appears to have moo.nt is 
thnt it is hardly because of sheer bad luCk that the elements which would be 
expected to exist with atomic weights between those of Co and Ta had not been 
discovered, but is perhaps instead because thoro is some unknown factor in 
the very nature of tho chemical elements which hAs resulted in the instabilit 
or non-existence of the elements expected for this region of the periodic 
table. 
In a manuscript note dating apparently from late 1870 or early 1871 we 
find the only known instance of ~1ondeloev1 a use of tho term "aka-molybdenum"; 
in this note Mendeleev assigns "aka-molybdenum" an atomic weight of 1401 I X ( and appears to be suggesting that because "aka-aluminium" and "aka-molybdenum" 
: should both hnve equivalents cloa~~o that of zirconium, t~~l_ m._~~~~ _pe~~ 
be fo_ynd .. :to...occur_n~~ural~_in_.admixture with zirconium - "Equiv. of 
• ,. zirconium = ~ = 22.5 ~close to the -~quiv. of okc.\-aluminium o.nd 
§1 Mo + W 40 140 aka-molybdenum since Ea = 3 = 23 and Emol. = 2 = l and ~ ~ 23.3. 
And consequently perhnps there are admixtures in zirc.". 210 
In February 1871 table 31 (1'8) was published, containinc oatimo.ted 
atomic-weight values for all of the missing elements which Mendeleev 
considered to belong to tho region between Ba and Ta (tho assumed element 
of atomic weight 153 was included in this table twice, in the same way as 
wore ita analogues Cu, Ag and Au): 
209 
.,!lli., PP• 53-4 (PLBA, 99). By tho term "cerite metals" Mendeleev 
here seems to be referring not only to what wore usually called "corite" 
elements, but also to tho so-called "gadolinito" elements - i.e. to tho 
"rare-earth" elements in general (see Ch. VII, section A). 
210 Sc.Ar., 290-1. Concerning tho dating of this manuscript, aoo 
Sc.Ar., 305. The element which Mendeleov horo calla "aka-molybdenum" had 
been assigned an atomic weight of 11?143" by him in table 17 (Mll) (aoo 
Fig. VI • 1, above); later, in tables 31 (1'8) and ;8 (Pl4) ho was to give 
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Fig.VI-3. 
Tho snmo e~timnted atomic-weight values were subsequently included in 
tho very sirnilur table 38 (Pl4), published in 18?3 in Part II of tho 2nd 
odition of Erinciples of Chemistry (R.). 
In November 1871 Hendeloov's long article on Tho Eoriodic lawfulness 
of the chemical elements (G.) was published. Having presented in this 
article his detailed predictions for 11 eka-boron11 , 11eka-aluminium" ond 
11ekn-silicvn11 , and having diocussed to a ouch lessor extent tho expected 
properties of 11dvi-boronll, Hondoleev went on to say -
Tho exrunples which have been considered indicate clearly the 
methods by means of \'lhich it is possible to predict tho properties 
of unknown elements on the basis of tho periodic law; I shall therefore 
pursue no further tho subject of the propertioa of ~issing clements. 
The most interesting would be tho discovery of tho 1)roportios of2!xe following elements: ol~- and dvi-cncsium, Ec = 21~ nnd De = 220; 
aka-niobium En = 146 and aka-tantalum Et = 235; and tho o.nalogues 
~endeleov mentions tho unknown olomonts "aka-caesium Ec = 1?511 o.nd 
"dvi-caesium De = 220" also earlier in this article (Op.cit.' 1 pp.l96-?; ~~ 150). Tho atomic weight 1?5 given by Mcndcleev in this article for 
"elm-caesium" is the sruno llll he gave for this element in tables 31 o.nd 38 
(see Fig. VI .. 3). Tho element 11dvi-caosium11 is considered below, in 
BUb-section c). · · 
212Tho value En = 146 given here should be contrasted with tho value 142 
given by Mendoloev for tho atomic weiBht of this element in tables 31 and 38 
(soo Fig. VI- 3); in tables 31 nnd 38 it is tho element 11okn-molybdonum11 
which is assigned an ntomic-woight value of 146. 
In 1881 tho Czech chemist Brauner, in a letter to Mendeleov, auggoatod 
that perhaps tho olemcmt "neptunium" which He:rmrum had claimed to hllve 
discovered about 5 yours earlier was in fact the olomont 11oka-niobium F..n = 
146" which Moncleleev hnd mentioned in 18?1 in Tho porioclic lawfulness of tho 
£hemical elements. (G.) (see ,Bibl.38, pp.26-7). ~'his ouggcation was not 
ndopted by Mondeleov. . 
Tho clement "eka-tantlll.um11 is considered balow1 in sub-section e). ' 
~--------------~------------------------·----------·----·------ " -~-"·-----~·----' 
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of' manganese, e.g. aka-manganese ~4= 100, tri-manganese Tm = 190.213 The lack of the entire 9th aeries and even of almost an entire 
large period (beginning from Ce = l4o) should, however, hardly be 
attributed solely to chance, ~~5it~~ be that there are reasons in the nature of the elements. ' 
Hendeleev here acknowledges only "almost" an entire large period to be 
missing, beginning from Ce = l4o, because in this article he suggests that 
Er and La occupy the two places immediately preceding Ta = 1821 as indicated 
in tho tables 35 (Pll) and 36 (Pl2) which accompany the article. Despite 
his reference in the above-quoted passage to "eka-niobium En = 14611 and 
"eka-••• -caesium1 Eo = 175", none of the places between Ce = 14o and 
Er = 178 in tables 35 (Pll) and 36 (Pl2) is marked with anything more than a 
dash. 
In manuscript addi tiona to an oft-print of The periodic lawfulness of the 
chemical elements (G.; 1871) Mendeleev indicated that he considered 
"aka-tellurium" to have an atomic weight of 173 (see earlier, P•3451 
contrast the value 166 given for the atomic weight of this element in tables 
31 and 38). 
In his article On tho history of the periodic law (G.; 1880) Mendeleev 
appended the following footnote to the unoccupied place in table 45 (P20) 
corresponding to tho clement which according to his system of nomenclature 
would be called "aka-cadmium": "In this place Carnelley (Philos. Magaz., 
1869 (sicJ 1 p.312, Oct.) puts norwegium, Ng = 146, discovered by Dahll [si?~~ 
Mendeleev himself did not use the term 11eka-cadmium" at this stage. Nine 
years later, however, in tho 5th edition of Principles of Chemistry (R.; 1889~ 
he did come to talk of "eka-cadmium", predicting a fairly detailed list of 
properties for this element and again suggesting its identity with Dahl's 
"norwegium"s 
21~tendeleev here appends a footnote suggesting that perhaps Em is Ru 1 
and Tm is Os (see earlier, p.3a5). 
214 In this article Mendeleev had come to use his later (complete) 
system of numeration of tho series- see table 36 (Pl2). 
215m the original Russian manuscript draft of this passage tho final 
sentence was longer than in the published German version, ending with tho 
words, "••• and it may be that there are, in the nature of the elements, 
reasons which do not allow equilibrium and undecomposability for tha~rmation 
of elements having ~tomic weights of about 1.50-17.5" (see Sc.Ar., 446). 
216 
( The Jeriodic lawfulness of tho chemical elements (G.; 1871), p.205 ~. 156:7·. 
217 
18o4 ZRGeschichte des poriodischen Geaotzea 1 Borichte, 1l (1880) 1796-; p.l~ (E_~, 406). The article by Carnelley to which Mendo1cev hero 
refers appeared in 1879 1 not in 1869. On tho "discovery" and properties of 
"norwogium", ace: T. Dahl, Chem. News, 4o (1879) 25; Compt. Rend., .§2. 
(18?9) 47; Berichto, g (1879) 1731; Bertchte, ll (188c) 2.501 1861. 
~--·---------------------------------------------­,,, ')J 
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I consider it appropriate to turn attention to the absence, 
according to the periodic system, of an element (aka-cadmium) between 
cadmium and mercury. But because in the 9th series not a single 
element is known, then perhaps the whole of this series comprises 
elements which are unable to exist. However, until this has somehow 
been proved we may conclude that the properties of aka-cadmium will 
represent a mean between those of Cd and Hg. It should have an atomic 
weight of about 155, and form an oxide EcO and an unstable suboxido 
Ec2o, both o~~hich should be weak bases which readily give double and basic salts. The volume of the oxide will be approximately 17.5, 
because CdO has a volume of about 16, and HgO of 19. The density of 
the oxide will therefore be approximately 171:17.5 = 9.7. Tho metal 
should be readily fusible, oxidising with calcination; it should be 
of grey colour, with a specific volume of about 14 (Cd = 13, 1~ = 15), 
and therefore its specific gravity (155:14) will be approximately 11. 
Such a metal is unknown. But in 1879 Dahl, in Norway, discovered -
on 0tter¢y island, not far from Kroger~, in a vain of well-known spar 
in a nickel oro found there - tho presence of a now metal which he 
called norwegium, and which shows some resemblance to aka-cadmium. 
Little of the ore was found, the experiments were not extensive, the 
first results were insufficient, and complete purity of the extracted 
metal was not achieved; and therefore the properties cited for norwegium 
should be looked upon as approximate, and liable to change appreciably 
with further study. A solution of the burnt mineral in acid was twice 
precipitated with H2S and again burnt; the oxide obtained was easily 
reduced. When the metal was dissolved in very dilute aqueous HCl, 
boiling the solution gave a basic salt, freed moreover from copper, which 
roma~ned behind ~n solution. The reduced metal had a density of 9.44, 
it melted at 254 , and it was easily oxidised; if the composition of 
the oxide is NgO, then Ng = 145.9. The hydroxide dissolved in alkalis 
and K CO • In any case, if norwegium is not a mixture of othor metals 
it befongs to an odd (uneven) series, because the heavy metals of the 
even series are difficult to reduce, whereas norwegium is easily 
r~duced. Brauner considers that norwegium oxide is Ng2o3!1§tomic weight Ng = 219, and places norwegium in group IV, series~~~ and it 
should then form a weakly acidic higher oxide Ng03• 
A modified version of this passage still remained in the 7th (1902-3) 
edition of Principles of Chemist;Y (R.). In this 7th edition the second 
sentence of the passage had been extended, thus - "But because in the 9th vf 
series not a single element is known, then perhaps tho whole of this series 
comprises elements which are unable to exist, or else it mgY bo that the 
metals of the rare earths are placed here". 221 Also, although Mendoleev stUl 
218 In tables 31 (1871) and 38 (1873) Mendeleev had assigned an atomic 
weight of 158 to the element "eka-cadmium" (aee Fig. VI - ,3). In his 
Annalen paper of 1871 he had used the symbol "Ec11 to denote 11eka-caeaium" 
(see above, P•)95)• 
219 This is tho place of "dvi-tollurium11 - soe sub-section c), below. 
220 Pr.Ch., R-5 (1889) 488, n.27. 
22~r.Ch., R-7 (1902-3) Ch. XVI, n.27. Tho underlining is mino, not 
Mondeleev•a • 
. .. ~----------------------------·-·--·-····---·--···· 
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referred to 11norwegium11 1 ho now gave fewer details of the properties which 
had been claimed for this "element", and added, "I have not heard more about 
it, and possibly it is not a new element after all11 • 222 In the 8th (1906) 
edition of Principles of Chemistry (R.) the corresponding passage was reduced 
to only the first two sentences of the version given in the ?th edition, i.e. 
the predicted properties of "aka-cadmium", and all references to "norwegium", 
wore now omitted.223 
In 1898, in an article on The periodic lawfulness of the chemical 
elements (R.), Mendelcev discussed.briefly the question of the likely 
properties of an unknown higher analogue of iodine: 
••• we cannot·but point out that for unknown elements which are 
not adjacent to - or, so to speak, surrounded by - known elements, it 
is impossible to give such detailed predictions of properties as we 
could for Ge, Ga and Sc. We may, for example, say that with the 
discovery of a halogen X with atomic weight greater than that of 
iodine, it will form KX, KXO , etc., that its hydrogen compound 
will be a gaseous ver,y weak ~cid, and that its atomic weight will 
be either about 170 or 215; but neither for a halogen of the 9th 
series, nor for a halogen of the 11th aeries, can we already foresee 
many prop~~ies in detail, because there are no neighbouring wall-known 
elements. 
The atomic weight of about 170 predicted by Mpndeleev in this passage 
• 225 for tho element whi~h we could cru.l 11ckn-iodine11 ia close to the value 168 
which he had predicted much earlier for this element in tables 3~ and 38 
(see Fig. VI- 3).226 No halogen of such an atomic weight actually exists. 
With the incorporation into Mendeleev's periodic table in the early 
20th century of the "zero" group of inert gases a new place was introduced 
into the region of the table between Ba and Ta, corresponding to an unknown 
inert gas which we could call 11eka-xenon11227 (soe tables 57, 58, 60-64). This 
element "aka-xenon" does not in fact exist, ita prediction being yet another 
consoquonce of Mendeleov' a erroneous extension of the pe1·iodic system iuto tho 
22}See Pr.Ch., R-8 (1906) n.429. 
224
Bibl.ll, vol. 231 half-vol. 45, 18981 p.320 (~, 263). 
225Mendeleev himself did not use the term "aka-iodine". 
226 Concerning the halogen of atomic weight ca. 215 suggested by 
Mendeleev in this passage of 1898 1 see sub-section e) 1 below. 
227Mendeleev himself did not uao the term "eka-xenon". 
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region between Ba ru1d Ta; the actual next highest existing analogue of xenon1 22~ 
viz. radon, corresponds to what in Mendelcov1 s table would bo "dvi-xenon". 
e) Elements between Ta and U 
Strictly speaking, the heading of this sub-section relates only to tho 
period after Mendeleev's adoption in 1870 of an atomic-weight value for 
uranium of ca. 240 instead of tho value 116 or 120 which he had assumed 
earlier. But although before this time there was no region "between Ta and 
U" beyond Ta = 182 in Mendeleev's periodic tables, the indications in these 
early tables concerning missing elements with atomic weights greater than 
that of Ta are nevertheless also considered in the present sub-section, 
because in certain cases they represent direct precursors of later predictions 
by Mendeleov which do indeed concern elements coming strictly "between Ta 
and U". To this precursory period of about a year from Harch 1869 belongs 
the first of three stages which we shall distinguish in the history of 
Mendeleev's views concerning missing elements belonging "between Ta and U11 • 
The second stage began in tho summer-early autumn of 18701 when Mendeleev 
drew up his earliest known periodic table to include uranium with an atomic 
weight of ca. 240, viz. table 17 (Mll), rutd extended right up to the end of 
the 19th century; the third stage emerged in the early 20th century. 
In table 3 (M3) and its published counterparts tables 8 (Pl) and 9 (P2) 1 
and in table 6 (M6), tho place immediately following W is occupied by Pt. In 
tables 5 (M5) 1 10 (P3) 1 11 (M8) and 15 (P6) on the other hand thoro is an 
unoccupied place between W and tho platinum elements; and insofar as this 
represents a missing element immediately following W in the periodic table, 
belonging to what later came to be called "group VII11 1 it can be soon as an 
early anticipation by Mendeleev of the existence of the element rhenium. In 
table 10 (P3) we even find an estimated atomic-weight value of 190 for this 
missing element (cf. Re c 1851 taking H = 1).229 
Many of Mendeleev's periodic ta.blos of 1869 ho.ve unoccupied places 
marked for elements with atomic weights greater than those of the platinum 
elements. However, since the placings given in these tables for tho known 
elements included in this region (Au, Hg, Tl 1 Pb, Bi) are mostly wrong, some 
of the gaps actually correspond to tho correct places of known elementa. 
Exceptions are provided by the two gaps included for elements missing from 
228 See sub-section e), below. 
229 Rhenium was discovered in 1925. 
4oo 
"group VI" and "group VII", corresponding respectively to the elements 
poloniwn and astatine. In tables 6 (H6) and 10 (P3) estimated atomic-weight 
values are Given for the element corresponding to astatine, viz. 11226'1" and 
1122011 respectively- (cf. the valuo 208.3, taking H = 11 for the mass number 
of the most stable isotope of At).230 
In table 17 (Mll), drawn up in the summer-early aut~j, of 18701 
Mendeleev for tho first time extended the periodic table beyond the row 
which immediately follows the Ta - W row in the short-form arrangement, 
introducing a further row in order to include Th = 231 and U = 240 (which he 
placed respectively in "group IV11 and "group VI"). Nono of tho resulting 7 
unoccupied places between W and U in table 17 (~Ul) belongs to an element 
which was known at tho timo, Hendeleev by now having come to classify Au, l!g, 
T.l1 Pb and Bi correctly. Of these 7 places, the one immediately following 
W, corresponding to rhenium, contains the entry "x = 190"; the other six 
unoccupied places in this region of table 17 (Mll) - which have turned out 
to belong to the elements polonium, astatine, francium, radium, actinium and 
protoactinium231 - arc completely blank. From the time of his compilation of 
table 17 (Mll) right up to the end of the 19th century the unoccupied places 
recognised by Mendoleev for tho region of tho periodic table between Ta and 
U were just those very same ? unoccupied places as are seen in this region · 
of table 17 (Mll). There appear to have been only .5 tables of this period 
where Mendeleev gave estimated atomic~woight values for one or more of these 
7 missing elements: the manuscript table 20 (~114), dating from the autumn 
of 1870, contains the entry "? = 190" in the place immediately following w 
(i.o. corresponding toRe); and the four published tablea 31 (1871), 
38 (1873), 39 (187.5) and 41 (1877) each contain one or more such estimated 
values (soe below). 
In his article A natural system of the elements (R.; written late 1870, 
publ. Feb. 1871) Mendelcev predicted certain properties for 5 of tho 7 
elements for which he had left gaps between Ta and U in the periodic table 
accompanying this article, table 30 (P?), viz. for the 5 missing olemonts 
corresponding to polonium, francium, radium, actinium and protoactinium: 
230 Polonium was discovered in 1898, astatine in 19!~. 
231 Radium was discovered in 18981 actinium in 1899, protoactinium in 1917, and francium in 1939. 
~ 
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Among the heavy metals, i.e. those having a large atomic weight, 
we can expect an element analogous to tellurium, having an atomic 
weight greater than that of bismuth. It should possess completely 
metallic properties, with the tendency to give an acid of the 
composition and properties of H so4 but which acts as an oven 
stronger oxidising agent than t~lluric acid. The oxide R02 of this element (which stands in the place VI - 9 C sc. in table 30 (P7)J ) 
should, certainly, already be quite an energetic base, like the oxide 
of bismuth; so that for this oxide of composition RO~ we already 
cannot expect the acidic properties which are still Observed in 
tellurous acid. This element certainly should also form 
organometallic compounds; it probably does not give hydrides, because 
as atomic weight increases, and with increase in basic metallic 
character, the tendency to combine with hydrogen decreases, as i~32 observed with the transition from chlorine to bromine to iodine. 
Then in the tenth series [so. in table 30 (P7)J we can again expect 
basic elements belonging to groups I, II and III; they should have 
atomic weights of about 210.230. The first of these elements should 
form an oxide R2o, the second, RO, and the third, R20~; the first wlll 
resemble caesium, the second, barium, and the oxides tSf all of them 
should certainly possess the character of very energetic bases, because 
in this lOth series even thorium in its oxide Tb02 already possesses distinctly basic properties, and avon uranium, which also stands in 
the ~e series, still shows a clearly basic character in its oxide 
UO • Between thorium and uranium in this series we can further e~ect an element also of basic character, although weakly Ueveloped, 
with an atomic weight of about 235· This element should form a highest 
oxide ~0 , like Nb and Ta to which it should bo analogous. Perhaps 
in the miaerals which contain these elements a car~!~ ~gunt ot a 
weak acid formed by this metal wUl also be found. ' 
2
'2The element which actually follows immediately after bismuth in the 
periodic table, viz. polonium, has an atomic weight (taking H a l) of 208.3, 
that of Bi being 207.3. Polonium is indeed an analogue of tellurium, its 
chemical properties having been investigated mainly by using tellurium as 
"carrier". Polonium also resembles bismuth in certain of its chemical 
properties - for example, it has been shown (F.A. Paneth1 1918) that 
polonium does in fact form a volatile hydride, the properties of which are 
similar to those ot bismuth hydride (tho lnttor hydride is, however, more 
utable). 
233The atomic weights, referred to H • 1, of francium, radium and 
actinium are 221.2 (mass number of most stable isotope), 224.2 and 225.2 
respectively. Francium is readily co-precipitated with rubidium or caesium 
perchlorate or chloroplatinate as "carrier", i.e. its properties correspond 
to those of an alkali metalJ radium is en analogue of barium 1 and actinium 
shows a closo resemblance to lanthanum in its properties. 
234 The element between Th and U in the modern poriodic table, viz. 
protoactinium, actually has an atomic weight of 229.2 (H a 1), which is 
lower 1htm that of Th (230.2): Th and Pa conatituto one of tho 4 pairs of 
O!ements in the periodic table where a decrease of atomic wioght occurs with 
an increase in atomic number. Protoactinium in its properties shows a stcng 
analogy with tantalum, e.g. its highest (and most stable) oxide is P?20~· 
However, as Pa (IV) it also shows a strong horizontal analogy with Tn and 
U (IV) • Pa was discovered in the uranium mineral, pitchblende. 










In table 31 (P8), which appeared in February 1871, Mendeleev gave 
estimated atomic-weight values for all 'l of the elements which he assumed 
to be missing from the region between Ta and U: 
I JI' JI[ N y_ ~ :2[ ~Ill 
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Fig.VI-4. 
\ The same values were again given in table 38 (Pl4), in 1873. In hia 
article on The periodic lawfulness of.the chemical elements (G.; publ. Nov. 
1871) Mendeleev referred to 11dvi-caesium De = 22011 (corresponding to the 
unknown francium), "aka-tantalum Et = 23.5" (protoactinium) and 11tri-manga.neso 
Tm = 19011 (rhenium), suggesting in a footnote that perhaps 11tri-manganese" 
is in !act osmium (see earlier, pp.395-6 and 385). In table 39 (Pl.?), 
published in 187.5, we find the entry 11119011 for tho element "tri-manganoso"; 
and table 41 (Pl6), 1877, has the entries "?19011 and 11123711 for 
"tri-manganeso" and "aka-tantalum" respectively. The value 23? given in 
table 41 for tho atomic weight of "aka-tantalum" is oven further removed from 
tho actual atomic-weight value of protoactinium (229.2) than had been 
Hondoleov's earlier estimate of the atomic· weight of "aka-tantalum" (235). 
In his Faraday lecture, 1889, t1endeloav predicted tho p;opertiea of 
"dvi-tollurium" (corresponding to polonium) in some detail: 
I foroseo a number or clements which are still unknown, but not · 
with the samo certainty as before [ sc. a.a for "aka-boron", "oka-o.luminiurA' . 
and "eka-silicon"]. I shall give ono exrunple, but ! seo it only dimly. . 
In the series containing Hg = 200, Tl ;:: 204, Pb = 206 and Bi = 208, 
I envisage (in tho place VI - 11) an elemont nnologoua to tellurium, 
which I shall call dvi-tellul'ium Dt. Thio \dll bo SOoi;tn to hnve an 
atomic 'tteight of about 212 1 and a tendency to form DtO • In the 
free state the simple body should (if it really exists1 bo on onsily 
fusible, crystalline, difficultly volatile, grey-coloured metal, with 
' i' 
1\ 
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a specific gravity of about 9.3,236 and tending to oxidise to Dto2, which will bo equally endowed with weakly acidic and weakly basic 
properties. This dioxide should, with active oxidation, form an 
unstable higher oxide DtO~, which in its properties will be reminiscent 
of Pb02 , Bi2o5• Dvi-tellttrium hydride, if it actually exists, will be atiil less stable than H2Te, but its existence will nevertheless 
probably be reflected not ofily in the easy reduction of dvi-tellurium 
compounds, but also in tho tendenc~3~f the metal to give characteristic definite alloys with other metals. 
In 1898 Mendeleev talked of an unknown halogen of atomic weigh-t: ca. 215, 
occupying tho place VII - 11 in the short-form periodic table (see earlier, 
P•39~· This unknown halogen corresponds to the element astatino. 
Tho incorporation of the "zero" group of inert gases into Mendoloev1s 
periodic table in the early 20th century led to his recognition of a new 
unoccupied placo in tho region between Tn and U, viz. tho place 0 - 12, 
corresponding to a missing inert gas which wo could call "dvi-xonon11238 
(see tables 57, 58, 6o-64). This place actually belongs to tho element 
radon; but Mendeleev never suggested that the newly-discovered "emanation" -
as radon was called at the time - waa in fact a now inert gas occupying this 
vacant place.239 At the same time as he first included the "zero" group in 
his periodic system Mendeleev also introduced radium into the system, as 
"Rd = 224" (later as 1'Rd = 22~ 1) in its rightful place as an annlogue of 
P ~<llum in the same series of the short-form table as Th and U, i.o. in the 
previously unoccupied place II - 12. Tho remaining 6 of the 7 places which 
had been unoccupied between Ta and U in Mendeleev's periodic tables from 
1870 up to tho end of the 19th century were still vacant in his tables of the 
early 20th century.24o Consequently, with the new place corresponding to that 
236 Tho specific gravity of polonium metal is 9.3. 
237PLBA, 226, footnote. 
238Mendeloev himself did not use tho term 11dvi-xenon". 
239 For certain comments by Hondoloev concerning "emanation" soe 
PP• 98-9 and 464. 
240 Although polonium and actinium had, like radium, boon discovered by 
the end of the 19th century, unlike the better-characterised radium they were 
never placed in the periodic table by Mondoleov. In the 8th (1906) edition 
of Principles of Chcmistrr.£, (R.) Mondoleev wrote: "So far throo such olomonts 
(ac. radioactive elements othor than Th and UJ have boen recognised: radium, 
which resembles barium, Rolonium, which resembles bismuth, and actinium, 
which resembles thorium, ••• but of theso only radium haa been obtainod in a 
relatively pure state" (op.cit., P•734; ~~ 525) • 
•' 
., .,~~ "':t!tJ-~. oa,. '!~~ 
of radon in groupo, Mondeleev's tables of the early 20th century 
still contained ? unoccupied places between Ta nnd U, although these were 
not quite the same ? places as had boon previously unoccupied in this region 
of tho table. 
f) Elements coming after U; tho guestion of tho upper limit of the 
periodic system 
Before Mendeleev's adoption in 18?0 of an atomic-woight value for 
uranium of ca. 2lfo rather than 116 or 120, the element with tho highest 
atomic-weight value in his periodic table was Bi (210). At this stage the 
question of the upper limit of tho table had not yet been raised by Mendeleev. 
He seems to have first expressed his conc~rn with this question of the upper 
limit in his article A natural system of the elements (R.; written late 18701 
publ. Feb. 18?1): 
With the tenth aeries [sc. series 10 in table 30 (P?)J the known 
elements come to an end. And whereas in the series of typical elements 
we find many acidic elements, an occurrence not repeated in the 
subsequent rows, when we come to tho tenth series we find many basic 
elements, an occurrence similarly not encountered in the other rows -
from which there are grounds to conclude that here we aro already close 
to the.and of the possible forms of elomontar,y combinations [sc. elements]. 
This assumption is strengthened by the fact that the typical elements 
differ in atomic-weight value from the elements of tho same group in the 
first aeries [sc. series l in table 30 (P?)J by approximately 161 whUst :b 
subsequent rows this difference attains 25 and even more, but then again 
is ap~ently lower between the corresponding elements of the last 
rows. 
Mendeleev' a remark in this passage that in series 10 of table 30 (P?) 
we find "many" basic elements seems somewhat strange when this series nctually 
contains only ~ known elements, viz. Th and u. But what ho undoubtedly has 
in mind ia that since uranium in group VI is a basic element, then all of tho 
elements in tho earlier groups in this aeries (among which is tho basic 
thorium) will also be basic, in accordance with tho general tendency for the 
earlier groups to be more basic than tho later groups. His claim that tho 
predominant basicity of the series containing Th and U provides grounds for 
concluding that this series is near tho uppor limit of tho possible elements 
appears to be founded upon tho attractive simplicity of the idea that the 
periodic table comes to an ond with the completion or a transition through 
tho rows from the predominant acidity of tho "typical" series to a series 
showing a corresponding predominant basicity- i.e., upon tho attraction of a 
sort of acidity/basicity inversion symmetr,y for the short-form table. Tho 
other factor cited by Mendoleev in the above passage as providing grounds for 
bolio.t' tha.t tho thorium-uranium row in the short-rom periodic table is near 
241 Op.cit., P•55 (~, lOQ-101). 
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the upper limit of the table is also one whose attraction lies in symmetry 
considerations, viz. in the idea that the atomic-weight differences between 
corresponding elements (i.e. in the same group) of the "typical" series and 
series 1 in table 30 (P?), and of the penultimate and final rows in this 
table, are both appreciably lower than the differences between adjacent 
rows in the central region of the table. But attractive though this idea 
may be, Mendeleev's statement that in fact the difference "between the 
corresponding elements of the last rows" is lower than for the preceding 
rows is, unaccountably, simply not in accordance with the scant evidence 
provided in table 30 (P?). 
In his article The periodic lawf'u~ess of the chemical elements (G.; 
1871) Mendoleov again discussed the question of the upper limit of tho 
periodic system. He referred once more to tho predominant basicity of tho 
heaviest known elements, and cited also certain other factors as being 
relevant to tho question, but he now no longer mentioned the atomic-weight 
differences between the rows of the short-form table: 
Is the number of elements limited or unlimited? Judging from 
tho limitedness and, so to speak, exclusiveness of tho system of the 
elements which are known at present; from the fact that these same 
elements exist in meteorites, and on the sun and stars; from the 
fact that at high atomic weights the acidic properties of the elements 
disappear; and from the fact that the majority of elements of high 
atomic weight give heavy metals which are oxidised with difficulty, 
we may think that the number of elements available to us is very 
limited, and that if there exist a few new heavy elements within the 
mass of ~~ earth then their number and quantity will be very 
limited. 
It is not clear just in what way Mendoleev considered limitedness in 
tho number of possible chemical elements to be indicated by the metallic 
nature of the free forms of elements of high atomic weight and tho relatively 
low tendency of these metals to be oxidisod; he does not appear to rotor to 
this point elsewhere. Possibly he felt that such properties ot the heaviest 
elements should make these elements fairly easily discoverable, and that it 
was therefore unlikely that there should remai~ CaQ1 still undiscoYered. 
The only further comments by Mendoleev with some bearing upon the 
question of tho uppor limit of tho periodic table appear to be certain 
remarks o! tho oarly 20th century whore he gives the impression that while 
he rccogniaos that uranium is only the heaviest of tho known elemonta, and 
not necessarily tho heaviest peeaiblc element, ho feels novortholosa thnt 
this element is very near tho upper limit ot possible elements. For example, 
in tho 8th (1906) edition of Principles or Chemistry he expressed the opinion 
that the association between uranium and the inert gases (especially helium) 
242 Qp.cit., PP• 205-6 (~, 157). 
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and tho phenomenon of radioactivity is "linked in some still deeply hidden 
manner with tho extremeness (krainost 1 ) of uranium itself in the evolution 
of the elements".243 
Tho only known attempts by Mendolcev to predict atomic-weight values 
for elements beyond uranium (U = 240) in the periodic table are to be found 
in tho short-form tables 31 (P8) (1871) and 38 (Pl4) (1873). In both those 
tables the uranium row is extended five places beyond that af uranium up to 
that of a higher analogue of Au in group Vni, the estimated atomic-weight 
values for the five missing tranauranium elements baing given as 245, 246, 
247, 249 and 250 respectively. In many of Mendeleev1s other tables one or 
more places after that of uranium are marked with a dash, suggesting that 
these places might belong to unknown elements. Thoro was, however, clearly 
no definite idea in Mendeleev 1s mind about the number of such elements: tho 
maximum number of places which he marked for transuranium elements varied 
according to the form of tho periodic table, so that whereas no more than 
five places beyond uranium were marked in the short-form tables, in tho 
long-form tables eleven such places were often marked (soe, for example, the 
long-form tables 32, 43 and 56). Mendeleev showed a lesser tendency to mark 
transuranium places in his later periodic tables. 
It is perhaps of interest to note that before the incorporation of 
group 0 into his periodic system in tho early 20th century, the total number 
of places indicated in the long-form tables in which Mendelcev had marKed 
places for transuranium elements was exactly 100 (see, for example, tables 
32, 35 and 52). Mendaleev did not comment upon this, however, let alone 
claim it as grounds for predicting a limit of exactly 100 elements. 
24':\_ 




MENDELEEV ON THE RARE-EARTH EID1DlTS AND INERT GASES 
A. Introduction 
The rare-earth elements and the inert gases were both included by 
Mendeleev in the broad class of what he referred to as "rare elements11 • 1 
There is, however, a much more interesting link between those two sets of 
elements in relation to Mendeleev's work than merely this common designation 
"rare": both sets of elements provided a strong teat for Mondeleev's 
periodic classification of the elements. Tho problem of the rare-earth 
elements was one which was present, and which continued to grow, throughout 
the period of Mendeleev•s involvement with the classification of tho 
elements; the problem of the inert gases on the other hand emerged only in 
the mid-18901 s, and had been solved within 5 or 6 years. 
Tho history of the discovery of tho rare-earth elements is extremely 
complicatad, as would indeed be expected for such a large group of elements 
of closely similar chemical properties occurring in nature in the same few 
minerals.2 It begins in the 18th century with the discovery of the minerals 
"achroite" (later called "cerite") (1751) and 11ytterbite" (later 
"gadolinito") (1788). In 1794 Johann Gadolin isolated from ytterbite a 
"new earth" which he called "ytterbia", soon to be ro-nruned 11yttria" by 
Ekeberg. In 18o3 Berzeliua and Hisinger, and independently of them 
Klaproth, discovered in ochroito a new earth which was given the name "coria'~ 
In 1839 Karl Hosander isolated a new earth, which he called "lanthanum", 
from the "cerium" of 1803. Two yetJXs later ho separated this "lo.ntlw.num" 
into two parts - lanthanum and "didymium"; nnd in 1843 he separated tho old 
"yttria" into three components. - yttria, 11terbia11 and "erbia". During the 
course of the subsequent 20 years or so a terminological confusion led to 
Moso.ndor' a "terbium" coming to be known as "erbium", and vice versa. Also, 
at this time Moaander's "erbium" .. i.o., the substance which others now 
usuall:v referred to as "terbium" - was considered by most chemists to bo a 
1 Tho class of "rare elements" for Mendeleev embraced not only tho 
"rare-earth elements" (among which he included, in addition to the lanthamide 
elements, not only Sc and Y but also Th) and the inort gases, but also some 
ordinary transition elements such as V and Nb, and sometimes certain othor 
elements, e.g. Cs (see, f'or example, his comments in an article in Bibl.ll, 
1904: PLBA, 417-8). Most of' those olomonts are in fact not particularly raro, 
and some are even abundant; but they tend not to occur in any great 
concentrations terrestrially. 
2 On the history of tho discovery of' tho rare-earth elements soo, for 
exnmplo: Bibl.l~; Bibl.ll9; and tho article "The rare earths" (in Russian, 
tranal. from the original ]rench) by G. Urbain, dAted 22 Fob., 1926, given 
on PP• 631-671 of volume 2 of the 9th Russian edition (lst posthumous 
edition) of Mendoleov's Principles of Chemistry, 1928. 
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doubtful element, probably a mixture of other, known, elements. HOwever, 
as a result of Marignac 1s researches of 1878 on the rare earths, this 
"terbium" (Moaander's "erbium") eventually came to be generally aclalowledged 
as a genuine element, being in fact the element which is still known as 
"terbium". 
The state of discovery of tho rare-earth elements by 1869, when 
Mendeleev drew up his first periodic system, was therefore as follows& three 
"cerite" elements were lmown and generally accepted - cerium, lanthanum and 
didymium; and two "gadolinite" elements - yttrium and erbium - wore generally 
recognised, with terbium considered by some as a possible third. 
The discovery of the periodic law, the development of spectroscopic 
a.nalysis (Bunsen and Kirchhoff, 18.59-60) 1 and improvements in chemical 
fractionation techniques all contributed to tho rapid advances which were made 
in the field of rare-earth chemistry during the last quarter of the 19th 
century and in the early 20th century. This was a period of great activity, 
with not only the genuine discovery of m~ new rare-earth elements but also 
a (probably even greater) number of what turned out to bo false "discoveries". 
Prominent in the field of rare-earth research at this time were Marignnc, 
Cl~ve, Delafontaine, Lecoq de Boisba.udran, Lawrence Smith, Brauner, 
Auer von Welsbach, Crookes, Domar~ny and Urbain. 
A much simplified schematic outline of tho history of tho discovery of 
the rare-earth elements is given below in Fig. VII-1. Modern chemical symbols 
are used throughout, from the earliest "yttria" (1794) and "ceria" (1803) 
onwards, corresponding to the names given at the time to the substances 
discovered.' ''Final" discoveries, where an clamant was obtained in a state 
from which no fUrther separation of new rare-earth elements was later made, 
have been indicated by giving the symbol of tho element in heavy print. 
In 1868 a now yellow line was observed in the solar spectrum by Jansson, 
loading Frankland and Locqer to postulate the existence on tho sun of a 
hitherto unknown element which they named "heli\Uil". Early in 1895 Rnmsay 
extracted from the uranium mineral clovoito a gns which was shown to give a 
spectrum identical to that of the solar "helium" (Hillebrand bad already 
obtained a sample of this gas from cleveite in 18891 but had chnracterisod it 
as nitrogen) • Later in 1895 holium was found by Koyaer to occur in extremely 
smoll amounts in the earth's atmosphere. 
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The first of the inert gases to be discovered on the earth was argon, 
by Rayleigh and Ramsay in 1894: this now gas was isolated from the atmosphere 
after experiments had shown a discrepancy between the densities of atmospheric 
nitrogen and chemically-derived nitrogen {from compounds such as ommonia1 
nitric oxide, nitrous oxide, etc.). More than 100 years earlier, inl775, 
Cavendish had obtained a gaseous residue after the conversion of 
"phlogisticatod air" (nitrogen) to nitrous oxide by electrical sparking of 
air with excess oxygen over potash, but the significance of this result ~d 
remained obscure until the experiments of Royleigh Dnd Ramsay in the 1890' a. 
The "argon" isolated from the atmosphere by Rayleigh and Ramsay in 1894 
still contained small amounts of other inert gases. In 1898 Ramsay and 
Travers separated tho new element neon from such "argon" 1 by fractional 
distillation of the liquid; later in the same year they discovered also 
kr,ypton and xenon, by further fractionation of the less volatile fractions of 
liquid air. Radon was discovered during the early years of tho 20th century -
first by Dorn in 1900- as "emanation" from various radioactive aubstances.4 
40n the history of the discovery of the inert gases see, for example, 
Bibl. 28 (pp.3-20: "Historical remarks on the discovery of argon, the first 
noble gas", by E.N. Hiebert), Bibl. llZ and Bibl. 130. 
t 
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B. Mendeloev's views on the raro-earth elements 
Mendeleev's attempts at placing rare-earth elements in his periodic 
system from the time of his first "attempt at a system11 (March 1869) to the 
time when he eventually drew up his "natural system" (Nov./Doc. 1870) are 
indicated below in Fig. VII-2.5 
Although Mendoleev did include yttrium, lo.nthonum1 didymium, cerium 
and erbium (o.nd also an unknown element "? = 4511) in his "attempt at a 
system", tables 31 8 and 91 he did so only tentatively and unsatisfactorily 
at the edge of the tab1e.6 Except for the case of erbium, the atomic weights 
given in Mendeleev's "attempt at a system" for these rare-earth elements -
viz. Er = 56?, Yt = 60? 1 Ce = 92, La= 94 and Di = 95 - correspond, in 
accordance with the accepted practice of tho time, to the formula-type RO 
for the usual oxides of these elements. The value given for erbium is simply 
its equivalent weight.? 
In table 11 (M8) (spring 1869) Mendeleev included only cerium of the 
rare-earth elements, placing it (as 11Ce = 9211 ) in association with the 
elements of the palladium family in tha.t region of the table which l~:~.ter 
came to be designated "group VIII". A tendency to classify cerium and its 
analogues near tha palladium elements had already been shown in the rough 
manuscript table 2 (M2) (March 1st, 1869); and in his first article ~n the 
periodic law, Correlation of Eroporties (R.; written March 1869, publ. May 
1869) 1 Mendeleev associated cerium and its analogues with tho iron, 
pallaaium and platinum families in his discussion of the problem of how 
beat to arrange all of the elements into n single coherent classificatory 
system: 
Tho proposed system of the elements [sc. the "attempt at n system", 
table 9 (P2)] certainly cannot be considered as final ••• Many 
questions arise in connection with the arrangement of all of tho 
elements into a single integral system, but the most interesting 
question seems to me to be that of tho arrangement of those elements 
which resemble iron, corium, pallad;.um and platinum, because here wea 
have elements of a similar nature possessing similar atomic weights. 
Sit will bo noticed that Mendeleev used tho symbol ''Yt" for yttrium in 
his early periodic tables. He came to adopt the symbol ''Y" for this element 
in 1881. 
A chart somowlw.t similar to Fig. VII-2 is given by Kedrov in Sc.Ar., 
812-5. 
6 Mendoleov nt this time was dubious about the existence of terbium. An 
expression of this doubt is to bo found, for example, in his Annalen paper 
of 1871, p.l94 (~, 148). 
7About 12 months later (March 1870), in the 3rd instalment of the lst 
edition of Principles of Chemistrz, Mendeleov cited Bunsen's value of 112 for 
the atomic weight of erbium, corresponding to the formula ErO for tho usual 
oxide (~, 290). 
8
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Remarks associating cerium and ita analogues with the iron, palladium 
and platinum families are to be found also in the two articles on the 
periodic law which Mendeleev wrote later in 1869, Atomic volumes (R.) and 
On tho guantity of oxyson (R.).9 
This tendency by Mendeleev at this time to consider cerium and ita 
analogues in a class with the iron, palladium and platinum elements was 
based primarily upon the recognition of a general similarity of family-type 
in the sense that within each family the members have atomic-weight values 
which are very close (unlike the case for tho alkali metals, halogens, etc.), 
rather than upon the recognition of particular chemical analogies between 
the iron, palladium and platinum elements on the one hand and cerium and its 
analogues on the other (Mendeleev did, however, note a certain minimal degree 
of chemical analogy between the cerium family and the iron, palladium and 
platinum familoa- see below). That the grounds for Mendeleev's association 
of these familia~ wore primarily not of a chemical nature is illustrated in 
the 3rd instalment of the 1st edition of Principles of Chcmistfl (publ. 
March 1870), whore the chemical properties of the cerito and gadolinite 
elements are dism1ssed not in conjunction with those of th~ iron, palladium 
and platinum elements, but together with those of zinc and cadmium. The 
chemical analogy of the cerito and gadolinite elements to zinc and cadmium 
was seen here by Mendeleev not merely in the basicity and assumed divalenca 
of the rare-earth elements, but also, and more specifically, in their ability 
(like Cd and Zn) to form double sulphates with potassium aulphato.10 In 
this same issue of Principles of Chemistry Mendoleev also again drew an 
analogy between the carite family and the iron, palladium and platinum 
families on the basis of the "close-valued (blizkie) a.tomic weights" of the 
members within each frunily.11 He now went even further than before in hie 
(predominantly) non-chemical association of these families, not only 
expanding upon the analogy between the atomic-weight relationships within 
the families (and introducing at the same time a parol.lol general chemical 
analogy, concerning oxidation-tendencies within the families), but also 
pointing to a simple approximate atomic-weight relationship between the 
families: 
9 Atomic volumes, p.63 (~, )4); On tho guantity of 03fgcn1 p.201 footnote (~, 57). 
10 
( Pr.Ch., R-1, instaluamt 3 (Harch 18'70) 1 Ch.V - "Zinc and cadmium Indium, the coritoa and the gadolinites)" - p.l9Q (PLSM, 289). 
-~LSM 1 293-4. 
\ 
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Cerium, lanthanum and didymium havo close-valued atomic weights, 
like Fe, Co and Ni; and the atomic weight of Co (92) is less than f~ 
La (94) and Di (95), just as that of Fe is less than for Co and Ni. 
Also, cerium shows a greater tendency to oxidation than La, which itself 
shows more tendency than Di - just like the case with Fe, Co and Ni. 
Tho atomic weights and compounds of the palladium metals (104-106) and 
platinum metals (19?-199) are insufficiently known and show such 
similarity within the groups that it is not possible to test the 
applicability of the above-mentioned relationships to these analogues. 
We point out the additional fact that the at?mic-weight values of the 
elements of the iron group are a little less than i those of the cerite 
and palladium groups, and tho platinum group shows atomic-weight values 
about twice as great as those of the cerite and palladium groups. We 
cannot think that such relationships are accidental; by noticing and 
investigating the~bwe may hope to attain an understanding of tho cause 
of the analogies. 
About 6 months after the publication of this passage, in the summer-early 
autumn of 18?01 Mendeleev drew up table 16 (MlO), the first of his known 
periodic tables since table 11 (M8) to include any of the rare-earth elements. 
In table 16 (MlO) he introduced a new atomic-weight value for cerium -
Ce = 138, based upon the formula-type R2o3 instead of RO for the usual oxide 
of this element (see Ch. VI, sub-section B-1-c). The places and atomic-weight 
values assigned by Mendeleov to the various rare-earth Glements which were 
included in his periodic tables from the time of his introduction of 11Ce 13811 
into table 16 (Ml.O) up to tho time when he drew up his "natural system" 
table 26 (Ml9) are shown in F1g. VII-2 (pp.412-413). During this period 
Mondeloev came to take the atomic-weight values of Er, La and Di as being in 
the range 1'5-lBo, corresponding to the formula-types ~o3 or R02 for the 
usual oxides (see Ch. VI 1 sub-section B-1-d, f.Jr an outline of tho 
atomic-weight changes made by Mendeleev for yttrium, erbium, lanthanum and 
didymium between March 1869 and early 18?1). It is seen from Fig. VII-2 that 
in the tables 21 (Ll), 24 (Ml?) and 25 (Ml8) Mendoleev again showed signs of 
a tendency to classify certain rare-earth elements with the elements of the 
iron, palladium and platinum families. However, whereas previously he had 
associated only tho cerite elements with these latter families, he now came 
to include also erbium (a gadolinite element) in this association. In tabla 
21 (Ll) only Ce is placed between the palladium and platinum elements; but in 
each of the tables 24 (Ml7) and 25 (Ml8) Mendoleev (tentatively) placed n 
group of rare-earth elements including Er between the palladium and platinum 
1~endeleev hero appears to be drawing attention to tho fact that the 
atomic-weight difference Di - La is less than tho di!feronco La - Co, just 
as tho difference Ni - Co is leas than the difference Co - Fe. 
13 Colla., ~' 301; Sc.Ar., 8o6. 
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families in group VIII. Mendoleev's placing of rare-earth elements in tho 
group-VIII region of tables 2l (Ll) 1 24 (Ml7) and 25 (Ml8) was undoubtedly 
encouraged by the fact that the new atomic-weight values which he had assume~ 
for these elements showed a reasonably close correspondence to the values of f 
en. 150 demanded for the missing family of elements whose existence between 
the palladium and platinum families in group VIII was suggested by the 
B,ymmetry of his recently-extended periodic table. However, the lack of any ( 
significtmt chemical basis for such a classification of rare-earth elements · 
resulted in tho clearly low degree of conviction with which Mendeleev made \ 
his proposals in this direction. 
Table 33 (PlO) (March l87l) 1 the published counterpart of table 2.5 (Ml8), 
.was the only published periodic table of Mendeleev'a to contain rare-earth 
elements in the group-VIII region, this placing being extremely tentative. 
After the publication of table 33 (PlO) no further proposals for including 
rare-earth elements in group VIII were made by Mendoleev. In his article 
The periodic lawfulness of tho chemical elements (G.; publ. Nov. 1871) he hnd 
the following to any against placing cerium, lanthanum and didymium in the 
unoccupied places which wore marked in group VIII between tho palladium nnd 
platinum families in table 36 (Pl2): 
••• the known properties of these elements (so. cerium, lanthanum 
and didymiumJ do not correspond to the properties of the missing members 
of group VIII. Thus, tho corite metals are reduced with difficulty, 
and give few forma of oxidation; they have tho properties of fairly 
d\atinct bases in their usual oxides, and do not, as far as is known, 
give characteristic amminos and cyano-complexea like the metals of f 
group VIII - in short, they are not analogues of the group-VIII elements• 
And there is yet more proof. Tho specific gravity of cerium according · 
to Wohler is 5.5. If ita usual oxide is taken to be CeO, then Co = 92, 
and the atomic volume • 17;-!!_we assume the oxide to be Co2o~, then Ce = 138 and the atomic volume = 25. Neither of these volumes 
corresponds to a member4of group VIII, where we find elements of much smaller atomic volume. 
By the time of his construction of table 26 (Ml9) 1 December 18701 
Mendeleov had already come to place cerium fairly f~ in that position in 
the periodic table which it was to retain in all of his aubsequent tables, 
viz. in group IV (as an o.nalogue of Zr) in tho Ca - Ba row of the ahort-fom 
table.15 The placing which waa suggested (correctly)for yttrium in table 26 
14 Op.cit., pp.l85-6 (PLBA, 142). A little oarlior in tho same article 
Mendoloev hnd written: "Tho three elements contained in cerito .. cerium, 
lnnthanum and didymium - ahow both close-valued equivalent a (ca. 45) and 
many similarities • • • The thought involuntarily arises that bore wo hav' 
elements like the iron group, especially as cerium shows many particul~ 
similarities to manganese. But this idea must be rejected upon closer 1 
acquaintance with tho cerite metals" (ibid., pp. 184-5• PLBA 141) Just 
what Mendeleev has in mind hero when ho""t"'""alks of the "~ticuiar 
similarities" between cerium and manganese is not at nl.l clear; he does not 
give nny exomplos in this article, nor does he appear to do so elsewhere. 




was also retained by Mendeloev, although initially with a considerable degree 
of uncertainty.16 In contrast to the case~ of cerium ond yttrium, 
Mendeleev's attempts to fit La, Di and Er into the periodic system were far 
from final by the time he drew up table 26; in fact, not one of these 
clements was included in table 26 itself. In general, Mendeleev's attempts 
to place lanthanides other than cerium in tho periodic system after the time 
of his compilation of table 26 encountered difficulties in two directions: 
first, there was the uncertainty and change which throughout his life tended 
to characterise the state of knowledge of the lant~ide elements; and 
secondly, although the symmetry of his periodic table indicated that an 
appreciable number of as yet unfilled pl&ces existed in the region of the-
table between Bo. and Ta (see Ch. VI, sub-section C-2-d) 1 and DJ.though the 
atomic weights of known rare-earth elements appeared to place these elements 
into this very region of the table, the properties found for the~e rare-~arth 
elements did not in general coincide with those to be expected (on tho basis 
of interpolation of the pattern of periodicity shown by the lighter and 
heavier elements into the atomic-weight region between Ba nnd Ta) for tho 
missing elements which were indicated for this region. 
The published version of tabl~ 25 (M18), viz. table 33 (Pl0) 1 appeared 
in the article On the place of cerium (G.; publ. March 1871); and tho 
published version of table 26 (Ml9) 1 viz. table 30 (P?), appeared in tho 
article A natural system of tho elements (R.; publ. Feb. 1871). On tho 
question of placing "corium and ita satellites" in tho periodic system 
Mendeloev wrote in On the place of cerium, 11Aa far as tho latter [sc. the 
'satellites' or analogues of cerium, as opposed to cerium itsel~ are 
concerned, while their compounds and atomic weights are not known with any 
conviction it is difficult t~ give them their proper places; but cerium itself, 
and its compounds, have already been investigated so thoroughly that in this 
case we may apeak with confidence".17 Lo.ter in tho same article he wrote: 
16 This initial uncertainty regarding the placing of yttrium is clearly 
indicated in Mendoleov' a use of tho term 11dvi-boron11 in his o.rticleo A natural 
stem of the elements (R.; publ. 1871) and The periodic lawfulness of the 
chemical elements G.; publ. 1871) (see Ch.VI, pp.382- 3 ). It ia apparent 
in a manuscript of late 1871 in which Mendeloov discusses the atomic weight 
of yttrium (see~~ 182-3); and ia to be seen also in tho fact that 
Me8-ndelcev included yttrium as a queried entry in his periodic tables before 1 73 (i.e. before table 38). 
17 ~' 60 and 62. Although Mendeleev here so.ys that "wo may apeak 
with confidence" as regards the placing of corium, he did in fnct exproaa a 
slight lingering doubt about this placing 8 months later (aee Ch. VI, 
P• 341). 
~------------------------- ---,·--·-----·-- ··--···"'·- ' . 
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I present in conclusion a table (sc. table 33 (PlO)] which 
expresses the system of all the elements in full accordance with the 
periodic lawfulness. 1gn1y yttrium•, erbium, didymium and lanthanum are not placed in it, because their properties and atomic weights 
seem to me to be still insufficiently firmly established ••• 
•If we take for yttrium the equivalent obtained by Bunsen (61.7) 
and change the fo~a of ita oxide to R2o3, then Yt = 92.5 cnn be placed at III-4 ••• 
In the text of the original Russian manuscript version of this article 
the following footnote was appended to the word lferbium" in the above 
passage: 
Changing the atomic weight of erbium in tho same way as for 
yttrium (sc. assuming the formula Er2o3 for the oxide of erbium], Er = 169 perhaps occupies tho place Ili-8 (sc. in tabz8 25 (Ml8)J, 
in which case its atomic weight ought to be about 190. Changing 
tho atomic weights of lanthanum ond didymium in the~rune way, we 
obtain La = 14o.4; this corresponds perhaps to V-6. 
A similar picture of uncertainty concerning tho placing of the 
rare-earth elements other than cerium in the periodic system is presented 
--------.,. 
in Mendeleev's article A natural system of the elements, which was written 
leas thnn a month after On the place of cerium in late 1870; there are, 
however, certain differences between the two articles na regards the specific 
conjectures which are made concerning the placing of these elements. In! 
natural system of the elements Mendoleev discussed in some detail the 
properties to be expected for the elements occupying the places III-4 
("dvi-boron") and III-6 in table 30 (P8), without conunitting himself to any 
finol identification of these elements with particular known (but poorly 
characterised) rare-earth elements (soo Ch. VI, pp. ;82 and 393 ) • He 
acknowledged, however, that "dvi-boron11 is "very probnbly" yttrium;22 and 
th!l.t the properties of lanthanum and didymium upermit us to think" that one 
of these elements belongs to the place III-6.23 He suggested, on the baaia 
of a consideration of the stoichiometry of its hydrated double sulphate with 
18 Contrary to what he says here, Mendeleev does in fact include yttrium, 
erbium, didymium and lanthanum in to.ble 33 (PlO)-;-a:I'beit extremely tentatively 




This value of 190 given for tho atomic weight of the element occupying 
the place III-8 in table 25 (Ml8) is clearly a miatako (Ta, in V-8 1 ho.a an 
atomic weight of 182); it ia probably meant to be l8o. 
21 See~' 694. 
22 Op.cit., p.48 (~, 93). 
23Ibid., p.49 (~, 94). 
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potassium, that diccymium (as Di = 144, corresponding to the oxide-formula 
Di2o3) "more probably" than lanthanum occupies III-6 in table 30, lanthanum 
(ns La = 18o, corresponding to tho oxide-fonaula La02) occupying instead the 
place IV-8. In this article Mendeleev m~de no suggestion about which 
particular place might be occupied by erbium. Towards the end of A natural 
pystom of the elements Mendeleev made a general remark to the effect that 
perhaps "certain corite metal.s" occupy plo.ces between Co and To. in the 
periodic table.24 
Mendeleev's attempts at including the lanthanide elements in his 
periodic tables after 1870 are indicated below in Fig. VII -3 (stando.rdisod 
to tho vertical short-form arrangement). With tho exception of tables 30 
and 33, which are represented in Fig. VII-2, all of tho periodic tables 
published by Mendeleev after 1870 nro represented in Fig. VII-3. To the 
entry "(?2) 11 in table 45 (P20) (188o) is appended the footnote: "l'ossibly 
didymium (Di = 146) occupies this place, if its oxide corresponds to tho 
formula Di02, ond its peroxide to Di2o5u. A footnote to the entry 
11Ce = llK>" 
in table 57 (P30) (1902), and a corresponding footnote to table 63 (P36) 
(1906), will be considered later. 
We see from Fig. VII-3 that apart from Ce, the lanthanide elements 
which Mendeleev included in his published periodic tables drawn up after 
1870 lll:ld before 1881 were La, Di and Er, although in one of these tables -
viz. table 42 (Pl7) (1877) -he omits Di. In oll of Mondeleev's tables of 
this period up to 1881 Er was included two placoo before To., i.e. in the 
place III-1025, in accordance with the formula Er2o3 for ita (only, nnd 
hence highest) oxide, and with an assumed atomic-weight value of 178 or 
26 175 • This value 178 or 175 for the atomic weight of Er differs appreciably 
from the value of ca. 168 which wns indicated at the time for this element 
(taking it to bo trivalent) on the basis of the experimentally-determined 
24 See Ch.VI, n.209 and the quoted passage to which it refers. 
25This designation "III-1011 is in terms of Mendeleev1s complete eystE:lm 
of numeration of the series of the short-form periodic table, adopted first 
in table 36 (Pl2) (Nov. 1871). The same place in table 31 (P8) (Fob. 1871) 
was in fact still designated "III-811 1 in accordance with Mendeleev's earlier (incomplete) a,ystem of numeration of the aeries. 
All subsequent raferencea in the present chapter to places in 
Mondeleov's periodic table will be in terms of his later (complete) system 
of numeration of tho aories. 
26 
Although in table 39 (Pl5) (1875) erbium is given an atomic weight 
of 178, in the text of tho article in whlch this table is found Mendeleev 
lists erbium with an atomic weight of 171 (Rcmarques h profoa de la d~couverte du Gallium1 Compt. Rend., 81 1 P•970; PLBA, 200 • He does not 
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equivalent weight of ca. 56. Mendeleov took the atomic weight of Er as 
17.5-8 at this time because this was the value required on the assumption of 
regular atomic-weight increase in his periodic table for the element 
occupying the position III-10, and tho chemical properties of' erbium and the 
stoichiometry of its compounds had led him to feel that it was here that 
erbium belongs. He considered tho discrepancy between the value Er = 175-8 
and the empirically-indicated value of ca. 168 to arise from an error in the 
experimental determination of the equivalent;27 in fact, however, it was 
Mendeleev's value which turned out to be wrong, the atomic weight of erbium 
actually being ca. 166 (H=l). The places assigned by Mendeleev to lanthanum 
and didymium in his published tables drawn up after 1870 and before 1881 were, 
unlike the case of erbium, not constant: these two elements alternated between 
the positions III-8 and IV-10 during this period; and in a footnote to 
table 45 (P20) (188o) came the additional suggestion that perhaps didymium 
occupies V-8. Whichever of these elements was placed by Mendeleev at any 
given time in tho position III-8 was taken to be trivalent with an atomic-
weight value of ca. 138; the element at IV-10 was taken to be tetravnlent with 
an atomic weight of ca. 18o. 
We note here in passing that table 45 (P20) (188o) was the first of 
Mendeloev's published periodic tables to include the rnro-eart~ element 
~--v-''-~-~ 
scandium, the discovery of which in 1879 bad strikingly confirmed his 
predictions for "eka-boronu. 
In the history of Mendeleev's consideration of the problem of the 
rare-earth elements after 1880, a vary important part was played by his 
contacts with the Czech chemist Bohuslav Brauner (1855-1935>.28 The first 
direct contact between the two chemists was a latter (in German) dated 
17th January 1881 from Brauner to Mendeleov; accompanying the letter were 
off-prints of two articles by Brauner - On the atomic weight of beryllium 
(E., G.; 1881) and On the specific volumes of oxides (E., G.; 18811 written 
jointly with Watts).29 The contents of this first letter from Brauner to 
Mendeleev are know only sketchily, from Hendeleev'a reply (in German) of 
27th January (o.s.)/8th February {N.s.) 1881, and from a reference to the 
letter in a subsequent communication from Brauner to Mendaloov, 9th March 
1882 - "As you see from my detaUed letter of 17th January 1881, at first 
27 
( See, for example, The periodic lawfulness of the chemical elements a.; 1871) , p.194 <~, 148). 
Br 
2~endeleev's scientific contacts with Brauner aro discussed in Bibl, 3§1 auner - nssociate of Mendeleev (R.) 
29 
t See Bibl. ~. PP• 14, 11?-8. At the time of writing this first letter 
o Mendeleev, Braunor was in Manchester. 
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I was of the opinion that didymium - either wholly or in part - may be tho 
element at VII - 6 (Em c 100)".30 On 17th February 1881 Brauner wrote a 
second letter to Mendeleev, comprising 32 closely-written pages in German. 
Among the topics discussed by Brauner in this letter were the periodic law 
and the placing of the rare-earth elements - particularly didymium - in the 
periodic aystem. He wrote: 
I began to study the periodic law only in 18771 before that 
knowing absolutely nothing about it. I learned about it first from 
'~odernon Theorion" [so. Lothar Meyer's Die modernen Theorien dar Chcmie, 
3rd edn., 1877, which refers to Mendoleev• s article in Annalen, 1871], 
and then went on to read your article Cac. The periodic lawfulness of the 
chemical elements (G.), Annalen, 1871] in the original • •• I carried 
your article with me everywhere, and there was no greater pleasure for 
me tbz:ln to study it and ponder over its various aspects while lying in 
solitude on the soft moss in the forest ••• Whnt particularly absorbed 
my attention was the section on "The application of the periodic lnw 
to the determination of the atomic weights of the little known elements" 
and the communication on changing the atomic weights of the rare earths, 
and I attempted to link with the periodic sys~lm tho new facta which 
had been discovered in this field since 1871. 
Continuing in this letter, Brauner indicated that already in 1877 he 
had felt that didymium should be placed (as Di = 147) in position V-8 of the 
periodic table, in accordance with the assumed formula D~o5 for ita highest 
oxide. He acknowledged that at first "there were no analytical proofs and 
numbers" upon which to base S1~ch an assumption, but claimod thnt after certain 
initial failures he had in 188o eventually produced an impure sample of 
Di2o5.32 Further experiments in 1880 to obtain pure Di2o5 led him, he 
recounted, to think that "didymium is a mixture of two bodies, of which one, 
although colourless, is not lantha.numn33 - a. conclusion borne out five years 
later by Auer von Welsbach's separation of didymium into neodymium and 
praseodymium. 
Later in the same letter of 17th February 1881 Brauner discussed also 
the placing of Ce and La in the periodic table. Ho reportod his success 
in obtaining tho double salt 3KF.2CeF4.2H20, concluding from this that "tho 
tetravalence of cerium (the formation of CoX4) has boon completely and finally 
proved, and ita placing in tho system established as Co = 141 a.t IV-8".34 On 
tho basis of "thorough researches" - by which he aooms to bo referring to 
quantitative analyses of compounds, and thG determination of the specific heat 
30 ~., p.l7. The symbol "Ern" stands for "eka-mangnnese"• 
31Ibid., PP• 23-.5. 
32Ibid., p.2,5 • 
.33Ibid., p.32. 
34Ibid.' pp. 34-5. 
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of the matal - Brauner concluded that "lnnthanum is not Larv = 18o, but 
Laiii = 138", placing this alament in position III-8 in tho to.ble.35 On the 
question of tho other rare-earth elements Brauner in this letter made the 
following somewhat conservative remD.rks, which sound almost like a 
proscription of discovery of further rare-earth elements: 
Do you not thiru(, however, that it is better to study troroughly an 
old element, than by the discove~6of a new element bring confusion into 
this field of chemical asteroids? Ytterbium and scandium (terbium?) 
have already found their places, but mosandrium, philippium, decipium, 
samarium, x, holmium and thulium - which for the time being are ens~gh 
for us - and also Y~ and Y' (Marignac) t llrO not yet o.ccommodo.ted1 
Brauner is known to have sent Mendeloev a further three letters in 1881 
- on 8th June, 4th July and 21st October. In the July letter ho reported 
that he had at last obtained pure Di2o5, analysis of which had given the 
atomic-weight value Di ~ 146.58, and the specific gravity of which agreed with 
the placing of Di in position V-8 in the periodic table. Also in this lotter 
he wrote 1 "believe me, you will scarcely find anyone on this earth who hns 
more enthusiasm than I for the periodic la~•.38 
Brauner'.a results on didymium were communicated by Mendeleev to ·a 
meeting of the chemical section of tho Russian Physico-Chemical Society on 
8th (O.S.)/20th (N.S.) October 1881. In the report of this meeting Nendeleev 
is recorded as having said: 
Tho placing of didymiua in group V, as could be conjectured 
earlier by considering its oxide (sc. usual oxideJto be Di2o~ and its highest state of oxidation to be Di2o5 , has now been confirmed by Brauner in a new series of as yet unpunlishod researches which he has 
reported to me by lettar ••• Thus, those of tho metals of this 
group (sc. the group of coritea and go.dolinitesJ which hnvo been 
best investigated alroaQy find definite places in the periodic system .~2 
Later in this report - accompanying which was Mendeloav's table 46 (P2l) 
- we find the following remarks: 
35Ibid., P•35. 
36Brauner's reference hera to the raro-oarth eloments aa "chemical 
asteroids" can be aeon as a foreshadowing of his "asteroid" hypothesis o:f' 1901 
regarding the placing of tho rare-earth elements in the periodic tabla (see 
later). 
37Bibl. , PP• 3.5-6. Tho substances "mosandrium" (Smith), 11philippi'l.Uil" 
(Dolafontaino and 11decipium" (Dolafontaina) turned out to bo mixtures of 
various rare-earth elements; "X" (Marignac, Sorot) wo.a lnter shown to bo 
holmium; "Yoc" was gadolinium, "Y,! 11 srunnrium. 
38Ibid., :PP• 38-9. 




Mendeleev further pointed out that by arranging tho elements in a 
periodic aystom of the form presented here, it beoo.r:tes evident that all 
of the oerites and gadolinites which have been well investigated stand 
together, side by side with their satellites, the colourless ones (So, 
Y, La, Yb, Th) occupying the froa places of groups III and IV; and for 
the insufficiently investigated ones there remain enough free places 
next to elements which give many coloured compounds. Thus, between 
Ce and Th there should be an element tho highest oxide of which wUl 
have an equivalent of ca. 105, the lowest oxide an equivalent of ca. 135; 
after Mn should follow aka-manganese with an atomic weight of ca. 100 ••• 
Mendeleov'a confidence that the periodic law will be applicable to tho 
oerite and gadolinite metals is based upon the following: first, the 
fact that the changes in the atomic weights of Co, Y, etc. (from RO to 
R20~) suggested by him in 1870 on the basis of the periodic law have boon confirmed by many new observations and resonrohes, and have been 
accepted first by Cl~ve and subsequently by everyone else; and secondly, 
the fact that ••• Mendeleev in 1871 predicted the properties of eka-boro~ 
\ 
now completely confirmed in the work of Cl~ve nnd Nilson on scandium •••• f \ and this would not have ha£~oned ;f the periodic system were not nble to 
\' em rae e properties of t!fo oeritea and go.dolinites, and provide n 
· true understanding of them. 
A little later, in early 1882, was published part II of the 4th edition 
of Princi~les of Chemist;r (R.), where the problem of placing the rare-earth 
elements in the periodic table was discussed by Mondeleev at soma length: 
••• to cerium we should assign the atomic weight ••• 141. With 
this atomic weight cerium ••• stands in group IV in series 8, following 
after Cs = 133 •. • 1 Ba = 137 ••• , and lanthanum La. = 138, if we tako 
the compounds of the last element to be LaX ••• This atomic-weight 
value for cerium, indicated by tho compositidn of ita two oxides and by 
tho periodic system, was shown to be justified by the determination of 
its specific heat, made by me in 1870 and later by Hillebrand. Hillebrand 
obtained, moreover, by galvanic decomposition or salts, motnllio 
lanthanum and didymium, and found thnt their specific heats are close 
to that of cerium, approximately o.o4; and therefore we are justified in 
giving them atomic-weight values close to thnt of cerium ••• When La, 
Co, Di had found their place in the system of the elements, when they 
hnd been shown to be among the elements of the even rows, it was to be 
expected that there would be elements simUa.r to them to be found also in 
the even rows, in the neighbourhood of Ce 1 La nnd Di - just as in the 
odd (uneven) rows Ga and In are found near the elements Zn and Cd with 
which thoy occur in nature, and na the platinum-fnmUy metnla Ru, Rh, 
Pd, Os, Ir and Pt, which accompany each other in nature, stand together 
side by side in tho periodic syatom of the elements. And this 
expeetation_is realised in those of the gadolinito metals which hnve 
been well studied ••• In 1878 Marignac, while investigating the oxide 
of erbium, ••• discovered a new oxide, which he called the oxide of 
ytterbium Yb ••• For ••• ytterbium there is, in the system of elements, 
a place which hitherto could bo assigned to erbium, in group III, i.o. 
taking the atomic weight of Yb as 3 x i (131.3 - 16) = 173. Thuo, 
"all of the well-investigated gadolinitc metals - Sc, Y nnd Yb - bnve 
found places in the periodic system near those of the eerite metnla, 
which resemble them in many roapecta. There remain those elements, 
such as erbium ••• , terbium ••• , perhaps philippium, decipium, thulium 
(Clbve), etc., which, certainly, are as yet not known in anything like 




a pure state, and which after purification and the determination of 
their capacity for oxi~~tion and tho values of their equivalents, will 
find places in the even rows close to the places occupied by those 
gadolinite and cerite metals which have already been well studied. 
Even tho place of didymium, as also its purification, cannot yet be 
considered as having been conclusively established. It seems probable 
to mo that many of the gndolinito and cerite metols, especially those 
which oro not readily amenable to investigation and separation, undergo 
oxidation, just as for corium there exist Ce2o~ and Ce2o4, and for didymiut1 there probably exist in addition to tne usual form of oxide 
D~03 also Dio2 an1h.Di2o5, the last of those probably having woak acid~c propert1es. ~t present the greatest interest is concentrated 
in ~proving our inadequate knowledge of such cerite metals as Di, Er, 
Tb, which give absorption spectra and coloured oxides and salts, and 
particularly in studying their highest forms of oxidation. We may 
suppose that some of these elements occupy certain of tho remaining 
fr~o places in the periodic system, for example VI-8 and VII, following 
after didymium, with atomic weights of about 146. They may, like Cr and 
Mn, give lower oxides which aro basic and higher oxides which are acidic, 
all of those oxides being coloured. In group VII, in series 6, there 
is a missing analogue of manganese, tho atomic weight of which will bo 
ca. 100. If analogues of manganese turn out to be found among the 
coloured gadolinites and cerites they will, in their higher degrees of 
oxidati~~~2 , R03, R2o7, have weak basic propertios and oxidising tondcnc1c~. 
From Mendeleev's remarks in his communication on the rare-earth 
elements to tho Russian Physico-Chemical Society in October 1881, from the 
above-quoted comments from the 4th edition of his Principles of Chemistry, 
and from the periodic tables 46, 47 and 48 which accompanied these 
publications, the following observations can be made:-
i) Corium, as always in Mendoleev1s tables after 1870, retained 
its position at IV-8 in his tables of 1881-2. 
ii) In 1881 Mendoleov came to place Di with a fairly high degree of 
conviction in position V-8 of tho periodic tabla, the place which he had 
already suggested ns a possibility for Di in a footnote to table 45 (P20) in 
1880. Mendeloev 1s placing of Di at V-8 in 1881 seems to have boon strongly 
4~endeleev here apponds a footnote expressing tho view that it would 
be of grant benefit for the understanding of tho rare-earth elements to study 
the lower oxidation states of Nb and Tn, since these lnttar olemonta are 
"evidently intimately associated with tho cerite and gndolinite.metals both 
in no.turo and in their place in tho periodic tnblo 11 • In the same footnote he 
also suggests thnt it would be similarly beneficial to obtain, if possible, 
lower oxidation states of Th and Zr, nnd to study the basic salta ROX of 
these elements. 2 
42 Mendeleev is hero either using the term "cerite" loosely to include 
also "gadolinite", or else he has unintentionally omitted to refer to 
"go.dolinite metals" as well as "cerito metals", sinco Er nnd Tb are in fo.ot 
gadolinites, not cerites. 
43 Pr.Ch., R-4, part II (1882) 754-6 (~, 377-Bo). 
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influenced by Brauner's private communications to him earlier in the year 
on the matter of didymium. 
iii) In 1881-2 Mendeleev placed La at III~8 (as did Brauner in his 
letter to Mendelecv of 17th February 1881) 1 in contrast to tho placing 
at IV-10 which he had suggested for this element in table 45 (P20) (1880). 
Experimental evidence (notably the specific-heat values for tho metals) 
indicated that tho atomic weights of both La and Di were close to 14o; and 
since didymium was now taken by Mendeleev to belong to the position V-8, 
lanthanum fitted naturally into III-8. 
iv) Whereas in all of the published periodic tables constructed by 
Mendeleev during the period 1871-188o erbium was included in position III-101 
in 1881 Mendeleev gave this place to Yb • 173 (ytterbium had been discovered 
by Marignac in 1878). Er was now dropped from the table, joining the r~s 
of those rare-earth elements whose properties were considered by Mondeleev 
to be known with insufficient accuracy and certainty for a judgment to be 
mode about their particular places in the periodic table. 
v) In his co~ments of 1881-2 Mendoleev suggests that tho unknown 
element 11eka-manganose11 (at VII-6, with an atomic weight or ca. 100 -
corresponding in !net to toclmetium) might turn out to be a cerite or 
gadolinite element. Possibly Mendeleev was hero influenced by Brauner's 
earlior idea that porhD.ps 11eka.-ma.nganese11 is actually didymium (see o.bovo, 
P• 424). 
vi) Mendeloev1s remarks of 1881-2 show a non-committal caution as 
regards the particular placing - and, in certain cases, even as regards 
the existence - of the rare-earth elements other than Sc, Y, La, Co, Di 
and Yb. However, Mendeleov at tho same time firmly believed that despite 
the uncertainties associated with many of the rare-earth elements, all those 
which turn out to be genuine elements will, when properly characterised, be 
found to comply with the periodic law and have an appropriate place in the 
periodic system. 
As can bo soen from Fig. VII-3, all of tho periodic tables published 
by Mendeleev after 1882 contained La, Ce and Yb in the same positions as 
in tables 46, 47 and 48 of 1881-21 viz. at III-8 1 IV-8 and III-10 
respectively. Tho only other element included botwocn Ba and Ta in o.ny or 
Mendeloev's post-1882 published tables wns Di, which ia found in all of 
those tables up to tabla 56 (P29) (1898) with tho exception or table 52 (P25) 
(1889), always in the same position as in tho tables of 1881-2 (viz. v-8) but 
now accompanied by a question-mark. In Mendeleov'a lecture tables of 1886, 
tables 49 and 50 1 didymium is included at V-8 without an accompanying 
question-mark. 
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In a letter to Mendeleev dated 9th March 1882 Brauner reported that 
he had !niled to obtain any salts corresponding to the oxide Di2o5 which 
he ~~d claimed to have prepared in a pure state in 1881. He now suggested 
that perhaps Di2o5 might actually be a peroxide (like H2o2) 1 and not a 
salt-forming oxide at all, conceding that if this were indeed so then the 
formula Di2o5 could no longer provide grounds for placing Di in group V of 
the periodic table (Brauner, ~ike Mendeleev, took tho indicator of tho 
group-number of an clement to be tho highest valency shown by the element 
44 in a salt-forming oxide as distinct from a peroxide). Three years later, 
in 1885, didymium was separated by Auer von Welsbach into two constituents 
which he called "neodymium" and "praseodyoium", neither of which showed any 
tendency to give an oxide of tho form R2o5 corresponding to the Di2o5 which 
had been claimed by Brauner.45 Mendeleev had como to learn of von Welsbach's 
splitting of didymium very soon afterwards, in the some year46; that he could 
still include didymium in his periodic system in 18981 even as a queried 
entry, is indicative of his general conservatism in dealing with tho problem 
of the rare earths. 
The last of Mendeleev's periodic tables to include didymium, table 
55 (P29), was given in his article The periodic lawfUlness of the chemical 
elements (R.; 1898). In a footnote in this article Mendeleev listed tho 
elements neodymium, praseodymium, samarium, gadolinium, terbium, erbium and 
thulium, remarking that these elements "have not boon accommodated by me, 
because of tho doubtfulness of tho data (for example, for terbium), or 
because of uncertainty regarding their very existence as separate elements 
(this particularly concerns the distinction of neodymium from praseodymium, 
which correspond to the usually-recognised didymium)". 47 Continuing in this 
footnote Mendoleov wrote: 
44 Bibl. 38, p.43. 
45Tho highest oxidation states known for neodymium and praseodymium up 
to tho present time are Nd (IV) and Pr (IV), and no peroxide or suporoxide 
is known for these elements which could explain Braunor'a "Di20c:;"; the formula-type R2o5 claimod by Braunor !or this oxide seems to na~e been a 
mistake, arisin~from faulty analysis or the presence of impurity. 
46 
I! from no other source, Mendeleov heard about von Welsbach's splitting 
of didymium !rom Brauner in a lettor of 1885 (see Bibl. 38, p.48). 
47 Bibl.ll, val. 231 half-val. 45, ~898, p.315, footnote (PLBA, 249). 
Contrary to what Mendeleev suggests here, neodymium and praseodYmium appear 
to hnvo been moro eenorally acknowledged ns elements by this time (late 
1890's) thnn was didymium. 
------------------------------------------------
According to their atomic weights these elements, all very 
rare and extracted with difficulty, come between cerium ond ytterbium, 
which are also rare elements but which have been bettor studied. Apart 
from anything else (especially the question of their independence, 
i.e. the absence of mixtures) the very composition R2~~ for their oxides is subject to doubt, because this composition nns been 
established ••• only for the followins rare elements - Ce, Y, La 
and Yb; an48 to extend this deduction to all of tho others is premature. 
In his letter to Mendeleev of 9th March 1882 Brauner had remarked: '~e 
should in general be prepared for tho possibility that the periodic system 
will have anomalies in the 8th and 9th rows which are not encountered in 
other rows. Also, it is not likely th~t following after Cs there will in 
I-10 boa still moro electropositive alkali meta1".49 What Brauner soems to 
be saying here is that the elements belonging to the region of the periodic 
table between Ba and Ta may well turn out to present a break in the pattern 
of group-membership shown elsewhere in the table. His grounds for such a 
sugBestion appear to have been two-fold: firs~ there was the empirical 
evidence that for the known elements whose atomic weights indicated that they 
belong to tho region of the table between Ba and Ta, viz. certain rare-earth 
elements, the only group-characteristics which had been observed with nny 
degree of certainty wore those of groups III and IV; and secondly, it seemed 
to Brauner implausible that there should exist an alkali metal even more 
electropositive than caesium, which is whnt would bo required (for position 
I-10) if the pattern of relationships shown by tho elements in the other 
parts of the periodic table were to extend into the region between Ba and 
Ta. Brauner's idea of an irreBUlarity in the arrangement of the elements 
between Ba and Ta, expressed in this letter of 1882 in only general terms, 
came to acquire a specific form in 1901 in his "asteroid" hypothesis 
concerningthe position of the rare-earth elements in the periodic table. 
This hypothesis - presented by Brauner at tho XIth Congress of Russian 
Scientists and Physicians, St. Petersburg, December 1901 (at which l1ondeleev 
was present) - proposed that tho rare-earth elements of greater atomic weight 
than Ce should all occupy tho same place as Co in tho periodic table, IV-8: 
Just as in tho solar system an entire group of asteroids occupies 
a belt in the place where analogy would suggest tho presence of only 
a single planet, so in tho periodic system an entire group of 
rare-earth elements may occupy a single place ••• The elements of tho 
rare-earths ••• would make up a special inter-periodic group, to some 
extent analogous to group VIII ••• I imagine this group as an extension 
of tho present group IV, boginnins at Ce and ending with an olomont as 
yet unknown, with an atomic weight of approximately 18o, lying to t~e 
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left of to.nta.lum • • • probably between cer!Bm nnd tantalum there ore 
no elements other thnn rare-earth elements.~ 
With this paper Brauner gave a table illustrating his proposal for 
placing tho rare-earth elements in the periodic system, ns shown below in 
Fig. VII-4 • .51 
Shortly after the St. Petersburg congress of December 1901 at which 
Brauner presented the above paper, or perhaps even during the congress itself, 
Mendeleev aSked the Czech chemist if he would contribute a special section on 
the rare-earth clements for the forthcoming 7th edition of Principles of 
Chemistry. Brauner agreed, sending Mendeleev the manuscript of his 
contribution in the autumn of 1902. This was translated (from Germnn into 
Russian) and edited (with Brauner's permission) by Mendeleev, nnd published 
as planned in tho 7th edition of Principles of Chemistry in 1903.52 For the 
8th edition of Principles of ChemistrY (1906) Brauner in 1905 supplemented 
his contribution on the rare-earth elements in the light of the advances 
which hnd been made in the knowledge of these elements since the autumn of 
1902.53 In both the 7th and 8th editions of Principles of Chemistry Brauner 
retained his "asteroid" hypothesis of 1901 which placed cerium and the 
heavier rare-earth elements together in position IV-8 of the periodic table. 
Mendeleev 1s request to Brauner to write the section on rare earths in 
Principles of Chemistry arose out of his recognition of the latter's 
experience and expert knowledge in the field of rare-earth chemistry, coupled 
with the long-standing friendship of the two chemists, but it did not 
signify any special at.to.clunent by Mendoleev to Brauner' a "asteroid" 
hypothesis regarding the placing of the rare-earth elements in the periodic 
~able. On this last matter Mendeleev had the following to say in tho 7th 
and 8th editions of Principles of Chemiatty: 
At tho Congress of Russian Scientists in 1901 Professor Brauner 
proposed placing all of the rare metals in a special auxiliary group 
with Ce, taking their atomic weights as 140-183. I am unnble to refute 
such a conclusion, but I feel that it would be more prudont to leave 
50J • Russ. Phya.-Chem. Soc., J!t (1902) no. 21 section 1 1 PP• 142-53; PP• 150-2 (Bibl.38, PP• 99-100). 
5~hia table includes a place for a higher analogue of Ca, in row 10 -
contrast Brauner's suggestion ot 1882, quoted on p.4)01 that the existence 
ot n still more electropositive alkali metal than caesium is unlikely. 
52- . -~~omenty redkikh zemel1 : Pr.Ch., R-7 (1902-3) 519-30. 
53pr.Ch., R-8 (1906) 644-,56 (see~. 432-31 for extracts). 
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Fig. VII-4 (Brauner, 1901-2). 
this guestion open, especially as Yb = 173 (one of the best 
investigated of the rare metals) corresponds quite ~~11, a~cording 
to its atomic-weight value, to the position III-10. c.l t'' 3' 7? 
I ~ 
This comment on Brauner's "asteroid" hypothesis provides the 
concluding remark of a passage in Principles of Chemistry in whiCh 
Mendolaev discusses the problem of the rare earths as one of "three 
subjects which concern the periodic law but which are not yet in agreement 
with it" (the other two such subjects which he recognises here being tho 
atomic-weight inversions observed in the periodic table for the pairs of 
elements Co-Ni and Te-I).55 Earlier in the same passage Mendeleev hnd 
first briefly summarised certain aspects of the history of the rare-earth 
elements since 1870, and had then said: 
A common composition R20 is ascribed to the (basic) oxides of 
all of them [sc. the rare-earth elements), on the strength of their 
analogy with the above-mentioned oxides R2o~ of those rnre metals [so. Y, Co, etc.J which have found their pr~per places in the periodic 
system of the elements. For some of the rare metals with the oxide-
type R2o3 there is no place in group III of the periodic system, although there are two rows of unoccupied places Csc. in the short-form 
table: more accurately, one row and two half-rows] for elements with 
atomic weights in the range 14o-l83, between Ce = 14o and Tn = 183. 
I have not yet formed any definite opinion on this matter, which I 
see o.s one of the most difficult problems facing the periodic law. 
However, tho researches on many of these metals are evidently 
insufficient for a firm judgment to be given concerning the composition 
of their ~~ides, and I therefore consider it premature to m~e a final 
decision. 
Also in the 7th and 8th editions of Principles of Chemistry Mondeleev 
acknowledged, in similar footnotes to tables 57 (P30) and 63 (P36) 
respectively, that between Ce and Tn "tho periodic system of the elements 
show3 a break in its form which demands further investigations". The full 
footnote to table 57 runs as follows: 
Between Ce = l4o and Ta = 183 on entire large period is wanting; 
but the series of rare elements (the study of which is not complete), 
for example Pr = l4o.5, Nd = 14).6, Gd = 156, Er = 166, Yb = 173, and 
others, have, according to present-day knowledge, atomic weights which 
exactly fill this interval, and therefore in the indicated pla.ce the 
periodic system of tho elements shows a brenk in its form which demands 
further investigations. 
The corresponding footnote to ta.ble 63 differs only in certain of tho 
details included in the list of rare-ea.rth elements nnd atomic weights, thus: 
"••• for example Pr = 1411 Nd = 144, Sm = 1501 Eu = 1521 Gd = 157, Tb = 1601 
Ho = 165, Er = 166, Tu = 171 Md Yb = 173, hnve, according to present-day 
knowledge, ••• etc. "• 
54 Ibid., p.624 (~, 336). My underlining. 
55Ibid. (~, 335) • 
56Ibid. (~, 336). My underlining. 
This ncknowledgmant by Mendoleev in the 7th and 8th editions of 
Principles of Chemistrz of n "break in the form" of tho periodic system 
seems to represent a recognition that whereas thoro exist known elements 
whose atomic weights fall within thelango 14o-183, viz. a whole series of 
rare-earth elements, the properties of these elements do not appear to 
correspond to those which are expected on tho basis of interpolation into 
this region of the system of the pattern of periodicity shown by the elements 
lighter than Co and heavier than Ta. Unlike Brauner, for example, who had 
acknowledged tho possibility of such an irregularity in tho periodic system 
as early ns 1882 (see p.43Q, Mendeleev had previously never suggested that 
perhaps thoro are elements occupying the region between Ce and Ta which do 
not conform to the pattern of periodicity shown elsewhere in the systern. 
Certainly he had already suggested in 1871 that there may be a break in the 
periodic system between Co and Ta, but only in tho sense that there may, for 
somo reason to do with the fundamental nnture of the ch~mical elements, be 
factors which do not allow the formation of elements having ntomic weights 
in this region;57 before 1902 Mendeleev appeared always to be of the 
opinion that if elements with atomic weights between those of Co nnd Ta do 
actually exist, then their properties will eventually be shown to 
correspond to those expected by straightforward interpolation of the 
periodic system (see, for example, the passage of 1882 quoted on pp.426-7 
whore he talks of the rare-earth elements fitting not only into groups III 
and IV, but also into groups v, VI and. VII; and his comment of 1898 quoted 
on P-430 that to assume the oxide-composition R2o3 tor rare-earth elements 
other than Y, Ln, Co and Yb was 11prematuro11). 
Mendeleev's remarks in tho 7th and 8th editions of Principles of 
Chemistry concerning Brauner's "asteroid" hypothesis (aoe :a?e431-3) indicate 
that apart from any other reasons ho was reluctant to accept Brauner'a 
grouping of the rare-earth elements Pr - Yb together with Co in position 
IV-8 of the periodic table because of the evident trivalence of Yb in its 
highest saline oxide. (A placing of all lanthanides at III-8, ns is dono 
nowadays, would at the time have been unacceptable to both Mendeleev nnd 
Brauner, because both were firmly convinced of the correctness of placing 
Ce nt IV-8 in accordance with its tetravnlence in Ceo2 and CeF41 the 
rare-earth elements of granter atomic weight than cerium could not then 
be placed with La at III-8, becnuse this would contravene tho principle of 
57 See Ch.VI, P•396• A similar suggestion by Mondeloev, of the possible 
non-existence of elements in aeries 9 of the short-form periodic table, is ~~v;n in Pr.Ch., R-5 (1889), R-6 (1895), R-7 (1902-3) and R-8 (1906) -see 
• I, PP•397-8. 
atomic-weight ordering in the table). The analogy drawn by Brauner between 
the multiple-occupancy of places in group VIII and his "inter-periodic" 
grouping of Co and tho heavier rare-earth elements at rv-8 does not appear 
to have been remarked upon by Mendeleev, although it is somewhat reminiscent 
of Mendeleev•s own much earlier tendency to associate the rare-earth clements 
with the iron, palladium and platinum families (sao pp. 411 - 6). As grounds 
for supporting his proposed multiple-occupancy of IV-8 by rare-earth elements 
the analogy drawn by Brauner with group VIII is of course weak, since group 
VIII shows a uniform pattern of multiple-occu~~cy in the different long 
periods; also, whereas group VIII shows only triple-occupancy of places 
(or quadruple-occupancy, with the copper-group elements), the place IV-8 
would accommodate 16 elements according to Brauner's suggestion (see Fig. 
VII-4). 
c. Mendeleov's views on the inert gases 
Before 1894 - the year in which Rnyleigh ond Romany discovered argon -
Mendeleev gave no indication of suspecting that there may exist elements 
which are chemically inert. In connection with this he himself later wrote 
(1902): 
In 1869, when ••• I showed the periodic dependence between the 
properties of all elements and their ••• atomic weights, not only was 
no element known which was incapable of forming definite compounds,5But there was no reason even to suspect the existence of such elements. 
••• until fairly recently all known elements ••• entered, directly 
or indirectly, into mutual combinations ••• ; to represent a substance 
as being entirely devoid of the tendency to undergo any sort of chemical 
change ••• would have been much too bold, and without any basis in 
reality. But then, ~ 1894, Lord Rayleigh and Professor Ramsay 
discovered argon ••• 
But although Mendeleev did not suspect the existence of inert elements 
before 1894, already in 1869 he had considered the possibility of the 
existence of certain unknown elements whose places in the series of elements 
arranged according to increasing atomic weight corresponded to places which 
later turned out to be occupied by inert gases - viz. the inert gases Ne, 
Ar and perhaps also He. Thus in March 1869 he had drawn up a mMuscript 
arrangement of elements 1 table 7 (M7) 1 in which he auggested the existence 
of two unknown even-valent elements of atomic weights 20 and 36 1 ond perhaps 
ouggoatodthe existence also of a third unknown even-valent element of atomic 
weight 2.6° Kedrov (1953) has claimed this as nn anticipation by Mendeleev 
of the existence of No, Ar and He: 
It is completely clear that the ~own elements assumed by 
Mendeleev ••• and designated by him If' = 2, x = 20 and x = 36, are 
none other than those futuro members of the zero group, He = 4, 
Ne = 20.2 and A = 39.9 ••• It may be considered as established that 
D.I. [MendeleevJ, on the basis of an analysis of his system of the 
elements, foresaw not only those elements which wore later realised 
in Ga, Sc and Ge, but also the elemg~ts of the future zero group, 25 
to 30 years before their discovery. 
Apart from the poor agreement between the atomic-weight values n2 = 2 
and He = 4, not to mention the fact thnt wo cannot even be certain that the 
entry urf = 2" in table 7 (M?) was actunlly intended to represent an unknown 
element, there are two more important reasons why Kedrov'a claim must be 
58
Attempt at a chemical conce~tion of the world-ether (R • p bl 190~ 1905): PLBA 1 485. - •' u • ""' 
-59Ibid.: ~' 482. 
60 See Ch. VI 1 p. 379. 
61 Kedrov, Sc.Ar., 64. 
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considered an e~~ggeration. Firat, even if we acknowledge zero as being 
an even number (as Kedrov does, loc.cit.) the fact remains that Mendeleev's 
concept of valency did not in 1869 include the possibility of "zero-valence", 
or complete inertness. And secondly, there ore no grounds for thinking that 
the unknown elements ~ = 2, x = 20 and x = 36 in table ? (M7) were 
considered by Mendeleev to be members of a new group in the periodic table, 
as the inert gases turned out to be. In table 7 (M?) itself there is no 
indication at all of Mendeleev's opinion concerning the placing of such 
unknown elements in the periodic table; but remarks he made elsewhere during 
the period 1869-?1 show that he considered the possibility of the existence 
of elements occupying the known groups between H = l nnd Li = 7 in the table, 
and of elements occupying a place in group VIII between F = 19 and Na = 23.62 
He does not appear to have made any suggestion at the time about where x = 36 
might be placed in the periodic table (much later, in connection with the 
problem of placing argon in the table in the 1890's, Mendeleev was to discuss 
the possibility of the occupancy of a place in group VIII between Cl • 35.5 
and K = 39). 
Before the discovery of terrestrial helium in 1895 Mendeleev tended 
towards the view that the "helium" spectrum represented not a new substance 
but some chemical element which was already known on earth, and which 
produced this unusual spectrum because of the extreme solar conditions. In 
1889 he expressed this opinion in a passage criticising the idea that helium 
is the "primary matter" of tho universe (see Ch.II, p.lO?); and in 1894 
he acknowledged that although the helium spectr.um "does perhaps reveal a new 
simple substance" 1 on the other hand "perhaps it wUl be shown that the 
helium line belongs to an element which is already known, because spectra 
change in clarity and in tho position of tho visible lines with a change in 
temperature, pressure and combination. Thus, for example, at the very end 
of the calcium spectrum Lockyer could see only the line 423 at comparatively 
low temperatures, whilst the lines 397 and 393 appear~ a higher temperature, 
and at still higher temperatures the line 423 becomes quito invisiblo".63 
The discovery of argon was announced by Rayleigh and Ramsay on August 
13th, 1894, at the British Association meeting at Oxford (the nome "argon" had 
62 See Ch.VI, PP•38o-l. 
63 
Pr.Ch., R-6 (1895) 396, n.35 (written 1894); ~~ 391-2. 
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not yet been introduced for this new gns; it came into use about 3 months 
later, after further extensive demonstrations of the chemical inactivity of 
the gas64). Within a month Mendeleev had written a note on the discovery 
for the 6th edition of his Principles of Chemistry, suggesting that this new 
gas was perhaps an allotropic modification of ordinary nitrogen, N3
65: 
To tho number of well-known and long-established constituents of 
air we must now - thanks to the remarkable investigations made in the 
summer of 1894 by the Englishmen Lord Rayleigh and Professor Ramsay -
include as a cons5ituent up to 1% by volume of a heavy gas (density 
ca. 19, if H = 1 ), inactive like nitrogen, and which was discovered 
thanks to Rayleigh's observations on the density of nitrogen ••• This 
gas ••• is shown to have a density about 1~ times greater than nitrogen 
(is it not a polymer of nitrogen, N ?). Also, it is now known that 
this constituent of the air gives a3spectrum containig~ bright blue 
lines which are observed in the spectrum of nitrogen. Nothing is yet 
known about the nature of this gas - its properties, composition, 
chemical reactions, its name - because it has only just been discovered. 
If new, more detailed information on this subject appears during the 
printing of this edition of "Principles of Chemistry" (after August 68 
1894), this will be placed nt the end of the book, before the index. 
64The name "argon" was derived from tho Greek ~eyoy ("work") with the 
prefix oc ("not"). 
-65Th~ suggestion that argon may be N had already been made by Dewar, 
in a letter to the Times published on 16t~ August, 1894. Unlike Mendeloev, 
who accepted the new gas (perhaps N ) as being a constituent of the 
atmosphere (see later), Dewar felt that theN~ had been produced from 
ordinary N2 in the course of Rayleigh and Ram~ay'a experiments (see Dewar, Chern. News, 121 p.87 -Aug. 24th, 1894). 
66Mendeleev here moans that the density ~a ca. 19, taking the density 
of hydrogen gas to be 1. 
67There is apparently a misprint here. Referring to this sentence six 
months later, in his article Argon, a new constituent of nir (R.; Feb.-March, 
1895), Mondeleev wrote: "In chapter v, n.l6 bis ••• it ia printed that in 
t~e spectrum of argon are 'blue lines which are observed in the spectrum of 
n1trogen': this is a misprint, omitting 'not', i.e. it should have read • 
'blue lines which are not observed in the spectrum of nitrogen', because 
there is no seneral identity of bluo lines between tho argon and nitrogen 
spectra" (PLBA, 466', n.?. Ka.monsky's English translation of thia later 
passage, given in Pr.Ch., E-2 1 1897, II, 495 1 n.?, does not clearly present 
tho true meaning of the pansage). 
68 
Pr.Ch., R-6 (1895) Ch. V, n.l6 bis (written 1894); PLSM, 390. 
-
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Such "new, more detailed information" was indeed obtained during the 
rem~ining months of 1894: Rayleigh and Ramsay carried out diffusion 
experiments on atmospheric nitrogen ("atmolysis"), they re-measured the 
density of argon, attempted in vain to induce it to react chemically, 
measured its solubility in water, and determined the ratio of its specific 
heats at constant pressure nnd constant volume (~ = )') by moans of 
experiments on the velocity of sound in the gas; Crookes and Schuster 
investigated the spectrum of argon; and K.S. Olszewski, a professor of 
chemistry at Cracow and an expert on low-temperature research, studied the 
properties of argon at low temperatures using liquid ethylene and liquid 
oxygen as cooling agents and with a hydrogen thermometer. The new results 
were given in a 54-page paper by Rayleigh and Rams~ entitle~ Argon a new 
constituent of the atmosphere, presented by Ramsay at a meeting of the Royal 
Society on 31st January 18951 and in two shorter papers by Crookes and 
Olszewski respectively, presented at the same meeting by the authors.69 
These papers were published in full in Philosophical Transactions.70 
Abstracted versions appeared in many other journals.71 Mendeleev's appraisal 
of the new developments appeared soon afterwards, in two sources:72 
i) in a 7-page article by him which was included as an appendix to the 
6th edition of Principles of Chemistry (as promised in his initial note on 
argon written in 1894 for this same edition), entitled Argon, a new 
constituent of air (R.), written mainly in mid-February 1895 but with a few 
final comments added later, up to 31st March;73 and, 
ii) in a 3-pago report on his views on "the relation of argon to the 
periodic system" as presented by him to a meeting of the chemical section of 
the Russian Physico-Chemical Society on 14th March 1895.?4 
The main questions with which Mendeleev is seen to be concerned in these 
two publications are the following (for some of the questions listed here 
a particular answer to one or more of the other questions is assumed as a 
starting-point):-
69 This meeting was the largest in the history of tho Royal Society: 
at least Boo people attended. 
70Rnyleigh and Ramsay, Phil. Trans., A 186 (l) 187 (1895); Crookes, 
~., 243; Olszewski, .illS,., 253. -
71 Cham. News, ~ (lst Feb. 1895) 51; Nature, 21 (7th Feb., 1895) 3471 
Proc.Roy.Soc., 2Z C1ff95) 265. 
. 
72Mendeleev's knowledge of the new developments como from the abstract 
1n Proc. Roy. Soc. (see~' 457, 467). 
73 The original Russian version of this article (Argon novaia 
sostavnaia chnst' vozdukha), published in Pr.Ch.,R-6 (1895j 749-55 1 is 
reprinted in PLBA 1 457-70. An English tranalntion by Kamensky is given in 
Pr.Ch., E-2(1~ II, 491-9 (appondix III), entitled Argon, a new constituent 
of the atmosphere. 
74 
J.Russ.Phys.-Chem.Soc., ll (1895) section 11 pp.69-72 (~1453-6). 
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1. Is argon actually a constituent of the atmosphere, or was it 
perhaps somehow produced by Rayleigh and Eamsay in the course of their 
experiments on atmospheric nitrogen? 
2. Is argon a single substance (in the chemical acnae) or a mixture 
of substances? 
3. Is argon a new substance, hitherto unknown to chemistry? 
4. Is argon a simple substance (free element) or a compound? 
5. The closely related questions - What is the atomicity of the argon 
molecule? What is the atomic weight of argon? What is the position of 
argon in the periodic system? 
In his Argon, a new constituent of air Hendeleev deals with all of the 
questions listed here, although in this article he does not distinguish 
very clearly between tho different questions, tending instead to consider 
them all under the general heading of the question of the "independence 
(samostoiato1 1noot')" of argon.?5 The report of Mondeloev•s communication 
of 14th March to tho Russian Physico-Chemical Society deals primarily with 
the questions in 5 1 considering very briefly also questions 2 and 4: in 
this report the questions 2, 4 and 5 are clearly distinguished from each 
other.76 The overall picture of Mendeleev's views during tho period 
February-March 1895 concerning questions 1-5, compounded from both of the 
available sources, is as follows, each question being considered in turn 
in the order listed above:-
1. In Argon, a new constituent of air Mendeleev wrote, "From the data 
which have been obtained so far, we must conclude with ita discoverers that 
argon belongs among those gases which are permanent constituents of tha 
atmosphere".?? Recalling his suggestion of 1894 that "argon is perhaps 
polymerisod nitrogen N3", Mendeleev added, "If this idea were confirmed, 
still one would not imagine that argon was formed from the atmospheric 
nitrogen by those reactions by which it was obtained by Rayleigh and Ramsay, 
but rather that it arises from the nitrogen of the atcosphere under natural 
conditions".?8 
Apart from the fact of the greater density of atmospheric nitrogen than 
chemically-derived nitrogen,79 which had boon tho original observation by 
75
seo Pr.Ch., R-6 (1895) ?52 (~, 461). 
76
see ~. 453. 
77Pr.Ch., R-6 (1895) 749 (PLBA, 458). This conclusion 
indicated by the very title of Mendeloev's article. 
?Bibid., n.l bis (~1 464). 
is of course 
?9 This fact is cited by Mcndeleev in his Argon, a new constituent of air, ~· t P• 750 (~, 458-9). 
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Rayleigh which had eventu~lly led to the discovery of argon, Mendeleev saw 
strong evidence for the presence of argon in the atmosphere also in the 
results of the "a.tmolysis" experiments ca.rried out by Rayleigh and Rrunso.y: 
This hypothesis (so. "the presence of a heavier gas in admixture 
with tho nitrogen obtained from the atmosphere"] is corroborated by 
the fact that Rayleigh and Ramsay, having obtained and purified 
nitrogen (by removal of o2, co2 and H2o) both from ordinary air and also from air which had undergone atmolysis - i.e. which hnd been passed 
along the inside of porous tubes (baked clay pipes ••• ) surrounded by 
a rarefied space, pa.rt of tho lighter ga.ses (primarily nitrogen) thus 
being removed - found tha.t nitrogen from the air which had undergone 
atmolysis was heavier than that obtained from air which had not been so 
treated. This shows that tho nitrogen of tho atmosphere is mixed with 
a heavier ga.s, a gas ~8ich lea.ks through porous walla more slowly than 
does nitrogen itself. 
A further argument in support of the presence of argon in the air was 
presented by Mendeleev as follows: 
According to tho determinations of Rayleigh and Ramsay the 
solubility of argon in water is approximately 4 volumes in 100 volumes 
of water at 13°. Consequently argon is almost 2~ times more soluble 
than nitrogen, and its solubility is close to that of oxygen. Direct 
experiment proves that the nitrogen obtained from air from boiled water 
is heavier than nitrogen obtained directly from the atmosphere, which81 is further indirect confirmation of the presence of argon in the air. 
Although Mondeleev's consideration of the available data led him to the 
conclusion that argon "belongs among those gases which aro permanent 
constituents of the atmosphere", he did nevertheless recognise in the 
researches of Rayleigh and Ramsay a "weak point" which still allowed some 
support for the view that the argon obtained by them was, at least in part, 
produced in tho course of their removal of nitrogen as nitrate (by sparking 
with oxygen and absorption by alkali) or nitride (by reaction with heated 
magnesium). This "weak point" was seen by Mendoleev in the !act that 
Rayleigh and Ramsay had not provided ony direct experimental corroboration of 
their explanation (admittedly vary plausible in Mendeleev's view) of the 
isolation in certain of their experiments of very small amounts of argon 
from chemically-derived nitrogen: 
In those experiments an inert residue of a heavy gas having tho 
properties o! argon was observed also when chemically-derived nitrogen 
was used instead of atmospheric nitrogen, although its quantity wns 
Bo 
.!E.!s!· <~. 459). 
81 
Ibid., P•752 (PLBA, 462). The following figures are givon by Glassto~extbook o~sical Chemistrl, 2nd edition, 1960, p.~03 1 for 
tho solubility in wator of N2, o2 and Ar (in mole fractions x 10 , at 20°0): N2, 0.13; o2, 0.17; Ar, o.41. 
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very small. Rayleigh and Hamsay attribute tho formation of this 
residue to the fact that in these experiments the gases were collected 
with the help of water, and port of the argon dissolved in tho water may 
have passed into tho nitrogen. But because tho authors of this 
supposition did not confirm it by nny special experimunts, this 
experimental result and its explanation constitute a wonk point in 
their classical researches. With the assumption of tho hypothesis 
that argon is N , tho obtaining of argon from chemically-derived 
nitrogen might ~e explained by a polymerisation of part of the nitrogen 
in the course of its reacting, althoueh the possibility of Rayleigh and 
Ramsay's hypothesis, that the argon is evolved from the wuter employed 
in the manipulation of the gases, cannot but be acknowledged. From 
3,000 volumes of chemically-derived nitrogen, about 3 volumes of argon 
were obtained; tha2same amount of atmospheric nitrogen gave about 30 volumes of argon. 
2. In the report of Nendeleev's communication of 14th March 1895 to 
tho Russian Physico-Chemical Society we find the following remark: 11.As 
regards argon it is necessary to consider ••• whether it is a chemical 
individual or a mixture ••• Tho idea of a mixture is completely unlikely. 
It is utterly opposed by tho observations of Olszewski on the condensation 
and solidification of argon11 • 83 Olszewski's researches had shown argon to 
have a sharply-defined critical temperature, molting-point and boiling-point, 
indicating chemical purity.84 In Argon, a new constituent of air Mondeleev 
made the same point as in the above-quoted passage from his communication of 
14th March, but in more specific and somewhat less absolute terms: 
Those researches [sc. by Olszewski]••• show that argon exhibits 
a perfect constancy in its properties in the liquid and critical 
states, which almost [13J disposes of the supposition that it is n 
mixture of two or more unknown gases ••• 
[13) There remains only the very remote possibility that arg8~ 
is a mixture of two gases having very nearly tho same properties. 
In the same article Mendoloov appended to his discussion of tho spectrum 
of argon a footnote in which he says, "Crookes supposed that argon is a 
mixture of two gases, but since there are no indications of this apart from 
certain peculiarities of a spectroscopic character, we shall not dwell upon 
this hypothesis11 • 86 Crookes had observed thnt argon shows 11two distinct 
82 ~., P•750, n.4 (PLBA, 465). See also PLEA, 456 (from the report o£ 
Mendeleev• s cormnunicntion Oii"llrgon of l4th March-;-1]'95): "Tho suggestion by 
Rayleigh nnd Ramsay that tho argon in this cnso comes from the wnter is very 
likely but it is not yet proved". 
83pLBA, 453. 
-84 A tnble of Olszewski's results is given by Mendolcev in his Arson, n 
now constituent of air, Pr.Ch., R-6 (l895) 754, n.l4 (PLBt~, 469). 
85 -
.!EJ.E.· t 754 (~, 463 t 469). 
86 
Pr.Ch., R-6 (1895) 752 1 n.9 (~, 466). 
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spectra according to the strength of tho induction current employed", one 
being red and the other "steal-blue"; and he had indeed concluded from this 
th..'1.t 1 "It is not improbable, and I understand tho.t independent observations 
have already led both tho discoverers to the same conclusion, that the gas 
argon is not a simple body, but is a mixture of at least two elements, one 
of which glows red and the other blue, each having its distinctive spect~~~8 
At the same time, however, Crookes acknowledged that in support of the idea 
87crookes, Phil. Trans., 1895 (see n.?O, above); these quotations from 
Crookes' article are given also by Hiebert in Bib1.28, pp. 15-16. 
88Tho views of Rayleigh and Ramsay up to this time (J~. 189.5) on the 
nature of argon appear to have been as follows. 
In a letter to Lord Rayleigh dated 24th May, 1894, Ramsay had written, 
in connection with the discovery of a new constituent of the air with a 
density greater than that of nitrogen, 
"Has it occurred to you that there is room for gaseous elements at 
tho end of the first column of the periodic table? Thus:-
Li Be B C N 0 F X X X 
- - - - - Cl 
Mn Fe Co Ni 
Br 
- - ~ - - - ? Pd Ru Rh 
etc. [ i Such elements should have tho density 20 or thereabouts so. assum ng 
diatomic molecules, in accordance with the usual pattern for free elements 
whic£ are gases at normal temperatures, e.g. ~. o2, 012) 1 and 0.8 p.c. (= 120th about) of the nitrogen of the air would so raise tho density of 
nitrogen in the ratio 230:231" (see Bibl. 1121 p.llO). 
By August 1894 the density of tho new gas had been found to be close 
to 201 indicating a molecular weight of en. 4o (later in tho yoar tho value 
of 20 for the density was confirmed in mare accurate determinations). The 
discoverers at this stage believed the gns to be a diatomic form of a new 
element of atomic weight ca. 20, whoso place in tho periodic table was 
probably in group VIII between F and Na, corresponding to one of the X's 
proposed by Ramsay in his letter of 24th May. This belie£ was retained until 
November 1894, when the specific-heat ratio for tho new gas was determined ns 
being between 1.64 and 1.66. On tho basis of this valuo for tho specific-heat 
ratio Rayleigh and Ramsay now took argon to be a monontomic gas, rejecting 
tho idea that the molecule m~ be diatomic or polyatomic with no rotational 
or vibrational motion as being "a conclusion improbable in itself and ono 
postulating tho sphericity of such complex groups of atoms" (Phil. Trans., 
1895; see Bibl. 281 p.l4). This posed a now problem as regards tho position 
of argon in the p~riadic table. If argon be a single element it would have 
an atomic weight of 4o, in which case "there is reason to doubt whether tho 
periodic classification of the elements is complete; whether, in £net, 
elements may not exist which cannot be fitted nmar,g those of which it is 
composed. On the other hand, if argon be a mixture of two elements, thoy may 
find places in tho eighth group, one after chlorine and one after bromine •••" 
(Phil. Trans., 1895; see Bibl. 281 p.l4). Tho latter suggestion (that argon 
may be a mixture of two elements of atomic weights of about 37 and 82) 1 rather 
than Rnmsay's earlier suggestion of three X's of atomic weight en. 201 was presumably the conclusion to which Crookos was referring in the abovo-quotod 
passage whore he himself suggests on spectroscopic grounds that argon is 
perhaps a mixture of two or more elements. However, while they had indeed 
suggested the possibility that argon may be a mixture, Rayleigh and Rnmsoy 
novertholoss preferred the hypothesis that it is n single element of atomic 
~ 
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that argon is a single substance was tho £net that nitrogen also could be 
made to exhibit two spectra by varying the prossuro and the intensity of the 
spark. 
3. Nendeleev believed argon .to be a substance hitherto unknown to 
chemistry. As reasons for this belief he cited the facta of ita distinctive 
spectrum ("the spectrum of argon ••• distinguishes it from other gases1189), 
ita unprecedented degree of inertness ("argon luls a granter number of 
negative characteristics, in the sense of having a smaller capacity for 
reaction, tluln any other known simple or compound gas"90) 1 and its 
distinctive collection of physical constants (ratio of specific heats = 
1.6691; boiling-point, melting-point, etc.). 
4. In the report of Mondeleev's communication of 14th March 1895 to 
tho Russian Physico-Chemical Society the question is raised as to whether 
argon is "a simple body or a compound", to which the reply provided is, 
Tho idea of tho complexity of argon seems ••• to have low 
probnbility. Although tho unusual stability observed for argon is 
shown to a certain degree also by somo compounds, nevertheless it 
apeoka much more strongly in favour of acknowledging argon to be a 
simple body. Also the spect~2 of argon is characteristic of a 
chemically si1nple individual. 
The argument that its excepti~nnl inertness indicates argon to be a 
simple aubstunco rather than a compound is probably partly intuitive (i.e. if 
argon woro a compound, formed from more than one element by a chemicnl 
process, then it would be expected also to be chemically decomposnble) and 
partly based upon the analogy provided by nitrogen, the moat inert gas 
previously known and a simple substance. What Mendeleev hna in mind, 
however, when he soya that the spectrum of argon is characteristic of n 
simple substance rather than a compound is not clear (note that the natura 
of tho spectrum ia here cited by Mendeleev as support for tho idea that 
weight 4o. It is indicative of their confidence in the accuracy of their 
experimental resul ta that Rayleigh and Rnmaoy were more ready to accept tho 
:possibility that argon is a mixture of two unknown elements, with atomic 
weights of about. 37 and 82, than to accept that it is a single unknown 
element of atomic weight ca. 37, but whose density they had measured 
somewhat inaccurately aa 20. 
89 Argon, a now constituent of air, Pr.Ch., R-6 (1895) 752 (PLBA, 461). 
-90 Ibid., P•75l (PLBA, 460-1). 
-9~o known substance which wua a gas at ordinary temperatures had been ~ound to have auch a vnlue for ita specific-heat ratio. This vnluo of 1.66 
or the specific-heat ratio of argon was not accepted unreservedly by 
Mendoleev at this time (1895), however (see below). 
9~LBA, 453. 
l 
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argon is a simple substance rather than a compound, ~ for tho idea that it 
has a monoatomic molecule rather than a diatomic or polyatomic molecule); 
he gives no indication of what he moans by this either in his report on 
argon to the Russian Physico-Chemical Society, or in his article Argon, a 
new constituent of air (where he describes the argon spectrum at some length). 
Also considered by Mendeleev in connection with the question of whether 
nrgon is a simple substance or a compound was tho value 1.66 obtained by 
Rayleigh and Ramsay for tho ratio of its specific heats (measured by 
determining the velocity of sound in tho gas). According to the theory 
generally accepted at the time (and still accepted) such a value (= ~) for 
the specific-heat ratio of a gas indicates that its molecules have 
translational motion but no rotational or vibrational motion, and 
consequently that it is a monoatomic gas; for a diatomic or polyatomic gas, 
hnvine rotational and vibrational degrees of freedom, the specific-heat 
ratio would be expected to be r = s : ~~ Where X is an udditional (positive) 
factor explained to soma extent in terms of the principle of equipartition 
of energy (Haxwell-Boltzmann). The only case known before 1894 where tho 
specific-heat ratio of a gas had been found to be 1.66 was that of mercury 
vapour, which wns indeed monoatomi~ (as had been shown by vapour-density 
measurements)~ Other (diatomic and polyatomic) gases had lowor values, as 
expected, e.g. for co, H2 and N2, 1.4; !or c12 , 1.33; for co2 and N2o, 
1.3.93 Therefore, according to tho current theory, and accepting Rayleigh 
and Ramsay's value of ~ = 1.66, argon should be a monoatomic gas, in which 
case it must be a simple substance rather than a compound. While 
acknowledging this reasoning Mondeleov in 1895 was - primarily from 
considerations on tho placing of argon in tho periodic system (see later) • 
nevertheless reluctant to accept the conclusion that organ is monoatomic; 
this he was able to do by questioning both the experimental result obtained 
by Rayleigh and Ramsay, and also tho theory which claimed that )" = 1.66 
necessarily indicates n monontomic gas. Thus, in Argon, n new constituent of 
air he wrote: 
-
Because of tho significance of tho conclusion [so. that argon 
is monoatomic] ••• it is desirable that the velocity of sound in argon 
be re-determined ••• If it should be found that for argon k (so. the 
ratio of specific heatsJ is less than 1.4 ••• we could then aasum§4 
that the molecule of argon contains not one but several atoma ••• 
But, he added, even if the specific-hent ratio of argon turns out to 
be confirmed aa 1.66, the argon molecule could still contain more than one 
atom if the specific-l~eat rntio were to depend upon "chemical energy". This 
idea is explained in outline both in Argon, a new constituent of air nnd in 
93 
him All of the examples cited hero were actunlly given by Mendeleev 
self in Argon, a new constituent of nir. 
94 




Mendeleev'a report on argon to the Russian Physico-Chemical Society in March 
1895. In the latter source, for example, we find the following passage: 
We must ••• bear in mind that the value of k ••• varies even 
between molecules containing the same number of atoms. Thus for the 
majority of gases containing 2 atoms (nitrogen, oxygen and others) 
k is approximate1y 1.4, but for chlorine it is about 1.3. This latter 
value gives grounds for supposing that the value of k depends not only 
upon the number of atoms in the molecule, but also upon the chemical 
energy, the store of inner motion which determines the chemical 
activity of the body and which for chlorine must be comparatively 
large. Since for the chemically-active chlorine k is significantly 
leas than 1.4, then perhaps for the extremely inert argon k would be 
significantly greater t~ 1.4 even if the argon molecule were to 
contain 2 or more atoms. 
A very similar passage occurs in Argon, a new constituent of air, with 
the additional remark that "I think these questions might be partially 
elucidated by determining k for ozone o3 and sulphur s6 (at about 500°). In 
other words I would suggest, though only provisionally, that the value 
k = 1.66 obtained for argon might prove to agree with the hypothesis that 
argon is N3, formed from N2 with evolution of heat or loss of energy".9
6 
Mendeleev's hypothesis of a "chemical-energy" contribution to the 
specific-heat ratio of a gas is nowhere presented by him Ul any greater 
detail than is given in the above-~ited passages. 
We note that to the extent that Mendeleev was reluctant to accept a 
specific-heat ratio of 1.66 as indicating a monoatomic molecule for argon 
{and this reluctance was appreciable) ho was also rejecting the relevance of 
the value ~= 1.66 for deciding whether argon is a simple substance or a 
compound. 
5· Mendeleev was firmly committed to belief in what he called the 
"general applicability" (or "generality": obshchnost•) of tho periodic law-
the belief that ~ elements, including any yot to bo discovered, are subject 
to the periodic law, each having a place in the periodic system.97 
Consequently, once Mendeleev had accepted that argon ia a aimple substance . 
the queation of the atomicity of the argon molecule (or, expressed 
alternatively, of the atomic weight of the element) was for him necessarily 
95PLBA, 454. 
96 Pr.Ch., R-6 {1895) 753, n.lO (~, 467). 
97 A alight weakening of Mendeleev1a committmont to this idea of tho 
"general applicability" of the periodic law can be recognised in his 
acknowledgment in the early 20th century of nn apparent "brook in tho form" 
of the periodic system associated with the placing in tho system of tho 
known rare-earth elements of atomic weights in the range l4o-l83 {see PP• 
433-4 in section B of the present chapter). 
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intimately linked with the question of the place of tho element in the 
periodic system. These questions were considered by him both in Argon, a new 
constituent of air and in his communication on argon of 14th March, 1895. 
The discussion of this subject in the report of his communication of 14th 
March is introduced with the following words: 
Taking argon to be a simple body we now come to consider a 
aeries of suppositions about the value of its atomic weight, 
assuming that the molecular weight of argon is about 4o (but 
probably a little more than 4o, because slight a§@ixture with the 
lighter nitrogen has been noticed to some extent ). The atomic-weight 
value will clearly depend upon ••• the number of atoms contained in the 
molecule. We shall here examine ~9series of ~ossible formulae for tho argon molecule: A, A2, A3 ••• An• 
Mendeleev considered the possibilities for A up to n = 6. 
n 
a) n = 1, i.e. argon is A = 4o. 
In his communication on argon of 14th March, 1895, Mendeleev began his 
consideration of the suggestion that the argon molecule may be monoatomic, 
corresponding to an element A = Ire, with the comment, "In support of this 
suggestion is the value of about 1.66 found by Rayleigh and Ramsay for the 
ratio, k, of the specific heats of argon at constant pressure and constant 
volume, a value considered charactaristic of molecules containing a single 
atom".100 Having acknowledged this, however, Mondeleev immediately went on 
to present (as quoted above, on p.446) an outline of his idea that tho value 
k = 1.66 could perhaps also correspond to a diatomic or polyatomic molecule 
in the case of an extremely unreactive substance like argon; he then 
introduced his main objections to the assumption of a monoatornic molecule for 
argon, these being based upon a consideration of the periodic system -
If we assume that argon contains a single atom in ita molecule 
there is no place for it in the periodic system. If the density of 
argon is taken to be significantly less than 20 {although this is 
unlikely, and we would sooner think the opposite ), so that ita 
atomic weight comes between those of Cl and K, then argon may be 
placed in tho eighth group of tho third series; but tho existence of 
the eighth group in this series is very difficult to admit. 
98The nitrogen impurity here referred to by }fondeleov was in fact 
negligible. His statement that the molecular weight of argon is "probably 
n little mora than 4o11 was almost certainly motivated leas by empirical 
evidence than bY hope: at this time Mendeleev was inclined to believe that· 
argon is N3 (see later), in which case ita molecular woight should be 42. 
99PLBA, 453-4. 
100PLBA 4.54 _, . 
101 See n.98, nbove. 
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The eighth group is peculiar to the large periods, and establishes 
a link between the metallic elements of the seventh group of tho evon 
series and the similar metallic eleme11ts of tho first group of the 
uneven series. Thus, tho supposf0~on that the atomic weight of argon is about 4o has low probability. 
In other words, Mendeleev felt that if we assume the molecule of argon 
to be monoatomic, then even allowing (against the indications of experimental 
evidence) enough scope for error in the determined vapour density of tho gas 
for the atomic weight of the element to fall between those of Cl (35.5) and 
K (39), the placing of argon in group VIII of the periodic table between 
these latter elements of groups VII and I would be unsatisfactory on grounds 
both of chemical analogy and of symmetry of the table. At this stage - quite 
understandably in view of the many uncertainties associated with the nature 
of argon, and the absence of any known analogue of the gas - Mendeleev did 
not think in terms of solving the problem by introducing a completely new 
group of elements into the periodic table. (The "zero" group in which tho 
inert gases are placed nowadays seems to have been suggested publicly first 
by Errera in 1900- see later). 
In his Argon, a new constituent of air Mendeleev wrote: "••• thoro is 
no reason on the basis of existing data for admitting any intermediate 
element between Cl = 35.5 and K = 39, and beyond potassium all places in the 
periodic table [sc. in the atomic-weight region of ca. 4o] are full ••• Tho 
hypothesis A= 4o does not admit argon into the periodic system".l03 
b) n = 2, i.e. argon gas is A2, A = 20. 
Mendeleev1s willingness in 1895 to doubt the accuracy of the 
empirically-determined value of 1.66 for the specific-heat ratio of argon 
and the validity of the theory which restricted such a value to monoatomic 
gases enabled him without inconsistency still to admit the possibility that 
argon gas may m didocic or pciyatomic. His consideration in the light of the 
periodic law of the possibility that argon is a diatomic gas A2, corresponding 
to an element A = 20, led him to conclude that this is a much more likely 
possibility than that of the monoatomicity of argon gas. The only available 
place in the periodic tablo at tho time for A = 20 was in group VIII between 
F = 19 and Na = 23. Such a placing of A = 20 might appear prima facio to be 
open to exactly the same criticisms as would a placing of argon ( tllking ita 
atomic weight to bo somewhere in the range 35.5 - 39) between Cl and K; but 
although in both cases there would bo an inert element in group VIII between 
two elements of high reactivity and very different character in groups VII 
and I' providing a sharp deviation from the pattern normally shown in 
102 ~' 454. My underlining. 
103 
Pr.Ch., R-6 (1895) 753-4 (~, 463 and 468). 
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group VIII of a gradual transition between groups VII and I, there wore two 
additional factors which led Mendeleev to consider A = 20 as being more 
likely. First, such an element would belong to the same row in the 
short-form table as Li, Be ••• F, the so-called (by Mendeleev) "typical" 
elements whoso properties tended to show appreciable deviation from the 
normal group properties of their heavier analogues; consequently, deviation 
from the normal character of group VIII could in the case of A = 20 be 
explained in terms of its position among the "typical" elements, whereas no 
such explanation is possible for an inert element between Cl and K. 
Secondly, an element between F and Na in group VIII would not destroy the 
symmetry of occupancy of this group with respect to the rows of the short-
form periodic table (occupancy in alternate rows, viz. in "even" rows), 
whereas an element between Cl and K in group VIII, occupying an "uneven" 
("odd") row, would destroy this symmetry. In the report of Mendeleev's 
communication on argon of 14th March, 18951 these points are expressed as 
follows: 
To the second proposal, ~~ corresponds an atomic weight for 
argon of about 201 and then argon must be placed in the eighth group 
of tho second row of the system, i.e. following fluorine. In this 
case the some objections can bo raised as in the first case (sc. the 
case of monoatomic argon gas]. Fluorine and sodium provide sharp 
contrasts. On the other hand, however, there is in this second case 
the analogy of the existence of the eighth group in the even rowe 1 and 
if we take into account that the typical row is in many respects 
peculiar, then a certain possibility presents itself for the supposition 
that ar on has an atomic wei ht of 20 an his au osition is therefore 
much more likely than tho first A = 
In discussing the possibility A2 in Argon, n now constituent of air 
Mendeleev made no explicit use of the s.ymmetry argument which we find in the 
above passage, although recognition of tho fact that group VIII is occupied 
in only alternate rows of the short-form periodic table is presumably implicit 
in his comment in this article that "A = 20 ••• apparently finds a place in 
group VIII between F = 19 and Na = 23"•l05 He did, however, emphllsise in 
Argon, a new constituent of air the argument based upon tho peculiar 
chara.oter of the "typical" elements: "••• only the typical character of the 
elements of small atomic weights can justify placing argon as A = 20 in 
group VIII among the typical elements; then N1 01 F, A nre a aeries of 
ga.sea".lo6 
c) n = 3, i.e. argon gas is A~}t· 
The suggestion that argon might be a triatomic gna was taken by Mendeloov 
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I to be no more than the suggestion that argon is N3: "If argon is thought 
to contain three atoms in its molecule, then the atomic weight will be about 
14, i.e. we need to think that in this case argon is condensed nitrogen 
N3u.
107 There is no room in the periodic table for tmy element of atomic 
weight ca. 14 other than nitrogen. 
We have seen (p.438) that as early as August-September 1894 Mendeleev 
had suggested that argon may be N3• In February 1895t in Argon, a now 
constituent of air, he acknowledged that although the value 1.66 recently 
found by Rayleigh and Ramsay for the specific-heat ratio of argon was 
certainly awkward for the hypothesis that this gas is N3, neither this nor 
any other fact provided conclusive refutation of the hypothesis, whereas 
many properties of argon actually supported it: 
The suggestion that argon may be ••• N ••• is not completely 
eliminated by the latest results, although the specific-heat ratio 
of 1.66 which has been found for argon speaks against it because 
according to currant knowledge such a value is not possible for a 
triatomic gas ••• I ••• frequently return to this hypothesis [so. 
that argon is N J not only because I have not yet come across nny 
facta which con~lusively refute it, but also because the chief 
properties £o8argon provide a certain degree of support for the hypothesis. 
The various factors cited by Hendeleev in Feb.-Harch 1895 in support 
of the view that argon is N3 were as follows:-
i) The observed vapour density of ca. 20 for argon was close to 
the value 21 required for N3; and complete removal of the final traces of 
nitrogen impurity would tend to raise the measured density of argon.109 
ii) Argon occurs together with nitrogen in nature, both gases 
being constituents of the atmosphere.110 
iii) Argon had been isolated, although in comparatively small omounts, 
in certain experiments by Rayleigh and Ramsay which had used not atmospheric 
nitrogen but chemically-derived nitrogen (explained by Rayleigh and Ramsay 
as argon which had been dissolved in the water over which tho gases wore 
collected, a plausible explanation which, however, still remained to be 
empirically tested).lll 
107 
( PLBA) 456. Hendaleev not infrequently uses the expression "condensed uplotnennyi nitrogen" in referring to N • 
108 3 
Pr.Ch., R-6 (1895) 749, n.l bis (~, 464). 
109 ~., P•753, n.l2 (PLBA, 467-8); see also the passage from tho 
report4of Mendeleev'a Qommun!Cation of 14th March 1895 quoted earlier on p.4 7, to which n.9~ of the present chapter refers. ' 
110 
Report, 14th March, 1895: ~~ 456. 
111 ~·I see also the passage from Argon, a new constituent of nir quoted eur~~er on pp. 441•2• 
! ~ 
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iv) Mendeleev wrote that "the possibility of polymerisation for 
nitrogen is all the more admissible from the consideration that the 
augmentation of the atoms in its molecule is not at all unlikelyl and 
polymerised nitrogen, judging from many examples, might be inert if the 
polymerisation is accompanied by tho evolution of heat".112 The meaning 
of the first part of this sentence is somewhat obscure in the apparent 
circularity of ita argument; but judging from a remark to be found a few 
linea earlier in the same passage - "argon is perhaps polymerised nitrogen 
N3, showing that relationship towards normal nitrogen N2 which is shown by 
ozone o3 towards normal oxygen
11113 
- Mendeleev probably has in mind that tho 
likelihood of the existence of trinitrogen N3 is enhanced by the analogy 
provided by the existence of ozone o3• The second part of the above-quoted 
sentence is presumably making some of its point in a tacit recognition of the 
fact that ordinary nitrogen, from which inert N3 would have to be formed by 
an exothermic process, is itself fairly unreactive. Mendeleev gave no sign 
of acknowledging the weakness of taking the existence of ozone, a reactive 
gas which he realised is formed endothermically from 021 ns analogical 
support for tho existence of an inert gas N3 which he recognised would have 
to be formed exothermically from N2• 
v) Mendeleov1s consideration of Crookos' work on the argon spectrum 
led him to feel that the spectrum of argon might turn out to provide certain 
evidence in support of the hypothesis that this gas is N3• He wrote: [7] ••• there is no general identity of blue lines between the 
argon and nitrogen spectra. Howeverl we note that for nitrogen 
fairly bright lines of wavelengths 5~5, 5741 ,544, 516, 4571 442 1 
436 and 426 are known, which occur also in the spectra (red and 
dark blue) of argon, judging from the data of Crookes (1895). Of 
course, we cannot assert that tho coincidence of lines here is 
perfect until special comparisons are made in this respect, desirable 
particularly for the blue-violet part of tho spectrum, and especially 
for the linea 442-436 because these linea are distinguished by their 
brightness in both the nitrogen and argon spectra. Tho above-mentioned 
hypothesis that argon may be polymerised nitrogen N~, formed from 
nitrogen N2 with evolution of heat, may receive somG support if 
after carorul comparison it should be shown that oven a few of the 
spectral lines of the two gases coincide. 
[8J The argon spectrum at first exhibits the nitrogen linea, 
but a.ftor some time under the influence of platinum (also of Al and 
Mg, but with Mg the hydrogen spectrum appears) the nitrogen spectrum 
disappears and tho pure argon spectrum remains. Whothor we hero have 
polyserisation of nitrogen or merely absorption of tho gas ia not 
11'-









clear to me, and perhaps tho elucidation of this point will be of 
benefit for the history of argon. It would be desirable, for example, 
to know whether or not the volume of the argon change~qen it is 
first subjected to the action of tho electrical spark. 
vi) Hnving presented in Argon, a new constituent of air a table listing 
Olszewski's data on argon at low temperatures togehter with tho corresponding 
data on o2, N2 and other gases, Mendoleev remarked, "It is clear from a 
comparison of tho data that for argon ••• all its characteristic temperatures 
(tc, t and t 1 ) [Be. critical temperature, boiling-point at 760 mm., and 
molting-point] are higher than for nitrogen. This fully corresponds not 
only to the higher density of argon, but also to the hypothesis that it is 
N .3". ll5 A higher boiling-point, etc. 1 for argon than for ni trogon is indeed 
what we should expect in view of the fact that its vapour density (and 
hence molecular weight) is 1.4 times that of nitrogen; but why Olszewski's 
results should be thought to support the hypothesis that argon is N3 rather 
than any other substance of the required molecular weight is unclear. 
Mendeleev says nothing further on this matter. 
vii) In March 1895 Berthelot announced that he had induced a sample of 
argon (supplied by Ramsay) to enter into combination with benzene vapour 
under the action of a silent discharge.116 The composition of the product 
could not be determined because of tho small amount obtained, but it was 
said by Berthelot to resemble closely in appearance a product which he had 
earlier obtained from nitrogen nnd benzene vapour under similar conditions. 
Mondeleev commented in his Argon, a new constituent of nir 1 "In this 
observation by the famous French chemist we can to some extent see a 
confirmation of the idea ••• that argon is a polymerised form of nitroBen 
117 
••• N3". Later, in tho early 20th century, he was to remtU"k in reference 
to Berthelot's result: "It ia not known whether the argon was pure. Thoro 
has so far been no elucidation of the result 11 • 118 
114 Ibid., P•752, nn. 7 and 8 (PLBA, 466). In the report of Mendeleov's 
communication on argon, 14th March,-rB95, one roason for considering that 
argon may be N~ is brieny given as the fact that for argon ond nitrogen 
"many bright l'lnes of their spectra aro close" (PLBA, 456). 
-ll'L 
'Pr.Ch., R-6 (1895) 7541 n.l4 (~, 469). 
116 
M. Berthelot, Comptes rend., ~ (1895) 2351 581. 
117 
18 ) Pr.Ch.~ 1 R-6 (1895) 7551 n. ("final note" 1 dated 19th March, o.s. 1 95 I ~~ 'f-09-70. 
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Pr.Ch., R-7 (1902-,3) Ch.V, n.61J R-8 (1906) n.l65 (PLSM, 548). Tho 
explanation of Berthelot's result was subsequently discover~ Tr~vera (sao 
Bibl.llz, p.l58): the samples of argon which had been sent by Ramsay to 
Berthelot had been opened in transit by French customs officials, and 





viii) Unlike the other possibilities considered by Mendeleev for tho 
atomicity of argon, the suggestion that argon is N3 posed no problem from 
the point of view of the periodic system. Thus, in discussing tho question 
of the placing of argon in the periodic. system Mendeleev wrote in 1895, 
"It seems to me to be simplest to assume that argon is N.,''•l19 
In connection with his conjecture that argon is N3, Mendoleev 
suggested certain linea of research: 
••• if argon is N formed with the evolution of heat, ita 
conversion into nitrogerl N2 and into nitride compounds (such as boron 
nitride or ti!~ium nitride) might only take place at very high 
temperatures. 
••• in the course of further researches upon argon it might 121 be worthwhile to subject it to as high a temperature as possible. 
It might be possible to verify the supposition that argon is 
condensad nitrogen by means of the introduction of boron or titanium 
into an atmosphere of ~on with the passing of electric sparks and with 
intense incandescence. 
d) n = 4 or 5, i.e. arson gas is A,1 or A5, A = 10 or 8. 
These possibilities were dismissed outright by Mendeleev because in 
euch cases argon "will have no place in the periodic syat6m11 • 123 
e) n = 6, i.e. argon gas is AG' A = 6.5. 
In considering this possibility Mendeleev had the following to say in 
his communication on argon of 14th March, 1895: 
Finally, if we assume that there are six atoms in the argon 
molecule, and an atomic weight of about 6.5, we must put argon in 
the first row (so. the row of the short-form periodic table which 
contains H, above the Li - F row]. In this case it would probably 
occupy a place in tho fifth group. Thus, if argon is a pure simple 
substance the moat probable assumptions are that it is condensed 
nitrogen, N~, or that it has six atoms f511 tho molecule and is placed in the firs row of the periodic table. 
The suggestion that an element A = 6.5 in the first row of the 
short-form periodic table would probably occupy group V rather than aomo . 
other group in the same row was clearly not made on the basis of an 
assumption of uniform atomic-weight incrementa for the aeries of possible 
elements between H = l and Li a 7, since such an assumption would load to 
119 
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120Ibid ( 46 ) 
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the expectation of an atomic weight of ca. 4.5 for the element at V-1. 
Mc.ndeleev was probably here encouraged instead by the inertness of argon to 
suggest for it that placing in the first row which would make it a lower 
analogue of nitrogen. This seems particularly likely when it is considered 
that the place VI-1 not only appears to correspond better than V-1 to the 
atomic-weight value 6.51 but also would be supported by an analogy between 
the molecules A6 o.nd 86 (the molecule 86 is explicitly referred to by 
Mendeleev in his Argon, a new constituent of air - see earlier, p.446). 
However, even though Mendeleev did not suggest placing A = 6.5 in group VI, 
it was perhaps the example provided by 86 which encouraged him to suggest as 
high an atomicity as 6 for gaseous argon: argon aa A7, A8 or A9 would give 
an atomic-weight value for A which would appear to fit better into V-1 than 
does A = 6.5, but no gaseous simple substances of such high atomicities were 
kn 125 own. 
From the preceding consideration of Mendeleev's comments of February-
March 1895 on the question of the atomicity of the argon molecule, we can 
summarise as follows his order of preference at this time regarding the 
various possibilities which he discussed (">"signifies "preferred to")s 
A3 (:N3) > A6 > A2 ) A > A4, A5• 
The decisive criterion which Mendoleev employed in arriving at this 
order of preference was that of accordance with the periodic law, as is 
seen particularly in his reluctance to accept tho possibility that argon is 
a monoatomic gas corresponding to an atomic weight for the element of ca. 4o. 
Among those who showed agreement with Mendeleev's claim that a value of 1.66 
for the specific-heat ratio of argon did not provide conclusive evidence of 
its monoatomicity were Armstrong, Brauner and Nt\Sini, oll of whom, like 
Mendeleev himself, adopted this attitude out of reluctance to accept a failure 
of the periodic law.126 Brauner inclined towards Mendeleev's view that argon 
125 The presence of S8 molecules has subsequently been recognised in 
gaseous sulphur. 
126 
B. Brauner (Prague), Chant. News, 1l (15th Feb. ,1895) 79; R. No.sini 
(Padua), Cham. News, ,Zg, (22nd Nov. ,1895) 21+'7; for Henry Armstrong's view see, 
for example, Natura, 21 (7th Feb., 1895) 347. 
Whereas Mendeleev1a arsument in support of the possibility of r A 1.66 
for diatomic or polyatomic argon had been expressed in terms of tho vague 
concept of "chemical energy" as a form of "inner motion" of tho molecule 
(see earlier, p.446), with no apparent regard for the usual theoretical 
significance which )' had in terms of the translational, roto.tionnl and 
vibrational degrees of freedom of the molecule, tho others who accepted the 
possibility of r= 1.66 for di- or triatomic argon tended to do ao within the 
framework of the usual theor,y of degrees of freedom, acknowledging thAt the 
atoms in a molecule of di- or triatomic argon would have to be ver,y compactly 
and rigidly arrnnged so that the molecule would have negligible rotational 
and vibrational energy (see, for example, Brauner, op.cit., and Naaini
1 op.cit.). 
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is N3; Armstrong and Nnsini on the other hand felt that argon is diatomic, 
placing A = 20 in group VIII of the periodic table between F and Na. Tha 
opposite tendency, of accepting that r= 1.66 indicates monoatomic argon 
whatever tho significance this may have for the periodic law, was shown by1 
among others, Rayleigh and Ramsay themselves and olso Rucker.127 Rucker is 
reported by Ramsay's wife as having said at tho Royal Society meeting of 'lst 
January 1895, in response to Armstrong' a criticism of taking ¥ = 1.66 as l 
proof of the monoatomicity of argon against tho indications of the periodic ( 
law, that "Uendol~ef'a Table ••• was not on a level with the great mechD.nic~ 
laws, and that in tho face of such a diacove~ [sc. of argon with¥= 1.66] J 
it must be allowed exceptions, or must go11 • 12 
In Argon, a new constituent of air, immediately after his consideration 
of the question of the nature of the correspondence of argon to tho periodic 
law, Mendeleev referred to a letter which ho had recently received from 
Ramsay: 
••• on 17th February (old style) I received a letter from Professor 
Rrunsay (dated 25th February, new style) informing me that 11the periodic 
classification entirely corresponds to ita (argon's) atomic weight, and 
even gives a fresh proof of the law of periodicity" judging from tho 
researches of my English friends. But in what these researcheR consist, 
and how this agreement of tho atomic weight with the1~9riodic law is ! actually obtained, is not referred to in the letter. I 
What Ramsay had in mind in this letter to Mendeleev is not clonr;130 
however, from what he had said at the Royal Society meeting of 31st January, 
18951 it may possibly have been that argon finds n place in group VIII of 
tho periodic table if we toke it to be a mixture of two elements of atomic 
weights of about 37 and 82.131 On tho other hand 1 Ramsay may have been 
referring in the letter not to his own views but to those of others in England 
(such as Armstrong) who held that argon has an atomic weight of 20 and finds 
a place in group VIII between F and Na.132 
127Arthur w. RUcker, Professor of Physics, Royal Coll$ge,·London. 
128
see Bibl.ll7, 129-301 also, see RUcker's own account, Nature, a (?th Feb., 1895) 337. 
8 
129Pr.Ch., R-6 (1895) 754, n.l2 (PLBA,468). The date 17th Feb., O.s., 
1 9.5, corresponds to lat March, N.s., 1895. 
130 I have been unable to find the original letter. 
131
see n.88 to the present chapter. 
132 
The suggestion that argon has an atomic weight of oa. 20 and occupies 
a place in the periodic table in group VIII between F and Na had earlier been 
made by Ramsay himselt, but had been rejected by him by the end of 1894 as a 
result of t(he value 1.66 which had been obtained for the spocifio hont of 
argon gas see n.88 to the present chapter). 
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In the concluding footnote (dated 19th Ha.rch, o.s., 189.5) to Argon, o. 
new constituent of air Mendeleev noted Ramsay's recent isolation of argon 
and helium from tho mineral cloveite.133 He expressed the view that the 
accumulation of such new results "may, o.fter deto.iled and diversified 
researches, considerably increase tho stock of chemical knowledge ••• and 
perhaps will serve as fresh confirmation of the 'periodicity' of tho 
elements".134 Lo.ter in 1895 Mendeleov visited London (primo.rily on 
metrological business) where he discussed argon and helium with Ramsay, 
Lockyer and others. A brief report on the impressions he obto.ined from these 
conversations, indicating a shift in interest from argon to helium, was given 
by him at a meeting of the Russian Physico-Chemical Society (Chemistry 
Section) in November 189.5: "The subject [sc. of the nature of argon and 
helium] has progressed little. There is little material for its solution, 
and the mo.tter seems particularly obscure as regards argon. Helium offers 
more interest and more hope for an early elucidation of the question11 .l3.5 
Two years later, in a footnote to his article The periodic lawfulness 
of the chemical elements (R.; written lo.te 18971 publ. 1898) 1 Mendeloe~ had 
tho following to say about argon and helium: 
In connection with argon and helium •••• although they both 
undoubtedly exist ••• they have so fo.r not entered into a single 
compound, and we are therefore unable to say what their atomic 
weights are; ••• we know, from their vapour densities, only their 
molecular weights ••• If we consider (on the basis of data on their 
physical properties) that the molecules of argon and helium contain 
only ono atom, we may suppose their atomic weights to be 39.8 (for 
argon) and 4.2 (for helium); but full confirmation of this is not 
possible until we obtain compounds for them, and there is as yet no 
such basis for entering into dotail~j6discussion about the place of these elements nmong tho others ••• 
While Mcndeleev here seems more ready than in Feb.-March 1895 to accopt 
the possibility of the monoatomicity of tho argon molecule, in this same 
article of 1897-8 he also suggested that perhaps argon should be plnced in 
group VIII of the periodic table between F and Na (in which case its atomic 
weight would be co.. 201 and argon gas would be diatomic); at the same timo 
he suggested that perhaps helium occupies a place in the first row (tho 
hydrogen row) of tho short-form periodic table.137 He again added that 
133 Clevoito contains oxides ot uranium, lo~d and yttrium. Helium is 
present in an occluded state in tho minoral, having been produced by the ~~dioactive docay of tho uranium. A certain amount of argon, apparently of 
mospheric origin, is also present in an occluded state. 
134 
Pr.Ch., R-6 (1895) 755 (~, 470). 
135 
J.Russ. ~hys.-Chem. Soc.,~ (1895) section 1, p.5Q8 (PLBA 1457)• 
136 -----
Bibl.ll, val. 231 halt-val. 45, 1898, p.315, footnote (~, 249-50). 
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"because neither of these [sc. neither nrgon nor helium] has yet succeeded 
in entering into combination, any judgment on their relationship to other 
elements must at present be considered premnturo, especially as we cnnnot 
consider their atomic weights as established with complete ccrtainty11 • 138 
Mendeleev at this time showed no sign of considering complete inertness in 
certain elements to be a characteristic which might be found to show 
accordance with the periodic law: he felt that compound-formation was an 
essential characteristic of all elements, and that the study of the compounds 
of nn element played an essential part in the determination of its atomic 
weight and place in the periodic system. 
There was no mention by Mendelocv in Tho periodic lawfulness of the 
chemical elements (R.; publo 1898) of his preferred idea of Feb.-March 1895 
that argon is N3, and it therefore seems likely that he had already rejected 
this hypothosis.l39 The idea that argon muy be A6 (A= 6.5), which had been 
entertained fairly seriously by Mendelcev in Feb.-March 1895, had undoubtedly 
also bean rejected by him by 1898, nnd probably much earlier: unlike the 
suggestion that nrgon is N3, this latter suggestion A6 was never even referred 
to by l-lendeloev aftur Feb.-March 1895. 
In April-May 1900 there appeared in the Russian journal Rossin two 
letters from Mendeleev to tho editor, concerning tho discovery claimed by 
Professor A.P. Lidov (Khar'kov Technological Institute) of a carbonaceous gas\ 
produced by combustion, having the density and chemically inactive character 
of argon. In the first of these letters Mendeleev wrote: 
Because it was Professor Lidov who obtained this gas, and 
because the properties which he observed are extremely interesting 
from both a theoretical and a practical point of view, a repetition of 
this experiment has immediately been started in our laboratory ••• Will 
it not turn out to be a sub-oxide £4ocarbon, i.e. acetylene in which 
hydrogen is substituted by oxygen? 
In his second letter Mendeleov reported that tho attempts in his own 
laboratory to reproduce Lidov's results had failed; and furthermore, that when 
he had tested a sample of the gas which Lidov himself had sent him in a senled 
tube it "was shown to be combustible, with a density lower thnn that of air 





In 1902 Hendcleev listed the main reasons which l'lai "long ago" led 
him to discard the hypothesis that argon is N • Some of these reasons drew 
upon data which were already available before31898 (sea later). 
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without any trac€s of the lines of argon". Mendeleev consequently 
concluded that "according to the clnta known to me there is no correspondence 
whatever between the gas obtained by Professor A.P. Lidov and the areon of 
Professor Ramsay".142 What is particularly interesting about this episode 
is not the unremarkable conclusion eventually reached by Mendeloev, but tho 
fact that as late as 1900 he was prepared to suggest in print that argon 
might possibly be a compound of carbon, perhaps "acetylene oxide", ~~c. 
0 
Tho idea that argon might be a compound had already been relegated to the 
realms of "low probability" in Mendeleev1 s comments of Feb.-March 1895 (see 
p.444), and during the course of tho subsequent five years he seems to have 
shown an increasing inclination towards the view that argon and its 
analogues constitute a new family of chemical elements rather than new 
compounds or allotropic varieties of known elements. This picture of 
Mendoloev1s evolving attitude up to 1900 is supported to some extent by his 
comments (considered above) on helium and argon in The periodic lawfulness 
of the chemical elements (R.; publ. 1898); but the strongest supporting 
evidence is provided by a list which he drew up in 1902 giving the reasons 
which had led him to discard the hypothesis that argon is N3• Although 
written in 1902, this account by Mendeleev of his chango of opinion 
concerning the nature of argon is undoubtedly appropriate (at least to a 
great extent, and probably entirely so) also to 1900: not only doos ho write 
in 1902 that he had "long ago" rejected the idea that argon is N3, but the 
reasons which he gives draw upon data which were already available, and 
widely known, by 1900 -
When ••• I first hoard of argon and ita unprecedented chemical 
inertness ••• I thought it might be a polymer of nitrogen, N , ••• 
but I long ago rejected such a view •••• and now consider ar~on to be 
an independent elementary substance, as was maintainod by Ramsey from 
tho very beginning. Many reasons induced mo to chango my view, tho 
main ones being: l) the undoubted assurance that the density of argon 
is certainly much below 21 and probably only a little more than 19 
(that of hydrogen being 1), while tho density of N3 would havo to be about 21 •••I 2) helium ••• has a density of about 2 referred to 
hydrogen, and exhibits tho same complete chemical inertness as argon, 
but in this case we can think of no complexity of tho molecule in 
terms of which we could explain the inertness; 3) in noon, krypton and 
xonon, Ramsay and Travers found a similar inortnesa, and tho explruw.t,1.~~ 




f Mendeleov hero seems to be forgetting that in 1895 ho had auggosted 
airly seriously that ar~on may bo A6• Followins thia pattern we could perhapa explain krypton {mol.wt.84) as being N (6xl4 = 84), which might, 
:hs in the case of the proposed N3, be inert if
6formod from ordinary N2 with e evolution of sufficient heat. 
4.59 
4) the independent peculiarities of the spectra of these five gases, 
and the complete unchangeability of the gases under the influence of 
a series of electric sparks, proved that we here have a family of 
elementary gases, sharply distinguished from all other known elements 
by their chemical inertness; and 5) the gradual and definite change 
of the physical properties in dependence upon the density and atomic 
weight ••• strengthens the conviction that here we have simple bodies, 
whose individuality, in the absence of chemical reactions c~~ 
affirmed only from the constancy of physical characteristics. 
It is interesting to note that no reference is made here to the value 
of the specific-heat ratios of the inert gases. In a footnote to point 5 
of this list Nendeleev does say that "the opinion that the molecules of 
argon and its analogues contain only one atom is derived from a comparative 
study of the physical propertie~ of these gases11 , 14.5 and perhaps this is an 
indirect reference to specific-heat ratios; on the other hand, however, 
Mendeleev may here have something alae in mind (although what this could be 
is not clear). In the 7th (1902-3) and 8th (1906) editions of Principles of 
Chemistry Mendeleev did refer explicitly to the specific-heat ratio of argon, 
acknowledging that ita value of 1.67 had been generally taken as an 
.indication of the monoatomicity of argon. However, echoing his remarks of 
189.5 he added that "we cannot take this as completely proved, because tho 
value of k varies considerably for gases having the same number of atoms in 
the molecule, and strongly depends upon the temperature-range and, evidently, 
also upon the store of chemical energy (e.g. for c12 k is smaller than for 
N2 , co, etc.)n.
146 For Mendeleev the only convincing reason for recognising 
the inert gases as monoatomic seems to have been the fact, which emerged in 
1900, that this assumption corresponds to a satisfactory placing of those 
elements in the periodic table. 
In the spring of 1900 the suggestion was made to Mendeloov by Ramsay 
(in person, in Berlin) that argon and its analogues be placed in the periodic 
table in a now group, distinct from group VIII, between the halogen group 
(group VII) and the nlkali-motnl group (group I).147 This idea, which 
144Ether (publ. 1903, 1905): ~. 488-9. 
145PLBA, 489. 
146 Pr.Ch., R-7 (1902-3) Ch.V, n • .59; R-8 (1906) n.l65. For Mondeleov•a 
remarks of 189.5 on specific-heat ratios and "chemical energy", see earlier 
in the present chapter (p.446). 
147 Nendeleev gives the date of this meeting with RamSD.Y as 19th March, 
1895 (s&e, for example• ~~ 4921 520). This ia probably an o1d~atylo date (corresponding to lst March, N.s.), since it waa given in Russian publico.tiona; 
but because it refers to a meeting in Be1lin, where tho new-style (Gregorian) 




Mendeleev had apparently not encountered before, was favour~bly received 
by him, and he soon came to adopt it himaelf.148 In 1902 he wrote: 
Professor Ramsay himself first informed me ••• of the position 
occupied by the argon elements fijgthe periodic system between the 
halogens and the alkali metals. 
This [sc. idea of placing the argon elements in a new group 
between groups VII and IJ was extremely important for him Ceo. Ramsay] 
as an affirmation of the position of the newly-discovered elements 
among the other known elements, and for me as a glorious confirmation 
of the general applicability (obshchnost 1 ) of the periodic law. I had 
said nothing on the numerous earlier occasions when tho argon elements 
had been held up to me as shortcomings of the periodic system, bec~use 
I had expr§5ed that soon we should all see that the converse is in fact 
the case. 
\lhether Ramsay in his conversation with Mendeleev in Berlin in 1900 
had used the designntion "zero" for this now group is not mentioned by 
Mendeleev. But whether he had or not, such a designation had already been 
used earlier in this connection by Errera, at a meeting of the Belgian Academy 
on .5th March, 1900, and over the course of the subsequent year or two had 
come to be widely adopted. Although before his meeting with Ramsay in Berlin 
Mendeleev hnd apparently not encountered the "zero-group" idea for placing 
the inert gases in the periodic table, he soon came to hear of Errora1s 
earlier contribution, referring to it in 1902 as follows: 
As far as I know, the first mention in the literature of a 
zero group was made by Errera at a n1eeting of the Belgian Academy 
on .5th March 1900 (Acad6mie Royale de Belgique, Bulletin de la Classe 
des Sciences, 1900, p.l60). This placing of tho argon family in a 
zero group ia a strictly logical consequence of the idea of the periodic 
law, and therefore (a placing in eroup VIII clearly being wrong) has l.5l 
been accepted not only by me, but also by Brauner, Picoini and others. 
The placing of the inert gases in a zero group, seen by Mendeloov to 
represent the "magnificent survival" of the periodic system and the inert 
gases in what had been a "critical teat" for both,152 wa.s incorporated into 
the periodic tables published by him in tho 20th century, beginning with 
table 57 (P30) (1902).1.53 Argon is included as Ar a 38 1 even though 
148 He was, however, still prepared to consider the possibility that 
argon might be a compound of carbon in his two letters to Rossin shortly 
after his return from Berlin in the spring of 1900 (sao above, pp.457-8). 
149Pr.Ch., R-7 (1902-3) Ch.V1 n.64 (PLSM, 4o2). 
-150Ether: ~~ 492 1 footnote. 
l5~ther: ~. 491 1 footnote. 
15~ther•. pTnl. 490 ~· . 
1.53 
( In one of Mendeleev
1s periodic tnbles of the 20th century, viz. table 
59 P32) given in the body of the text of tho ?th (1902-3) edition of Pr.Ch., 
the zero group ia omitted. Thia is clearly unintended, ns ia seen both from 
the text of this 7th edition and from the fnct that the other tables given 
in this edition, tables 57 (P30) and 58 (P31) 1 both contain the zero group. 
-------------------------------------------- ------'"'11\1 
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vapour-density rneasureraents indicated an atomic weight of 39·9· Mendeleev 
assumed the lower value solely to preserve strict atomic-weight ordering in 
tho periodic table, mistakenly believing that an atomic-weight value for 
argon lower than that for potassium would in due course be confirmed by 
experiment (see Ch. VI 1 P·3~.154 
Like the iron, palladium and platinum elements of group VIII, the 
inert-gas elements represent a transition between the elements of groups 
VII and I in the periodic system;l55 but because their particular transitional 
character is quito unlike that of the iron, palladium and platinum elements, 
the inert gases had come to be placed not in group VIII but in a distinct 
group of their own. The designation "zero group" for the group of inert 
gases had arisen out of n recognition of the apparent complete inertness, or 
"zero-valence", shown by these elements. From a considoration of transitional 
character alone it might be thought that the zero group could equally well 
be placed on the right-hand side of the short-form periodic table (either 
between groups VII and VIII, or else following group VIII) as on the 
left-hand side (preceding group I). There are, however, additional 
considerations which tend to give preference to the latter placing of tho 
zero group. Fo e deleov there seems to have been one fundamental reason 
for his consistent pla ' g of the zero group to the left of Broup I in tho 
ahort-form table (see tab~s 58 1 60, 61, 62 and 64): this may be summarised 
briefly tn the remark that 'i~ the ordered set of whole numbers zero precedes 
1, and does not follow 8 or co~between 7 and 8. Tho group-numbers in tho 
periodic table poaacssed a two-fol'cl-"Si'gnificanco for Mendeleov: there was 
a chemical significance, the group-numbe~ corresponding to the highest 
valency shown by tho elements of the group· in their "saline" Cor "salt-
forming") oxides; and there was also a significance in terms of the structure 
of tho periodic table, such that tho group-number was the ordinal number of 
154 Tho assumption by Mendeleov in tho early 20th century of an 
atomic-weight value for argon lower than that which was indicated by 
vapour-density measurements provides an interesting contrast with his 
tendency in 1895 to consider that tho true atomic weight of argon is 
probably ~rente~ than tho valuo indicated by.vnpour-density menauromenta . 
(see n.98 to the present chapter, and the quoted pnssneo to which it refers). 1 
rr 155 . i' 
In his lone-form table 63 (P36) (1906) - unlike the otherwise very :, 
similar earlier long-form table 57 (P30) (1902) - Mcndeleev included tho · 
inert-gas elements twice, with the appended footnote: "In this table tho t 
elements of the zero group are placed not only before the first period• but 
also after tho last one, in order to show clearly that they constitute n 
link in the sama wrxy ns do tho elements of group VIII". 
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the eroup in the short-form table. The designation "zero group" for the 
inert gases, i.e. the ascription to them of tho group-number zero, was 
justified for ~doleev on chemical grounds by the apparent inability of 
these elements t form saline oxides or salts, i.e. by the fact that their 
maximum saline v oncy appeared to be zero; and since the croup-number was 
also the ordinal number of the group in Mendeleev's short-form table, tho 
I 1.56 inert-gus group mu~t precede group I in this table. Over and above this 
\ 
fundamental reason\for Mendeleev's placing of the zero group to the left 
\ 
of group I in his short-form periodic table there were two further factors 
which could be seen as advantages of such a placing. The first, which WQS 
\ 
acknowledged by Mendeleev himself, wus the scope thus introduced into the 
\ periodic table for extrapolation into the pre-hydrogen region (see Ch. VI, 
\ 
P•377>• The second au9h factor was not explicitly referred to by Mendeleev, 
but nevertheless was undoubtedly important for him, and explains why he never 
suggested the possibility of heavier analogues of neon in the odd-numbered 
rows of tho short-form t~ble: 1.57 this was the question of the symmetry of 
the table. A placing of \tho inert-gas group on tho right-lmnd aide of the 
short-form table would ad4 to the existing asymmetry in the table caused by 
the occupancy-pattern in ~cup VIII, but the placing to the left of group I 
' goes some way towards balancipg this asymmetry duo to group Vni. Thus, 
\ 
despite tho triple-occupancy of\places in group VIII compared with the 
single-occupancy shown in group 0\ and despite the imbalance between the 
occupation of the earlier rows (before row 4) in group 0 and the non-
\ 
occupation of these rows in group VIII,,,tho short-form periodic table 
nevertheless acquires a certain added de~ee of symmetry from the placing 
\ 
of tho zoro group to the left of group I, because tho occupancy of croup VIII 
\ 
in even-numbered rows only is then balanced by tho corresponding occupancy-
pattern with respect to the rows which is shown by the clements of group 0 
from argon onwards (see, for example, table 58). 
156This reasoning is given by Mondeloev himself in various places in 
his writinaa of tho early 20th century: soe, for example, PLBA, 289 1 315, 491 
and 520. -
It should perhaps be emphasised that the present considerations on 
the placing of group 0 concern the short-form periodic table only. In tho 
long-form table the sub-groups are separated, and consequently thuro is no 
single ordinal sequence corresponding to tho grouP-numbers. Moreover, tho 
symmetry advantage (discussed bolow) in placing tho zero group boforo group I 
in tho short-form table docs not apply to the long-form table. 
1.57 / Neon in Mendeloov's short-form tables is placed in a different 
V sub-group from Ho, Jlr, Kr and Xe (see, for example, table ,58). Tho reason 
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While Mondeleev in 190.5 acknwoledged that "because of their incapacity 
for forming saline compounds of the type RXn" we should plo.co argon and ita 
analogues in a spacial "zero" group preceding group I in the short-form 
periodic table, he nlso wroto at the same time • echoing remarks he had 
made in the 1890's - that "until we obtain compounds of some sort for thorn 
1 
oeo we cannot be completely sure of tho nature of those ga.sos11 • 158 Although 
in this continuing expectation by Mendeloev of compound-formation by the inert 
gases we might recognise an instinct which lk~s turned out to be correct,159 
in tho light of his views on the chemical significance of the group-numbers 
in the periodic table there is nevertheless perhaps a hint of inconsistency 
in his expectation of compound-formation for elements whose group-number he 
o.ccepted as being zero. However, his acceptance of zero-valence (inertness) 
for argon and ita analogues with respect to the formation of saline oxides 
and salts need not have entailed acceptance of complete inertness with 
respect to· the formation of othor types of compound (e.g. peroxides), and 
it is therefore perhaps such "non-saline" compounds which he had in mind in 
his comments of the early 20th century in which he anticipated compound-
formation by tho inert gases. There seem to have been two particular factors 
which encouraged Mendeleev's continuing expectation in tho early 20th 
century of compound-formation by the inert gases: first, his "chemical" 
theory of solution, which postulated the formation of unstable chemical 
compounds between solute and solvent, led him to recognise solutions of the 
inort gases as already representing compound-formation of a weok and 
tro.nsitory sort - the inert gases "clearly evince the faculty of solution, 
i.e. of forming indefinite, easily dissociated compounds";160 and secondly, 
··~ 
various minerals had been discovered which conto.ined certain of tho inert 
gases in an apparently stable state of combinatio·~.161 Some of these 
minerals failed to lose their inert-gas content by more heating in vacuo, 
requiring chemical treatment (for example, with hot sulphuric acid) before 
158 Pr.Ch., R-8 (1906) n.l66 (~, 52D-l). 
159 Since 1962 various inert-gas compounds havo been prepared, e.g. 
KrF2' KrF4, XeF2 , XeF4, XeF6, XeOF4 (aeo, for example, Bibl. 28). 
160 
Ether (publ. 1903, 1905): PL&L, 482. For an outline of Mondoleev•s 
theory of solution seo Ch. I, pp. 40:1. 
161 
Those were all uranium minerals, e.g. cloveito (aeo n.133, nbove), 
forguaonito, monazite, uranite, otc. They contain interstitially-entrapped 
helium (produced by radioactive decay of tho uranium) and other inert gases 
and nitrogen (of atmospheric origin). 
~ ,,,. 
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the gases were liberated. This led Mendeleev to conclude thnt the inert 
go.sos in these minerals are "not simply in a state of nbsorption", but o.re 
present "in the form of some sort of stable compounds".162 
With Nendeleev's incorporation of the inert gases into his periodic 
system as a zero group two missing higher analogues of xenon came to be 
indicated, nt 0 - 10 and 0 - 12 (see Ch. VI, PP•398-9 and 4o3). Of these 
two predictions, that for 0 - 10 has turned out to be fnlse, being a 
consequence of Mendeleev's erroneous extension into the region of the 
periodic system between Ba and Ta of tho pattern of periodicity shown 
elsewhere in the system; the prediction for 0 - 12 on the other hnnd has been 
confirmed, this place corresponding to the inert-gas element radon. Although 
radon had already boon discov~red during the early years of the 20th century 
before Mendeleov's death, as "emanation" from various ro.dioactive substances, 
Mendoloov never suggested that this "emanation" might actually be 11 new 
inert-gas element. Writing about "emanation" in 1905 he concluded that to 
form a definite opinion about its nature would be pre~~turo,163 althoush he 
did no to that "Rutherford and Soddy (1903) have shown that emanation •• • 
164 is chemically inactive like argon". 
162 Pr.Ch., R-8 (1906) 92-3 (~, 518). 













QUESTIONS OF ACHIEVEr-lENT, IMPACT AND PRIORITY IN THE HISTORY OF THE 
DISCOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE PERIODIC SYSTEM j AND AN ASSESSNENT OF 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PERIODIC SYSTEM 
The following consideration of what may conveniently be labelled 
"achievement, impact and priority" in tho history of tho emergence of the 
periodic system involves an attompt at objective evaluation of the 
contributions of various scientists towards this emergence, and also presents 
an account of the attitude of these scientists themselves towards their own 
and related contributions, and an assessment of the impact of tho individual 
contributions upon the scientific community in general. In attempting to 
evaluate objectively various contributions in the history of the emergence. 
of the periodic system we shall be concerned with a number of different 
aspects of these contributions. Such factors as explanatory and predictive 
power, actual degree of success of predictions, coherence, and connections 
with other branches of knowledge, will be considered. Gains and losses with 
respect to earlier work will be assessed; and factors such as the motivation 
and aims of particular scientists, and the extent of their knowledge of 
the related work of predecessors, will be taken into account. In considering 
questions of priority, and especially in assessing tho justification of 
priority claims, it will be necessary to distinguish carefully tho different 
components of a composite contribution, as well as to bear in mind that the 
very natura of the discovery process is itself complex, involving for example 
not only the uncovering of something novel but also tho recognition of 
novelty. Apart from those cases where they are the product merely of 
partiality or historical ignorance, priority disputes frequently seem to be 
arguments in which the antagonists are at cross-purposes either because they 
are unwittingly talking about not quito the same discovery, or else because 
they have different conceptions of what is meant by "discovery". 
Already by 1850 discoveries had been made and tendencies had arisen 
which can be soon as direct precursors of certain discoveries and tendencies 
associated with the periodic system of the elements1: families of analogous 
elements (e.g. the halogens, the alkali metals) had como to be recognised; 
a parallelism between different families of elements bad boon obaorvod1 
expressed in the "law of triads" (Dobereiner), according to which not only 
did the various families tend to have the same number of members (viz. throe), 
but for each of these 3-membered families ("triads") there was a common 
weight-relationship between the members, such that the atomic weight (or 
I_ 
1
An historical survey of theao devolopmonts of tho first half of tho ~~ 19~entury is given in Ch. III, section B. . 
) 
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equivalent weight) of tho middle member was the arithmetic mean of those of 
the other two members; the weight-relationship between the members of a triad 
was considered as being not attributable to chance (Dobereiner, Gmelin); the 
law of triads had led Doberoiner to suggest that Sr may be some sort of 
mixture or compound of Ca and Ba, to predict the existence of two analogues 
of F other than Cl, Br and I, and, apparently, to predict successfully tho 
atomic weight of Br; and attempts had been made to construct a single 
classificatory system which included all elements (Gmelin, 1843; o.w. Gibbs, 
18452), although little or nothing had been said about the significance of tho 
particular systems proposed. But while these developments before 1850 can 
now be recognised as being of significance for tho emergence of the periodic 
system, they attracted little attention at the time; and the little attention 
they did attract was not always favourable, as is seen for example from a 
scornful remark about Dobereiner made by Berzelius in 1821.3 Horeover, these 
early developments were on a very small scale compared with tho rapid 
expansion which occurred in this and related fields during the 1850's. 
The 18501a saw the doctrine of triads first greatly extended in scope, 
and then ultimately rejected in favour of the more flexible ideas of 
family-membership which had begun to emerge. The first hints appeared of 
the idea of sub-groups existing within larger family groups. A parallel was 
drawn between the weight-relationships within families of chemically-similar 
elements on the one hand, and within homologous and polymeric organic series 
on the other, and this was taken to indicate that the chemical elements are 
composite. Algebraic formulae were proposed for expressing tho aeries of 
atomic weights (equivalent weights) within tho chemical families. Various 
types of relationship between the different chemical fa~iliea came to light. 
Further attempts wore made to construct a single classificatory system for 
all elements; and a related development was tho search for regularities and 
irregularities in the aeries of all elements arranged in the order of 
increasing atomic (equivalent) weight. The question again arose, as it had 
earlier for Dobereiner and Gmolin in connection with tho triads, as to whether 
tho observed relationships among tho elements could be taken aa being 
fortuitous, or whether they represented some fundamental law of connectedness. 
Finally, the obsorvod regularities wore used as grounds for predicting tho 
2 
Concerning tho contribution of o.w. Gibbs, see Ch.III, n.153 • 
. 
3
"Thomson has no common sense in chemistry. I do not know whether ho 
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existence of new elements, and for predicting atomic-weight values, again 
following the tendency shown earlier by Dobereiner. Certain specific examples 
of such developments are discussed below.4 
A major influence in promoting theso extensive developments of the 
1850's was the address given by Dun1as at the Ispwich meeting of tho British 
Association in 1851. In this address Dumas discussed triads, suggesting (as 
had Dobereiner for tho particular case of Ca, Sr, Ba) that the middle member 
may bo somehow composed of the other two, and pointing to the possibility of 
predicting the existence of an unknown middle element of a triad if the two 
extreme elements happened to be known. Dumas' Ipswich address soon produced 
a great stir among chemists, stimulating the subsequent decade of intense 
activity along the same or related lines; for this reason it must be seen as 
a seminal contribution in the history of the emergence of the periodic law. 
In retrospect we can find great foresight in Faraday's remark of 1852 that 
the ideas expressed in 1851 by Dumas "possibly may be the harbinger of a new 
law ••• We seem here to have the dawning of a new light, indicative of the 
mutual convertibility of certain groups of elements, although under 
conditions which as yet are hidden from our scrutiny11.5 Dumas' contribution 
of 1851 was explicitly acknowledged in articles on atomic-weight 
relationships by, for example, Gladstone (1853) and Cooke (1854): Cooke wrote, 
"Numerical relations between the atomic weights of the chemical elements have 
been very frequently noticed by chemists. One of the fullest expositions of 
these relations was that given by M. Dumas in Paris, before the British 
Association for the Advancement of Science, at tho meeting of 1851".6 In 
addition to stimulating the researches of the 1850's in tho field of 
atomic-weight relationships by his British Association address of 18511 Dumas 
also played a significant part in subsequent developments in this field, 
particularly during the period 1857-9; and it is primarily for this latter 
contribution that he came to be recognised by all of the principal 
participants in the actual discovery of the periodic system (de Chancourtoia, 
Newlands, Odling, Hinrichs, Lothar Meyer and Mendeleev) as one of their 
foremost precursors. 
Compared with the work of the 186o•a from which the periodic syatem 
directly emerged, and which in general seems to have been motivated primarily 
4 
An historical survey of these developments of the 1850's is given in Ch.III, section B. 
5 
In A course of six lectures on the non-metallic elements (Royal atitution), London, 1852, pp. 15S:6o. 
6 
Cooke, Amer. J. Sci., 1854, p.387 (see Ch.III 1 n.6?). For Gladstono'o 
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by the desire for a single 11natural11 classificatory system for all chemical 
elements (in more than one case in a pedagogical context), much of the 
precursory work on atomic-weight relationships which took place during the 
1850's tends to have been concerned more with the question of the possible 
complexity of the elements, in this respect showing nn affinity with 
Proutian-type traditions. (Exceptions to this generalisation nrc perhaps 
c-..__ ... ' / \.._ . .~ 
provided-· by ~the work of Gladstone, 1853, which shown much of the spirit of 
the classificatory activities of the 18601s, and the work of Hinrichs, 
1864-9, which often appears to be more in tho spirit of the 18501a7; also, 
although the contributions of Lothar Meyer during the 1860's and early 1870's 
were certainly motivated by the search for a classificatory system, Meyer 
was still very much concerned with the problem of the complexity of the 
elements). However, it seems to have been not this difference in primary 
motivation which delayed the emergence of the periodic system until the 
186o•s, nor tho slightly smaller number of elements known and the somewhat 
loss developed state of knowledge of their chemical properties during tho 
1850's, bur rather the genernl lack of appreciation of the distinction between 1 
atomic weight and equivalent weight which persisted until Cannizzaro's 
clarification of the subject at the Karlsruhe Congress of 186o8• In the 
7 According to Hinrichs himself, his Atomechnnik (publ. 1867) was in fact 
written in 1855 (see Ch.III, p.l47). If this claim is true, some of Hinrichs' 
work is not only in the spirit of the 18.501s 1 but actually£! the 1850's• 
However, the fact that the atomic-weight values employed by Hinrichs in nia 
Atomochanik are evidently based upon tho clarified concept of atomic weight 
presented by Cannizzaro in 1858-60 sheds considerable doubt upon the claim 
that tho Atomechanik dates from 1855. 
8 Of course, developments in the fields of discovery of elements and 
knowledge of chemical properties did help to stimulate the emergence of tho 
periodic law, but those factors do not appear to have be~n crucial in this 
respect. 
During the period 1850-70 the following elements were discovered: 
Cs (1860), Rb (1861), Tl (1861), In (1863) and solar helium (1868). Tho 
total number of elements known at this time was about 60. 
Some years later, in 1889, Mendeleev in his Faraday lecture was to 
list as one of "three series of data without the knowledge of which the 
periodic law could not have been discovered, and which rendered its 
appearance natural and intelligible", tho "accumulation by tho end of the 
1860's of new information concerning rare elements" such as Nb and v, "which 
disclosed their many-sided relations among themselves nnd to other elements" (~, 210-3). While Mondeleev here perhaps rather overstates tho importance 
of this "rare-element" series of data for tho emergence of the periodic law, 
such data were certainly of some significance in this rospoct. (The other 
two "series of data" listed at the same time by Mondeleov wore the now system 
of atomic weights which had been established on the basis of tho ideas 
presented by Cannizzaro at the Karlsruhe Congress in 1860 and tho vnrioua contrib~tiona which had been made during tho 1850's and 1B6o•s to tho study 
of atom1c-woight relationships). 









studies which were made on weight-relationships among the elements before 
1860 (and even in some which were made shortly afterwards) the characteristic 
weights used were either equivalent weights, or else they represented some 
hybrid of equivalents and true atomic weights. Such values could bring out ( 
certain relationships within the chemical families, and in some cases even / 
between families, but they did not provide a suitable basis for establishing/ 
a single all-embracing system of relationships among the known elements. 
Such a basis was provided by Cannizzaro at the Karlsruhe Congress, which, 
like the British Association meeting of 1851 at which Dumas spoke, must 
therefore be seen as having played a major role in the history of the 
emergence of the periodic system. 
That the inadequate state of knowledge of atomic weights before 186p 
was the crucial factor in delaying the discovery of the periodic law until 
the 1860's is perhaps seen moat clearly from Gladstone's work of 1853. In 
1853 Gladstone published a paper in which he arranged the chemical elements 
(56 in number) into a single series in order of increasing "atomic weight11 • 9 
But the set of values he used for these "atomic weights" in tact repreaento a 
h1brid of equivalents and true atomic weights, and as a result the 
periodicity of tho elements was not apparent from this ordered series: 
Gladstone's observation on the aeries was that "we notice some peculiarities, 
but no very striking ones",10 the peculiarities referred to being associated 
with clustering and spacing of the atomic-weight value.s in tho series. 
However, had Gladstone taken these same 56 elements, and used throughout 
atomic-weight values based upon the same empirical equivalent-weight values 
as were the "atomic weights" he actually used, but which correspond instead 
in all cases to the correct multiples of these equivalents from the point of 
view of Cannizzaro's concept of atomic weight, then it is difficult to believe 
that he could have failed to observe the periodic recurrence of analogous 
elements in the series, especially for the earlier part of the aeries. To 
speculate even further: since Gladstone in 1853 seems to have been attracted 
towards the idea of a single "natural" classificatory system for all elements, 
as indicated by his adoption (for want of a better alternative) of Gmolin's 
V-shaped system in the very paper in which ho presented his ordered series of 
56 elements, it is perhaps likely that had ho observed a periodicity of 
properties in the ordered aeries ot elements he would have attempted to draw 
up a classificatory system based upon thia periodicity, i.e. a periodic s.yste~ 
It is intereating to compare Gladstone's paper of 1853 with two papers 
9
seo Ch.III, PP• 121-2. k 
10 1\ 
Loc.cit. (see Ch.III1 p.l22). 
-,~' "'-----------------
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published in 1864 by Newlands (July) and Odling (October) •11 These three 
papers begin in very much tho same fashion, with a list of the elements 
arranged in the order of increasing "atomic weight"; but whereas the eybrid 
values used by Gladstone give a series of elements showing "no very striking 
peculiarities", the post-Cannizzaro values employed by Newlands and Odling 
give a series (the same in both cases12) on the basis of which each of these 
scientists was able to construct a rudimentary periodic system. In their 
papers of 1864 Newlands and Odling did not recall Gladstone's earlier work; 
in an article of 1857 Odling had mentioned Gladstone's paper of 18531 but 
only in connection with the latter's observations on the types of weight-
relationship to be found within families of chemically-analogous elements, 
making no reference to Gladstone's ordering of the elements into a single 
series on the basis of "atomic-weight" value.13 Mendeloev (in 1871 and later) 
mentioned Gladstone's work, but again only in connection with the latter's 
contribution to the study of weight-relationships within the different 
chemical families.14 In general, none of those who in the 18601 a wero 
directly involved in the discovery of the periodic law, or those who in the 
subsequent part of the 19th century were to take part in discussions of 
achievement and priority in connection with this discovery, appear to have /I 
appreciated that Gladstone's approach in his paper of 1853 wo~ / t1 
pr~~bly._bave resulted in his discovery of the periodic law had he boon able'' 
at the time to appreciate fully the distinction between atomic woight and 
equivalent. What at first sight is perhaps a particularly puzzling aspect 
of the affair is that Gladstone himself, who attended the Karlsruhe Congress 
of 186o, seems to have made no attempt afterwards to reappraise his earlier 
work on atomic-weight relationships in the light of Cannizzaro's clarification 
' 
of the concept of atomic weight, not even after Nowlanda and Odling had begun/ J 
to arrive at a recognition of the periodicity of the elements in 1864. But 
11 
I 
it is probable that like many other scientists Gladstone had by the 1860's 
become disillusioned with the subject of atomic-weight relationships, which I) t 
after a decade of intensive investigation following 1851 seemed to have I 
\ 
produced almost nothing but a mass of unexplained and apparently useless l 
isolated nUL1erical regularities; and that by the 186o• a he was therefore ~ 
blinded to the possibility that certain of the approaches used during tho t 
~or references aoe Ch. III, nn. 119 (Newlanda) and 13.5 (Odling). 
Wil 
1
2soth Newlanda and Odling had adopted tho atomic-weight values givon by 
liamson, op.cit. (sAo Ch.III 1 n.ll8). 
1.3 
Odling, 185?, op.cit. (aoo Ch.III, n.70) 1 p.4241 footnote. 
14 









1850's - ·including his own of 1853 - might still turn out to hD.vo fruitful ( 
results. Even when confronted at a meeting of tho Chemical Society in 1866 \ 
with Nawla.nds 1 "law of octaves" and the esscntio.J.ly "periodic" clo.ssificato1 
system \'lhich Ncwlands had based upon it, Gladstone appears to have been mora\ 
critical than appreciativo.15 . 
Of tho various other types of contribution during tho 1850's to the 
study of atomic-weight, (equivalent-weight) relationships, there were two 
which, like Gladstone's atomic-weight ordering of the elements, appear to 
have coma particularly close in spirit or achievement (or both) to tho 
subsequent activities associated with the actual discovery of the periodicity 
of tho elements: those were on the one hand the various contributions towards 
tho study of the relationships not just within the different chemical families 
but also between the families, and on the other hand the attempts which wora .. 
made to predict the existence of unY~own elements and determine atomic-weight 
values by interpolation and extrapolation of observed regularities. Whereas 
the potential of Gladstone's method of ordering all of the elements according-
to atomic weight lay in tho direction of a recognition of the periodicity of 
the elements prior to the construction of any 11periodic11 classificatory 
system, tho more common tendency of the 1850's to seck relationships botweon 
the different chemical fanilios represented a path to the discovery of the 
periodicity of tho elements by way of tho direct building-up of a periodic 
system from its constituent families. The attempts which were made during 
tho 1850 'a to _predict unknown elements and tho values of atomic we~ghts arc of }. 
interest for. the histocy of the periodi~ law perhaps primarily in thnt they - q 
like Dobereinor1 s earlier attempts at prediction, and the subsequent attempts 
by Newlanda in tho 18601s - represent an anticipation of Hcndeloov's famous 
practice of using the periodic system for prediction. 
Those who concerned themselves in the 18501s with tho question of 
relationships between different chemical families include Cooke (1854-5), 
Kremers (1856), Lensson (1857) 1 Odling (1857) 1 Dumas (1857-9) andMercer 
(1858). Tho contributions of Kremers and Lensson in this f'iold showed atrict 
a~wrence to tho concept of triads, the resulting systems of correlated 
triads ("conjugated triads", Kremers; 11onneades'.', Lenssen) roproaonting not 
~ \ / ' 
co much a development towards a periodic system as an extension of' tho ., 
d"'-~in 16 oc~r1ne of triads in another direction. This aooms to bo ospocially tho 
case for Kremers' triplet of cubic triads, which from the present standpoint 
PP• 
15 See Ch. III, pp. 138-9. 
16 . 
The contribut~ons of Kremers and Lenssen nro outlined tn Ch.III, 
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may be seen as representing tho limit of a "blind-alley" deviation from the 
developments which led to tho emergence of tho periodic system. We should, 
however, recognise at tho same time that Kremers' triplet of conjugated triads 
not only is the product of an admirable dedication to the development of a 
not unsuccessful idea (viz. the idea of triads) to some sort of limit, but 
also possesses an appealing simplicity, and, furthermore, seems to be tho 
only classificatory system of tho 19th century to incorporate a definite 
prediction about the total number of chemical elements (viz. 34 = 81, a 
number which in the historical context would seem quite a reasonable 
suggestion, since about 60 elements were actually known at the time). Tho 
related but less fully developed classificatory work of Lenssen is of interest 
in the study of tho emergence of the periodic system mainly for the manner in 
which tho enneades wore used to determine "atomic-weight" values for certain 
known elements, notably for "erbium" and 11terbium11 • 17 The method employed 
was an extension to two dimensions of Doboreiner's earlier use of the 
triad-relationship for prediction, and as such was essentially already the 
method of interpolation/extrapolation used by Mendeleev for prediction on the 
basis of his idea of "atomanalogy" in the periodic system18: Mendeleev' s 
periodic system can therefore be saen to incorporate two remnants of the 
doctrine of triads - this idea of "atomanalogy", and also the triple-occupancy 
of places in group VIII (viz. by Fo, Co, Ni; Ru, Rh, Pd; Os, Ir, Ft). But 
although certain features of the doctrine of triads were thus retained in 
later work, the contributions of Kremers and Lenssen represented the last of 
the classificatory approaches which maintained strict adherence to tho triad 
concept. Even at the time when Kremers and Lenssen were presonting their 
ideas the triad concept was already being superseded by more flexible idons 
of family-membership which recognised natural families of clements containing 
more than three members. It was in this latter spirit that tho work of 
Cooke, Odling, Dumas and Mercer during tho poriod 1854-9 was carried out. 
Cooke's idea of the "affiliation of the aeries" (1854) was an importont 
step along the path towards the periodic syatem19. As Venable has 
subsequently remarked (1896), "Cooke caught a glimpse of one great truth, and 
that was that we must not merely separate out hare and there so-called related 
17 See p.l24. 
1C\.zendeleev 1s concept of "atomanalogy" is explained in Ch. v, 
PP• 320-1. 
19








elements, but must grasp the fact that there is a relationship even between 
apparently dissimilar elemonts11 • 20 In Cooke's work of 1854 we also see the 
first hint of the recognition of sub-groups (his "sub-series") within larger 
family groups (this idea seems not to reappear clearly until 1864, when it 
is found in more fully developed form in the work of Odling). In 1857 
Odling recognised a "curious numerical sequence" (viz. the sequence 4, 3, 2, 
l) in the valencies of the lowest members of the carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and 
fluorine groups.21 But probably the closest approach to the periodic system 
during the 1850's through the recognition of relationships between different 
chemical families was Dumas' contribution of 1858, which spoke of a 
classificatory system which brought out a "double :parallelism" of the 
families22• Dumas' description of such a classificatory system seems, as 
far as it goes, to correspond to Mendeleev's short-form periodic table, even 
to the extent of including an account of analogy within the system which 
corresponds closely to what Mendeleev expressed by the torm "atomtma.logy". 
But this contribution by Dumas must nevertheless be considered as falling 
somewhat short of the final attai~uent of a periodic system of tho elements, 
for threo reasons: first, Dumas did not actually present ar1 example of the 
typo of classificatory system whic~ he had in mind; secondly, he did not 
indicate tho particular order in which he envisaged the various chemical 
families to be arranged in such a system; and thirdly, he spoke only of 
"metals" in his discussion of the system, not of "elements" (however, it 
appears from his discussion that this may well have been no more than 
linguistic laxity, that he was actually using tho term "metals" loosely to 
denote elements in general). Mercer's related contribution of 1858 was less 
extensive in scope than that of Dumas, but it did include a schematic "table 
of tho atomic parallels" between the oxygen, magnesium, nitrogen and fluorine 
runilies 23 I . • 
~ Like Gladstone, who hD.d ~~~_yo~ discovering the poriodici ty of 
r he elements during the 1850's (although from quito a different direction), 
Dumas played no part in the actual discovery of periodicity which was made in 
tho subsequent decade. Ho had attended the Karlsruhe Congress, but only tho 
second half of it, missing Cannizzaro's speoch and much of tho discussion of 
Cannizzaro's proposals. On tho final day of tho Congress he had mado tho 
20 Bibl.l24, p.43. 
21 See Ch.III, p.125. 
22 See Ch.III, pp.l25-6. 
23
see Ch.III 1 p.l26. 
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suggestion (objected to by many of the delegates) that Cannizzaro's atomic 
weights be used only in considering organic compounds 1 ond the old values 
retained in inorganic chemistry. 24 That Dumas at this early sta.ge failed to 
appreciate the special value of Cannizzaro's ideas is not particularly 
surprising25; what is surprising, however, is that nearly nine years later h~ 
! had apparently still not adopted Cannizzaro's concept of atomic weight, 
talking in his Faraday lecture (17th June, 1869) of "magnesium, calcium, iron, 
whose respective atomic weights are 12, 20, 2811 • 26 Whatever the reason for 
this retention by Dumas o£ the old pre..Cannizzaro "atomic-weight" va.luos,27 
the fact that he had still not rejected these old values in 1869 explains why 
he played no part in discovering tho periodicity of the elements during the 
1860's. or the many who had investigated atomic-weight relationships during 
the 1850's, it seems that only Odling also contributed directly to the 
28 eventual discovery o£ the periodicity o£ the elements in the 18601s. 
Whereas Kremers in 1856 had predicted tho existence of about 20 unknown 
chemical elements without discussing their probable atomic-weight values 1 
and Lenssen in 1857 had determined 11atomic-weight11 values for known elements, 
• ~! Carey Lea 1n 1859-60 (pre-Karlsrulie) used certain regularities in atomic-
weight relationships to predict both the existence and the atomic-w~ight 
values of two unknown elements: an analogue of Ag and Au of atomic weight 
152.5, and an nnalogue of Sb and Bi of atomic weight 164.29 Elements of 
such atomic weights have in fact subsequently turned out to exist, viz. 
Eu = 152 and Ho = 164.9; but since these are both rare-earth elements, in no 
significant wrxy analogues of Ag or of Sb, they cannot be regarded as 
fulfilling Carey Lea's predictions. Carey Lea's main contribution towards~ 
the discovery or the periodic law was probably his suggestion that vanadium . 
be included in tho nitrogen group of elements. 
' . J l 
24 
See Ch.III, p.ll6 (from f"le~dQleev~a 1repQ.rt of tl;tE? Karlsruhe Congress). 25 ,A L;.A'~~~·'··~ ,q.;~~ltf·'G 
After all, Lothar Meyer,-who had attended tho whole or tho Karlsruhe 
Congress was apparently only convinced of the truth of Cannizzaro's views 
on rending a copy of the Sunto shortly afterwards; and Odling, who was also 
at tho Congress, did not adopt Cannizzaro's atomic-weight values until 1864. 
26 
Cham. News, E£ (1869) l-7; p.;. 
27 
The reason is undoubtedly to be found partly in Dumas' much lessor 
involvement in chemistry during the l86o•a bocauso of his activities aa a 
Sona.tor and a.a an administrator also in various other respoots. 
28
It ~a poas~ble that Hinrichs might have studied atomic-weight 
relationships dur1ng tho 1850's as well as having contributed directly to 
tho discovery of tho periodic law during the l86o•a (see n.?, above). 





With the clarification of the concept of atomic weight by Cannizzaro 
at the Karlsruhe Congress in 18601 and with the state of discovery of the 
chemical elements being at the time what it was (viz. with the great 
majority of elements lighter than barium already known, but with most of 
the rare-earth elements yet to be discovered30), the discovery of the 
periodicity of properties of the elements now became not only possible but 
extremely likely. And indeed, in the course of the subsequent decade various 
representations of this periodicity appeared in the work of at least six 
scientists- de Chancourtois (France, 1862-3), Newlands (England, 1864-6), 
Odling (England, 1864-5) 1 Hinrichs (U.S.A., 1866-9), Lotlw.r Meyer (Germany, 
1864-70) and Mendeleev (Russia, 1869-71). All six of these workers 
constructed classificatory systems which illustrate to a significant degree 
the periodic recurrence of similar characteristics when all (or at least the 
majority) of the known elements are arranged in the order of increasing 
atomic weight (soe Cha. III and IV), i.e. they all constructed what can 
justifiably be considered as prototype "periodic systems11 • .3l 
Odling, Nendeleev and Lothar Meyer had attended the Karlsruhe Congress; 
Odling had even read a paper at tho Congress, emphasising that an element 
cannot have more than one atomic-weight value. Mendeleev appears to have 
become convinced of the truth of Cannizzaro's views on atomic weight directly 
.30The fact that only relatively few rare-earth elements were known in 
the 1860's (see Fig. VII-1, p.4o9), and that not even all of these had been 
characterised with any accuracy, waa undoubtedly advantageous for the 
discovery of the periodic law: if all or many of the lanthanide elements 
had been well-characterised at this time it would have been more difficult 
to have detected a periodicity of properties for the elements. (This point 
ho.s also been n1nde by Spronsen, Bibl.ll01 p.260) • 
31As suggested hero, there would seem to bo throe requirements which 
need to be satisfied to a significant degree before we can acknowledge any 
particular classificatory system of the elements constructed in tho era of 
emergence of the periodic lnw as having attained the level of a periodic 
system, viz. the ordering of tho elements according to atomic weight, the 
representation of the regular recurrence ("periodicity") of propertioo 
which accompanies this ordering, and tho incorporntion of all of tho elements 
in a single system. No periodic system has ever satisfied nll of those 
requirements completely (in fact, correspondence with the modern periodic 
system, based as it is upon ntomic-number ordering rather than atomic-weight 
ordering, actually entails contravention of the principle of strict 
atomic-weight ordering in a few particular cases), and thoro is no clear-cut 
level of significance to which the requirements must be satisfied before 
attainment of a periodic system can be recognised. Judgments of this question 
are based upon considerations of degree rather than of kind, and contain an 
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from tho contributions of the latter chemist at tho Congress itself. 
Meyer's understanding and acceptance of these views apparently coma not 
so much from the actual Congress as from reading a copy of Cannizzaro's 
Sunto immediately afterwards. Both Mendeleev and Moyer had therefore 
already accepted the new atomic-weight system by the end of 1860, about 
4-5 years before it can be considered to have gained widespread acceptance. 
The reason for the particularly ready acceptance of Cannizzaro's ideas by 
Mendeleev wus undoubtedly the fact that Mendeleev had himself been working 
along very similar lines during the late 1850's: Cannizzaro's contribution 
at Karlsruhe merely served to crystallise Mendeleev1s own incompletely-
formed ideas on tho subject of atomic weights.32 Unlike Hendeleev and Meyer, 
Odling did not adopt Cannizzaro's system until 186433 - in 1863 he had still 
maintained that "the objections to Cannizzaro's general proposition, are ••• 
too great to admit of its adoption11 .34 Odling's adoption of Cannizzaro's 
values seems to have been influenced by Williamson. 
De Chancourtois (who was a mineralogist and geologist, not n chemist), 
Newlands (at tho time fighting under Garibaldi) and Hinrichs (completing 
his studios at Copenhagen University prior to leaving for the u.s.A. in 
1861) did not attend the Karlsruhe Congress. Tho "characteristic numbers" 
(or "numerical characteristics") UDcd by do Chancourtois in 1862-3 
nevertheless for most elements correspond closely to the atomic weights of 
Cannizznro,35 which is a little surprising in the work of a non-chemist who 
had not been at Karlsruhe, at a time when Cannizzaro's atomic weights were 
still not in general use.36 Newlands came to adopt Cannizzaro's values in 
32see Ch.III, p.117. 
33soe Ch.III, PP• l4o-l. 
34 Loc.cit. (see Choiii, p.l4o). 
35see Ch.III, p.l29. In addition to the Cnnnizzaro-typo atomic-weight 
values, we find ascribed to certain elements in de Chancourtois' vis 
tellur1gue also "secondary characteristics" (see Ch.III 1 p.l32), Which seem 
to represent not possible alternative atornic-woight values, but additional 
values. This inclusion of "secondary characteristics", which wore derived 
froo specific-heat data on the simple substances, would appear to indicate 
a degree of failure on tho part of do Chancourtois to appreciate the 
distinction between 11olemont11 and "simple substance". We cannot soo in 
these "secondary characteristics" an anticipation of isotopes, because the 
"secondary characteristics" are appreciably different in valuo from tho 
ordinary "characteristic numbers", the two valuos for the elements concerned 
corresponding to quito different regions of the vis tolluriquo (e.g. tho two 
values for carbon nro 12 and 44). 
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1864, through the influence of' Williamson. Tho "atogrruns" or "atomic 
numbers" used by Hinrichs in his contributions of 1867-9 wore evidently 
based upon Cannizzaro's values, although those latter were doubled in 
accordance with Hinrichs' adoption of' tho weight of' his assumed ultimate 
"panatom" (= ~H) as unit. 
De Chancourtois~ work on the vis telluriquo was prompted by a desire to 
find a classificatory system of the elements which could serve as a basis 
for his litho~aphical studies (de Chancourtois seems to have been a !'-""''-~ 
systematist by nature). The motivation which led Heyer and Mendeleev to 
their periodic systems also appears to have been the desire to establish a 
natural classification of' the elements, but in their cases within a 
pedagogical context, in the course of their preparation of chemistry 
textbooks.37 The studies which led Newlands and Odling to the construction 
of periodic systems were attempts at extending the work of the 1850's on 
atomic-weight relationships and the classification of the elements: in 
Odling's case, as for Meyer and Mendcleev, we find a pedagogical application 
of the resulting classif'icatorJ system, his table being included both in his 
Course of' Practical Chemistrr (1865) and in Watt's Dictionary of Chemistry 
(1865) (in Odling's case, however, unlike tho cases of Meyer and Mendeleev, 
tho table was given a pedagogical application only after a discovery process 
which seems not to have been pedagogically motivated). Hinrichs' main 
concern in his classificatory work of tho 1860's was clearly the furtherance 
of his ideas on primary matter. 
All six of these scientists in whose work during the period 1862-70 
appeared representations of the periodicity of the elements were already 
aware of precursory contributions which had been made during the l850'a 
concerning atomic-weight relationships and the classification of tho 
elements.38 They all acknowledged at the time the earlier work of Dumas, 
and most of them acknowledged also other precursors of tho 1850's: Mendolo~v, 
for example, in his first publication on the periodic law (18~oned by 
name in this respect Kremers, Lenssen, Dumas, Pettenkofer and~Sokolo~9 As 
37 . ~/ Meyer, Bibl.Bo, 1864; Mendeleev, Bibl.65, 1869-71. An account by 
Mendeleev himself of whnt led him to attempt a classification of' tho chemical 
elements, written in 1869, is quoted in Ch.III, p.l62. . 
38 
) Odling, unlike the other five (except possibly for Hinrichs - aoe n.?, above , had himself boon a ''precursor" during the 18,50' s. 
39
see Ch.III, p.l6l. In Pr.Ch., R-8 (1906) 1 Mendeloev wrote that "in 
my conatruction of the periodic system of the elements I made usc of the work~ 
of4previous investigators: Dumas, Fettonkofcr, Kremers and Lenssen" (PLBA 31 ). In his writings of 1871 (Berichte, Annalen) and 1889 (Faraday ieOt~ro) ~~~entiGns also Grnolin, Cooke, Odling (1857) ond Strecker as precursors (seo 
----hi ' 10 t 211-2, 387), but whether ho knew of their work before ho drew up 
a first periodic system in 1869 ia not clear. 
'"' 
far as is known, however, none of tho six compilers of prototype periodic 
systems during tho period 1862-70 began his work in this direction with ~ 
knowledge of the related activities of the other five. This is obviously tho 
case for de Chnncourtois, whoso contribution was historically prior to those 
of the others. The conclusion of such initial independence for tho work also 
of Newlands, Odling, Hinrichs, Meyer and Mendeleev is baaed upon tho claims 
to this effect subsequently made by some of these scientists on their own 
behalf,4o and upon tho lack of any definite evidence to tho contrary~ But 
since autobiographical claims and an absence of counter-evidence are not the 
most reliable grounds upon which to base judgment, it should be borne in mind 
that further research may possibly lead us to reject this conclusion of 
initial independence in certain cases. In fact, there are a few areas where 
such research might seem to be particularly invited: thus, tho simultaneous 
development of 11poriodic11 classificatory systems by Newlands and Odling in 
England in 1864-5 perhaps merits deeper investigation than it has so far 
received, in view of tho clear possibility of acme direct or indirect mutual 
influence; also•~·~·p.at Hinrichs apparently followed t~e Comptos Rendus with 
much interest, publishing a nuober of papers in it, 1 raises tho question of 
whether he may perhaps have seen de Chancourtois' publications on tho ~ 
tellurique; and finally, the combination of facts that in 1862 ~Iendeleov had 
shown enough interest in Odling's work to obtain a copy of his Manual of 
Chemistr~ (1861), that in 1867 had been published a Russian translation (by 
Savchonkov) of Odling's pourso of Practical Chcmistty (1865) which contained 
a "periodic" table of "Atomic Weights and Symbols", and that Mendeleev's own 
"attempt at a system" (1869) resembled Odling's table to an appreciable dogre(\ 
cannot but leave tho slight fooling that perhaps Mendoleev had come across 
Odling's 1865 table before 1869 and had not remembered this when ho 
explicitly stntcd tho contrar,y in a nota appended to his first article on tho 
periodic law.42 But whatever may turn out to bo shown by future research, 
LfO Soe, for exrunple, ~fcndeleev'a claims of initial indepondonce given in 
Berichte (1871) (PIJV~, 386-90), Borichto (188o) (PLBA, 396-405) and Pr.Ch 
R-8 (1906) (PLBA,~). ----- •t 
-41 Sea Zapffo, Bibl.l32• 
4~endoloov' s interest in 1862 in Odling' a tianual of Chemin try is 
apparent front the contents of a latter of 1862 from N.P. Il'in to Mendoleev 
(see PP• 2g-30 of the typescript work by A.V. Skvortaov entitled Dnovniki 
D.I. Mendeleeva, 1855-1887, to be found in MALU). Concerning Mendeleev•s 
note in Correlation of properties (1869) on the subject of Odling's 1865 
textbook table, see Ch.III, p.161. 
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it seems reasonable on current evidence to accept that the work of 
de Chancourtois, Newlanda, Odling, Hinrichs, Meyer and Mendeleev which led 
each of these scientists during the period 1862-70 to draw up what can be 
recognised as prototype periodic systems, was begun in each case in complete 
ignorance of the related work of the other five. This does not necessarily 
mean, however, that all six can be recognised also as having arrived 
independently at their first prototype periodic system. To form a judgment 
on this latter question we must first consider how long the initial 
independence of the various contributions lasted, and at what stage in tho 
work of each of the six contributors we can recognise the achievement of 
construction of a prototype periodic system. 
A knowledge of the related work of one or more of the others was in 
fact fairly soon gained by certain of those six contributors. Thus, less 
than two months after Mendeleev in Feb./March 1869 had constructed his 
"attempt at a system" his attention had been drawn by Savchonkov to the 
similar table in Odling'a Course of Practical Chemistry {1865); when 
Lothar Meyer wrote his article The nature of the chemical elements as a 
function of their atomic weight (G.; publ. March 1870) he already knew 
uomething of Mendeloev's work of 1869, including the "attempt at a r:systom1143; 
and Mendeleev's contributions after March 1870 were made in the knowledge of 
Moyer's work. 44 As regards Newlands and Odling, it is very unlikely that 
they did not fairly soon learn of each other's related work: Nowlanda' claim 
in 1866 of priority of discovery of tho "law of octaves" was probably a move 
to pre-empt any possible {but as it turned out, not forthcoming) claim of 
priority in this connection by, or on behalf of, Odling. But since 
Mondeleev's "attempt at a system" would seem to come close enough to being 
an all-embracing system of elements in which is shown a fairly regular 
recurrence ("periodicity") of similar properties with increasing atomic 
weight to justify its recognition as a prototype periodic system, and since 
Newlands and Odling had both already drawn up recognisably "periodic" 
classificatory systems in 1864,45 tho facta of Nendoloev'a beins told of 
43
seo Ch.III, p.152. 
44 See Ch.III, pp.l70·1• 
45 Spronaen (Bibl.llO)considers Nowlanda 1 system of August 1864 (sea 
Fig. III-3) to be a periodic system, but not Nowlanda'' system of July 1864 
(see Fig. III-2). On the basis of tho criteria given in n.31 of tho present 
chapter, however, it "''ould seem justifiable to recognise Nowlands' system 
of July 1864 as already representing a crude periodic system. 
48o 
Odling's work in April 1869 and of Newlands' probable knowledge of 
Odling's work (and vice versa) by 1866 provide no grounds for questioning 
tho independent initial construction of prototype periodic syotomo by 
Mendoleev, liewla.nds and Odling. The historical priority of de Chru1courtois 1 
vis telluriguo, and the fact that whether or not we recognise Hinrichs' 
circular system of 1867 as already being n periodic systom46 he had 
apparently still not learned of the related work of any of the other fivo 
contributors when he presented his clearly ~'periodic" sys~ems of 1869, 
lends me to acknowledge independent construction of prototype periodic 
systems also for de Chancourtois and Hinrichs. 'In the cuse of Lotha.r Meyer, 
~owever, this question is more difficult to decide. 
Tho tabular system presented by Lothar Meyer in his 1870 paper (seo 
Fig. III-14) is undeniably recognisable as a periodic system; but, as wo 
have seen, it was dr~wn up when Meyer already know of Mendoleev's "attempt 
nt a system". Heyer's only previous published classification of the 
elements appeared in 1864 in his Modernen Theoricn der Chemic (sea 
Fig. III-12). This earlier attempt at classification certainly seems to 
have been made independently of any related contributions of tho 186o•s47, 
but it is not easy to decide whether it should be acknowledged as 
representing n periodic system. Meyer's 1864 classification consisted of 
two separate tables- a main table of 28 elements (see Fig. III-12a) 1 and 
a suppl~mentar,y table of 22 elements (in two parts, 6 elements + 16 elements: 
see Fig. III-12b). In 1868 Moyer drew up a mlll'luscript table (\'lhich ho 
never pubiished48) in which tho main and supplementary tabloo of 1861+ ru.•o 
combined into a single system (see Fig. III-13): this also scorns to have 
been drawn up independently of tho knowledge of any similar work by otho1·o. 
Mendeloev, writing in a. polemical vein in 1871, dismiosod Heyer's 186'+ 
classification as being no more than 11n simple collocation of groups of 
analogous elemcnts11 • 49 This is certainly unfair to Meyer. Far from baing 
46
spronsen (Bibl.llO, p.122) considers that Hinricho' 1867 circular 
oyotem (see Fig.III .. 9~ "may justifiably bo cnllod periodic: o.ll tho clements 
occur in groups (genera) and a. mutua.l relationship io eatnblishod runons 
almost all tho elements". However, this "mutual relationship" is not oo 
clearly one of periodic recurrence of analogues with increasing atomic 
weight that I can unreservedly agree with Spronsen'o conclusion • 
• 47M 
eyer seems not to have boon aware of do Chru1courtoio' work, ond tho 
other :relnted contributions of the 186o• a cruno titer Moyer hnd drawn up hio 
1864 claosification. 
48
This table was first published by Seubert, 1895 (Bibl 67 13) 




in "simplo collocation", the six groups of analogous elements in Hoyer' a 
main table of 1864 nre arranged in the order of increasing atomic weight50, 
and atomic-weight ordering is a noticeable (though not all"porvading) 
feature oven of the supplementary table; furthermore, there is a definite 
indication in the system, in terms of atomic-weight differences, of a 
rob~lar recurrence of similar properties with increasing atomic weight.5l 
However, thoro is no indication either in the 1864 classification itself or 
in tho text accompanying it of nny attempt· or desire to unite the separate 
tables into a single system52; and for this reason I am led to consider 
Meyer's classificatory attempt of 1864 as having not quite attained the 
level of what can be acknowledged as a periodic system.53 This failing of the 
1864 classification would seem to have been sufficiently rectified in Meyer's 
1868 manuscript system to warrant the recognition of this subsequent attempt 
as indeed representing a prototype porio~ic system.54 Consequently, on tho 
basis not of any published contribution but only of this unpublished 1868 
attempt at classification, I acknowledge Meyer as a sixth independent 
compiler of a periodic system. 
\ .50Tho double-tiering of Heyer's main table in his Modcrncn Theorj.cn 
'(1864), presumably necessitated by restrictions of space, does perhaps mske 
tho atomic-weight ordering less immediately obvious than if all six families 
ha~ been arranged on the snme level. 
5lMeyer himself, writing in (belated) response to Mendeloev 1s polemical ' 
remarks of 1871, claimed that a "candid scrutiny" of his 1864 tables would 
show "something more than a 1 s~nple collocation of groups of analogous 
elements' - namely, the endeavour to nrranee bodies according to the 
magnitude of their atomic weights, and to show that chemical vo.lue varies 
regularly in accordance with atomic weight" (Chern. News, 41, 1880, p.203; 
from Bori9hte, 12.t 18801 p.259). -
52In 1880 ~!eyer was to claim in connection with his 1864 classification 
that "it eo• did not escape my notice that tho second table with the group 
Zn, Cd, Hg could be joined to tho left side of tho first, o.nd thus united 
\'lith it to form n whole" (ibid.). Nevertheless, at· tho timo this 
classifico.ti.on was presentecr-M'oyor gave no Dign of having noticed nny such 
possibUity of uniting the two tables. 
53seo n.31, above. 
54
spronsen, also, recosnises Meyer's 1868 system, but not his 
classification of 1864, as representing a periodic system (see Bibl.llO, 
PPal25-7). ---------
Over and above such questions of the bare achievement of independent 
construction of what we can recognise as prototype periodic systems, 
many further questions arise in connection with the contributions of 
de Chancourtois, Newlands, Odling, Hinrichs, Meyer and Mendeleev in the 
field of the periodicity of the elements - concerning the details of their 
particular periodic systems; the extent to which they discussed, developed 
and applied their systems; their assessments of the relative significance 
---~ 
' ' 
of their own and related contributions; and the degree of attention and 1l 
\I 
value given to their work by the scientific community in general. Some of ~ 
these further questions are in certain respects probably of greater 
importance than questions of bare discovery. Although concurring with 
Spronsen's conclusion that "we do not consider only one or two scientists 
(Mendeleev, Meyer) to be the discoverers of the periodic system ••• We 
recognise six independent discoverers: B~guyer de Chancourtois, Newlanda, 
Odling, Hinrichs, Moyer and Mendeleev",.5.5 I feel unable to agree with his 
further assessment that, "The fact that some of these scientists explained 
or predicted more than others by making deductions from their s.ystem is of 
secondary importance" • .56 The most important aspect of sci9ntific discovery 
would seem to be.not the bore achievement of discovery inherent in the 
(possibly unappreciated or even unknown) work of some particular scientist 
or scientists (what we might call "private" discovery), but rather discovery 
by the scientific community ("public" discovery): more important than 
questions of priority of discovery in the "private" sense are questions of 
primacy of contribution leading to discovery in the "public" sense. 
Mendeleev (for whom we shall be claiming such primacy in connection with the 
discovery of the periodic law) himself expressed a view close to this: "he 
who should justly be considered creator of a scientific idea ia he who has 
understood not only the philosophical but also the practical aspect of the 
matter, who has known how to present it such that all can be convinced of 
the new truth and it has become common property. Only then is the idea ••• 
not lost" (1880) • .57 In the history of the periodic law it was the use of 
.5.5Bibl.llO, pp.l42-3e 
56Ibid., p.l43 • 




tho pcri~~~~.!~-~~~.!~t..~o7fand prediction (largely by 
Mendoloov) which more than anything led to its' 11public11 discovery, and which, 
contrary to Spronsen's assessment, would therefore soom to be of prL~ary 
importru1co. 
Each of the six independent compilers of prototype periodic systems 
discussed to some extent the structure and significance of his system(s). 
In de Chancourtois' discussion of his vis telluriquo the periodicity 
illustrated therein was given no spacial prominence, being acknowledged 
only as one of a variety of relationships manifested in this system. 
Hinrichs also had little to say about the rudimentary periodicity manifested 
in his systems, being much mora concerned with ideas of the composition of 
chemical atoms from the ultimate atoms ("panatoms") of primary matter 
("pantogon11 ) 1 ideas which he did not relate to any significant extent to 
the periodicity of the elements. The publications of Newlands (1864-6), 
Odling (1864-5) 1 Mendeleev (1869-71) and Lothar Moyer {1870) on the other 
hand show a definite and predominant recognition of 1 and concern with, the 
periodicity of tho elements, although perhaps less explicitly so in Odling's 
case. Newlnnds, Mendelecv and Meyer all gave succinct verbal statements of 
that regularity of recurrence of properties which is illustrated in their 
classificatory s,ystoms, as also did de Chancourtois {in a less prominent 
manner): thus-
i) do Chancourtois (in the "complement" to his "fundamental theorem"): 
i 
l 
'~ach helix drawn through two characteristic pointe [sc. points corresponding l' 
to particular atomic-weight values on the surface of do Chancourtois' 
,, 
cylinder] and passing through several other points or only near them, brings 
out relations of a certain kind between their properties; likenossos nnd 
differences baing manifested by a certain numerical order in their 
succession, for example, immediate sequence or nlternntion at various 
period~" (1862);58 
ii) Nowlanda {"law of octaves"): expressed Vtll'iously, e.g. "the 
eighth element starting from a given one ia a kind of repetition of tho 
first, like the eighth note of an octave in muao" (1864)r59 
iii) Mendeleev {"law of periodicity" or "periodic law"): oxprosaed 
variously, e.g. "The elements, arro.nged according to tho magnitude of 
their atomic weights, present a clear periodicity of properties" {1869);6° 
58see Ch.III, p.132. My underlining. 
59see Ch.III, p.137. 
60 See Ch.III, pp.l63 and 167. 
::-------------------------- ----~~-,···---~ ............ "' 
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iv) Lothar :Heyer: "the properties of the elements are largely 
periodic functions of the atomic weight" (1870).61 
The only possibly comparable comments made by Hinrichs were certain 
expressions of unspecified lawlike correlation between the properties 
of tho elements and their atomic weights, e.g. "The properties of tho 
chemical elements are functions of their atomic weights" (1867) 62 (cf. the 
similarly general comment by de Chancourtois, 1863 - "The properties of 
bodies are the properties of numbers1163 - and that by Mendeleov, 1869 -
64 . 
"the magnitude of the atomic weight determines tho nature of an element" ). 
Odling in discussing his classificatory systems gave neither a succinct 
verbal statement of periodicity like do Chancourtois, Newlands, Mendeleev 
and ~toyer, nor even an expression of unspecified correlation like Hinrichs. 
He did, however, write in reference to the table presented by him in 1865 in 
Watts' Dictionary of Chemistry (see Fig. III-7) 1 "Doubtless some of the 
arithmetical relations exemplified in the foregoing table are merely 
accidental, but, taken altogether, they are too numerous and decided not to 
depend upon some hitherto unrecognised general law"65; in an almost 
identical comcont in~: article On tho proportional numbers of the elements, 
1864, Odling had ref red to "tho foregoing tables ond remarks" rather than 
to "the foregoing ta le".66 
Nany years after this explicit rejection by Odling of tho possibility 
that all of the regularities manifested in his classificatory systems of 
1864-5 could be dismissed as being merely "accidental", Mendoloev (1902) was 
to remark similarly that tho periodicity of the elements "could not possibly 
be token to be the result of chance". 67 Such an attitude had indeed been 
implicit in Mendeleev's comments from the very beginning of his work on the 
periodic law, as it had been also in the comments of de Chancourtoia, 
Newlands and Lothar Meyer. Hinrichs probably held a similar view, although 
61 See Ch.III 1 p.152. 
62 See Ch.III, p.l51. 
63 See Ch.III 1 p.133. 
64 See Ch.III, p.l63. 
65 Bibl.l22, vol.III, 18651 P•976. 
66 See Ch.III, p.l45. 








































there is perhaps a slight doubt nbout this.68 None of the six discoverers ~~~ 
of the periodic system proposed any specific hypothesis about the cause of . 
the periodicity of the elements, but they all (with the possible, though 
unlikely, exception of Odling) were attracted to some extent towards the 
idea of the complexity of the elements,69 nnd in a vague sense undoubtedly 
felt that a connection exists between the particular structural nature of 
the elements and the periodicity of their properties: this was certainly 
true for do Chancourtois, Lothar Meyer and Mendeleev, and seems to have 
been so olso for Newlands.7° 
Although all six discoverers of the periodic system seem to hnve 
recognised the existence of certain analogies between the chemical elements 
and compound radicals, and were (with the possible exception of Odling - see 
above) inclined to take ·this as evidence that the chemical elements may 
themselves be complex, only de Chancourtois included also compound radicals 
68
venable (Bibl.l241 p.89) has written: " Hinrichs states in a later 
publication that it Csc. his AtomechanikJ contains, explicitly stated, all 
that is true in the periodic law. He is a vigorous critic and opponent of 
this law, however, and may mean by this statement that he regards very 
little of it ns true". Venable gives no source-references here, and I 
have been unable to discover just in what sense Hinrichs became'h vigorous 
critic and opponent" of the periodic law. In presenting his classificatory 
systems of 1867-9 Hinrichs does not appear to have related in any significant 
way the fairly regular recurrence of properties shown by the elements in 
these systems to his strongly-held views on primar,y matter, which suggests 
that at the time he did not think this pattern of recurrence of properties 
to be of nny great importance. Afterwords, he may, just possibly, even 
have gone to the extreme of considering the periodicity of the elements 
as being merely fortuitous. 
69 I have come across no reference by Odling to the idea of a complexity 
of the chemical elements, although his adherence in 1863 to a Proutian-typo 
commensurability hypothesis (see Ch.II, p.64) suggests that he probably 
did not consider the elements to be qualitatively-distinct entities. 
70 Mendeleev's views on the ideas of primary matter and the complexity 
of the elements, and on the significance of tho periodic law for such 
ideas, are discussed in Ch.II; his considerations on tho question of tho 
cause of tho periodicity of the elements are presented in Ch.V. 
Various comments by Newlands on the subject of the complexity of 
tho elements are to be found in the Appendix to Bibl.84, 1884. 
(Regarding Hinrichs' attitude, see n.68 above). 
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together with the clements in his classificatory s.ystem. This quite 
probably tended to lessen the value of de Chnncourtois 1 system in the eyes 
of those (relatively few) chemists of the time who were aware of his work; 
and from the standpoint of present-day chemistry we can see the inclusion 
of compound radicals as a feature of the vis tellurique which makes it n 
lesser development towards the modern periodic system than were tho systems 
of Newlands, Odling, Hinrichs, Meyer and Mendeleev. It should be recognised, 
however, that the classification of certain compound radicals together with 
the elements was not unnatural in tho context of de Chancourtois 1 ideas on 
tho question of the decomposability of the elements: de Chancourtois 
believed - in accordance with his view trat "the properties of the elements 
are the properties of numbers1171 - that "bodies which are really simple, or 
at least irreducible by tho ordinary means at our disposal" are not tho 
commonly-recognised chemical elements as a whole, but only those elements 
whose atomic weights correspond to prime numbers72; between the elements 
whose atomic weights are not prime numbers, and stable compound radicals 
such as NH4 and CN, no essential difference seems to have been recognised 
by de Chancourtois. 
The periodic classificatory systems of de Chancourtois, Newlan~s, 
Odling, Hinrichs, Meyer and Mendeleev all demonstrate a concordance between 
arrangement of the elements according to increasing atomic-weight value on 
the one hand, and according to family-resemblance (chemical analogy) on the 
other. As Odling wrote in presenting his first periodic classification in 
1864, "With what ease this purely arithmetical seriation [sc. of the elements 
according to increasing atomic weight] may be made to accord with a 
horizontal arrangement of tho elements according to their usually received 
groupings, is shown in the following tabla [sc. the table presented in 
Fig. III-6]"; 73 and Mendeleev in 1871 made tho similar point that "in the 
form of tho oxides and in the atomic weights of the elements" we find two 
"stable numerical guiding principles for the distribution of tho elements" 
according to the periodic law. 74 But within this common general pattern of 
classification the particular significance of atomic weight was not always 
the same. In do Chancourtois' vis tollurique the positions of the elements 
71see Ch.III, p.13.3. 
72
soe Ch.III, p.l32. 




of the chemical elements (G.), Annalen, 
~···--... _____________________________ _,_..._"······· ·-· .. 
reflect the actual magnitudes of tho atomic-weight values: not only nro the 
elements arranged in the order of increasing atomic weight, but also tho 
spacing between tho elements reflects the actual magnitude of tho atomic-
weight difforencos.75 In the tabular periodic systems drawn up by Nowlnnds, 
Odling, Meyer, Hinrichs and Mendeleev, however, where the elements are 
arranged in rows and columna in which the available places are regularly 
spaced, the significance of atomic weight is retained only in the principle 
of atomic-weight ordering, there being no reflection beyond the ordinal 
position of nn element of the precise magnitude of ita atomic weight. 
Insofar as these tabular systems, unlike de Chancourtois' via tellurique 
(or Lothnr Heyer's "atomic-volume" curve), tend to embody an oven-spaced 
ordering of elements rather than reflect the precise numerical value of 
atomic weight, we can already see in them a germ of the subsequent idea of 
"atomic number", in the sense of the latter ns the ordinal number of the. ~.f.t.( 
76 ·"'""'""""' --'4'' position of an element in the periodic table. (A ~~ent typo 
of anticipation of atomic number, in the sensa of the latter na the 
characteristic ordinal number of an element, may be seen in Newlands' 
explicit assignins of ordinal numbers to the elements on the basis of 
75Lothar Meyer's "atomic-volume" curve of 1870 (see Fig.III-15) is 
like de Chancourtois' via tellurigue in this respect. However, Meyer's 
curve is not really a periodic system, illustrating the common pattern of 
periodicity of many properties, but rather an exact representation of tho 
periodicity shown by one particular mllllerico.l property (viz. "atomic 
volume"). 
76Tho actual order of tho elements tellurium and iodine in those early 
tabular periodic systems in fact corresponds to tho order of atomic number 
(in the modern sense) rather than to tho ardor of atomic-weight values, 
despite tho order-by-atomic-weight basis of the tables. Tho compilers of __ 
these early periodic tables tend to have believed (mistakenly) that tlaa 
instance of atomic-weight inversion, which was demanded on grounds of 
chemical analogy (of Te with 01 S and Te, and of I with F, Cl and Br), 
would disappear with n subsequent re-determination of the atomic weight of 
tellurium or iodine (or both). 
Although in some of the periodic tables of l864-71 (o.g. in Lothar 
Meyer's 1868 manuscript tabla, Fig.III-13, and in Mendeleov's tables 15, 
30-33, 35 and 36) cobalt and nickel were similarly included in the order 
of atomic number, in what we can now recognise as inverted atomic-weight 
order, unlike the case of iodine and tellurium thia atomic-weight invcraion 
was not recognised at the time because Co and Ni were taken to have tho 
same atomic-weight valuo {seo Ch.VI, p.348). 
; 
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position in the series of elemonts arranged according to increasing atomic 
weight77>. 
The significance of the actual atomic-weight values of the elements 




Newlands, Odling, Hinrichs, Meyer and Mendeleov as compared with tho .!!!!, 
telluriquo of do Chancourtois and the majority of the attempts which had 
been made at classifying the elements during tho 1850's. However, Odling, 
Hinrichs, Neyer an~_Mendeleev appear not to have fully appreciated this 
diminution of significance of the actual atomic-weight values which was 
implicit in their periodic tables. All four continued to pay great attention 
to actual values of atomic weights and atomic-weight differences.78 Only 
Newlanda - in explicitly assigning ordinal numbers to tho elements according 
to their position in the series of increasjng atomic weights - seems to have 
recognised that the significance of atomic weight for the periodic 
classification of the elements does not lie directly in the actual numerical 
77since Newlands1 ordinal numbers were assigned strictly according to 
the currently-accepted atomic-weight values, and since his tables illustratitg 
the "law of octaves" had certain inversions in the order of tho elements 
1 with respect to those atomic-weight values (e.g. forTe and I) 1 his ordinal numbers do not coincide exactly with the order of the positions of the 
elements in his tables (see Figs. III-3, III-4 and III-5). It is for this 
reason that Newlands' ordinal numbers represent a somewhat different type 
of anticipation of the modern atomic number from that implicit in the 
tendency for even-spaced ordering of tho elements in his and other early 
tabular periodic systems. 
A significant difference between the system of modern atomic numbers 
and Newlands' system of ordinal numbers is to be seen in the fact that in 
certain cases Newlands assigned the same ordinal number to two elements 
(see Figs. III-4 and III-5). 
78 Mendeleev•s concern with atomic-weight values and differences is 
perhaps best seen in his long article of 1871 in Liebig's Annalen 
(see, for example, Ch.V of the present thesis, pp. 296-71 and n.73 on 
p.312). Although Mendeleev later strongly emphasised the discrete nature 
of the dependence shown in the periodic law, criticising representations' 
of this periodicity which employed continuous functions or curves (see . 
Ch.V, pp.293, 297-9), his concern with actual atomic-weight values and 
differences still did not appear to diminish to any appreciable extent. 
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atomic-weight values.79 
With the possible exception of Hinrichs, all six discover~ra of the 
periodic system seem to have believed in tho strict validity of the 
principle of atomic-weight ordering in their systems: although Hinrichs 
wrote in presenting his two periodic tables of 1869 that the elements in 
8o these tables are arranged according to increasing atomic weight, tho 
central region of both tables in fact contains certain series of elements 
in tho order of decreasing atomic weight (see Figs. III-19 and I~l-11) 1 with 
no indication that such an arrangement was considered in any way 
unsatisfactory or provisional. All six discoverers adhered to the (loss 
81 precise) principle of family-resemblance in their periodic systems. Two 
further principles which tended to be followed in tho construction of the 
tabular systems, with their relatively clearly-defined places, wore.those of 
the "non-zero-occupancy" of places and tho "non-m~ltiple-occupancy" of 
places, i.e. those of the filling of vacant places which were indicated in 
79The conclusions arrived at here concerning the significance of atomic 
weight for the early periodic classifications are essentially tho same as 
those which have already been presented by F.A. Paneth (see Bibl.QO). Paneth 
has written, for example, that "the limited significance of the ato~ic weights 
has in a sense been implicit in any table of the periodic system, because 
here - in contradistinction to its representation by curves - the elements 
wore always arranged at equal distances from each other and not according 
to the actual values of the atomic weights. The first scientist who drew 
the consequences from this fact was the Swedish physicist Rydberg who, in 
a paper of 1897, stated with admirable clarity: 'In investigations on the 
periodic system not the atomic weights, but tho ordinal numbers of the 
elements, have to be used as independent variables•. Decisive progress in 
the understanding of the periodic system could only be made when chemists 
had freed themselves from their overestimation of the theoretical 
consequence of atomic weights" (Paneth, op.cit., pp.33-4; J.R. Rydberg, 
:Zeitschr.anorg. Chem., 14, p.94). In discussing Newlands' "law of octaves" 
1and the classificatory tables based upon it, Paneth felt that Nowlands "had 
been guided by a remarkably sure instinct" in giving prominence to his 
ordinal numbers rather than to the actual atomic-weight values (o~.oit., p.44). 
8o 
Tho Pharmacist (Chicago Collage of Pharmacy), 2 (July 1869) 10.12; 
Proc.Amer.Assoc.Adv.Sci., 18 (1869) 112-124. -
-81 
Only Mendeleev of the six discoverers felt that he had established 
a generally reliable criterion of family-resemblance, viz. maximum valency 
in( "saline" oxides, corresponding to group-number in tho periodic table 
ace pp.l85-9 and 308-11). 
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the system and the restriction of just one element to each placo.82 The 
latter requirement, of the non-multiple-occupancy of places, was not always 
rigidly adhered to: thus, Newlands was quite prepared to allow double-
occupancy of certain places in his tables of 1865-683; Mendeloev allowed 
triple-occupancy or even quadruple-occupancy of places in group VIII of his 
short-form periodic table84; and Hinrichs' tables of 1869.had multiple-
occupancy of one of the places.85 Tho requirement of non-zero-occupancy of 
places in the periodic table provided scope not only for tho inclusion of 
known elements which had yet to find a place, but also for the prediction of· 
undiscovered elements. The most extensive, the most detailed, tho moat 
confident and the most successful use of the periodic table for predicting 
tho existence and properties of unknown elements is to be seen in tho work 
of Mendeleev86; of the other four independent compilers of tabular periodic 
82Although the arrangement of elements on do Cbancourtois' .til! 
tellurigue, unlike in tho tabular periodic systems, corresponds directly 
to the actual magnitudes of the atomic weights, the possible "places" 
(do Chancourtois' "characteristic points") which could bo occupied did 
not extend over tho entire range of roal numbers between the lowest and 
highest 11c.hnracteristic numbers" in the system: de Chancourtoia' adherence 
to the Proutian commensurability hypothesis PCli (1; H=l) (see Ch.II, pp.6}-4) 
restricted the possible "places" to thooo corresponding to integral values 
of the "characteristic numbers" (i.e. of the atomic weights, in the case of 
the elements; chlorine, for example, was assigned a "characteristic number" 
of 35 by de ChancoUl~tois, not 35.5). Thoro is no indication that 
de Chancourtois considered every integral value within the limits of the 
system to correspond to the place of an element. He seems not to have 
accepted more than single-occupancy of "places" by elements on his .!!!! 
telluriguo; in certain casas, however, we do find the same place occupied 
both by an element and a compound radical, e.g. Si and ammonium were both 
assigned tho "characteristic number" ,36. 
83see Figs. III-4 and III-5. 
84 Tho places in group VIII of Mendeleev'a short-form periodic tables 
can be seen as being quadruple-occupied if we count not only the elements 
of tho iron, palladium and platinum families but also the coinage metals 
Cu, Ag and Au. 
85 Tho olen1ents "Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Co - Ur" constitute "varieties" 
occupying a single placo in the aluminium group in Hinrichs' table of 
July 1869 (see Fig. III-101 and n.157 in Ch.III); tho elements 11Cr1 Mn, Fe, Ni, Co" occupy the corresponding place in Hinrichs' later table of 
1869 (see Fig. III-11). 
86 See Ch.VI, section c. 
---
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systems (Newlands, Odling, Hinrichs and Meyer), Hinrichs showed the least 
tendency to make predictions concerning unknown elements. The placing of 
known elements in the periodic systems of 1862-71 on the basis of the 
requirements of atomic-weight ordering, family resemblance and (where 
demanded) single-occupancy of places supported and consolidated many of the 
existing atomic-weight determinations and assessments of family-membership 
which had hitherto been the subject of (often appreciable) doubt: this 
was especially the case for some of the lightest elements (Mendeleev's 
"typical" elements87), which tend to show certain peculiar properties and 
less clearly-defined family-resemblances than the heavier elements. Where 
there appeared to be a discrepancy in the indications of the principles of 
atomic-weight ordering, family-resemblance and (where demanded) ·single-
occupancy for the placing of a particular element in the periodic system 
there was a tendency to attribute this to an error in the assumed atomic-
weight value, or to an incorrect assessment of family-membership, or perhaps 
c '<- ''\:;> t>"<> \.-• "'-•t.;>t::~ "'"t~,··-:'\, .... d.-•:c..-..:,.. 
to both, of one or more of the elements involved. This tendency is to be 
found to some extent in the work of all six discoverers of the periodic 
system, although appreciably less so for de Chancourtois and Hinrichs than 
for Newlands, Odling, Meyer and ~iendeleev.88 In de Chancourtoia' ceso this 
may have boon partly a consequence of the greater complexity of the pattern 
of relationships with which he was concerned in connection with his system, 
as compared with the predominant concern shown by Newlanda, Odling, Meyer 
and Mendeleev with the "periodic" relationship; in Hinrichs' case it possibly 
reflects a lesser estimation on his part of the significance of tho periodic 
system. Sometimes the atomic-weight value or family-membership (or both) 
was actually changed so as to remove the discrepancy - even solely on the 
basis of the theoretical demands of the classificatory system, without any 
empirical support (it was assumed in such cases that the latter would 
eventually be forthcoming). Many of the changes which wore thus felt to be 















subsequent empirical results or according to the present-day interpretation j 
or the struct~re of the periodic system (e.g. Mendeleev's doubling of the \ 
atomic weight of uranium to 24o; and the reassessment by Odling, Nowlmd£i,__.. ~ l,. 
Mendeleev and Heyer of family-membership f~-t~l~~ others were not, f\ i 
notable among these being tho adoption or expectation of a higher atomic l 
87
concerning Hendeloev's 
"typical", see Ch.III, n.205. 
88 Concerning Mendoleev'a 
sections A and B. 
designation of the lightest elements as I 
tendencies in thia direction, aeo Ch.VI, 
___ ,_...._~..,...---~--- ·~, - ., 
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weight for iodine than for tellurium, in aocordanco with the placing of Te 
before I in tho periodic system on the basis of the demands of family-
resemblance. Various specific instances of tho use of tho early periodic 
systems for assessing family-membership and atomic-weight values, and for 
predicting unknown elements, are reviewed below. 
In de Chancourtois' vis tellurique (1862) the closest family-resemblance 
indicated for hydrogen appears to be with zinc. Odling classified hydrogen 
; 
' 




in 1864, and with Au but not Ag in one of his 1865 tables r/ ( 
(Fig.III-8). Newlands ~ 1865-6 listed hydrogen in the some group as the 
halogen§,_ as did Hinrichs in 1867; in Hinrichs' tables of 1869 hydrogen was 
~aced in a group of its own. Lothar Moyer did not include hydrogen in his 
classificatory systems of 1864, 1868 and 187090 (in 1872. he included H in 
the same column as Ni, Pd and Pt). Between 1869 and late 1870 Mendoleev 
classified H in various ways (see Fig. III-18) - on its own, with the coinage 
metals, with the iron-family elements (ct. Meyer 18?2.) 1 eventually including 
it in group I in the same sub-group aa Na, Cu, Ag and Au, a placing which he 
retained for it in all of his subs&quent tables. Mendeloev appears never to 
have included hydrogen in the halogen group. 
During the 1850• a the three elements c, B and Si had commonly been token 
to be members of the same natural family, sometimes within a larger family 
which included also one or more of the clements Ti, Zr and Sn.91 In the 
periodic systems of 1862-?1 boron was no longer included in this family. 
De Chancourtois classified B (11) as an analogue of Al (2?) 92. 1 as did 
------Odling in 1864, Newlands by 18651 Mendeleev in his "attempt at a system", 
-------·-,·--1869, and Meyer by 1870. Moyer had been unable to place B and Al in his 
1864 classification; in 1868 he still omitted B, and included Al only 
· unsatisfactorily (see Fig. III-13). Since he had seen Mendeleev' a "attempt I 
at a system" before constructing his own B,ystem of 18?01 it is very likely 
l 89
concerning Odling's re-positioning of Au in 18651 see below. I 
90Hydrogen was included in Meyer's "atomic-volume" curve of 1870, but 11il 
this curve is not really a classificatory system (seo n.75 above). 
91
see Ch.III, section B. 
92 On tho basis of the manifestations of isomorphism among the feldspars ) 
and pyroxenes, de Chancourtois in 1863 suggested the adoption of a doubled i t 
atomic-weight value of 55 (= ? + 3 x 16) !or Al - presumably as a "secondary ; I 
characteristic" rather than as the only "numerical characteristic" for Al • \ I 
in order to bring this element onto the samo generator ns Na (23 a ? + 16) I 1 
and K (39 = 7 + 2 x 16), two elements with which it is associated in those \ 
minerals: "thia would render perfect the parallelism between the elements of , ;~~e~)!dspara and the pyroxenes" (Comptoa rendua, 2§.1 p.479; see Bibl.261 !; 
J 
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that Meyer was aided in his placing of B and .Al in 1870 by this knowledge 
of Mendeleev's work. Hinrichs did not include boron in his circular system 
of 1867, or in his table of the autumn of 1869; in his table of July 1869 he 
included boron in a separate group between the aluminium and carbon groups, 
with Mo and W as higher analogues. 
Although the magnesia-type formula had been proposed for beryllium oxide 
as early as 1842 (by Avdeev), many chemists in the 1860's still favoured 
Berzelius' alumina-type formula for this compound, which gave beryllium an 
atomic weight of ca. 14 rather than ca. 9. However, tho requirements of 
their classificatory systems led de Chancourtois (1862), Meyer (as early as 
1864), Newlands and Odling (by 1865) and Mendeleev (in his first periodic 
system, 1869) to list Be with an atomic weight of ca. 9 as an analogue of 
magnesium: no place (either vacant or already occupied) exists in those 
systems for a trivalent element of atomic woight ca. 14 with the properties 
of beryllium, whereas divalent beryllium of atomic weight ca. 9 fits 
reasonably well into the system as a lower analogue of magnesium. Unlike 
the other five discoverers of the periodic system, Hinrichs had difficulty 
in placing Be. He seems to have given it the correct atomic weight of ca. 9 
(rather than ca. 14), but could not decide between placing it with Mg or 
withAl (see particularly Fig.III-10). It was not until the mid-1880's 
that the indication of the periodic system regarding the atomic weight of 
beryllium finally came to gain overwhelming acceptance. 93 
Irregularities of atomic-weight ordering among tho heaviest elements 
constituted a prominent feature of many of the early periodic systems, theoo 
irregularities being a consequence partly of the incorrect atomic-weight 
values assigned to Os, Ir and Pt at the time, and partly of the particular 
family-rosemblnnces which had been assessed for such elements ns Au, Hg1 Tl 
and Pb.94 Meyer (1870) and Mendeleev (1870-1) felt that futuro atomic-weight 
determinations would indicate somewhat lower values for tho elements of the 
93A brief general survey of the problem of the atomic weight of 
beryllium, together with an account of Mendeleev's involvement with this 
problem, is given in Ch.VI, section B. Concorning Newlands' reaction to the 
problem in the light of his "law of octavos", see his recollections of 
1884, Bibl.84, p.viii. 
94 
Thallium had been discovered in 1861, and had not yet boon extensively 
characterised. (Of tho other three elements which had boon diacovorod in the 
early 1860' a - Cs in 1860, Rb in 1861, In in 1863 - caesium and rubidium 
posed no problem for the periodic syst~, being included as higher analogues 




platinum family95, an expectation which was indeed confirmed during the 
course of the 1870's and 18801s. As far the irregularities associated with 
the initial plo.cings of Au, Hg, Tl and Pb, a reassessment of principal 
family-resemblance for one or more of these elements, resulting in adjustment 
of family-membership without change of atomic-weight value, was made by 
Odling (1865), Newlands (1866), Hendeleev (1869) and Meyer (1870) in an 
attempt to remove these irregularities96, e.g. all four of these scientists 
moved Tl from the alkali-metal group to the aluminium group. All but one of 
these changes were in the direction of increasing correspondence with the 
modern periodic table; the exception was Odling's re-positioning of Au in 
1865, this element having been correctly placed (i.e. in its present-day 
position) in his 1864 table. This re-positioning of Au by Odling was clearly 
induced by the desire to remove the irregularity of having Au placed after 
the platinum elements, which at the time were assigned atomic weights greater . 
than that of Au. 
All six discoverers of the periodic system except for de Chancourtoia 
placed To and I in their systems in inverted atomic-weight order in 
accordance with the demands of fo.mily-reaomblance, and seem to have believed 
that a futuro re-determination of tho atomic weight of one or both of those 
elements would probably remove this anomaly. Newlands, for example, writing 
some time after the ora of discovery of the periodic systom,97 remarked, 
"Tellurium ••• I have always placed above iodine, from a conviction that 
ita atomic weight may ultimately provo to be less thrul that of iodine" 
(1884)98• Only Mendeleev of the discoverers actually went so far as to 
assign a new atomic-weight value solely on tho basis of this placing of To 
before I, taking To • 125 instead of 128 (with I = 127).99 It ia interesting 
to note that although de Chancourtoia placed I (127) before To (128) on his 
via tellurigue, he ascribed atomic-weight values of 79 anJ 8o to Br and Sa 
respectively, which had the same effect of bringing Br into nlignment with 
I, and So with To; and since tho currently-accepted equivalents for Br and 
95 Meyer, Bibl.81 (see Bibl.6S' p.l6). For Mondoloov's discussion of 
tho question, sao Ch.VI, pp. 347- • 
96 Concerning Mendeleev'a contribution, see pp.l9' (Fig.III-19) and 325. 
Nowlanda' contributions in this direction were later summarised by him in 
Bibl.84 (1884), p.viii. 
97In the present thesis tho "oro. of discovery" of tho periodic oyotoc is 
taken as being 1862-71 (see p.l09). 
98 Bibl.84, p.viii. 
99The history of Mendaloev'a views concerning tho atomic weights of 
tellurium and iodine is considered in Ch.VI, pp.343-7. 
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Se gave the atomic-weight values the other way around (i.e. Br = Bo, 
Se = 79), it seems likely that de Chancourtois altered these values 
specifically for reasons of family-resemblance in his system. Whereas in 
the periodic systems of Newlands, Odling, Hinrichs, Meyer and Mendeleev 
inversion of Br and Se instead of Te and I would have created clear problems 
in connection with alignment of these elements with their lighter analogues, 
in de Chancourtois 1 system - reflecting as it did the actual numerical 
values of the atomic weights and atomic-weight differences - the inversion 
of Br and Se probably seemed preferable (since it brought the elements 0 1 s, 
Se nnd Te into exact alignment; inversion of I and To, on the other hand, 
would have given exact alignment for neither the halogen family as a whole 
nor tho oxygen family). 
Indium was not included in de Chnncourtois' vis tellurique (it was 
discovered only in 1863, after the construction of this system), or in any 
of Odling'a tables of 1864-5e Newlands included it in his tables of 1865-6, 
in the C - Si group, assuming for it an atomic weight of 72.100 Hinr.icha 
included it in his 1867 system with an 11a.togrom11 of 142 (corresponding to 
an atomic weight of 71) 1 in the same group as Li, Cs and Tl, but omitted it 
from his tables of 1869. Meyer omitted it from his tables of 1864 ~d 1868. 
Mendeleev could not fit it (as In = 7.5) into his "attempt at a system", 1869, 
and suggested as a result that its assumed atomic-weight value could well be 
wrong; but it was not until the summer-early autumn of 1870 that Mende1eev 
came to assign the new atomic-weight value of ca. 113 to In, placing this 
element in his periodic system as an analogue of B and Al.101 By this time, 
however, Lothar Meyer had already published (in March, 1870) a periodic table 
with In = ll3.4 included as an analogue of Al. Although Mendeleev had seen 
Meyer's paper of Harch 1870 very soon after ita publication,102 he did not 
acknowledge Meyer's modification of the atomic weight of indium when ho 
himself subsequently adopted the same modification later in the yonr. 
Specific-heat measurements on metallic indium by Bunsen and (independently) 
100 See, for example, On the cause of numerical relations nmong tho 
equivalents, Chern. News, g (1865) 94. Earlier, in 1864, Newlnnda hD.d 
assumed an atomic weight of 74.14 for indium (see Ch.III, n.l20). In 1884 
Newlands claimed in reference to his work of the 1860's on the "law of 
octaves" thllt "I hllve applied the periodic law to .... Predicting tho atomic 
weight of an element whose atomic weight was then unknown, viz that of 
indium" (Bibl.84, p.vii); what he does not also point out, how~ver, is that 
this prediction had already boen shown to be false long before 1884. 
101 See Ch.VI 1 PP•335-4l. 
10~his is indicated by a reference made by Mondeloev to Meyer's 
paper in tho spring of 1870 (see Ch.III, p.l7l). 
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by Mendeleev during the autumn of 1870 supported the atomic-weight value 
of ca. 113 for indium. The modern periodic system has retained the placing 
and atomic-weight value given to indium by Meyer and Mondeleev in 1870. 
Adopting the atomic-weight value of 120 given by Cannizzaro for uranium, 
Odling (1864) and Newlands (1865-6) included this element in their periodic 
systems as an analogue of aluminium. However, this led to the irregular 
atomic-weight ordering Cd = 112, U = 1201 Sn = 118, Sb = 122. Odling's 
reaction to this problem was to omit uranium from his tables of 1865; the 
initial reaction of Mendeleev on the other hand (in his "attempt at a system", i 
~ 
Narch 1869) was to include uranium as an analogue of aluminium, in tho place 
between Cd and Sn, and to alter its atomic-weight value to 116 to accord 
with the principle of atomic-weight ordering.103 By mid-1869, however, 
Mendeleev's work on the atomic volumes of the elements had led him to remove 
uranium from the place between Cd and Sn; and while he temporarily re-adopted 
Cannizzaro's value of U = 120 for want of an alternative value, he now felt 
that a more drastic revision of the atomic-weight value of this element was 
\needed. Early in 1870 Mendeleev proposed the value U = 24o (publ. March, 
11870) , with urru1.ium now seen as an analogue of chromium. By the end of 
1869 Lothar Meyer also had come to feel that the atomic-weight value U = 120 
should be changed, suggesting the new value U = 18o in his article published 
in March 1870 (written December 1869). At the same time Meyer thought that 
perhaps the currently-accepted atomic-weight value of en. 92 for corium 
should also be changed, although ho did not suggest an alternative value in 
this case. In the summer-early autumn Hendeleev came to propose tho value of 
ca. 14o for the atomic weight of corium, placing this element in group IV of 
tho periodic system as a higher analogue of Ti and Zr. Before this time he 
had given no definite indication of having doubted tho value Ce = 92.104 
We see, therefore, that when Mendeleev wrote in 1871, "At the srune time 
as Mr. Meyer I had como to the idea of proposing a chango in tho atomic 
weights of In, Co and ~·,105 ho was being fair neither to himself nor to 
Moyer. The actual, rather complicated story seems to have been as followsa 
Mendeleev appears to have boon the first to recognise tho noed for a change 
103 An account of the history of Mendoleev•s adjustment of tho 
atomic-weight value for uranium is given in Ch.VI, PP• 332-5. 
104 Howover, tho very fact that he had been unablo to placo co a 92 
satisfactorily in his original "attempt at a system", 1869 hnd quite 
possibly already suggested to Mendeleov that this ntomic-w6ight vnluo should 
be chllngod. 




in the atomic weights of indium and uranium in the light of the periodic law, 
the first to suggest the correct value for uranium (viz. 240) 1 and the first 
to suggest a definite value for the modified atomic weight of cerium (viz. 
106 
ca. l4o, the correct value ); Lothar Meyer, on the other hand, appears to 
have been first to propose the need for a change in the accepted atomic-
weight value of cerium, and the first to make a definite suggestion as 
regards a modified value for indium (viz. 113.4, the correct value). Lothar 
Meyer's proposals of atomic-weight modification o~ the basis of tho periodic 
system were presented by him with a strong note of caution: "It would be rash 
to change the accepted atomic weights on the basis of so uncertain a 
starting-point" •107 Mendeleev was much bolder than Meyer in this respect. \ 
Atomic-weight modifications wore made by Mendeleev also for tho elements 
Y, La, Di, Er, Th (all during the summer-early autumn of 1870) and Ti (late 
1870-early 1871);108 later he came to think that future atomic-weight 
determinations would probably indicate a higher atomic weight for Ni than 
for Co, and for K than for Ar, following the pattern of his expectation for 
the atomic weights of tellurium and iodine.109 The modifications proposed 
by Mendeleev for the former series of elements have turned out to be 
predominantly correct110; his expectations concerning Co - Ni and Ar - K, as 
in the case of Te - I, have, on the other hand, not beon confirmed. Long 
before Mendeleev came to adopt the (correct) atomic-weight value of ca. 232 
for thorium, similar values had already been assumed for this element by 
Newlands and Odling in 1864111; also, tho (correct) atomic-weight value of 
48 (rather than ,50) which Mendeleev adopted for titanium had already been 
assumed much earlier by Meyer (1864) and Odling (1865).112 
Although 11endeleev assigned the correct atomic-weight value of 106 \ 
ca.l4o to cerium, his consequent placing of this element in tho periodic 
system as an analogue of Ti and Zr in group IV does not correspond to ita 
present-day placing. 
107Bibl.81 (sao Bibl.67, p.l?). 
108 See Ch.VI, sub-section B-1. 
109 See Ch.VI1 sub-section B-2. 
110 
As regards the case of titanium, the confirmation of Mondoleov's 
atomic-weight modification (from 50 to 48) can be seen as little moro than 
a fortuitous success of his use of the periodic system (see p.327). 
1~ewlan~: Th = 238 (soe 1 for example, Chem.News, 101 July 1864, P•59). Odling: Th = 231.5 (Fig.III-6), Th = 231 (Fig. IIY.:z). 
l12 










De Chancourtois does not appear to have made any predictions concerning 
undiscovered elements on the basis of his vis telluriguo.113 Newlanda, in 
his ";ere-periodic" classificatory work of 1863, made a number of predictions 
concerning the existence and atomic-weight values of supposed missing 
elements, e.g. a missing alkali metal of atomic weight 163 was predicted;114 t but these predictions, being based upon pre-Cannizzaro "atomic-weight" j values, and ;3~~~i@~-~~~J,~-~~~-~!tfP.-~-~-~~-- tho ( 7 
~ different chemical families, ha~gz:t_~~~~--? -~~-~ticipations of ~ • · • 
elements which have since been discovered. In hia first "periodic" 
classificatory system (based upon Cannizzaro's atomic weights), July 1864, 
Newlands left a gap in the C - Si - Sn group between Si and Sn for a missing 
e~ment whose atomic weight'lie.pre-dlct~d-· ~ 73;·ll5"-~~yedi_Qit~n __ · 
r~~~esents ~-;;ti~i~;;tio-~--of .. th~- ~l~ment germ~ium ( di~c~ye£~-~~ ~_866), . and 
--------------------- __ ., .. _ ...... --------- ..... . ..... -
came more than five years before Mendeleev's corresponding prediction of 
- ---.. _ •• ..,.,, "'·~· ....... -- --··----~- - - ,, ~. -""""'~"' --~ ' ., ' -·· ' - " < ,, 
"aka-silicon". In his tables of 1865-6 Newlands no longer left __ S~E~.JQr. 
_ .. ..--·--·- •••• ~--'-"'11<"1 .. ______ .... ~ "'-~~...~--~-----~-- - --~ .... -------- 116 
possible new ele~~nts; in 1866 he was criticised for this by Gladstone. 
. ..~ -~ -· .. ~ ... -- ~ 
Odling considered it probable that new elements would be discovered 
corresponding to some or all of the vacant places marked in his periodic 
tables of 1864-5; in 1864 he listed as a lower analogue of Ag and Au an 
clement "X 6311 (apparently distinct from copper, which he placed elsewhere 
in the system as 11Cu 63.511 ) 117 • .Although Hinrichs appears to have Daid 
nothing about the possibility of undiscovered elements, it is quite liKely 
that he considered that the vacant places marked in his tables of 1869 might 
represent such elements. Lothar Meyer in 1864, and also in his manuscript 
table of 1868, included an empty place between Si and Sn (corresponding to 
the place of the unknown Ge, cr. Newlands and Mendeleev), which he did not 
remark upon but which he probably considered to represent a possible miss~g 
element. Meyer's periodic table of 1870 had various gnps 1 but again no 
accompanying suggestion that these might correspond to undiscovered elements. 
Mendeleev, from the beginning of his work on the periodic law (March 1869), 
used the periodic system extensively as a basis for the prediction of tho 
113 On the question of what constituted poDsible "places" in de 
Chancourtois' system, see n.82 1 above. 
114 See Ch.III, p.l34. 
115 Sea Ch.III, p.l34. 
116 See Ch.III, pp.l38-9. 









118 existence and properties of unknown elements. Mendeleev's predictions 
concerning missing elements varied greatly in detail, and in the degree of 
confidence with which they were made. Generally speaking, Mendeleev was 
much more confident in his predictions based upon interpolation of the 
periodic system than in those based upon extrapolation of the system1119 
120 and more confident in his earlier predictions than in hie later predictions. 
The most detailed series of all of his predictions, and also the most 
confidently made, ware those of 1870-1 involving "aka-boron" {c scandium, 
discovered 1879), "aka-aluminium" {= gallium, discovered 187.5) and "aka-
silicon" (=germanium, discovered 1886); these predictions were convincingly 
confirmed-in all but a few respects.121 The most detailed series of false 
predictions made by Mendeleev involved either hie erroneous assumption for 
the atomic-weight region between Ba and Ta of the pattern of periodicity 
shown elsewhere in the system (particularly his predictions for "aka-cadmium'~ 
made with moderate and seemingly diminishins confidence from 1889 onwards), 
or else his extrapolation at the edge of the system (particularly the 
tentative conjectures presented by him in the early 20th century in 
connection with his "chemical conception" of the luminiferous world-etherf:2 
It should perhaps be emphasised that }iendeleev'a use of the periodic system 
for prediction of missing elements and their properties, as also for 
atomic-weight modification, did not in itself constitute an activity of a 
novel kind: related activities can be recognised as far back as the work 
of Dobereiner. But the scale and detail of Mendeleev's contributions in 
this direction was something quite unprecedented; moreover, it was directly 
as a result of the striking degree of confirmation of the moat detailed of 
Mendeleev'a predictions - viz. those concerning "aka-boron", "eka~luminium" 
and "aka-silicon" - that the periodic law came to gain widespread attention 
and appreciation. 
118 See Ch.VI 1 section c. 
119 See, for example, his comment of 1870-1 quoted on P•370. 
120 It is not really surprising that tho predictions which seemed the 
moat likely to be correct should have been made first. 
121 See Ch.VI 1 PP•353-68. 
122 
See Ch.VI, PP•396-8 ("cka-cadmiurn") and 369-74 ("pre-eydrogen" 
elements). 





The fact that family-resemblances among the elements are not always 
clear-cut had alreaqy been recognised during the 1850's - especially by 
Cooke (1854-5), in his inclusion of certain elements in more than one family 
group ("aeries"), his recognition of "affiliations of the series", and his 
recognition of sub-groups ("sub-series") with the famUy groups.123 De 
Chancourtois' "fundamental theorem" and its "complement" (1862) are worded 
in such general terms that in principle they cover all relationships of 
resemblance and difference among the elements; but in practice the only 
particular relationships of resemblance which were clearly identified by 
de Chancourtois were those of closest family-resemblance, manifested along 
the generators of his cylinder (e.g. between Li, Na and K; F and Cl; etc.). 
It is not until Odling' s work of 1864 that we find the first clear recognition 
of sub-groups within larger family groups.124 A recognition of sub-groups 
is to be seen also in Hinrichs' work of 1867 (and, in a rather different 
sense, in the "varieties" which he includes within the aluminium group in 
his tables of 1869)125, in Mendeleev1s work (from March 1869126), and in 
Lothar Meyer's work (from December 1869127). The question of the significance 
of the sub-group relationship for the structure of the periodic system - the 
question of whether the long-form or short-form arrangement is to be 
preferred- was first considered by Mendeleev, in March 1869.128 Mendeleev 
showed a brief initial preference for the long-form arrangement, changed his 
preference to the short-form arrangement by the end of 1869, and then during 
the 1870's finally re-established a preference for the long-form arrangemcJ€~ 
Of the other early compilers of tabular periodic systems, Newlands and 
Hinrichs drew up short-form tables, as did Meyer in 1870 (and 1872); Odling, 
and Meyer in 1868, employed long-form arrangements. In his Correlation of 
properties (R.), 1869, Mendeleev pointed to the "transitional" character of 
the elements of the iron, palladium and platinum families (and also c:l certain 
123
see Ch.III 1 p.123. 
124 See Ch.III, p.l4l. 
125 See Ch.III 1 pp.l48-5l. 
126 See table 4 (M4)J and Ch.III, p.l66. 
. 
127 See the zig-zag arrangement of elements within the groups in 
Fig.III-14 (p.l55). 
128 See Ch.III 1 p.l8o. 
129 See Ch.V1 pp.288-9. 
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neighboUring elements ·such as Cr, Mn, Cu, etc.) in the periodic system.130 
This was the earliest recognition of the "transitional" character of such 
series of elements. Mendeleev was also the first to draw direct attention 
to the existence of "diagonal" relationships of similarity within the 
periodic system, particularly those between Li and Mg, Be and Al, and B 
and Si.131 
r
, Another significant contribution by Mendeleev was his development of 
, certain aspects of the theory of valency - notably, his recognition of a 
I 
( 
general correspondence between maximum valency in "saline" oxides and 
group-number in the periodic system, and his discovery of the relationship 
between valency with respect to oxygen and valency with respect to hydrogen 
) (the "rule of 811 , later discovered also by Abegg) • 132 
The classificatory work of de Chancourtois (1862-3) 1 Lothar Heyer (1864), 
Newlands (1864-6), Odling (1864-5) and Hinrichs (1866-9) had very little 
impact upon the scientific community of the time; and although the initial 
response to the contributions of Mendeleev (1869-71) and Meyer (1870)133 was 
certainly somewhat greater, it was still no more than moderate in its extent 
and enthusiasm - as Venable (1896) has remarked, it seems that in comparison 
with the initial response to the publications of Mendeleev and Meyer in 
1869-71 "the lecture of Dumas at Ipswich (sc. at the British Association 
meeting of 1851) created a much greater stir among chemists, was discussed 
more and ted more immediately to others undertaking work along the same or 
similar lines11 • 134 It was not untU after the discovery of gallium in 1875 
(fulfUling Mendeleev' a prediction of "aka-aluminium") that the periodic law 
began to gain extensive recognition and acceptance. 
The poor initial impact of tho early periodic systems and expressions 
of the periodic law which appeared in the classificatory work of the 1860's 
and early 1870's is probably attributable to a large extent to the nature 
of the general attitude of the chemists of the time, which seems to have been 
l,OSee Ch.III, p.l66. 
131 4 See Ch.V, p.32 • 
132
see pp.l85-9, 308-11 and 315-6. Concerning ~1ondeleov' a criticiam 
of certain aspects of the theory of valency, see p.36. 
133 As for Meyer's 1868 manuscript contribution, this did not come to 
light until many years later (see Ch.III, p.l52). 
134 Bibl.l24, p.96. 
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one of weariness and disillusionment towards the apparently fruitless study 
of atomic-weight relationships upon which so much time and energy had been 
spent during the decade following Dumas' British Association address of 
1851.135 The classificatory work of the 1860's and early 1870's tended to 
be seen at the time aa continuing in this well-worn tradition, and 
consequently aroused little enthusiasm - hence, for example, the refusal 
of the Editor of the Journal of the Chemical Society to publish Newlands' 
1866 paper on the "law of' octaves".l36 The general spirit of the 1860's was 
not yet sufficiently attuned to the developing idea of establishing a single 
classificatory system embracing all of the chemical elements. There wore, in 
addition, undoubtedly various particular factors, peculiar to the individual 
contributions, which also acted to hinder an immediate general awareness and 
appreciation of the classificatory work presented by de Chancourtois 1 Newland~ 
Odling, Hinrichs, Meyer and Mendeleev during the 1860's and early 1870's. 






in connection with the work of de Chancourtois, Newlands, Odling and Hinrichs; ~: 
~ for a few such factors there actually exists direct historical evidence 
indicating their influence, but in most cases such evidence does not exist 
(a certain lack of historical evidence in this connection is indeed only to 
be expected from the negative nature of many of the influences postulated). 
The particular factors which seem most likely to have contributed towards 
the initial lack of recognition and acceptance of the classificatory work 
presented by de Chancourtois, Newlands, Odling and Hinrichs during the 
1860's are as follows (including, as indicated, those few factors for which 
direct historical evidence of influence oxists):-
a) Do Chancourtois 
i) According to Hartog, who translated much of de Chancourtois' 
work on the vis telluriguo into EngliSh (Bibl. 26, 1889), de Chancourtois' 
style was "heavy and at times obscure" •137 
135 Venable, Bibl.l24 (1896), hns written in this connection: "tho 
public was wearied with, and distrustful of, such speculations" (p.8) 1 
"chemists had become tired of the endless ~aotrios and regularities 
offered without explanation and without use" (p.63). 
136 See Ch.III, n.127. 
137 Bibl.26, p.l88. In a letter to Hendoloov dated 30th December 1889 
with which he sent a copy of Bibl.26, Hartog remarked that do Chancourtoi~' 
work had boon neglected "a cause do l'obscurito dans lo style, ot de la 
bizarrerio dans lea id6es qui caract~rise cet auteur (becauso of tho 
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ii) There were no illustrations of the via tollurique in 
de Chancourtois' Comptes rendus papers. This omission was because of the 
technical difficulty of printing the charta which de Chancourtois had 
submitted to the Paris Academy. Although de Chancourtois' pamphlet of 
1863 contained illustrations of his system, this publication was not widely 
circulated. 
iii) A model of the vis tellurigue made according to the instructions 
laid down by de Chancourtois would be inconveniently long in relation to ita~ 
~-------------\./"\ . 
diameter (the charts presented by de Chancourtois himself to the Academy in 
~./~-~-
1862 were about 5 feet long). 
iv) De Chancourtoia' inclusion of radicals in a classificatory 
system of elements probably reduced the acceptability of the system in the 
eyes of some chemists. 
v) Similarly, the inclusion of "secondary characteristics", such 
as a form of carbon with a "characteristic number" of 44, would probably 
also have served to discredit the system. 
vi) The more important relationships manifested in the vis 
-
tellurigue (such as the periodicity of properties of the clements) were to 
a large extent hidden in de Chancourtois' articles among the great rrofusion 
of geometrical relationships and numerological speculations. 
vii) Some chemists mai have been sceptical about the contribution 
of a geologist to their field; and any such scepticism was in fact~dicated 
to a certain extent. The manifestations of isomorphism among the feldspars 
and pyroxenes led de Chancourtois to search for a system of classification 
which would bring out a simple relationship between the constituent clements 
of these minerals. Consequently, he suggested the adoption of a 
11chB.racteristic number" of 55 for Al, which would bring this element onto 
the same generator of his cylinder as Na and K (see n.94 above). From the 
chemical point of view, classification of aluminium with the alkali metals 
could serve only to discredit de Chancourtois' system. 
b) N ewlands • 
i) The musical analogy inherent in the term "law of octaves" may 
have suggested to some chemists an air of wild speculation. 
ii) The lack of gaps for possible undiscovered elements in 
Newlands' tables of 1865-6 was considered a defect of these systems' 
(e.g. by Gladstone, 1866 -see Ch.III, pp.l38-9). 
iii) Newlands' 1865 and 1866 tables had clear defects from the 
point of view of chemical analogy. For example, in the third column Cr 
and Mn were separated, Ti being placed between them (sao Figs. III-4 and 
III-5; this separation of Cr and Mn was condemned by Foster, 1866 - sao 
.) 
Ch.III, p.l39); and some of the horizontal rows contained not only tho 
members of a given recognised chemical family, but also elements of quite 
different properties, e.g. the 6th row contained not only N, P and As, but 1 
also Mn (this latter obstacle to the general acceptance of Newlands' "law of 
octaves" was noted by l-1endeleev in his Faraday lecture, 1889138) • l 
iv) Although we now see in Newlanda' ordinal numbers of the elements 
something of an anticipation of the modern idea of "atomic number", and tend 
to consider his abandonment of actual atomic-weight values and differences 
as displaying foresight (see above, pp.487- 9), it is likely that some of 
his contemporaries were inclined to dismiss his work for the very reason 
that he did neglect these values and differences. 
v) Newlands' presentation of his ideas was possibly too brief, and 
not clear enough. 
c) Odling 
i) Odling's publications of the 1860's on the classification of the 
elements were few, and except for his 1864 paper very brief. 
ii) Odling's 1864 paper was published in a relatively obscure 
journal (Quarterly Journal of Science). 
iii) There was a retrogressive character to the series of 
classificatory systems published by Odling during the period 1864-70: his 
1865 tables were in certain respects not as satisfactory as his 1864 table 
(e.g. as regards the placing of Au; and1 in the case of Fig. III-81 because 
of the omission of Th), and the (no longer "periodic") classificatory system 
based upon usual valency which was given in his Outlines of ChemistrY, 1870, 
was appreciably cruder than his 1865 tables.139 
d) Hinrichs 
i) The Atomechanik was published as a lithographed reproduction of 
a manuscript, and was therefore considerably less attractive to the reader 
than if it had been printed. 
ii) Hinrichs' contributions of 1869 were published in American 
journals, and hence were probably largely unknown in Europe. 
iii) Hinrichs' idiosyncratic terminology would have been daunting, 
and possibly even annoying, to many readers. 
138 ~~ 213. Here, and also later in his roferoncoa to Newlanda' 
work (e.g. see Pr.Ch., R-8, 1906, p.613; ~~ 314) 1 ~1endeleev mistakenly 
takes the "octaves" o.s being the horizontal rows in Newlanda' tables. 
139 The inferiority of Odling's 1870 clnssificatory system compared 
with the system he had included in his Course of Practical Chemisttl 1865 
was noted by Mendeleev on p.}49 of his article Zur ~~nge dbor dna sy!tem d!r 
Elemonte, Berichte, 4 (1871) 348-52~ 
-
iv) Hinrichs' emphasis on his philosophical ideas (e.g., regarding 
the arrnngement of the ultimate 11pnnntoms11 ) would have tended to create an 
unfavourable impression among a scientific readership. 
v) Apart from the furtherance of his philosophical ideas, Hinrichs' 
classificatory systems seemed to serve no particular purpose. 
Mendeleev 1s contributions of 1869-71 to the emergence of tho periodic 
law bnd very little initial impact upon the scientific community within 
Russin, where most chemists at the time were working in the field of organic 
chemistry. An exception to this pattern of little response was provided by 
F .N. Savchenkov, a mining engineer based in St. Petersburg who wna very 
interested in chemistry and its history. On 29th May (o.s.; lOth June, N.S.) 
1871 there appeared in the St. Petersburg Gornyi Zhurnnl (Mining Journal) 
a review article by Savchenkov entitled Relationships between the atomic 
llto 
weights of the elements (R.). This was predominantly a factual summary 
of the contents of Mendeleev1 s articles Correlation of properties (R.; 1869) 
and A natural system of the elements (R.; 1871), but there wore a few words 
of appraisal towards tho end: 
The future will show the degree of truth of D.I. Mendoleev's 
suppositions about t£~1existence and properties of elements which are 
as yet undiscovered; but his assumed natural system of the elements 
has, in our opinion, a huge significance at the present time for the 
grouping together of kno~1 chemical facts on the basis of the successive 
chAnge in properties which accompanies change in the atomic weight of 
the simple bodies. In foreign chemical literature c~~s ore heard on 
the deductions which have been made by Mr. Mendeleov. An impartial 
assessment will in tir:le give everyone his duef but it seems that in 
these claims we can see that Mr. Mendeleev has made a generalisation 
of an extent attained by no-one else, ~4~e can only be glad that this has been done by a Russian chemist. ~ 
14o Otnosheniia mezhdu atomn i vesnmi elementov, Gornyi zhurnal, 1871, 
part II, no. 5, pp.2 51 reprinted in Sc.Ar., 7 9-61). 
141 This is a reference to the predictions made by Mondeleev in his 
article A natural system of the elements (R.). 
142 Savchenkov does not cite any specific cases of such priority claims, 
but he probably has in mind claims by Lothar Meyer (on behalf of himself) 
and Gerst1 (on behalf of Odling) which had been mentioned by Mondeloev in 
his article Zur Frnso ~ber das system der Elomonto (publ. April 1871) ( 000 below). 
143 pp.cit., p.250 (Sc.Ar., 76o). 






Outside Russia the initial response to Mendeleev's work of 1869-71 
on the periodic law was greater than it was inside Russia, although it was 
still no more than moderate. Direct knowledge outside Russia of the content 
of Mendeleev's Russian-language publications was negligible, acquaintance 
with his work coming instead from those printed copies of his first periodic 
144 table (his "attempt at a system", table 8, headed in French ) which 
Mendeleev himself had sent to various foreign chemists in March 1869, from 
the German version of this table which was published later in the same 
month,145 from a few (inadequate, and even misleading) abstracts in foreign 
journala146, from references to his work by certain other authors in German 
articles147, and in 1871 from German-language publications by Mendeleev 
himself.148 
In connection with the discovery of the periodic system and periodic 
law there soon appeared a number of comments, claims and disputes concerning 
questions of priority. B,y the mid-1880's priority in various respects 
relating to this field had been claimed for himself by Newlands, Lothar Meyer 
and Mendeleev, and claims had been made on behalf of Odling by Gerstl. 
Odling did not claim priority for himself, nor did de Chancourtois. Certain 
belated claims were made on behalf of de Chancourtois by Hartog (1889: 
Bibl.2G, and by de Boisbaudran and de Lapparent (1891: see Ch.III, n.llO). 
(Concerning Hinrichs' attitude, see n.68 of the present chapter). 
Referring to Lothar Heyer' a publication of March 1870 (Bibl.81) very 
shortly after its appearance, Mendeleev acknowledged that "the deductions 
(sc. concerning the periodicity of properties of tho elementsJ have gainod 
in clarity from the graphical presentation included with this article (sc. 
Meyer's atomic-volume curve, Fig. III-15]", but he did not acknowledge any 
144Essai d'une syst~me des ~l~monts d1apres leurs poids atomiquos ot 
fonctions chimiquea. 
145versuche cines S stems der Elemente nach ihren Atom ewichten und 
chemischen Functionen, J.f r prakt. Chem. lJt 1Q_ 1 9 251. 
146 The first such abstracts to appear were tho two German abstracts of 
1869 discussed in Ch.III, pp.l69-70 and 171-2. An English version of tho 
second of these abstracts appeared as Atomic weights, Chern. News, 20, no.524, 
lOth Dec.l869, p.286. Abstracts of MendeJ.oev's 1871 publications bad 
appeared by the end of 1871 in German, English and Italian (see Bibl.2, 
pp.205-41). 
147 Lothar Meyer, 18'70 (Bibl.81); c.w. Blomstrand, Borichto .2. (1870) 5391 H. Baumhauor, 1870 (see Ch.V 1 p.292); R. Gerstl, Berichte, i (1S7I) 132, 484. 
148 .. Uber die Stellun des Ceriums im S stem der Elemento (seo Ch.III, 
p.l72); Zur Fraga uber das System der Elemente see Ch.III1 p.l75); Die periodischa GesetzmHssigkeit der chemischen Elomente (see Ch.III, p.l?5). 
----------------------------------.~~---'/·:.· 
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other advances in this article over his own work (such as, for example, 
Meyer's suggestion that indium should be placed in the B-Al group of the 
periodic system as In= 113.4).149 It seems a little ironic that Mendeleev 
should also remark here that "I have no desire to raise the question of 
scientific priority (in my opinion these questions have no scientific 
interest)", when it was he more than anyone (except possibly Newlands) who 
during.the subsequent decade or so was to become involved in discussions of 
priority in connection with the discovery of the periodic law. In this 
respect we note particularly two papers by him: Zur Frase uber das System 
der Elemente (1871) 150, and Zur Geschichte des periodischen Gesetzes (188o)~5l 
The reason for Mendeleev1aMriting Zur Frage ubor das System der Elemente 
(18?1), and for publishing it in German, is indicated in the first paragraph 
of this article: "Because the remarks of Messrs. Gerstl, Blomstrand, 
Lothar Meyer and Baumhauer concerning the system of the elements proposed 
by me were made on the basis of incomplete abstracts of my detailed articles 
which were published in Russian, I shall venture to add some clarification11~52 
Mendeleev goes on to express the view that, "It seems to me that the most 
important distinction between my system and the system of my predecessors 
consists in my bringing together dtssimilar elements".l53 This is a rather 
surprising remark: apart from the systems of de Chancourtois, Newlands and 
Hinrichs, of which Mendeleev was at the time apparently still unaware, a 
"bringing together" of dissimilar elements is certainly evident in a rumber 
of the earlier contributions of which he was aware- Odling's 1865 systems, 
~toyer's 1864 classification, and even some of the work which had been carried 
149 See Ch.III 1 p.l?l. 
150
see Ch.III, p.l?5. An English abstract of this paper was published 
under the heading Contribution to the guestion on the system of tho elements 
in Chem. News, ~~ no. 6oo, 26th Hay 1 71, p.2,52. A Hussian translation of 
the full paper is given in ~~ 386-91. 
151Berichte, !2 (1880) 1?96-18o4. An English abstract was published 
under the heading On the history of tho periodic law, Chem. News, ~~ 
no. 1103, 14th January 1881, p.l,5. A Russian version of tho full paper is 
given in ~~ 396-4o6. 
152
op.cit., p.348 (PLBA, 386). Mendelecv is referring to: Gorstl, 
Berichte,:i (1871) 132 (priOrity claim on behalf of Odling)J Blomatrand, 
Berichte, l (18?0) 533-9 (attempt to classify tho olomenta into two largo 
groups according to odd or even valency, cf. Mendoleev's manuscript tablo ?)I 
Lothar Moyer, 18?0 (Bibl.81); Baumhauer, 1870 (spiral classification of tho. 
elements- see Ch.V, ~-292). 
153 Op.cit., P·350 (PLBA, 388) (cf. the passage with which Mendoloov 
concluded Correlation of~ertiea, 1869, quoted in Ch.III, p.l69). 
,:, "--~----------------------------.. ·'· ,',_.'-;.,'· 
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out during the 1850's, such as that of Kremers and Lensson. Later in this 
article of 1871, in reference to Lothar Moyer' a comment of 1870 that "already 
in 1864 I was able to bring regularities found in different families of 
chemical elements under one and the same scheme",154 Mendeleov wrote, "one 
only has to read the cited source [sc. Bibl.80, 1864Jto be convinced that 
Mr. Meyer in 1864 did not devote himself to an account of those relationships 
among the elements which I have advanced; strictly speaking, he merely 
presented a simple collocation of groups of analogous elements".155 Near 
the end of Zur Frage uber das System dar Elemente Mendeleev again (as in 
1870) protested his aversion to priority considerations, at the same time 
however defending his own priority claims: 
Although I run an opponent of all questions of priority I have 
nevertheless decided to make these remarks, particularly since 
Gerstl, Meyer, and to some extent Blomstrand contend priority of 
my system, but do not come out against each other with such claims -
although claims against each other would have been more just, in 
view of the dates of appearance of the above-mentioned articles. 
The enumeration of such various claims is already in itself sufficient 
to show that my deductions serve to answer problema which were posed 
by the above-mentioned prominent chemists, while not being at the 
same time repetitions of their statements. I think also that it 
may be suggested that after a detailed acquaintance with the resuli~6 
obtained by me, the independence of my ideas will not be disputed. 
l54Bibl.81 (see Bibl.67, p.lO). 
l55op.cit., pp.35l-2 (~, 390). The unjustness of Mendeleev's 
dismissal of Meyer's 1864 classification is pointed out earlier in the 
· present chapter, on p.48l. 
l56op.cit., p.352 (~, 390). Gerstl had claimed priority for 
Odling'a 1865 system, a claim which Mendeleev failed to answer satisfactorily. 
Gerstl responded to Zur Fraga nber das System der Elomonte by repeating his 
claim on behalf of Odling (Berichte, £, p.484, 4th Hay 1871). Mondoleev 
did not reply to this; in fact, he seems never to have referred again to 
Odling'a contributions of the 1860's. As regards Meyer and Blomstrand, thoro 
was little if any justification for Mendeleev's assertion in Zur Fraga ubor l 
das System der Elcmente that these scientists had contended priority with 
him over the periodic system. Meyer in 1870 had referred only in very 
general terms to "regularities" which had been manifested in his 1864 
classificatory schema (soo above); and at tho same timo ho had evon 
acknowledged that his new system of 1870 was "essentially identical to 
that given by Mendcleev" (aee Ch.III, p.l,52). Blomstrand'a reference to 
Mendeleev had boen merely to remark that '~endeleev haa drawn attention to 
the known relationships of the atomic weights from another point of viov' 
(Berichte, ~~ p.539, lst June 1870). 
r:,~,-----------------------------~------,---, .... 
'1< __ ,,,\',> 
During the period 1871-5 the periodic law attracted relatively little 
attention, despite the corroboration of many of the atomic-weight changes 
proposed by Meyer (for In) and Mendeleev (for In, u, Ce, etc.) on the basis 
of the law. By 1872 even Meyer and Mendeleev themselves had largely turned 
their attention to other fields. Claims of priority in discovering tho 
periodic law were published by Newlanda in 1872 and 1873157; but it was not 
until after the discovery of gallium by de Boisbaudran in 1875 that tho 
periodic law began to gain widespread appreciation. The properties 
determined for gallium during 1875-6 provided striking confirmation of 
Mendeleev's predictions of 1870-1, ~ the basis of the periodic law, of the 
existence and properties of "eka-aluminh:m" •158 It was Mendeleev himself 
who drew attention to the identity of de Boiabaudran's gallium with hie own 
predict~d "aka-aluminium", in a note to the Comptes Rendus in 1875.159 In 
addition to pointing out the confirmation of his predictions for 11eka• 
aluminium", and emphasising the general applicability of the periodic law 
for predicting the existence and properties of unknown elements, Mendeloev 
in this communication drew attention also to two other important aspects of 
the periodic law - viz. tho fact that a single clasaificator.y system for 
all elements can bo based upon it, and the fact that it can be used for 
determining the atomic-weight values of known elomcnts. In connection with 
the latter use Mendeleev listed the changes he had proposed on the basis r:l 
the periodic law for the atomic-weight values of In, u, Ce, Th, Y, Er, Di 
.,, H 
' !" ,. 
l<{ 
and La (ho did not mention Lothar Meyer's contribution in connection with the ~~ 
11 
atomic weight of indium), and ~eferred to the evidence which had subsequently 
been obtai~ed in support of these proposals. In 1877 the 3rd edition of 
Mendeleev's Principles of Chemistry (R.) was published; this was tho firat 
edition of this work to contain a special chapter devoted to tho periodic 
law. In 1879 scandium was discoverud, and shown to correspond to Mendoloev'a 
"eka-boron".l6o Because of "considerable attention have boon drawn to 
M. Mendo1eef'a memoir 'On the Periodic Law of tho Chemical Elomenta' [ac. 
Die periodiache Gesotzmassigkeit dor chemischen Elomonte, Annalon, 1871] 1 
in consequenco.of the newly discovered elements gallium and scandium boing 
157 Cham. News, ~ (1872) 252; £§. (1872) 19; El. (1873) 318. 
158 Soe Ch. VI, PP• 354-68. 
159
see Ch. VI, n.113 (p.354). 
160 
See Ch. VI, pp. 355-67. 
l• if; 









apparently identical with his two predicted elements eltaluminium and 
ekaboron11 , 161 this article was republished in English translation in the 
. 162 
Chemical News of 1879-Bo. 
The year 1880 saw a priority dispute concerning various aspects of tho 
discovery of tho periodic law between Mendeleev and Lothar Meyer, in tho 
German journal Berichte; and although this dispute was of no great credit 
to either scientist personally (especially Hendeleev), it added further to 
the publicity of the periodic law. The fact that it had been confirmation of 
Mendeleev1 s predictions for "aka-aluminium" and "aka-boron" that had 
originally stimulated widespread awareness and appreciation of the periodic 
law had led, quite understandably, to a general acknowledgment of Mendoleev 
as discoverer of the law, the contributions which had been made by others 
in connection with the periodicity of properties of tho elements tending to 
be somewhat eclipsed by his work. Hence the publication by Lothar Meyer in 
188o of a paper Zur Geschichte der periodisohen Atomistik 163, written "in 
order that his share in the matter may not be forgotten11 • 164 Moyer in this 
article was reasonably fair in his comments upon those contributions of 
Mendeleev 1s of which he was aware and in his comparison of these 
contributions with his own, but his lack of knowledge of tho detailed 
content of Mandeleev's original Russian articles of 1869-70 led him to 
accuse Mendeleev unjustifiably of adopting without acknowledgment various 
ideas and results which had been presented by Meyer himself in 1870 (such 
an accusation seems to be justified, however, for tho particular case of the 
atomic-weight value of indium). This prompted a reply from Mondoloev in tho 
form of his article Zur Geschichte des periodischon Gosotzoa.165 Here 
Mendoleev quoted extensively from his early Russian articles on tho periodic 
law, adding a number of comments in footnotes; he thon concluded, 
From these extracts (and from tho notes I hnve made on them) 
it is clear: 1) that in my articles of March and August 1869 I 
included all those ideas which up to the present day constitute 
161
chem. News, 4o (1879) 231. 
-162 See Ch.II, n.l56, i). 
163 Berichte 1 .!.2, (1880) 259-65. A slightly abridged English version 
was given as ~ the history of atorniatic periodicitz in Cham. News, 41 
(1880) 203. IJ:hia paper of 188o was used by l-1eyer to mako a belated roply 
to Mendeleev1a Zur Fraga nber dna System der Elemente 1 1871 (aeo n.5l of the present chapter). 
164 Sao Cham. Newa, 41 (188o) 203. 










the basis of the periodic law; 2) that Lothar Mey:e;r_Ji~d not think. . 
of the p_eriodic_J..~~- befor~ ___ I_did1 .. 3l~? fl:f~e~~ds added nothing now 'tL_i_~;:)) that Lothar Meyer was the first German chemist to undoratand 
the external aspects of my ideas concerning tho periodic law and 4) that 
he did not however understand the inner significance after tho 
appearance of my first article (1869), because although he also 
afterwards published an article (1870 in Liebig's Annalen Suppl. 
VII), he only repeated in another form what had already been 
developed by me before him, and he did not develop those aspects 
of the subject (composition of oxides, prediction of propertief68f 
unknown elements, chango of atomic weights of Co, Yt, Ur, etc. ) 
which alone can convince of the truth and generality of the law. 
I had to develop these aspects myself, which I did in 1870-1871. 
I had already made a preliminary reference to these aspects in my 
original article of March 1869. 
If anything new had bean added in tho development of the study 
of the periodic law, then this baa been dono by Th. Carnelley (Berichto 
XII, p.44o; Phil. Mag., Oct., Nov., Doc., 1879) 1 who ho.s shown that the 
molting-point and magnetic properties stand in periodic dependence upon 
atomic weight. 
I consider it necessary to add to what fg' been said above that 
the English journals (e.g. Phil. Mag., 1869, Oct., p.3lO) maintain 
that Mr. Newli~gs in 1864 ••• presented, before I did, a law like the 
periodic law. I did not !g~ this publication, and have so fo.r boon 
unable to got hold of it ••• Maybe Newlands ••• did express a law 
like the periodic law before I did, but oven this cannot be said of 
Loth.ar lieyer ••• But to Newlands, just as to Moyer, tho presont state 
of the question of periodicity owes nothing. 
In order to make my thoughts on priority questions completely 
clear, I add that I have become involved in this affair only because 
Mr. l1oyer chose in his article (Borichte XIII, 263) to express tho 
thought that !78fd taken somethir~ from him in my development of tho periodic law. 
Shortly afterwards, Meyer published a brief reply,171 pointing out 
that he could hardly be expected to read Russian, and that he still felt 
166 It is interesting that Mendeleev does not specifically mention 
indium here. 
16711186911 hore is a mistake for "1879"• 
rr 
16~othar lieyer (Berichte, ll• 1880, p.26l) had nlready mentioned tho 
possibility that Newlands might have some claim to priority in connection 
with the discovery of the periodic law. 
169 Part of the section omitted hera is the paaao.ge quoted earlier in 
the present chapter on p.482. 
170 O;e.cit., PP• 18ol-3 (~, 4<>3-5; sea alao Cham. News, ~' 1881, p.l5). 
1?1 
' 
Zur Geschichte dar periodischon Atomiatik, Boriohte 1l (l88o) 
204,3-4. Published in English translation as The history of1 ntomio periodicity 











that Mendeleev should have referred to him in his article of 1871 in Liebig's 
Annalen. He concluded: "No one probably has token such pains to secure for 
the results of H. Mendelejeff 1s researches universal diffusion nnd 
recognition as I have done in the three editions of my 'Modern Theories of 
Chemistry', which have since appeared".172 
In 1882 the Royal Society recognised the importance of the periodic law, 
awarding the Davy ~1edal for its discovery to both Mendeleov and LothD.r Meyer. 
Five years later Newlands also was awarded the Davy Medal for his part in tho 
discovery of the periodic law; the Royal Society had probably been to some 
extent persuaded into this by the case presented in support of his own 
priority by Newlands in his booklet of 1884 On tho discovety of the periodic 
law and on relations among atomic weights (Bibl.84). 
In 1886 further corroboration of the periodic law was provided by 
Winkler's discovery of germanium, confirming Mendoleev's prediction of 
11eka-silicon11 • 173 
In 1877 the attention of the Czech chemiat Brauner had been attracted 
to the periodic law, particularly to Mendeleev'a exposition of it in The 
4 -periodic lawfulness of the chemical elements (G.; 1871).17 Brauner soon 
became so convinced of the fundamental importance of the periodic law for 
chemistry that moat of his work from the late 1870's on was devoted to the 
consolidation of the law.175 Although the late 1870's and the 188o's 
certainly saw the widespread recognition and acceptance of the periodic 
law, with progressive consolidation of the law as Mendoleov'a "ek.a"-
predictiona camo to be confirmed and as the atomic-weight values of certain 
elements (e.g. u, Be) became increasingly convincingly shown to correspond 
to those demanded on the basis of the law, not many scientists accepted 
the periodic law with such firm conviction as Brauner, In fact, Brauner's 
faith in the periodic law seems to have been surpassed only by that of 
Mendoloov; oven Lothar Moyer and Newlnnds, while being staunch champions 
of tho periodic law do not appear to havo been quite as committed as Brnunor 
172
chem. News, !2 (1881) 15. 
173 See Ch. VI, PP• 355-67. 
174 See Ch. VII, p.424, 
175 See PP• 330 (concerning Be), 341 (Ce), 344-6 (T~ and 423-35 (rare-
earth elements). A survey of Brauner's contributiona in connection with 




to belief in its general validity and applicability.176 A common attitude 
towards tho periodic law by the mid-188o•s was one of slightly qualified 
support, i.e. acknowledgment of the many advantages of tho periodic law 
and periodic system as presented by Mendoleev and lloyer, while at tho sruno 
time recognising certain inadequacies. Those whose support for tho law, 
within this pattern, was particularly strong included tho English scientists 
Carnelley, Roscoe and Crookos. Wurtz also showed considerable support for 
tho periodic law.177 Ostwald aCknowledged the law as having much in its 
favour, but at tho same time saw in it a number of weaknoasos. Thus, in 
1885 ho published the following remarks: 
Tho numerous and unexpected developments which tho Periodic Law 
has given us as to the relations of the atoms, one to another, 
should not make us blind to certain difficulties which have arisen 
in its full application. Thus t~7giscusaion over the atomic weight of beryllium is not yet closed... Again, elements are separated 
from one another which in the form of their compounds stMd closo 
together - as mercury and copper, with which it has more points of \ 
resemblance than with zinc and cadmium. Sodium is separated from ./ 
tho alkali metals proper and placed with copper, silver and gold. 
Tho silver hero shows, at beat, a relationship through the 
isomorphism of the water-free sulphate. Also tho oxi~'tion steps 
held up by Nendolee:f'f as characteristic or typical aro neither tho 
only ones, nor the lowest, nor yet tho highest, indeed they are 
often unknown and incapable of existence. 
These objections are not raised to refute tho Periodic Law. 
They aro too few in number for that and atand opposed to too many 
favoring circumstances. They serve only to show that tho law in 
ita proal~ form is only the beginning of a most promising lino of 
thought. 
l76Thus, Moyer in 1880 (Berichte, _u, p.26,5; Cham. News, !!,1 p.20J) 
referred to Mondoleev•s correct prediction in 1870.1 of tho proportion of 
the then unknown gallium and scandium as "fortunate", which suggests that 
he still retained some of tho uncertainty he had shown earlier (Bib1.81, 
1870) regarding tho use of the periodic systcc for prediction; and Newlanda I 
in 1884 remarked, "Although all the olementa yet diacoverod appear to take 
their places in accordance with tho periodic law, it is quito conceivable 
that various series of elemonta may exist not very simply relntod to onch 
other" (Bibl.84, p.36). It should be noted at tho oamo time, however, thnt 
Brauner himself aa early aa 1882 acknowledged (albeit privately, in n lottor 
to Nendeleev) that perhaps th~exist "anomalies" in tho region of tho 
periodic system between Ba and Ta (see Ch.VII, p.4;o). 
177 In a manuscript of 1899 (see Bibl.70 1 p • .55t Colla., ~~ 701) Mondoloov 
was to write, "From my aide, I consider that Wurtz contributed grontly to tho 
popularisation of my system of tho elcmonta", ruforring particularly to 
Bibl.l32 (and its later editions and translations), 
178 
At about this vory time the evidence in support of tho ntomic .. woight 
value Be = 9 rather than Bo = 14 was in fact becoming overwhelming (aeo 
Ch. VI, pp. 330-1). 
179 
t Lohrbuch der Allgomeinen Chemio, 188,51 pp.l26-?. The English 
ranslation givon hore is from Vonablo 1 Bib1.124 1 PP• 115·7• 
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Apart from Ostwald's remarks hare concerning tho "oxidation steps 
held up by Mendeleeff as characteriatio or typical", which wore lnrgoly 
unjustified and which indicated n lack of appreciation of Mondoleov's 
recognition of these "oxidation steps" as those of tho highoat "salina" 
oxidea,18o this passage repreaonta a very fair appraisal of Mondoloev's 
periodic classification of tho elements relative to tho state of chemistry 
at tho time. 
A few prominent chemists remained sceptical of tho periodic system, or 
even ignored it. Bunsen seems to have ignored it; and Berthelot in his 
Lea Origines de l'Alchimie (1885) was very sceptical of ita value, olthough 
this scepticism was founded mainly upon misrepresentation and misconception 
of the periodic law. Berthelot's claim that the periodic system indicates 
that 11botwoen S = 32 and So = 79 there should exist two intermediate terms 
48 and 6411181 shows his misunderstanding of the system. 
With tho growing problem of the rare-earth elements, and with tho 
discovery of the inert gases, doubts about tho universal usefulness and 
validity of the periodic system tended to increane during tho 1890' a. tlore 
scientists came to show Ostwald's attitude of 18851 treating tho periodic 
law as a good "first approximation". Venable, for exrunplo, wrote of the 
periodic system in 18961 "Ita imperfections are many, but they are outweighed 
by ita virtues and tho truths which it so woll presents. That thoro can 
be a batter presentation of them is most likely".l82 More critical thrul 
moat at this time was Wyrouboff1 who felt that Mendeleov's periodic 
classification showed an "arbitrary selection of oxides and of atomic 
weights" (1896).183 
1900 saw the satisfactory placing tf the inert gases in tho poriodio ~ 
system in a new "zero" group, strengthening confidence in tha system. But 
whereas the periodic system thus convincingly incorporated tho inort-gas 
elements, it failed to stand up to tho challenge of tho lanthanides in 
o.nything like the same way. Brauner in 1901 presented his "asteroid" 
solution to tho problem, assigning cerium W'ld all of tho heavier raro-otll'th 
elements a single place in group IV of the system, immediately following 
180 See Ch.V, PP• 309-10. 
18L 
"-Lea Origines de 1 1Alchimio 1 1885, PP• 3()8-14 (soe Vono.blo, Bibl.l24, PP• 110.114). 
182 Bibl.124, p.1o. 
183 Chem. Nowa, ~ (1896) 31. (See Ch. V1 PP• 309•10). 
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lanthanum in group III.184 This solution was not generally adopted. 
Mendeleev, for example, although a great admirer of Brauner's work in tho 
field of rare-earth chemistry, did not adopt it.185 Although to the end 
of his life Mendeleev preferred to regard the problem of tho lanthanides aa 
an "open question", he was nevertheless eventually forced to acknowledge 
tho possibility that the periodic system "shows a break in ita form" in tho 
atomic-weight region l4o - 183.186 With the theoretical consolidation of 
the periodic system between 1910 and 1915 as a result of tho work 
particularly of Rutherford, Bohr and Moseley187 1 and with the aubaequent 
emergence of the quantum-mechanical interpretation of the electronic states 
available to the atom, the lanthanide elements (and, subsequently and 
similarly also the actinides) have turned out to provide a weak refutation 
of the periodic law aa viewed by Mendeleev, to represent indeed "a break in 
188 the form" of the periodic system. 
The shift of the basis of the periodic system from that of atomic-
weight ordering to that of atomic-number ordering which followed Moseley's 
results removed the earlier problem of the atomic-weight inversions of 
Te - I, Ar - K and Co - Ni in tho system. 
Tho significance of the periodic system for chemistry can be r~cognised 
in various respects:-
!) Ontological significance (i.e. significance for tho fundamental 
structur~ of chemistry). 
The periodic system provides a stable and coherent definitive framework 
for chemistry. Prior to tho discovery of the periodic system tho criterion 
for tho recognition of a chemical element was in terms solely of the 
"negative operational" definition of a simplo substance (free element) as 
a limit of analysis, the recognition of any particular substance as being 
184 See Ch. VII, pp.430-2. 
185 See Ch. VII, PP• 431 1 433. 
186 See Ch. VII, PP• 433-4. 
187 These contributions of Rutherford, Bohr and Nosoloy, and rolatod 
contributions by other workers, are chronicled in PLBA, 798-Bol, and in 
Bibl. 109. ----
188 
The weak refutation of the periodic law provided by tho lanthanide v· 
elements may be contrasted with the weak corroboration of Bodo's law ot 








an element thus being dependent upon the stage of development of 
experimental analytical techniques and knowledge of spontaneous 
decomposition processes. But with the discovery of tho periodic ayotem 
a permanent (stable) criterion was introduced for tha ~~n of any -'-" 
particular element - viz. occupancy of a place in the system - and a single 
-;(,. coherent system for all elements was provided~hemistry was now no longer 
the science which sought the ultimate structure of n~tter, but instead the 
study of a certain intermediate level of matter, viz. the study of tho 
chemical elements.189 
ii) Epistemological significance for the concept of "olome!li"• 
Tho periodic system provided consolidation of the long-standing tacit 
assumption by most chen1ists that the chemical elements persist in some real 
(though "transcendental") sense throughout chemical change.19° As 
Mendoleev emphasised, "The various periodic relations belong to tho elements, 
not to the simple bodies, and this is extremely important to noten.191 
iii) Scientific significance. 
Tho structure of the periodic system and tho analogies and trends 
manifested in the system have provided a basis for tho prediction of the 
existence and properties of elements, and, conversely, a basis for 
explanation at a corresponding level (i.e. in torms of tho structure of tho 
system and tho analogies and trends within it) of the existence and 
properties of elements. Also, as n single coherent classificatory syatom 
embracing all elements the periodic systen1 by ita vory nnturo strongly 
indicates (and, historically, has indicated to many sciontiats192) tho 
existence of a genetic link between tho elements. Further, tho periodic 
classification of tho elements has led to a consolidation and sharpening of 
the concept of valency in various respects, e.g. in Mondoloov'a identification 
of group-number in the periodic system with maximum valency in 11aul.ine" 
189 Thus, Mendeleov wrote in 1871: "the entire doctrine ot chomiatry 
is the doctrino of the properties of the olomonts" (oeo Ch.I, p.28). More 
recently F.A. Paneth has written, ''Even today chemistry io tho theory ot 
the chemical clements" (1934; see Bibl. 9Q, p.70), and J.W. van Spronoen 
has remarked that "... chemistry hao grown into a closed ayotem (in tha V 
logical sense of tho torm) •••" (1969: Bibl.llO, p.2). 
190 
Soo Ch. I, especially PP• 27, 28 1 31 and 33-4. 
191 
Pr.Ch., R-8 (1906) 620 (~1 327). 
192 
See Ch. II, PP• 76-7 and 102-5. 
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oxides, and in his (and later Abegg's) discovery of the "rule of 8" 
regarding the relationship between valency in S!lline oxides and valency 
in volatile hydrides.193 
iv) Pedagogical significance. 
The periodic system provides a compact expression of the diverse 
chemical and physical relationships among the' elements, and as such is of 
great pedagogical significance. Mendeleev's Osnovy Khimii (Bibl.65; from 
1869) and Lothar Meyer 1 s~e modernen Theorien der Chemic (Bibl.Bo; from 
1872) were the first of many textbooks of general and inorganic ohemiatry 
to be based upon the periodic system; and even before Meyer and Mendeleov 
had constructed their periodic systems Odling had already given his similar 
system of 1865 a pedagogical application.194 In 1871 Mcndoloev wrote that 
"the aystematic exposition of the facts of chemistry for beginners is very 
much improved by basing this on the periodic law".l95 Vennble, 25 yoo.rs 
later, had the following to say on tho subject of classificatory tables 
based upon the periodic law: "The discovery of scandium and gallium and 
their fitting into tho predicted places ••• gave a new impetus to tho study 
of these (periodic] tables and their use in tho classroom".196 Tho 
organisation of most modern textbooks of inorganic chemistry is basad upon 
the periodic syatem.197 
As a result of the consolidation of the periodic system during tho 
present century and the accompanying clearer recognition of chemistry as 
fi intermediate-level study of matter (viz. as tho study of tho chemical omenta), the fundamental significance for chemistry of tho discovery of e periodicity of the elements is now even more evident than it was during 
Mendeleov 1s lifetime. In view of this fundamental significance (in all four 
l93seo n.l32 of tho present chapter. 
194 Thus, one version of Odling's. 1865 table appoarod in his Course of 
Practical Chemiatry (see Fig. III-8), and one in Watts' Diotionery o! 
Chemistry (sco Fig.III-7). 
l95The teriodic lawfulness of the chemical elements (G.), Annalen, 
1871, p.l7l ~. 131). 
l96Bibl.124, p.9. My underlining. 
197 A fairly recent textbook of inorganic chemistry which shows 
particular dedication to the use of the periodic system as tho framework 
for presentation of tho physical ond chemical properties of the elomonto io 
Sanderson's Chemical Periodicity, 1960 (~ibl.l02). 
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of tho senses considered above, but especially the "ontological", 
"epistemological" and "scientific", since it is from these that tho 
"pedagogical" significance arises) it seems not unreasonable to recognise 
the discovery of the periodicity of the elements as being the most important 
development in 19th-century chemistry. Tho primary importance here lies in 
"public" discovery by the scientific community, not in "private" discovery 
by a particular scientist;198 and it was Mendeleev's contribution which 
played by far the major role in leading to the awareness and appreciation 
of the periodic law by tho scientific community in general - a consequence 
of his clear perception of the importance of the law, tho detail and extent 
of his discussion of it, the boldness of his use of it !or prediction, and 
his dedication to ita promotion. This is a recognition of the primacy of 
Mendeleev1 a involvement in establishing the basis for the "public" discovery 
of the periodic law; it is not a claim of his priority as regards "private" 
discovery of the law. The bare "private" achievement of independent 
construction of a prototype periodic system can be seen in tho work not 
only of Mendeleev but also of do Chancourtois, Newlands, O<ll.ing1 Hinrichs 
and Lothnr Meyer.199 
In 1889 the English chemist T .E. Thorpe wrote of Mendeleev that "he has 
become to Russia what Berzelius was to Sweden, or Liebig to Germany, or 
200 Dumas to France". From the present-dey perspective, nnd with the 
recognition that simple ranking according to merit of different contributions 
to the development of science tonda to beg so many questions that it often 
has little historiographical significance apart from stimulating discussion 
and debate, tho following conclusion is presented: taking the diacover,y of 
the periodic law to be the moat important development in 19th-century 
chemistry, and taking Mendeleev's role in this discovery to bo pre-eminent, 
wo remove such restrictions of national boundary as aro imposed in tho 
above-quoted judgment by Thorpe and suggest that Mendeleev should bo 
aCknowledged as tho moat important of all chemists of tho 19th century. 
198 Soo earlier in the present chapter, p.482. 
l99see earlier in the present chapter, pp.479-82. 
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